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PREFACE
The International Symposium on Meteorological Results of the
International
titute

Indian Ocean Expedition was held at the Tata Ins-

of Fundamental

Research~

Bombay, India, from 22nd to 26th

July 1965 under the joint sponsorship of the World Meteorological
Organization, UNESCO, the India Meteorological Department and the
Council of Scientific

and

Industrial Research.

There were thir-

scientific sessions, 'each dealing with more or less a die-

teen

tinct topico
tive

Towards the end of each session, there

discussions

on

the papers presented

~ere

collec-

during that sessions

Summaries of these discussions are given at the end of the papers

in each sessiono
contributions appear e:l t.her as full papers or as summa-

The

ries.. .

to

In

the latter

the journal

tor:ial

case reference is given wherever possible

in which the full paper will appear.,

changes have

been

Minor edi-

made in some of the papers, either to

reduce their size or sometimes to make the point clearer.

(K. R. RAMANATHAN)
Chairman
Organising Committee
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Inauguration of the Symposium
· Shri P .. R .. Krishna Rao, the Director General of Observatories welcomed
t he guests. He gave a brief history of the project of the International Indian
Ocean Expedition (IIOE), which had been sponsored by the Scientific Committee
f or Oceanic Research (SCOR) of the International Council of Scientific Unions. ·
The planning committee of the SCOR · desired that the Govennnent of
Jndia establish a centre at Bombay to .serye as headquarters for the Meteorological Programme of the IIOE. In response to this request, the Government of India
( Council of Scientific and Industrial .Research and India Meteorological De~art
ment) established in January 1963, the Internationa.l Meteorological Centre ~IMC)
at Bombay, as a special Dividion of the Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona,
with a .substantial financial aid from the U.M. Special fund..
The National ·
Science Foundation (USA) also provided significant assistance. A team of' meteo.- .
rologists from the USA . headed by Prof. Ramage, who is also the Scientific
Director of the Meteorology Programme of the IIOE,provided significant assistance
in the setting up of the I.M.C..
Also, the United States Weather Bureau helped
by arranging for a number of .flights of their specially instrumented research
aircraft in different parts of the Indian Ocean for limited periods in 19.63 and
in 1964..
The I.Mo C. had collected and analysed a considerable amount of data
and Shrl P.R. Krishna Rao stated that he was personally happy to have been a~socia
ted with its establisl:nnerit as well as with this symposium which was .a landmark in ·
its scientific efforts.
In bis speech, the Union Minister of Civil Aviation, Shri No Kanungo
· expressed bis satisfaction that over twenty countries had participated in this
·international effort of scientific exploration of the Indian Ocean which was of
i mmense economic i1IfJortance to India. The International Meteorological Centre,
Bombay, had been established in January 1963 and would cease to exist as such by
t he end of March 1966, but the Union Minister announced that the dey-to-day
s tudy of Indian Ocean Meteorology would be continued on a permanent basis by esLb H shing an Indian Ocean and Southern Hemisphere Analysis Centre at Poon.a from
the beginning of Ap :rll 1966.
The symposium was fonrially inaugurated by Shri P. Vo Cherian, the
Governor of Maharashtra. In his inaugura.l speech, the "Governor said that growing
scientific co-operation between different countries was the one silver lining in
the dismal and murky sky of international politics which could show the way to
remove suspicion and misunderstanding between political powers so that we could
all live in peace and goodwill for one another. He reminded that the monsoon
which originated in the sea around India had considerable impact on Indian agricultural economy.
Rainfall at proper time and in adequate measure detennines
whether our crop is to be a success or a failure.
Also, the Indien Ocean is a
s ource of marine food, which we hmre not yet fully eXJ!loi ted. This would not
only help us in reducing our food shortage but would also set right the existing
nutritional imbalance in the average Indian's ~et.
The off-shore areas also
hold the promise of oil and other important minerals.
The Governor recalled
that Indian mythology had recognised the ocean as the first home of living
t hings and that Varuna and Indra, the respective gods of the Oceun an.d of Rain

xv

were amongst the greatest ffgures in Vedic tradition. Also, ancient Indien.Lit&r ature has called the Indian Oce.an aa ·Mahodadhi (the Great ~cean ), Ratn~ara . . .
(the home of gemstones), etc. Shri Cherian looked forward to the day when scientific exploration would remove the mysteriousness of the sea and enable us once
again t'? look upon it as the mqther of. 4re.
There wet;e also brief speeche~ by the · representatives. .of WMO · .(Mr.
Hovmoller) and of UNFSCO (_Dr. Takenouti) and by Prof. Ramage, Scientific DireO- · .
tor . of the International In<lisn 0~,ean Expedition~
. .

•
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Concluding Addre·ss b;y__J2r .. K.R. Ramanathan

Chainnan, Organising Committee

Friends, I have greatly enjoyed this Symposium and have learnt much from
it . I am sure all of you also have likewise enjoyed it. We are extremely thankful
to Mr. Raman and bis colleagues for having organised this so well.
I would like to make a few remarks about the Indian Ocean · work.
The
I ndia Meteorological Department was organised in 1875, i.e. 90 years ago.
Even
·at that time, when Blanford was the first chief of the Meteorological Department
the importance of the Indian Ocean in relation to the two major problems of monsoons and cyclones not only for India but also for countries in the Indian Ocean
was realised.
It was also well realised that to study the monsoon, it was not
enough to get data within the country, but it was necessary to search out and
obtain data from all around. Seychelles, for instance, was one of the stations
that the India Meteorological Department kept going for a large number of years.
Seychelles, . Aden, Socotra, Kuria Muria on the Arabian coast, Sabang in Sumatra,
were among the stations from which observations were regularly obtained.. When
u pper air observations caine to be organised, we could obtain observations from.
the islands near India, but not over the whole of the Indian Ocean on the scale
which we now have..
In that sense, the Meteorology Programme of the Indian
Ocean Expedition has been an epoch-making event. We are extremely grateful to
the International Organisations like U.M .. O. which have made this possible and
t o a l l countries which have co-operated · in the programme .
In particular, may
I exp r ess our special thanks to the U. S. National Science Foundation and to Dr.
Ramage and other scientists of the United States.

We have heard of the large amount of data that have been collected. The
d aily weather and upper air streamline charts prepared for the whole of the Indian
Ocean area are being processed. I understand that they will all be published in
the form of an Atlas before long. It will be a large storehouse of information
and it will take some years before we assimilate all the new information and
i ntegrate it into a systematic picture.
As Dr. Alaka pointed out, the Indian Ocean is not an isoJ..ated region,
alt h ough one may say that the waters of the Indian Ocean fonn almost a closed
lakeo . We have to look both towards the east and towards the west in order to
un derstand all the changes that take place in the . atmosphere over this region. So,
I look forward not merely to the Atlas of the Indian Ocean upper air charts but .
also to the Atlas of the Pacific and similarly to the Atlas of Africa and of the
A.tlantico .Although in the last few days, we have discussed ma:lnly about the
Indian Ocean, what happens i n the atmosphere over the Indian Ocean i s a part of
the whole general circulati on. As Dr. Alaka has indicated, we hope that in the
ne ar future, information will be made available to all Meteorological Services
from the World Weather Analysis Centres at Washington, Moscow and Melbourne
0

.

We are now able to get synoptic view of the earth as a whole,
synop t i c in the real sense, by having the opportunity to look at the cloud systems
:X:Vii

of the world as a whole from s·etellites. It is quite different from putting down
s ome observations from one ship taken some . time, from some other ship taken at
some other time and place, and so on,
and trying to build up climatological
charts $ During the International Indian Ocean Expedition, we did not have day
to day satellite observations, but we shall have in the near future valuable day
to day iRformation about the cloud cover over the whole earth.
In medium scale pe rt.urbations of the atmosphere, moisture plays an
In the tropics, there -are weather phenomena which occur almost
°Li ke clockwork. People who have lived in Bombay know that after the monsoon when
t h ere is some moisture still in the lower atmosphere an early morning rainfall
b e t ween 4 o'clock and 6 o'clock is of almost daily occurrence. · This persists
until the wind syE?tem distinctly changes to the winter system.
There is yet
the very. iarge problem of the variations of the monsoon from year . to year, which
Mr. Ramaswamy touched upon. Why do certain years happen to be poor monsoon yea~s
when .in a whole season we have very deficient rainfall over a large part of the
country and some years in which there are deluges of rain catising floods 'l I
do not yet see an answer to this question. We probably .requi-re not merely charts
of the atmosphe-re over the world ·but also associated Atlasses of the Oceans, their
temperature.s and their circulations. So, I look forward not only to htlasses
of the Atmosphere, but also to Atlasse s of the Ocean, for the period of the
I ndian Ocean Expedition, so that we can study the two side by side.
The Ocean
and the Atmosphe.re are so much interc_o nnected.
We heard something a.bout the
Soma.Ji current and the way in which it affects the circulation in the Indian Ocean~
We have had discussion on air-sea interac;tions. We had, I feel, very wise advice
f rom Dr. Swinbank about the care that should be taken about rainfall, evaporation
and radiationo
We have now good hope of being able to do somewhat better in
predicting medium sea.le disturbances of weather although I am under no illusion
about our a.bili ty to se.y that a particular farmer' s ·field wil1 get a small or
large amount of rain on a particular afternoon. The atmosphere is far too complicB.ted for that . .

i mpo rtant part.

We have had from Dr. Pisharoty and . others, information about evaporation
and other meteorologicB.l · factors over the Arabian Sea which affect the monsoon
rainfall. We have had excel.lent reports about the aeroplane work, the balloon
soundings and excursions into the eyes of tropical cyclones. We have had a view
of the Australian monsoon and seen some good pictures of t.ropice.l storms associe.ted with t h e .Australian monsoon. Then we have had excellent reviews by many
speakers of our present knowledge of the general circulation. · We should integrate
the new knowledge with the old. Some fresh ideaB have been put forward; they ·
require c:r:itico.l evaluation. I am sure that the Atlasses and the various writings
will provide necessary information for doing this. We had· Em extremely interesting
paper from Drs · Rama about . the monsoon circu.laGion as shown by measurements of
radio- active isotopes.
We had no time to discuss this, but I hope that Indian
Meteorologists will have an opportuni t.y to discuss it _on some other occasions. On
the whole, _ we have had extremely interesting accounts of the phenomena over the
Indi an Ocean and particularly over the Arabian Sea. I would have liked to hear
more abo.u t corresponding things in the Bay of Bengal · and the· west Pacific Ocean.
The Organising Corrnnit.tee proposes to ,publish the proceedings, I do not
know wh at form it will talce. If I may venture a suggestion' I would like the ·
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pro ceedings to be confined to .only such papers as have an international interest.
The papers should not be too long. May I request those of you who have presented
papers to go through them again and cut down the written matter to 5000 words or
less, and the number of diagrams to about six. The Organising Committee will get
the necessary refereeing done.
We are grateful to the Director General of Observatories and the Director.?
Institute of Tropical Meteorology for a.11 the help an.d assistance they have given
in organising the Symposium. Our thanks are due to the Council of Scientific
· Re search and Dr. N.K. Panikkar for their kind int.erest and generous help. I am
sure you will all join me in thanking the TIFR for placing this fine hall and
all the facilities of this Institution at. our disposal for the meetings.
Finally,
may I on behalf of the Organising Comrni ttee and our Indian Colleagues offer our
sincere thanks to all our friends from abroe.d for having taken the trouble to come
here and make this Symposium a success.
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ABSTRACT
Meteoro~ogical Observations were obtained aboard a C-54Q aircraft while
making soundings and traverses over the Arabian Sea in August and September
1964e The observations consisted of : temperatures and humidities from psychrographs and dropsondes, winds from Doppler r8:dar readouts, direct and
reflected short wave length solar radiation, lB:psed-time cloud photographs,
turbulence and fluctuations of temperature and water vapor. The recordings
have been converted to mixing ratios, potential temperat-ures, preciptable water, infrared radiation fluxes, atmospheric absorption of visible radiation,
wind profiles and air trajectories across the Arabian Sea.

Examination of these data reveal several characteristics of the monsoon
system and their relation to land, sea, and air interactions and radiational
imbalance •. The wind observations show that a strong low-level tb.ennal wind
jet is fanned off the coast of SomaJia. Its maximum value of about 25 metres
per second is attained at the top of a 1,000 meter thick leyer of air cooled
by contact with cold upwelling water. Heat is brought down from aloft and
transported upward from the sea so that the lowest air is warmed during its
passage over the Arabian Sea. As the coldest air is warmed the horizontal
temperature gradient decreases and the jet's maximum value decreases.
The
decrease of the wind velocity produces a convergence in the lowest leyer over
the eastern half of the · Arabian Sea. The convergence, in turn, produces uplifting o.f the air. Since the air mass is condit,ionally unstable, shower activity
is initiated east of 60°E. This shower activity carries water vapor to greater
heights in the atmosphere and produces the many layers of clouds that are
characteristic of the monsoon sky.
Two heat budgets for air flowing across the western and _ eastern parts
of the Arabian Sea have been constructed.. The budgets show that at all
l evels below 600 mb water vapor is being transported upward. Sensible heat
is being transported downward above the 850 mb level over the western A'.rabian
Sea and upward in all other regions and surfaces.
Total rainfall in the
eastern part is computed assuming a ratio between water vapor flux and precipi tationo Precipitation amounts to about 0.,8 mm per day. Evaporation is
about 7 mm per day in the western section and 4 mm per day in the eastern ·
section.

1.

Flight Paths of G-54Q Aircraft, Observations, and Processing of Data
a.

Flight Paths of G-54Q Aircraft.

The G-54Q aircraft, owned by the U.S. Navy and operated by the Woods Hole
)ce anog raphic Institution under contract with the Office of Naval Research and a grant
~rom the National Science Foundation, flew three .expeditions to the Indian Ocean as
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p a r t of IIOE., Only· the ~sult s of the · flights made in August and Sept embe r 1p 64
wi ll be di scu ssed in t his paper. During this period fJights were made out of Bombey
i n the upwi nd and c rosswind di rec tions .
One flight was made to Aden to study condi tions off the coast of Somalia .
On all of these flights the first half of the
fJight was made at low levels be t wee n 50 and 600 meters.
At the halfway point a.
climb was made and the retu rn t o Bomb ay or Aden was flown at a high level of about
4500 meters. Desc ents were started about 100 km out of the airports ..
bo

Obse rvation s Made and Processing of Data ..
1.,

Aircraft Temperatures, Humidities and Winds .

The basic psychrometric observations made from aboard the aircraft were
recorded outputs of dry and wet thermistors mounted in the free air stream. The circuitry, .mounting, and recording system is es sentially the airborne psychrograph deve. loped by Katz (1947 ). Readings were made from the chart each five minutes except
more frequently during ascents, climbs, . and areas of particular interest.
The chart
readings were punched on cards and fed to a computer for conversion to temperatures,
corrections for dynamic heating, and computation. of potential temperature, mixing
ratios, densities and virtual temperatu~es. Winds were determined from the readings
of Doppler radar readout dials that were photographed each 20 secondso Values of
ground . speed, drift angle, heading, true air speed, distances, and time were punched
on cards and read into the computer to give wind direction . and speed, and latitude
and longitude.
2.

·Reduction of dropsonde data and aircraft soundingsG

Dropsondes were made each hour while flying at high levels by Paul Dalrymple
of the Natich I,aboratories and Mr .. Charles Clark of the U.S. Weather Bure au..
The
radiosonde used was the T-6 model of the U.S. Air Force (1963). This instrument uses
a thermistor and carbon humidity strip as sensors. The recor~ings were read and converted to temperatures and humidities by the operators.
A program was written by
Dr. R. C. Srivastava to sum the energy and water contents of the air columns so that
· changes a1ong trajectories could be comput~d. He also wrote a program so that infrared radiation fluxes · could be computed. Tbis program is ' based on the Elsasser diagram
(1942 ).
Radiosonde observations made from R/V Argo and R/V Atlantis !.! in the
Arabian Sea have been used to aid in the construction of potential temperatu re charts.
3.

Short Wave Length Solar Radiation.

Observations of solar short wave length radiation were made using two
Eppley Laboratory, 10-junction pyranometers. One was mounted to the top of the fuselage and measured the downward radiation from sun and sky. · The other was mounted in
the inverte d position on the bottom of the fuselage to measure the radiation reflected
and sc attered from land, air, se a, and clouds . Recordings of the voltages generated
by the pyranomete r j u nctions were made on a strip-cha.rt self-balancing potentiometer.
Sign als from the two sensors were switched alternateJy into the recorder with a two·.m inute cycle . Calibrations were made by the Eppley Laboratories originally and after
the 1963 trip. The albedo sensor was calibrated in the inverted position.

scales .

The radiation values were read directly from the charts using calibration
These values together with times , latitudes, longi tudes,altitudes, and
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declinations of the sun, were pimched on cards and fed to the computing machine. A
so lar radiation program has been written which computes the sun's altitude,the radiation that would fall on the.instnunent if the sun were in the zenith, the total
r adiation that would fall on the instrument at that geographic al position and date
during the entire day, the albedo, and the average albedo.
The accuracy of the transf onnation of a single reading of solar radiation
t.o a total daily radiation is high in the absence of an atmosphere. With a cloudy and
hazy atmosphere, the values will be systematically low when the sun is close to the
h'.J rizon a.nd e. few per-cent high when the sun is near tbe zenitho By excluding values
taken when the sun is lower than 30 degrees above the horizon the- systematic errors
a re reduced to about ± 5 percente Averages taken with differing solar altitudes will
h ave an error around ± 1 percente By compE-,ring values of the net radiation obtained
at different heights, the absorption of solar radiation by layers of the atmosphere
can be found.a
The accuracy of the measurements of the absorption of solar radiation is
no t high due to the great variability in cloudiness during the observational flights.
A value of 51 .± 63 cal per day was obtained from all horizontal flights and 93 .± 92
cal per day from all climbs.

4.

Time-lapsed cloud movies.

A movie camera was set up in a poft- side window of the cabin looking out
perpendicular to the line of flighto A photograph .was taken each 2 secondso Ronne
(1959) has developed a system of obtain.ing cloud bases, tops and distances from such
photographs. Bunker (1965) has written a computer program to do these computations
and improve the accuracy of the height measurements in cases where _the horizon is
ill-defined or obscurede All of the photographs have been reduced in this manner so
that heights of cumulus bases and tops, and layers of middle and high cloud along
the flight paths are known.
2

0

Development of. the Somali Thermal Wind Jet_

The low-level jet that develops off the coast of SomaJia during the summer
monsoon is the end result of a series of land-air-sea interactions with many size
scales from the global to the local scale.. The first interaction involved is the
global scaJ_e reaction of the air over the heated land masses of Africa and Asia and
the air over the. relatively cool waters of the Indian Ocean. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to discuss the details of the response of the atmosphere to this
situation. It is sufficient to state that a pressure gradient is set up so that air
is transported northward across the equator.. This motion of the air transports the
warm surface water of the ocean to the eastward, leaving cooler waters on the surface
along the eastern coast of Africa. These cooler waters then cool the atmosphere
above them, thereby increasing the atmospheric pressure. The increase of atmospheric
pressure causes a weak ridge of" pressure to develop along the African coast. The
steep pressure gradient existing between the ridge and the trough extending from
Arabia down into Ethiopia creates a very strong wind over Somalia and the waters off
Somalia. This very strong wind transports large quantities of surface water to the
eastwarde Because of the presence of the coast of Africa,
this water can be
replaced only by deep cold water coming up along the coast. After this wind has
been blowing for a period of time, water with temperatures as low as 13°C replaces
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t h e origi nal wat er wi th temperat u res around 20° to 25°C. The air blowing over this
cold wate r cools qu ickly by tu r bulent transport.
A cross-section of potential
temperatu res ob se rved durin g a cross-wind flight is presented as Figure 1. This
diagram shows the g r eat de g re e of cooling that has been accomplished by ,t he passage
of the air over about 300 km of water.
· If one applies the horizontal temperature gradients shown in Figure 1 to
the th~m al wind equation it is seen that the winds should increase in velocity by
about 10 m sec-1 through the lowest 600 metres of air. Above the layer of cool air
the t emp erature gradient reverses and the wind should 'decrease with height. A
wind profile was made in the jet region two days later and farther downwind that
shows these characteristicso Figure 2 is a profile observed on 1 September 1964
at 11 " N 58' E.. It is seen that the wind increases to a maximum at 1000 metres and
then decreases to very low values as expected if it were a thermal wind.
3.

Geographical Distribution of the Jet over the Arabian Sea

Each day' s operation of the C-54Q aircraft involved a climb at the most
distant point of the path or the half-way point to another airport.. As a result of
this method of ope r ation, wind profiles were obtained at widely scattered points
over the Arabian Seao · We cari study these profiles now to trace out the limits of
the low-level thermal wind jet. · Figure 3 is a chart upon which the wind profiles
have been plotted. The mean position of the observation is indicated by a circJed
symbol. The profile at 11°N 58°E is a replot of Figure ?.. This sounding rep.resents
the closest approach to the region of . the maximum development of the jet. The region
of marimum strength may be 500 kilometers farther to the west. The basis for tbis
possibility is that maximum winds were encollntered around 53°E on both the 3oth of
August and the lst of Sept.ember while flying horizontally at 560 meters. Either
the maximum is at 53°E · and the winds at 1000 meters are higher than 25 m/ sec or the
jet has a maxinrum va.lue on a surface sloping upwards f:rom 560 meters at 53°E to
1000 meters at 58°E. One additional type of data is available·that indicates that
the aircra.ft was fl:Y""ing underneath the maximum level of the jet en-route from 53 E
to 58°E . The turbulence profile shows the greate'st turbulence was encountered at the 560 meter level and the air at the lowest level was very smooth. The high degree
of turbulence at the 560 m level is consistent with the thesis that · higher winds
exist above the flight level that are creat~ng the turbule·n ce.
Return i ng to the chart of wind profiles, it is seen that the jet can .be
traced across the central portion of the Arabian Sea to the coast l i ne of Indiao
Maximum values of t h e velocity decrease progressively to east, dropping to less than
15 m per sec near India.
To the north, it is seen that no jet exists at all and
maximum values occur ne a r the surfaceo At 4cuN both in the western and in the eastern
Arabian Sea no sien of a low level jet can be foundo

4o

Weather anq_mo.Qif_ica"tion 9f the Atmospheric _§truct12.JLli-8..l?.9Ciat§.Q with Variations
of the ~et
ao

Stability of the Monsoon Air.

The potential temperature cross section of the air off the coast off
Somalia, Figure 1, shows that the air is hydroe.tatically very stable. Inspection
of t his diagram alone would lead one to expect that the. air might flow ncross the
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Ar abian Sea without many clouds and no rainfill. Since many layers of clo11ds and
~how e r3 are formed during its. c.rossing, the conditions and processes at work must
b8 3tudied more r~ ri tically. First consider the conditional stability of the air
b;r plotting a cross- section of equivalent potential temperatures, Figure 4, across,
t he krabian Seao Most of the data points were obtained on 1 September, but the
l efthand sounding was obtained on 30 August off the coast of Somalia..
The main
pu rpose of presenting this diagram is to show that the air mass is conditionally
un stable. Thus if any mechanism develops that lifts the lower air, cumulus clouds
wiLl be formed that can grow to at least the 3 km levoL
This is a sufficient
-r:,_ei gh t to produce rain and layers of middle cloud through the spreading-out of the
m:1.ist air.

b.

Convergence c8llsed by Variations of the Jet

Veloci~yo

The mechanism that is more likely to cause significant lifting of the
.lower air is convergence of the wind field.
The Dopple-r wind data obtained by
t he aircraft has been studied by my colleague, Dr. R.C. Srivastavao He finds that
the convergence - divergence values computed along the path of the aircraft vary by
+ 1 x 10-5 cm-1. The.se values are not the total convergences, but the total cannot
b e computed because the aircraft path was a straight line and combination of diffe rent d~y's observation would not be meaningfulo The values do show, however, that
there are regions of conr ergence and divergence of sufficient magnitude to cause
l ifting or subsidence of about 200 m in 3 hours. Such lifting is sufficient to
r elease the conditional instability of the air and initiate a shower activityo
Such activity is most likely to occur in the eastern half of the sea where the jet
i s decreasing in magnitude and hence there is a $mall mean convergence.
In the
we stern half of the sea the jet winds are accelerating and there appears to be
widespread subsidence.
c~

Shower Production and the Moistening of the Air Mass.

The dropsonde and cloud observations made from the aircraft during
of the Arabian Sea. show the results of the lifting of the conditionally
u nstable air caused by both large - and small-scale variations of the convergence
of the air,. Over the western section of the Arabian Sea the skies are generally
c lear with only a few scattered cirrus and occasional patches of lower cloud. East
of 60 E variable amounts of cumulus occur, as well as increasing altostratus and
ci rrostratus clouds. As the Indian coast is approached from the west the amounts
of cumulus increase and groups of cumulonimbus are formedo Over the Indian coast
t.he showers are widespread ..... This distribution of clouds and rain is consistent
w"i th small-scale convergence caused by variations in the stream velocity and an
ov er-all convergence of the lower air in the eastern section.. This patchy distribution of cumulus and cumulonimbus activity carries water vapor aloft in an
i rregular manner and explains the wide variations in mixing ratio encountered
while f1ying at 600 mbs.
, ~ r-o ssings

5..

Air-Sea Exchanges, Air mass modifications cmd Heat Budgets of the Monsoon
Air Mass
·
ao

Winds, trajectories, and potential temperature charts.

In this section it is attempted to determine the mean trajectories that the
ai r mass follows across the Arabian Sea, the modification to the temperatures and
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humi di t i es of the air, the exchange of heat and water vapor between 'the sea and
atmosphere, and finally, the heat budget of three layers of the atmosphere
Scarcity of wind data and variability of wind direction at the higher levels are the
most serious limitations to this study. Surfe.c e-ship winds, 950 mb, and 600 mb
(usual flight altitudes) winds are relatively abundant but limited observations
exist at intermediate levels.
&

Preliminary inspec tion of the winds, clouds, and rainfall pattern showed
t hat the ai r mass could be divided naturally into three layers and two regions.
The thre e layers used were the 1000 to 850 mb layer, the 850 to 700 mb layer and the
700 to 600 mb layero The two regions, divided by the 60 E meridian, are the clear
region to the west and the cloudy, showery region to the east. The western boundary
of the western region is not the SomaJ_i Coast but rather at a line well offshore ·
..where the air is no longer being cooled by the water beneath it.
Tbus from this
.boundary eastward, the lower air becomes irregularly warme r.
The trajectories and transit times for the various levels and regions have
been determined from the wind observations available.
The trajectories for the
lower two layers have been plotted on Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 which also include the
potential temperature data.
On these figures the tails and heads of the arrows
mark the ini t.ial and final. points of the moving air mass.
The average winds in the 700 to 600 mb layer may be least representative
of the tru~ average or resultant wind, in spite of many more observations being
available-. This layer is a transition zone between the lower, more-or-less steady
south west winds and the upper, more variable northeasterly winds.
In such a
layer a large number of samples taken systematically would be required to obtain an
accurate resultant wind. The wind determined from this study was about 1 m sec-1
from the north west in the western region and more northerly' and faster in the east.
To study the modification of the · air mass as it crosses the Arabian Sea,
p.eat content charts for the various layers and regions have been consttµcted and
presented as Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The potential energy (in calories)' plus the
internal energy content and the potential. plus internal plus latent heat contents
of the layers have been determined from the dropsonde obser\rations of the C-54
aircraft, and the radiosonde observations taken from R/V Argg and B/V Atlantis II o
The R/V Argo observations were taken nearly simultaneously with the aircraft data,
while the RjV Atlantis II data were taken in August and early September of 1963.
The heat contents for each soundings were computed using a Fort;ran program written ·
by Dr. R. C. ~rivastava. The program computes the potential and equivalent potential
temperatures for each standard and significant level, sums them between the given
lqyers and converts the sums to heat units.
The two types of heat content are then
computed for the desired layers. Heat contents are expressed in calories relative
to 300 K.
The charts were constructed by plotting the values on a chart and
drawing in lines of constant value.
The set of four charts show features that reveal the many processes
operat ing in the air mass as it crosses the Arabian S.ea. The original state of the
'air mass is -shown by the high heat. content over Africa and Arabia. A large-scale·
gradient from Arabia to the equatorial regions south of- India is made highly
i rregular by modification over the Arabian Sea.
The cooling off the coast of
Somalia and subsequent wanning near· India is a primary feature of the chart. The
downwind moistening of the air is shown clearly.

b..

Equations of Heat Balance and Flux Computationso

The following equations have been used to find the flow of heat and water
,vapor through the various levels from the potential temperature summation charts.
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In these equations the symbols have the foll.owing definitions :

AL 0e and
~ r. e
are the differences in potential plus internal plus
latent heat content and the potential plus internal heat content of the layer at
the beginning and end of the passage across the region; 6t is the transit time
of the air across the region; SH and 1H are the vertical transports of sensible
and latent heat across an isobaric surface by small-.scale turbulence, convection,
and large-scale ascent or descent if any is present; the subscripts 'B' and 'T'
refer to the top and bottom surface of the layer; IRE is the rate of heat exchange
from the layer by infrared radiation; SA is the rate of heat absorption by the air
in the layer of short wave length solar radiation; L(PPT) is the heat released by
the condensation of water vapor; the factor 1 a 1 is the fraction of latent heat
flux that is converted to sensible heat by condensation.
Estimates of 'a' were
made from an adiabatic diagram noting how much water vapor a saturated parcel 6f
air would lose by condensation while being lifted through the layero The values
used here were 0.1, 0.3 and 0.1 for the lowest, middle and highest layero In the
non-raining western region 'a' is everywhere equal to zero ..
To solve these equations the assumption had to be made that no heat was
transported through the 600 mh level except by radiation, and that no water v apor
passed through the level. Using these assumptions and values of /.). !..0E
,
and
~Ee
taken from 600 mb charts not presented here it is found that SH at
'the 700 mb surface in the western section is -0.15 cal cm-2ksec-1 and +0.20 cal
cm-2ksec-1 in the eastern part. Latent heat fluxes at the same level are +0.24
and +O. 34 cal cm-2ksec-1 respectively. Applying these values to the top of the
850-700 mb layer allows solutions to the 1000 mb surface without any further
assumptions. The results of these computations are presented in Table A~

lQ
Table

A

Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes

---....:.------.- ---------------------------------------,.-----.----------------------Surface

Sensible

Western .Region
Latent

Eastern Region
Sensible
Latent

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------'

'

'

600

assumed

700

+0.24

+0.20

+0 •.34

z e r o

850

+0.23

+1.9

+0.32

+0.87

1000

+1.5

+4.8

+0.44

+2.8

--------------------------------------------------------------------~---

The fluxes in the table show that the latent heat fluxes are upward at
all levels in both regions. The sensible heat fluxes are all much smaller and one ·
downward flux appears at the 700 mb surface west of 60 E. The latent heat fluxes
at the 1000 mb level may be converted to evaporation rates of 7 .O and 4.1 mm per
day, respectively, · for the western and eastern section. In the western section
where the stability is great and cumulus activity is weak, 95 percent of the water
eyaporating from the sea is retained below the 700 mb surface. In the east, cumulus
ac~ivity carries more water vapour higher so that only 88 percent
of the vapour
remains below 700 mb.
·
c.

Heat Budgets of the Monsoon Air.
'

'

'

An accounting of the gains and losses of energy in each layer can be made
from the c6mputed transports and the radiation exchange computations .and measurements.
The values for the western section are presented in Table B and for the
eastern section in Table C.
·

Table_g
Summer Monsoon Heat Budget West of 60 E Meridian "
Calories per Day
Pressure
Surfaces

Sensible
Heat Flux

Latent
Heat Flux

Net
accunrulati on

1

4

144

-53

20

144

' 109

248

-63

36

334

129

'413

-121

57

478

13

21

700 to 850

33

Total

SA

5

600 t o 700

850 to 1000

IBE

-

11

Table

c

Summer Monsoon Heat Budget East of 60 E Meridian
Calories per

Net
Accumulation

33

12

25

3

46

- 45

24

35

23

10

167

- 47

34

164

24

37

242

-125

224 '

50

Latent
Heat Flux

6 00 to 700

17

29

700 to 850

10

850 to 1000
Total

IRE

L(~PT)

SA

Sensible
Heat Flux

P ressure
Surfaces

Day

70

These two tables show that the air is accumulating heat nearly twice as
fast west of 60°E as east of the boundary line. The greater heat accUJilUlation is
the result of greater heat intake from the sea since the radiational exchanges are
roughly equal. The greater intake from the sea surface is the direct result of
t he western air being cooler and drier than the eastern air, while the sea surface
temperature is roughly the same east of the cold water off Somali.
It is of interest to note that the infrared radiation loss is the same in
bot h regions although the height distribution is quite different. The small radiation
l oss from the top layer of the western air is the result of its dcyness. The small
l oss from the eastern bottom layer results is due to the greater back radiation of
t he middle and high cloud cover. The absorption of short wa:ve radiation by the air
is greater in the east because of its greater cloudiness and haziness.
·
The comput.ed heat release by condensatidn, L(PPT ), converts to 0.8 IIIlll
p er day.
~bis value may appear low to meteorologists · familiar with the heavy
r ainfalls over the western mountains of India.
However, the rainfall over the sea
originates from smaller, widely-scattered areas of cumulonimbus clouds and hence it
mi ght be expected to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than the monsoon rains
over mountains.
6.

Concluding

Rernar~

In concluding, it is desirable to emphasize the preliminary nature of the
pre sent worko A search of observational records will undoubtedly reveal more data
t h a t will improve the reliability of the heat computations.
More wind data and a
de tailed study of the final anaJ.ysis of stream line charts may produce more reliable
mean winds and trajectories. Inspection of the heat content charts shows how
sensitive the heat flux and heat budget computations are to sinall errors in the
computed trajectories.
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FIGURES

Figure 1.

Potential temperature cross-section over the western Arabian Sea,
30 August 1964 ..

)figure 2.

Variation of wind speed with height, 1 September 1964.

~igure

Variation of low-level . jet over

3.

~rabian

Sea, August and September 1964.

Figure 4.

Equivalent potential temperature cross-section from near Somalia to
India, 30 ~ugust and 1 September 1964.

Figure 5 ..

Potential plus internal heat content in the 1000 to 850 mb layer,
August and September.

Figure 6.

Potential, internal plus latent heat content in the 1000 to 850 mb
layer, August and September.

Figure 7.

Potential plus internal heat content in the 850 to 700 mb layer,
August and September.

}figure 8.

Potential, internal plus latent heat contents in the 850 to 700 mb
layer, August and September.
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Te~erature and Humidity ·distribution in the Atmosphere over

· the Indian Seas
S. Hangaraj en and G. P .. Srivastava

1..

Introduction

With a view to widen our understanding of the meteorology of the Arabian
Sea and the Bay of Bengal, a programme of scientific cruises over these sea areas
was launched by India in October 1962 as part of her contribution to the Inte!\...
national Indian Ocean Expedition.
The vessel chosen for the cruises was I.N.S.,
Kistna, a frigate of the Indian Navy having a length of about 300 feet and a gross
displacement of about 200 tonso This frigate waa transformed into a research
vessel by the provision of suitable laboratory facilities and instrumentation for
meteorological and oceanographica1 observations. The meteorological instrumentation for recording surface obseIVation.s consisted of

1) Marine Kew Pattern Barometer
2)

Microbarog·raph

3)

Whirling Psychrometer

4) Electrical cup generator anemometer and wind vane with indicator
panels 5) Marine bucket for the measurement of sea surface temperature
6 ) Rai.ngauges fixed on the deck and mast at heights 28 and 38 feet
from the sea surface.
For the later cruises, a thermistor temperature indicator was designed
anq used for the measurement of sea surface temperature. · The thermistor was placed
at the engine room intake and connected by cable to the indicator in. the laboratory.
Although there were no self recording instruments other than the barograph, it
was possible to obtain reliable information on the diurnal variation . of the
meteorological elements by a series of surface observations made eight times· each
day at three hour intervalso The hours of observations were OO, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15,
18 and 21 hours G.M. T. The meteorological personnel who took part in the observational programne were experienced and fully trained officers of the India Meteorological Department and hence the accuracy and reliabi]j ty of the observed data were
of' a high order.
Instrumentation for aerologica.l observations . consisted of the Fan type.
radiosonde system developed by the India Meteorological Department and the conventional pilot balloon equipment including a marine ·optical theodolite. The Radiosonde
observations were made twice per day at 00 and 12 hours GMT whenever weather conditions permitted the filling of the balloons and the launching of the
instruments.
The radiosonde balloon was followed by the marine optical theodolite whenever
weather permitted. The position of the balloon was obtained at one minute intervals
after correcting for the movement of the ship.
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In all, 28 cruises were made during
over the di fferent areas of the Arabian Sea
the courses followed by I.N.S. Kistna during
about 1400 surfBce observations and about 120
during the ·above pe riod.

the period October 1962 and May 1965
and the J;3ay of BengaL Fig. 1 shows
the different cruises. Altogether
radiosonde observations :i~ere made

In this paper some of the more important results
humidity distribution over the Indian Seas are presented.
2.

of

temperature and

Variation in Surface Temperature and Humidity
(a)

Diurnal Variation

While analysing meteorological data repo~ed by ships in continuous
motion, an . allowance has to be made for the prevailing horizontal gradients of the
different parameters.
Thus, if the true diurnal variation of surface temperature
at a fixed point over the · sea is represented by

.\

'

-=To -+T

SiT1 Q}

the actual temperature recorded by a ship moving . straight
given by,

T ''

== T 0 -+ T

s i,, '"1

from

the point will be

-+ \ G -rad. T \ U

t Cos f

Where
\ GYa.d. T \
is the magnitude of horizontal temperature gradient prevailing
over the area, 1.9- is the speed of the ship and
cp
the angle made by the ship's
course with the direction of the prevci.iling temperature gradient. From actual
observations made during the cntlse s, it was found that the temperature gradient
over the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea in all months was of the order of 1°c per 800
to 1200 kms. When the ship · is ·m oving at the normal cruising speed of ·10 knots, the
maximum possible value of the third term in the equation comes out to be only about
0.2 to 0.5 degrees C per day during which the range of the diurna.l variations as
given by the second term amounts to about 1 - 1.5°C.
When the ship does not move
in the direction of gradient the correction to be made for the third term of the
equation becomes smaller. When the different observations covering a few consecutive days are arranged into groups 50-80 over areas of the order of 10 degree
squares, corrective terms tend to compensate mutually. Taking into
account.
the possible effects of synoptic changes in temperature e.g. due to clouding,
precipitation, winds etc. the true diurnal variation can be obtained only when a
sufficiently large n:umber ·of series of observat:i..ons are utilised.
However, the
limited data available had .to be put into the best possible use. The 3 hourly obsePvations pertaining to each group were arranged into rows and the means of the different
hours obtained. It was found that in each group, there is a diurnal variation in
all the three elements viz
(1) temperature of air at deck level, (2) Sea surface
temperature . and ( 3) absolute humidity of the air at deck level. The air ·temperature
a t tains a maximum at 13-15 hrs. loca.l time and a minimum at 04-05 hrso
The range

o,
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of diurnal variation is LO to L6°C depending on the seasono In the case of the
ne a surface temperature, the diurnal range is. about 0.3-0.6°C the epochs of maximum
and minimum being displaced about 1 hour later than those in the case of · the air
t emperature. The humidity miring ratio also undergoes a daily cycle, the maximum
being in the afternoon and the miniITillll1 in the early morning. The range in humidi ~y
mixing ratio is Oo5 to 1.0 gm/kgm. Although the daily mean temperature of the sea
is always found to be slightly higher than that of the air at ·the height of the
deck, (a few meters above sea surface) the diurnal variations of the two elements
a re such that during certain times of the day, the air temperatu~ is higher than
th at of the seao This important feature will be evident from Figso 2( a) and 2(b)
which ·illustrate the diurnal variation of temperature and hwnidi ty for two typical
periods in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. Further studies on this aspect
may elucidate whether there is a diurnal variation in the sea air interaction in
the tropicso Table 1 gives the diurnal ranges of air and sea temperatures in the
differe~t areas in some typical months. It is seen that during the monsoon months
J une - July the ranges are smaller in the Bay of Berigal than during other months
because of the clouding, these being O. 7°C and 0.6°C for air and sea respectively.
Due to the limited size of the samples of data with which these have been arrived
at, errors of the order of 0.1°c might have arisen.
( b)

Annual Vari ~tion

By averaging the temperature and humidity observations in each group,
it is possible to assign mean values for :representative periods of the year. In this
way, a tentative picture of the annual variation of temperature and humidity was
constructed. Fig. 4 shows the annual variation of air and sea temperatures and
humidity over the Central areas of the Bay of Bengal. It is seen that from January
to April/Mey all the parameters undergo a significant rise. This feature fits in
with the observed fact that the net radiation over this region a1·s o undergoes a rise
from January to April. The annual amplitudes of the air temperature and sea temperat ure are of the same order as those found by J agannathan and Rama Sastry (1964 ). The
humidity mixing ratio
increases from about 16 gnv'kgm in January to 22 gm/kgm in
ApriL If it is asslUD.ed that such an increase takes place over the whole Bay of
Bengal and is confined to a height of 2 kms from sea surface, the extra water vapour
generated during the period January to April turns out to be 50, OOO megatons o This
gives the order of magnitude of the water vapour content that is generated by the
solar radiation during a three month period.. This value compares at least in order
of magnitude with the figure of 300, OOO megatons which can be arrived at using a mean
nett evaporation of 10 cm for a 3-month interval during Febmary - May as found by
Ve nkateswaran (1956) for the Bay of Bengal region. The horizontal gradient of humiditymix1ng ratio at surface is very small and hence the advective component of moisture
change is also rather small.

3o

~r

Air

Temper~tures

and Humidities

The radiosonde observations made during the cruises of I. N.S. Kistna were
g rouped in time into seasons and in space in 5 degree squares.
Average values of
t he upper air temperatures and humidities were determined for standard isobaric
l evels o
With such data and the mean radiosonde data of the Indian stations for
the two-year pe.riod 1963-1964, mean maps of temperatures and hmnidities were prepared
for 850 and 700 mb levels for the four representative months of the year January,
Ap ril, July and October. T~e January and July conditions, being the most important
from point of view of upper air climatology, will alone be discussed in this paper.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the mean temperature and humidity at 850 and 700 mb levels for
January and July. The main features of the maps are discussed below.
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850 mb :- There is a warm ridge south of lat. 20°N.
The temperature
decreases steadily from 16°C at lat. 20°N to 4°C in the extreme north of the country.
The humidity mixing ratio which has value of 10 gm/kgm .i n the southern parts . of · ·
the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal also decreases steadily northwards becoming
2 gm/l\gm over the ·extreme north of the country. The mean relative lmmidity is 70 %
in the South Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal to the south of lat. lO°N decreasing to
l ess than 30 %over the northern parts of the country.
700 mb :- At the 700 mb level also there is a warm ridge to the south of
15oN, with temperature about 10°c.
North of this, there is a steady fall , the
temperature becoming 6°C in the extreme north of the country. The humidity mixing
ratio is 8 gm/kgm in the 'extreme southeast Bay of Bengal, decreasing progres sively
to 1 gm/kgm in the northern parts of the country~ The highest mean relative humidity
is 70 .% over Southeast Bay of Bengal; the minimum value of 20 % occurs over a
region extending from the Persian Gulf to the head of the Bay of Bengal.

850 mb :- The lowest temperature of 18°C prevails over the region to the
south of latitude 10°N. The 18°C isotherm includes a cold trough along the west
coast of the peninsula and another along the east of -Burma.
It is of interest to
observe that tbe two troughs coincide with two regions of heavy clouding and rainfall
during the month of Julyo
The highest temperature of about 30°C is found in the
region of the Persian Gulf~ As a consequence, the temperature gradient in the West
Arabian Sea is quite large. In the map of mean humidity mixing ratios, it is seen that
to the north of late 20°N and to the west of long. 75°~, there is. a rapid decrease
in mixing ratios. Over the rest of the region, the mixing ratio increase northwards,
the highest value of 16 g/kg being along the foot of the Himalayas. The interesting
feature is that even at a low level like 850 mbs, the absolute moisture content
over the sea areas is · leas 1than that over the northern India.
The highest value
of relative humidity, 85 % and more is found over northeast India and ·along the
we$t coast of the Peninsula while the lowest value of less than 20 % is found over the
Persian Gulf region.a A region of relative dryness (
75/o) prevails ·aiong the
east -c oast of the Peninsula.

<

700 mb . :- The lowest temperature of 9°C prevails over the south Bay of
Bengal and the highest temperature of 16°c over the Persian Gulf regiono The distribution of absolute moisture content is very similar to that at 850 mb level. The
relative humidity of BO % or more occurs over a large ~rea in the northern parts
of the country while the Persian Gulf region has humidities less than 20 %.
Over
the Malay Peninsula and the adjoining Bay of Bengal, the relative humidity is less .
than _70 % this being due tb existence of lower temperatures.
4.

Reversal of Humidi t.Y_Graclient

As already pointed out, the gradient (taken as in the direction of decreasing values) of absolute humidity is directed southwards at both 850 and 700 mb
levelso It is found that at surface, the humidity mixing ratio over the land areas
of the country is ·18-20 gms/kg in July, while that over the sea is 20-22 gm/kgm. The
gradient is thus broadly directed towards land. The reversal of the gradient .appears
to occur at a height of about 0.5 1an.
In the month of July the most significant
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feature of the low level air circulation is the occurrence of a convergence zone
extending from the north Bay . of Bengal to West Pakistan. The convergence and
vertical ascent associated with this appears to be very effective in spreading the
moisture to higher levels. Such a process is not operating over the sea area and
hence the upward spreading of moisture over the sea is less.
5.,

Lapse Rate over the Sea in the lowest levels

It is well known that over inland areas during summer, the lapse rate
in the first one or two kms abqve ground becomes comparable to the dry adiabatic
lapse rate. During the monsoon period when sufficient moisture is present in the
lower layers, the lapse rate is found to be 6-7°C/km during the day and somewhat
less during night.. So far as the sea areas are conce·rned one would expect the
lapse rate to be near the saturated adiabatic lapse rate in the lower levels. The
radiosonde ascents made during the cruises of I. N.S. Kistna showed a very interesting and unexpected feature. During the height of the southwest monsoon period, the
lapse rate of temperature in the lowest few hundred metres above the sea was found
to be equal or greater than the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The existence of the
super adiabatic lapse rate seems to show t .hat the atmosphere is not fully mixed, but
has a tendency to get stratified, with warming taking place close to the ground.,
Further detailed investigation on this feature ' is called for.
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Table

1

Table showing diurnal range of air and

sea temperatures

-------~------~--------------------------------------------------------------~------

'

___

_:...

Range of
_Air Temp.

_____________________ ____________
Month

Location

..,

Arabian Sea (Lat. 17°)

"

(Lat. 14°)

"-

(Lat.

n -

(Lat. 10°)

50)

Range of
Sea Temp.

~---...------------------------

Octobe.r 1962 .

1.8°0

0.4°C

November '62

1.1°c

o.4°o

January '63

1.7°C

o.s 0 c

August

1 63

Remarks on
cloudi·n g

1. 7°c -

· o. 7°c

Lightzy clouded

- "-

.

Moderate clouding

"

Bay of Bengal Sea

-

-

(Lat. 15°N) June-July '64

1.0°c

0.2°0

Moderate clouding

n -

(Lat. 10°N) September '63

1.5°0

o.soc

Moderate to
heavy clouding

"

(Lat. 18°N)

April 1965

1.6°0

0.6°C

Very light clouding

(Lat. 19°N)

Juzy 1964

0.1°0

0.6°C

Heavy clouding

ff - ·

------~-.--------....----------------------------------------------------------~_....
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Flo. I. Cruise tracks of I. N. S. Krishna.
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A Study of Air-Sea Interaction. in the Eastern Indian Ocean bas ed on the
Survey of Kagoshima-maru during IIOE-Preliminary Analysis

Tadao Takahashi

1.

Introduction

Air-sea interaction, such as wind stress, heat exchange, and so on, is
a serious problem for maritime meteorology and for oceanography~ A hopeful approach
t o t he subject will be given by an accumulation of precise measurements of profiles of wind speed, temperature, and vapour pressure in the air flow within a
layer of several meters next to the sea surface.
However, such materials are
scarce until now in spite of many years after G. Wust's first observation. It is
. obvious that the subject is especieJ_ly important in the Indian Ocean, .where .the
ocean currents reverse owing to the monsoon according to season. Some observations
of these profiles are made on board Kagosbima-maru, Kagoshima University, during
her participation to the International Indian Ocean Expedition.
2.,

Observations aJ1d Results

Wind speed, temperature, and vapour pressure are measured at six levels
within the layer up to a 11 m height above the sea surface during the serial
observations of physical oceanography, when the port side of the vessel is surely
kept on the windward side, at Kagoshima:-maru stations in northern winter of 196 31964. Fig.1 shows the sta~ions where these observations are made, including fragmental observations. Instn.unents at the upper three levels, llm, Sm, 4.5 m, are
mounted on the oblique side of a triangular mast set specially for this purpose on
the port side; and at the lower three levels, 2 m, 1 m, 0.5 m, they are mounted on
the arms stretching from the mast on a bouy, designed for this purpose, floating
at about 60 m. windward apart from the port side (Fig.2 ). For wind speed measurement, .
cup anemometers of Robinson type (one electric contact against '50 m air flow) are
used; and for temperature and vapour pressure, sets of dry and 1wet bulb of resi &.tance thermometers are used.
All recorders are fixed in . the laboratory of the
vesseL Much attention is given to the exposure of instruments. Though many acci- .
dents take place in these difficult observations, complete data are obtained at
several stations. Some results of these are given in Fig. 3, ·which shows mean wind
profile in each contirruous series of several hours separately. Straight lines are
drawn from observed data at 2 m by the well-known Karmant s formula of wind profile ·
for air flow on a smooth surf ace,

I
:::: 5.5 +-k
0

' TI

U*:Z.
-I

Observed data are indicated by dots and suggest two facts : (1) observations are not
always free from the influence of the body of the vessel, even though the anemometers at the upper three· levels are mounted on the oblique side of a triangular mast.
s e t specialJy for this purpose with much attention to exposure; and t2) wind pro- .
file obeys Ka.rman' s formula for air flow over a smooth surface, independently of wind
speed itself and stability condition of airo
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Bef ore these observations, fragmental observations within the layer-up
to 8 m height are made primitively on board Kagoshim&-mary in northern summer of
1961 and 1962 in the Eastern Indian Ocean. For wind speed measurement, cup anemometers of u sual Robinson type are used; and for temperature and vapour pressure
measurement, Assmarin' s aspiration psychrometers are used.
Each instrument is
mounted at such a position as supposed to get the · best exposure, as shown in Fig. 4 ..
Mean winCl profile of all observations in 1961 and 1962 are shown separately 'in
Fig .. 5; where data · of 1962 are classified into two groups according to wind speed
itse lf (wind speed at 8 m height is higher than 6 m/sec or not). Wind profile 'for
1961 obeys Prandt~e' s logarjtbmic formula,

and roughness parameter
Zc is 1. 3 qm"" This high value of roughness parameter,
in spite .of moderate or weak wind speed, is attributed to the fact that the observed
data at 2 m and 1 m are too inadequate to represent . the natural state due to the
infl.uence of the body of the vessel.
Each Wind profile for 1962 shows a hook at
4 m, which is attributed also to the same cause.
Inspecting Fig. 3 and Figo 5, · showing wind profiles obtained in 1963-1964
and 1961 and 1962, it can be suggested that the results obtained from the anemomete rs on the buoy are reliable and those from the anemom'eters on the oblique side of
triangular mast include small error, and those from the anemometers near the side
of the vessel include much large _error. It may · be coilcluded, .t herefore, that wind
profile over the sea surface obeys Karman' s logarithmic fonnula for air flow on a
smooth surface, independently of wirid speed itself (corresponding to surface state
such as wind waves) and of stability condition of the stratification of the airo
Mean vapour pressure profiles in each continuous series of several hours
is shown separately in Figo 6. Observed data are indicated by dots and straight
line s are drawn by least square method. " Some of them are logarithmic profiles and
others are convex against log Z
axis. The latter may be attributed to a high
v alue of observed data at the lower · or the lowest observation level, showing the
effect of spray from wind. waves, which depends on wind waves or wind speed itself
arid stability condition of the stratification of the airo This character of vapour
pressure profile is listed in Table 1, with stability condition (air-sea temperature
difference instead) and intensity of vertical gradient of vapour pressure and
strength of wind speed. It is not easy to conclude on the base of the Table what
is responsih!-e for convex profile ·against log Z
axis c
Mean vapour pressure profiles in 1961 and 1962 are shown in Fig. 7, where
observed data are classified into two and four groups respectively : for 1961, ..observed data at southern stations south of 13°S, where air .temperature is lower than
sea surface temperature, and northern stations north of the same latitude, w;here · air
temperature is higher than sea surface temperature; and f'or 1962, (a), (b) and (c) . ·
are the cases of wind speed higher than -6 m/sec and air temperature is higher,nearly
e qual, _ and lower than sea surface temperature respectively and (d) is the case of
wind speed lower than 6 m/ sec and air temperature is · lower than the sea surface temperatureo Some of these profiles are iogari thmic and other are convex against log z
axis.? coming to the same thing as stated above.
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In conclusion, wind profile over the sea surface seems to obey the ~al'
man9 s logarithmic fonnula for air flow on a smooth surface1 though the observed
data . suggest that the results are not always free from the incluence.of the body
of the vessel; and vapour pressure profile over the sea surface are logarithmic
in some cases and are convex against log Z
axis in some cases. Wind stress and
evaporation in association with these profiles and geographical problem wi1l be
discussed later.
Table 1 - Character of Vapour Pressure Profile

________________________________ _____
....,..

Station

Date

Time interval Air-sea
temperature
difference

,..._

___.,.____

Profile
character

------- ----- ----------- ---------- --------

......._

_________

Vertical
gradient

-------

......_

Wind speed
~-------

1

Nov.26

0810-1520

logz linear

great

moderate

7

Dec. 2

0830-1740

. logz linear

small

weak

10

Dec. 7

0830-1120

logL

great

moderate

10

Dec. 7

1130-1320

logz.. · convex moderate

strong

10

De c. 7

1330-1 700

logz linear

small

moderate

13

Dec.10

0830-1600

logz linear

small

weak

23

Dec.30

0900-1610·

logZ linear

great

moderate

27

Jan. 4

0840-18 50

log z convex

small.

moderate

29

Jan. 6

0840-1630

logZ linear

great

strong

31

Jan. 8

0040-1300

IcgZ linear

small

strong

Fig. 1

Map showing observation stations

Fig. 2

Exposure of instruments (1963-1964)

~ig.

Mean wind profile in continuous several hours

-+

+

+

convex

----------.---------------------------.;..·--------------.....-.-.-----------------

3

:fig. 4

Exposure of instruments (1961 and 1962)

Fig. 5

Mean wind profile of individual ob~ervations (1961 and 1962)

Fig. 6

Mean vapour pressure profile in continuous several hours

Fig. 7.

Mean vapour pressure profile of individual observations (1961 and 1962 )4

Table 1

Character of vapour pressure profile.
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DISCUSSION

Dro PoR. Pisharoty
Mr. Bunker mentioned about the latent heat f1.ux from the ocean surface.
Once he 'mentioned 3 Ililil per day and at another time he mentioned 3 milJicalories
per sq. cm. per seca
Mro Bunker

I actually· did the computation in milJicalories per sq. cm. per sec.
For the western haJ.! of the Arabian ·Sea, I .got the value of lo7 meal per sq. cm.
· ·;per second.
And for the eastern half of the .Arabian sea, I got the val ue of
2.2 meal per sq. cm. per sec~ . The conversion factor between evaporation and
latent heat flux is : 1 mm/ p_ay = O. 7 meal per sq" cm.. per second. _Tlrus the
evaporations for the western and eastern halves of the ~rabian Sea are 2 .4 .and
3.1 mm/day.
The evaporation and latent heat flux computed across the Arapian
Sea along the middle trajectory were 4o3 mm per day and 3 mca1/sq.cm./sec ·.

Dr. Swinbank:
In this computation you met the difficulty that the absorption of
solar radiation appeared to exceed the emission of long wave radiationo It was
stated that the sole..r radiation was estimated by taking the down-coming beam
and subtracting from that the reflecte'd beam and assuming the difference to be
absorption.
Mr. Bunke.r....
Net fluxes of radiation at given levels were computed by subtracting
the reflected radiation from the direct incoming radiation, The absorption: by a
given layer of the atmosphere was found by the difference in the net radiation
at the top and the bottom of the layer.
The main difficulty in determirtlng the
absorption of. solar radiation from an aircnift cJimbing along a prescribed course
is that the cloud cover u_suaJ..ly varies along the route. Measurements made under
such circumstances . sometimes lead to large positive and .negative .values of the
absorption.
Hence, it cannot be proved that the absorption of solar radiation
exceeds the· emission of 1ong-wave radiation.
Dr. K.R. Sa.ha
The presence of surfe.ce cold air off the west coast of India shown by
Shri Rangarajan in one of his diagrams is not shown in Mr. Bunker's diagrams.
Mr . . Bunker
The warm cell of air off the west . coast of India was observed from
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute aircraft on the two days 3 and 5 September 1964, during the diminishing phase of the S.W.Monsoon. Hence it may not be
typical of the active monsoon. AlJ_ other data used in the construction of the
potential temperatul"$ chart was .obtained during a more active monsoon region from
9 August to 1 September 1964.
The R. Vo Kistria obtained data in this region
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. duri ng July and, hence its temperatures are undoubtedly more characteristic of
t he active S.We monsoon.
Dr. K. Rft Ramanathan
It is interesting that the swmned potential energy and equivalent
potential energy show minima in a valley extending between Somali Coast and the
region near Goa on the Indian Coast. This ·is perhaps connected with the gradual
mixing of the moist layer wbich streams NE ward from off Somali coast and the
d rier upper stream from Arabia and Africa. wbich overlies "it.
· Mra Bunker
Mixing of the moi$t air up into the dtj_er air, either by turbulent
diffusion or by cumulus convection, is one possible solution to the presence of
the energy minima in the air over the Arab:iltm Sea.. Since we made no measurements
above the 600 mb level we can only guess as to whether the air aloft· has gained
the missing energy. Ce.rtainly,; horizontal ·a dvection 6f cooler air d16es not seem
to be the solution to nhe problem.
Mr~ E. Chamters (BOAC, London)

At the present time a lot of attention is being given to low level wind
shear in connection with the landing of Bircraft and it seemed to me from the
relatively small sample we saw that there must be very high values of wind . shear
in this low level jet, but I am not sure whether the jet reaches the southern
part of the Arabian Coast or not.
It would be interesting to know if any marked
fluctuations irt air speed were noticed as the aeroplane descended to low levels.
Mr. Bunker
From the recording of indicated air speed of the aircraft we have
computed the root Il!ean square values of the horizontal component of the turbulent
velocities.
These were greatest at about the level of the strongest winds, i.e.
about 1000 meters. At about 100 meters altitude the horizontal turbulence was
found to be about 50 %of the value of 1000 meters. We did not descent below the
100 meter level until landing at Aden which is outside the jet area.

Mro J ayaraman
Is there any relation between the low level wind speed maximum of
t he Somalia coast and the cooling of the sea surface there ?
Mr. Bunker
I do not have available any data on the winds in the immediate vicmi- ·
t y ~f the Some.lia coast. Hence I can only make the general statement that they
a re considered to cause the upwelling of the cool waters.
Dr . R" Ananthakri shnan
Two areas of cold water one off the Somali coast and the other over
· t he c entral parts of the Arabian Sea were mentioned. In this statement based on

t he ave r age of a number of flights or one single day's observations or on only
sma ll number of days of observations ?
Mro Bunker
In the central parts of the Arabian Sea the atmosphere is colder,
but we cannot be sure that the water below is colder. The charts showing the
cold -region were constructed from about 60 dropsondes scattered over the Arabian
S ea.. We flew through the central area on four days dropping 26 radiosondes. Unfo rtunately we did leave a gap in the observations south of the cold area so
we do not know well how far it extends to the south •
. Dr . K.R .. Saha
Will the jet wind over west .4rabian Sea between LO km and 1.5· kill
·over the sea surface produce considerable anticyclonic shear over Central Arabian
Sea?
Mr. Bunker
Ye so
D.r~

K.R. Saha

di~gram

Over the Bay of Bengal, the s.e a surface temperature in Shri RangaraJ an' s
is shown to be higher than the 8.ir temperature in all the months of the

year.
Mr. S. Rangaraj an
The air temperature was measured at a height ·of about 20 - 22 feet
above the surface of the sea on all occasions. I have analysed the temperature
data at this level only. The mean sea temperature has been found to be always
hi gher . than the mean temperature at 20 feet level.
Mr. Takenouti· -(UNESCO)
Mr .. Rangaraj an' s curve of diurnal .v ariation of sea temperatu re is very
excellent, · but 0.4 - 0.6°C
daily range · on heavily clouded day seems fairly
large.· . (1) What wa~ the wind speed on that occasion and, (2 _) Was water temperat ure measured by a Bathy Thermograph ?
·
~r.

Rangaraj an

(1) I did not make any study of the correlation between temperature
range and wind speed on a day to day basis.

(2) No..

Water temperature was measured only by the Marine bucket on

all occasions .
Dr . Swinbank
The temperature that we need for a.11 exchange problems is the actual
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temperature right at the surf'ace of the sea, but, I suspect that your method of
measurement did not give the actual surface temperature becailse you · showed that
sometimes .the air temperature led the sea temperature in its diurnal variation.
If you had measured the true sea surface temperature :r; cannot see how this could
happen..
If what you had measured was a mean of a certain depth, as it would be
by the dip-bucket technique, it could happen that the air temperature preceded
the sea temperature in reaching its maximum. Did you use the dip-bucket ?
Mr., Rang araj

an

The dip-bucket was used.,

Dr.. Swinbank
The error could be as much
you have.

as

a degree and could reverse the difference
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l.

Introduction

Ever since Simpson wrote his learned article on the Southwest Monsoon over
Indi a , tllany meteorologists have believed that the bulk of the water vapour transported
i nto the Peninsular India during the height of the monsoon arose from evaporation
over the Indian Ocean south of the equatoro The classical wind charts depicting the
flow of air over the Indian Ocean suggest that there is a considerable flow of air
· into the Arabian Sea across the equator during the height of the SW monsoon. Along
. with these, there is the conc'e pt that the equatorial air of the southwest monsoon
is very ·moist in the proximity of the equator also, so that the monsoon air is often
called Equatorial Mari time air. The data collected and ana]ysed, principally during
the last two years under the meteorology programme of the IIOE, strongly suggest
that these ideas need a radical revisiono
The amount of water vapour transported into the Indian peninsula across its
west coast on a day in July is two to three times the quantity transported across the
equator, over the longitudes of the Arabian Sea, from the south Indian Ocean..
The
mean flow pattern over the Indian Ocean on either side of the equator exhibits cyclonic
flow on both sides of the equator with a considerable westerly component in the flow ·
near the equator so that most of the air flowing eastwards across the Peninsula upto
about 6 km appears to be of northern hemispheric origin. At the equator~ there is a
region of negligible vorticity, as observed, and as deducible on some
theoretical
considerations, so that the air which crosses the equator cannot carry any significant
vorticity. The daily upper air soundings at Gan, the aerological observations recorded
by the Ocean Research vessels when they were close to the equator, and the available
drop-sonde observations from research aircraft during their near equatorial flights,
aJJ_ indicate that the atmosphere over the equator is ~latively very dry, the average
relative humidity in the 800 mb being about 4CJ,t as against a corresponding value of
90% ·observed at Minicoy or Bombay, on the west coast of India.. Obviously there is a
dynamic process which dries up the oceanic air as it approaches the equator..
In
other words the monsoon moist ai:P-mass appears to be produced by evaporation over the
Arabian Sea and the convective processes leading to the upwe.rd transport of moisture
occurring o-ver the e-astern portion of the Arabian Sea, in spite of there being some
air .of southern hemispheric origin in the monsoon air-mass.
I

2. · Monthly Streamlines
An analysis of the monthly mean winds over the Indian Ocean area using all
available data, including the wind data from commercial. aircraft is reported in this
symposium elsewhere o Fig 1 depicting the mean streamlines for July at 3 km asl
shows clearly the existence of a belt of practically westerly winds at the equator,
separating a cha.in of cyclonic vortices just south of the equator (centred roughly
along latitudes 5°S to 3°S) from another chain of cyclonic vortices well to the north
of the equator (centred roughly along lat 20°N). As judged from these streamlines the
influx of air from the southern hemisphere into the northern hemisphere at 3 km is
small; northern hemisphere air extends at least as far south as lat 5°N. _ (Note
the northwesterly winds at 3°N 43°E and the northnorthwesterly winds at S°N 44°E
0
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Considerabl e effort has gone into the collection of these aircraft data at IMC and
I would like to emphasise their .usefulness in data sparse areas)o
With such a ·
. system ~ which ~xtends down to the 800 mb level, there cannot be much transport of
moisture across the equato r , in this regi?n during the height of the monsoon o

3.

Monthly Mean Vortici ties

The vorticity values ·corresponding to the streamlines in Fig 1 have also
been reported elsewhere in the symposium.
The relative vorticity profile and the
abso.lute vorticity profile depicting the mean values averaged over eight degrees of
longitude centred along 74°E is given in Fi8 2o Table 1 gives the relative and absolute vorticities between the ~atitudes 12 S and 12°N, centred at longitude 74°E,
_for the two levels of 1.5 km and 3 km asl. It will be seen that the absolute vorticity changes rapidly in the neighbourhood of the equator decreasing rapidly from a
·strong clockwise vorticity at 5oS to a near zero value at the equator; thereafter it
rem t:dns small for some distance north of the. equator and then steadily gains more
and more anticlockwise vorticity. In the diagram anticlockwise vorticity is depicted
as positive and clockwise vorticity as negative, the usual . convention in the northern
hemisphereo The decrease of cyclonic vorticity in the southe:rn hemisphere as the
TabJe 1 - Average values of vorticity centred a.long 7 4°E (July)
(Anticlockwise vorticity is considered positive in ~his table)
Latitude

12°N
lO°N
8°N .
6°N

4°N
2°N

(xf10- 5 sec-1)
3.04
·2o53
2.04
1.52
lo02'
·0051
0

2°5

4°8
6°S

s0 s

10°8
12°8

-Oo51
-1o02
-1.52
. -2. 04
-2 .. 53
-3 .. 04

850 mb
Relative

Absolute

0.2
0.2

3o2
2.7

-0~3

L7

700 mb
Relative

Absolute
2o0
2.4
2.4
1.4
0.4

-0.95

006
-Oo3
-0.4

-1.0
-0 .. 1
+O • .t.c
-0.1
-0.6
-0.5

-0.9

-0.9

-Oo 7

-0~7

-1.6
-2o2
-3 .. 0
-3.l
-2.7
-2.6

- Oo95

-L3

-1.3

-L8

-1..1

-1.75
-1.5

-2 .. 8
-3.0
..;_3.1
-3.2
-3.5

. -1o2
-L5

-1.1
-0.7
-0.5

-1.1
-0.2
0.4

0:0

air moves towards the equator, has to be associated with steady divergence* j which
should be associated with a drying of the air. The motion for a few degrees north .
of the equator appears to be non-divergent on vorticity considerations and becomes
convergent the re ai'te :r** •

*

This divergence can be large as the absolute vorti city near the equator i s smalL

**

Divergence values computed from the streamline charts of Fig 1,' showed themselves to
be unsteadyo This confirms the general CC?ncept, that while observed winds are good
for compu~ations of vorticity, they are not . so good for computations of divergence
values .

..
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.4.

Dryness of the Air over the Equator

Fig 3 depicts four tephigrams plotted with the aerological data .from Gan,
Minicoy and two drop-sondes dropped along the equator from research aircrafto · The
data for Gan and Minicoy are mean values for July, while the drop-sonde data are
for a particular day at the end of June 19630 The dryness at Gan, 1°s, 73°E, has
been noticed during the World War II, but the dryness exhibited by the drop-sondes
at the equator at longitudes of 44°11,! and 49°E, has been new information gathered
during the IJ;OEo These observations, depicting rather extreme dryness of the air
over the equator during the height of the monsoon is fully supported by the aerological observations taken by the research vessels when they were p:cying in the close
proximity of the equator during the IIOE period.
o

Thus the evidence is overwhelmingly in favour of treating the air near
the equator as relatively very dry during the height of the monsoon. ·In the pre- ·
vious section, we have suggested a possibls reason for such a dryness - the dive~
gence associated with a decrease of cyclonic vorticity as the air moves towards the
equator from the axis of the cyclonic vortices located roughly along 5°s.

5.

Computation of kfater Vapour Fluxes; ".

With the airmass relatively dry over the equator, as well as qver the west
coast of the Arabian Sea bordering the Arabian Desert, the main supply of the p:recipi table water for the monsoon has necessarily to be derived through evaporation
from the A.rabian Sea. An estimate of this evaporation has been made through the.
computation of water vapour fluxes across the vertical walls of a nearly rectangular
box. This box is illustrated in Fig. 4. The box considered had the Arabian Sea as
its bottom, the 450 mb level as its top, and four lateral boundaries - the southern
along the equator, the western along 42°E, and the eastern practically along 75°E
·
and the northern practically along the latit~de of 26°N.
The horizontal flux per unit length normal to a lateral boundary is given
by

d.

F

-;;{!

J

~ ~
v

450

mb. hb.

1i*u fJh

4som\>

= ..:.. ...!... ( -

1J

'lf *udp

IOOOTn

b'•

where
~*"is the · specific humidity expressed in gm of water vapour per gm of moist
air, and
u is the wind speed normal to the boundary wall.. To a sufficient
degree of accuracy,

where if is the specific lrumidity expressed in grams per kilogram of the moist air.
apply.
The subscripts refer to the millibar level to which the values of '11 and CA
The above scheme is based on the assumption that the 1000 mb data applies to the
1000-950 mb layer, the 850 mb data to the 950-800 mb layer, the 700 mb data to the
800-650 mb layer, the 6CO mb data to the 650-550 mb layer and the 500 mb de.ta to the
550-450 mb layero
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The comput ations were carried out using the data of the aerological stations
· at Gan, Trivandrum, Mini coy, Bombay, Ahmedabad, Karachi, BaluBin, Aden, Nairobi
and Dares . Salaam for the July months of 1963 and 1964. Using the above data and taking
each station to be representative over an appropriate length of the boundary, the
total fluxes across each boundary were computed on a daily basis and thence for the
whole montho
If. a station's data were aveilable only for a part of the month, say
22 days for a level, the value was multiplied by 31/22 to normalise it for 31 days ..
From sucli nonnalised total fluxes across each boundary wall, the mean daily fluxes
we re computed and they are given in Table 2 ..
· Table 2 - Water-vapour fluxes across the lateral boundaries of the
Arabian Sea box
Unit

~

Million tonnes per day

Flux across southern
boundary
Flux across eastern
boundary
Flux across northern
bolinda.1y
Flux across western
boundary
Net flux divergence
60

Ju.:1Y.:_1963

Ju1.y 1964

2 .. 7 x 1o4 in flow

2o2 x 1o4 in flow

5o9

X

lo4- out flow

508 x

1o4

out flow

1.6 x 104 in flow

1..9 x 104 in flow

1.8 x 1o4 out flow

0 .. 5 x 1o4 ih flow

3 .. 4 x

1o4

out flow

1.2 x 104 out flow

Discussion of the Moisture flux values

It will be seen that the flu,~ of the water vapour across the equator from
the southern hemisphere has been ne arly the same during July in both the years.. It
has been nearly a half of the flux across th~ west coast of India in 1963 and almost
a third of the corresponding flux in 19640 The fluxes across the west coast of India
during active monsoon spells and weak monsoon spells could . be considerably different.
(A computation for a strong monsoon period in July 1956 by Mr. ~aghunathan gave a · ·
value of ? .5 x 1o4 million tonnes per day). The flux divergence, or the contribution
from the Arabian Sea gas varied rather widely between the two yearso In July 1963,
it was about 3. 4 x 10 mi-l lion tonnes per day, while in July 1964, it appears to be
only 1 "2 x 104 million tonnes per day.
·
This net outward flux obviously represents the evaporation through the base
of the box Leo the Arabian Sea surface; decreased by the precipitation which occurs
over the Arabian Sea~ Neglecting this precipitation as a first approximation, the
minimum average evaporation from the Arabian Sea surface is obtained as 34, OOO million
tonnes per day in July 1963 and 12, OOO million tonnes per day in July 1964. From
the flux point of view, the difference appears to be due to the fluxes across the
western boundary, chiefzy determined by the flux over Adeno In 1963, acro.s s the western boundary there appears to have been a flux westwards (out of the box) of 18,000
million tonnes a day, while in 1964, there appears to have been a flux eastwards (into
the box) of 5, OOO million tonnes a day.. Apparentzy this change in the direction of
the flux is a consequence of the change in the location of the cyclonic vortex in the
neighbourhood of the qu1f of Aden.. An eastward position of the vortex or its associated axis would result in an inflow, while a westward. position of the vortex would
result in an outflow.
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·As mentioned earlier, the evaporation deduced from the flux divergence of
wate r vapour, neglects the daily precipitation over the Arabian Sea, as well as the
upward flux through the 450 mb lido We have no method of deducing the precipitation
over the Arabian Sea as a whole. If the precipitation over the Arabian Sea is taken
as principally confined to about 250 miles off the west coast of India, and confined
to a latitudinal .belt of 12° and of a magnitude of 1 cm per day, the value of the
net evaporation would increase by about 15 %•
7

n

Evaporation computed from the usual .Aerodynamic

Fo~la

Sverdrup has given a critical review of the t.1;.eoretical con side rations
which have led to the various aerodynamic formulae, curre:!tly employed. by various
authors for computing evaporation from ocean surfaces.
They are all derived on cons-i derations which are not valid if dropld0
are present in such numbers that evaporation from these drop.lets cannot be ne glected.
The basic equation is
.

~

E:: - A ~z .
where E is the evaporation per unit area per unit time and
;~ is the vapour
density gradient and
/:4.. is a constant. Next to the surf ace there is · a thin laminar
layer in which there is true diffusion, followed by layers in which eddy diffusion
takes place.
The major drop in humidity occurs within this laininar layer, whose .
thickness depends on the degree of turbulence, and is of the order of 1 millimetre or
less. Based on these principles, the evaporation from a unit. surface in grams per
second is given by the formula

where

'iJs

ifq
1A.

i s the saturation specific humidity at the sea surface, in gm per gm of .
moist air,
is the specific humidity at the level of the ship deck - usually 6
metres, in the same units,
being the horizontal wind speed at the same level (in cm/sec).

·The constant k
is the most debated element in the fonnula. To account for the
sal.i:r..ity of the sea,
9}s is taken as O. 98 times the saturation value for pure water
at the sea surface temperature.
Extensive stress measurements on water surfaces with winds of different
speeds have been carried out by Deacon et al.. They have detennined the values of ·
C » in the relation

7
T

whe re
is the stress and
UQ
the wind Speed, C.D
being a constant
The
\<.. of the · evapore.tion formula is according to the aerodynamic reasoning C 0 p where P
i s the density of the moist air .. This assumes that the diffusion coefficient is the same
0
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for

transfer of momentum* as well as water vapour. Based on these values, when the
win d v el ocity is distinctly less than 7 metres per sec., the value of K becomes
L4 x 10-6. With wind speeds distinctly greater than 7 ·m etres/ sec the surface is
taken as aerodynamically rough, and the value of
~ becomes nearly 2 .4 x 10-6.
Budyko in his latest computation has assumed
K
as 2.5 x 10-6. Venkateswaran
_ computed K
empirically for the Indian Ocean area by a method, adopted earlier by
Jacobs for the Atlantic. A region of the ocean is selected, where the ocean currents
are weak.. The evaporation is computed froni the estimated solar energy absorbed by
the water surfe.ce decreased by the 81IlOunt used up for eddy transfer. The values of
.
E
and ( 'Vs - "'Gt ) are estimated from climatic charts. k
is then computed.
ThLs as sumes that 'there is no storage of heat or transport of heat by the water bodies.
The value obtained for
k
by Venkateswaran is 2.0 x 10-6 ..
Using the daily values of the meteorological data reported by the ships in . .
the Arabian Sea, du~ng 1963, the evaporation has been computed using the formula

/

The data from the ships in each five degree square, were put together and the mean
value of
E
thus obtained assigned to that square. The total mont~ evaporation
was computed therefrom. The mean daily evaporation from the entire Arabian Se.a ,
whi ch forms the bottom of the box under consideration, works out to be
13,800 million tonnes a · day
and corresponds to a mean evaporation of 0.28 gm per cm~ per day. lf we .use the value
of
I<.
as 1.4 x 10-6 for areas whe-re the wind speed is less than 14 knots, the total
dai.ly evaporation works out to be
11, 300 million tonnes a day.
I n all these computations, the temperature, of the sea sutf'ace enters through
the magnitude of 9Js • As ( 9Js-«:ijq) is involved, small changes in C:Us have a ·profound
influence on the amount of evaporation ..
'.I,1he mean value of the evaporation computed over 2 degree squares, reported
elsewhere in the symposium works out to be 11, 700 million tonnes a day.
Obviously, the magnitudes of the evaporation as deduced from the various empirical cum theoreti cal formulae, appears to be significantly less than the evaporation
ca]J_ed for by the flux computations, when the precipitation over the sea area as well
as the flux upward through the 450 mb lid a.re considered.
It i s possible to manipulate k such that there is complete agreement, and
state that over a rough· sea surface with strong winds, the value of the constant
much higher in the range of 4 x 10-6 C.G.S. units, when the 1963 data are considered.

is

*

'the latest measurements in Australia (CSIRO) throw consideraqle doubt on this ..
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. 8.

Evaporation

f~m

Droplets

It was stated earlier that the derivation · of the aerodynamic evaporation
fonnulae assumed that there were no droplets from which evaporation could take place
above laminar layf;r adjacent t6 the geometric liquid surface. However, it is well
known that with strong winds, large waves fonn which break and produce white patches
of foam - called. '\olhi te horses' by mariners.. Obviously these result from a film of
water and film of air entwining themselves as the waves break. The wind drags a film
of water.
Variou.s aut,hors have carried out laboratory and open sea experiments regarding · the bursting of the air bubbles composing the foam, and the production of rrumerous
droplets in the process.
I would refer to Blanchard's excellent Review Article on
'the electrification of th~ atmosphere by particles from bubbles in the sea.' published
in the Progress of Oceanography, Vol. 1, 19630 The droplets a.re ejected upwards with
velocities which take them through the laminar boundary to heights of 10 to 15 cm.
from where, they may be carried further upwards through turbulenceo Two droplets are
ejected per bubble. They are called jet drops. A subseq~ent fracture of the film
produces numerous droplets, much smaller in size than the ·jst dropso Each bubble of
air produces 15 - 20 droplets through the fracture of the film.
Estimates of the number of droplets produced. per sec per sq cm of the sea
surface vary very widely, between 50,000 and 1,000o Drop diameters v~ry from 20
to 200
Some of the air bubbles give 200-300 droplets. An average number of
about 30 bubbles are produced per sec per square cm soon after a wave breaks in the
open ocean. The mass of all the salt nuclei detected increase with wind speed - almost
a ten fold increase when the speed rises from 10 knots to the 25-30 knot rangeo All
these experimental results leave no doubt about the production of a large number of
droplets by breaking waves, within the first metre of the ocean surface.

\1

.

·The amount of evaporation from 200 drops of radius 20 µ or from 40 drops
of radius 100 ·
when ( \Js - cuq ) is 3 x 10-3 grams per Jg of moist air, works
out to be
4 x 1cr-6 gm per sec

µ,

or nearly

o. 35

gm

per

day.

This is equal to about one half of the evaporation ca.lculated on the basis of the
aerodynamic fonnula discussed in the previous section, when the wind is 10 m/ sec, the
( 4f.s -9)0. ) is 3 x 10-3 gm per 4:g of moist air, end the much debated K is teken as
2a4 x 10-6 C.G.S. units. '
It is difficult to estimate the fre.ction of the ocean surface covered by the
breaking waves, as well as the size and number of the droplets ejected per unit area.
of the ocean surface. All that can be said, is that evaporation from droplets contributes significantly to the total evaporation from ail ocean surface with breaking
waves and consequent ejection of minute droplets into the air above.
These droplets have also another significant role to play. When their evaporation is complete, their salt content from the rruclei, so necessary for the formation of rain drops. Thus the role of ·the breaking waves appear to be two-fold ,
enhancement of evaporation and provision of an adequate number of salt nuclei.
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The folJowin g a re the salient points which emerge

(1 ) The f l ow pattern over the sou th Indian Ocean does not favour e. large
t r ansport of ai r across the equator into the ~re.bian Sea.

(2) The air over the equator i s observed to be dry, probably as a result
of a necessary divergence as the air approaches the equator.
(3) The transport of water vapour across · the equator as a consequence of (1)
and (2) a"bove is half or a third of the transport across the west of coast of India
d.ui.ing the monsoon.
(4) The contribution of water v apour through evaporatfon from the Arabian
Sea is significant.

(5) Evaporation from droplets associated with breaking waves make an .
appreciable contribution to the total evaporation from the Arabian se·a surfaceo These
droplets, after evaporation, obviously provide the salt nuclei necessary for the
formation of rain drops, in regions of adequate ascent.
·
(6) The Arabian Sea branch of the Indian southwest monsoon thus appears to ·
be primarily a northern hemispheric trade wind system blowing from the equator north.eastwards into Peninsular India, (thus differing. from the NE trade s of the Pacific),
rather than the deflect~ d southe.ast trades of the southern hemisphere.•
(7) Hence it. appears that we should .concentrate our attention to the events
occurring in the northern hemisphere leading to a strengthening of ·the winds over tQ_e
Arabian Sea beyond a critical value, in order to obtain a greater insight into the
vagaries of the monsoon activity over Pe11insular India.
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DIAGRAMS FOR THm PAPER
1'.."'VAPORATION

OVER 'THE ARABIAN SEA.

Fig. 1 :

The mean flow pattern at 700 mb <July)

Fig. 2 :

Mean vorticity distribution along longitude 74°E (July)

Fig. 3

Tephigrams illustrating the dryness of air near the
equator during height of the monsoon

Fig. 4 :

The Arabian Sea a.nd the vertical walls ·across which
water vapour fluxes have been computed.
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Fig. I . 700 mb. Mean Strealines - July.
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FIG. 4. Aerologicol ·stations and Arabia~
Sea Box ,.
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Tran s port of Water Vapour over ArahiW1 Sea and adjoining Indian
Region during an active Mon soon Situation
DnR. Sikka and M.B. Mathur

International Meteorological Centre, Bombay - 5.
ABSTRACT

With the observational data collected during a series of research
aircraft flights over the Arabian Sea during the southwest monsoon
season, a case study of the vertical structure of wind and moisture
has been attempteda
Cha1ts for precipitable water, vertica.lly integrated zonal, meridional end total water vapour flu.xea for the area
bounded by 4°N to 28°N end 61°E to 81 °E are presented for an active
monsoon situation.
The study confirms that. the bulk of the moisture
is transported by the lower tropospheric wind flow.

1.

Introduction

The intensive observational prognmrrne carried out by the research
a.ire rafts of the Research Flight Facility (fil F) of the U.S. Weather Bure2J.l and
Wood's Hole Oceanographic Research Institute (W.H.O.I.) during June-July 1963
and by the W.H. 0.1. during August and September 1964 have contributed very significantly in augmenting our knowledge of the structure of the southwest monsoon
current over t.he Arabian 'Sea. It has been generally believed that the enormous
amount of water vapour transported across the Indian sub-continent has its
origin in the trade wind belt of the south Indian Ocean. Fisharoty (1965 ),
working with the daily data of radiosonde stations bordering the coastal regions
of ArabiBll Sea and Gan Island, concluded that the bulk of the moisture transpo~
ted across the West Coast of India during the southwest monsoon is derived from
evaporation over th~ Arabian See.. The me.in purpose of this investigation is to
utili~e the research flights data collections for a typically active period of
the Arabian Sea. monsoon end attempt a dettiled study of the occurrence and
horizontal transport of wa.ter vapour for the area bounded by 4°N to 28°N and
61 °E to 81 °E. The area chosen for the situation under consideration contained a
fairly good scatter of ol1 servations for making reasonable estimates of different
quantities.
1

2.

Data u13ed and

m~thod

of enalysis

The period selected for the study is from 7 July 1963 to 10 July 1963
when RFJi' and WHOI research aircrafts flew many missions. The dropsonde data
over the Arabiw Sea during this period (19 dropsondes) as well as the regtilar
radiosonde station network were utilised for the study. In order to maxirni se
the data over the Arabian Sea, the dropsonde and the aircraft wind data. were
composited for 7th and 8t.h July as well as for 9th and lOth July 1963.
The
synoptic situation was more or less similar for the days composited.
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Since the moisture data for most of the stations was · available upto
about 500 mb the study has been restricted upto this level. · In a few cases
when the dropsonde data did not reach 500 mb the data was obtained by extrapola..:.
tiono The specific humidity (q) fieia for surface, 900, 850, 700, 600 and 500
mb was analysed and the values of 'q' for four degree latitude longitude grid
points were picked up o The aircraft winds were available for the levels near
950, 600 and 500 mb., Additional wind fixes for other levels obtained during the
ascent or descent of the aircrafts in flight have also been used.
These winds
were used with the nearest standard or mandatory levels and anaJ.ysis over an
· extended area made by utilizing Kinematic technique. The wind vector was then
picked up at a number of points over the Arabian Sea. The zonal (u) and meridional (v) components of the wind vector were then again analysed with the help of
Rawin and pilot wind data of tbe land stations and the components were finally
·obtained for ea.eh grid point. The vertical distribution of v q', 'u' ·and 'v" for ·
each grid point was plotted and smoothed values obtained at 100 mb intervals.

3o

Synopti~

Situation

A depression formed over the head Bay of Bengal near 21 °N 89°E on 4th
July 1963. · It moved in a west northwesterly direction and lay over northeast
Madhya Pradesh on 7th. It weakened· and lay as an · active cyclonic circul~tion over
northeast Rajasthan and adjoining Punjab (India) on Bth.
It recurved and lay
ove·r west Uttar Pradesh on 9th and weakened on 10th. This circulation extended
upto 500 mb with southward slope. · Over the north Arabian Sea and adj oi:ning
Gujarat, an actiYe cyclonic circulation lay in middle troposphere between 700
and 500 mb with maximum intensi t.y at 600 mb. This system over Arabian ·Sea has
been studied in great detail by Miller and Keshave.murthy (1965). This circulation was ·active between 7th and 8th .:and weakened after 9th.

4..

Formulation of the problem

9,

The precipitable amount o.f water· ( w) at a point in ( ~,
reference system where
::\
is the latitude,
is longitude,
t~me, is given by

t

w

P~ t

)

't' is the

, r..

=-)·
~
0

where g is acceleration due to gravity, q is specific humidity and p is the
The integration is to be performed between ground and top of the moi&ture layero The water vapour · flux ( fF ) at a given time at a pressure level can
be expressed as, tF = ..!.. 1a1 W
~ where
\V
the wind vector is expressed in the
pressur~.

.

~

IJ

form of (u) (eastwards posi Hve) and meridional (~) (northward positive) components respectivelyo
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The time averaged water vapour flux c an thus be written as :-

where the bar denotes the time average.
Integrated transport of water vapour from the surface to the top of
the moist layer above a point on earth' s surface can be expressed as

l
+>

Q..-

1-

where
QA and
of tote.l flux.

IF dp

= Qft ii.A+ Gl<fi f 4

are the corresponding zonal and meridional componezttl .

'J:his averaged flux at each pressure level can be thought to be
composed of the advective flux and the spatial eddy flux along the latitudes
such that

'

1
,_

_

'('

,,u

= - ·'- 1l

a

(JU

;:

_,_
4--

ii +

---,--

..l...

l

11 u'

LJ ~ +-'- (J' t9'

1

where
'{] u
and
91 ii
are the latitudinal averages and the primes denote
the spatial eddy component from lati tudi111al averages along the latitude. From
the basic data available for q, u and v, the various ~anti ties suc}i as
W, a=>. 1 Fcp , Gl" a.nd. GI+
were obtained for each 4? laM.fude/long'itude squa~
grid point.
In actual practice instead of the specific lru.midi ties, mixing
· ·
r atios were used which do not however, make any significant difference in the
fluxes.
These simplifications make the computational procedures much easier
and have been also adopted by earlier workers such as Benton and Estoque (1954)
and Hutchings (1961 ).
The integrals were evaluated by the use of trapezoidal
rule and the average surface pressure over the peninsular India was taken as

950 mbo
5o
5.1

Discussion of Results

fo~

7th

V~rtical . Distributiqn

~

Sth July

19~

of Water Vapour

Fig. 1 (a) shows the vertical distribution of latitudinally averaged
specific humidity ( c1j ) for the longitudinal portion under consideration. There
is a pronounced ridge of high values along 24 N which coincides in position with
the lower tropospheric. mon'soon trough over the area.
Distributions of q along
the longitudes were also examined.
The maximum of q values at about 24 N for a
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given leve l i5 a1so found at aU lon gitudes. As far as v erticc-~ 1 variations of q
are converned, the surfacs va1ue s of q are almost unifonn. nowcver, the q
values fall off rather rapidly with height on the western longitudes (i.eo 61 and
65E) .. The rate of decrease of q with height (
- ~ ) decreases from the high

.:!p

values at 61E to lower values between 69-73E and remains constant east of 73E.
The <tfp
profiles also have lati t.udirrn.l variation. For instance along 20N the
values at 69, 73 and 81E are a1most identice.J.. Lower values to the west of 69E
·:j_n the lower layers are due to prese n ce of inversions or marked stable layers
generally occurring between 850 and 800 mb which suppress vertical mixing of
moisture. Further remarks on these inversions will be given in a subsequent·
sectiono Fig. l(b) shows the total water vapour content (precipitable water W)
in gms/ cm2 from surf ace to 500 mb for 7-8th July.
The largest value of W
occurs over Guj ara.t, west Madbya Pradesh, s. Raj asthan and the adjoining area.
Th~ gradients over N. Raj asthan and west Pakistan
are quite high~
This is a. seasonal feature over India due to location of the monsoon
trough. There is a pocket of minimum 'W' over the Central Arabian Sea.
This
region of lower values more or less coincides with the miniinum cloud amount belt
over the Arabian Sea as reported in a TIROS Nephanalysis study by Srinivasan,
Raman and · Narelle. (1964 ).
The distributions of' q 1 and 9 W' for 9th-10th July were also sim:ilar
to those of 7-8th July except that the value for 9th-10th July showed slight
general decrea~ e corresponding to the weakening phase of the monsoon activity.
The patterns of 'q' and 'W' presented here may be considered to prevail generally
during the e.outhwest monsoon period except that slight variations 'in intensity
and position of maxima and minimB. may occur. due to the presence of disturbances,.

5.2

Distribution of latitudinally avcragetl zonal and meridian.al wind
compon§nt~

Figs. 2( a and b) show the distribution of u and v for 7-Rth July for
the longitudinal belt under consideration. The westerlies extend up .to 500 mb
upto about 20N.. Between 700 and 500 mb, there is a zone of weak easterlies
along 22 and 28N..
Fig .. 2(b) shows that on the average northward components
predominate upto about 850 mb from 4 to 28N o The maximum value is about 4 m. p. s.
The northward components extend upto 500 mb in the equatorial region, but to ,
the north of 12N weak southward components appear above 700 mb with the.maximum
of 3 mop. s .. lying between 24 and 28N. South of 20N the meridional components
are comparatively much smaller than the zonal components.
5o3

Water vapour .tr ~mspo_rts

Latitudinal distributions of the meridional as well as zonal transports
of water vapour · were examined by analysing vertical ·sections along different
latitudes,. The sections for 120N and 20°N are shown in Figso 3(a,b,c,d).
The
zonal transports (F "") are all towards the east for all heights from 4 to 16N
The sectior~s for 20N and 24N show a westward transport which has an average
height of about 700 mb at ;24N.
The magnitude of the westward zonal transports
for 24N section is ma.Ximum at about 600 mb - in about the same region as the ma.Ximum of the southward meridional transport,.

o
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+ )

The distributions of meridio~al transports (F
show that there is
a northward tr~sport maximum in the near surface layers for the sections 8,
..... . ·.
12 and 16 "N.
The northward transport has a maximum between 63 - 69 E.
The
transports decrease with height am. change sign at a height depending upon the .
latitude. The average height where the southward transports commence is 600 mb
at 8 N and 900 mb at 24 N. F.rom the available data it also appears that the
magnitude of the southward flux increases with latit.ude.
.
The vertically integrated zonal {Q "
) and meridional (Q '} ) water
vapour fluxes are · shown in Fig. 4(a, b). Fig. 4 (a) shows that the Q~
is eastwanl except between east of 75 E. and north of 24 N. The maximum of · the
eastward flux · ia of the order of 8550 - 8650 gm/cm sec and· occurs along a lati""!"
tude of about 15 ;... 16 N. Starr and Peizoto (1959) in a Northern Hemisphere
average seasonal study of Q).
have shown that the eastward directed maximUJD
during the summer for the Indian area occurs roughly along lON and is of the
order of 3000 gms/cm sec.
The slightly northward location and much higher
magnitude of the maximum in the present study is due to northward position and
greater activity of ~he monsoon trough in comparison to the mean summer position.
Fig. 4(b) shows · that the southward fluxes have two noticeable maxima one of'. smaller magnitude over Minicoy/Trivandrum region and the other much
·s tronger over east Guje.rat and· east Rajasthan region. Q,.
is generally much
gr~ater than q~
south of 20 N but the two are comparable between 24 and 28 N.
Fig." .5 shows the now of the vertically integrated (surface to 500 ·mb)
water vapolir transports for 7 - Bth Ju~y 1963. The flow resembles the streamline
· pattem · of the lower tropospheric levels showing thereby the predominant role
ot +ower tropospheric wind flow in moisture transport. There is a clear evidence
ot the existence of an inflow zone over west Madeya Pradesh. Rapid transition
occurs from the eastward flux at 20. N to the westward .flux to the north ot the
centre of infiow. This is a zone of marked water vapour convergence.
There .
is a zone of Dla:ric:ed flux divergence over the .Arabian Sea along 14: - 18 N. The
eastward moisture flow ·from over the Arabian Sea obviously tums round the monsoon trough and appears · as westward flow to the north of the trough line.
The southward flow over Pakistan and Rajaethan region should be associated with
the dry stream approaching that region.
·
.

The pattem :tor 9th - 10th July is vel)' similar to t.hat of 7th - Bth
except that the magnitudes are generally smaller, the greatest difference
being about 1000 units · over the central portion of the peninsular India.

Jul.1'
·
8 H

Aaaum:l.ng that the data at the grid points· along

the

bounda17 between

to 20 R and 61 E to 75 E, represents condit.ione over an app?Opriate length

ot the boundary, the following table has been constructed. to give an estimate
.of the budget of the integrated water vapour fluxes across the boundaries •
.The eaatem boundary of the box is such that it represents the conditions aorosa
the west coast of India from TrJ.vandrum to Bomba,.
Following Pisharoty (1965)
and neglecting the small quenti ties o:t fluxe 8 through upper boundary o:t the box
· and the daily precipitation within the box, the ne:b outflow from the box would
give an estimate of the net water vapour flux div•rgenoe as a first approximation.
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Table I
Integrated water v apour fluxes across the lateral boundaries of the box ·bounded
between 8 N - 20 N and 61 E - 75 E.
---------------------------------~-----------------------------~--------------~

Units 10 Metric tons per da,y
8th July 1963
9th .July 1963
4.6
7 .5
1.,4
0 .. 3
1.8

Flux across the western boundary
Flux across the eastern boundary
~lux across southern boundary
Flux across the northern boundary
Net Flux divergence

inflow
outflow
inflow
outflow
outflow

3.8
6.1
1 •3
0.4
1.4

inflow
outflow
·inflow
outflow
outflow

------------~-----------------------------------~--~--~------------------------ .

As can be seen from the table the fluxes at the southern and northern
boundary do not differ much on the two days, but they have significantly fallen
on 9th at the western and eastern boundaries o The weakening of the wind system
over the Arabian .Sea on 9th JuJy has contributed more to the fall in the
fluxes sirice the specific humidity distribution remained very nearly same on
both days.
·
·
Sp~tia~ . eddy

5.4

fl,ux

The spatial zonal and meridional eddy flux along the latitudes for
each pressure level were found to be generally very small in comparison to the
total fluxes. The vertically integrated eddy fluxes are given in table II for
the 7th - 8th July.
As can ·be seen the meridional eddy flux is negli~ibly small compared
to the total vapour flux over the enti.r e latitudinal belt l4 N - 28 N) under
consideration.
This can. be interpreted to mean that the entire moisture is
being transported by a .single cell over the Indian Monsoon area. The zonal eddy
flux is also very small between 4 N to 20 N but is is comparable to the total
flux along 28°N.

-T'able
. -. - . -.I.-I
..

The integrated transports of total and eddy water vapour fluxes for

.

7th - 8th July 1963 (gm/cm sec.)
200

~-----

(a)

------ ------

Zonal flux (+ sign for eastward)

· Total
Eddy

-----..--- ------- ------

+ 3426 + 4705 + 5826 + 6720
5 · + 22 + 84 + 240

+

~~---------

+ 4441

+ 543

253

131

-

236
295

505
32

+

410
55

+

(b) Meridional flux (+ sign for northward.)
Total
Eddy

+ 1478
16

+
-

786
56

+ 1007 + 1000
27 +
94

-

+ 467
+ 137

+

-~--------------------------------~-------------~-----------------------~~-----
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Some Remarks on the thermal structure of the lower levels over the Arabian
Sea

The existence of the irwersion layer over the west and central Arabian
Sea was first reported by Colon (1964)& The sudden moisture decrease above the
base of inversion plays a vital role in determining tlie vapour fluxes over
the area~
In order to understand the thermal structur~ of the South West
monsoon current over the Arabic;n Sea the dropsonde data collected during 1963
· ~d 1964 Research flights were examined in detail. The avcn~ge height of the
base and top of the inversion as well a s temperature increase within the layer
in each block were worked out separat ely for 1963 .and 1964. We find that generally there is no inversion from equator to about 8 N east of 50o:E though stable
lapse rate occurs between 850 to 800 mb~
Inversions exist north of this
·latitude and the be.se is gradually lifted up from near surface level along the
east African coast to near 800 mb between 65 - 70 E. The inversions disappear
east of 70 E. Average structure of the inversion layer resembles closely the
trade wind inversion.
On det ailed examination of the tephigrams of the individl,lal ascent
and comparing them with those of Gan Island, Aden, Bahrein and Bombay it is
found that the aE;cents broadly fall into four categories, (i) equatorial type
(Fig. 6 a), (ii) East Ara.bi a. Coast and Persian Gulf (Figs. 6 b & c) (ijj ) Cen· tral Arabian Sea type (Fig. 6 d) and (iv)West Coast of India type. For type (i)
shown in Fig. 6\a) the layer surface to 900 mb is characterised by D.ALR and the
inversion layer is non-existent. The moisture content is more or less similar
between 70 E and 93 E but the ascents off the African coast are very dry above
a few hundred meters from t he surface. This higher moisture near Gan Island
may be due to much greater activity of the southern hemisphere near equatorial
trough near this region in comparison to the weak activity off the African
coast. Fig~ 6(b) shows that the ascents have DALR for the first 3 - 4 hundred
meters from the surface leve, then there is a strong inversion layer and above
the inversion the air is dry and unstable.
Fig. 6 (c) is characterised by
commencement of the inversion right from the surf ace the air above · being dry
and unstable.. The moisture content near Arabia coast, and NW Arabi an Se a is
very nruch less compared to th~ equatorial region near Gan Island. Fig. 6(d)
, characteristic of the type (iij ) shows that the base of the inversion has
been lifted to about 850 - 800 mb and below the irwersion the air is moist and
uns t able whereas above the inversion the air is dry and unstable. This results
from the modifications of type (i) and type (ii)o East of 70 E the ascent curve
is typical of West Coast of India which is characterised by the ascent curve
following nearly SALR, the entire air column from surface to 500 mb being very
moisto From this description we are led to believe that the SW monsoon air
over the Arabian Sea a few hundred meters above the sea surface is comprised
of broadly two air streams of widely different moisture content interacting
with each other vizo moist equatorial air probably of southern hemisphere origin and dry continental air from the Arabia · and East Africa and the inversion
layer is the boundary between the twoQ The current gets modified as it moves
eastward with gradual increase in the depth of the moist layer due to turbulent
mixing and curnuJns convectiono The air ove r central Arabian Sea is typical
of this modification process.
Spectacular change, however, occurs near
· about 70 E when the inversion disappears completely and the entire air column
from surface to 500 mb becomes nearly saturated. The cloud distr:ibution also
shows large convective activity east of 70 Eo Two factors may be responsible
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for this sharp change - (i) nearness of the orograprqc features along the west
coast· of India. as postulated by Desai {1965) and (ii) synoptic scale features
with their associated convergence in the air flowing towards the active
monsoon trough zone extending up to 500 mb, lying over northeast Arabian Sea.
Perhaps the effect of the latter is more predominant since it is observed· that
during persistent weak monsoon conditions along the Konkan coast the stable
mid tropospheriC layers appear over Bombay though not over Minicoy and
Tr.ivandrum which are nearer the eq~ator. _
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Evap.oration over the Indian Ocean during 1963

Ro Suryanaryna and

D~Ro

Sikka

Institute of Tropical Meteorol9gy, Poona - 5.

SUMMARY
Earlier studies on evaporation over the Indian Ocean by Venkiteswaram
(1956) and Privett (1959) have been based on climatological data. The present study
presents the results fo.r the four cardinal months of January, April, July and
October based on actual observations during the year 19630 However, for comparison
.computations based on climatological data as derived from the Dutch climatological
Atlas a~d the Marine_ Atlas of the U.S.Navy Hydrographic Office, have also been done.
Intensive collections of Ships data during the IIOE at th:e International
Meteorological Centre, Bombay, -resulted on the average over 9000 reports per month ·
during 1963 from the Indian Ocean region. These reports have .been machine processed
and a computer programme has been developed to work out the complete· energy budget
of the Sea surface on monthly average basis for each 5 degrees latitude/longitude ·
biock~ The evaporation in the fonn of latent heat energy supplied to the atmosphere .
from the Ocean surfa.ce ·e xpressed in gm-caJ/ cm2 day is computed based on the well· '
·
known J ~cob' s Equation :

The evaporation coefficient, K, used in this study has been adopted from
the work of U.S. Fish and Wild Life Service and is in current use · by them.
The
following are some of the results in brief

1)

i.e.

The well known features
(i) centres of evaporation over the Central
Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal during January and July, (ii) broad maximum region over
the tropical belt of South Indian Ocean between 10°s - 20°s and (iii) a. region of
·
minimum near the equatorial region, agree very well with the results of earlier
·
studies.

?)
The Seasonal variation in the isopleth of the maximum evaporation is small
· over the South Indian Ocean but it is quite large over Arabian .Sea and Bay of Bengal
which is due to the .weak wind regime during the transition months . in between the .
stronger monsoonal wind regimes over the Indian Seas. The maximwn ev_a poration over
· . the South Indian Ocean varies between 350-400 units for all the months where as it
is about 350-400 units for the Arat;>ian Sea in J arru.ary and July and 250-300 units for
the same months over the Bay of .Bengal.
Th('3 values during April and October over
the Indian Seas vary between 150-200 units~
3)

The higher values for the Arabian Sea for winter are due to a greater
dryness of' the air in comparison · with that over the Bay of Bengal as well as to
frequent cold air advection on the passage of western disturbances from Persian gulf
to West Pakistan, whereas, in Summer,- they are due to stronger Southwest Monsoon
winds ..
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4)
Meridiona.l cross-sections between 60-65°E . show double peak in evaporation
both in January and July. The peaks occur near 17N/22S in January/July and 12N/12S
in July/January in the respective hemisphere..
In the tra..YJ.sition months of April and
October there is only one sharp peak which occurs near lON/lOS in that hemisphere
which is progressing from winter to summer circulation regime. The October peak in
Southern Hemisphere is, however, higher in magnitude.
5)
The evaporation values over about all parts of the Indian Ocean in all
the four months of 1963 are 20-30 percent higher than for the mean data.
The
regions of maxima in 1963 also cover generally greater aeral extent than the climatological pattern .. · This is probably due to year to year variations in the general
circulation features controlling evaporation.

6)
The climatological values arrived at in this study are generally 20...30
percent higher than the figures arrived at by Venkiteswaran.. This is probably due
to longer period of averaging (3 months) done in the earlier study.
The use of Jacob' s ,equation over Arabian Sea during . summer may not be
justified since the average speed of about 15 nips over this area is far greater
than the average speed (6 mps) assured in the equation, and hence the actual evaporation over this area may be much more than presented in this study a The magnitudes
given by Pisharoty (1965) on water vapour flux computations basis are also much
high~r than the present values.
Now that a number of specially equipped research
vessels have conducted e:xhausti ve survey of the Indian Ocean during the IIOE, it
would not be long before a more realistic evaporation coefficient is evaluated for
different regions of the Indian Ocean.
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-DISCUSSION
----Have you comlidered estimating the contribution of the obvious1y mo.i st
strong westerli e s above 450 mb to the moidure budget ?
Dr. P.R. Pisharoty
No., Probably it is not too significant. It is likely to be outwards
through the 450 mb surf ace in the east and inwards in the we st •
Dr. C.S.

Ram_~

•

Across the eastern boundary of the 'box' what was the total transport
without regard to sign 'Z
Dr. F .R.

Pish~roty

This was not determined.
Mr. D.R. Sikka.

Dr. Pisharoty has already answered this question to a large extent. I
would just like to add that over the west Arabian Sea the values of specific
lrumidi ty above 500 mb are too small to make any a.p preciable change in the moisture
flux calculation.
OV·er the ea.stern. .Arabian SeB.,
the huinidity values are no
doubt . significant near the monsoon trough at tbe 500 mb but would fall off rapidly above that leveL
As the easterly winds at 400 mb are also not very strong,
the levels above 500 mb rnay not appreciab1y alter the flux computations.

In the figures which Dr. Pisharoty has given it is really surpiisjng to
find that we get from the northern boundary the same flux ns we would get from
the southe rn boundary; one from the dry Asiatic continent and the other from the
Indian Ocean. Of course, one doubts about the representativenesf> of Kara.chi and
Bah.rein observations on the northern side. Air over Bah.rein is the hot air which
has pasr:;ed from ITanu
Whether it is really representative of the whole range of
longitudes is a very very doubtful question.
Regarding the western boundary it
is 1.8 x 104 out flow and in one year 0.5 x 104 inflow in another year. It is
extremely difficult to average stations so far apart. The on~y reliable things
are th~ fluxes across the southern and eastern boundaries.

I nzy-seJf was surprised with the different values so that the data have
been rechecked.
Perhaps there has been change from one year to another. The
location of a trougb east or west of the western wall would markedly affect the
flux across that wa1i.

71.

Has there been a radicB.l difference in the monsoon activities during
1963 ruld 1964 ?
Dr. Pish_aroty
There was not IInlcb change in the peripheral trough over the Indian a.rea
in the two yearso Therefore, I have to look outside the Indian monsoon area. The
flow across the western boundary could be radically changed by the position of the
peripheral cyclonic circulation over Somalia-Arabia which determines the wind ..
Dr. Swinbank
I would like to comment on Dr·. Pisharoty' s suggestion concerning the
contribution from eve.poration of droplets • . I think he implied that evaporation
from the droplets would simply augment the evaporation calculated from the surface
by the aerodyn.amic formula.
I do not think it is quite as straight forward as
that.
Dr. Pi sharoty
I made the computation assuming the coefficient of diffusion of watervapour to be 0.24 cm2/sec. a value adopted by Sverdrup and others., Unless the
assumed drop density is the same ·throughout the oceanic surface, the percentage
contribution from tho drops to the total evaporation would be less than 50 %.
Another method of accounting for the larger value of tbe evaporation would be
to assume a value for the aerodynamic constant larger than 2.0 x 10-60 The Australian workers have shown that the constant involved for the flux of water
vapour is different from that involved in the flux of momentum.
(Note added subsequent to a discussion with Dr.SwinbBnk
Dr. Swinbank
suggested that an evaporating droplet should be assumed to be at the wet-bulb
temperature of the air and not at tho sea surface temperature.
On this basis,
the computed evaporation from the droplets would be halved).
Mr.

9. R. V.

Raman

As regards the point which Dr. Ramanathan raised whet.her the atmospheric circula.tions in 1963 and 1964 have been different, I would like to state that
there has been difference in thG activity of the peripheral trough over Aden and
the GuU of Oman in the two yearso From 11 to 24 July 1963 when monsoon over India
was weak, the peripheral trough over this area was active but it was not so in
July 19640
Therefore, there can be differences in inflow and outflow from the
Arabian coast from year to year depending upon the location and activity of the
peripheral troughs.
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AiIL-Sea Interaction

w. c.

Swinbank

C.S.LReO., Division of Meteorological Physics, Aspendale,
Victoria, AustraJJ.a
There are ·five principal components to be considered in the study of
atmosphere-ocean exchange. These are precipitation, radiation, eveporation;
heat transfer and momentum exchange, or fractional stress, between the
air and the sea surface. It is the purpose of this review to examine and .
appraise the techniques available for the measurement or est~ation of each
of these quantities, and recommend the procedure appropriate to the obse:rtvational material in each category acquired during the Indian Ocean
Expedition.
·

-

Precipitation

There is a deplorable lack of accurate information concerning the distribution of precipitation over the oceans which, though generally recognised, appears
to be a matter of no great concern. Thus, the standard texts of oceanography,whilst
they give great prominence to other exchange processes between the atmosphere 'and
· the ocean, make virtually no mention of precipitation.
The principal reason for the need for accurate observations . of precipi ta,tion over the whole globe is that such information is necessary for the assessment
of the accuracy of evaporation surveyso
The importance of an accurate knowledge
of evaporation in the study of atmospheric energetics needs no emphasis, water
vapour being the most importe.nt single agent of heat transfer between atmosphere and
oceans, and in the redistribution of heat over the surface of the earth.
The comparison with precipitation must be on a global basis because
their respective patterns, particularly over the oceans, are grossly different for
obvious reasons, However, since the storage capacity of the atmosphere for water
is comparatively small, on the average about one week's precipitation, the global
totals of precipi tat.ion and evaporation must balance over time intervals almost
as short as this.
The surveys of precipitation and evaporation that are at present available
have been prepared, on the one hand, from coastal and island rainfall stations, and
on the other, from estimates from fonnulae the bases of which are generally insecure, mutually adjusted to give overall global agreement. This is a thoroughly unsa.tisfactory state of affairs, the remedy for which, it would seem, . precipitation
being basically the eas~er element to measure, is t~e development of a satisfactory
method of measuring rainfall on ships. The resulting well detennined precipitation
pattern that would emerge would then provide an adequate background against which to
test globaJ. estimates and measurements of evaporation, and so further our understanding of the general circulation of the atmosphere and its associated problems.
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Radiat ion
-----;--The radiation balance at the sea surface is represented as

where Re is the resultant incoming short wave radiation, direct solar, reflected
from clouds and scattered by the atmosphere, and then depleted by reflection at the
sea surf ace;
Rt is the resultant incoming long wave radiation, representing the
temperature radiation of the atmosphere itself and of cloud toward the surface,
minus the outgoing radiation from the sea surf'ace; and RN is thus the residual
downward flux of radiation to the surface and available there for transfonriation
into heat energy o
Each of the three quantities RN, Es and RL can be directly· measured, and
where this · is practicable is mu.eh to be preferred to estimation from empirical
fo:rmlilae.. However, though observation of radiative quantities by direct measurement has increased in· recent years, it is very likely that for a long time to come
radiation surveys,particularly over the oceans, will hav.e to rely on estimates from
formulae relating the various radiative componertts to more easily measured atmospheric variables. We shall examine some of the formulae that have been used.
(a)

Short wave radiation :

The intensity of the incident solar beam on unit horizontal surface at
the top of the . atmosphere is, of course, calculable, and tables such as those of
Angot have been prepared giving the amount of insolation by latitude and by month.
The direct solar beam is modified in its passage through the atmosphere by molecular
and particulate scattering, by reflection from clouds and, both in the case of the
remaining direct and the scattered radiation reaching the sea surface, the amount
available for energy transformation is reduced by reflection at the surface.
Let us consider the question of reflection first.
.In the case of the
-direct solar beam, the percentage of the incident light that is reflected from a
plane water surface can be calculated from Fresnel' s formula. Up to angles of
incidence of 60°, the fraction reflected increases from 2 to 6 percent, but
increases rapidly thereafter with increasing angle of incidence. The import.a nce
of this increase is diminished, however, because of the decreased intensity of the
solar beam. The albedo of the sea surf ~ce for scattered light is obviously much
less dependent on the angle of the sun and is estimated to be in the range 5-10
per cent. When the sea surfac.e is roughened by waves, the figures for both albedos
will be modified, and presumably the fraction of light reflected tends ' to be greater .
However, it is generally agreed that, from the equator to middle latitudes, the
albedo for both direct and scattered radiation appropriate to climatological esti-·
mates varies only within the range 5-10 per cent.
A number of formulations have been proposed to take account of the depletion of the solar beaJil during its passage through the atmosphere. Thus Kimball
(1928) deriv-ed a fonnula applicable to the estimation on a monthly basis of incoming
radiation Qin terms of the fraction of sky covered by cloud C _

Q =

Q0 (1 ~ O. 71 C)
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~here
Q0 is the total received from a cloudless sky, but this is liable to be
greatly in error when estimating daily totals. Other representations have been
presented by, among others, Schmidt, Mosby, Sverdrup and Budyko. All imply that
the effect of cloud cover on the incoming radiation is independent of the cloud
height and type, -and that the effect of the cloud is fully accounted for in .tenns
of fractional cloudiness.

The estimates resulting frorn such formulae must be very crude approximations at besto They might improve in accuracy at a given place as the averaging
period increa~es and provides an average cloudiness similar in height and type to
that from which the formu1ae were derived. But for places which tend to have preferred cloud type-s they would be likely to remain in error. For the purposes of
daily estimation they would probably be in error even if fairJy accurate in the
longer tenn mean.
Lumb (1964) has analysed hourJ.y totals of incoming short wave radiation
from weather ships in the North Atlantic, and shows that the total incoming short
wave radiation Q is related to the sine of the solar altitude s by

Q

=

As + Bs2

where A and B are empirical constmits which depend, ~ particularly, 'Ort cloud type,
height and amount. Tlrus, the incoming radiation from a sky overcast with cirrus
is four times as great as that from a sky overcast with thick layers of low cloud
at the same sun elevation.

Lumb' s fonnule.tion is based on a purely statistical treatment of the
observations. It is readily shown that, if the transmission of the solar radiation
through a turbid and cloudy atmosphere is of the Beer's Law type, then
'Q

=

C

S

e

-Dis
I

where C and D are empirical constants, depending on . the state of sky, to be determined from the observations.
(b)

Long wave radiation

The total incoming long wave radiation from a clear sky has been related
in the well-known -formulae of Angstrom and Brunt to the low level air temperature
arid water vapour pressure. Recently, however, Swinbank (1963) has shown that, over
a wide range of temperature and vapour pressure, the incoming radiation R
can
be predicted accurately from the screen level temperature alone using either of
the relationships
R+

=

-17 .09 + 1.195 ,,..- T4 (mw cm2) ·

where T is the screen temperature and

CS-

is Stefan's Constant, or
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=

5o26

The net incoming long wave radiation is then obtained by subtracting
from this quantify the outgoing radiation from the sea surface. The latter is known
in terms of the sea surface temperature if the surface can be assumed to radiate
as a black body.
Though it appears· that the emissivity is approximately only 0 .. 96,
the error involved in assuming the surface ' to be black is less than is sometimes
supposed; for, insofar as it is an imperfect radiator, it will reflect the incomirtg
lqng wave radiationo With a clear sky, when the error involved in the assumption ·
is greatest, the outgoing radiation is in fact only overestimated by about 1 per cent
For the . same reason; when the sea surface temperature is measured by a radiometer,
the surface being assumed to be a full radiator, the temperature wj.ll be underestimated by a maximum of about 1°C with clear skies.

As in the case of short wave radiation, all existing fonnulations which
attempt to ' account fo'r the modification of the long wave radiation flux when cloud
is present are expressed only in terms of fractional cloudiness, with no provision
for variation in cloud height and type. This is·likely to .lead to even more serious
errors , in the case of long wave radiation, since the clouds themselves are a source
of such radiation, the intensity being principally detennined by the tempe_rature
and therefore, indirectly, by the. height of the cloud. Any attempt to take accourit
of the infl~ence of varying cloud height and amount in ·the long wave radiation
is handicapped, of course, by the fact that at night time, when long wave radiation
is most easily measured., cloud observation is difficult . and the results _somewhat
uncertain;.
Heat, Water Vapour and Mopientum
The vertical flux Fx of a qu~tity which is present in amount X per unit
mass of air may be represented by the equation

F

x _

-

kP ~~

in ·the usual notationo
If Fx is constant with height, ..as it will almost invariably be over the
oceans where the fetch
many times the greatest .heig~t of measurement, we may
integrate this equation : ·

is

If K is known as a function of z, this equation leads to an estimation of
Fx in terms of X2 and X1, the specific concentrations of X at . the levels z2 and z1
respectively. In the cases of . heat, water . vapour and momentum X will represent
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respectively the enthalpy CpT, the specific lmmidi ty q, and the horizontal wind
speed Uo
In the main body of air f lowing ·o ver the water, the motion will almost
always be turbulent, and the molecular contribution to the flux negligible o Further more, if the stability of the air is close to neutral, it is likely that the
turbulent transfer coefficients for the other two quantities will be nearly t~e
same as that for inomentum:, which is known to be ku*z at the level z, where ke is von
Karman' s constant ( _, O.A) and u* is the ' friction velocity', defined a.s
where

-C

is the shearing stress on the

ocean surfaceo
In conditions close to neutral, m~ may be derived from wind measurements
at two levels from the logarithmic profile
=

]n

+'herefore, in principle, measurements of heat flux, vapour flux (evaporation) and shearing stress may be obtained f r om the three relevant pairs of measurements. In practiM, however, the differences in the quantities in the free air are
always smill and difficult to measure accurately, even ·in the case . of special
investigations, and their measurement on a routine basis from a non-specialist
vessel would not be practicable. On the other hand, the differences Xs - Xa, where
s refers to the sea surf ace and a to the air; are usually much greater, and it is
in this fonn that the great bulk 0£ data that exist have been secured o The use of
these conveniently large differences in the integrateQ. equation above to determine
the fluxes requires, however, the integration of~ to be carried right down to
the sea surface.
K
There still remains considerable uncertainty as to the exact nature of
the exchange mechanism between the air and the surface. The more recent evidence
refutes the original suggestion of Rossby and Montgomery that, up to wind speeds of
6-7 m/sec., the flow is of the 'aerodynamically smooth' type, and aerodynamically
'rough' thereafter. The flow appears to be 'rough' at all wind ·s peeds in excess
of about 1 m/sec .
a height

The shearing stress at t1'e surface may be related to the wind speed at
convenient to measurement from shipboard by the expresSion

where c10 is the 'drag-coefficient' appropriate to a. height of 10 metres above the
water surface.
c10 may be detennined from special wind profile measu.rements in near
neutral conditions, by invoking the logarithmic profile relationship between wind
speed and height, as
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The use of a drag coefficient derived. in this wey for the routine determination of shearing stress from 10 metre winds introduces the question of its
dependence on wind speed itself and on the stability of the air.
After careful
", consideration of the various lines of evidence ava,ilable up to 1960, Deacon and
Webb (1962) conclude that there is probably a slight increase of drag coefficient
with win~ speed, represented by
c 10 = (1~00 + On07 u10) 10- 3 , where u10 is measured in metres per second
( see Fig. 1 ) a

The question of the dependence of c10 on the stability of the air is
still not completely resolved. Qualitativefy, c10 will increase with instability of
the air, but a quantitative assessment of the effect requires a knowledge of the
associa,ted vertical heat flux.
Swinbank (1960 and 1964) has proposed a fonnula~
tion, with experimental evidence to support it, which relates u* and u10 to the
stability of the air expressed in terms of
3

Cp u.* T

L =

u,o==

in · the usual notation

k~H

'U*

k

ln

ex.p. ( '~ )- \

exp. ( z 0

~ u~

k

I ,.,

C~p.

/.L)- \

(JC)-'

ZoJL

The above expression for L takes account only of the contribution of the
sensible heat flux H to the rate of working by buoyancy forces. When evaporation
is comparatively strong, as it usually will be over the oceans, i~ will add a significant component to L. It has been shown (Swinbank (loc.cit. )) that, when the fluxes
of sensible. heat and of latent heat are equal, the respective rates of working by
the buoyant forces involved in the two processes stand in the ratio of fourteen to
one.
The modification to L due to evaporation can therefore be represented by
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Ct>

u:

T

where

fa>

is the Bowen

k1"(H~)
Ratio

H

, E being the rate of evaporation and

the latent heat of vaporise-

AE
tion.
The use of the above equation for u10 to determine u* required a knowledge
of z 0 , the 'roughness length', which is provided from the above form for 010 as

0.4
1n

Zo

=

(z 0 in metres)

ln 10 -

and shown as a function of the wind speed on the R.H.So of fig. 1.

In this way it is possible to estimate the shearing stress in non-neutral
cases.
The value of ~ appropriate to given values of u1o and H is probably most
easily determined from a nomogram.
· Whilst, as stated above, it appears ~hat the flow over the oceans is nearly always of the aerodynamicalzy rough type, in which it is envisaged that the tJ..ltimate transfer of momentum to the sea surface is via lateral pressure forees acting
on the roughness elements of the surface, in the case of heat and water vapour
the transfer a:t the surface itself must proceed by molecular action. The molecular
transfer coefficient then becomes important at the lower limit of integration of
dz/K, and integration of the flux equations for water vapour and heat le-ads respectively to

E: :::

pku* ( 9fs - cv._)

( ev apo ration)

\'" k""*a
::0

and

H::: Pku*c~ (T~-"Ta.)
\en

(heat)

ku*ct

".

for near neutral stability. Here D and h are respectively the molecular kinematic
viscosity and thermometric conductivity of the air. ~ in the numerator of each
of these equations may be replaced by u 10
.[C10, and so
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E =

and

Let

H

=

----------------------~------

pk

fC10 cp
u10 -( Ts - l'a )
---,..~~~-------------------------~

us put
{' k

.fC1b

= A

10 k U*
1n -------D

=B
1n !Q_~-~!
h

We can with sufficient accuracy equate A to B, for D and h are so small
( Oo25 cm2 per sec) in comparison with 10 Jc u* that their small departure from
equa1i ty is of no significance.
Hence
and

E

=

Au10

(qs

H

=

~10

cp (Ts

qa)
Ta)

A may be regarded therefore as a ·transfer coefficient . applicable equally to the
transfer of heat and. water vapour, It is, in principle, a function of wind speed,
though this dependence might not be expected to be strong since u10 . _in effect
occurs in both the numerator and denominator of' A.
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between A' and u10, from which it can be se·en
that the assumption of a constant value of A at 1. 90 x 10-6 will involve 8JJ. error
hardly exceeding 5 per c~nt at any wind speed.
At any wind speed evaporation may thus be estimated from the formula

E =

1.90 x 10-6

u10

(q8

-

qa)
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where E is measured in grams per cm2 per second and u10 in cm per second, and heat
flux irom

where H is given in calories per cm2 per sec ..
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Precipita.tion liability of water vapour content in air over different
coastal regions in India during southwest monsoon season
A.K. Roy
_. Consideration of 'tum-over period' , or the le.n gth of time required for
returning to surface, in the fonn of rain, the instantaneous mean stock of water
vapour over a place seIVes as a useful guide for judging the comparative efficiency of precipitation mechanisms over different areas during a given month or
a season. An examination, made on this basis, of the precipitation response of
moisture build up which follows the onset of southwest monsoon in different
coastal regions of India reveals certain interestir~ features relating to the
differing character of monsoon rains in various parts of the Indian sub-continent.
It is seen that the highest precipitation response of moisture held
in air-. this is greater, the shorter the period of tum:-over - occurs in the
month of June at Trivandrum, Port Blair and Calcutta, in Ju)Jr _at Bombay and
· Veraval, in October at Vishakhapatnam and in November at Madras.
The months of
sudden increase in precipitation response, as shown. by an abrupt fall in turnover period, are May- for Trivandrum and Port Blair, June for Bombay and Calcutta,
Juzy for Veraval, and October for Vishakhapatnam and Madras.
Comparing the
positions as at Trivendrum and Veraval, on the one hand, and those at Port
Blair and Calcutta, on the other, it is of interest to note that wh:i.le the stat~on ~o the north is richer in moisture content, the precipitation response
is
distinctly higher in t~e region to the south.
Although, for purposes of broad climatological division, the period
June to Sept;ember is taken as the monsoon season for India, as a whole; we know
that the· months of typical monsoon weather differ materially from one region to
another.
Adopting the dual criteria;, namely, of (a) at least 1 day1 out of . 4,
in a month is rainy with 2.5 mm or more rainfall and (b) the tum-over period is
10 days or less, representing precipitation response which just exceeds the mean
value computed on the basis of global average, we find. that the typical monsoon
months for the seven coastal regions considered are as follows :
Triir sndrum

~ay,

Port Blair

May- to November

Bombay and Calcutta

June to September

Veraval

July

Vishakhapatnam .

~eptember

Madras

October and November

June, July, October and November

and October

It will be noticed that, so far as the two east coast stations are
concerned, the monsoon activity in a prominent way occurs only in those months
in which the monsoon current strikes the coast directly, under the influence of
low pressure waves from. the east following a more southerly track.
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On the Character of the Bombay Sea Breeze

J"R.

lo

Nicholson

I ntroduction

One of the notable feat ures of 'the weather in Bombay during the dry season
is t he sea breeze., Methods of gathering . observations of such meso- scale phenom~na
a re increasing in. number and the computer p-rovides · a means for rrumencal modeling of
them~
Some detailed observations have been discussed in the sequel and an attempt
made t o relate them to macro-sea.le conditions and to the results of numerical
· modeling ..
In March, 196 4, some observations were made over the ocean, in thevicini ty of Bombay, Indi a , for the purpose of gai~ing further info rm ati.on about the
sea breeze circulation. , These observations of winds, temperature, an d moist ure,
were ma de by the specially instrumented aircraft of the U.S .. Weathel' Bureau Research
Flight Facility, by a re s earch group from the University- of Wasbingt on , by means
of a specially designed and instrumented blloy"
These meteorological observations, along with t h e regular and · special
observations made at near by land stations of th~ Indi a Meteorological Department,
have been utilized in the prese nt paper, which deals onl y with a f ew aspects of
the sea breeze. The paper is mairLcy- concerned with the W i~ d field although a few
references will be made to temperature observations.
·

2o

The Larg~scale Circulation

It may be useful if a brief description of the large-scale, or .macro-scale, circu lation as it appeared during March 2nd to March 6th, 1964, is included .
At sea level (not shown in a diagram) a cyclonic circulation lay centered
in t he southern portion of the Indian subcontinent, while anticyclones dominated
the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. At the ~km level, Figure la, an ant'icyclone
completely dominated the wind field over. Indiao At 600 meters, Figure lb, cyclohic
curvature existed in the streamlines, which are shown dashed in those areas where
the land surf ace rises above 600 meters above sea level. These patterns are typical
of average conditions during Ma.rch (8 )0
Weether was clear and fine in the region ·surrounding Bombay during the
interval being studied. The maxinrum and minimum teml?eratures were about 2 degrees
centigrade below normal on the 4th and 5th of March ~7).
3.

Surface Indications of the Sea Breeze

Hourly surface observations were taken at Santa .Cruz .Airport, Bombay and
at the tug 'Ocean', located 40 nautical miles west of Bombayo . Figure 2 depicts. the
surface air temperature and a component of the wind derived as follows.
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.- From data taken duri!1..g the period March 3 to 6, 1964; each wind observation was ~decomposed into a component perpendicular to, and a component parallel to the
coastline.. The component perpendicular. to the coast labeled u is shown here, and
has positive sense toward land (corresponding to nearly westerly wind). The component
parallel to the coast has been called v, {with a positive sense toward a norther~
direction, or, with land lying to right) is not shown. The straight line, chosen to
approximately represent the coastline, {oriented 168-348°), and on which the coordinate axes are based, was determined from a section of coastline 120 nautical miles
long.
ve~:rtical

The . wind da~a gat.he red at Santa Cruz and Ocean have been arranged in a
f:o.r mat so 't hat any phase relationships that may exist in the sets of curves

are easily seen. The wind components are reckoned in knots and the air temperature
in degr~e-s centigrade.... Indian Standard Time is used as the abscissa in each grapho
In 'the graph of the Santa Cru.z data,. it
1

m~y

be noticed that

t

{1)
Maximum tempe:rature occurs at about 1300 IST, the <;li.umal variation is 10o5
centigrade degrees;
(2)
Maximum ·u-component {onshore wind) occurs somewhe;rB between 1300 IST and
1700 ISL;

.('3)
An offshore wind, or minimum u-component, occurs about mid.morning, local
time; after solar heating
has been in prog~ss for several hours;
.
·
.
~

.

\

'

{

(4)
The shift from offshore wind to onshore wind is extremely sharpo
speed !.change is large, amounting to more than 15 knots;

The

(5')
After the sea breeze has reached its maximum, the u-component is observed
to decrease rather slowly and regularly;
(6)

Positive u-components persist until midnight or aftero

Forty-two miles out at sea a different set of conditions prevaiL Though
data are available for on:fy two days, and temperatures only at six-hourly intervals,
the following points may be noted :
(1) There appears to be a cyclic variation in the u-component, with minimum value
(offshore sense) occurring in mid-afternoon, ·at about the time of maximum onshore
component at Santa Cruz, and maximum value (onshore sense) in the late evening. This
implies a phase lag of about six hours betwee~ the times of occurrence of maximum
u-component at Santa Cruz and Ocean.
The amplitude of the oscillation would
appear to be about one-half that at Santa Cruz;
(2) As expected, the amplitude of the temperature cycle at sea is much less than
that observed at the land stations. As near as can be estimated the diurnal variation is about 3 centigrade degrees.
Santa Cruz Airport is located about one mile inland from the coast line
and may be considered a coastal station. The ear:fy morning increase in the offshore
component implies an increasing land breeze and at the same time is consistent with
observations made by others of a sea breeze circulation beginning at sea and
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pro pogating shoreward (10)o Angell and Pack (1) cite evidence of a sea breeze front
being detected some distance . out to sea at 150 meters (500 feet). altitude by constant.level balloonso In the case at hand the evidence may be interrupted to me an that
the land breeze circulation, advects air from land to sea, altering Ci\nd t hen inte ll·s ifying a temperature gradient which then iriitiates a · sea breeze ci r cu lation some
distance out at seao. This would seem to be an example of Conrad's 'minor sea
breeze', remarked on by Defant (2 )o
~gain, there is some evidence of this .interesting persistence of the sea
breeze well into the .· evening hours, (even possibly an acceleration) as observed
earliyr by Fisper ( q) and Ramanathan( 9), · and which has also been seen in the results
of the modeling experiments of Estoque {3)o

A further illustration of the surface characteristics of the sea and lan.d
breezes · w:Ll.l be seen in Figure 3, wherein are depicted the hourly aveTClges of surf ace observations over the period ·March 3 - 6, 1964. The averages o.£ the wind
components, air temperature and mixing ratio are shown in graphs and ·the average
hourly winds for Santa Cruz shown in a hodograph.
On the hodographs, some selected winds have been represente d v·ect orially

i.e. those for midnight, maximum offshore wind, hour of maximum u-component, and
maximum wind. . The remainder of the winds are represented only by dots placed at
the termini of the vectors, each of which has a figure nearby indicating the hour
(IST) to which the dot pertains •
.At midnight, the wind at Santa Cruz had a slight onshore compone~t ,o . Two .
or three hours later, however, the u-component had become negative with the inLtial
devel"Opment of the land breeze, the intensification of which is very well illustrated by the 0900 IST vector.
Ma:iimum onshore component occ1:lrred at Santa Cruz
at 1300 IST, then in the next one to two hours the wind shifted slightly to the
north as the Coriolis force exerted controL
On the average, the air terripera~ure varied about 9 degrees centigrade at
Santa Cruz.
~inally, interesting variations are to be seen in the ·mixing ratio curves.
large variations take place at the time of the strongest land breeze and
just after passage of the forward edge of the sea breeze. At the former time the
mixing ratio has increased to a maximum value while at the latter time it suddenly
drops to a minimum value.
As the sea breeze establishes. its regime the mixing .
ratio rises again, sharply.
~ather

It is possible to ascribe these changes to the effects caused by the sea· .
breeze. For air having a mixing ratio of the minimum value shown here, would only
have to be lowered 150 to 200 me.ters {judging from the early morning radiosonde
observations made at Santa Cruz) to be abl~ to appear at the surface.
Estoque 1 s results (4) show that the horizontal axis of the sea breeze
circulation gains altitude with time much more slowly irt the stable case t .h an in
his other cases and that at an hour comparable to that of the mixing ratio miniilillm,
air is being brought down from the 200 meter level to the surface only , a short
distance off the coast •. On the ot~er hand, in bis results pertaining .to conditions
other than isothermal,or of 8: temperature inversion, this is not true. Since the
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radiosonde observations have shown conditions during this period to be akin to his
stable case, we invoke this explanationo furthermore, the rapid increase occurring
a bit later is consistent with his results, for ery soon the situation changes to
one in which the air advocted over the shore station is likely to move a long distance whiJe v e ry close to the se a surface.
It appears that the curves are to be interpreted as showing a slow
decrease of mixing ratio as the day wears on until the sea breeze begins to die ·1ate
in the evening, after which a gradual increase begins.

4.

!Im

Air Temporal

Change~

We next turn to some analyses of time cross-sections on which u-components
of the upper wind s at Santa Cruz and Ocean are plotted. For this reference is made
to Figure 4 ..
Since the same surface wind components depicted in the previous figure
have been plotted herein, one can perceive the features to which attention was called
in the previous figure.
The sea breeze maximum,here labeled +. extends upward to 0.3 km and
sometimes to· 0.6 km. Some tendency for the axis of this maximum to tilt toward late r
time with height, is seen at Santa Cruz and Ocean but because the data are separated
to six · hours this point is moot. The results of van Bemmelen1 s study, as reproduced
by Defant (2), would lead one to expect such a tilt, consequently such an analysis
is probably valid. One sees an offshore wind, here a minimum and labeled -, tending
to lie superj acent to the maximum, at about LO 1an and repres~mting the return flow.
The Santa Cruz data strongly suggest a lag between the time of maximum and the time
of the overlying minimumo In fact, the minimum appears to occur at the time at
which maximum and minimum in the u-compo rents are occurring simultaneously at Ocean.
This lag in the minimum u- would be in accord with the picture of the sea breeze at
Dj aka.rta, given by van Bemmelen and reproduced by Defant (2 ), in which the maximum
intensity of the upper return flow, is shown to lag behind the maxinn.nn of the sea
breeze by one hour.

At levels above 1 km there appears to be great si~ilarity between the
patterns of the \I-component in the Santa Cruz section and those of the Ocean · section.
5.

Vertical Cross-Sections

The research aircraft of the U .s. Weather Bureau flew traverses, at differeni.
altitudes, along a line extending through the geographical positions of Santa Cruz
Airport and the tug Ocean.
This line extended some 100 nautical miles to seaward,
and penetrated some 70 or 80 nautical miles inland, from the coastline in the vicinity
of Santa Cruz Airport. These traverses were made at the altitudes of 0.5, 1,2, 2o5
and 3.9 km.

On board each of these aircraft is installed digital equipment for the
purpose of· frequent recording of the many instru~ental measurements being made continuously. The wind, which most concerns us here, is calculated by a computer mounted
in the aircraft, by taking the difference between the true air velocity of the
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aircraft, measured by instruments aboard the aircraft, and the ground velocity of
the 1TI.rcraft, as measured by means of Doppler radar equipment (6).
The flight peths
me nt of time changes might
changes that were observed
rate per hour and the time

were retra~ed at a later time on order that some assess- ·
be made
Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the measured time
to have occurred in the u-component of the wind-- the
period over which the estimate has been calculated.
n

The flights, on which these figures are bas_ed, were made between approximat ely 1030 (IST) and 1630 (IST) on the -4th and 5th of March, 1964.
Some inhomogeneity oi data arises because of the practical impos.sibili ty
of arranging the flight so that all the differences would have been measured over a
time period of the same length, or over the same time period. However, the changes
appear to be consistent with those which could be observed at the surface, and in
the upper air at Santa Cruz Airport and the Ocean.
It is observod, upon comparing Figure 5a with 5b, that the patterns are
quite similar in nature below the 2.5 km level, the differences being largely differences of magnitude. Attention was given to time changes measured from wind observations · made at Santa Cruz Airport and Ocean while the analyses of the time changes
were being performedo Furthermore, some smoothing will .b e evident upon examination
of the analyses o
In the
ch8.Jlge cell lie·s
values of change
magnitude of the

vicini·ty of the zero reference point, the coastline, a positive
between the surface and 008 km, with a cell of small negative
lying above and to its left, or seaward side. · Furthermore, the
change differs little from one day to the nexto

Above this negative change cell, which has claimed our immediate attention
lies another, of considerably deeper extent but of about the same order or magnitude.
These two cells, together with the positive cell below, imply a circulation tending
to become anticlockwise with time. 1
An unexpected feature of these two figures is to be seen far to the seaward
side o There one sees a negative change cell in the layer next to the surf ace, surmounted by a positive change cell, just the reverse of the relationship observed in
the vicinity of the coastline. Attention was already drawn to _ a sequence of wind
changes at Ocean in the lowest atmospheric layer in Which negative u-components
below Oo 7 km underlay positive u-components from 0.8 to 2o0 km between 0930 and
20.30 IST but were replaced by components of reversed sign between 2030 and 0530 IST •.
The re a1i ty of those variations is here confirmed, implying a clockwise circulation
a..nd a linkage to the sea breeze circulation.
To pursue these matters further, reference may be made to figures 5c and
5d. These sections display flight data, adjusted by means of ,the rate of change
values, to 1530 IST. Observations made between 1330 and 1610 IST during the second
traverse made at each level, have been adjusted to this time.

to

1 Because of the ·or:Lentation of our sections, with land (to the east)
the right
and ocean to the left, the sea breeze · and upper return flow will .be referred .t o at
times as an anticlockwise circulationo A circulation of opposing sense will be
referred to as a clockwise circulation.
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During the analysis of these sets of adjusted values, due care was exercised to arrive at a pattern consistent with the vertical profiles of the u-component
of the wind as observed at Santa Cruz and Ocean ..
Positions of maxima and minima on the patterns for the two days are almost
the same; the two sections serve well the purpose of illustrating the sea breeze
circulation..
The situation is not one which permits rigorous comparison of these
patterns with those resulting from machine comput.ations made by Estoque (4 )o
This
case contains features of two cases examined by him, namely, a case in which the
large scale flow was parallel to the coastline with lower pressure on land, and
a case in which the temperature lapse rate was isothermal in the ver:y lower layers,
with no macro-sc.ale flow present..
Taking the case of flow parallel to the coast; his
chart for an hour corresponding to 1530 IST shows about the same placement of the
primary sea breeze circulation cell, just inland of the coastline, and centered at
about LO ·km altitude, but does not suggest circulations of sense opposite to the
sea breeze as is seen here.
Our charts, with their circulations of opposite sense, at 1.5 km, 10 to
30 nautical miles inland, and at Oo5 to 1.0 km far to sea, are matched only by his
case of an initially stable lower layer with no wind. Moreover, the opposing circulation seen located inland, the seaward tilt with height of the pattern of offshore components, comprising the upper arm of the primary sea breeze circulation,
are .also characteristics of Estoque's stable case.
Radiosonde observations made at 0530 IST { 0000 GMT) at Santa Cruz on the
4th and 5th, indicate that the lapse rate was isothermal at the ground at Santa Cruz
while dropsonde· observations made 100 miles to sea, at the seaward end of the section,
at 1130 IST show an inversion, with top at Oo5 km and base at Oo3 km..
Consequently,
one can characterize this as fitting Estoque' s stable case.
To make the comparison a . bit more quantitative, the results of these
aiullyses may be compared with those of Estoque by means of ratios. These comparis ons are shown in Table I; while the comparisons are few in number, they suggest
that the modeling experiments are capable of providing a good description of the
sea breeze circulation.
Table
Case

I

Onshore Flow Max. Alt.
Onshore Flow Depth

Onshore Flow Max. Alt.
Offshore Flow Max.Alt.

Stable (Esto<fl.le)

1/1.5

1/4

Flow Parallel to
Coast (Estoque)

1/4

1/6

Bombay

1/3

1/4

Estoque imposed a temperature wave over the land having an amplitude of
10 centigrade degrees. By 1500 L. T •. the air temperature at the surface had arisen
from 3.2 to 4.0 degrees centigrade a mile inland from the coast, about .half the
variation seen earlier in the Santa Cruz . surface data.
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The important difference between these sectio~s· and Estoque's, ~or. which
no comparison exists, is that the wind sounding is characterized by westerly shear
in the vertical, and a slight change in the macroscale circulation.. As the latter
occurs, the strong up per westerlies of March 4 give way to weaker westerlies, and · .
the large negative vaJ.ues of u at the seawa,rd end of the s e ction decrease in.· riiagnitude.. The Ocean time-section and aircraft cross-sections show that there is
tendency for a clockwise circulation to appear at the seaward end of the section,
which might have been infered from the circulation change sections. In order
that it be initiated by the sea breeze circulation, a thermal effect must have been
produced at the seaward boundary of the sea breeze which would result in a cooling
of the air in the lower lay·er of the atmosphere. That this is .a possibility is shown
by Estoque' s results for both the case of an isothermal lapse rate and that of a
conditionally unstable lapse rate, both of which show a weak cooling effect, due mainly to vertical. mixing at the seaward boundary of the sea breeze.
However, in this
case the .transition from numeric al modeling to the re al situation is not easy for
the reason that the air temperature over the sea was assumed by Estoque not to rise
dur1ng the day.. Possibly, in the real case, the expected cooling might be cancelled
out by other factors. The temperature observations are being studied to determine
whether temperature changes consistent with such a clockwise circu.lation are to be
found. Should it be deternd. ned that this rotation is related to the sea breeze circula+,ion, one might expect that these would be the further requirement of special
atmospheric conditions conducive to this development such as a tendency for helical
cir:culations of mesoscale size to be fornied under appropriate shear conditionso

a

Concluding Remarks
The sea breeze is an intense manifestation of a set of complex circulations whose explanation must contain the explanation for the less obvious circulation features as wellu It has been shown that

\1)

There is further evidence that the circulation begins offshore, then moves
onto land;

(2)

There may be an opposing circulation set some distance at sea, because of
effects produced by the .sea breeze circulation as prime mover;

\3)

There certainly are opposing circulations induced in upper layers, as
predicted by modeling exp~riments;

{4)

The primary sea breeze circulation persists, and even intensifies for a
short period, ·after sundown, at sea and on land;

(5)

The power of the numerical models now existing, to predict features of
the thermal circulations with success, is very great. The only need
is for redoubled ' effort to extend the number of cases to include moTe
complicated conditions such as vertical shear in the large scale flow
and integrations over a perio·d longer than 24 hours.
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~ig. 1

Mean wind velocities over India, March 2-6,1964. Speeds are given in knots .

Figo 2

U-component of surface wind and surface temperature observed at Santa Cruz
Airport and at Ocean, March 3-6, 1964.

Fig. 3a

Hodograph of average hourly surface wind, Santa Cruz

Fig. 3b

Average values of u-, v-components of wind, temperature and mixing ratio,
Santa Cruz Airport, March 3-.6, 1964.

Fig. 4

Time section of u-component of wind : a. at the location Ocean;
Santa Cruz Airport.

:Fig

Vertical cross-sections of u-component of wind derived from ei rcraft data
a., b. rate of change with time; c., d. data adjusted to 1 5 :~c· JS T
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I.I..OoEo Data

-

Processing

J oM .. Korkhao

International1Meteorological Centre, Bombay.
Basic meteorological data become valuable in research only after they have
been adequately processedo
The vast quantity of meteorological data collected .by
IIOE, and the need for processing it in a reasonably short time, necessitated the
use of machine - methods for data processingo Accordingly, under U.N .. Assistance,
an I.BoMoComputer system and ancillary equipments have been installed at International Meteorological Centre and these have been handling IIOE data collections
·ror the past 18 months. The use ·of computers in this country is comparatively a
new field and in this respect the Centre had to start practically from scratcho
A short account of the experiences at the· Centre and some aspects of practical difficulties encountered
are presented here, which may particularly be of interest to
Meteorological Services who have recently started, or plan to start, computer - processing of their data. Also, the difficulties which cropped up due to variations
in fonnat employed by different Met. Services are reported in some detail_, as they
serve.to emphasise the desirability of having an entirely uniform punch - card
format. In particular, in the case of satellite data (NEP.AN Observations) and rocketsounding data, the adoption of a uniform punch-card format· right from the outset,
would be a decided advantage.

The equipment available at the Centre and their capability figures are as
follows :The main Computer system is the IBM 1620, which is a general purpose digital computer of fairly high-speed, particular1y suitable for moderate - scale
scientific problems not calling for prodigious memories or fantastic computational
speedsci The version available at the Centre has a 60, OOO digit immediate-access
memoryo The memory access time in 20 micro-seconds.
As an example,, it can perform
2000 5-digit additions or subtractions per second o
The ancillary equipments are : IBM 402 listing machine - 80 cards/min,
IBM Sorter, 650 cards/min, IBM reproducer, 150 cards/min.
In addition there is
a versatile system, the·IBM Document Writing System which punches, duplicates
and lists cards, and in addition can automatically convert into punch-card fonn data
received on teleprinter tape from Met. telecommunication networkso The data input
speed ?f the .- Computer system is 250 cards/min and of the output speed 150/cards/min.
A short diseussion of the choice of input - output may be of interest~
Paper-tape has certain advantages particular]y as it economises on storage space
.Also, one can expect fewer stoppages due to input jams. In fact in the earlier stages
considerable truu.ble was experienced due to card-jams, before · the operators and the
machines got accustomed to each other' s ways.
However the choice of card input. output proved thoroughly justified, because cards provide the facili tyj of being
sorted and sruffled any 1ll!lfillber of times, in any required order. In handling met.
data one is in fact constantly sorting and shuffling
the data, period-wise, location-wise j element-wise and so on.
·
·
0
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The equipment started coming in some 8 months
computer became operational in J arru.ary 1964.

after <?rderlng out; the .

Meanwhile long before the computer arrived, trB.ining of programmers ha~"
already startede The R/S processing programme in fact was written before the computer arrived on the scene, and took some 4 man-months to write.
Performance figures have been · sati sfactory and the w down time~ ·o f the
mac h i ne s quite lo~ o . Our experience in this respect, as against the exp~~ence of . .
s ome other (non;--meteorol ogical) Computer Centres in ··.the country, would appear to show
t h at., giyen adequate air-conditioning and circulation of cold - air blown right into
the re ar of the equipments, . - the higher temperatures of. tropics need not present .
.special problems in the satisfactory working of Computers.
:

.

The four main programmes for IIOE data processing are
(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)

Radio Sonde programme
Ships programme
Wind Check programme
Island stations programme

The R/S programme aims at the

o

f~llowing

(1) Checks heights and lapse rates for abnonnal values.
(2) Meshes d·a ta of mandatory and significant :Levels and makes '·Izydr:r?ostatic
checks . ·
(3) Interpolates temperature and dew point data for missing levels, and
for intervals at every 50 mbs .
. (4) ·In the case of Indian Stations, checks temperature~. agaip.st mean values.
The programme was written and checked out with available l _n dian. data .. ..H~ll
-ever, when .it came to working the programme with punch-card data tecE:dV€d. f1'0m Q·b-her
Met. Services, the programme ran into unexpected difficulties - even the s~ghtest
:variation or deviation in punching practice in the data .cards, tended to up'~-~ ithe
:· programme
For instance there were variations in the manner in which missing data are
represented on punch-cards. Most Met. Services use an I - Punch - i.e • .a punch in
the topmost position in the column where the data is missingo However, some services
enter missing data as a series of 9 1 s punched in, wbile others just leave them blank o·
These are very minor, apparently very insignificant deviations,
but the programme
being construct.ed to cope ·with a certain fonnat gave erroneous resul.ts when used with
a forinat even V:ery slightly different o
Ultimately, a ··sub-programme · had to be
devised for vetti ng all data-cards and placing X-punches on- them where require-do .
There were variations in units used, e.go metres and feet, and sometimes bot,h metres
and feeto Another source of erroneous interpolations was when surface dat.a ..was not
available in cert8.in formats. Since the programmer's job becomes . easi e r i f - ~U data
...c:ome to him in a unifonn format, it seems desirable when dealing with data spread
.-·o:ve-r vast areas and over a large number ·o f Met . services, to have fonm\ta ~bi.eh are
-absolutely and rigidly unifonn everywhere . ·r n the use of satellite data and rocket. sounding data, which have cqmparatively recently started coming in,
urd .fo n.u format
from the very putset, wo~ld be a decided advantage.
o

a
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The shipsv programme · makes validity checks for group-spacing~ location~
wind, visibility, pressure, sea-temperatures and finally works out averages over
5 and 1 degree areas, for TT, TdTd, T5 T8 and PPP, and · computes heat-budget for
five degree squareso
The rmmber of stations handled by the R.. S. programme is about 75.
The
number of ships observations handled by the ships programme is about 10, OOO observations/month. Very roughly, the present position is that. all ships data; including
data received in the fonn of punch-cards from Netherlands and from IIO
research
vessels have been completely processed for all the months of 1963, and for one or
two months of 19640 In the Radiosortde programne, about 50 % of the stations have
been completely processed for 1963. Punching of- data for R.S. stations has al.most
been completed for 1963 and 1964, and punching of ships data has also been almost
completed except for 3 or 4 months of 1964.
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Mr. H. Arakawa

Before the second war, I have pointed to the existence of negative ciI~
culation of land and sea breezes in the upper atmosphere from the standpoint of
dynamic meteorology.
I a~ very glad to know that my theoretical speculation of
the existence of the negative cell has been shown to be right now. This speculation was verified based on the concept similar to the 'positive' circulation and
(negative) circulation in the general circulat ion of the atmosphereo
Mr. J .R. · Nicholson
I had hoped to refer to Dr. Arakawa' s theoretical stu:dY. whl:le i» r eparing
'this presentation. However, upto now, I have been unable to obt ·a in ·a 'copy ~ .

Mr. S. Rangarajan
In a large number of the radiosonde ascents taken by the !ndian re search
vessel INS KISTNA there is evidence of the existence . of superadiabatic gradients
o f temperature of the order of 10/15°C/km in the first 200 - 500 feet • . Was a ·
similar feature noticed in the German radiosonde ascents ?
I

'

.Dr. WurJ.i tzer
Sometimes we attempted to obtain more radiosonde data for the lower
layers between the ocean's interface and a height of about 200 metres. Ws attached to the mechanism of the radiosonde a second battery by a simple method in o~er
to double the sonde' s, driven speed. Thereby we obtained data at intervals of 15
metres. · In two soundings we have found maximum value of a superadie.batic gradient
of nearly 18° C/km between the surface and a height of about 25 metres"
With
increasing height this gradient decreased more and more.
The figures mentioned . ·
by me are only tentative.
'
Mr. M. B" Mat.lru.r
Palmen and others have calculated vertical

transport of motnenftttm i ri

NE trades using the fact that zonal component of shear stress
Az = "c_o)

J/I

vanish~s

Can this method be employed in S.W. monsoon period for calculations of
of momentum as we get a level of westerly m~ ne.ar 850 mb. ?

when

transport

Dr. Swinbank

Yes,
provided you can measure the geostrophic departure accurately .
. ·enough between the level where du/ dz = 0 and the surface o
·Mr. S. Rangarajan
What will be the implication of the existence of large supe r adiabatic
lapse rates on the value of the drag coeffici ent ?

.. .,
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Dr .. Swinbank

. The drag coefficient depends on the stability length L.
where L =

-~-EE_~~ ~3

'" g

H

The way in which the influence of stability is taken into account
in some detail in my paper.

is

explained

Dr .. K.Ro Ramanathan
Dro Swinbank gave a formula for tge down-coming radiation from clear
.skies showing that it. is proportional to T .. Has this any theoretical basis ?
Does this in any way incorporate the variation of water vapour content in · the
atmosphere with the temperature near the ground ?
1!lro Swinbank
Since water vapour is not a black or grey radiator, it must radiate
according to some power of T other than 4o If the most active water vapour absovpti on ·bands occur on the short wave side of the wave length corresponding to ma.ximuin
intensity at atmospheric temperature (i.e.. about 10 h.
), a given change in
temperature will produce proportionately greater change in radiation tha.IT it would
have done if the bands had been on the longer wave length side. That is to say j)
temf>erature dependence of radia.tion would be to a higher power in the first case
, than in the second.
There is no theoretical explanation as to why the temperature
dependence is the sixth po~r, but the fact that it has been so determined empiri. cally points to absorption lbands at shorter wave lengths be±ng; more important.
Dr. K.R. Saha
Does the vertical circulation of the sea breeze off the w·e·s.t · e:e·a st
shown by Mr. Nicholson, constitute on ·. a miniature scale a general circ11la.tfon
such as we find on the earth's atmosphere?
Mr .. J .R. Nicholson
Yes. The analogy seems a good one though the details of the t'elationship of wirid, temperature and moisture have not been studied.
It ml\Y be that
vertical shear of the wind produces conditions favouring the development of these
circulations.,
Mr. V.. Si taraman
Dr. Swinbank suggested that the drag coefficient could be determined
from the wind profile under neutral conditions. Since the surface is here not
steady, I would like to know how the zero plane displacement is taken into account
in . the computation?
Dr.. Swinbank
Yes. It would be necessary to take into account zero plane displacement
and this could. be computed from the wind profile equation.

lffi

Sat Bir (India)
The main problem facing a Meteorologist on board a carrier is forecasting of onset of land/sea breezeQ ·As a consequence of the studies of these
breezes off Bombay, are we in a position to find a practical aid to forecasting
of onset/cessation of the breeze specially ?
Mr- Nicholson
My first inclination is to answer with a No. However, it would appear
that numerical modelling of the sea breeze is sufficiently powerful~ and in
the not-to~distant a future forecasts can be made by numerical methods.

"1
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General Circulation of the Atmosphere over the Indian
Ocean and Adj oinihg Areas .

Ro Ananthakrishnan
Meteorological Office, Poona

lo

The Asiatic Summer Monsoon

The eastern half o~ the Northern Hemisphere dominated by the continental masses of North Africa end Eurasia provides the best illustration of the
. seasonal variation in atmospheric circulation resulting from land-sea cont:rastea .
The abrupt onset of the Asiatic summer monsoon towards the erid of May .11 Hs
sway over south .P..sia for the next four months and its retreat towards the ehd
of September constitute a large scale meteorologica.1 phenomenon which htt~ no
parallel elsewhere in the worldo The retreat of the monsoon from nor\.hw~st
India in September is almost as sudden as its onset oyer South India towards
the end of May~

2..

s·easonal March of Solar Insolation

The seasonal reversals in the atmospheric circuJation associated with
the monsoon are closely linked with the seasonal march of solar insolation over
the tropics and subtropics., From a.bout the beginning of April till the beginning
of September the latitudinal belt between 20° and 40 N gets the ma:x:i.nrum amount of solar insolation (Figc 1 )o The continentality of this latitudinal belt from
20°w to 120°E is responsible for the progressive changes in the temperature and
pressure fie1ds that bring about the abrupt transition from the winter to the
summer circulation in May and the reverse transition in September-Oct9ber (Figo2)o ·
3o

~er

and Winter Circulations

The summer and winter circulations over the Asian monsoon area are
illustrated by tbe mean monthly upper air charts for July and January 1964 for
the six standard isobaric levels 850, 700, 500, 300, 200 and 100 mbo
Mean
monthly upper winds and contour topography are shown on these charts whi.ch cover
the area from 50°N to· 35°S and 150E to 145°E.. For the sake of homogeneity of
data the mean winds and contours for a single year have been utilised o 'I'he ye er
1964 was selected from considerations of availability of data and also because
thi.s year falls within the International Indian Ocean Expedition period (Figso
3,4,5_,6)o
In January the subtropical high pressure systems of the two hemispheres
have practically the seme intensity ~ as judged by contour height - at standard
isobaric levelso
The ridges in both the hemispheres tilt towards the equator
from 850 to 200 mb level above which the tilt is reversedo The northern hemisphere ridge is 5° - 10° closer to the equator than the southern ridge
In July
the southern hemisphere ridge has nearly the same latitudinal location as the
northern hemisphere ridge in January; the intensities are also comparable. The·
northern hemisphere subtropica1 ridge in July dominates the upper troposphere
8

o
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Above 500 mb this ridge becomes progres sive l y stronger than the southern hemisphere ri dge. The contour height differen c es are : 20-40 gpm at 500 mb, 80 gpm
a t, 300 mb, 1 60 gpm at 200 mb and 320 gpm at 100 mbo
The northern hemisphere
ridge has a tilt away from the equator .

4e

Seasonal Tran si ti_QD.~

The progre s sive changes in the pressure fields in the lower and upper
t roposphere that bring about the transition from winter to monsoon circula.~
t ion towards the · end of May and the reverse changes that set in by September
are brought out clearly by the study of the topography of the . standard pressure
levels along the meridian of 78°E a.cross India. Four stations Trivandrum,
Madras, Nagpur and New Delhi are chosen for this study (Fig. 7). Beginning from
'April the contour heights of the 1000, 850 and 700 mb pressure surfaces at
Magpur and New Delhi start falling rapid+y reaching the lowest value in JuneJuly, after which they rise in a more or less similar manner till October.. In
the upper troposphere the topography of the 300 and 200 mb pressure surfaces
begin rising steeply over Delhi from April onwards attaining the bighest values
:irt July. Towards the end of May the contour heights at Nagpur and New Delhi
overtake the values at Madras · and Trivandrum.
This indicates the northward
shift. of the subtropical anticyclone from 10° - 15°N to 20° .... 25°N and heralds
the onset of the monsoon. 'I'he reverse changes towards the end of September
lead to the retreat of the monsoon from the northwest India and the transition
· from the summer to the winter circulation over north India.
The seasonal transitions and the associated changes in · circulation are
clearly brought out by charts of daily zonal and meridional winds at 200 mb
level where the changes are most conspicuously noticed (Fig 8,9,10,11)0

A view has been expressed by some meteorologists that the elevated
Tibetan plateau acting as a heat source in the middle troposphere is perhaps
responsible for the abrupt nature of the transition from the - winter to the summer
circulation which leads to the 'burst' of the monsoon on che southwest coast
of the Indie,n peninsula towards the end of May. It is important to emphasise
that when the monsoon first sets in, the sub-tropical anticyclone in the upper
at1wsphere lies over north India between 20°N and 25°N, which is well to the
south of the Tibetan plateau. It takes some five to six weeks for the monsoon
to get fully established over India, and it is only then that the sub-tropical
ridge shifts to about 30°N latitude. · The effect of continued solar insolation
over the entire continental belt between 20° and 40°1T and the latent heat
associated with the monsoon rainfall are both responsible for p.rogressive modi~
fications in the thennal structure of the atmosphere which lead to the northward
d isplacement of the sub-tropical ridge by about 5° to 8° from the end of May to
.the nLi..ddJ_e of July o

Small wind spe e ds and feeble pressure gradients at low latitudes pose
di.fficulties for the observational study of the relation between wind ~d
pressure at these latitudes. Over the Indian area of the tropics both winds and
pressure gradients are stronger in the summe r monsoon months as compared with
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the r est of the tropics.
The zonal components of the winds over the Indian
penin sula end the Bay of Bengal have been compared with the geostrophic winds
calcul ate4 from pressure gradients betwe en pairs of stations located along
certain meridians.. The flow is found to be sub-geostrophic both in the lower
troposphere and in the upper troposphe re sou th of latitude 15°N., This indicates
the existence of meridional accelerations directed from south to north in
the lower troposphere and from north to south in the upper troposphere. Evid~nce
f or t he eristence of a Hadley type of circulation over the area to the east of
7o0 E i s thus obtained.. The belt 10° - 15°N appears to be the central part of ·
the Hadley cell with ascending motion along the latitudinal belt 25° to 35°N and
descending motion oYer the oceanic areas in the equatorial regions of the
southern tropics ..

6G

Zonal and Meridional Winds

Height - time sections of zonal and meridional winds at the Indian
rawin. stations throw considerable light on various features of the g.eneral ci:I'culation and their seasonal variations.. We have prepared such sections for daily
winds for the years 1962-1964 and for monthJ-y mean winds for the period 1957-1964
(Fig 12, 13, 14, 15). The almost simultaneous weakening of the upper tropospherio westerlies at Delhi with the appearance of strong upper tropospheric
easterlies at Trivandrum towards the end of May 1963 are well brought out by
the charts 6£ daily winds.,
The monthly charts for Trivandru.:m, Madras, Nagpur
New Delhi, Amri. tsar and ~rinagar that Span the latitude belt from 8° to M 0 N
across India show the progressive narrowing . down of the zonal easterly regime
from sauth to north. Delhi. is almost the northernmost limit of the monsoon easterJies of the upper troposphere.. Beyond at ~ritsar and Srinagar, the winds in
the troposphere are westerly throughout the yearo On the whole the westerlies
of' the winter circulation show larger fluctuations from year to year than the
easterJies of the monsoon months~
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Fig. O.

latitudinal voriaUon of 1oiar
insolation.

(a) HOUHt1'.N tlEMlllP>tEA.!

(b) SOUTHERN li1£MISPHEJU:

J
K~TCHED

A RE~!LAND

Fig. 2. Distribution of land and sea in the
latitude belt 20°- 40° N/S .
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CONTOURS ANO WINOS

Fi9. 3 . January 1964

850 mb.

CONTOURS AND WINOS

Fig. 4. January 1~64 : 200 mb.
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CONTOURS ANO WI NOS

/

Fig. 5. July , 1964: 850 mb.

CONTOURS AND WINDS

Fig. 6.

July, 1964: 200 mb.
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Fig. 7. Seasonal variation of countour heights ond winds
at standard i sobaric levels across India.
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Use of the Month_ly Mean Resultant Wind Charts prepared by
the International Meteorological Centre, Bombay, for day to day forecasting analysis of Tropical Streamline Charts
Ralph W" Sallee
Lieutenant, U.,S. Navy,
U.,So Fleet Weather Facility
Sa.ngley Point,

Luzon,

RaF.

ABSTRACT

A technique for the use of the Monthly Mean Resultant Wind Charts
prepared by Raman and Dixit at the International Meteorological Centre,
IIOE, Bombay, is discussed., The principal uti-lization of the mean charts,
in addition to encouraging an understanding of the tropics, is to provide
. a basis for anazysis in areas of sparse data and a means of encouraging
day to day continuity in chart analysis.

Discussion
In the monsoon regimes of the tropical areas of the Western Pacific and the
Indian Ocean, certain semi-pennanent features of the wind flow are formed •. These
features are e)ctremely persistent and vary slowly from day to day as they make their
seasonal migration north and south with the suno
Most significant of these features are the monsoonal trough; its related
counterpart which is located at or near the equator, usually in the opposite hemisphere; and the sub-tropical ridge axis of each hemisphere~ The persistent wind
currents that are associated with these features actually delineate their significant forms. Most noted of these currents are the Southwest and Northeast monsoons,
their southern hemi·sphere counterparts, and the extremely persistent Equatorial
Westerlies.
In recent years, there have been several excellent studies made of Pacific
and Indian Ocew wind currents.. Much has been learnt regarding these semi-pennanent
features and their effect upon weather in various tropical locations. Most noted of
these recent studies a.re the .Mean Resultant Wind Charts prepared by Raman and Dixit
of the International Meteorological Centre.
.
Probably the largest fault in tropical streamJine-isotach analysis is the
lack of continuity in both space and timee Most often the cause is the analyst's
lack of understanding of the tropical wind flow and the sparse data available for
.analysis in these regions. Here is where mean resultant wind charts are extremely
beneficial. Study of these charts can give much knowledge concerpirLg the tropical
flow. Direct application of these charts into analysis routines will produce consistent analyses from areas of sparse data that formerly were little understood and
therefore subject to meny varied interpretations.
·
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The United States Fleet Weather Facility .located at Sangley Point, Republic
of the Phili.ppines, uses Mean Resultant Wind Charts as prepared by Raman and Dixit
in the an~lysi s of streamline charts ..
Two mean overlays for each surface to be analyzed are prepared for each
month and transferred to acetate sheets. The semi-permanent features, anti-cyclones,
voitices, and sufficient streamlines to indicate the mean flow at each surface are
transferred to these mean level acetates.
Tbe chart to be analysed is placed between two mean acetates. The lower mean
acetate retains the grease pencil analysis of the previous chart, and the current.
analysis is made upon the upper mean acetate with grease penciL In this way, complete history, as well as mean data are con_s tantly available below the chart being
analyze.do This system has proved to be a stabilizing influence from one analysis
to another, and more important, from analyst to analyst.
Study of climatology in light of these mean resultant _winds will give
increased understanding of loc~J weather variations. Day to day changes or ·departure
from the mean flow patterns can be more readily interpreted into weather variations
with a thorough understanding of the mean wind flow and its relationship to the climat ology of a given area.
·
As more experience is gained in the use of mean resultant wind charts,
better techniques and forecasting skills will be developed as a direct result of
this increased understandit?-g of tropical meteorology. It is anticipated that these
charts will increase in significance when computerized forecasting of the tropical
wind flow becomes a reality
Q

·

·

·
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High level flow patterns in relation to weather developments over India

International

Meteoro~ogic~l

Centre, Bombay

*

In this paper, some typical upper air flow patterns, which were found
to lead to widespread and heavy rain over Indian area were presented. The ,
cases studied relate to a premonsoon situation (.April 1965), a monsoon situation
(July 1965) and a post monsoon situation (the Rameswaram cyclone of December
1964) o
In the first case, widespread rain occurred over Punjab and Uttar Prardesh on L4 .. 1.965..
By next day, this rainbelt moved eastwards to cover West
Bengal and Orissa, and precipitation was heavier.
The upper winds at 300 and
200 mb .. levels on 31 .. 3.1965 and on 1.4.1965 indicate a well marked trough in the
westerlies with its axis running from Punjab to Orissa with a prominent diffluent
. flow ahead of the trough axis.
The conclusion in this pa.per tlms confirms the
view put forwa.rd by earlier workers (Rama.swanzy-, 1958) that diffluent upper air
flow patterns in the premonsoon season lead to heavy precipitation on the
succeeding days ..
2.,
In the second situation, the phenomenal downpour in Maharashtra and
Bombay in particular during the period 20th to 22nd July 1965 is discussed in
relation to the upper air flow patterns. It is noticed that the anticyclone at
300 and 200 mb. over Tibet was well marked and in the same longitudinal belt
{longo 80 - 85°E) over Bay of Bengal, there was an active ·low pressure area at
the same levels..
In the region west of 80 to 85°E therefore, · a remarkab:cystrong diffluent flow pattern developed and this zone gradually shifted westnorthwestwards. Very good associat.ion was noticed between the zone of upper diffluence
and the subsequent rainfall.
The suggestion in the paper thus is that a well
ma rked high and low occurring in the same longitudinal belt during the monsoon
season have to be carefully watched as leadir..g to widespread heavy rain.
3.
In the third situation studied, the 300 mb. chart of 21.12.1964 12CX)
GMT is presented which contains some remarkable aircraft wind . reports in an
around the cyclone area and which thus ilJ ustrates the special effort put in
during the IIOE period in the domain of aircraft wind data. These reports fix
the position of the storm with precision. An interesting observation from the
upper winds aveilable at Madras and Tri vandium is that along the coastal ·elt
south of ~adras, a significant area of diffJuence was developing. Appan;r1tly
this upper diffluence contributed to the movement of this storm towards that
coastal sector and to its further intensification. The suggestion thus is that
upper diffluence in different sectors somewhat away from a storm centre would
help in detennir~ng the direction of its movement as well as its intensification.
1

------~------------------------------~---

*

Now attached to the office of the Deputy Director General of Observatories,
(Forecasting), Poona.
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Some li'E:atures of the Distribution of Wind, Temperature and
Hurni.di ty ovc r the Southwest Arabian Sea

International Meteoro logic[jl Centre, Bombay.
ABSTRACT
This study discusses wind, temperature and humidity structure over
the southea0t Arabie.n Sea as deduced from data of a representative station,
Minicoy. Changes in wind direction during summer transition suggest importance of mid-troposp heric trough for the onset of Sl,1Illmer-monsoon over India.
Horizontal flu,"'< of zonal momentum during different months are discussed.
Vertical structure of tempero.tu re shows that besides trade wind inversion
near 850 mb, inversion is often found at a higher level near 600 mb.

The estabJishment of a Radiosonde/Rawin station at Minicoy during IIOE
period provided for the first time .an opportunity to study vertical st~cture of
wind, temperature and humidity ovc r the southeast Arabian Sea.
As the data was
' available for a v e ry- short period of two years (1963-1964) only, no climatological
study could be attempted. Therefore data for each month were examined separately.
This study describes some features of the vertical structure of wind, temperature
and hwnidi ty for a pre-monsoon (May), a S ..W. Monsoon (July) and a N .E. Monsoon(Nov. )
months. Rawin s onde data were available at I.M. C. in . the form of punched cards for
the period March 1963 to September 1964. For this period mean monthly zonal and
meridion2J_ compone nts of wind a.nd poleward eddy flux of · momentum are discus sed. The
data for level s above 100 mb were meagre and are therefore, not discussed in detail.

During ec:ffly May we have variable winds tending to be westerlies in the
lowest troposphere, easterlies, sometimes strong, near 600 mb,. light easterlies
between 50~300 mb, and easterlies 15-20 mps near 100 mb. As the season advances; .
westerlies strengthen in lower troposphere. . However, there seem to be . two distinct
layers where westerlies start · strengthenin~ almost simulteneously with light easterlies in between. Figure l.( a.) illustrates that in Mid-May there are westerlies in
lower troposp here, easterlies betwe en 85~700 mb levels, westerlies near 500 mb, ~md
easterlies a.loft. With the onset of rr.onsoon, these · two west wind regimes become
continuous from surfe.ce to near 500 mb. However, often two maxima in westerlies can
be noticed, one near 850 and the other near 600 mb level. This suggests that before
the onset of summer monsoon over India, the near-equatorial trough in . the northern
h~misphere lies to the north of Minicoy at surface and slopes southward upto 700 mb.
At 500 mb, it lie s· to the north of Mi:r.i.coy. This is supported by Figures l(b) and
l(c) which show circulations at 700 •and 500 mb respectively on May 15, 19640
The
500 . mb trough has apparently a behaviour independent of the surface trough. Thus
during breaks in monsoon, the monsoon trough at surface shifts north to the foot

*

now at the Florida State University, U.S.A,.
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o f m .moJ ay a.s, while t he trou gh i n the middle troposp here i s discernible at ~qutherly
lati t.ude s over Indian Peninsu lao Such inst ances were observed in the three monsoon
seasonE 196 3 - 1 965, the pe ri od for which extende d charts were available at I.M.C.
Bombay . The. troughs in lowe r a nd middle troposphere lie almost vertically during
the p a s sage of .well mar k ed di sturb ance only . The
two maxima in westerlies during
monsoon months near 850 mb and 600 mb respectively may be associated with (i)
s trong monsoon weste rlies in ·lower troposphere which prevail· over Peninsula, (ii)
p re sence of a. midd le t ropospheric trough, a little to the north of Minicoy, far to
the s outh of the t rough at surf ace .
A study of time section of Minicoy· \not presented) during 1963-1965, re. veale d that just before the . onset of summer monsoon over extreme south India,
westerlies at 500 mb are replaced by northerlies/northeasterlies indicating· a shift
of the mid.tropospheric trough southward . Thus at 500 mb on June 1, 1964 (Fig. 1 (d), ·
the. cyclonic circulation in middle troposphere which lay to north of Minicoy on
_ May 15, 1964, had shifted to south of Minicoyo The movement of this cyclonic circulation northward led to formation of a tropical storm, . off west coast of India and
advance of monsoon to the south Peninsula. Similar movement of a mid.tropospheric
· cyclonic ci rculatfon northward led to onset of S. W. monsoon ov.e r the south Peninsula during 1963 (Mathur and Thomas, 1965 ). These facts may be of some importance
in forecasting the onset of. summer monsoon over India.

3c

Thermal Structure

Tephigrams of Minicoy for the months of May and July in the year 1963 and
1964 sometimes showed two inversions one near 850 mb and the other near 500 mb. The
inversion at the lower level was more marked and more often discernible.
Figure
2( a) shows Radiosonde ascent for Minicoy on July 2, 1963 indicating two inversions
near 900 and 600 rnb respectively. Fig. 2(b) shows a dropsonde observation taken by
a United States Weather Bureau Research Flight Facility Aircraft on July 19, 1963
just south of the Equator, off the east coast of Africa.
It also shows two inver- ·
sions one each in lower and middle troposphere. A study of dropsonde observations
taken by U.S.W.B. Research Flight Facility Aircrafts over Indian Ocean north of
latitude 10°5 revealed that decrease in lapse rate of temperature, at times inversion,
is often discentlble over Bay and south of equator, and is generally not seen over
west and central Arabian Sea.
This suggests a contrast in air mass properties over
Arabian Se a and Bay of Bengal during southwest monsoon perio~o ·
To find whether the decrease in lapse rate near 500 mb level is a feature
which can be se e n from day to day, the lapse rate of temperature between isobaric
levels for each day during the period 1 to 10 May, 1964 were calculated and analysed .
It is found that there are two distinct layers where the lapse rate decreases, one of t hem being near 850 mb and the other near 500 mb. The lower one corresponds to the trade wind inversiono A statistical ana~ysis also revealed that the
lapse rate of temperature tends to be higher in the lower troposphere during July.

4..

Wind__§.i_ructure

Mean monthly zonal and meridional components of velocities at different
'isobaric levels for the period May 1963 to June 1964 for which R.S. punched cards
were available at IMC Bombay were computed and analysed.
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The ma.i..r-, featu re s are as follows :Zo:nal Component :

Monsoon westerlies dominate the troposphere between surface and

500 mb during the period May to October (Fig .. 3) .. Trrn maxiIIIllIIl in the westerly regime
occurs a little higher than the 850 mb level in July and is of the order of 10 mps ..

On individual days the speed may exceed 20 rops. The wind speed, however, is generally weaker than that over west coast of India. During winter, easterlies dominate
lower and middle troposphere. The maximum in lower troposph~ric easterlies occur at
levels between 600 and 400 mb. This may . be contrasted with conditions in the Pacific
where the level of maximum is 850 mb (Riehl et.e.1 .. 1951).
In the upper troposphere, the flow :ts invariably easterly during surmner.. .
During May, the maximum in easterlies (f>-20 mps) occur near 100 rob, btit> winds ·gene-:.. ·
rally do not exceed 10 nips at 200 rob.. By July the maximum in easterlies occur at
150 mb, with average speed of 30 mps. Tlru.s, there is a strengthening as well as a
lowering of the level of maximum ir.. eas·terlies with the establishment of SW Monsoon
over India. In July-August the winds even at 200 mb are at times 30 mps.
Few
R.S. ascents of Minicoy extended upto 30 mb during S.W. Monsoon. They showed that
easterlies dominated atmosphere from 300 rob to at least upto 30 mb. After establishment of Monsoon, two distinct maxi~ in easterly were at times observed one near
150 mb and the other near 70 mb. For July 1963;t;.bis is 8.lso observed in mean (Fig.3) ..
During winter the winds in upper troposphere are weak and from east.
· However, they are at time westerly particularly near 150 mb; in contrast with
summer conditionso
Meridional Component
Northerlies prevail in lower troposphere upto 500 mb throughout the year · (Figo not shown)o The meridional component is 2-3 mps in summer arid is
opposite to what one might expect from south to north flow of monsoon air over north
Indian Ocean.
Like the zonal component, the maximum in northerly flow also seems
to occur at or near 500 mb in winter. · Northerlies dominate practically the whole
troposphere during summer except · in . a small layer near 400 mb. During winter,
however, fairly strong southerlies prevail in upper troposphere, speeds averaging
6-9 mps indicating that the s11b-tropical antiqyclonic cell. mostly lies to the east
of Minicoy. No clear picture c~ be deduced about flow above 70 mb due , to paucity
of data.
5 c.

Flux of Zan.al Momentum

. The total horizontal flux of zonal momentum at different isob~ric levels
for each month in the period May 1963 to June 1964 is shown in Fig. 4o
During
summer in the lower troposphere there is equatorward flux of zonal momentum with
maximum value of 40 m2 sec-2 during August. Between 600 and 400 inb there is a weak
northward flux
In the upper troposphere 1 the maximum · equatorward flux of the
order of 100 m2 sec-2 occurs near 150 mb. During winter, the flux is directed in
opposite direction in upper troposphere compared to summer. Its maxinrum value in
1964 reached 80 m2 sec-2 near 200 mb in January.
60

Eddy Component of Momentum Flux

The part played by eddies in this flux of zonal momentum is shown in
Jfig. 5, ·( u' v' -:::. \..l. v - \..\ '1
). The eddy component of flux of momentum io
maximum in May in the lower troposphere apparently indicating the role played by
disturbances which move during the summer transition along the latitude of Minicoy .
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A compa·ri eon of mean and eddy flux of zonal momentum shows that the eddy component
is app r eci able during transition months.
During winter the eddy flux of zonal
momentum has a large value 60 rrf. sec-2 (northward) near 200 mb. This suggests that
during these months, thr~re is large oscillation and variation in strength of sub- ·
tropical anticyclone ir: the region of Minicoy ~

7.

Moisture Content

Mean mixing ratio at isobaric levels for each half of the months May,
July and November are given in table L
Amount of water vapour between 900 and 500
mb seem to be ma.:xiuiim during May, decreasing considerably by the end of November.
In the middle troposphere, particularly at 600 mb there is increase in moisture
content with establisrnnent of summer monsoon.

Mean mixing ratio gny'kg over Minicoy
--------------------------~--------~-~----~-----~--------------------------~------

M;

Level (mb)
-------------~-

------

900

13.9

850

12o5

0

N

T

H

July
1 - 15
16 - 31

May

November
1 - 15
16 - 31

18 .. 7

18.6

17.9

16.6

14.0

14.5

13.5

11.8

llo7

1L7

9.1

10.7

8.0

10.9

800

10"3

700

7 .. 1

7.5

7.5

6.5

5.5

6.0

5.4

4.3

600

4 .. 7

------------------------------~---r--~~-~------~---------~-----------.,..---~~~---------

Vertically integrated total momentum fl1L"'C at Mini coy is shown in Fig~ 6.
This is found to be opposite in direction to mean integrated flux of momentum across
equator as given by Tucker (1965).
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DISCUSSION

The use of the word Hadley cell may not be quite justified in this
As the present picture in Dro .Ananthakrishnan~ s paper differs from the
rihw c .~ it is better to use words such as direct cell and indirect cell, because
t.l w ai r e ct cell is energy producing and the indirect cell is being dtiven and
is consuming energy. Now, there is another Had1ey type of cell which occurs
furthc;r north, for e. g,, to the north of the equatorial trough line. If you
examine the date there, you can see a type of cell which is more like the Hadley
type of description.
Along the monsoon trough the monsoon air is ascending
and, we do find that type of distribution. Also, there is another difficulty; to
d~scribe the eell
over any part of the globe compared with the average over the
whole globe will be difficult. Probably the best tenninology is to ca.ll it as
monsoon cell which is over most of the Indian area to the . south of the monsoon trough.
cr:.s e .

Dr. Anarithakrishnan
I agree with Mr.
call it a Hadley cell but
of circulation essentially
motion over a heated area,

Y,,Po Re.o about the nomenclature. I did nbt, however,
only as a Hadley type of circulation.
Hadley type
means descending motion over a.cold area and ascending
that is the tYPe of circulation I have referred to.

Dr. Ramanathan
· I was interested to see tha.t in the upper troposphere meridional movements right upto Nagpur
i.e. from Gan upto Nagpur were southward. It was not
clear what it was at .Amritsar and Srinagaro I should have expected it to be
northward.
Dr. Anantha'krishnan
Yes.

It is from north.

Dr. Ram anathan
I would also like to know from Prof. Ramage what it is at Hongkong and
what it is at Habbaniya. I would just like to know the extent of the region over
which the highest heating effect is noticed. Also, I think it has an effect not
merely in upper troposphere but even in lower · stratosphere so as to have an outflow both southward as well as northward.
Dr. Ananthakrisbnan
In a broad way, if we picture the subtropical high pressure cell, then
we get the direction of movement; 'in the eastern part of the sub tropical cell
is i.e. the Hongkong region which he mentioned the flow is from no:r;th to south;
over tho Habbaniya region it is south to north. So the meridional flow is controlled by the high pressure cell.
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What are the me ridional components over eastern Himalayas and Tibetan
Plateau ?
Dr

o

A.YJ.anthak.ri shnan
They are from north to south.

Dr. Ramanathan
With reference to the influence 0£ the heating of the Asiatic landmass
over conditions in the upper atmosphere, I think the highest tropopause happens
to be in the region of Siberia.
I

And that is where lower temperatures in the tropopause are found and
think these affect the stratosphere as well.

Dr. Ananthakrishnan
Our recent study (Moscow symposium) suggests that the effect of heating
of the landma.ss does extend to great heights.
~r.

C~amaswamy

The earlier work of Flohn and others on the impo ·r tance of ·the Tibetan
Plateau in relation to the Indie.n sunnner monsoon is based on very inadequate
observations north of the Himalayas. We are, however, now receiving at Delhi,
a large amount of daiJy data north of India through the Delhi-Moscow and DelhiTokyo RTT links. My study of charts containing these observations suggests that
we may have to revise our earlier ideas about the Tibetan High.
2. Dr. Ananthakrishnan stated that the retreat of the monsoon from NW
India is almost as sudden as its onset over south India towards the end of May.
What is the basis of this statement ?
Dr. Ananttiakri sbnan
The reference was to the retreat from northwest India i.e. SrinagarDelhi area~ By retreat is meant the decrease of rainfall, changes in circulation
in north India and changes in the thermal structure of the atmosphere ovHr stations like Delhi or Srinagar.,
Mr. E. · Hovmoller
I was interested to see the great importance attached to climatological
mean charts in day to day analysis. Mro SeJ.lee certainly proved his point that
in using these charts, better conti_rru.i ty is obtained. The difference between two
analyses based on one set of data was impressive, not to say appalling. . I would
like, however, . to draw another conclusion from this. · If it is possible to arrive
at two very different analyses when using identical basic data, then the data
cover is far from satisfactory~
· No climatological charts and no theoretical
model can in the long run make up for a deficient data cov~rage.

.~7

The se cond conclusion is correct. Data coverage over the tropical sub
e quatorial regions in question, though never plentiful, has been adequate when
comp iled over a number of years to obtain what appears to be an excellent theore tical tropi cal model. Speed of data collection is · not important when compiling
d at a f o r climatological charts but, for day to day 'operating' analyses, it
requires , not only reporting stations, but a communications network that will
speed these reports to users.
There are many areas where such systems are
lacking.

Dr. P .K. Das
1
The concJnsion that the Hadley cell has ascending motion along the latitude belt 25 ·to 35 N and descending ·motion over the oceanic areas appears rather
paradoxical since it would mean that the ascending motion is into the sub-tropical
ridge.
0

2o
It appears from the ana1ysis that the sub tropical ridge meanders with
the Sun's movement in the northern tropics.
Should it indicate that the sub
tropical ridge is created by insolation ?

Dr. Ananthakri slman
The first question is about the Hadley cell having ascending motion
over the belt about 25 to 30 N latitude, where the sub tropical anticyclone lies
in t he upper troposphere, while the descending motion occurs over the oceanic
r e gions of the equatorial southern hemisphere o
Now, tbi s is the conclusion
supported by observations. If the winds are sub-geostrophic, it only indicates
that in the lower troposphere where the low pressure area lies roughly along 25
deg. latitude, there is inflow of air from high pressure to south towards lower
pressure to . the north, and similarly in the upper levels where the pressure gradient acts in the reverse direction, there is a flow from high pressure in the
upper troposphere which is over the 25 to 30 degree belt into the low pressure
area over the equatorial regions. A Hadley cell circulation will naturally demand
departure from the geostrophic relationship and this is the tentative conclusion
to which we .were forced by the observations.

Dr. K.R. Ramanathan
The interpolation of westerlies between 850 mb and 600/500 mb be
explained as being due to the gradual l?uild up of moist adiabatic lapse rate,
gradualJy building -up between lower level and upper level. The circulation pattern
can explain what you call the 'inversion' or at least decrease in lapse rate by
the fact that the easterlies from Bay of Bengal prevail over monsoon circulation.
These easterlies are heated up ~ not merely coming from the Bay of Bengal - in
fact there is very much more convergence in the Bay of Bengal than in Arabian
Sea i.e. because the southerly movement and the convergence of the lower latitude
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moist ure content is much moru in the Bay of Bengal than in the Arabian Sea and1
is it no t a t rar1 si Hon between the Bey of Bengal one . and the Arabian Sea
currents '?
1

Mr. M.B. Mat lmr

The inversion near 600 mb was seen also near· eq~ator and evan to south .
of the equator. It looks as if it is a general feature in the equatorial trade
wind regime of this region.
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S t re amJine .Analysis i n the Tr opics based on Solution of a
Non-geost r op hic model
T .,N ., Krishnamurty

ABSTRACT
----StreamJin~

an.alyses are made for two typical tropical disturbances

(1) A wav e in the eas t e r ly .current in the lower troposphere with a
cold core closed l ow in the upper troposphere.

(2) A monsoon depression · over North

India..

The three-dimensional structure of these disturbances has beeri examined
to ascertain how far a simple balanced wind model (not including friction and
heating effects) can describe the non-geostrophic motions · of the low latitude
disturbances.
The balanced wind model is that described by Lorenz (1960 ). Though
the equations for the model do :not contain non-linear tenns (such as the twisting
and vertical advection terms in the vorticity equation); they contain sufficient Dynamics to describe important synoptic processes Jike advection of the
vorticity and thermal fields by both the divergent and the non-divergent part
of t he wind field .
The equations are solved by eliminating the time-dependent term by a
process of successive approximations (Charney 1962). Since the errors in the
initial fields produce large errors in forecasts over a short period of time., .an
objective analysis program was used to provide the initial values .
The grid utilized consisted of 27 points in the W.E. direction (spacing
given by
fl:x.. = ~~ Cosf
) and 15 points in the N.S. direction (spacing fl 1J
== 2° lat. for the Carri bean case ; 3° latitude for the Indian Case).
The southern
boundary was at 6 °N.
RESULTS
In the Carribean Case :
In general, the COJilputed and actual winds were in good agreement . The
computed vertical motions confirm Yanai' s (1964) hypothesis that the rising motions in an easterly wave are dynamically inducedo The major contribution to VJ
was from the vertical derivative of vortici t y advection by the non-divergent windo
In the Indian Case : .
. ·The model did not include the terr ain effect. The nintial data contained sufficient infonnation to describe the monsoon trough at lower levels and
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the wann high in the upper troposphere. At 200 mbs, the agreement between co~
puted and observed w:inds was good in the middle latitudes and fair in low latitudes,
The observed winds were found to be highly non-geostrophic over India.
The existence of small scales of motion and the largenes s of the pressure-gradient
in the vicinity of the Jet Stream account for this..
However, under the same
conditions,
the neglect of higher order tenns in the balance equation is not
justified..
The computed vertical motions are inferred to be dynamically induced.
Small perturbations of the geopotential field . account for large areas of I'ising
and sinking motion over South India and the Bay of Bengal. The study confirms
the synoptic notion that perturbations around the monsoon trough can cause
substantial large· scale rising motion.

Lorentz, E.N., 1960
pp. 36'4-373.

~nergy

and Numerical Weather Prediction, Tellus, Vol. 12,

Charney, J.G., 1962 : Integrations of the -Primitive and Balance . Equations,
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Numerical Weather rrediction in
· Tokyo, Meteorological Society of Japan.
:
Yanai, M., 1964 :
pp. 367-414
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Condit ion of ellipticity of. Atmospheric Equation
and its i mplications for cros&-equatorial flow

I nstit ute of Tropical Meteo:rUlogy, Poonao
ABSTRACT
In tpe first paper (Asnani ~nd Pisharoty, 1965}, we arrived at the two
conditions of dynamic stability for the atmosphere :

"'l
should be +ve in the northern hemisphere, zero
at the equator _and -ve in t h e southern hemisphere (He1I11holtz condition of
stability);

i) Absolute vorticity

ii)
4k17

<

'J( YQ. -Y)

where k is the ratio of actual to geostrophic relative vorticity, and other
· symbols have the usual meaning. The right hand side of · this inequality becomes
9 Richardson Number' when 2 .Q
Cos <fa is omitted. .sL. is the angular velocity
of earth's rotation and · <f
is the latitude.

In the present report, we deal. with the implications of the Helmhoitz
condition _of stability for cros&-equatorial flow. The following conclusions
emerge :
a) .Equatc;>r cannot be a region of semi-permanent centres of cyclonic v _o rticity
or of anticyclonic vorticitye
b)

Equator is the region of relatively tdry' air.

c) There is perhaps no appreciable exchange of absolute vorticit.y between
the northern and the southern hemispheres across the -equator.
d) The conclusions mentioned in (a) and'(b) above may be responsible, partly
at least, for the non-occurrence ·of tropical cyclones at the equator or in
its ~mmedi ate neighbourhood.

·L

Introduction
_,._....,.

In ~eport No. 1 of the N.W . F. ~roject, Institute of Tropical Meteorology
(Asnani and ~isharoty, 1965) the authors started with fairly general f .o:rrii of the equations of motion· along x- and y- directions including the viscous terms. The equation
. of motion along p-axis was replMed by quasi-static equation. The thermodynamic
equation provided for dry adiabatic as Vlell as for moist adiabatic processes and also
£or diabatic processes in the atmosphere. These four equations were combined with
the equation of continuity and · we got a second-order linear partial differential equa".""
tion . in the unknown variable ~~
, where H is the height of a constant pressure
J3Urface and

t

den'?tes time .

The ellipticity of this equation was investigated and
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we got two con.di tions for the equation to be elliptic

g

'2 should be +ve in ·the no rthern hemisphere~ -ve in the
southern hemisphere ahd zero at the equator ..

i) Absolute v o rticity
ii)

4k'7

'J(j<=l_)l)
<------~--___;~--~~~~
T
~~ + 2.-0 Cos )~ ~';_) ~

t(

f (

0
D

0

(1)

•

where
k is the ratio of t he actual ·to geostrophic vorticity .a round the vertical
axis and other symbols have the usual meaning. The right hand side of this inequ alit:
becomes the Richardson Number when 2 -Cl. Cos cfo
is omitted. ~ is the a ngular ve
loci ty of earthv s rotation and <f is the lat itude.
f is coriolis parameter and _
7 denotes absolute vorticity.
The ellipticity conditions were interpreted as conditions for the stability
flow patte rns for that scaie of motion for which the flow pattern
'could satisfy the condition that the actual vorticity is
k times the geostrophic
vorticity,
k remaining constant . with time at a given place, although a t any given ·
instant _of time,
k could vary from place to place

of the

atmo~heric

o

It was also pointed out in our Report. No. 1 (1965) tha:t the first condition
of ellipticity is the usual Helmholtz (1888) condition for stab_i lity of f l ow on the·
rot.ating eartho 'l'he present paper deals with the further interpretation of this
condition _o f stability for . the cross-equatori aJ_ flowo
For stability of the cross-equatorial flow.9 the absolute vorticity has to
be positive in the northern hemisphere,. negative i n the southern hemisphere and ze ro
at the equators 'l1his leads to the conclusions somewhat contrary to what has general~
been accepted so faro
Firstly, there may be no appreciable transport of absolute
vorticity across · the equatoro Secondly,
the air crossing the equator may have
. appreciable ho.rizontal velocity divergence before crossing the equator and convergenc~
after crossing the equator . . If this divergence and convergence take place · in the
lower troposphere, the air may be subjected to appreciable subsidence before cr9ssing
the equator even over ~he oceanic regions. Under such circumstances, vEquatorial
maritime' air may not be nearly saturated as · hitherto believed by -the meteorologists
and geographers but may be quite 'dryr. This theoretical conclusion is substantiated
by the upper air observations taken near the equator in the Indian Ocean during the
northern summer months of the IlOE Period. More observations near the equator are
needed to vigorously test this hypothesis of · relatively dry air over the equator but
the available observations indicate that the hypothesis is likely to prove correct
when more observations become available.
2.

Divergence

b~fore

crossing the Equator

For stability of flow, absolute vorticity has to be positive -in the northern
hemisphere, negative in the southern hemisphere and zero at the · equato·r.. Where there
have been adequate wind observations justifying their use for calculation of vorticity
it has been known; by and large, that the absolute vorticity is generally positive in
the northern hemisphere and negative in the southern hemisphere. Theoretical considerations demand that for stable flow, the field of vorticity be continuous in space;
in otherwordss> absolute vorticity be zero at the equator.. Even if this condition
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stabilit y a t and ne a r t he equator be violated on a few individual
cc' .r' :< ,- ,n.J, it is reesc n ab le to as sume that in the mean monthly flow patterns, this
condition may be t aken as s at:i.sfie do
ov c·.} 'Ti r·md «c;hl

1

If t his condition is sati sfi ed , t he absolute vorticity profile near the .
equator has t o be s omewhat as AOB shown in fi g . 1.. +'he shaded areas in this figU:tte
showing regions of ne gative 1
no rth of the equator and of positive 'Z
south of
t h e equator may be t reated as 1 prohibi tedY situations. It is, of course, possible
for the p rofil e AOB to coincide with t h e line NOO; i.e. an . air parcel has zero
absolute vo rtici t.y befo~ and aft e r crossing the equator.
If a parcel of air cro sses t he equator such that its vorticity profile is
like AOB in fig 1, not coinciding with t he line NOS , then interesting consequences
. follow from vorticity equation . For t he sake of simplicity, let us take simplified
ve.rsion of vorticity equation for a non-viscous barotropic flow.
o

In this case, vorticity equat ion becomes
-:J)'.'17
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t-\

.::a

0

•. (2)

In this equation, ~ ~ represents the horizontal wind vector. It can be shown from
e.q. (2) .that whether the air crosses the equator from the south to the north or from ·
the north to the south$ it will experience horizontal velocity divergence before crossir_.g the equator and horizontal velocity convergence afte.r crossing the equatoro Fo~
example, . let the air parcel move from south of the equator to its north with its
absolute vorticity profile given by AOB in fig. 1.
Before ·the parcel crosses the eq,uator,
"'l

is -ve

"?,

is +ve since

:0"2

nt

• _!._

equator.

is negative

:O'i

•• '?, .Dt
To satisfy eq. (2 ), Divo

has to be zero at the

'W~

has to .be +ve.

After the parcel crosses the equato.!:J_

'Z
:D~
:Dt;

is +ve
is +ve as

~

has to be zero at the equator and +ve i.n the northern

hemisphere ..
To satisfy eq. (2 ), Div~

o/H

has to be -ve.

If this crossing of the equator takes place in the lower troposphere, horizontal velocity divergence would be associated with downward motion and horizontal
velocity convergence with upward motion. In other words, except in the case where
lower tropospheric air crossing the equator follows the course of zero absolute vorticity before and after crossing the equator, there would be descending motion when the
air approaches the equator and ascending motion when it leaves the equatoro When the
air parcel follows the course of zero absolute vorticity before and after crossing the
equator, the flow would, of course, be non-divergent.
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These conc lu sion s have be en• deriv ed from the simplified vorticity e quation
( 2 ). I n f c..c: L, we should use t he complete vo rti city equationo Using the complete
vorticity equation and the av ailable upper air data for northern summer season collected
by the International Met .· Centre, Bombay, during the IIOE period, we are ca.lculatfag
the rate of descent before the air column reaches the equat or i n the Indian Ocean and
the rate of ascent after the air column has left the equator. This work is in progress and the results will be presented latero
·
In any case, an idea of the total vertical shrinkage suffered by a vertical
air colwnn before it reaches the equator can be had from simple calculation based on
the simplified circulation theorem for barotropic flow.
For individual air column
in such a flow,
{. xA

= constant

where
A
.is the horizontal area of cross-section
principle of conservation of mass, we get

of the air column.,

From the

= constant

where :n is the depth of air column in terms of pressure difference between the
top and the bottom, when we neglect horizontal variations of density along an
isobaric Surface., · Hence

__rr;,_

=

constant .

(3)

During the month of July, considerable amounts of air in the lower troposphere cross ·the equator from the southern hemisphere to the northern hemisphere :in the
Indian Ocean in the region of the southwest Arabian Seao For a long time, it had been
believed that this maritime air from the Indian Ocean transports a lot of moisture
and negative absolute vorticity from s~mth of the equator and reaches the west coast
of India as moist-laden monsoon air with anticyclonic relative vorticity.
,
Raman (1965) has prepared a meridional cross-section of mean relative voI'tici ty for 'the month of July, along the meridian 75°E.. This is based on his computation of vorticity made from stream-line isotach pattern over the Indian .Oceanic
region.. From this cross-section, it is found that at 700 mb level, the value of
absolute vorticity at 6°s is about -3.0 x ia-5 sec-1 and at 2<?S is about -L5. x lo-'5
sec....1. From equation (3), it would follow that if an air column moved from 6°S to
2°s and its absolute vorticity changed from -3. 0 x 10-5 sec-1 to -L 5 x 10-5 sec-1,
then its verticai depth in pressure co-ordinate would decrease by 50 % , or a column
400· mb thick at 6°S would shrink to just 200 mb in thickness by the time it reaches
2°s.. Such vertical shrinkage in the lower troposphere would imply s~bstantial subsidence and hence relat=i:-ve dryness as the air approaches the equator. This conclusion
of relative dryness of air near the equator is qualitatively supported by the upper
air observations collected during the International Indian Ocean Expedition and
discussed by Pisharoty (1965) during the IIOE Symposium. Fig. 2(a) show1s two typical
tephigrams exhibiting · consiaerable dryness of air just at the equator during the
period when there were active mid-monsoon conditions over the west coa,st of Indiao

Fig. 2(b) .gives the mean GAN Island (oo 0 41'S, 73° 09YE) tephigram. for 1200
GMT during the month of July 1964 •. It will be noti ce d that contrary to the viewpoint
. which has prevailed in the past, the r maritimer air very close to the equator in t he
South Arabian Sea is very dry during July ..
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After crossing t he e quator9 the air coJnmn would again pick up moist ure

tr mugh the me c hanism of horizontal conve rgence and v ertical upward motion in the
lowe / t roposphere.? depending upon t he rate of ch ange of vorticity with latitude.
3.,

Transport of Aibsolute Vorticity ac r oss the

Equa~o r

It has been known earli-er that the air in t he south ern hemisphere generally
p ossesses negative absolute vorticity. It has been sometimes suggested, for example
by Cres sman (1948 ), that in crossing t h e equa tor from the southern hemisphere to the
northern hemisphere, the air of the southern hemisp here having negative absolute
vorticity may conserve. its absolute vorticity and this phenomenon may exhibit itself
in the fonn of anticyclonic curvature of trajectories in the northern hemi·sphere.
While such a phenomenon seems possible on individual occasions for relatively short
periods of time, it does not seem likely that this is occurring for most of the
time. in the trop1cs, so as to show itself up in mean seasonal patterns . .A.s we have
seen earlier, the retention of negative vorticity at the equator and north of it
· would lead to dynamically unstable conditions which may prevail for short periods
of time but are not likely to obtain most of the time in the atmosphereo Hence it
is suggested that there would be no appreciable exchange of absolute vorticity between the north~rn and southern hemispheres across th~ equator.

4..

Non-Formation of Cyclones in

~h~

irmnedi ate

vicini~ of

the Equator

It is known that tropical cyclones generally form over the . sea area in the
vicinity of seasonal semi-permane~t centres of cyclo~c vorticity in the presence of
abundant supply of mQist air.. These factors are lmo"m to be favourable for the
formation of tropical cyclones. It is also known that the tropical cyclones develop.
their full intensity not at the equator but a few degrees of latitude, about 5 degrees
of latitude ·or so, away from the equator.
~rom the reasoning irt the preceding sections, we have seen that in any semipennanent configuration of vorticity, the equator has to be a region of. zero absolute
vorticity; in other words, a semi-permanent centre of cyclonic vorlici ty cannot
exist right over the equator o We have also seen that except under ver:y restricted.
conditions of zero absolute. vorticity of air before it crosses the equator, - the air
has; to suffer subsidence in the lower troposphere before crossing the equator. TlL
result is that the air becomes relatively 'dry' at the equator. ~hus the equator
o~fers neither a semi:... permanent centre of cyclonic vorticity nor an abundant supply
of moist air, which are known to be favourable factors for the development of tropical cyclones. The absence of these favourable fa:ctors is perhaps responsible,
partly at least, for the non-occurrence of tropical cyclones at the equator o.r in
its immediate neighbourhood .

5.

Conclusions

ExBIIL ation of the Helmholtz {1888) condition of stability for c ro ssequatoria1 flow leads to the following conclusions :-

i)

Equator cannot be a region of semi-permanent centres of cyclonic vorticity
or of anticyclonic vorticity.

ii)

Equator is the region of r elatively 'dryv . air ..
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iii )
The re is perhaptJ no appre c iable exchange of absolute vorticity between
the northern and t he southern hemi8phe res across the equator ..

.iv)
Conclusions U) and ( ii ) mentioned above may be responsible, partly at
least, for the non-occurrence of tropical cyclones at the equator or in its
immediate neighbourhood.
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Inter-1:eJ &tion be tween the lower tropospheric westerlies and the upper
troposphf? I'ic east.erJi e s during the south.west monsoon

R.

Anant~akrishnan~

.A.R. Ramakrishnan and A. Thiruvengadathan

MeteorologicaJ_ Office, Poona - 5.
ABSTRACT
Examination of the rawin data of stations over peninsular India during
the monsoon months for a period of 8 years shows that there is no sigr..ificant correlation -between the periodical strengthening and weakening of
the lower tropospheric westerlies with the corresponding changes in the
upper tropospheric easterlies.

i.

Introduction

As is well known, the characteristic feature of the summer monsoon ci~
culation over peninsular India. and adjoining sea areas is a .westerly flow extending
upto a height of about 5-6 km., above which the circulation becomes easterly.
The
spe.e d of' the easterlies increases with height attaining values exceeding 60 knots ·
at 14 to 16 km in the upper troposphere. · As has been pointed out by Alaka (1964) ·
the physiee.l and dynamical processes which · determine the position and intensity
.of the upper easterly jet. stream as well as the nature of the coupling between the'
. lower and upper tropospheric flow patterns are basic questions that remain to be
answered. In the present paper we have examined the monthly mean winds as well as
daily wind data of selected stations over peninsular India to see whether there
is a correlation between the strengthening and weakening of the lower tropospheric
westerlies with the corresponding chenges in the upper tropospheric easterlieso
Method of Study and Re·sults

A.

Study of monthly mean zonal wi:nds

2 ol
Monthly mean zonal· wind profiles of the rawin stations at Trivandrum
(lat 00°30•, long. 76°59' ) and Madras '(lat. 13°00', long. 80°11 1 ) for the months
July and August were examined for the years 1957 to 1964. The monthly mean zonal
winds showed appreciable variations both in the lower and upper troposphere during
the period and as such provided material for the study of our problemo Years with
contrasting behaviour in respect of the strength of the zonal westerlies in the
lower troposphere were chosen and the behaviour of the upper tropospheric eastel'lies in these years was examined and vice versa. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate two
cases for the month of July, for Trivandrum and Madras respectively.
2.2
Over Triva.ndrum (Figo 1) the lower tropospheric weste:tJies were strongest .
in July 1962 as compared with 1960 and 1964 during which years the wind speeds were
nearly equaL In the upper troposphere, between 11 and 15 km the easterlies had
nearly the same speed in 1960 and 1962, while they were somewhat weaker in 19640
The wind profiles for the three years do not show _any association between the
strength of the lower tropospheric westerlies and the upper tropospheric easterJ.-i-es.
2. 3
The zonal wind profiles over Trivandrum for August for the three years
1962, 1963 and 1964 again bring out the same result.
In these three years the
lower tropospheric westerlies had practically the same speeds; in the upper . troposphere, the speeds of the zonal easterlies in 1964 were significantly higher
than .in the other two yearso
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2,,4

The wind profile s over Madras for Jul y 1958, 1961 and 1964 (Fig.

2)

are quite interesting. The maximum speed of the westerlies in 1958 was nearly 3
times the speed in 19640 Nevertheless, the profiles for all the three years are
nearly coincident in the upper troposphere.. Thus the study of the mean mc;mthly
wind profiles brings out the lack of any significant correlation between the
strength of the lower tropospheric westerlies and the upper tropospheric easterlies in the field of the monsoon circulationo

B ..

Study of daily .zonal winds

2 "5
Figs. 3 and 4 show isopleths of" daily zonal winds over Mini coy, during·
July 1963; and over Madras in August 1964, from surface to 18 km. The dotted
area in these diagrams represents the easterly regime. Examination of these figures
once again confirms that there is no clear association between the, strengthening and
weakening of· the lower tropospheric .westerlies and the · corresponding changes in
the upper tropospheric easterly flow.

c.

Study of spells of strong and weak westerlies

2.6
,To get a further insight into the problem, another method of 1 study was
. adopted.
It · is well known that both the westerly circulation as well as the
easterly circulation undergo periodicaL waxing and waning in strength. We, therefore, isolated spells (generally lasting 4 to 6 days) of strong and weak westerlies
in the lower troposphere at a few stations over the peninsula and compared the
behaviour of the easterlies on these occasions with the normal strength of · the
easterly circulation at the appropriate levels. At Trivandrum, for instance, westerlies ·exceeding 30 knots were taken as v- strong' and those less than 15 knots
as ·' weak' ~ Similar criteria were. adopted for the other stationso On account of
the paucity of observations in the upper troposphere the numbe~ of spells for which
we had data both for the lower and upper ·troposphere were rather lim'.ited .. . Table
1 gives the results of the studyo

and

Association between spells of strong
weak winds · in the
lower and upper troposphere
.

.

'

---------------~------------------------------------------------~-------------~-

Station

lower tropospheric westerlies

JJower tropospheric westf;)rlies

· S;trong

.

· ~~

'

--------------- ---~---------------.&..-"""- -·-------------------------~Upp~r

St rang
Trivan.drum
Mini coy
Madras
Visakhapatnam
Bombay

5

tropospheric easterlies
Normal
Weak

6

3

2

1
2

·2

3
1
2

Upper tropospheric easterlies
Strong
Normal
Weak

2

3
2
2

4
1
2
3

2
2
4

4
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The table shows only a weak associati on, if any, between ·the changes of the zonal
wind spe eds in the upper and lower troposphere.
Conclusions
The study has shown the nonexistence of any significant association
between the strengthening and the weakening of the low level· monsoort circulation
over peninsular India and the changes in speeds that occur in the upper tropospheric easterlies.;
This is in conformity with the concJ.usion arrived at by Riehl
· (1950) th~t over the tropics, the flow at the upper tropospheric levels seems · to
be almost independent of conditions in the lower levels.
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Fig.3. Zona! wind over Minlcoy during July 1963.
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Stratospheric Zonal Winds i n the Tropics
M.S.Vo Rao,

DoN~

Sikdar, C.K. Chandrasekharan

Rocket Meteorological Office,Tlru.mba.

In this ·paper a study is made of the zonal winds at 50 mb, 30 mb
25 mb levels at a numbe r of stations in the equatorial belto These stations
T·rivandrum, Aden, Medras, Hyderabad, Visakhapatnam, Nagpur, Bombay, Calcutta
Bahrain to the north of the equator and Gan Island and Canton Island to
south ..

and
are
and
the

The method adopted in the analysis was to work out first the twelve
monthly running means, ·thereby eliminating the annual oscillation .. Next, the mean
. wind was worked out and eliminatedo The amplitudes of the twelve monthly running
curves were increased in the ratio 10:7 in order to determine the biennial osci- .
llation. finally, by subtracting the Sum of the biennial component and the mean
. wind from the observed winds the annual oscillation was obtained.
In

the course

of these studies · the following broad features became ·

evident
(1) The basic wind is easterly everywhere. It has a mi nimum value near
the· equa.tor and increases to a maximum between 13 and 14°N.

(2) The annual component is nearly sinusoidal. Its amplitude increases
from zero at the equator to about 15 mps at Bahrain ·(26° 16' N )o No appreciable
phase change with latitude could be detected. However, a phase revers~ occurs in
the southern hemisphere.
The phase change with respect to altitude was also
in significant
o

(3) The biennial component is also observed to be approximately sinusoidal.
Its amplitude diminishes from a maximum at the equator with increase of latitude
on. either side. The runplitude also changes markedly with altitude. The phase, too~
changes rapidJ.y with altitude. All these changes were studied quantitatively.
(4) The irregular component appears to .be smalL
In the light of the above study, an attempt was made to formulate. an empirical equation for the zonal wind in the tropics. The mean zonal wind 'W' in the
equatorial stratosphere during any month, can be expressed-as follows~

where

~

( 4)

is the long-tenn wind which is a function of latitude,

t

is the time in months,
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A

is a coefficient which is a function of latitude,

B

is a coefficient which is a function of both altitude and iatitude,
and o(
and
fa>
are phase angleso

I

is the irregular componento

Making use of the rates of change of amplitude studied quantitativelyj)
the coefficients were tentatively estimatede

A good measure of agreement is seen between this general formula and the
observed m6nthly · mean winds.
It, therefore~ appears possible to wolk out · ·an
equation for the mean monthly zonal wind at .any time and at any place in the tropical lower strato9phere.
.
Further attempts are being made to reduce the deviation of the actual
zonal wind values from the calculated results..
More data are being collected and
exB.mi.ned and the probiem is being tackled in two directions - firstly to detect
oscillations of other perlods and, secondly, to alter the constants and coefficients
. both with a
to reduce the deviationso
The final results will be published
elsewhere .

view
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DIS CUSSION
Mro Johnson
One would suspect from the kind of equations that he has used · that the
solutions might be . rather sensiti ve to the boundary conditions especially quite ·
close to the equator say within 10° latitude of the equator. Did you in fact
. e xperience any difficulty with your boundary conditions ? . How did you choose
them_ ? And did you try also alternative sets where you had sparse data ?
Dr. Krishnamurthi
There were several equations that required boundary conditions. In both
of the case studies that I presented, the low.e r latitude was 6°N and the upper
latitude was somewhere near 35°N in the first case and 45°N in the other. .We
start with the boundary conditions first on a non divergent stream function 1t
What you do is to normally assign value gz/f'o to °'f over an entire area as fi~st
· guess including the boundary and we do not change the boundary thereaftero Then
you can compute the str~am function and take the gradient of these and compute th~ ,
winds at different latitudes. You could then change the boundary conditions and
solve the problem over again. We have tried many types of this kind and that is
why I have . moved out of the equator and moved upto 6°N . There are problems. We
cannot even select the stream function ~ = 0 at the equator • . If we do that, and
if the flow does not quite go parallel ~o the equator then the flow patterns do
get distorted considerably but if you select a boundary condition of the form gz/fo
as I have done in this case, fo will be the coriolis parameter round 15°N or 20°N,
somewhere near the mean latitude of your boxo But you find that the stream function
me anders around in the same way as your contour does and the computed winds do not
change, if instead of fo at lO°N I select another fo it is not very sensitiveo ~s
far as the other equations go there are several other elliptic equations that go
into this study, one is the <.J
equatio-n which required boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions in all these studies were applied only in the north and south.
In the east-west directions, there were no boundaries, what was done was to create
a calculation box where you just have a repetition so that there is a cyclical
continuity all round. There were several number of fictitious grid points where
we had to generate fictitious data but it was a very high class fictitious data.
They were completely in hydrostatic equilibrium with everything checked out so
that it looks tike a \.feather map.. In the. north-south the studies on c..J equation
go back to what was done by Eliassen. I think you can see a reference of this in
the Handbook of Physics where there is a discussion by Eliassen and Kleinschmidt
· on the sensi tivity of w equation on the boundary condition . What one finds is
that you take a non-zero value at the boundary of
w of the same order of magnitude as the rising motion, you will find that the effect of such a boundary con· di tion only propogates in about one or two grid points. The reason for that is
you have so _many forcing functions and you can think of the boundary condition as
another forcing function but the dominating forcing functions in the interior
turn out to be the fi·elds themselves that are producing rising motion and not the
boundary forcing function. There are other equations in ·) 'and
T
and
they are also quite similar o You could select zero value at the boundary or nonzero value but they are sensitive to about one or two grid points inside. It is
to this extent:, that if you analyse these maps you would see that you cannot
tell them apart.

I
I
I

I
I
I
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scales ?
Dr.
_,...

Do the computati.ons show small cumulus scales as functions of large
How does this shew of in his computations ?

Krishnamurthi

These studies I showeg you were adiabatic frictionless models with no
terra.in o S o I have not gone into this. This is not a prediction modeL If I
were to go making a forecast with this field as an initial state, I would have
to propose a balanced model wherein I would have to take the convergence and divergence prescribed by these streamlines I showed you and then I would have to
parameterise my small scale as a function of the convergence and divergence
presc.ribed by the large scale streamlineso This I have not done as yeto
Dr. Pisharoty
It was stated that the principal forcing function for the interaction
between the two different levels was vertical advection by the non-divergent part
of wind. I did not catch that point and request for repetition.,
Dr. Krishnamurthi
In the W
equation, one of the forcing functions is the vertical derevative of the vorticity advection and the advection in that case turns out to
be the non-divergent part of the wind which carried out the most of the advection
and which gave rise to the most of the vertical motion and the contribution by
the other terms were small ..

Were any attempts made to assess the importance of the non-linear
terms ? We are interested in the modern developments of non-linear terms in
these equations ·particularly in meteorological dynamics an4 I for one would like
to know the latest work in this in the U.Ss

Dro Krish:hamurthi
There are a class of dynamic models; the one that I proposed is called
a linear balance model inspi te of the fact that there are a certain number of
non-linear terms but they are not f requent1y called non-linear terms.. The so
called non-linear balance model contains ·the twisting terms and the vertical
advection terms in the vorticity equation and in the equation for the non divergent part of the stream function
v. f. "¥ Y., = 't V 22 and you add on to that
two more non-linear terms which is the complete balance equation.,
Mr •. Schuman
has been doing this ~t the Weather Bureau with the three level model ' for quite
a long time nowo
~hat they do is they overcome the non-ellipticity conditionso
The problem is, if you look at a weather map at a higher level especially near
300 mb, you will find that the data does not satisfy the ellipticity con.di tion
all over; you will have to adjust the data in some way to make sure that the entire map satisfies the ellipticity condition and you do not have any hyperbolic
points, in which case you can use the conventional relaxation techniqueso Lot of
people do not of course like these but in the UCLA we had a student 2 years back

who C;ot a doctorv s de g r ee on a so lution of this prrobl em by two different technique s - one of these was by converting· a prol.l .em over a 9/9 grid for which turns
i t out that even the 7094 cannot invert the matrix any larger .than the 81/81 with
the double precision because what happens is · if you want to store the coefficient matrix and the inve·r se
as well then about 81/81 limits the capac;i..ty
of the machine a One ea:n do stud±e s with these non linear terms · for research
pu rposes but if you want tG> go further I -think it is very difficult at the
pre s ent . .
~ro

Chelam

Regarding the linear equations used by Dr o .Asnani the process by which
have been line arised -o The frictional as well as the heat terms which generally are neglected as being of small magnitude have been included~ If small
magni tu.de terms of that order are included, whether in the linearisation, . terms
which may be of greater magnitude could possibly have be.en ·neglected (especially,
the con-v-ective accelerations). ,
·
th~y

Dro Asnani
Ol(A)

The general equation includes terms like · u. a=t
.but the. final
tion turns but to be non linear in · 'U.
It is however linear in a>h

equa~

~

~~
is the unknown variable which is to be determined as a solution of a
.b oundary value problem at that instantv
·· Drc Chelam
The vorticity values in the tropical regions considered in Dr,. Asnani~ s ·
paper appear to be rather low. I think the values which ·n r. Krishnamurlhi . presented in bis p aper earlier pointed to quite . a different picture indicating. that
the vorticity values can be rather high in the .tropical a~as.
What were the ·
levels at which the mrurimum vorticity values and vorticity gradients were found ?
' Dr. Asnani
In our latitudes, the ..vorticity values are comparable with the
coriolis parameter, and as the coriolis parameter is low, the vaJnes of ·relative
vorlici ty ·are also . low o
In the middJ e latitudes in some of the models, they
have been able to justify neglecting Y
·
r in con:1parison to ' -f
' , b~cause
there, v -F ' is large and ' f;
' values can be small. But in the tropics
9 values
we find that the v ~
v values a.re comparable wi t.h '
-(!

s

0.

•

Dr .. Krishnamurthi
The rathe.r large values of absolute vorticity given in my paper :were ·
associated_with a verj intense cold cored low. In the tropics, one finds such
situations· rather ·f requently and a large number of Meteorologists are interested
in such cases, ·in connection with tropical storm development.. I however, think
·that the values I gave are not very typical of the tropics. They are· ·rather
· l'arge ; . for such disturbances they may be typical but for the .tropics in genera.1
they are rather large. The · maximum values and maxiniu1n gr adients of vorticity
are all around 200 mb.
1
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In the equatorial latitudes, there is no upper limit to the value of
cyclonic vorticity . The upper 1imi t has been specified more for the anticyclonic
vo.r tici ty.
Shr:i. Rcman remarked that Mr . .Ramakrisbnan' s conclusions led to the inference that
the inter relation between the lower tropospheric westerJies and the upper tropospheric easterlies was one of indifference. looking into precedent and antecedent conditions in the upper tropo~phere might have resulted in meaningful
associations ..

Shri Ramakrisbnan

This aspect has also been examined blit no definite associations were
seen ..
Dr. Ramanathan remarked that the study of the inter relation could have been
more advantageously based. on simultaneous wind observations over a number of
stations.
Examination of the relationship between the lower tropospheric wind
and the upper troposph~ric wind over the same station would be restrictive.

A synoptic study of the inter-relationj utilising the data of all
stations in the region would be a profitable investigation but the data limitations put a restraint on such a study o Simultaneous availability of high level
data at a number of stations was rather limi. ted.

The authors seem to have drawn conclusions on the basis of averages
for a whole month.. ·Conclusions based on averages for a whole month especially
when the data are not available on all days may sometiffies le ad to erroneous
conclusions, unless, of course, the synop:tic situation during a major part of
the month was of the same type. I have myself experienced similar difficulties
;in my oyn investigationso
It would be better to take a shorter period say
10 day:s in . which the synoptic situation is of a persistent type and try to
draw .conclusions from the same.

All the three methods of approach were followed in this investigation
of the zonal wind and
the final conclusions were based on the results of all the methods ~

viz o, monthly mean, daily and Short period mean vaJ_ues

..

~

l.52

It was stated that over Hyderabad region there was no evidence of any
westerlies, pro"bab~ due to the timing of . certain events. In the high altit:ude
balloon flights conducted in fair weather season by the T.I.F .R. · they did have
some high level data extending upto 30 kms in which i t . was -possible to locate
both the easterlies as well as westerlies at. certain times during the last ten
years period.
Mr. M.S. V. Rao

true

At Hyde'rabe.d at certain periods, westerlies do not occur.
that :westerlies do riot oecur at all.

It is not
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Cyclor,ic vo rtices on either side of the equator and their
imp lications
C.R . Vo Raman
International Meteorological Centre, Bombay 5, India.

Knowledge of atmospheric circulations over the tropics, a major
portion of 'which is oc~anic, has been a challenge to meteorologists. Pau9i ty
of upper air data ov<:fr' long periods and upto high levels in the equatorial
Indian Ocean area has been a severe handicap in precise delineation of flow
patterns in this reg:Lono
Massive data col1ection, systematic extended area
analysis and study at the International Meteorological Centre during the meteorology programme of the International Indian Ocean Expedition has thrown fresh
light on some of the inadequately understood aspects of atmospheric circulation
over the Indian Ocean.
An important finding, in this context, is the occurrence over the
Indian Ocean area of two distinct trough systems with embedded cyclonic vortices,
in the lower and middle troposphere, one in the northern and another in the southern hemisphere ·in all the months of the year. The equatorial Indian Ocean
·
region in the zone between the troughs in the two hemispheres lS characterised
by persistent westerlies.
The meridional extent, depth and strength of the
westerlies over the equator depend on the seasonal po.si tions and intensity of
the troughs in the two hemispheres and the cyclonic vortices therein.

The vortices are of a quas i-permanent :nature and do not seem to be the
outcome of formation and/or stagnation of tropical stormso Quite often, the
vortices are active in the middle troposphere say at 700 mb and 500 mb and possess
warm or co Id core characteristics. Convergence associated with the troughs extend
generally to 500 mb, occasionally to 400 mb and at times to 300 mb•
Distribution
of mean relative vorticity during Juzy typifies the dual trough configuration.
In the Indian Ocean area, land-sea distribution plays a significant
role ll1 tlie orientation of the axes of the troughs · in the two hemisphere so
Occurrence of areas of warm water over oceanic regions appears to be well connected with the -location and intensity of the double troughs as well as of .
cyclogenesis therein.
Analysis of Mean Resultant Winds
Mienardus had referred 'to W/NW winds a few degrees sout~of the equator.
Occurrence ·and westward movement, duririg northern summer, of zones of bad
weather in the southern Indian Ocean from Cocos Island to Seychelles Island
had been noted by Malurkar.
Nevertheless, owing to paucity of data for continuous extended area synoptic anazysis of the Indian Ocean, the existence of a
distinct trough in the southern hemisphere remained obscure. Analyses, by Raman
and Dixit, of monthly mean resultant wirids over low latitude
Indian Ocean
region (where pressure gradients are weak) focussed, for the first time, the
existence, throughout the year,
of distinct troughs in the lower and middle
troposphere one in each hemisphere separated by a band of westerlies across the
equator. The double trough . configuration is also noticed over east Atlantic and
west Africa as well as over west Pacific.
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I n the summer hem.i.sphere, the trough .is displaced signi ficantly away
from the equa.t.o r , especially over continental areas ; over the Indian subconti nent the summer trough reaches its northernmost position, viz., 30°N.. The
winter hemisphere trough lies very close to the equatoro
The seasonal displacement of the troughs over the oceanic regions, especially in the southern
hemisphere is smalL
In the spring and autumn transition months April
and
Oc·t ober, the dual troughs occupy intermediate positions and lie close to each
o ther. During spring, the axis of the trough is equatorward of the autumn
l ocat ion, more prominently so in the northern hem± sphere (Figo 1 ).
Again, the
April position is not significantly different from that of the J anuary position.
This ties in with the observed rapidity of the spring to summer transition and
the comparatively gradual change from summer to winter, apparent over the Indian
monsoon area ..
Aircraft Wind Analysis
To me.ximise upper wind information over data sparse oceanic regions
and to lend · further support to the prelimina~J mean circulation charts, data
from commercial, RAF transport command and research aircraft over the ·period
1960-1964 were coilected in · a cO:-ordinated manner and fused into a computer programme to yield mean resultant winds. The aircraft data were sorted levelwise
over a depth of 2-3000 ft around each standard isobaric level and resultant winds
printed off at the centroid position of each five degree square of the Indian
Ocean area. These, together with the two year (1963-1964) averages of ocean
:l..sland upper wind data and tho:s e of research v.essels conclusiv.e ly establish the
existence of double trough configuration over the Indian Ocean. The mean streamline analysis charts for 700 nib level (3 km) during January and July (Figs. 2
and 3) bring out clearly the existence of independent ·systems of cyclonic vo~
tices in the two hemispheres separated by a band of westerlies. It will be seen
that the circulation in each hemisphere is determined largely by the trough
system in that hemisphereo The crossing over and extension of air of one hemisphere into the other across the equator as · could be judged from the mean streamlines, is much smaller than had been earlier thought of. In other words, the air
that does appear to cross the equator from the winter to summer hemisphere and
vice versa seems confined to the near · equatorial regions only.
In particular
mean meridional components of upper winds for July indicate that over the west
Arabian Sea, transport of air from the southern to northern hemisphere is,
confined only to south of 8 - 10°N at 850 mb, decreasing rapiqly aloft .
The
air of one hemisphere is drawn up in the circulation around the trough in its
own hemisphere o
In January, westerly mean vector winds over equatorial northern
hemisphere obtained from airers.ft reports would signify a trough in the northern
hemisphere quite distinct from t~e chain of vortices in the southern hemisphere
Intense land heating of the vast Asian Continent during the northern summer
. (July) coupled with the activity · of the middle tropospheric vortices, accounts
for the broadening and strengthening of equatorial westerlies (southwest monsoon
current).
·
0

Evidence in

Daily Analysis

Experience in extended analysis of Indian Ocean Charts has brought to
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light the mo re or less d aily occurrence of the two troughs on either side of
the e quato r wit h embedded cycl onic v ortices Q 'l'he intervening region between
the t rough system; is characterised by westerlies even when the cyclonic vortices on either side of the equator are not intenseo The epochs 17 - 24 May
19'6~, 20 - 23 Febo 1964 and 28 April - 4 11ay 1964 are among examples of intense
tropical vortex systems on either side of the equator and associated strong
we·s terlieso
Westerly winds of 20 - 40 knots have been reported over equatori al regions by ships and aircraft in the lower troposphere during these
si t uations
Surface and ?00 mb charts for 21 Feb. 1964 ( :figs.. 4 and 5) draw
attention to cyclonic yortices on either side of the equator separated by a
broad zone of strong westerlies.
0

Occasionally, the air streams on either side of the equator
co:riflµent asympto·tically.. Such instances a re, however, transient.

become

KgJlatorial Westerlies
Occurrence of persistent and strong westerlies over the equator
seems to be the direct consequence of semipermanent existence of cyclonic voI'tices on both sides of the equator in the Indian Oceano Fig. 6 shows a plot
in the vertical of mean resultant winds at Gan (00°41'S 73°09'E) and Padang
(00053'S 100021'E) two key stations on the equator.
In the Gan section isopleths of constancy of wind are marked.
At Gan, westerlies occur over a depth of 700 mb (3 km) with a steadiness in excess of 60 percent in all the months of the year except March, when
the sun is over the equatoro Westerlies in March are confined to a shallow
layer and are less steady.
It is significant too note that the e quato rial
westerlies upto 700 mb are strongest in the transition months May and November,
when as already mentioned,
the trough systems in the northern and southern
hemispheres are close to each othero
Also, it is during the period May to
November that the westerlies over the equator extend to 500 mb and are steadiest
85 percent). Westerlies in the vicinity of Gan are seen to back from March
to May, perhaps, under the influence of the cyc_lonic vortex in the m.ean ave r
southeas t Arabian Sea in April and May • . However, during May to Juzy, when the
northern hemisphere trough system get displaced significantly away from the
equator, in keeping with the zenithal march of the sun, winds over Gan upto
500 mb are seen appreciably to veer. The veering of the west wind over Gan is
also supported by mean winds near the equator at ·500 mb obtained from aircraft
data..
~ith Diego Garcia (07°14'5 72°26'-E) reporting E/SE winds upto 500 mb,
the veering of Gan winds in the northern summer (July) has necessarizy to be
interpreted as an inflow into a cyclonic vortex situated in the Gan-Diego
Garcia region in the southern hemisphere.

( >

Vie sterlies also occur upto 700 mib practically in all the months of
the year .at Padang over the equator in west Sumatra. On the other hand, westerlies are not observed over Nairobi, situated on the equator in c ontinental
Africa., except during the height of northern surmnero
The radiational cooling
of the African land mass in the winter hemisphere inhibits through ~ormation ..
US Weather Bureau and Woods Hole research aircraft flew extensive
missions in February 1964, in the equatorial Indian Ocean regi on. A plot of all
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·available re se arch ai. r craft winds near '700 mb level in this month betw ee n 1 0°N
and io0 s brings out the o ccurrenc e and p e r s i sten ce of westerlies in the equatorial region (:Fig .. 7) o
Thi s is supp o rted by westerly rriean vector wi nds at
Seychelles ( 04°37' S 55°27'.E ) from Oct ober to February .
Recently, numerical int egrat ion of primitive equations of motion
by Yale Mintz suggested the pt>ssibility of a 'smaJl low level weak westerly on
the summer side of the equator' .. The mass of observational evidence of oqcurrence
of pers~ stent we sterlies principall y qver equatorjal Indian Ocean areo.. (conf irmed by aircraft mean .winds) and to _some extent over the Indonesia-complex and
western Pacific lends support to the numerical result of Mintz and provides a
very important lir..k in the understanding of flow patterns in equatorial regions.
M~an ~ort~ci ty

Field

Utilising accurate mean streamline analysis charts for July, prepared
. with a maximised aircraft data, meridional cross sections of relative vorticity,
computed for two degree grids, are presented along 75°E and g5og from 900 mb
to 100 mb (Fig. 8). Vorticity values, which are found to be more con sistent than
mean divergences, . are averaged over -ten degree longitudinal belts.
In both
the sections, attention is directed to the existence of a distinct region of ·
strong anticlockwise vorticity (positive) near 22°N (1 to.15 x 10-5 sec-1) in
the northe-rn hemisphere and another region of strong clockwise vorticity (negative) near 5oS in the southern hemisphere typifying the dual troughs.
In the
intervening region betwe en the two hemispherical troughs, an area of clockwise
vorticity (negative) occurs in the northern hemisphere . The monsoon vortex in
the northern hemisphere along 85°E possesses a higher value of · anticlockwise
· vorticity and extends to a greater level than in the trough zone (20° - · 28°N)
along 75°E;
the fonn~r is wann cored while the latter is cold cored. Judged
.from vorticity distribution, the equatorward slope of the northern hemisphere
.trough is perceptibly greater than that of the southern hemisphere trough.
In the northern hemisphere, the compensation through clockwise vorti~ ·
city occurs at levels of 200 mb and aloft. The cfockwise vorticity in the upper
t .r 0posphere is more extensive and prominent along 85°E signifying a more . intense
ariticyclone aloft probably due to latent heat release from excessive monsoon
rainfall. It also follows that the strength of the monsoon circulation in the
northern hemisphere decreases from east to west.
Other Evidences of _Double 'frough
Distribution of · moisture content, mean cloud cover and precipitation
over the northern and southern Indian Ocean region all point to the existence
of double troughs. Variation of monthly mean rainfall at Colombo in the northern
hemisphere and at :Qiego Garcia, Seychelles and Agalega (10°33 1 S 56°45 1 E) in
the southern Indian Ocean goes with the location and independent .migration of
cyclonic vortices in the two hemisphere$.
During daily analysis, data over
Malaysian - Indonesian area have shown distinct regions of high pressure near
the equator separating. the trough systems in the two hemispheres • .
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Dai.1y depiction of TIROS nephanalyses at IMC has brought to light
occurrence of distinct zones of Cb activity in association with the troughs in
the northern and southern · hemisphereso
The intervening zone between the two
~roughs is typified by scattered clouds
or clear skies.
A detailed study of
satellite cloud distribution in the Indian Ocean reported ~lsewhere, brings
to light prefer~d regions of heavy Cb activity which go well with the
l ocation of semipermanent cyclonic vortices in the two troughs.

Probable causeJQ.!' Dual Troughs over Oceans and Equatorial Westerlies
A critical examination of the distribution of monthly mean sea-surface
temperatures over the eastern and western Indian Ocean from 25os to 25°N (reported elsewhere in the symposium) gives an insight into the probable causes
·ror occurrence of troughs over oceanic areas in the two hemispheres.
The mean
monthly positions of the axes of the lower tropospheric troughs are marked on
these diagrams (Figso 9 and 10).
From J anua:ry to June, both in the northern
·and southern hemispheres, the troughs occur over oceanic regions where the water
temperatures are 28 to 29°C. During the autumn transition, too northern hemisphere trough overlies an area where water temperature exceeds 28°C. In the
other months, the troughs in the two hemispheres are situated over the sea areas
with water temperatures exceeding 27°c. The distribution of land and sea, · the
evaporative cooling occurring over preferred regions on account of strong
southeasterly trades in the southern hemisphere and strong southwesterly monsoon
current and northeastE;?rly trades in the northern hemisphere coupled with the
zenithal march of the sun result in zones of wann water in the two hemispheres
oyer the Indian Ocean region.
. The occurrence of a well marked low level heat
source augmented by influx of moisture from neighbouring sea areas helps ·
keep the lower atmosphere ove_r these zones in the two hemispheres continuously
warmer than over the adjacent seas. This probably contributes to the occurrence,
orientation and maintenance of distinct troughs one in each hemisphere.
bnce
a trough has formed, owing to weak winds and less evaporative loss, the warmth
.of the underlying ocean surface continues to maintain itself.
Similar relationship between regions of warm water and atmospheric circulation are observed over
the western Pacific and east Atlantic where land sea contrasts obtain.
(

Herein, it is interesting to compare the shallowness of heat low
circulations over north Sahara and West Pakistan in the northern summer and
northwest Australia in the southern summero These cyclonic vortices resulting
from land heating and into which .there is no influx of moisture do not extend
even to 5000 ft and stand out by absence of weathero As a contrast, the cyclonic
vortex over the Indo-:-Gangetic plain into which winds from the adjoining sea areas
carry moisture is often seen to extend to 500 mb and actively contributes to
rainfall during the monsoon season. Viewed as a whole, it may be concluded that
warm water regions favour occurrence and maintenance of troughs and embedded
vortices in a way similar to heated land into which continuous influx of moisture takes placeo If this postulation stands the test of time, we have in it
one of the pla:usible causes for occurrence of independent troughs one in each
hemisphere over the Indian Ocean area and .equatorial westerlieso
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.C nclu§j_or__
Massive observ ational, analytical and quantitative evidence has thus
accrued i n favou r of t he existence of distinct .troughs over the Indian Ocean~
one on either side of the e :qu ato r en d occurr ence of separate zones of convel'ge::;ices in association with each of these troughse Each trough system migrates
with the sun's movement in its own hemisphere, the migration of one being
apparentJ.y independent of the displacement of its counterpart in the other
hemi sphere. As discussed elsewhere in the · symposium, the equatorial region
is dry in the northern summer. Transport of moisture across the equator from
the winter hemisphe r e to the summer hemisphere is consi de r ably less.
The str~ngth of the outflow from the southern hemisphere anticyclone
in the lower levels (as represe nt ed by low level winds of Agalega during July~
August) is not correlated with pre cipitation along the west coast of India.
This . outflow, perhaps, predominantly serves to intensify the southern
hemisphere trough.
~rom the foregoing, it emerges that the concept of a single · convergence zone between the trades of the two hemispheres, viz the Intert.ropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) seasonally migrating from one hemisphere to the other
and carrying the weather aJ_ong with it needs radical revision ..
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Figo 1

Double troughs over Indian Ocean in January, April, July and October.

FigQ 2

1
:

Fig. 3

·:

Figo

"4

Mean streamline analysis for January 700 mb (3 km)~
Mean streamline analysis for July 700 mb (3 km) .
Surface streamline analysis for 21.2.1964 .

~g. 5

700 mb streamline analysis for 21.2.1964.

Fig. 6

Westerlies at Gan and Padang over the equatoro

Fig. · 7

·~

· Westerlies reported by research aircraft over the equator during
Febru.8.ry 1964.
.

Figo· 8

Meridional cross section of mean relative vorticity in JUly along
(a) 850E (above) and ( b) 75°E (below)o
.

Fig.

9

Mean monthly sea surface temperatures in west Indian Oceano

Figo10

~ean monthly sea surface temperatures in east Indian Oceano
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Fig. I. Double troughs over Indian Ocean

Flo. 3. 700 mb. Mean Streamlines-July.

Fig. 2. 700mb Mean Streamlines-January.

Fig. 4. Surface Streamline Analysia-21 February 1964
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Fig. 8. b.75°E
MERIOIONA L CROSS-SECTION OF MEAN RELATIVE VORTICITY IN JULY ALONG 85°E AND 78°!

MEAN MONTHLY SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURES C°C) ANO SURFACE WINDCBF) DISTRIBUTION
IN EAST AND WEST INDIAN OCEAN

Flg.9. Wttt Indian Ocean

Fig.10. East Indian Oce an
Isotherms of sea surface temperatura
ltoplaths of wind speed (BF) :
Wind speed over 4 BF is alone shown.
Equatorial troughs (Surface po1itloat)
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Statistical studie s of upper wind dat a obtained during the
last few ye a rs at selected aerologi.cal stations in India

Erne st HoVIDol1e r

*

SUMMARY
----

Rawin data for the entire troposphere are available for a.bout ten years
at a number of a.erological stations in Indiao
They provide a: more comprehensive
and less biassed picture of mean wind conditions and wind frequen cies than could be
obtained by means of pilot balloon data only.
The paper deaJ.s with rawin data from two stations,New Delhi and Trivandrum,
both near 77°E longitude.
More than 50 per cent of the obse rvation.s re ached the 12
km level.
However, to avoid any bias due to strong winds in the middle and upper
troposphere, a correction method was applied for levels at and above 9 krno It was
shol-m that the correction was important during the winter months p..n northern India.
The contrast between the two stations wit.h respect to the annual and
vertical va;riation of the zonal wind component is striking. Above New Dellri , uppe r
e asterlies are prevalent only at the height of the summer monsoon period; as for
Tri.vandrum, the mean height of the summer monsoon is about 6 km. and the level of
maximum easterlies during this per-lod is found near 14 or 15 km.
Among the more conspicuous features revealed by the standard deviati ons
of the zonal and meridional wind components for the same two stations as functions
of the he ight and the time of the year may be mentioned the great variability of the
westerlies in the upper troposphere over northern India during winter, and a lowlevel ma"'<:imum at 1 km during the monsoon period above the Gangetic valley (possibly
an orographic effect of the Himalayas). Trivandro..m shows during summer a layer of
r e latively high variability · of the zonal component u between 3 and 6 lan.
On the
whole, the zonal component is more variable than the meridional component above
Trivandrwn, whereas they are more nearly equal above New Delhi; in fact, the wind
fluctuations in the lower troposphere (1-4 km) above New Delln : are predominantly
meridional (Transversal) rather than zonal (longitudi n al).

*

A fuller accoun.t
of the wind studies dealt with in the paper which the author
presented at the Symposium will be published as Chapter II of the author's offici al
report on his mission to India under the auspices of UNT.AB/Special Fund ..
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Radi ati on Balance of the Indian Ocean
Anna Mani, 0., Chacko, V .. Kri s hn amurt hy

and V., Desikan

Meteorological Offi ce , Poona
ABSTRACT
-----

Anrrual and montbly maps showing the distribution of global solar
radiation and net radiation over the Indian Ocean area have been prepared
from available observations, supplemented by calculations based on other
meteorological measurementso The anrmal distribution of gl6ba.l incoming
solar radiation shows a minimum over the equator and the monsoon regions,
and a maximum over land in the high pressure belts along 20°5 and 20°N ..
The geographical distribution is ·mainly zonal except in the low latitudes,
where areas of higher or lower radiation are distributed according to
regions of higher or lower amounts of cloudiness.
Radiation balance is uniformly high over the ocean and always positive
and' greater than that on land. The maximum values unlike global radiation
occur over the sea in the tropics with the highest values in North Arabian
Sea.
The distribution over the ocean area is mainly zonal, with higher
values over the sea in the southern hemisphere during the northern winter
· and higher values in the northern hemisphere during the southern winter.

1.

Introduction

The basic data fo r the study of all forms of transformation of solar
energy are those on the radiation and heat balance of the earth. Data on radiation and heat balance of the surface of the earth are particularly important,
since the earth's surface absorbs 75 percent of the total amount of solar energy
absorbed by the earth, and is the main source of energy for all processes that
take place in the earth-atmosphere system. They are vital in understanding the
energy exchange between the sea and the atmosphere, especially near the sea-air
boundary and of energy transport and transformation within the atmosphere.

An ideal programme of radiation measurements for this purpose would
include separate measurements or critical estimates of .the upward and downward .
fluxes of shortwave and longwave radiation both at the earth's surface and in the
atmosphere, allowing an .e stimate of the energy change due to radiative processes
at any point in the atmosphere or on the earth's surface.
un

This idealised programme could not fortunately be implemented during
the International Indian Ocean Expedition for the Indian Ocean area, mainly
because of the magrrl tude of the problem itself, the difficulty of making reliable,
accurate observations .over the oceans and the fact that the means to implement
them did not exist.
Regular radiation balance measurements are made only at a
few stations in the Indian Ocean area. Even during the IGY/IGC, systematic radiation balance meBsurements were mad~ at only 41 stations in the world, while no
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r~gula:r :radiation srn.:.ndings in the atmosphere were made, although the USA a nd
Ge rman y h ad devel0pe d su:i.table ::~ondes.

All the nations taking p a rt in the IIOE have programmes, large or
small, for . the measurement of one or more of the components of the radiation
balance. Of these the University of Michigan programme of radiation observations
in the Indian Ocean area is the largest, with a network of 13 coastal and island
stations in · the Indian Ocean, for the measurement of global solar radiation and
total radiation (both solar and terrestrial) received on a horizontal surface
during the I I OEo
India has 17 radiation stations, for surface measurements of
the various components of the radlation balance and one station for the regul ar
study of the vertical distribution of the :lnfrared radiative fluxes in the atmosphere. The data actually obtained are however, still too meagre for climatological purposes. The main lack as may be expected, is in systematic observations
· from the oceans ..
But in view of the vital importance of data on the radiation balance
in meteorological. investigations, an attempt has been made in this study, to
derive the spatial distribution of the components of radiation balance and prepare anrrual and monthly charts, showing the geographical distribution of global
solar radiation, net terrestrial radiation and net radiation from the available
obse:ryations, supplemented by empirical calculations based on other meteorological measurements~ The Classical Atlas of Heat Balance by Buctyko (1956, 1963), ·
world maps of global solar radiation prepared by Black (1956) and Ashbel (1961 ),
the review of surface measurement of solar and terrestrial radiation durin g the
IGY and IGC by fubinson (1964 ), .World Maps of Climatology edited by Landsberg
(1963) and earlier studies of the Indian Ocean by Albrecht (1952) have been c nsuJ..ted in t.he course of this study. The work by Sauberer arid Dinn.him (1954 )
on the heat budget of the oceans of the Northern Hemisphere has also been of
considerable value.

2.

E<Juation of. Radiation Balance
Net radiation Q _is expressed by

Q

= (Rsi

Rs 1' ) · +

(Rv~

• . (1)

where the first two te nns give ·the net solar radiation ( shortwave radiation
balance) and the second two, the net terrestrial radiation (longwave radiation
balance). R 8 ~ is the downward s{lortwave flux or global solar radiation T.
Rs 1' is the reflected solar radiation, given by T et<. , where aG is the albedo
RLt is the longwave radiation emitted by the earth's surface and RL J, the
longwave co~nter radiation from the atmosphere.

3·.

0

Global Radiation

T, ·consisting of direct solar and diffuse sky radiation, is the p rlncipal component. of the radiation balance and the most important,
deterrninil'ig as
it does the amc>unt of solar energy received by a unit of the earth'.s surface and
used . later by various natural processes originating near the surface. It is
also the most commonly meMured. There are l(J"f stations in the Indian Oce ~p. area
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rec ording T regular],y o But the stations are mainly on land and very unevenly
d.ist.ri buteda Even with this most commonly measured radiation parameter, it was
therefore necessary to resort to empirical calculations based on sunshine and
cloudine ss data.,
Global radiation T was calculated, where observations were not avai· 1able, from values of duration of sunshine S using Angstrom' s wellknown formula
T

where T0

=

T0

L

kl

+

( 1 - kl )

(2)

S _J

is the total radiation with a clear sky and kl is a constant.
Where neither global radiation nor sunshine

data were available, T

wa~ computed from cloudiness data using the Angstrom - Savinov formula (Budyko,

1956).

.

T

n _/

• . (3)

where n is the mean cloud amount in tenths and k2 is a coefficient which varies
from region to region and also shows annual and diurnal variations.
The measurements and computations have been summarised in a series of
maps of the monthly and annual mean values of T., The maps are based on observations from 107 stations on land and calculations of global solar radiation values
from 203 locations on land and sea.
Most of the observed data of T were taken from the IGY/IGC radiation
data published by WMO (1962) and the Actinometric Reference Book published by
Berliand (1964L Data of ~shine and cloudiness were taken from the monthly
charts of the Indian Ocean published by Germany (1960) and USA (1957 )o Observations made during cruises of the Indian oceanographic research vessel INS Kistna
have also been utilised.
Fig. 1 shows the annual values of global solar radiation in kilo-calories/cm2/year. Isolines are drawn every 20 kca]/cm2/year. The total shortwave
radiation flux varies from 120-200 kcal over the Indian ocean and its adj a.cent
area.so High values of T are found over the tropics of Cancer and Capricon, i.e.
over the · high pressure belts of the northern and southern hemispheres, especially
over the deserts of West Asia, Africa and Australia. The maximum yearly totals
are of the order of 200 ..:.. 220 kca]/ cm2 which occur in North East A:frica and
Arabiao The particular distribution of the land masses in the two hemispheres is
possibly the cause of the northern sub-tropics receiving greater radiation than
the southern sub-tropics. The equatorial zone in general, receives in the annual
total, no more than 150 kca]/ cm2 and in South-East Asia and Equatorial Africa,
only 120 - 140 kca]jcm2.
The most radiation-rich regions in summer are the sub-tropics, with a
total of 220 kca]/ cm2/year received on a horizontal surface. Considering that
250 kca]/cm2 is the annual value received outside the earth's atmosphere and that
the diffuse radiation in the cloudless subtropical summer comprises no more than
10 - 15 percent of the globaJ: radiation, the sub-tropics, which includes most of
the earth's · area, are
the greatest radiation reservoirs on the land · and sea
,surface so
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Tbe su rf ace value of T is af f e cte d mainJ.y by cloud amount and to a lesse r
ext ent by at mo sphe ri c aero s ols (haze and dust) and by atmospheric ab sorption, the
main variable absorb e r being at e r v apouro
Spati al v a riation s of T t rrus mainly
ref lect · vari ations of cloudines s .
'l' is large over deserts where clou dine ss is .
least and small over regions . of gr eater cloudiness near the equator and i n the
monsoon areas.
Figs o 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the distribution of global solar radiat i on
during roughly the winter and summer solstices and during the two equinoxes. In
January or the . southern summer, the maximum global solar radiation occurs in the
southern hemisphere along 30°SQ Highe st values exceed 22 kca:l;cm2/month i n South
Africa and Australia. Minima occur around the equator, the lower v alue s c oi nci ding
with the low pressure areas on either side of the equator.
The main fe atu re is
that while radiation generally i ncreases southward mainly by zones, t he zon a l
pattern is broken up and areas of higher and . lower radiation are distributed a cc otding to . regions of lower or higher cloudiness.
The pattern changes gradually as the sun moves north, till i n April May, the pattern is reversed with high values along· 25°N . In June - July the patterr
abruptly changes with the establishment of the monsoon in the_ region and corr esponding marked minima in radiation in the monsoon areas along the west coast of
Indilii and South-East Asia.
4. . Radiation Balance
While global solar radi·ation maps are very useful, they do not howeve r,
contribute 'greatly to the solution of the primary meteorological problem . Only
data on net terrestrial radiation or net radiation can lead to an understanding of
the thennodynamical processes in the atmosphere. But observations were so few that
large-scale estimates based on empirical calculatio~s had to be resorted to, fo r
determining the net terrestrial radiation and net radiation. The components c alculated are the albedo - ~ , Rs-1.· and (RLi
R11' ).
4.1

Albedo

Observations of albedo were available only at 7 stations in the region
including Poona.
Monthly values of albedo were therefore calculated fo r land
surfaces from mean values given ·by Budy~o (1956) for various underlying surfaces,
varying from 0.30 for desert to 0.10 f<?r moist grey soil.
Compared to that of
most of the natural land surfaces, the albedo of the water surface is very low.
for direct radiation, it depends on the altitude of the sun and varies from a few
per cent at noon to 100 percent with the sun near the horizon.
The albedo fo r
diffuse radiation being fairly constant and about 8 - 10 percent, the albedo f or
total radiation shows definite diurnal and annual variations. Albedo ·f or 41 locations i;n the Indian Ocean area was calculated ~sing Sevkov' s .foimula (Budyk o, 1956)
..for direct radiation; assurrd.ng 0.10 for diffuse radiation, albedo . for total
radiation for water surfaces were computedo
4.2

Net Terrestrial. Radiation

Net terrestrial radiation values were available for only 1 0 stations in
.India and 6 elsewhere in the Indian Oce,an area. · For 134 loqations over land and
sea, · net terrestrial radiation was therefore calculated from values of temperature
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and eloud amoi.mt using -the Kond.ratiev-Berliand formula (Budykoj 1956 ). · The outgoing longwave radiati on from the underlying surface RLt follows Stefan's law
and is equal to So- 9· w4 , whe re 6" is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 6 w is the
temperature of t he surface and S is a coefficient, characterising the departure
of the radiation from t hat of a black~ody and varies from 0.85 - 1. 00 for
'n atural surfaces.
Much of-,.~ the outgoing longwave radiation . is reradiated by the atmosphere
depending <Jn its water vapour content, . air temperature and clouds·.
(1 - cn2)

I

+

(4)

where I is the net terrestrial radiation,
Io _ is the net terrestrial radiation with . clear skies,
I'l

is the cloud amount,

e

is the air temperature,

c

is a coefficient,
The above formula and the values of constants were taken from Budyko(l956 ).

· 5.

Dis~ribution

Radiati~n

of Net Terrestrial

The spatial variations in J?.et t~rre.strial radiation are generally
smaller than those of total radiation. The reason lies in the fact that in the
majority of the climatic zones, changes of temperature ?Ud absolute humidity are
associated with each other; with increase · in temperature, absoJnte 1rumidi ty also
increases. Since an increase in temperature and absolu-te lrumidity a;ffect the net
terrestrial radiation in opposite ways,
the changes are comparatively smalL
The greatest amounts of net terrestrial radiation are observed in the
tropical desert,
where they reach values of 80 kcaJ/ cm2/year. This is mainly
the result of the high temperature of the underlying surface compared with that
of the . air above.
Near the equator, the net terrestria~ radi,ation is only
about 30 kca]jcm2/year and differs little between land and sea.
6.

Distribution of Radiation Balance

The annual distribution of radiation balance is shown in Fig. 6. · It
is less complex than that of global radiation, the latitudinal vari-a tiori of Q
being much less than that of T. · The distribution over the sea is mainly zonal,
except in regions affected by wann or cold sea currents. These deviations may
·have different signs for the same type of ocean currents, because of the complexi-·
ty of relations between the values of heat balance components, the. air and water
. temperatures, humidity of the air and cloudine·ss.
·
The distribution of the zonal pattern over land is . mainly due to the
effect of differential moisteriing. There are well-marked reg:lons of low radiation
balance . associated with arid climates. This is particularly pronounced in the
'.

.
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deserts of Central Asia, .Afric a and Aust ali a. In the monsoon areas, the annual
amounts of radiation bala.nce are some what lower because of the reduc ed global
radiation resulting from greater cloudiness, during the warm seasons •
. Unlike the global radi ation pattern, the radiation balance values
over the sea are always higher than those .over land.
And the maximum value s,
about 120 kcal/ cm2/year occur about, 20°S and 200N over the seao Due to the large
net terrestrial radiation over land in these sub-tropical areas, the net radiation over land remains low, despite the large values of g lobal radiation and. the
net terrestrial radiation over sea being low; net radiation remains high o Becaus~
of the lower alb.edo of the sea surface, net solar radiation is als o higher over
the s~a than over lando And w]Jere the land joins the sea, abrupt changes in the
isolines occur.
During winter (:.: ige 7) with low sol ar alt~tudes over the northern
hemisphere, and high over the southern hemisphere, the radiation balance is low
over the northern hemisphere, negative abovr 40°N. It increases with decreasing
latitude till it :reaches 8 kca]/cm2 over the equator. Southwards from the equator the radiation balance on the oceans changes very little, and the greatest
values are mainly recorded in the regions of the Tropic of Capricon 10 - 12
kca1/cm2.
gtill further south it decreases slightly • . Over land, in the northern hemisphere it increases steadily ·s outhwards and in the southern hemisphe re,
it changes very little lying ·between 6 - 8 kcaJ./cm2/month.
1

During summer (Fig. 8) the features in the north and south hemisphere s
are reverse.d. The zero line lies about 45°8; North of this line, the radi ation
balance increases, till it reaches the greatest amount over the oce an in the
region of the T:f'9pic of Cancer with peqk values of 12 kca]/cm2 over the north
Arabian Sea,, On land in the southern Hemisphere it increases in a northerly direction up to the equa.toro
Northward · it changes only slightly over the vast
expanses of land.
Over almost the whole of North .Africa and Asia it fluctuates
6nly between 6 - 8 kcal/ cm2.
The net radiation in the Arabian Sea and t he Bay
of Bengal are basically different, both for the year and from month to month.
It is also evident that large · amo11nts of radiation energy are available in the
.Arabian 9ea for the genesis of the Indian monsoon and its movement.

7

o

Errors in Observations and Computation

The possible error of measurement of the total radiation using pyraof the order of 5 - 10 peTcent and for radiation balance using net
pyrradiometers is about 15 percent, if the instruments used ·are basically accurate and are well mairttained and standardized regularly ageinst' aclr..nowledged
standards.
This is however, not the case with most of the total radiation
records over the region.
Large variations are noticed in T from country' to
country and errors of the order of 20 percent or more exist~ The intercomparisons of pyranometers and net pyrradiometers used in various countries and the
reduction of the data to a common level will facilitate the preparation of
more accurate radiation maps of the region.
nomete~s J.S

In the computations, errors in T will average 10 percent while that
of Q can vary by 20 percent or more, depending on the nature of the underlying
surfaceo According to Robinson (1954) estimates of monthly and annual means of
the radiation balance and the global radiation are generally within 25 percent
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of the measurements, estimates being lower than observations and the differences
syste~matic.
The need for actual observations with reliable instruments on a
l arge scale over the Ind.iar1 Ocean remains urgent.

9..

Conclusion

While the radiation balance on the earth's surface and in the atmosphere
is the primary source of energy, the radiation balance itself is a function of
the cloud amount, water vapour content and temperature of the earth's surface 'and
in the atmosphere.
All components of the. heat balance are very closefy ·interrelated and computations of one or more components from the rest are therefore
difficult.
Systematic measurements of the components of the radiation balance
, particularly over the sea and in the atmosphere; coupled with radiation measurements from satellites should lead to a solution of this basic, problem.
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On Som . Aspe cts of the Fluctuations of the Sub-tropical Westerly
Jet stream over India

DaR. Sikka:
Internat ional Meteorological Centre; Bombay-5, India.

· AB5TRACT
The analysis of the 200 mb charts shows that there are local vari ations ·in the intensity of the jet but · on many occasions; it is very
difficult to trace any regular west to east propagation of the jet
. ma:xima and minima; although on some of the occasions, it may be possible
to trace west to east propagations in association with well marked troughs
and ridges moving across NW Indiao
·
· · It is suggested that many of these variations in the intensity of
the jet o·ccur under. the influence of perturbations in the lower tropospheric equatorial trough and of the extra..;..-bropical middle and upper
tropospheric westerly belt. .Possibility of variations in the meridional
circulation a.long l~ngitudinal belt 70 - 75°E and its effect on the
intensity of the jet stream over that region ·f or short periods averaging
·about 5 days . is also examined. ·
Introduction
The existence of sub-tropical westerly jet stream (S QT .J.) over
· Indian region during the non-summer months is a well known feature which forms
an integral parl of the general circulation of the region • . Koteswa:ram and coworkers (1953 and 1954) have studied the structural characteristics and the thermodynamical properties of the me.an jet stream with the help .of meridional cross$ections~ · Ramaswamy (1956) studied the role of the s. T.J. in influencing weathe'r
over India. · Recently; $ingh (1964) ha~ contributed further to the structural
characteristics of jet· stream over India and has concluded that it is always of
the sub-tropical ty:pe in a.ccottlance with the three-fold classification of the
tropopause by Defa.nt and Taba (1957).
Krishnamoorty (1961) in a global study
between equator and 45°N established that the S. T.J .. is a continuous . belt around
the world with i to . axis near 200 mb and forms · a pattern of three standing . long
waves which maintain nearly a · steady state. One of the troughs in this pattern .
occurs roughly along 700E. According .to his study, maximum speeds ever this .region a.re nearly constant from day to day and fall . around 120 knots.
With the
. increased a:vailab:i)i ty · ·of upper tr-opospheric data, . it has .b een found that the
maximum westerlies· ·attain. strength of 160 - 180 knots under welI developed si tuations.. It has ·also been the experience of analysts in India that while on a
large number of da_ys,,' th~ jet maintains its course along the southern. periphery· of
the Himalayas,. it shifts considerably so~thwards o.n a few days <;

. ~le working with 'the extended Indian Ocean charts; at the Internationa
;~eteorologica.l Centre.~ it was observed that
s6me occasions when the air9raft
winds were availab~e · over the Arabian Sea, westerly ~eeds reaching over 60 knots ·
in the :upper·· tropoaph.ere were observ-ed. to occur often up to 15°N and 'On same

on
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occasions extended even furth er southward . The present study was directed
·to exami ne two aspects (i) the development and west-to- east movement, if any,
of the re gi on of isotach ma.x:Lmum and (ii) the role of lower tropospheric nearequatorisl trough in the northern hemisphere as well as of perturbations in the
upper tropospheric west0rlies on the location and intensity of the j eto Koteswaram (1957) remarked that the jet stream over India consists of a series of
wind maxima embedded in a slow moving current.
The network of .rawin stations
over Indie. and neighbou.rhood along the mean position of the jet axis although
adequate for making an attempt to study the movement of the jet maxima, is not
comparable with the network over the U.S.A. Severe limitation imposed. on the
present study is however, non-availability of upper tropospheric winds on some
days at some of the stations along the jet axis.
Due to this reason, the
arta.lysis of the layer of maximum wind, though attempted, was not found satisfactory on some of the days of intense jet activity" The results discussed below
~re, therefore, subject to these ' data lirnitations.

Oscillations in the Location of wind maxima :
In order to examine the west-east movement of jet maxima, time sections
of Bahrein, Jodhpur, New Delhi, Allahabad and Gauhati were examined for the
months of January and February of 1963, 1964 and 1965. Besides this, the daily
meridfonal vertical cross-sections were also studied for stations between 15°N
and 350N along 70°E to 75°E and also for down-stream region along 80 - 85°E • . The
cross-sections are, however, not presented due to space limitations o Examination
of these sections indicated that it was extremely difficult to trace any regular
west-east propagation of the maxi.mum either at the same level or in the nearby
levels except probably on a few cases when there were strong troughs and ridge·s .
Instead of W/E propagation of the region of maximum wind, what are more commonly ·
observed ere the N/S transverse oscillations. Over India such fluctuations often
occur between 22° and 28°N though on some occasions the core may shift further
south to 16 - 18°N.
In order to illustrate these points, 200 mb wind speed
croser-sections, the level which is generally considered, to be near the jet core;
are shown in fig. 1. Fig. l(a) shows daily meridional cross-section of wind speeds
at 200 mb roughly along 75°E. The intensity changes in the speed as well as N/S
oscillations of the maximum are seen. The intensity changes also suggest that
the period of the intensity oscillations is around 7 to 10 days.
Fig. l(b)
indicates that there is very little regular relationship between the speeds over
Bahrein and the down-stream station New Delhi during the period January - Ma:rch
1964. Similar diagrams for 1963 and 1965 as well as for pairs of station.s · Delhi
and Allahabad and Allahabad and Gauhati did. not give any positive indications regarding regular down-stream strengthening or weakening of speeds, with lapse .o f
time.
It may be stated that the activity of the lower ·tropospheric dual
·equatorial trough system on either side of the equ ator also fluctuates. There
are spells when well marked vortices form within the near-equatorial trough in
the northern hemisphere at preferred locations and are associated with large
convective activity, which results in the release of latent heat at the middle
and upper tropospheric levels. Such occasions al.'8 associated with the northward
surge of tropical ii.r in the upper troposphere . Study of daily charts of the
troposphere shows that the N/S oscillations of the · sub-tropical westerly jet . a.re
. closely linked wi t.h changes in the intensi t.y and location of this· lower tropospheric near-equatorial trough in the northern hemisphere near Indie,.o
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The - ocation, orientation and the s trength of the sub-tropica.l ridge
arid ',he arrti cycJ. onic cells are also greatly influenced by the perturbations in
the westerly circu lation of the middle la-t.i tudes which in turn are associated
with corresponding · changes i n the jet stream. On some occasions, the sul>-tropical anticyclones are .considerably northward of the mean posi Hon whereas on other
occasions they are found to be southwardo - The perturbations affecting the ridge
are of two types (i) Cyclogenesis in the lower tropospheric near-equatorial
trough and (ii) perturbations in the upper tropospheric extra-tropical wester- .
lies. The first type occurs when the lower tropospheric nort hern hemisphere near
equatorial trough (NeH .. E.T. j is active. Under such situations, the upper tropospheric ridge is· at · a more northward location e.nd the jet core is also found
to shift northward ~ The other type i.e., perturbe.tions in the extra.tropical westerlies are seen in the fon:n of large arnpli tude troughs. These troughs are responsible for ·the southward movement of the ridge and the jet core.
On some of
the occasions the westerlies are found .t o prevail right up to the equator. :w,_~
shall now discuss the effects of such disturbances on' the je t · stream by exami ning
a typical c·a se of each type in the following paragraphs, although it may be stated
that there are si t,ua.tions when both types of perturbations sinrultaneously affect
the Indian area.

Ca.se

I

Intense cyclogenesis over Indian Seas during Noyem.ber-December 1963 and
the northward shift of the subtropical ridge line and jet stream over India :
Lower tropospheric changes
The NoHoE.T. was running along 4 ~ 5°N on 25th November 1963 over the
Indian Seas an.d was rather inactive. On 27th Nov .. , TIROS pass over Bay of Bengal
and adjoining south Indian Ocean reported broken cumulus and cirrus in the equatorial region of both the hemispheres. On 28th, well marked cyclonic circulations
were detected near 4°N 95°E and 5°N 750E with 20 knot winds in their circulations .
Both these circulations intensified almost simultaneously on lst December near
70N 880E and 9°N 68°E respectively with · associated circulations extending. at
least upto 500 mb.
?1ie systems further intensified into cyclonic storms, . the
Arabian Sea one on 2nd -December and the Bay of Bengal one on 3rd December.
The
Arabian Sea system moved northwest and weakened over the Arabian coast on 8th ·
December whereas the Bay of Bengal system recurved to north on 5th December and
later became unimportai.~t on 8th December. Under their influence, large convective
activity resulted in the equatorial zone
Rainfall also increased over the
Indian PeninsulEe from 28th November and corttinued till 10th December with some
heavy falls reported during the middle of the first week of December.
Q

Middle tropospheric

ch~ges

On 25th November, the equatorial trough at 700 mb was running a long
2 - 3°N ·aJ1d the subtropical ridge lay over nonnal position along 15 - 17°N. By
' 30th, the troug h had shif~d to 5 - 7°N and the sub-tropical ridge also moved · to
20°N. The northward shift of the ridge continued and on 5th December an · anticy~
clonic circulation 1~ near 25°N 75?E. The ridge started moving southward from
Bth and lay . again near nonnal position on 12~h, ne·cember. Similarly, at 500 mb,
. the sub-tropical ridge which was running along 15°N on 25th November, shifted
northward to 20DN° towards the beginning of December and lay near 22°N on 7th
.December. ·
·
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Upper h'Opospneric change s

The ridge at 300 and 200 mb which was running along 7°-9° N on 25th
November also showed northward shift. The po.sition at 200 mb on 3oth Nov . is
shown in Fig, 2(a)
when a well marked anticyclonic cell lay aver north
Andaman Sea.. The sub-tropical jet at 200 mb lay along its near normal posi-·
-Hon with winds of 120 kb strength reported south of the Western Himalayas.
The meridional cross-section along 75°E in fig.2(b) shows that the core lies
within the tropical troposphere and has double maxi1ria, one near 250 mb and the
other near 175 mb ... The polar jet, which is running along about 39°N, is 70-80
knot strong. Eigs. 3(a) and (b) is for 7th December and marks the day when ·
the 200 mb anticyclonic cell ove.r ·Indian region had shifted to its northernmost
position. The cell lies near 200N ·over Central India, a position typical of
October. The jet core is :nmrrlng fro!l,l Persian Gulf tqwards Russian Tur kistan.
The paucity of upper tropospherl.c data over S rinagar prevents us from making
any definite conclusions as to the eristence of ·a separate jet core over
Kashmir region. Probably, the $Ub-tropical and the polar jets have merged
together over this· region. This is also supported by the existence of the jet
core near the tropopause 'break' region which is typJca.l of the situations of
the middle latitude jet streams. During the periods 30th Nov. to 7th Dec., with
the n~rlhward shift of · the ridge, ·the upper tropospheric westerlies were
having· a tendency to dE!crease in strength over Delhi and increase northward
oyer Srinagar. The ridge started moving southward from 11 th December and by
. 15th December it had shifted back to ih~ normal position along 8 - 10°N. Simi- .
larly, the strong wind regime .which was running over Srinagar upto 10th Dec.
-shifted over to Delhi by 15th December, when 'the winds for these stations were
48 knots · and 108 knots IBspectlvelyQ It may be also mentioned that during the
period of northward shift of the sub-tropical ridge, the meridiona1 tempera....
ture gradients between Nagpur and Delhi were small but were concentrated 'Qet.WP-n Delhi and Srinagar.
·
Case II
Equatorward extension of large amplitude troughs in upper tropospheric westeI'1ies and southward shift of the sub-tropical ridge line and jet stream over
India ~
Whenever a major perturbation in . the extra-tropical westerlies
affe·cts the su~tropical and tropical regions, equatorward penetration of colder
air increases the meridional temperature gradients in the troposphere upto
300 robe
This results in flilctuations in the i ntensity of the S.T.J a and also
sometimes in the equatorward , shift of the j et core·.. This mechan?-sm operates
over India, when a large amplitude trough affects Peninsular lndia.
The upper tropospheric circulation over India during April 1963
was dominated . by such large amplitude troughs in the westerlies and their
effects ha:ve been. discussed by .Anjaneyulu and £?i~a (1963)., · .A typical case
.whicb occurred between 7th and 12th April is bri:efly discussed'. here. ·
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Lower tropospheric changes
The N,HoE~T~ was not .well defined over the Indian seas during the
first week of April 1963 and general easterly flow persisted in the lower tropospheric levels.
A western disturbance affected northern parts of India towards the beginning of April which induced a well marked cyclonic circulation
over Raj asthan on 3rd .A.priL
The irtduced circulation moved slowly eastward
and became urd.mportant over east Uttar Pradesh on 12th. Under its influence,
widespread convective activity was reported over these areas during the second :
week of April., Day temperatures we~ generally below nonnal over Ne W., Central
and Peninsular India during the first 12 deys of April.
Middle tropospheric changes :
The sub-tropical ridge line in the middle troposphere was located
The western
disturbance at the lower levels was associated with a well marked trough in
westerlies at 500 mb whose axis on 7th lay from 300N to 20°N along 75°Eo The
trough moved to 85°E on 9th with its axis · from Nepal to west Central Bay~ · The
southern portion of· the trough at 500 tnb ·retrograded ?Tid lay along 80°E from
east Uttar Pradesh to south Madras" · The trough later became NE/SW oriented
from north Bay to Mysore coast and gradually weakened . by 15th.

well south of its normal posit-ion during the · first week of •:rriL

Upper tropospheric changes
The. ridge at 300 ~d 200 mh levels was not marked in the first week
. of April and wester::l_ies extended upto equatoril;l.l lai;,i tu.des. On 5th April, the
axis of the jet stream at 200 mb lay well south of the ·normal position along
20°N when Bombay reported over 100 kt and J:?elhi 40 kto
Westerlies of 40-60
knots were reported in the equatorial latitudes over Triva.ndru:tn and CoJ_ombo.,
Similar1y, over 100 knots westerly tdnds were reported at 200 mb over · Nagpur
on 9th. On 10th, axis of well U].arked trough in westerlies at .300 mb was running
from western Tibet to Kutch.
The northern portioh of the trough moved away
whereas in the southern portion a cyclonic circulation developed over Kutch
on .l1th which again weakened into trough on 12th;· The trough gradually moved
away east of 80°E on 15:th. · These features were a.lso noticeable at 200 mbo

·

Hc.w .

· ~ig. 4( a) shows the 200 · mb lop. 11 th ~p:ri-1. A cyclonic circulation
lay over Kutch region and a trough in westerlies extended upto equator ·along the
west coast of' India. The jet axis lay along 16 - 18°N well south of its normal
position from north Mysore coast towards .l\ndh;ra- coast with m~imum speeds over
Visakhapatnam. The meridional cross-section on this . day along 80°E ~s shown
in Fig., 4(b )e
Relation with the Meridional Circulation Cell :
According to Palmen (1964), the steady sub-tropical jet is maintained
by the mean meridional circulation ·of the Hadley ·cell in the ·trade wind region
with its marked c9nv~ctive activity acting as .the energy source. The ther. mally driven direct cell transports heat from equatorial region to <irive the
high energy · flow at tl'le poleward end of the cello Pal.men, Riehl and Vuorela
. (1958) computed that t~e kinetic energy exported from the . tropics is almost
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who J Jy produced by the mean meridional ci rculation . These studies are, however,
based on the mean hemispheric data . It is possible that during certain periods
along individual belt of longitudes, the meridional. cell may work in the direction of the mean cell and on other occasions i t may work in the opposite way ..
To examine the effect of the c~ll on the changes in the intensity of the jet,
two epochs viz., one bf much stronger. activity (21 - 25 Jan. 1964) and other of
much weaker activity (21 - 25 March 1964) were considered.. The . average meridional components of the winds over stations between equator to 30°N along
;70-75°E during these epochs of strong and weak intensity of the jet are shown
in Fig. 5(a and b).,
It is seen that du.ring period of strong jet activity,
(21 - 25 January 1964); the sense of the meridional cell is similar to the
Hadley cell wit.h strong equatorward components in the lower limb and strong
poleward components in the upper limb.,
\;le observe two centres of these components one n.ear 70N and the other near 200N.
On the other hand during the
peri.od of rather weak activity (21 - 25 March 1964), the meridional circulation
is weak and shallow.
Though the study of the meridional circulation along
a narrow belt of longitudes may be open to question, · yet the author is led to
believe that the depth and intensity of the meridional cell along a narrow
longitudinal belt during individual periods may reflect upon the intensity of
the jet stream over those areas.
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Tropospheric Transport

M~ing

as Deduced from Radioactiye Tracers

*

D. Lal and Rama
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Colaba, Bombay-5.

The concentrations of · c14 in atmospheric carbon dioxide . since November
1963 at 34°N, 19°N and 11°N, and of H3 in wet precipitations since 1961 at several
stations in India have bGen measured in our labqratory. Similar data are available
for a large number of stations in the northern and, southern hemispheres • . We have
examined all these results; in particular, the ttitiv.m levels in precipitation
9-uring 1963, 'and excess radiocarbon concen~rations dur;ing 1963 and 1964 with a vim
to evaluate the time scales and structure of ·the tropospheric circulation. The
re.sults bf this analysis can be described as .fol1ows :(a) The tnean time of tropospheric mizj_ng between the tropics and high
latitude across 30°N is about two ·m onths . : this exchange shows a strong seasonal
dependence, the resistance being least during w;inter and highest during summer.
The annual- ·stratosphere-troposphere air exchange is about 30.0 .:!: 60,
This exchange occurs with a maxirpum in June.. July, and is nearly in ant;i-phase with the var,iation of mixing across the· 300
. ti tude, implying th~t any stratosphetic a.ctiv:ity . added · in .the troposphere of 30-90<
latitude is held up there for ·several motiths · and is effectively trans.f erred to
lower latitudes during winter months, if not already removed by other processes .
(b}

gm .. cm-2 in the - 3(}...90° latitude belt.

·la-

(c) The mean exchange time between ·the tropics of the · two hemispheres
acro s s the equator is about seven mopths and the mixing resi.stailce is practica ~
unifonn throughout the year. . This co~responds to a flow . of 6 x 107 tons of air
per Second across · the equ,atol;' in either directiono

------------~----------------~------~~-~----

*

This i ·s a summary of the paper published in the Journal of Geophysical
Research, Vol. 71 (1966 ), PP• 2865 - 2874~
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DISCUSSION

One of the explanations for the distribution of net radiation shown
on the slide was that there is little\· radiation from a clear sky when the air
is dry .. This is not so as I have show'i1 in a recent paper in the Q.,J. from which
it appears that long WfiVe radiation from a clear sky is virtually unrelated
to wat er vapour content.
In fact the investigation showed that the partial
·correlation between the incoming radiation and the water vapour content, when
the temperature is constant, is as little as 0.16.
Miss A.M. Mani
The reference in my paper wa.s to the radie.tion balance between incoming
and outgoing short, incoming long and out going long . wave r.;idis.tion.
I krtow
that the rela,tion between the four is very complex and for entirely different
location the radiation balance is exactly the same for instance, Kew and Omes
have the same radiation balance throughout the year. · But each of th~se places
have entirely different climate and entirely different water vapour, · cloudiness
etco
The four values are almost inexplicably linked upo · We, have not studied
each df the components . separately.
We have studied only the global solar radie.tion that comes down and the net radiation which is the sum of all four.
· Mr. J aya.raman
It was stated that westerlies are prevalent at surface levels
with
velocities of about 10 to 15 knots.
.ls atmospheric and oceanic circulations
are closely inter-related I probably would think this might be the cause of equatorial counter current.· Are similar westerlies o'Qserved in the equatorial Atlantic and ~quatorial Pacific regions ?
Mr. C.R. V. Raman
There is evidence of westerlies over the equatorial east Atlantic as
judged from data over .Africa. In July, there is specific evidence. · However,
i n January, owing to non-availability of specific data from a station on the
equator, only indirect evidence of westerlies can be had through wind analysis.
Regions of occurrence of waters with temperature greater than ·27°c appear to · be
closely lir1ked with occurrence .of troughs . on either side of' the equator. Once
the troughs are there, the intervening region has to be characterised by westerlies"

Dr. K.Re

~athan

When we get westerlies over or near the equator it means subsidence.
The conservation of angular momentum requires that we must have subsidence if we
want to have persistent westerlies. Of course, With a trough in the northern
hemisphere and another trough i n the southern hemisphere it is to be expected
that· there is rising air in the troughs and descending air in between i.e. sub·sidence, which leads to the dry:pess there which is shown to occur by some of
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·the e qu.ti.tor.lal soundirigs 4 Are any observations in the. southern hemisphere showing
the decrease of dryness as .we go away from the equat,or into the southern hemisphere 1

The dryness as you go further south does certain:cy- decrease; rather
it becomes more moist. A study of the monthly march of rainfall at stations in
the equatorial regions . of the northern and southern hemispheres 'Would suggest
that there is significant increase in rainfall when the trough of one hemisphere
. lies close to the stations concerned. For example, there is a defiP.i t.e ·tendency
towards increase of rainfall at the southern hemisphere island station Diego
Garcia. (7o0 s) and A.galaga (10<?8) when the southern hemisphere trough line lies
close to these stations. The integrated moisture content in the ·vertical shows a
greater value in the southern summer at Diego Garcia (which lies closer to the
southern . hemisphere trough) than Gan over the equator farther ·away from . ttrLs
trough.
·
Based on de.ta for the period 1963-1964, the moisture content is higher
in the region of Diego Garcia some distance away from Gan (over equator) in the
southern hemisphere.
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The Summer Atmospheric Circulation over the Arabian Sea

University

of Ha.wail

.ABSTRACT
The summer heat low system extending from Somalia across southeast
Arabia to northwest India is the most extensive and intense on earth.
Although it develops in the nonnal way over desert regions in response
to the sun' S Zeni thal march, it is maintained and intensified through the
summer by subsidence of air originally Ufted and wa~ed by the release of
latent ·heat in monsoon rain systems to the east and south. The subsidence
not only dominates W~st Pakistan, Arabia and Somalia but . severely restricts
low . cloud formation over the central and western Arabian Sea.
The heat low exports cyclonic vorticity in the middle and upper trope>- ·
sphere to the northern Arabian Sea. When a deep layer of moist air is present
over· the eastern part of this area, 8ubtropical cyclogenesis occurs, producing a burst of west Indian monsoon rains. Thi~ in tu!f1, by increasing
subsidence above the heat low, intensifies it and its associated low-level
monsoon circulation. When supply of moist air is cut off the subtropical
cyclone fills, the heat~°weakens and a break takes place in the monsoon
rainso lll:i th renewal of the moisture supply, the sequence is repeated ..

l"

Introduction

During the International Indian Ocean Expedition oceanographers have concentrated more on studying the western 4rabian Sea than any other part of the
Indian Ocean. The reason is not hard to find - nowhere else is the difference ·between Summer and winter monsoon so sharp - strong southwesterly winds with vigorous
coastal upwelJing in summer;
moderate to fresh northeasterly winds and nea!'uniform sea surface temperature in winter. So far the summer monsoon has been probed
more extensively than the winter monsoon and since several of the research vessels ·
made regular radiosonde ascents and U.s. Weather Bureau and Woods Hole Oceanographic
· Institution research aircraft made drop soundings in the summers of 1963 and 1964~
a detailed study of the summer atmospheric circulation over the western Arabian Sea
appears to be feasible.
.

~o

prepare for this study, I attempt in the .following pages to construct

a climatological framewo:rk interrelating gross features of the normal distributions
·of p:re~sure, temperature, winds, and weather over the Arabian Sea and its littoral..
~or surface climatology I have relied on the atlas published by the 'Royal
Netherlands ~eteorological Institute (1952) and for upper cJimatology on Raman and
Di.x:i t (1964 ), frost and ~tephenson (1965 ), and on observations from research vessels
and airqraft
0

.

Traditionally, meteorologists have linked the Arabian Sea summer mQnsoon
. circ~lation with a heat low system over Arabia, West Pakistan and northern India
0
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The he a t 1ovi, ds v e1oping during May, establishes the low-level monsoon wind regime
a f u D mon t h before heavy monsoon rains set in over western India south of the heat
low. By mid-July, the low is deepest ; the southwest monsoon is , strongest and the
west Indian rains are he~wiest, while all diminish through August and September. As
long ago as 1887, WoLo Dallas questioned how a heat low dependent for its existence
on hot sun and clear skies can persist once clouds and rain develop. Surface charts ·
f ·o r the Arabian Sea show winds corwerging into the West Pakistan heat low. Surface
r elati ve rnmidities are high..
The air is rising - why then does the low remain
cloud-free and intense while rain falls well to the south ? This question and the
related question - why does so little rain fall over the western Arabian Sea ? will be discussed in t"he remainder of this presentation.
2o

Undisturbed heat low Circulation

The surface southwesterly winds of the heat low circulation force co1d
water to upwell along the coast of Somalia and Arabia. The cold water, by modifying
the temperature and hence the pressure distribution of the overlying air, produces
t .W'o pronounced effe'C~ts - a persistent wind spe~d maximum offshore from the zone of
upwelling (Bunker, 1965) and deflection of inflow to flow parallel to the coast
· (Figo 1 )o Consequently, with moist inflow over West Pakistan and 1i ttle or none
over Somalia and Arabia, we should expect to find f,3. rather weak moist heat low over
West Pakistan wi tb plentiful rain, a return current in the middle troposphere and
evidence for some compensatory sinking over the Arabian Sea (a situation similar to
·t hat obs;e:rved over North :Viet Nam and the South China Sea in summer) and a rather
vigorous heat low over Arabia
SomaJiao

and

3o

Interaction between Monsoon Rains and Heat low
'

'

'

What we do observe is a cloudl.ess heat low .which attains its· maximum
intensity over West Pakistan, and which is so sha11ow there that cyclonic inflow
gives way to anticyclonic outflow at below 700 mbo We also obs~rve a subsidence
· inversion based at between 500 and 2000 m. over the westeili Arabian Sea, where
p:recipitation is almost never recorded (Fig. 2)0
To find an explanation, we must take cognizance . . of conditions over the
eastern. Arabian Sea and western Indiao By mid-June monsoon rains have set in over
western India. South of Kutch and north of Goa, the precipitation agency is almost
always a quasi-stationary, mid-tropospheric depression which develops, intensifies
and di::i sipates over a period of one to three weeks in the vicinity of Bombayo
A detai1ed case study by Miller and Keshavamurtby (1965) shows this 'sub-tropical
cyclone' (Simpson, 1952; Ramage, 1962) to be most intense at around 600 mb and to
.have a cold core character below that level arid a warm core character above.
Convergence is weak at the surface and strongest in the middle troposphere, while
· above 300 mb the sub-tropical cyclone is overlain by persistent easterlies. Great
sheets of Cs or Ci densus visible day after day over most of the Arabian Sea testify to the role of the easterlies in the energetics of th~ subtropical cycloneo
Subtropical oyclones, and warm-cored systems further east over the Ganges Valley~
release massive amounts ~f latent heat into the upper troposphere,
effect noted
by ~aman and Ramanathan (1964) who have demonstrated that heavy monsoon rains over
Inda-Pakistan usually precede by sev0ral hours, and are found to the north of a
sharply defined jet in the upper tropospheric ea$terlies, while the easterlies
possess a climatological speed maxiTI!llm roughly coincident with the west coast of'
India (Fig., 3)o Thus, above the heat low and over most of the Arabian Sea, northeast
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.!fri.ca and Arabia, the upper easterlies are conver gent and subsiden ce prevail s
through the mid9.le trop~ sphere (Flo'lm, 1964.)o
.
Computation of .t he divergence ·(Bellamy, 1949) of the mean resultant winds
.at standard pressure levels. over the easterp por;tion of the heat low (Inda-Pakistan
border area) indicates net ascent below 700 mb associated with the heat low circu.lation and net descent above 700 mb .associated with the convergent easterlieso
Observations reveal that the subsidence affects the heat low in two ways:

(a)

· A median August, 1963, sounding for Karachi at 0000 GMT ( 0500 h local
time) (Fig o 4) shows that the lower layers, originating over the Arabian
Sea, are moist. There is a sharp inversion at around 850 mb and relative
humidity inc.reases with height above 700 mb. A similex vertical distribution is common inla.n,d at Joilllpur, although insolational heating
often breaks down the inversion by early afternoono
Subsidence limits
the height to which surface air from the .Arabian Sea can aacent, restrioting cloud development and thus· favouring · strong insolational .heating~

(b)

Fig . .5 suggests _that. surfac.e · pressure . at J acobabad, near the center
of the heat low, i ·s inversely related to the intensity of monsoon rains
over a strip ·or the sµbcontinent eXtending eastward to the south and
east of the station, while Dixit · and Jones (1965) in comparing a monsoon
rain with a monsoon lull. along . the west coast of India located by far
the greatest middle and uppe-r _tropospheric temperature differences above
the heat low, with the rain situation 2°-6°C warmer than the lull situationo Hence subsidence over the heat low by raising the temperature of
the · middle and ·u pper tropospheric- air· reduces surface pressure below
what is observed in heat lows elsewhere.

Both these effects then operate to maintain the heat low circulation and consequently the strength of the low-level monsoon flow. · Similar but less marked effects are
probabJ.y produced over Arabiao However, subsidence into the heat low waxes and
· wanes in unison with the monsoon rains.
When the rains are heavy, the heat low is
vigorous, and stronger than normal surface winds prevail ·over most of the Arabian
Sea, hundreds of kilometers distant from the rain systems; during a break · in the
rains the
southwest monsoon over
the Arabian
Sea is weak.
.
...
.

~igso 6. and 7 illustrate :related reasons · ~by the western Arabian Sea,
where the subsidence :inversion is usually below ·1000 m (Figo2); probably experiences
as little rain as the deserts of Arabia and Somalia.
,,

•

I

,.

'

Fig. 6 shows that meari resultant vertical wind shear over the western
Arabian Sea parallels the Arabian · and Somali . coasts below 500 mb and is directed
from east to west between 500 and 200 mb, reflecting the heating effect of Arabia
and Somalia on the lower troposphere and the effect of latent heat release in monsoon rain systems on the upper troposphere. This shift in the · shear pattern means
that between 800 and 600 mb the western Arabian Sea is overlain by desert-dried
air from the west.
A schematic cross section of the vertical circulation between the heat
low .(27°N 71 °E) and 15°N 57°E(Fig. 7) suggests shallow inflow into the heat low and
·upward motion downstream from the southwest monsoon speed maximuin (Fig. 1 ).
In
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the middle troposphere south of 23°N air is converging into a subtropical cyclone
centered just west of Bombay o This .results in sinking motion in the lower troposphere accentuated by low-level divergence upstream from - the southwest monsoon
speed maximum, and rising motion between 500 and 300 mb.. In the upper troposphere
the section lies west of the easterly jet maximum which in turn is an effect of
intense condensation over India. Thus massive subsidence betweeh 200 and 700 mb
maintains the intensity of the he at low. The effect of the ·Arabian and Somali
troughs, not explicitly included here, is to elongate the circulation toward the
southwest.

4.

Subtropical Cyclone · Development

The heat low circulation always develops before the first of the sub.t ropical cyclones which produce western Indiar s monooon rains •. .Therefore, an hypothesis that the heat low '~auses' subtropical cyclogenes;i.s seerus worth .exploring.,
Because of its nature the heat low i13 likely to ' ej{ert a therm:oeynamic
effect rather than a mechanical effect .on its ~nvitonment ·. Petterssert (1956) diScusse·s large scale thermodynamic influenc.e s on the' behaviour of cyclones and anticyclones. He begins with the vorticity equation for a surface of constant potential
. temperature ;md by assuming steady state 'and neglecting the contribution of vertical .
· advection .of the tangential vorticity vector derives the ~quation of the form
·
· V. (Q;t) =F-~.. a

ae

Q is the component of the absolute vorticity

no~al

in which
to a surface of constant

pote~

ti al' temperature e
· ......,
V is. the horizontal wind vector •
·~ :t~ the vorticity of the frictional force.

e :rs

the potential temperature.
Over .Airabia and West P aJdstan the h~at low slowly intensifies fr~ late

May until mid-July then slowzy weakens until it · disappears after mid-September.

Thus one might be justified in assuming ~t· e~ey state conc;li tions and in exploring
the implications of Petters sen' s equation.
The term on the left measures the intensity of the vorticity source, i.e.,
the export . per unit time of vorticity through the boundaries of a unit area in
a .surface of constant potential te~peratu,re. The export depends on F, the intensity
of the heat or cold source, ( e
) and the sign of · aQ
which differs insigni-

.

as

ficantly from

In only one part of the heat low are mean .result.a nt tropospheric winds
available for computing vorticity - the triangle enclo~ed by the rawinsond.e stations
of Peshawar, Jodhpur and Karachi.
Fig. 8 depicts the mean distribution through
the year and through the troposphere O·f the relative vorticity computed by the
Bellamy (1949) method for the triangle, whose . centroid is located at about 28°N
71 °E on the a.Xis of the heat low. ·
.
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I f F and expo rt i s known.,

~

..

ae e

have the same. sign,

During summer over the heat low,

in the stippled area of the

diagram,

F

>

0 and

the sign of

..

e

the vorticit y

is always positive while
dQ
cia

<(,

.

Oo

Fig.

8

shows

that beginning in early June cyclonic vorticity is exported from the triangle in
the middle and upper troposphere. If vorticity is similarly exported ·from Arabia
then cyclonic vorticity must be accumuJ.-ated over the northern Arabian Sea ...As ' long
as the air remains dry development. is unlik~ly but by mid-c:fune moist air reaches
the northeast Arabian See., usually from the south or east o Then buoyancy forces
come into play; a subtropical cyclone develops and the first burst of monsoon rains
drenches the Bombay districto
The ·Subtropical cyclone through the agency of
subsidence furthe.r intensifies the heat low .which then exports . additional cyclonic
vorticity to the middle and upper troposphere over the northern Arabian Sea·..
· As Miller and Keshavannirthy (1965) show,. a subtropical cyclone lasts fr.am
one to three weeks, modifying its environment so as finally to reduce the supply
of moist air to the circulation below the sustaining .point. The cyclone fills, ap.d
a monsoon rbreak' · ensueso · Then when a ne~ supply of moist air becomes available
subtropical cyclogenesis may once more occur in the favoured location.

In a more general discussion, Pi sharoty (1964) accounts for diminution .
6f monsoon rains · in terms of decreasing slope in isentropic surf aces resulting
from the release of latent heat in the condensation process.
Figo 8 snows

~hat the depth of the layer of positive

F-;~

e
Q

over the heat low decreases rapidly through September. At the same time, e also
decreases.. . By mid-September, in most yeal,s, positive vorticity is no longer
exported to the northern Arabian Sea and no furthe.r subtropical cyclogene sis occurs
there. One consequence of the model, . ind.ic.a ted by crudely quan~i tati ve computations, is that the Arabian Sea subsidenqe inversion may so limit the supply of
moisture as to make appreciably heavy monsoon rains over western India unlikely
without significant incursions of deeply moist air from the Bay of Bengal across
the peninsulao It may be no accident .'t,hen ·t~at the rains of western India set in.
(latitude for latitude) later than ·t he rains of eastern India and Burma, or that a
·burst of west Indian monsoon ·rains · is :q.sually preceded by increased depth of the
moist layer to the east.
The worst ·west Indian $ummer drought in h:j_story occurred in 18990
Over
northwest India both surface temperatures and pressures were above normal. Over the
Arabian Sea surface winds were below normal. Intense insolation favou.r ed heat low
development but the absence of subsidence above the heat low resulting in turn
from the absence of rain systems to the south and east outweighed the effect of
insolation.. Presumably if 'feedback' betwe.e n ram · systems and heat low is interrup. ted~ export of mid-tropospheric cyclonic vorticity. to the northern Arabian Se~ is
reduced, chances of subtropical cyclogenesis are lessened, the hea~ low remains
relatively weak and drought tightens its grip.
5=

Cone luding remarks
__,...,....

The foregoing discussion implies a symbiotic re-:i_ationship between heat
lows and subtropica;J- cyclones. Because upwelling cold coastal waters keep Somalia
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and Arabia day and hot throughout the summer, because a complex of des s icating
i nfluence s are at work over West Pakistan, because topography concentrates midtropospheric cyclonic vorticity over the northern Arabian Sea and because deep ·
moist air can · reach the region only from south or southeast.si the relationship is
strongly developed over We?t Pakistan and the northeast ~rabian Sea.
However, rain-producing systems similar in character to subtropical
cyclones have been observed south of the Saha.ran-heat · low (Gilchrist, 1960 )e In
early summer, south of the thermal equator ove_r the South China Sea and the Bay
Bengal, subtropical cyclones ·may also develop (Ramage, _1959, 1963), but a.s summer
advances, ·warm:..cored. cyclones dom.j.nat~ thes.e seas and moving inland displace the
dry cloud-free air of the heat lows. Thus many meteorologists main.tain that the
· summer lows of Nqrth Viet Nam and the· Ganges Valley are in reality · only the . statistical effects of stagnating, dissipating tropical · storms (Palmer, 1951 )o .

of

· Th~ summer · regime over the Arabian . Sea is a · strange orie whose character
seems basically determined by the vast desert area extending from northeast Africa.
to northwest India and by coast-line orientation. The heat low develops over the
deserts but then is maintained and .protected by its offspring - upwelling along. the
west coast and subtropical cyclones in th~ northeast. The result is the most intense
monsoon system on earth - gale force southwesterlies overlain by jet strength
easterlieso Despite such vigor, no moving cyclone system ever enters the region
during summer.. Tropical lrur:tj.canes are unknown (Ramage, 1959) while the subtropical
cyclones develop, intensify and fill insitu ·equally as captive to orography as
tb.e he at low.
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FIGURE

J ..

LEGENDS
Sp~eds les~

Figure L

August mean sea level pressure and mean resultant winds.
than 10 kn stippled; greater than 25 kn cross-hatched.

F.igure 2 ..

Percentage duration of precipitation during summer from ship observations (full lines) and level of the inversion base in km from 130
aerological · soundings made during the summers of 1963 and 1964
(da$hed lines).
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Figure 3.

August 200 inb mean resultant winds.

Isotachs are labelled in Im. ..

Figure 4.

Median sounding for Karachi. (24P55' N; 67009' E) for ,A ugust 1963 at
0500 h local time.
·

Figure 5 •.

Daily anomelie s in mb of mean sea level pressures measured at 0800
h local time ·a t Jaco babad (28°18' N; 68 °28' ~; 56 in above MSL) (full·
· lines.) and weekly percentage anomalies of rairifall for · Indian,
subdivi. sions lying I'O\tghly between 18 and 27°N (dashed J.;i.ne s) for the
summers of 1962 1 1963 .and 196~.
.
·

Figure 6.

Hodographs of Augu:st mean reeultant · win~s at standard pressure levels
(ce~tibars) . at four locations in the western Arabian Sea~
.
.

Figure 7 • ·

Figure

e. ·

Schematic section extending southwest from the Inda-Pakistan heat
, low. Layers with upward 'motion hatched.
Relative vorticity Qf th~ mean xnontbJJr resultant winds over the
triangle Peshawa+, Karachi_, J'odhpur (units of 10-6 sec-.1 ). . .

·.
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Fig. I. August mean sea level press!.
ure .and· resultant winds. { S p~eds
10 Kn stippled;
25 Kn cross
hatched.)

Fig. 2. % Duration of precipitation
during summe-r from $hip observa•
tlons (full fines) and ·level of the

inversion base- in km. from 130 ·
aerological soundings mode during

the sµmmer of 1963, 1~64.(dashed

lines)

Fig.3. August 200 mb mean
resultant winds. lsotachs are

Jebelfed !n kn

o

Fig. 4. Median sounding for
1
Karachi (24°55 N;67°09"E)
for August 1963 at 0500 hr

local time e
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Fig. 5. Daily anomalie• in mb
of mean sea level pressures
measured at 0800 ht local time
1
1
at Jocobabad ( 28°18 N;68°28 E)
'
S&m obvove msl. full lin1t)and
weekly anomol.iis of rofnfoll for
Indian subdivision• lylng between
18°and 27°N .(dashed linH) for
the summers of 1962,1963,1964.

·.Flg.6. Hodo9raph1 of A ugust mean
r11ultant winds at standard pr1~1ur1
l1vel1(centfbara) at four locatlon1 In

the weatern Arabian 11a o
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A 'l'hennal Model of the Indian Southwest Monsoon
P oK. Das and M. L. Julka
Meteorological Office, Lodi Road,New Delhi.

ABSTRACT
----In an earlier investigation, it was found that mean monsoon condi tions in
India were controlled by a heat source over northeast India and a sink ove r
northwest Indiao The p~rese~t paper is concerned with a simple, linear model
of the Indian monsoon based on the above geographical. distribution of source
and sinko The maxi.mum diabatic heating at the centre of the source was a s sume d
to be , of the order of 4oc per day. In the first model~ the rate of diab a tic
heating was demped exponentially with height. In the second model, diab atic
heating over the source at lower levels was replaced by cooling aloft.
The
vertical velocity was computed for each mode1. It was found that in b oth
models, convergence at lower levels was replaced by divergence aloft .
The
transition occurred between 3-4 kmo The vertical velocity was of the order of
0.2 cm sec-1
From the field of divergence, computations were made of the
velocity potential and irrotational part of the velocity ( v ) . At lower levels
this was · directed northward toward the centre of the source, and southward
away from the sink. This field of v was reversed at higher levels .
0

1.

Introduction

In an earlier work \Das, 1962), we computed the mean ve1tical motion associated with the Indian. monsoono The pattern of mean vertical motion was foun d to be
· concentrated ·i n two well marked zones, namely, \i) a zone of ascent over no rtheast
India and l ii) a zone of subsidence over northwest lndia. It was possible to i nte rp ret our computed vertical yeloci ties to represent diabatic heating or cooling.
Our computations revealed tha.t diabatic heating at the rate of 3o2°C pe r day
was required to maintain the region of f'orced ascent over northeast India. This r ate
of warming-is corrpatible with the latent heat released by precipitation over t h e a r ea.
The nonnal wind field over this area does not suggest that the _latent he at t hus
released could. be rapidly dispersed. · But, over the arid northwest, diabatic ·c ooling
of. the order of 2.4°C per day was neeqed to maintain the observed . rate of -subsi denc e .
Of this a.mount, only l.8°C per day could be accot.inted for by _radiation dive rgence
considering water vapour and carbon dioxide as radiators.
~
·
Subsequently, in a· series of radiation-sonde measurements over northwest
India, Bryson et al (1964) found that the observed rate of cooling was indeed 2 4°c
per day~ B:ryson' s estimate of cooJ.ing by radiation divergence was l.60C pe r day,
which was very near our estimate of l.89C per day. But, as we can see, thi s s t i ll
le aves room for ah additional cooling mechanism, of the order of L o0 c per day , which
is needed to maintain the observed rate · of subsidence
Bryson suggested that t he
additional cooling was provided by the presence of dust particulates over the arid
regions of northwest India.
0

G

.

\_he information tlnis gained on mean rates of die.batic cooling by {i ) computations of mean vertical motion and {ii) radiation-son.de ob servations are i n good
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agreement. This suggests that it should be possible ~o construct_ a _m odel of mean
monsoon conditions by assuming a geographica.1 1y fixed distribution of heat. source
and sink. The .purpose of . the present pap~r is to present a · pre.limina:cy report of
wo.rlc in this direction~
·
·
··

2.

List of Symbols

In this paper, · we ·use .a -rectangUlar' coordinate system in which th~ . t _h ree
components of -motion.,-:- pressure, density and potential temperature form · . ~ ; set- of
.·six. dependent variable ·s.~. · The list of symbols u8ed is shown in Table I.
Table

l

-

List of Symbols

Symbol

~aning

ox.,oy,oz

Axes of reference
x axis points . e~stwa~s and

1L

u,v,w
=f> ,

i5, e
.

..i>, P, 9

.of symbol

y

axis points :north

Basic west3rly current
Perturbation velocity components along ox,oy1 oz
Pressure., density .and potential te:rpperature in undisturbed ·
state
·
Perturbation pressure, density and potential temper~ture

d

Unit length (15 km) along vertical axis of reference

L

.Unit length (lO~m) along horizont-al . axis of reference

f

Coriolis parameter

t

2.n. Si.n'f

)

M/dy
~t'abili ty parameter {
Scorer Numbe.r ~ ~fa>
D

/

tz l

n

e. )

ii;). )

Perturbation Divergence
·Perturbation vorticity
Specific Heat at constarit pressure .

Mean temperature
Rate of he~ting per unit mass lcal gm-1 sec-1)
.
· -'-

G>'T

x

dQt
~
d.t

(units: secs-1)
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3.

General

Assum;p~ions

We consider a steady state in which
hydrostatio eqttj.librlum.
In the undi·sturbed
current ( il ) ·which is in equilibrium with
shall tcy to compute the vertical motion when
by a heat source and sink..
·

the atmosphere is ·in geostrophic and·
state we as~e a broad wes~erly ..
a north-south pressure graID:.e nt. ~e
this state of e·q uilibrium is-, di·sturbed
·

The validity of the geostrophic a~sumption at low latitudes may be legitimately questioned, but it may be noted that we are dealing with meap, conditions.
The geostrophic assumption is likely to be more ·valid for ·a steady-state than for
· transient motion. .
·

The other principil assrimptl.ons are

(i)

.(ii)

' (iii)
· (iv) .
(v ) ,

non-linear terms are not conside.red,
· a steady-state ;i. .s . :a~swned,
·
an incompressible atmosphere is con~idered without frict:fony ·
the contribution of .eQ.dy tenn.s is neglected,' and '.
·we assume a flat e~rth on whl·ch the ~ ~plane approximatio:ii: is
valid..
·
·

It will not. be possible to provide detailed justification for these assumptions. In
the absence of adequate upper air data from the ·region 'Ullder consideration, the best
approach seemed 'to be to .t ry and build up from the .s implest modeis.
4~ · Basic. Equations

·
·From the equations of motion, we. can rep re sent the change in vorticity . ·~
and divergence (D) in the perturbed state by .
0

(4.1)

• .

• . ·-

)

0 "

(4.2)

2.

where V. · represents the two dimensional Laplace operator, anci subsc!ipts are used
to denote derivatives.

on. eliminating

c: . we get .
(f/ufn + 2.(-tf.J/u.")1'( ~I iii) 19- + ( ,I u) v, 2. 7T .x = o

:Dx:x:

+

From the first law of thermodynamics we have

~ · 2(e/s.
)+
a~
.

:S4'-

= 61

(4 •.3)

I

I

I

I
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Noting that

e/e
where

, we find
.

.. ..
.

The equation for hydrpstatic equilibrium is used to derive (4.5 ). Putting (4.5) i rl ·
(4 .. 4) .we have
· ·

1f.:xz +
• · O·

If we neglect the vertical variation of
may be expressed in the simplified form

P ,

oe

(4. 6)

the equation of continuity

.:n .::: - G9 z

(4. 7 )

H

Tlrus; on differentiating (4. 3) with respect to .Z and using (4.6) and' (.L7 .) j
· we find

(4 .8 )
The first term is two orders of ~agnitude smane·r than the others. By considering orders of magnitude; it is also p9ssible to show that the term containing
·u.z. is one order less than the other tenns, if the meridional velocity :is less than .
lO m sec-1. We have, therefore, neglected these two terms. Smagorin$ky (1953)~
De Lisle and Harper (1961) did not neglect the term containing -U 2 .. They were able
to incorporate this term by using the thenna.1.-wind equation but, considering the
weak thermal gradients over India during the monsoon, it was felt that this term
could be neglected in a first approach to the problem. The forcing function of ( 4.,8 )
thus consists of two terms. ~or the type of heating with which we are concerned$ the
second term is about twice the first term.
For additional si~licity then, we
neglected the Laplacian of Q. Thus
the simplified version of (4.8) is

•

For numerical work, it is convenient to introduce the following
dimensional units
Q\nd.. . Z. ~ z ...!.
. d. _,.
X = :x. + L_,

b

(

4. 9 )

non-

where L and d are unit lengths along the horizontal and vertical axes of reference .
For the scale of motion in which we are interested, L ~ l03ian and d ~ 15 km~ that
is$ d is approximately the height of the tropo:pause ·at low latitudes ..
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If we put
l8

+ z

-f L

~ CI d..-

and

{a L:4

then equation

(4.9)

=

er

k~

is reduced to
00

·where

L .).2..
ll.. )
.: : - _.•q" ·.·><' ·-(·. -~
>< (~
.l.u. . . · fi2.

x~

'""'\

.

.
9 IO .

(4.10}
(4.il )

~quation (4ol0) may 'be regarded as our basic equation. · We shall now present, numerical ·

solutions of this equation for a bounded atmosphere e

5.

Method of Solut ion

Q.

·The forcing function F(x,y,z) depends on the diabatic b.eat source (or sink )
Let us consider the following form for Q.

.

.

-

.

Thus, Qi represents a source at X1,X1 while Q2 . is a sink at X2,Y2. The radial .dist m:ice
from the centre of the . source (or sink) is r, and f(z) represents the variation of Q.
with height.
Ve assume that the maxinrum heating (cooling) at the centr.e of the source (sink) i J3 ·or
· the order of
per day. On putting representative values of the static stability
( · l = 1.0 km- ) and . f.> (2 x 10-8km-1 .sec-1), the forcing funct.i on !F(X,Y,Z) i s
given by
,
·
·

4°f

F ( x/f, z)
where

C(X,Y)

=

(-3400) (X1,~1)

+

X 10-6_x exp -3

:::

c: (x, Y) >< f Cz.)

•. • ( 5.2 )

'
(~00) (~,~2)

-? .

The centre of the source is placed at X=2.0; Y=2.-5 t .o . cor;resp.ond· to northeast India,
while the sink over northwest India is ·centred at X = -1, Y = 2.5. The . rate of dia,...
·b atic . heating or cooling decreases exponentially
we proceed away from the centre of
the source or sink. The distribution of the heat source and sink at the surface
(Z=O) is shown in fig. 1. It may be noted that (5.2) expresses f(X,Y,Z) in the non..di.mensional units defined earlier.

as

The numerical solution of (4.10) with (5.2) as the forcing function was
obtained by relaxation. If we consider. a bounded atmosphere with a rigid upper lid,
the relaxation process can be considerably shortened ·by a finite Fourier sine trarisformo This reduces the problem to one of two dimensions.
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We have

W (n)

'

JW (x,Y,z)

::

Sin

7r .z. d.z

Tl

•

00

( 5.3

whence W(I, Y~Z) may be recovered from the series
••

To obtain · contours of
(4.10) by _s,·n ~~z

W (n) for different values of n, we multiply each Side of
and integrate between the limits o, 1. Noting that

W(o}::

W (•) ::o

'

We have

-

( 5.-4:

0

-

Wxx + Wyy-

( k.~ Tt\~T\!t.7". , ) w ~. ( ~ (')(,Yiz) s;n

J

.

n

x

z.

d:z.

D

eo

(5 .. 5 )

The above equation was solved by . relaxation for different values of .n . · The
convergence was fairly rapid for the. higher values of n •
.The inhomogeneous part of' ( 5. 5) was evaluated for two different variations
of Q with height. First, we considered exponential decrease of Q with height. We

.

~t ·

f (Z )

= exp

- 3 Z, .

• • ( 5. 6 )

whence

( -f (z)

)b

... (5. 7)

The damp±ng factor was suitably adjusted so that Q decreased to a negligibly small ·
value at Z =o.1.
Secondly, we considered a sinusoidal variation of Q with he:Lght.

'.

.whence

(

)0

~rz.)

s\n

...

Let

• • ('5.9)

The second model was designed to study the response to an alterriating heat
source. As we can see fro?D (5.8 ), diabatic heating in this model extends to a depth
of approximately a third of the troposphere, and is replaced by cooling aloft. Similarly, over the sink we have cooling over a third of the troposphere with wanning
aloft. In substance, therefore, the second model reduces the net rate of heating
over the source.
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Numq.!_';i c al

He sults

We us ed a unit grid of
4 x ""'AY = 0.,25 for relaxation. The contours of
were evaluated upto the sixth harmonic (n = 6 ). It was estimated that
truncation errors on this account were less than 5%. Tests employing a still finer
grid also indicated that the truncation errors were not likely to exceed 6% because
of the size of the unit horizontal grid.
W (rt)

To save space, we have not shown the contour patterris of W (nJ . The
vertical velocity. was however corn:puted by summing up the series indicated in (5.,4 ).,
In figures 2 and 3 we have shown ~i) the field of vertice.l velocity (w) at Z=3.,0 km
and (ii) the variation of w with height at the centre of the source. It is of interest
to note that .we are able to reproduce the familiar paraboHc pattern of w in figure 3o
This indicated convergence below with divergence aloft, and the transition is -approximately at 3o0 km 0 Our computations indicate that the point of transition increases
to ab.ou"t 4 . 0 km as we proceed south from the centre of the source.
The picture ·over
the sink is just the reverse · of what happen$ over the source.
The magnitude of .
ascent or descent · also dies off fairly rapidly a.s we proceed south towards the
equatoro
Figures 4, 5 and 6 refer to the second model, that is, a sinusoidal variation of Q with height. Because of the alternatir,g character of heating and cooling,
the vertical veloei t.y follows the sinusoidal pattern shown in figure 4~ Figure 5
represents the pattern of vertical velocity at 3. km. The considerably reduced area
of ascent and descent compared to model l is the main feature.
7.

Computation of. the Meridional Velocity

fil

From vertical velocity (w) we computed the divergence (D) at each model
point of the grid from the equation of continuity. The field of divergence may be
then expressed as the gradient of a potential (
j ) by

= - :n

(7 .1)

'·

f

.

Equation ( 7 .1) was solved by ~elaxation to obtain
For boundary condi- tions, we assumed circular symmetry round the centre of the source and the sinka At
a sufficiently large distance to the south of the source/sink we assumed
= O. From
the. computed <j> field, we calculated 1t, 1.9 by measuring gradients of
Thus~
we have

f>
cj .

1{=-f:x

)

oo (7o2)

It was realised that, by this proces_s , we only compute the irrotati onal part
of the meridional velocity, which is generally an order of magnitude smaller than
the rotational part.
The results are, however, presented here because the computed
values of 1'
appear to be in the . right direction. In figures 7 and 8 we have shown
the field of 1l at 2 .25 km and 8. 3 km for model 1. There is northward flow towards
the source and · southward flow away from the sink at lower levelso
This field is
reversed at higher levels.
· 80- Summary and Conclusion
This work has been c oncerned with a simple model, in which simplifications
have been made o
More recently, it has . been possible to improve on this work by
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di spensing with the assumptions concerning incompressibility, the neglect of 'Uz and
v 02. G{ , and a rigid upper boundary . . While the results are different in some respects,
and will be presented separately, it is .possible to summarize our main concJ.usiori.s
from this study as follows :
(i )' A heat source was placed over northea.st India and a sink over northwest
India. We considered two different variations of diab~tic heating (cooling) with
height, namely, (i) an exponential damping and (ii) a sinusoidal variation.
(ii) Computations of vertical velocity indicate that convergence at lower
levels over the· sou~ce is replaced by divergence aloft. The transition occurs between
3-4 kmo

cm

.
(iii) Computed vertical velocities were of the order of 0.1
sec-1 • . The
computed vertical velocities show that the vertical transfer of heat over the source
is of the ortler of 9 x 10-3 cal cm2 min-1. This is of the . right order of magnitude.
(iy) From the field of c'o mputed divergence, we · estimated the irrotational
part of the meridional velocity • . This showed northward flow towards the centre of
the source, and southward flow away from the. sink at low levelsO'
At higher levels
th;is was reversed. The irrotatio;nal part ·of the IQeridionaJ_ velocity ' was of the order
of 2-3 cm . $ec- 1
9 ·.
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A·Rev iew of Australian Summer Monsoonal Circul ations, 1962-65
R .. L

Southern

Tropical Anal ysis Centre, Bureau of Meteorology, Darwin, Australia.
The three Australian westerly monsoons which occurred during the currency
of the IIOE each exhibited contrasting characteristics a
Taking as an index concurrent pre·c ipi tation at 10 rainfall recording stations within a 300 mile radius
east of Darwin, and identifying wit.h the southern branch of the equatorial t~gh
at 850 mb; .approximate times niay be set for the onset of monsoonal rain .. These
onsets are invariably less dramatic in quality than their Indian counterpartso
In 19·6 3 steady rain commenced over the Northern Te~ri tory on January 15 and
continued for up to 13 consecutive days. This situation has been described by
Southern (19.6 3) illustrated by a series of Ti:ros passages which depict four separate
circular cloud entities in the equatorial trough, three
which were subsequently
the subject of cyclone warnings.. The axis of the equatorial trough, which on this
occasion was oriented zonally over a wide range of longitude, moved south of Darwin
on January 20. The wet season concluded shortly after the dissipation· of a tropicai cyclone which· fonned off the Arnhem Land coast on April 10. This storm, which
produced record precipitation and flooding south-east of Darwin, was identified by
Tires 5 some 48 hours . before significant surface development occurred at the. surface
and was the first tropical cyclone to be detected in this way by a weather satellite
over the Australian mainland. ~he 1962/63 wet season followed a fairJ..y normal
pattern and rainfall was about average.

of

In the 1963/64 season the onset was delayed until January 25. The equatorial trough was not well developed in its western section in this year and drought
conditions continued over much of Indonesia. Christmas Island recorded only 1518
points · from December to March compared to 4591 points the previous year.
Despite
a renewal of monsoonal activity in March, a seasonal rainfall deficiency of about
30 .percent was experienced in the Northern Territory. However consi.d erable cyclonic
activity occurred in the Gulf of Carpentaria and this induced a flow of drier air
·over the Darwin region within the equatorial trough.
The 1964/65 wet season just concluded is deserving of special study in
that excessively wet and dry spells occurred in coastal areas of the N.T.Cumulative
monthly rainfall for the October-November period (transition months) was the highest
~ecqrded at J.?a.rwin ( 90 years of record)... During December a rec9rd dry spell of 16
consecutive dry days occurred at Darwin' and the cumulative total at Darwin for
the following January-February period was also a record low. Darwin then experienced
its wettest March, whereas April was among the driest on record. Monthly totals
for a selection of' N. T. stations for the years 1962-65 are listed · in Table 1 fo r
purposes of comparison.

REFERENCE
Southern, R.Lo, 1963 : Application of Satellite Data in the North Australian
Tropical Region during the Summer Monsoon, Proceedings of tne Symposium on
Tropical ~eteorology, New Zealand:, 1963, pp. 572-581.
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Table

1 -

MonthJ.y rainfall tot.als for the wet seasons 1962/6 3,
1963/64, 1964/65 at representative stations in the
Northern Territory.

-----------~---~------------------------------_._-------~----------------------~----

Oct. ·

Nov.

Dec.

· ~eb.

Jan.

Mar •.
(

~pr.

------------------~----------~-----------~-~~----~-------~-----~----------------~------

DARWIN - (12°2s•s, 130°51•E;
Ave rage (pts )
Extreme dry
Extreme wet
1962/63
1963/64
1964/65

198
0
1334
211
180
323

496
40
1572
560
243
1461

955
98
2238
7·37
901
1033

97 ft .. ).

1540
267
2786
1222
1256
.532

1300 .
53.
2823
1300
462
522

MILINGIMBI (12o06 1 S 134°52'E•

'

Average (pts)
Extreme dry
Extreme \.let
1962/63 '
1963/64
1964/65

29
0

456
36
11
90

179
0
717
524
30'
443

556
38
1570
281
482
. 1570

Ave rage (pts )
Extreme dry
Extreme wet
1962/63
,1963/64
1964/65

Average (pts)
Extreme dry
Extreme wet
1962/63
1963/64
1964/65

117

179
388

330
5
1400
495
19
841

GROO~

EYLANDT

o.

585
3

90
0
475
· 9

104
293 '

339
0
1073
274
115
B33

785
212
2961
239
502
676

2374
493
497
8

889
75
2829
844
1870
2051

555
0
2369
1661
1675
47

615
0
2502
269
' 777
862

134
0
' 838
709
65

405
0

10 ft • .)

'

986 .
87
2146
735
1570
'991

~~THERINE (14°00 1 s, 132040• E;

·1024
81
2342
898
1381
2342

898
94
2299
821
381
1709
· 373 rt.)

914
276 '
2774
1879
806
386

793
40
1928
538
411
106

(13°59 1 s, 136°28 1·E·'

0

50 ft •. j

'

604
' 45
2286
486
496
475

929
313
3284 .
942
850
741

949
224
2359
1115
1495 '
665 '

1192
53
3834
577
1896
2015

623
0
2294
1271
537
47

-------------~.... ----~-----------------------~---------------------------------
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DISCUSSION
Dr. Swinbank
It is often assumed in considering atmospheric enegetics that the latent
heat of condensation when it occurs is available at the place where it occurs for
energetic purposes. This is not correct as the following considerations will show.

If initially we have a saturated adiabatic lapse rate then no matter
how much condensation occurs and no matter how much rain falls the sensible heat
of the atmosphere at that place will remain completely unchanged. ·rr the lapse
rate is sub-saturated adiabatic . then the process of condensation through ascent
will in fact cool the air and the energy available for dynamic processes at
this place will be lesse On the pther hand, if the lap.se .rate is superadiabatic
then the air ·will be warmed by the condensation process, and we will have an increa:
in sensible heate · That is to say, condensation may increase, decrease, or leave
unchanged the amount of sensible heat accord;i..ng to circumstances.
In otheT words,
we may say that the latent heat of condensation remains latent at the place where
the condensation occurred and becomes available at some other place which may be
hundreds or thousands of miles farther off where the air which had ascended now
begins to descend and warm ltt the dry adiabatic lapse rate.
It is at that place
where the latent heat of condensation provides the benefit and not at thE;l place
where the condensation occurred. One can not take the latent heat of condens'a tion
in the · rainfall area and count this energy as available for driving tJ;ie atmospheric
heat engine there.
Dr. Swinbank (Question to Dr. Das)
if we take all the equations that he used, the- vorticity equation, the
equation of state, ·the equation of continuity, then you cannot proceed to find a
value for v 'N
' unless you make some allocation a.rbi trarily or
otherwise
between the vertical divergence and the horizontal divergence. Even when this
has been done, we cannot detennine 1 " ' ' v apart from an arbitrary constant. If
this is taken to be 1 ' " '
' = 0 at the ground then v
"''
' will not disappear
again at a higher level which can be pre scribed a priori. Again it was not clear
whether a ba,rocliriic atmosphere was being considered.
·
With regard to dust in the atmosphere, it ,could be
presence of dust could result in warming and not cooling.

argued

that

the

Dr. Das
A bounded atmosphere was assumed in which the vertical velocity vanished
at the surface and at a level probably near the top · of the troposphere (taken as
15 km a~s.l. )o Now, in my subsequent work to which I made a very brief reference,
I did not have to make this _assumption. I assumed humid free atmosphere and the
result did not differ by a large magnitude. But the pattern of vertical velocity
did show a difference. The secorid point : I assumed a constant value of static
stability for the depth of troposphere. Of course, one can have a refined multimodel. But for the simple model described, we assumed a constant static stability.
About the role of dust : Different authors have different views on this. I ma.de
refert;3nce to a paper by MaM. Muthu in which he says that the mngling of dust
leads to wanning..
As a matter · of f'act it is not yet properly known in what way

a
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the rising dust has a dominant effect. Is it by scattering or by .long wave
radj ation ? In this context I may refer to one of the small calculations we
made r ecentJ.y i.e. comparison of_the outgoing radiation from TIROS IV observations. The values of outgoing radiation from mean aerological ascents over India
were computed assuming a linear variation of water vapour qontent from about 500
mb to the top of atmosphere and using the radiation diagram. It was found that
the errors were within 10 %.
It would, therefore, appear that the role of dust
is predominantly in the short wave region.
Dr. P .. M. Das
About the heating -and forcing functions which Dr. Das has assumed,
one is sinusoidal type and the other decreasing -exponentially with height. It
appears that a linear increase or decrease or some .p olynomial like parabolic
variation could be tried.
Dr. P.K. Das
I was guided by ..the values of diabatic heating which I deduced from
my vertical velocity. It showed an exponential decrease. I assumed therefore
that the differential function followed the .· exporientional pattern because there
was experimental observation to support it. I took the sinusoidal model just to
see what the result would be if instead of the exponential decrease I had a warming
replacement aloft. Of course one can use a· large number of diabatic functions.
Dr. K.R. Sa.ha
The height of the inversion over the ~rabian Sea was increasing as we
go east
to the north. Dr. Ramage mentioned that the inversion would be due
to subsidence. This perhaps is ·true particularly north of the equator over some
distance. But could not the increase, in the height of inversion from the west to
east be due to mixing of two diffe~nt air masses, the dry continental air above
and the monsoon air of the Arabian Sea below 'l

and

Dr. C.S. Ramage
I think the inversion over west Arabian Sea is truly a subsidence
inversion and not merely due to the difference in the origin of the air at the
different levels •
. Dr. L.A. Ramdas
Australia and India are very closely connected even in regard to weather.
The monsoon in India is very much controlled by the pressure distri l:ution over
southwest Australia. I had a short paper about this in the symposium on Monsoons
.
some years agoo In the years in which our monsoon is a faiJ.ure, there is ·a very
large pressure difference between the seasonal high in south Australia and seasonal
low in· northeast India and the years · in which there are abnormal floods. the
difference of pressure is significantly smallero It may be that there may be a
similar control of Indian pressure over .Australian monsoons.
Regarding Das' s paper, if the dust . lay~fr is above you and if the sun
is shining through it, it will produce lot of depletion of short wave radiation
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du ring day t i me and if you consider the long wave radiation dust will certainly
r a diate downwards much more than in an atmosphere which is very clear. Obser-·
vation of the approach of a dust layer from a hill station like Simla shows that
it. has a sharp boundary. At a boundary of that nature, there may be cooling by
radiation in the infra-red and at the bottom of the dust layer. Dusti will
contribute very nruch more to dai~y radiation than in the clear atmosphere.

Dr. Ananthakrishnan
-

.

Referring to the question of dust, I may refer on. a very interesting
observation made. recently . on fJi.ghts from Bombay to Delhi and Delhi to Moscow.
At that time the monsoon had already set in upto latitude 21 or 22 N, the atmosphere was fairly free from dust. But beyond this limit there was a very thick
layer of du~t which could be seen from the .B oeing Aircraft at a height of about
. 11 km.
I could estimate that the dust layer was extending at least upto . 10 km .
Horizonta1ly it. was extending upto · 35 N 811.d was so thick that we could see
· nothing. through it.
It seems to me that at the time of onset of monsoon and
· prior to that the thick layer of dust which is So extensive in the whole of nort h
India probably plays a very important part in modifying the thermal structure and
pressure distribution of the atmosphere there.
Dr. H.N. Desai
I very much doubt if t.he subsidence is responsible for th.e depth of
the moist current in the ascent which he showed . . My feeling is that the air from
northwest while travelling over north Arabian Sea picks
moisture as a result
· of which, it gets hu.11µ.dified and cooled and the depth of .moisture over Karachi
which he showed is only due to this factor. It is not the type of · usual monsoon
air which gets into the west coast of India upto Bombay- or a little north of it •
. The little rainfall that we get over Sirtd and neighbourhood is due to the fact
that the genuine moist monsoon air does not get into that area. · The only monsoon
air which comes over Sin.d and neighbourl;tood is in association with a q.epression
moving from east to west from the h$ad Bay of Bengal. Such a depression travels
upto Rajasthan and even north of .it and in association with it, we get easterly
·moist air.
It is the easterly moist air and its arrival over the area which
ch811ges completely the ·s ituation over Sind and neighbourhood. In $U.Ch situations,
we get plenty of rainfall over the area in questiono

up

Dr.

Ramag~

My answer to this question is ~rune as to Dr. Saha' s· question.
agree that · for rainfall, a certain depth of moisture is · necessary~

But I

Mr. V. Srinivasan
The su~tropical cyclone over western India and the heat low over west
Pakistan are shown to be the cause$ for the .s teadiness of monsoon current and
monsoon rains when monsoon is established over whole of India by· July. But how do
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they e~lain the first onset of the monsoon rains over extreme south Indian P~nin
sula and Ceylon by the end of May and its gradual ~hift northward during the next
four weeks? The main .heat low is already north of latitude ?0-25 N by May. The
sub-tropical cyclone is only over K~rala and Ceylon by end of May.
The inteI\..
connection between the heat low and the sU.b-tropica.1 cyclone during this transi....
tion period (end of .May to end of Ji.m.e) is not clear • .

The ·conditions ·over southeast. Arabian Sea may be different from that
over northeast Arabian . Sea.
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Revise-d Model of Cyclone Structure in Sub-tropical Latitudes
Y., Nozumi and H. Arakawa

Meteorological Office, ~oka, Japan.

1.

Introduction

The development of a depression along a front, as visualized by ~Bje rknes ,
is well known.
At first, there is . a front separa.tipg cold t;dr moving westward or
slowly eastward, f 'rom wann air moving more rapidly eastward. Then a bulge appears
in the front, the warm air advancing from the south and the cold 8ir retreating
to the north. This bulge is somewhat siµtllar · to a wave. This stMe in the development is pre.ceded and accompanied by more rapidly falling pressures in the n ('} ighbourhood of the· wave than elsewhere, and is , characterized by increa?ing cloudines s
caused by ascent of the wa:nn air over the cold.
The bulge becomes
area where the wann air has

more marked, a.p.d · a. low- pressure area fonns over
the greatest distance into the cold.

the .

advanceq~.-

The portion of the depression having wann air at the surface is called
the warm sector.
The air. to- ~he west of the center .of low pressure that has f ormed,
advances southward and southeastwa+d replacing t~ warm air at the groundo This
section of the front is called a cold front _. · On the ot,her side of the · low, the
warm air replaces the cold, and. thia port.ion. of the front is known as a warm front •
This stage is ~own as the mature one of_the life h1 story of a cyclone.
S~vera1 examples of wave cyclone.s of mature
stage which have developed
over the sea to the south of Kyushu, Japan> are given later in this paper .

A wee.the.r radar station with indicator PPI and A-scope has been established
at a _small island . called Tan.egashima (30~38' N_, 130°59 1 E; 290 m above MSL; International index number 869) in 1959.
Since this area is characterized 'by open sea
and by most powerful cyclogenesis, · ~hese radar-obse:ryations provided ·us important
and detailed" information about the st-ructure of Cyclones in their mature · stage over
the open sea.
Fig. 1 shows the location , of Tanegashima.
characteristics of the Radar at .Tanegashima.
Radar .cnaracteristics
antena diameter_

3 me.t ers

wave length

5.66 cm-

peak power.

300 kw

pulse duratiqn ·

1 .• 0 microsecond .

horizontal beam width

1.3°

The table below specifies the
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])~ring four year period ext,endirtg over July, 1959, -to June, 1963, 98
(ni nt ;yeight) wave cyclones passed through the area scanned by this weather radar
(300 kilorrieter range). For these · 98 cyclones; (Hourly) photographs of plan position
indicator (PPI) have been carefully examined.
Sometimes line echoes or scattered
precipitat.fon echoes correspondin.g to precipitation along the cold fronts have
· been detected .
But, to o1ir SU.rprise, precipitation echoes or line echoes cor:r~sponding to cold frorits are relatively small in number, and li.ne echoes in the warm
sector are far more common.

The following tables will serve as an illustration of statistics
on our study ..
Table 1

based

1

---------· --------------------· --· --~-----· ----~---------------:------.--------------

.

cyclones

'
---:------------'-~----------

number of cases
....

.

-------------------~---- .---- --......_

cyclones with Jine echoes in warm sector
cyclones without line echo in warm sector

percent

____

.__.

_______ -.....__ ___

81

83

3

3

. 14

unknown ·

. -

.

.

14

------------·-----~~-~--------~ ..... -------~~-----------·-·--.----.:....----·----

100

Total

Out of 81 cyclones with line echoes · in the warm. sector, 34 cyclones
(42 %) have only one line echo in the warm sector, and 47 cyclones (58 %) have two
or more line echoes . in the warm secto ...
Therefore, almost all cyclones are accompanied by li.ne echoes ~howing
precipi tati.on activity. All 98 cyclones have been cla.ssified from. the standpoint ·
of line echoes in the wann sector as follows

----------------....-- .....
type ·

-·- ---------

--~--------~--------...:--.,-----------·------.

characteri sties
-

sub-classification
. .

.

·-·

----------------------~---.-..--------

There are line
echoes in warm
sector

.

.

.

.... ~·------------·-·-----------·-----------------with
with
with
with
with

one line. echo
two line echoes
three line echoes
four line echoes
five line echoes
.

.

.

----------------------~--~--------------~------------------------~--------~-------

B

._.

There is no
line echo

___________________ ..,..._ __________

B1
B2
~----

...

with line echo corresponcli"ng to cold front
. : . . without line echo correSponding to cold
front

----------------------------- · --~---------------
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These line echoes extend general]Jr . from southwest to .northeast in t he·
warm sector, and a rc almost perpendicula.r to the extension of the warm front.
Sometimes line echoes extend from -south to north, or extend inward to the center of
. cyclone a.s if they were spiral bands.. The length of the line echoes is variable,
extending from 50 kms to more than 500 kms.
The nature of the line echoes will .
be discussed later, but they may properly be named as squall line in the warm sector.

While revf_ewing the collection of time-lapse PPI scope photographs, it
soon became obvious that a revised model for the cyclone strncture was necessary
for subtropical latitudes.
· Example of cyclone with five line echoes (A-tYPe)
In order to demonstrate the riature of line echoes, we turn to the we athe r
situation for 0900 JMT to 2200 JMT, of 5 July 1963.. Figure 2a is the weather map at
2lb0 JMT . 5 July 1963., A wave cyclone was moving eastnortheast over the se a to
south of KyuslID.,
Figure 3 is a sketch for echoes at 0558 tJMT 5 July 1963, based on PPI
photograph taken by the Tanegashirna weather radar. Four line echoes A, B, C and D
extend from soutbwest to northeast in the warm secto:r; of wave cyclone., These four
p_ne echoes moved eastward and passed through _the Ta.negasbima weather station in
succession.. After the photograph at 1628 JMT 5 July 1963, another line echo E
appeared in the rear of these four line echoes and moved through the Tanegashima
weather station as seen from the sketch at .2102 JMT 5 July 1963.
The wind-ve.ne, thermograph and rain-gauge records on 5 July 1965 show
that the changes in wind speed and temperature during the passage of the cold Tront
were very small.. As seen from figure 5., there was no line echo corresponding to
the cold front, although about 1 mm of precipitation was observed during the passage .
More marked changes were observed during the passages of five line echoes.
In
figure 6, the marks A, · B, C, D and E correspond to their passage while C.F. st ands
for the passage of cold front over the Tanegashima weather station.
Above all,
marked changes have been observed during the passage of the line echo B. The total
rainfall during the passage of 1fi ve line echoes was about 30 nnn. The direction of
win~ showed marked changes during the passage of line echoes B, D and E;
while
during the passage of the cold front, it changes from westsouthwest to westnorthwaet.
It was noticed that narrow echo lines are often observed during the passage
of tornadoes in U.S.A..
In subtropical latitudes, we experience moderate showers
during passing prefrontal squall lines in the warm sector of depressions. So the
following revised model for the cyclone structure has been proposed here (see figure
7 ).. In the warm sector of cyclones in subtropical latitudes, there ii.re normally
prefrontal squall lines extending from southwest to northeast.,
These prefrontal
· squall lines, which can be identified by the weather radar a.s line echoes, move
50 km __, 500 km in advance of the cold front of the cyclone system. The rainfall
during ·the · passage of prefronta~l squall lines is sometimes more remarkable than the
rair-fall during the passage of the cold front itself.
Example of cyclone witb line echo along the cold front (B-tYPe)
However, there are other types. On 8 February 1963~ a wave cyclone moved
eastward over the sea to the south of Kyushu. (see figure 2b). At this time, the
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line ~cho was confined to t.he cold front as . seen in figure 8 e (No line echo was
de t ected i n the warm sector).. Wind-vane, thennograph and rain-ge:uge records for
this case are shown in figure 9 ,. which shows the abrupt changes in temperature arid
direction of wind during the passage of th~ .cold f;ronto .
Naturally, the precipitation echoes along the cold front are normaJJ.y of
scattered nature, end not of line echo type~
Conclusion
In this report, it has been shown that the cyclone structure in subtropical latitudes is much more complex than the model proposed by Prof o J. Bjerknes.
An alternative view of cyclone structure in subtropical latitudes is proposed
here (figure 7 ). Line echoes . appearing in warm sector · seem to · correspond to prefrontal squ.all lines and seem to be of convective nature.
Acknowledgements
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Fig. 1

key map

Fig. 2a
and 2b

weather map, 2100 JMT 5 July 1963 and 0900 JMT 8 February 1963
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Sotne Aspects of Tropical Disturbances over North
Indian Ocean during IIOE period

M. B. Mathur end D.R.

Sikka

lrtternatiotia.l Meteorological Centre, Bombay .

ABSTRACT
This ~tudy mainly describes upper tropospheric circulation pa.ttcms in
the period of tropical disturbances over north Indian Ocean durlng non- .
monsoon months. The cases of simul:taneous intensifica.tion of the tropical
disturbances over .Arabian Sea and Bay .o f Bengal a.re shown to be those of
interactions bet,ween low and high tropospheres. Upper tropospheric .flow
patterns favourable for. intensification are presented.

During November 1964, a severe tropical stortn approaching east coast
of India moved southwards, made a loop and then · recurved. An explanation of
this unusual track (n~ such previous track) is attempted on the basis of
eas~west oriented rldge lines on either sides of the storm in · middle
troposphere, and movement of a deep trough in westerlies.
Flow pa.t'terns favourable for tno\Tement of tropical disturbances northward and southward, and for recu!Vature nre :presented. It is sho\.ln t11at a
few stonns rapidly dis sip ated when the mid-tropospheric system moved a'vlay:
from the stirf ace distu:rbance.

1•

Introduc t ion

..
Prior to the work of Desai and Rao (1954) and later KoteswarBill . and George
{1957) who · attempted ~o explain the formation artd behaviour of tropical cyclones in..
Indian Seas on the basis of dynamical changes in the upper air, the earlier studies
in !ndia were mostly based on surface da.ta. During IIOE period a special effort
was made to collect ship and over ocean air reports. Whereas intensive ship data
collection helped to locate and study the changes in the intensity of, surface syst ems,
the aircraft winds, obtained through commercial flights, helped in determinl.ng po ssi.b le triggering mechanism in Upper levels for intensity changes in the lower levels .

The following is thus an attempt to examine the role of upper tropospheric
flo\.l patterns in intensification, movement and dissipation of tropical disturb ance sover Indian Ocean.
·
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Table 1 - Cyclonic Sj:ionns over North Indian Ocean
1963 -- 1964
'

.

'

.

-------------~------------~---~--~-~-------~-

S.
Duration of DisNo, . turbance/ area

.L

2.

Position of
intensifi,;.
cation irtto
· depression

4.
.5 ..

7.,

. 9.

intensity

.

.

Lowest
Maximum Remarks
pressure Wind
report- . . rep orte d (mb) · ted. . (kt)

4 - 6 J'an
(Bay of Bengal)

5N 84E

Depression 1006.9

20 - 29 May

10N. 68E

Severe

22 - 29 May

. 7N 88E

(Bay of Bengal)
20N 89E
6 - 8 June
{Bay of Bengal)
.. 21N 90E 6 - 7 Oct
(Bay of Bengal)
17N 71E
13 - 17 Oct
(Arabian ~ea)
8N 92~
18 - 28 Oct
(Bay of- Bengal) ·
.· 9N 75E
1 - 7 Dec
·
(Arabiar} Sea)

1 ·- '1 Dec
(Bay of Bengal)

25

·947.0

115

970.0

ove:r
100

993.0

31

Small · core~ · 30
kt. within
2-3° of centre
Moved northward

Storm

(Arabian ;Sea)

. 3.

Maximun1

..... ------~---------------~----~~-----

6N 87E

Severa

· Storm
Depreas~on

Depression 1004.0

23

Storm

998.0

40

Severe ·
Stonn

993. 0 .

Storm

1002.0

. Dep~ssiori

1004.o

Rapid intensification
Rapid inten-

)
30

~

sification,
Simultaneous
intensification

)
1~64

L
2.

3.
'4.

5o

6.

7.

5 - 9 May .

(Bay · of Bengal)
9 - · 14 June
(Arabian Sea)
5 - 7 Oct
'(Bay of Bengal)
3 - 12 Nov
(Arabian Sea)
3 .... 8 Nov
(Bay of Bengal)
11 - 28 Nov
. (Bay of Bengal)

18 - 28 .Dec
(Bay of Bengal)

12N 87E

Storni

996.5

35

i6N 71E

Severe

969. 5

75

Moved northeastwards
Moved northwartls

Storm
22N 90E

Depression

1004.0

30

10N 73E

Sto.rm

100L5

40

Mov~d southwards

· between _8-11 Nov
9N . 94..E

Storm

41

9N 94»

Severe
$torm

65

4N 92E

Severe

Dissipated over .
· sea

Rapid inMns;i.fication. Made a.
loop over west

aay
Storm

993.0

g5

Dissipated over
sea ·
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2.

Tracks of disturbances

Figures 1( a) and (b) show tracks of disturbances 'Which moved ove r N. Indian.
Ocean durm.g non South West Monsoon months of 1963-64. Det"ails about maximum intensity, maximum winds reported for each of the disturbances shown in Figures l(a) and
(b) are given in Table 1.
Three important features _emerge
(a) Thr~e _. cases of simultaneous existence of disturbances one each in
Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal during periods (i) 22 to 29 May 1963, (ii) 29 Nov. to
6 Dec. 1963 and (iii) 3 to 10 Nov. 1964. The intensification in Bay and Arabian Sea
seemed to have occurred aJmost simultaneously in these three cases.
.
: (b) Movement of _a tropica.l storm southward off Madras Coast and its re. curvature, tlrus making a loop, during November 1964. · Such loopi_ng in the north
Indian Ocean has not been observed before. It is interesting to note that during
November 1964 another storm over Arabian Sea moved southward..
(c) Formation of a severe tropical storm near 5°N in December 1964, an
unusual case of irttensifioation
Stich low l ·a ti tudes.

at

During 1963 and 1964, six tropical storms attained hurricane intensity .
Thus as bi therto believed, severe tropic~l storms are not uncommon in North Indian
Oceano 'The tropical stonn over Arabian Sea, dUr:ing . the period May 20-29, was probed
by U.So Yeather Bureau Research Flight Facility Aircrafts , which reported maximum
wind 115 knots . . This was perhaps the ·first occasion when such high speeds were reported in a storm while over Sea in this area.:
3o

Upper tropospheric flow favourable for intensification of stonns

Figure 2 Shows circuia.tion - at 200 mb at· 00 GMT of 21 May 1963.
An eas-twest oriented t ·r ough extended from south of Japan to S .E • .Arabian Sea. A double ridge
line on either side of this trough existed north of Equator - one running along
15-2QON and the other near the equator along 5°N.,
The anticyclonic cells in the
northern ridge line were observed to. move towards east (under the influence of westerlies ), while the anticyclonic cells in the southe:rn ridge line. moves towards west.
Tlrus on 21st, the surface disturbance (denoted by heavy dots) over Arabian Sea lay
under northerly flow at 200 mb around anticyclones A~l and A-6. Tracks of these two ·
anticyclones a.re. also shown in Figure 2 •' Riehl. (1950) has shoVln that disturbances
intensify when they·· lie below northerly · flow at 200 nil;>. · During next 24 hours.9 the
low level disturbance intens:lfied into severe t _ropical ~tonn with 70 knots winds in
circulation a Similar flow patterns at 200. mb in Bay ·o r Bengal on 25 May intensified
another surface disturbance into severe storm. In case of both the disturbances which
e.ttain~d hurricane intensity during May 1963 the low 1evel systems showed first signs
of intensification When they were · overlaid by anticyclonic circulation at . 200 mb.
The movement of these anticyclonic circulations du.ring this period and their
influence on low · le'Ve1 systems have be.e n described in detail by Mathur and Thomas
(1965 ).
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3a2

Qpper Tropospheric anticyclonic circulation

We have shown above that, during summer transition low level systems inte!l\
sify when they are favourabl.y placed with respect to upper level anticyclones. ~uch
cases of interaction between low and high tropospheres are also observed during
pos-t-;monsoon season. . Figure 3( b) shows track of· tropical storm which fonhed off
Konkan on 14 October 1963.
The incipient system had moved across peninsula. as a
·cyclonic circulation from Bay between 9 and 13 October.
Figures 3\a) and (b) sl:iow
Circulation over India at 200 mb on 12th · and 14th. It can be seen that the anticyclbne which lay on 12th over cent1~a1 India ·was . displa.ced southwestward and lay over
the low level cyc).onic circulation on 14-th. The low level .circulation intensified
·rapidly into a tropical storm.
· Thus both during premonsoon· and post monsoon monthe, the above mentioned .
surfe.ce disturbances got intensified when they were over-laid by .anticyclones in
upper tro't'osphere~ The mechani8m of' formati'on is thils similar to that describe d .
by Riehl · ~1948) for Pacific Ocean. Similar conclusions were also reached earlier by
Desai and Rao (1954) whose work was genera.lly based at· 500 mb level.
3.3

Role of troughs in upper tropo,w here

During transition months, .troughs in low latitudes westerlies, distinct .
from t.roughs in middle 1ati tudes are often seen to progress eastwards over north
.
Indian Ocean in upper troposphere. Mathur (1965.) has described regular progression
of such low latitude troughs in westerlies enhancing convective activity over Indian
Peninsula during summer transit.ion. On 19 October 1963 at 200 mb, a. low latitude
trough extended from west Pakistan to Central Arabian Sea. A trough in middle latitude westerlies was approaching it from west. ~osition of these troughs _o n l 9th
are shown in Figure 4o . It is probable that at 12Z .o f 20th , (fig. 4} the trough over
west Pakistan retrograded and .lay in phase with middle latitude trough. Such formation of large amplitude troughs ~ver north Indian Ocean have been described by
Anj aneyulu, and Sikka (1963) and Mathur (1965 )_ With such inphase super position of
the troughs in westerlies, the :r:Ldge associated with· anticyclonic circulation· (~1)
over India ahead of the trough ·became well marked.. Marked. outflow from this anti-.
cyclone, strengthened the northeasterlies over south'Indian Peninsula and adjoiiling ·
areas. It is felt that strengthening of.' northerlies over Ceylon and Gan" area, intensified a feeble trough in easterlies
the east over South Bay (fig. 4). Under the
influence of divergent -northerly flow ahead of the trough in easterlies, a surface
depression (Track shown with dotted lines) rapidly intensified into a severe tropical
storm with over 45 knots wind reported at surface. In the middle troposphere over
· 60 knot winds were reported in circulation.
The role of the anticyclone Al over the
Indian Peninsula ·is producing large convective · activity ·over .Andhra Pradesh a.rid
mdgbbourhood far_.. to the .norlh of the tropical storm1 · has b~en discussed by
.•t\.nj ~meyulu, Sikka and Gi.iiunadhan (1965). Changes in winds over south Peninsula and
Ceylon confirmed the movement of trough in easterlies westward. Tlms at 12 Z ,of
21st it . lay along . 75 E (Figure 5-a) artd it rnoved into Arabian Sea ' on . the following
day. Behind the trough in e .a sterlies ·southerlies prerv·a iled over peninsul~ by 22nd • .
The tropical -'. storm weakene_d and slowly ,reourv.ed. It continued to have 25 knot. winds
in circulation till 25th. On 26th i ~ . emerged ' into Bay of Bengal and reintensified
rapidly into a tropica.l st.onn. It is interesting to note that an anticyclonic ci:riculation at 200 mb lay· over north Bay on 25th (fig. 5-b ). · On 26th the anticyclonic
circulation persisted in tpe swie area and · the surface cyclonic circulation intensifi~d rapidly when . it lay below this anticyclonic circula.ti.o n aided by its emergence
in( the Bay of ..Bengal.
.
',

to

I
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3.4

Inphase superposition

It is well known that when a trough in middle latitude westerlies and a
disturbance in low latitude easterlies 1ie in phase, there is meridional exchange
of energy. Such inphase superposition was probably responsible for rapid intensification of a tropical depression into a severe storm in November 1964. Figure
6( a) shows, circulation features at 500 mb at 1200 Z of 18 November.
A feeble
depression was approaching coast of Madras. A. cyc·lonic circulation in middle troporphere had moved from west to Kaslnnir with. trough extending southeast towards the
depression area. Winds over NW India were 40/50 knots . even at 500 .mb. The feeble
depression .intensified rapidly into a sever'e tropical stonn with over 60 knots
wind reported in circulation at surf.ace on 18th.
The circulation features at
200. mb were similar but the westerly system was, however, niore marked at 500 mb.
It has been mentioned above that two severe storms fanned during May 1963,
one each. in Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal in association with westward movement of
a series of anticyclonic circulations at 200 mb. Dur=Lng Pecember 1963 and November
1964, two disturbances intensified simliltaneously one each in Bay .o f Bengal and
Arabian Sea. Unlike during May 1963, in these two cases, intensification took place
in association with movement of two troughs ih easterlies at 300/200 mb levels. The
low level systems intensified when they · 1ay ahead of such troughs in easterli~s.
During. December 1964, a severe tropical sto:rrri formed near 5°N~ · In this case, also
it lay ahead of a trough in easterly at 300 mb. Due to space limitations, the rel~
vant figures are not reproduced. Thus ·· the movement of troughs and ridges (anticyclones) in the upper troposphere at 300/200 mb appear to be directly related to
intensification of low level systems-.

4o

On movement of tropical disturbances

According to Riehl (1956) steering of tropical storms; can be loo~ed
upon as a case of interaction between vortiGes. As such the position and intensity
of subtrop1cal ridge.? has an important role in steering disturbances. During 1963
and 1964, stonns which lay in ea,sterly current, south of subtropical ridgelines .in
middle and upper troposphere were seen to · progress westwa;rds.
Two tropical disturbances moved southwards during November 1964 (Fig .1-b) .
one over Bay and another over Arabian Sea. Though it is difficult to explain southward movement of the ·storm and there may be special mechanism for such behaviour~
the following suggestion is given as a possible explanation in these two cases. The
depression in Bay of Beng.al after rapid intens1fication on 18th November in association with trough
westerlies as described earlier, moved slowly southward. (The
system before 18th was moving slowly westnorthwestwards ). ~he most. striking feature
on 18th November 1964 at 500 mb as can be seen from Figure 6(a) was the existence of
double ridge line over north Indian Ocean, one near about 18N and the other near 5N.
Thus the circulation at 500 mb over Arabian Sea· was dominated by anticyclones with
ridge extending northward to .Russian Turkistan. It is felt that such anticyclonic
flow pattern over Arabian Sea prevented the cyclonic storm · from following its track
_ westward between 18th and 20th. The. trough in westerlies (figo 6-a) over central
India shifted eastwaid to n.ortheast India. Behind it, the ridge associated with
antiGyclone off Konkan coast extended to Andhra Pradesh. Northerlies prevailed over
most Peninsula on 20 November, ea.st of· the well marked ridge; Figure 6(a) in the
middle troposphere . The author feels that existence of a well marked anticyclonic
circulation ahead of the disturbance with well marked northerly current to east of

in
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the ridg'e was perbaps responsible for southward movement of the low level disturbance.
Such circulation patterns also prevailed over Arabian coast ·and adjoining region,
when the depression in Arabian Sea moved southward during the period 8 to 11 November
1964.
· T"wc, tropical disturbances rec.i Jrved during 1963-1964 \i) during Oc t ober
1963 when tropical storm after crossing Madras coast weakened into a depression and
recurved near 14N over Peninsula. (ii) During November 1964, tropical storm approaching Madras Coast moved slowly southward anc,i later northeastwards. In both these ·
cases, the main feature was the movement of :a deep trough in westerlies at 300/200
mbo For example ~s during October 1963, the depression over peninsula recurved on
22nd, under the influence of the trough in westerJies which lay on 21st extending
from Russien Turkistan to Central Arabian Sea as shown in Fig. 5(a). The trough
movement bet~een 2lst and 22nd was rather rapid and the axis lay on 22nd along 75°E •

. There were three instances of northwaTd movement

of

tropical

storms

.

· (1) 22-2'9 May 1963, (2) 14 to 16 October 1963 and (3) 8 to 13 June 1964, of which (1)
and (3) attained lrurricane intensity.
In ·all these cases; . the main feature was
existence of a feeble trough .north of the. disturbance in middle troposphere and the
subtropical ridge in the lori.gi tude belt, in .which these disturbances lay, was not
\.Tell defined in middle troposphere. ··

5.

Dissipation
of Tropical
Disturbances
.
.
. :
~

'

-.

There has been very few studies in detail for understanding the ci rculation patterns 'favourable' for dissipation
tropical distu.rbences in Indian region.
Koteswaram and George (1957) explained dissipation on account of the inflow of cold
air from neighbouring jet stream at 200 mb. ·The dissipation of stonns has been generally associated witb inflow of cold air into storm circulation or due to the movement of storm inland leading to cutting off moisture and dissipation of kinetic energy
due to friction.
It has been shown by Miller (1964) that clissipation of kinetic
. energy due to friction takes plac·e in low leyels only. The system, due to friction
alone will thus riot dissipate. Estoque (1904) has shown that no marked changes in
radial and vertical velocities iri stonn circulation takes place due to increase in
frictional forces alone and movement of stonn to colder areas. According t o ltlm,
main factor responsible for dissipation of storms is· due to cutting off moisture
suppJ...y o During our study some cases of . dissipation of stonns while over sea were
also obseivedo

of'

During years · 1963-l964; there were .sixteen tropic·al sto.rms or depressions
during · non-monsoon months. Ui th the available data it· was not possible to · ascribe
factors which led to dissipation. However in . a few .cases movement of middle tro. pospher:i,.c cyclonic circulation; associated with the low level disturbance during its
intense period, away from the su~face disturbance was seen to lead to dissipation
of the system.
Fig. 3(c) shows remnant of. a ·cyclonic stonn which lay over surface off · ·
Gujarat coast 'a s a feeble depression on 17 October .1 963. At 700 mb (Fig. 3-d) the
cyclonic circulation had already moved to Rajasthan. Thus, the cyclonic storm rapidly
dissipated over sea, ~hen middle tropospheric cyclonic · circulation moved awaj from low level disturbance.
Similar cases .of dissipation were obser1ed during Novembe r
1964 and ·December 1963. Figs. 7(a) and . (c) show circulation at surface on 7 Nov~mber
1964 and 5 ~e.cember 1963 respectivezy; and Figures 7(b) and. (d) circ~lation .at 500 mb
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du r i ne these daysd Comparing circulation e.t surface and 500 mb, it can be seen t hat
the sys tem at 500 mb lay to the west of surface system. With the available data,
there was no evideri_ce to suggest that the system did not extend from surface to
500 mb vertically before these d~ys. It can be seen from tracks of these distul\bances in figure 1(b) and (a) respectively, that both disturbances weakened rapidly
(within 24 hours)' with the middle tropospheric system moving away from the low
level circulation. Such dissipation of storms has been also observed during monsoon
period. During September 1964, two tropical depressions weakened when 500 mb system
moved away from low level system. This suggests that at least in some of the tropical die.-L-urbances, the low and middle tropospheric systems are different and the disturbances appea.r .most intense when the . two systems are superimposed.

The fracture of 500 mb circulation may not be due to the systems entering
coast·. For . example, the tracks of disturbances during October 1963 and June 1964
off Gujarat coast are almost si~~lar. However, though in October 1963, the 500 mb
system moved northward a.way from low level system thus weakening -che disturbance,
during June 1964 the storm though weakened at surface after the 500 mb circulation
having moved inland, its circulation continued to be active in the middle troposphere ..
The dissipations of cyclonic storm during November 1964 over Arabian Sea., was also
associated with movement of middle tropospheric circulation away from low level
disturbance.

6.

Some Aspects of the low tropospheric circulation associated with tropipal stonns

In section 3, we have described circulation patterns which are favourable
for intensification of tropical disturbances. In the lower troposphere, the intensification of incipient disturbances was often preceded by increase in strength of
westerlies or easterlies around the circulation. Strong westerlies were found to
precede intensification of tropical disturbance which formed during May,October or
early November. While in the case of late November storms and in other months, the
intensifi.cation was generally preceded by. strengthening of easterlies. Region of
strong winds around the centre, varied from storm to storm. · For instance,
the
severe stonn which we had in November 1963 had 20-30 knots winds in circulation 6nJy
upto 2-3 degrees away from centre though near the centre winds were over 60 knots.
In the case of tropice.l storm between 3 to 12 November 1963 over Arabian Se?- strong .
winds were reported at 5-6° away from centre when it was most intense.
In some
storms, the winds near the centre periphery were strong at 700 or 500 mb than at ·
surface. This was so in cases of storms (i) 03-13 November 1964 in the Arabian Sea,
(ii) 16-27 October 1963 in Bay and (iii) 08-13 June 1964 in Arabian Sea. ·
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Pe ··si :.:;t,ence of the move ment of the tropical cyclones/depressions in the
Bay of Bengal during the pre and post mon soon periods *

So Jayaraman, T.,R.

~rinivasan

and N.,C. Rai Sircar

Regional Meteorological Centre, Bombay .
ABSTRACT
--.---

An examination of the tracks of cyclonic stonns/ depressions in the Bay of
Benga.1 during the pre and post monsoon periods (April, May and October to December )
for the years 1891 to 1960 was made with reference to the chara.cteristic of their
directions of movements n
The se a area was divided into 2 ~ degree squares f o r
this studyo
The track ·of the cyclonic disturbances in each of the squares · was
classified into three cate.gories as follows :

L

A

Tracks having clockwise curvature (curvature exceeding 10°
in the clockwise sense )

2.

B

Tracks having anti-clockwise curv~ture (curvature exceeding
10° in the anti-clockwise sense) and

C : Tracks having

per~istent

type

(when the curvature within± 10°)e

The percentage frequencies of the above three types were detennine d for
·each 2 ! degree squares and plotted at the centre of each of the squares on different ·
sets of charts and isolines drawn at 20 percent intervaL These isolines mark . out the
areas favourable for persistent motion and recurvature clockwise or anti-clockwise.
II - The following are the salient features revealed by the charts :

In April very high probability of persisfant movement exists over south
and north Bay of Bengal and also over the south .Andaman sea. In May the area of
high probability of persistent movement covers southwest Bay and ~daman se_ao
In October the probability of persistent movement· is very high practically
over the entire Bay~ · .In November the tendency for anticlockwise curvature is seen
more in the west central Bay and is practically absent in Andaman sea and the
extreme south Bay.
The central Bay is the main area where a November disturbance .
undergoes a turning ~ clockwiseY.
The December disturbances show , more or less
identical featu-r es as those in November.
Clockwise curvatures take
place mainly
. in the Central Bay and is absent in Andaman sea and · southeast Bay. The turning in
the anti-clockwise sense generally occurs in oouth Bay and is absent i!1. north Bay.

. REFEBFJWFS

Rai Sircar, N.Co, 1958
Part

'vv.

Memoirs of the India Meteorological Department, Vol. XXX,

India Meteorological Department, 1964 : Tracks of storms and depressions in the Bay
of Bengal and the ArabiBn Sea 1877-1960.;
------- --------------------------~---~~---~--

*

This is a summary of the paper published in the Indian Journal of Meteorology and
Geophysics, Vol.. · 17, No. 3.
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A Tec hnique for Storm-Wave Forecasting
NOS .Bhaskara Rao
Mete o rologicaJ_ Office, Bombay Airport
and
S .MazUi"'Ddar
Meteorological Office ,New Delhi

ABSTRACT
------

The pres ent investigatibn is an elaboration of the authors' previous
study (1965 ), and covers . the coastline of tne Inda-Pakistan subcontinent
and. Bunn a, from the Sind t6 the Arakan coasts.
It has been shown that the topography -of' the sea-bed near the coast
and the strength and direction of the on-shore gales due to cyclonic storms
play a vit.~1· role in the occurrence of ~torm-·waves. Equations, based on
hydrodynamical and other theoretical considerations have been developed for
providing a basis for t he technique a Numerical computations have been
carried out for different points of the coas tline, using the contours of the·
· bottom topography of the sea near the coast .at these points; and on · the
basis of these permanent features; the coastline has been diyided into zones
of different degrees of vulnerability to stonn-waVese . The variable features
viz. the altitudes and directions of approach of cyclonic storms have been
discussed, and their implications, especic~lly with regard t .o favourable
and unfav ourable pre-conditions of the sea, explained. A few well-documented cases have also been discussed by way of illustration, and· the limit.ations :.Hnd the p ractical advantages of the techni-que brought out.

Storm-wave$ have come to be recognised as one of the major ~aturaL calamities .on account of 't he great losses of life and property that are oft,en associated

\.Vfth thE1ill.

'l he need for a reliable technique for predicting storm-waves h~s beeri felt
for many decades. A, technique for the forecasting of . storm-waves and their height
1

was develop ed by the present aut hors and the results were communic ated i n a paper
(1965) ,. awaiting publicat i on). As the results appeared very promising, the authors
felt encou raged to extend the itechnique to the rest of the Indian coastline and the
auja.cent coast s o:f P aki stan -ffild Burmao The present paper mainly concerns itself
t.fitri a detai led discussion of the results obtained from these studies.
2..

Principles on which the

Techniqu~is

_based

Followi.n g ~he sugg estion made by ~rakaw a. (1957 ), the evaluation of the
storm-wavt3 height was made · first by determining the values of the individual parameters concern.e d and then summing them up to obtain the total height.
The total
height H can be ·written as

H = A + B +· P + X

(1)
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where

A = the height of the Astronomical Tide;
B ·= sr;ati c rise i n . t he level of the sea-surface due to the reduced pressure
at a p oint c aused by the presence of the cyclonic storm, or the socalled 'Inverted Barometer Effect' ;
·
P = height to which the level of the sea-water rises at the coast due to
the slope of _the sea-surface caused by strong on-shore winds, Le-.
the piling up effect of the wind;

and

X

=

height of the individual waves.

Of the above parameters, A can be obtained from the Tide Ta9les;
mined by the simple equation
Pax 10 3 ·

B

B is to be deter-- ,

. •· . . . . . .

=
g

.(2)

where B is measured in centimetres and Pa is the re~uction in the pressure at the
point due to the presence of the cyclonic system in millibars. The reduction in the
pressure in millibars approxim~tely gives the value of B in centimetres. Thus, even
in. a fairly severe cyclone, the value of ~ would not exceed half a metre.
For the evaluation of P, we have used an ~mpirical Tormula (Sv~rdrup et al,
1945;1961) giving the relationship between i . (the slope of the , s~a-surface) and W
(the wind acting on the surface and causing the slope).
From the equation ·

id

4.s x 10-9 x

w2

(3)

where d ·is' the depth of the water-column below the point on the sea-surface under
consideration, we obtain, by substituting .i = A.P
the equation
. A.

A. p

= 4. 8 x 1o- 9 x w2 x

~D/d

D,

{4)

where
A D is the horizontal distance of a section of the sea-surface taken alon·g
a line ~rPendicular to the C·Oast line at the point of the coast for which the height
P is evaluated, and P is the corresponding difference in the heights of the sloping
su-rface at the' two ends of this section. 'd' is the average depth of the section.
The schematic representation of the sloping surface is shown in Fig. 1; For evaluating the -;total rise at the coast, we have to integrate the effect on different sectors
of varying depths, from a point where the piling-up effect is negligible upto the
coastline. In the results that follow, we have arbitrarily ~aken the outer boundary
as the point where the depth becomes 50 fathoms (i.e. about l(X) metres) or the point
at a distance of 100 km from the coast whichever is less. The value of P, which is
the total rise in the sea-level at the coast,. has been obtained · by the finite integration as shown below

(5)
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where the suffixes n refer to the number of sections, and W·2 is the square of the
sustained on-shore component of the wind. A schematic repre se;ntation of the pilingup effect is shown in Fig. 2.
Equations 4 and 5 help in bringing .out
bottom-topography
the sea near the coast. In
values of
~D are large for small values ·bf d
there. · ·Along coasts where deep water is reached
coast, the values of P work out to be smal~.

of

the importance of the role of the
.e xtended shoals and banks, the
and hence. the values of P are high .
within a short distance of the

Using. equation ( 5), the evaluation of P for some one hundred points aldng
the coastline of India, Pakistan and Burma has been made for three ~presentative ·
. values of th~ sustained wind, · viz., 20; 30· and 40 m.p.s.
· ·The three terms A, B and P represent the steady rise of the sea-level at
the coast. Superimposed on this are the large stonn--waves and storm-swell which
cause· an additional rise in the watE3T-.level.· · The term X in equation (1) was introduced to take tbis phenomenon into account.

+he evaluation of I is beset with several difficultie·s . The forecaster
has to estimate the height of waves generated by the sto:rm and then visualise what
would happen to these waves as they approach . the coast. As this is a pr9blem that
defles direct solution, we have chosen · an alternative approach. It has be~n established by -a number· of studies that waves break on nearing the coast when they reach
an area. whose depth is 1 to 1. 5 tinH~S their height. For storm-wave f or~casting,
it is clearly not the height of the waves
the open sea that matters, but the
height of the waves which are able to· reach . right upto the coast. Normally a.t the
~oast (i.e. D = o), d - ~ A. But, due ·to the ' effe~ts of Band· P under storm conditions,
the value of d at the coast (i.e. where D = 0) is giverrby

in

d

=

...

.A+B+P

.

..

.

(6)

If "b" is the ratio given by
b

= d/X

{7)

the value of b will u.sually be between 1 and 1. 5..
Stonn--wave s are known to be ·
generally steep, and steep waves. break at greater depths and long swells at lower
depths. Hence, for evaluating X, we have assumed· the value of b to be L5.
Thus,
from equations ( 6) and ( 7) we have, at P. = 0

x =

2

3

Substituting for X in equation

H

..

(A+ B + f)

(l),

. . ·• . . . .

(8)

we have

......

=

(9)

.

Equation ( 9) can be split up into two parts, viz. , .
H

=

Q P,
where H1 =
3

•

(A + B).

0

.• •

(10)
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:Sut for the small contrihution due to B, H2 represents the nonnal sea-level condition and H1 the additional height due _to the effect of the storm
.
As the calculation of the values of P takes considerahle time, the values
of H1 have to be worked out in advance for different representative points along
the coast and kept ready for use. The. value of H2 has to be dete nnined at the time
of forecasting.
The values of P and H1 obtained by the above method are applicable to open
beach conditions only. Local dynamical effects like those associated with narrow
bays and estuaries are not incorporated in them; these have to be worked out separately for individual bays, gulfs and estuaries with the help of suitable large-scale
maps, on the basis of mesa-scale studies. However, calculations of P and H1 have
been made for areas like the Gulf of Cambay and Gulf of Kutch assuming open beach
conditions as it may be possible to use these values for making further refinements
in the calculations pertaining to specially vulnerable locations.
3G

Discussion of Results
(a)" Permanent features - the bottom topography

The pre-calculated values of P and R1 for 34 locations along the sea-board
of the Bay of Bengal and 31 locations 'on the Arabian Sea coastline are given in
Tables I and II respectively. The direction normal to the coast at each location~ the most favourable direction from which the wind should blow for producing the
maximum piling.-up effect~ - is given in columns 5 and 6 of the tableso
With the help of the above calcu,latiort it has become possible to classify
the coastal belts in · a permanent manner.. The . locations have been classified into
three cate~ories - a, b and· c whi
_-' eh ind_i_· cate the degree of vu
. lnerabili ty (in increasing order) of any part of the coastal .belt to storm-surge afflictions.. At stations
in category a, the value of H1 (under column 12) is 2 metres (i. e about one fathom)
.or lesso These are comparatively safe areas where major storm-surges will not occur
even when all other conditions are favouraple.. Stations under category b are those
where the value of H1 is between 2 and 5 metres ( 1 and 2~5 fathoms )~ At these .
stations major flooding may occur only in : associ;ation with severe storms provided all
the conditions are favourable. ~ut the probability of such flooding is low, and only
minor surges are more often likely. Coastal strips under category c are those where
the values of H1 are more than 5 nietres (2.5 .fathoms)G These are highly vulnerable ·
areas where major surges should always be ~ticipated in association with approaching
cyclonic storm.so ·
1

Q

The dependence ·of the coast~l vulnerability to devastation by stonn-surges
on bottom topograpcy is illustrated in Fig .. 3 which shows a small section of the
lower Coromandel Coast where the c-type · belt is marke.d by cross-hatching and the
:P.:.type belt is _marked by single-hatching with slanting lin~s. The approach of the
deeper contour lines t,owards the coast . to the north makes the c oast there progressively less vulnerable northwards ..

"

The classification of the entire coast-line under study is shown in Figo-4 ..
The areas which suffered major floods in the past are shown by crosses near the
coastline; the areas where moderate flooding occurred are shown by a chain of circ~es
near the coastlineo The agreement between the classification
of · coastal belts
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(determined from theoretical and.. synoptic c onside rations and c omput ati ons f rom s e abed contour maps) . and the occu r 'r ence of past surges is noteworthy .a nd appears . t o
su,_ggest that the te chnique proposed in this paper follows the right lines. Tabl e
III gi ves the s ·a lient details of the 1;1vailable reports of past storm surges.
The
classification of the affected coastal strips is given in column 8 of t his t able .
Infonnation regarding the actual heights of the stonn waves is not available i n all
cases; even in the ·cases of re.ported wave heights, it could not often be ve r ified
whether the heights, were estimated above thH mean sea level or above the . ground
leveL Hence, under column 6, a brief i:qdication of the 19sses of life and damages
(whe rever recorded) has been given for ae,sisting in an indirect assessment of the
magnitude of the surges. The data- on· storm surges given in the table
(Table III )
and used for the preparation of some of the charts have been collec.t ed from various
sources which include the records .made by Gastre-11 and f?landfqrd (1866), Dallas ( 1891)
Eliot (1900 ), India Weather Eeview~Anriual Slimmary. (Part C) (1890-1953) and report s
'
.of officers of the India Meteorological . Department · who made t ours of the areas affected by cyclonic storms~ The list i~ not complete especially with regard to
the
storm surges that affected the coastline at different times during the :eight eenth
and nineteenth centuries. There may be some gaps in the data of even tbis century
as no organisation exists specially,, for taking observations of storm surgese However~ ·
despite these obvious limitations _of .-data,,. it can be seen .from Table III that all
the known major storm waves whicq CEtUS~d 19s$eSs of life in the past occurred in th~
c-type coast-al areas. It is int8re$ting to . note that the maximllin
height of 1 3
metres reported by EJiot ( 1900) (Item .. No. _ 5 , of Table III) in the case of Backe r gunge
Cyclone of 1876 .near the mouth of the Meghria River agrees well with the value of
H1 = 13 ...4 metres shown by the calculations i _n .Table 1, c.o lumn 12, against Item 29 ..
1

'

'

'.

I

•

', 'I

~.

... •' ( • •'

'

There are · four coa$tal ~):'$· ·as · of the India sub-continent which come . under
the c-type. One is the coastal belt· around the head of the Bay of Bengal, roughly
to · the north of lat·. 20°N. The value:;i of 1{1 worked oµt show that some parts of thi s
are a, like the eastern half of the Su'h de roans, are highly vulnerable ( see Table I ) .
The frequency of cyclones ~s quite high in this . area and their tracks are also generally favourable for the occurrenc~..· of ·stq~nn stirgesQ · Case studies of past storms
confirm that the Sunderbans have- tlle.i-, mghes~ frequency of storm surges in the . entir~
coastal area under study. In fact, : almost ··all-. the severe cyclones which occurred i n
the area _during the past $ix years . (;196 Q....l:965) were accompanied by devastating storm
waveso
, .
'.!.

'·

. i: 1.

The second c-type area is::. the coatit.al belt around the Palk Strait · and
adjoining south Coromandel Coast~ The:_ frequency of storms affecting this area is
much less than that pertaj..nirtg 'to . tJi~~, Sunderbans... But the vulnerability of the foDme r areas is amply demonstrated by ·. -bli(3·'. . few ·'.s-f?~±nis which actually visited them. Table
IV gives the statistics of storms· ~hich . struck. the east coast of Indi~ south of l at .
l7°N and the number of storm surge's which oc <?_urred in association with themo . These
data also provide qualitative supp6 ~ 't6 th~. prediction technique presented here o
'

'

~

1•

·'

':"

The third c-type area is.'t he Konkan ·coast to the north of lat. 18°N and
the coastal belt around the Guli',
d·amb?.Y o . · The frequency of cyclones is extremely
low in this area • .· During 't he past seventy £iv-e yearsj only four storms struck the
c~ast between latitudes rno and 1:9°N;~ · _and · ~mly three storms between latitudes 19° and
21ON
No storm is lmown
have eri:'D~~fy d the Gulf df Cambay ir.. recent times o No major
storm waves have been reported . £roi1f : J,hes~ areas : this may be due partly to the
height and steepness of the coast ab6ve the sea-level in the coast~l st:-1-p betw~en
l atitudes rn° and 200N~ and partly .t;;c: the ·, _'large range of astronomical ti·d esj which
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are as high as 5 metres at Bombay and 11 metres at Cambay o Pro·b ably the few storms
that crossed this pELrl of the coast diO. not have the tides favourable f or the buildup of high destructive mirgeso
The only authentic and recorded account of a. eye-lone
causing a major storm wave in the Cambay area is due to Dallas ( 1891 ) ..
The fourth c-tYPe area lies between Dwarka and Karachi (see Fig 4 )o
Data of sto.rm surges in the extensive marshy areas of the Rann of Kutch .are very
meagreo The frequency of storms there is also low. The Kutch Cyclone of June 1964
was accompanied by major surges and waves in the Gulf of Kutch lNhich caused extensiv e
damage to the sea ports around the . Gulf.. The Sind Storm of May 1851 and the Karachi,
Storm of June · 1902 were both reported to have been accompanied by major stonn surges
0

0

The east coast of India between Latitudes 14° and 16o5°N belongs to t he
b-typeo The Masulipatam Storm of 1949 caused a moderate surge of 4-5 metres in this
belt. · The Masulipatam Cyclone of November 1864 i-s reported to have caused major
surge s 'in thi·s areao
~he Coromandel Coast belt between Point Calimere and Karaikal also belongs
to the b-type.. The severe Nagapattinam Cyclone of 1952 and the Tanj ore Cyclone of
1955 caused stonn surges of 4-.5 metres in this areao

T-he entire west coast of India, south of lat.. 18°N belongs to the b-type.
the frequency of storms is extremely low along this part of the coastUne, only four storms having struck it during the · past 75 years . The tracks of the
storms are also not generally favourable for the development of storm waves. No .
reporl of any maj'or .or moderate storm surge along this coast exists.

~oftunate·ly,

The coastal . strip of the Kathiawar Peninsula ~ between_ Diu and Dwarlca, is
of the 1>-typeo The value of P (about 1 to 1.5 metres) is rather small, being only
about one-half of the astronomieal tide of 3 metres o
The coastal topography is.
probably . such that it can withstand relativeJy small additional rises in the sea1ev eL No major stonn surges appear to have occurred in this area even t hough the
freqwmcy of storms is the highest in this· region for the entire west coast..
The
Kutch Cyclone of June 1964 caused moderate surges near Dwarkao
(b) · The wind-field relative to the coast

The term w2 involved in the calculation of P (see equation (6)) represents
the square of the on-shore component of the ..§JJ.Stained wind and not the absolute peak
wind associated with a storm. It therefore follows that the surges occurring with
an approaching storm · will .become a reality only when, and at only these points, where
the on-shore winds are · able to pile up the waters against the coast.
,cast studies
·o f some important past storms lend support to this basic assumption underlying the
present technique. A few ·e a es are discussed below by way of illustration.
(1)

East Pakistar.. Stenn of May 196i

The track of the ' storm and the areas inundated by the associated storm
surges are shown in Fig. 5o. It will be seen that st o~ s1:1rges ar;d_ waves . occurred
only in those areas where the winds were on-sho.re. This is a fairly typical example
of the storms which affect· :the East Pakistan coast again and again, and of the storm
,surges which very often accompany them.;
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(ii ) Naga.J2attinom Storm of Novembe r 1952
The track and t he are a s of ,inundation are shown in Fig 6 o
The timings
the stonn waves which affected t he coast al belt to
the north of the storm t ·rack occurred about ·the time when the storm was c r o s s ing the
coast and eas~erly gales swept the coastal regions. 'rhe stonn waves which affected
the southern coast be~ween Point Cali.m~re and Acli_rampatnam occurred after t he passag1
of the stonn centre ~nland, when southerly gales behind the .storm cent re lashed
this· areao
0

are significant in this case o

(iii)

R'alneshwaram Cyclone of December 1964

The s~onn passed westwards · acro$S the southern fringe_s of the Palk . Strait
and caused · large storm waves · along the northern shores of the i _s lands of· .Mannar,
Dhanushkodi and Pamban.
In · this case, the · storm waves .occurred well i n advance of
·the cyclone centre when these ·islands were in .the grip of northerly gal e so A detailed study of this storm was made by the . present authors ( 1 965) and the resu lts
are being published elsewhere.
·
(iv)

Masulipa.tam Storm of October 1949

The track of this storm and the coastal area affected by the surges
accompanying it are shown in fig •.7 o ·The sharp termination of th~ storm ·wave effect
·just to the right of the tr~ck confirms the view · that the phenomen on wa s confined
,:mf.y to the onshore wind sector of the storm fieldo
Apart from the cases discussed above,. a car~ful .s crutiny of t h e available
reports of · all past stonns in the Arabian Sea and the Bay · of-Bengal did n ot bripg out
any evidence to suggest that storm wave phenome!'1:a can occur in any secto r.
the
storm field other than that in which · the wipds are on-_s hore. 'I'here are a: few records
of dam~e to sea-walls and seaside installations caused .by rollers f:tt>m distant
stonns ~Mukherjee et . al, . 1961 ). Such phenomena are . of course not within the purview
of the p.resent discussion. ~rom the available evidence it looks as though at · least
in the case of the cyclonic storms in the Indian Seas ( which are :relatively smaller
and less severe than their counterparts in the. Atlantic and Pacific ) , the piling-up
of the water by the on-shore winds plays the decisive part. in the occurrence - of
stonn waves .

of

(c)

~titative Agreement

Authentic data on the actual heights attained by past surges a re f a r too
meagre to make a satisfactory verification of the values· of P and H as gi ven in
. Tables I and II. However, comparisons were attempted. in a few we ll-. documented c a s e s
and a reasonably satisfactory agreement was found between the comput ed and the actual
v ·a lues,,
(d)

Some Cautionary Remarks

As already pointed out, the present technique ~s app l icable t o op en be ach
conditions onlyo Further, the values of P and H1 .given in Tables I and II are t he
maximum values to which the water. qould rise when all t he conditi ons are f avou rable o
These include the pre-condition of the sea and the topog r aphy of the c.oast o
A
detailed explanation of these aspects has been offered in the earli er p ape r (1 965)
al:ready referred too
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To illustrate the si gnificance of the pre-c ond_iti on of t h e s ea and the
durat ion of the sustained winds for the growth of -the storm surges the case ·of
t he Chittagong Cyclone of May 1963 may be cited (Fige 8 ). This se;e re but smallcore cyclone moved rapidly northwards~ striking the . East Pakistan coast
near
Chittagong. The strong easterly winds ahe~d of the storm ce ntre resulted in the
orientation of the sea movement being strongly from east to west. It would appear
that the strong on-shore winds in the :rear of the storm did not have enough time _
first to overcome th:i,s initial unfavourable orientation of the sea and then to pi le
up the waters against the coast
The result was that there was hardly any sto nn
surge accompanying this otherwise vio'lent cyclone ..
o

From the standpoints of both a favourable pre-condition of the sea and
duration of · the on-shore winds, a stonn which approaches a coast at an angle of
about 120° (measured clock-wise . from "coast to sea) appears to . be the one most pot ent
.for causing the maximum surges. l'he n~ _nnal _paths of storms in the Bay of Bengal a.re
frequently favourable for this ty-pe of approach, while the paths of storms that
strike the ea.stem shores of the . A:rab:i,.an se·a are not fB:vourable for major build-u ps
of surges. For -similar reasons, a stonn _skirting the .east coast has a greater chance .
of causing larger surge·s than a storm striking the we st. coast. A very slow-moving or
stationary storm near the coast should generally be expected to cause · the maximum
surges which might reach the values given under column 12 in Tables I and .II ..
.
It should be pointed out that the values of H1 and P and the heights of
the astronomical tides given in T.ablss I and: II are with reference to the low water
~·
The forecaster should take this fact into consideration when issuing warning.s with reference to any qther · datum, say, the mean sea leveL
4.,

Some_§2ecial Features .o f the 'rechniqqe
I

•

.

·The technique prese.nted in' this paper has certain practical advantages and
provides a simple and convenient too.l for 'forecasting storm waves and their most
likely heights. Some of the salient ~eatures are mentioned below.
(i) The apa.lyti.q al approach enables the forecaster to 'be constantl y in
touch with the problem and give·s him , :a ,, chance to , modify his forecasts, to the extent
necessary~ as and when new developments occurj) .
{ii ) The pre-calculatio~s should ,f acili ·fate the issue of . reasonably good
quantitative forecasts without neces's itating· elaborate calculations while issuing
forecasts and warnings when one is invariably hard pressed for time o
(iii) No additional .forecasting t 'e chnique . for the meteorological paramet e rs
is demanded of the forecastere . The "usual modes of assessment of the i ntensity and
direction of movement of the stonn·· would suffice for the forecast of the storm
wave alsoo
(iv) The principal feature of _the technique is i ts stress on the t opog r aphy
of the sea-bed and the ori-shore comportent of . the surface wind. The forecaster i s thus
in a position to eliminate, certain apeas (like the a-type areas) where major stonn
waves would not occur, and is put on _g uard when a storm approaches a more vulnerable
area. Further, the atten~ion . is sbifted from the point where the storm strikes t he
coast to · the be.lt affected by strong on-shore winds. The sectors of the stormaffected coastlin.e where the winds blow off-. shore can be eliminated for making the
warnings more refined and precise.,,.
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( v) The teclimque has helped in bringing O\lt hitherto unsuspected areas
which are vulnerable o Prior to the Rameshwaram Cyclone, of> December 1964.9 sto~ waves
were unknown over the Dhanushkodi-Rameshw~ram areas.. When th~ storm actually_p assed I
near the area on 22-23 December, it _caused - devastating storm waves..
.other are.a s
..which have been spared similar fate so far._9 either due to very _low frequency -of storm
or due to the .normal tracks of storms bein.g unfavourable for the occurrence of sto rm
waves, have no··wbeen brought to light.
The_. Gulf of ,Cambay is one such area
The
northern shore of the Niaampet Bay (location 15 in , Tabl e I) is another o
0

(vi) For the first time in India, the present technique enabl es the forecaster to give a .quantitative orientation to this stonn-wave . forecasts
0
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The Kitao Effect and its Di.splay
H., Arakawa
Meteorological Office, Fukuoka, J apano
In 188~, the late Prof. Dr. Diro Kitao postulated and proved .the theorem
that, when a .c yclone system is close enough to be influenced by another cyclone
system, the.n the two cyclone systems will begin their counterclo9kwise dance about a
fixed point tSchwerpunkt of ·the two cyclone systems, · say) closing· range successive]y
~see figure lrThis theorem of the. analytical mechard.cs should b~ called ·as the
K~ tao effect in its true sense
o

-

In . o\dE-~
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britanica, the work of. the late
Dr. Kitao ~as · reviewed as: vcontemporary with Oberbeck's are the admira9le memoirs
of Prof.-Dr. Diro Kitao of the . Univer·s ity of Tokyo, who as s.t udent of Mathematics
in Germany, now become an expert in the modern treatment of hydrodynamic problems ..
In three memoires -- he develops with great patience many of the minutiae of the
movement of the earth' s ·atmosphere and cyclonic storm, etc.'
The work of the late Dr. Kitao was reviewed quite often by Prof .B.Haurwit.z,
and the above effect is erroneously named as the Fuiiwb~ effect in . the Uriited
States of America.
_
Typhoon KathY and Marie in 1964 achieved. a notable -place in history of
weather science under at least following point : they precisely ·displayed the
manoeuvre of the Kit ao effect {see figure 2)o
·
1

.

.

Kathy first appeared on the weather maps ,of--11 AU.gust 1964·, as · . a small
tropical stOnn about 600 km to the ea.st of Marcus Island (24. 3°N, 154. O°E )o Kathy
has gene rated into a typhoon on the next day.. Cn August 1·4, tropical stonri Marie
was born out of a weak depression that had been hovering ·1.l'OOO km to the southeast
of Fonnosa.
·
On August 15, the two cyclone systems, although more than 1, OOO km apart
began their counterclockwise dance. A.s shown in Table 1 . illustra.tiP_g ' winds aloft
oyer the Naze weather station (28°23 1 N, 129°331 E; International index No 909 ), the
prevailing upper winds were definitely ·e asterly o ~o typhoon Kathy.? the stronger
D

Table
1 - Winds aloft over the Naze Weather Station
.~----~--------~-~------~---~--.---~--~~----------------------------------~-------~

·Augyst 16:il964
2100 JMT
- 1500 JMT
D
speed Mm)
Mm) . D
speeid

--Gr

N

886
1382
1904
3039
4325

NNE
NNE
NE
NNE
NNE

.1,mL§]
7
23

21
16
20
. 18

.

Gr

ENE

875

FSE

1369
1890
3024
4301

ESE
ESE
E
E

Auggst 17,1964

0300 JMT
Mm)
D

~

Gr

27

880
1370
1890
3030
4300

17

33
33
33
25

E
ESE"
FSE
ESE
ESE
ESE

0900 JMT
speed
'(m/s)
E
13·
. FBE
25
ESE
22
ESE
22
ESE
22
ESE· 21

speed

h\m) ' · n

19

Gr

~l
19
25
23
24
21

go4
1400
1922
3056 .
- 4332 .

---------- .~----------~-~-----

.h(m)

-----~-4.a._

August l6si 1964
2100 JMT
1500 JMT
. speed
D
speed h(rri)
D
(m(s)
..;._
~

-.- .·-

5811
7566
8575
9705
10999
12516
13389

... .

NNE
NE
NE
NE

ENE
ENE

E

14365 E

9
12
13
14
13
7
4
6

E
5773
E
7518
E
85·30
9$69
ENE
10973 ENE
12496 NE
13370 ENE
14345 E

.,.

/

20
14
16

16
. 12
7

5

10

___ . _ ___________________________________
Aug'.!.!St 17 ~ 1964
0300 JMT
0900 JMT
h(m)
D
h(m)
.speed
D
speed

-

5770
7520
8530
9670
10970
12500
13370
14350

iibU

FSE
ESE
ESE
ESE
ESE

NNW
NW
WNW

17
18
15
15
14 .
5

8
12

--

~

ESE
5798
BSE
7541
ESE
8555
ESE
9694
10991 ESE
12507 N
13383 NW
14368 NW

(mjs)
22
16
8
7
9
6
5

5

~~----~-..-..,.-~----..-------~-----~---------...-------~---------------------------~--~-------

of the· two was moving westward with the prevailing winds alofto
Howeverjl Marie
moved eas·t ward, likely contrary to the · upper air flow patternsj therefore under the
influence of typhoon Kathy ..
During the eucceeding days, two systems closed range. On August 17, Marie
was upgraded to a typhoon with winds of 70 knots near the center.. By August 18, ..
the centers of Kathy and Marie were less than 600 km apart, and both typhoons had
nearly reversed their original courses as shown in figure 3~
On August 19, typhoon Kathy absorbed or amalgamated Marie within her own
circulation with definite drop in the sea level pressure within the eye of
Kathyo
During an 18-hour period on August 19, the central pressure dropped from
980 millibarsj to 945 millibars. Typhoon Kathy exeeuted the second, smaller loop ·
between August 20 and August 21, which may be considered as the last remnants of
Marie disappeared.
These coupled motion of tYPhoon Kathy and typhoon Marie were probebJ.,y
the 'first' counterclockwise dance over the sea to south of Kyushu, having sufficient
data to prove 'the Ki tao effect. .Lto Neil F. 0' Connor stated that 'The Fujiwhara
effect has· long be.e n a universally , accepted meteorological phenomenon, but credit
must be given to the Navy and .Air Force .Aircrews, who tracked Kathy artd Marie, and
to the Joint 1Y.Phoon .Warning Center on Guam, for collecting the data'o Without their
effort the unique tracks of these two stonns might have gone unobserved' • The
weather radar at the Naze Weather station was also a powerful tool for tracking the
Kathy and Marie throughout this event ..
Acknowledgements
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DISCUSSION

~ONO

Keshavamurthy

· In a study we made at IMC of the winter depressions over north India
most of the precipitation of shower or thunderstonn type was to the east of the
Centre.. This was attributable to low level convergence rather than · to frontal
action and the cloud distribution tied in well with Dr" Arakawai $ modeL
Mr. F. Duve~France)_
The v models' for polar front cyclones are only schemes and, as such,
.o versimplifiedci Bjerknes has plainly recognised this fact. Since that time many
different models, more complicated have been proposed and some of them are extensively used (e .. g .. in Canada). France has developed an . vAir Mass Analysisv which .
shows more intricate structures. · Pictures presented by Dr .. Arakawa point to the
fact that the classical cold front structure may require modification . · In France
we know that only strong cold fronts with strong difference of' temp~rature be't ween
wann and ·cold air are typical • . They are all practically coming f ·rom direction
northwest. But cold fronts coming from the west and southwest are complicated with
associated altostratus clouds and rainy bands looking like those presented by
Dr. Arakawa. A sla..Ylt sinusoidal structure has been proposed and seems to explain ·
most of the featureso It is supporte'd by aerodynamical consideration ..
Dro ·Arakawa
. systems
models.

The systems . in sub-tropics are somewhere between mid-la.ti t.ude frontal
and low latitude tropical stonns, and · do not conform to mid latitude .

Mr o - Ro N.. Keshavamurtby
~

Did you have

a chance· to

look at the low level wind fields ?

----

Dro Arakawa

~. .

There was not nnich wind data over . such open se •

At IMC we have felt that strengthening of northeast trades over south
China Sea is associated with movement of an extra tropi c c;:i.l disturbance over J apan

0

Dr. Arakawa
During the colder half of th~ year the strengthening of · the northwest
monsoon over north Chi{laj Korea and Japan as well as the strengthening of the northeast trades over south China and south China Sea are closely associated with east-:
ward movement of an extra tropical disturbance., This fact is now well accepted
among Japanese ~eteorologista.
·
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Satellite Meteorology in thei '!nternational Indian Ocean Expedition
James C. Sadler
Lt • Co1. U.:S ~A. F.
Inte·rnational Indian Ocean Expedition, Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics, University of Hawaiio
ABSTRACT
'Meteorological satellite data are being used extensive·ly in the Interr;t·ational Indi'an Ocean Expedition. During the operational stage of the expedition, the satellite-obseIVed gross cloud features and cyclonic centers
. were received by telecommunication in the form of coded nephanalyses and
used in the daily analysis routine of the International Meteorological Center
(IMC) at Bombay.
The satellite data will form. an integral part of the Meteorological
,Atlasses being prodliced for the period of the Expedition . · · The tropical
cyclone observations will be used to help refi,ne the storm tracks and intensi ties. The tropica:l cyclone tracks for February and March, 1964, as detel'mined by the daily observations from TIROS IX, are presented to demonstrate
the value of satell:,i.te observations. The f~equency ·and tracks of satelliteobse:rved ·cyclones are compared with conventional data su:mn:iaries to indicate
the probability that some tropical ·cyclenes have previously escaped detection
in the dat&-sparse South Indian ·Ocean.
To indicate the type of satellite cloud information to be contained
in the :Atlasses, analyses are presented of the monthly mean cloud cover
for September, 1963; February, 1965; and March, 19650 The cloud cover maps.
,are · discussed in terms of orography, frequency and distributipn of satellite
observations, mean circulation features of the 850 mb level, and the frequency and tracks of .t ropical stonns.
The satellite observations of clouds and . radiation are being used in
various research ·tasks being conducted by the meteorologists of the IMC and
the U~versity of Hawaii. Examples are reproduced from a detailed study
of the Arabian Sea summer monsoon being undertaken by Miller and Keshavamurthy.' Preliminary results · i~dicate that the cloud observations · received
by the APT ground station in Bombay will be an aid to a short range forecast
of the monsoon pulses and the associated rainfall distribution and intensity
along the west coast of India north of 15 N.
1..

Int reduction
The original plannil}g for the meteorology program

of the lnternationel

Indian Ocean Expedition {IIOE) included maximum utilization of all available meteoro1ogical satellite datae Special arrangements were made with the joint satellite
control center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
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United S tates Weather Bureau (USWB) to obtain

"the maximum photographic coverage
over the Indian Ocean region during the two-..year period of the Expediti9n. · However~
it mu st b e emphasized that photographic cover.a ge . of this region by the · TIROS I
through TIROS ·vrn satellites is sev~rely lirnited because of orbit configuration
and location of read-out stations (Widger ~9- Wood, 1961 )~ Without abnormal· storage
time aboard the spacecraft, data over. most of the Indian . ~bcontinent cannot be
obtained on-. any orbi to
Two TIROO satellites operate.d simultaneo.u:sly during the period of the
Expedition, with the exception of 'three months in 1963.
The number o:f days per
month any particular area was photo~raphed varied considerably since it depended on
ma.YJ.y factors (Widger and lfood, 1961 )._ During the period of two operational satellites
the variability r~ged from zero to more than 25 observations per m~nth.
.

.

There is a defini~ p~ttem .to th~ coverage and -. the number. of _ob.s ervations
vary from one per month over the. south~westem portion of the chart ' to nio.re than
twenty-five over a small sefction · of- central .C hina.
2o

Operational Utilization

The use of satellite data in the daily operational analysis program o.f the
International Meteorological Center (IMC) was · restricted primarily to the :, coded
nephanalyses received over the Northern: Hemisphere teletype data · network. . The
receipt of facsimile mephanalyses was not satisfactory due to comrrru.nication .limit ationso
,

.

A ground read-out station, for use with . the Automatic- Picture Tran.s mission

If ational .Science Foundation for the U.S. meteorology program and installed art the . IMC in Bomba~.

(APT) subsystem, was procured by the

The synoptic analysis program at the IMC obtained limited use from this
sys t em due to malfunctions . of TIROS VIII and NIMBtJS I~

3o

Satellite Data File and Processing

A complete film-file of 35 mm negatives is maintained at · the University
of Hawati. o Prints are made from the neg a t.i ve s and hand-fitted- mosaics are con~tructed
for all orbits traversing the area o.f the IMC .meteorological chart. A complete
duplic·ate file ·of the , nephanalyses whlch are produced at · the satellite 'read-out and
an.alysis centers have been obtained f _rom the National Weather Satellite Center (NWSC)
· of the United States Weather Bureauo
These nephanalyses, . among other things,
are used to position the cloud features of the hand-fitted mosaics for general
research studies"
lfor those case studies requiring .more accurate cloud positioning,
latitude-longitude grids for individual photographic frames are obtained from the.
NWSCo In a similar manner, . the infra.,...red radiation data are obtained for special
case studies from the Godda1~d Space Ji'light Cen~er of the NASA..
· ·
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4..

_Cl:\Fato l ogical etudies ang Documentation

AQ

Cloud Climatology

An i~ortant product of the- Expedition will be a series of Meteorological.
A.tlasses of (1) observed parameters; (2) derived quantities, such as heat exchange;
and (3) analyses of the mean monthly atmospheric circulation at standard pressure
levels and selected longitudinal . and latitudinal cross-sections& An integral _part
of this documentation will be the satellite observations of clouds and infra:-red
radiationo The treatment of the radiation data is straight forward as with any quantitative observation. Satellite cloud observations, on the otherhand, must undergo
considerable subjective interpretation.. Probably the most reliable interpretation
is of the cloud amount.
·
The average monthly cloud emounts are being obtained from the nephanalyses .
The most representative cloud amount symbol for each 2-1/2 degree latitude-longitude
square is determined for each orbi tv s nephanalysis and recorded in the appropriate
grid square as a numerical value assigned in accordance with the scheme shown in
Table lo
The numerical vaJ11es are averaged and plotted on a base map at the center
of the square., Isopleths are constructed which ·can be interpreted in tenns of
cloud amount by refe re nee to column 3.

Nephanalysis Symbol

Assigned Numerical
Value

Approximate Cloud Cove r
in Tenths

----------------------------~---------------------~------~--~-----------------------

0 or Clear

MOP

1
2·
3
4

0

-

1
2
3
4

MCO

5

6

(!}

6
7
8
9

8
10
10
10

+ G)

The average monthly cloud conditions, ~etermined from the satellite observations, will be used as an aid in the analysis and interpretation. of the more conventiona.lly observed parameters.. For example, an attempt will be made . to construct
average monthly rainfall maps for the Indian Ocean by using the satellite data together with the measured rainfall at 'anchor~ points such as the low-lying atolls of
Gan, Diego Garcia, Cocos, Mini.coy, etc. The satellite cloud observations will be a
primary aid in determining the mean monthly atmospheric circulation patterns ove r
the vast oceanic regions where few conventional. data are available o
Figure 1 shows art example of the TIRCS-derived average cloud cover du n ng
September, · 1963. Cloud amounts of 2/10 or less are shown dark shaded, amounts betwe en
4/10 arid 8/10 are shown Jight shaded and, amounts of 8/10 or more are indicated by
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J ar['.'0 rint s~ Also shown on the :'ha r t , by t hin continuous linef:1 , is t he me an 850 mb
streemli ne analysis for Se ptember as published by Raman ood Dixi t, 1964.

Some of the cloud patte11· relates to orog raphy and the mean flow pattern
at thf3 ·1ow leve l. The orographic influence is well demonstrated over Borneo, Celebes
and New Guinea. Regions of relative maximum cloudiness a re associated with the
Northern Hemisphere low-level trough extending from the Western North Pacific to
Northeast India. Areas of minimum clou diness occur with flow over the deserts of
North Af:cica, Arabia, and west Pakistan and near the subtropical ridge lines over
Australia and the Western · North Pacific.
The cloud pattern over some portions of Fig. 1 doe s not appear well related
to either orography or the low-level flow pattern . The complicated pattern · over
the southwestem portion of the chart cannot be considered a good representation of
the average monthly cloudiness due to the small number . of TIROS observations. Some
of the major cloud features are be tter related to atmospheric circulation systems
which are primarily above the 850 mb level. An example of this is the cloud shield
over the northern. portion of the Arabia~ Sea and the long narrow minimum cloud zone
between lON and 15N extending from the middle of the .Arabian Sea eastward across
Southern India into the Bay of Bengal. The TIROS cloud ' data, consi dered alone _or
with only the low-level flow as in Fig. 1, appears anomalous and difficult to explain
and woul.d probably be attributed to the fact that only about ·tep TIROS observations
were obtained in this area.,
However, the pattern i s completely consistent when
viewed. in terms of the description and model of the Arabian Sea monsoon low which
vtill "be discussed later in this paper and in the paper by Miller and Keshavamurthy.

Thi s agreement between the ave raged 'rIRCS observations and a well docum e nted
feature of synoptic climatology penni ts confidence that a reasonable pic t ure--most
certainly a better one than has previou s1y been possible--can be obtained of the
average monthly cloud cove r, over the tropical regions, with as few as ten satellite
observations pe r month.
The daily synoptic analysis program, initiated for the IIOE, is being
continued by the India Meteorological Department. · Unquestionably, this is a tremendous step forward for tropical meteorology. Only through such a routine program is
it possible to properly assimilate the ever-increasing satel~ite products into a
comprehensive description of the general circulation of this data-sparse region.
TIROS IX was launched in late January, 1965, the first of the TIRCS to be
placed in a near-polar orbit and to have the cameras mounted in a 'rolling-barrel'
configuration.
This combination provided almost complete daily photographic
cover.a ge of the Indian Ocean area during February and March, 1965. Most of the area
had more than 25 observations during March 1965 with the extremes varying from more
than 30 to just less than 20 per mont h..
A similar di stribution was obtained
du ring February. Such coverage .permits · an excellent analysis of the average cloud
amount anc a complete climatology of a~l tropical cyclone tracks ~
Th~

average monthly c:;Loud ·c over for the two months is shown in Figs. 2
and 3o Superposed on the figures are the climatological mean streamlines (Raman
and Dixit, 1964) for each month at the 850 mb level.
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During February (Fig., 2) the mean cloudiness agrees in general with most
In the Northern Hemis pht;re the minimum cloud zone extends along the sub-tropical ridge from . Eastern
Af ri ca through Arabia, India, and Southeast Asia. The minimum zone in the Western
North Pacific in1plies that the subtropical ridge during February, 1S/65, was approxi mately 5 degrees farther south than nonnal in this region. A belt of maxi:rm.llil
cloud cover extends along · and quite near the axis of the mean ' low-level trough in
the South Indian Ocean. Whether the amount of cloudiness in this belt (or most any
o t h9r region of the chart) is above or below nonnal can not be detennined until a
few years of satellite cloud climatology become available. 1\ secondary maximum of
cloudiness occurs along the Northern Hemisphere trough near 5N from south of India
to Malaya.
The doubl~ trough ·is also refl_ected in the cloud patterns of t he
Western North Pacif.i..c and the North Australian regions.
f the p rinclp al circulation features of th<;:) 850 mb level.

The average cloud cover pattern for March (Fig .. 3) is remarkably different
from . that of February, even though the . TJROS coverage was about equ~ and the climatological mean 850 mb circulation features are very similar for both monthso In
March the amount of cloudiness in the area of low~level trough in the South Indian
. Ocean had decreased to the extent where it. was no l~nger an identifiable feature as
in February. Also, the split str.ucture of the maximum on either side of the equator
in the easte_rn Indian Ocean, which was recognizable during February, is missing in
March, having be _e n replaced by a rather marked maximum along the equator from 85b: to
Sumatra. The double trough structure in the Western North Pacific and North .A,ustralian ~eg{on is still recognizable in the mean cl oud patte:rn.
The most logical speculation for the marked change between ti1e mean cloud
patterns of February and March, 1965, over the tropical · Indian Ocean is to assume,
for March, an anomalous mean atmospheric circulation, atleast for the low levelr,
over this areao The observed cloudiness during that month implies that the tropical
trough systems of the Indian Ocean were not well established and active; this
implication is also favoured by the development pattern of tropical cyalones, which
will be discussed later.

An interesting feature of the mean cloudiness, for the three months, under
discussion, is the orographic influence of T,he island masses of the tropical region.
For all three months there is a measurable orographic influence produced by the
larger land areas of Malagasy, Sumatra, Borneo, Philippines, Malaya) Celebes, and
New Guinea.
In most , instances there is also . a measurable leeward an· windward
effecto These features are to be expected, but perhaps µot exactly as was observed
in cloud amount or .patterno
'The most unexpected feature is the diff erence in the
amount and pattern of orographic cloudines$ between February and March over Sumatra,
Borneo, al'.ld the Philippines. During March the orographic cloudiness was the dominant
feature in these areas and exceeded that of February by 2/10 to 3/10 coverageo
B . Tropic al Cyclones
The mo st publicized use of meteorological satellite data has been t~e
dete ction and tracking of tropical cyclones. Tropical cyclones are easily recognized ·
in the satellite photographs.
A unique vortex pattern is observable in , the cloud
structure at a developing cyclone intensity greater than approximately 25 kts and
subsequent changes in the s;ize, organizat.ion, and brightness of the observed vortex
c anopy permits an estimation of cyclone intensity from the depression through
typhoon stages (Sa.dler, 196.4 ; Shiroma and Sa:dler, 1965). A semiobjective method
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fo :;:' ,·, ;:; ,j matlr-g tropica1 cyclone i nten sity, based mainly on the size of the overcast
ccmo py and Lh <:; st,ructure of the b and s has been deve loped by TimchaJ_k, Hube rt,
and
F ri tz ( 1965) ;w:i th a claimed accuracy of ,:t 20 kts.,

Thi s satellite capability will be used to refine the tropical cyclone
climatology during the Expedition6 Because of the less than adequate TIROS coverage
during the Expedition, the climatology must still depend heavily on conventiona1
d ata and cyclone summaries of the MeteoroJogical Services within the region ..
An almost daily surveillance of the South Indian Ocean tropical cyclone
region was accomphshed by TIROS IX dur:(ng February and March, 1965.. The tracks
of observed cyclones are shown in Figs. 4 and 5., The positions were extracted
from the operational nephanalyses prepared by the NWSC., The film is not yet available to the author for preparing estimated intensities of the cyclones ..
The cyclone climatology for the we stern portion of the South Indian Ocean
is -routine1y prepared by the Mauritius Meteorological Service.. Their summaries are
plotted on Figs. 4 and 5 in accordance with their symbolism. No summaries for the
eastern portion of the South Indian Ocean have yet been received from the Australian
Meteorological Service.
Even though Mauritius had advantage of the TIROS messages, note that in
cyclone positioning there is considerable disagreement,averaging close to 150 miles •
. The 8.illOUnt and distribution of the conventional data Which were available to
.Mauri bus for cyclone positioning is not known but in a personal correspondence,
Mr. Da.vy , Director of the Meteorological ~ervice, expres t::ed extreme confidence in
their tracks. On a majority of the days TIROS positioned the cyclones some t hree
deg.rees south of the Mauritius positiono It i .s difficult t.o visualize or account
for such a systematic error in 'l'IROO posi tioningo
'l'here were five TIROSIX tropical cyclones in February (Fig. 4). Three
we re named by Mauritius.
Cyclone 'A', west of Malagasy, was not included in the
Mau ri t i 1.rn summary., Cyclone 'B' will pro"9ably appear in the Australian summary ~
In March there were six tropical cyclones observed by TIROS Il (Figo 5)o
From the tracks alone it appears that the four west of 105E were probably weak ·depre ss j_ons which never intensified to tropical. storm strength. Mauritius commented
tha t the available conventi.onal data furnished no details because all four cyclones
we re -weU away from land or ship reports. Mauritius chose to adopt the TIRffi track
foT a.it except 1 E' which they again felt was over three degrees farther north than
obse r ve d. by 'l'IRCB ~
'I'he decrease in cyclone development activity from _F ebruary to March in
the c entral and western South Indian Ocean agrees with the previous discussion
· of the decrease in trough ·intensity as shown by the average montly cloud cover
fo r the two months (Figso 2 and 3).
How many tropical cyclones go undetected in the vast data-sparse oceanic
regi ons such as the Indian Ocean '? 1hls question ·w ill always be debated for the pre
TIROS e ra but the question ceases to exist when the requirement of adequate satellite
su rv e i llance is available·. This was met for the first time by TIRCS IX during
February and March, 1965. A comparison of TIRCB IX statistics .for the two months
-with p·1st history is ther"efore of interest. Table II compares the TIRCE IX-observed
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cyclone frnq1:1encies with the available records from Mauritius since 1951 and from
t he Roy al Netherlands Meteornlogi cal Institute (1952).

Average number of Tropical GyclonP.s per Month
~ ----------------------------~---------------~--..-----~~------~--------------------

TIRCS IX

Mauritius

Source

Al:las

·BMNI

TIROS IX
I

--------------------------------------~---=-----------:~-·· -- · - --------------------

West of 95E

Area

West of 95E

West 0£ 125E

West of 125E

----------------------~--------------~--~-------------- - -~-- ----------------------

1965

1951-1963

Period

* ·See

note

1965

--------------------------------------~--.,.-------------------------------------

February
March

_

2.4
1.8

4

2.3

5

3

2.0

6

----~-------~------~---------~----------------------~-----------------------------

February
and March

4.2

7

.._

* West of BOE
Between SOE and llOE ·
Between 11.0E and 125E

11

4.~

_________________________________ ___________ ..,.. _________

,,__

....

---------------------------

1848-.1947
1848-1949
1897-1·949

Table II . is pnrnented without further comment for it is difficult to
mount an argument concerning tropical cyclone climatology because of the varied
intensity classification · criteria which are used by individual meteorological
Service Sc

In the preceding section, illustrations and discus sions considered the
varied uses of satellite observations in climatology and general circulation studies .
Another important segment of the meteorology program of the IJOg is the research
being done or planned on the smaller scale atmospheric fea.~ures; such as the landsea breeze, the development and life . ~1istory of individual tropical storms and monsoon depressions, the Arabian Sea monsoon, the development and maint enance of the
upper tropospheric easterly jet, the dynamics and maintenance of lowe1~troposphGric
easterly jet, the dynamics and maintenance of lowerL..t.rnpospheric equatorial westerlies, etc. S atel1i te observations are being used in all of these studies..
In
some the satellite de~t a . e.re of major importance while in others only minor contributions are real ized.
Two ·examples f .rom . an Arabian See. monsoon study, being conducted by
Miller and Keshavarnurt~y, will be discussed to illustrate some typical uses of
sate llite data.
The purpose of the study ·is to describe and develop a typical
model of the Arabian Sea Monsoon (.ABM) during all of its phases from development
through maturity to dissipation. The te1m monsoop in India is usually synonymous
with rainfall.
Active monsoon is the period of heavy :ra.j_nfall and a lull in the
monsoon is the period of little or :ho rainfall.
The ABM is a local feature within
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the l a rge r monsoon sy stem and produ ce s mo st of t he rainfall i n western India
Tr;s clomin 2nt synop t ic feature o f t he ASM i s a well developec. and
e Gur::m tia.ll y station a ry mid-troposp heric cyclone?. positioned near 20N along the
we s t coast of India~

·:10 -:: --l:.h ~-> f 1r:yN,,

Three phases of a typic al .JI.SM system which existe d during Iate June and
.early July, 1963, are illustre.ted in the comp osites of satellite obseivations and
s ome of the conventional data shown as Figs ~ · 6, 7 and 8" · Fortunately there was an
extensive coverage of infra-red (IR ) data from TIROS VII channel 2 (8 .to 13 microns)
for tli,is particular case..
The active period of this monsoon system was from 27
June to 9 July. A typical e?Cample of total rainfall during this thirteen day
period was 4508 cm or .approximately 18 inches at Bombay. ·
Fig .. 6 shows some of the important f e atures on 26 June 1963, just p rior
to the developm~nt of this ASM ·system.
The TIRQ.S VII mosaic of photogre.phs
(Fig-" 6 A) just off the west coast of India. shows only the we ste rn edge of the
mair;i. cloud systemsn However, by using IR data in conjunction with the photographs
(Figo 6B) it is deduced that the deep cloud (cold IR) system is over the southwestern
coast of India and that there is no significant deep cloud mass over nortbwestern
India north of 15N o These d~ductions are also borne out by the 24-hour rainfall
tota1s along the west coast of I n dia (Fig o 6 C). Lit tle or no rainfall was recorded
along the coafJt north of l5N. A cyclonic system has just moved inland on the east-central Indian coasto
. The system extends from the surface through 500 mb. No
mid-tropospheric cold-low exists along the western coast.
Fig. 7 shows features on 1 July 1963 at a bout the midpoint of the active
ASM... The main synoptic feature has been the development and . persistence of a midt:r(;pospheric cold-low over tbe west coast of India near 20N (Figo 7 B )o Although
TIROS obtained no photographs over the center of this cyclo nic cell, the orbit just
off the west coast showed what is now regarded as a typical wedge- shaped canopy
of middle and high clouds extending some 500 miles westward from the main low cello
1'bis canopy is a feature of the TIROS-determined climatological cloud cover as was
discussed previously and is shown in Fig. 1. . The TIRffi IR data (Fig. 7B) again complement the photographic data. very niceJ_y to show that the cloud canopy is continuous
onto the coast and is deepest just along the coast south of the cycl.o nic cello Tbe
24-hour ra.infall figures (Fig. 7 C) show a maximwn along the west coast from the
cyclonic cell southward to 15N.
Note that the ASM low does not extend to the
surf ace o
Fig. 8 depicts features on 10 July 1963 which is one day after the definite break · in tho .ASM. The TIR:<JS VII orbit shows .no signific ant deep cloud system
north of 15N ·along or j u st off the west coast and the coastal stations report
litt)..e or no rainfall for the 24-hour period. The IR data verifies no significant
clou d remains with the decaying mid-tropospheric low on the west coast. The cold
TR temperatures over northern India (Fig. 8 B) are associated with a wann-core low
which was moving westnorthwest across northern Irtdia
froni the Bay of BengaL
As discussed previously, speeial programming i s
coverage over the Indian subcontinent.
rherefore, very
been obtained which show the cloud changes along the , west
.ASM -.b reaks. One of the best sequences was obtained on 12
shows the composite features on 12 Augusta The thick
1

requi red t o obt ain TIRCS
few obse rvat ions have
coast and i nland a s the
and 13 Augu s t 1964. Figo9
cloud shield extending
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'\tfest\Jard

frnm · the mid-tropospher:i c cyclonic cell; centered between Bombay and
is wel.1 depicted by the TIROS mosaic.. The 24-hour rainfalJ_ along the
west coast north of 15N attests to an active .ASM period.. A break developed· the
following day and fortunately an excellent TIROO view of the entire western coastal
area was obtained and is shown in Fig .. 10.. The t hick cloud shield along the . coast
has decreased in size and is breaking up over the immediate area of the mid-tropospheric cyclone which has moved north .A hme dab a.d ~ The middle and high clouds
have dissipated sot1th of 20N penni tting a view of the cumulus distribution.. There
remains considerable cumulus acti~i ty along the we st coast, which is also reflected
ir:.. the r ainfall totals of F'.ig. 10 C, but by the following day all c.o astal stations
north of 15N reported little or no rain and the .ASM break was · established..

Al:rrnr-~d ;:>bf. d,

The preceding sequence of cloud events, with the high and middle clouds
breaking and dissipating as the low weakens, s eems to be typical of t he ABM breakdowno If so, the .satellite observations show promise of being .a one or two day
forecast aid for the weakening of the Arei.bian Sea monsoon_ An appropriately located ·
APT ground system would be essential for such fo.recasts. The planned addition of an
operational IR observation capability to the APT system will be a tremendous e.id
to the proper interpretation of the middle and high cloud system.
It is anticipated that good satellite observations of the active .ASM
mid-tropospheric cyclonic cell will not show a vortex pattern because the ci rrus
shield exists in a broad easterly flow.. Howeve:r.Y during the decay stage the middle
. clouds may be observed as a vortex pattern if the cirrus dissipates first.
On 8 5eptember 1963 TIROS VII obse1ved the vortex patterrt of a decaying
low pressure system which had moved into the Ku tch Peninsula from the east . Although
this · was not an A5M system, such systems produce one or two .days of heavy rain
along the northwest coast and thei r decay cycJ~, as observed from satellites,
may be similar to that of the .ASM. The TlROS view ( Fig o 11) i:rldica.tes tha.t suffi..:.
cient middle clouds a.re visible, through and on the edge of the dissipating ci.rrus
mass, to p·rotray the vortex circulation..
9umulus clouds are dominant along and ·
just off the west ·coast south of 18N .. · The heavy cloud band a.long the. west coast
north of 18N produced considerable rain on 8 Sept.ember (6 .• 53 cm at Bombay) but bad
decayed by 9 September, as indicated by a sha;:p decr~ase in rainfall (0.00
at Bombay).
.
·
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Flo. I. Mean cloud amout for September 1963 as determined from
TIROS VI and VII nephanaly1is. See text for code description. Solid
lines Cire mean monthly streamlines for 850 mb. (Raman and Dlxtt,

1964.)

Fig. 2. Mean cloud amoumt for February 1965 as determined from
TIROS IX nephanalysia. See text for description. Solid lines are mean
Monthly strealtnu for 850 mb level ( Roman and Dix it, 1964.)
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Flo. 3. Mean cloud amount for March 1965 .as determined Vrom
TIROS IX nephan;'Qlysit. See text for code description. Solid lines
are mean monthly streamlines for850mb level.( Raman and Dix it,
1964.)
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f IQ . 6. Composite of TIROS VII and conventional da?a for 26 June,
19 63 showinQ

the · pre active phase of the Arabian Sea Mon1oon.

B - Solid lines are streamlinot ot 500 mb for 12 GMT 26June1963
Dashed lines are cloud and ~round..temperature( 0 A) measured by
TIROSVll,orbit 102,0624~MTand 103,0802GMT. 26Junel963
tippled areas outline broken to overcast middle and hloh clouds .
from TIROS photooraphs .
C- Solid lines art streamlines at MS km for 12GMT26Jonsl963
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SATELLITE METEOROLOGY
St·ru'Cture of t ropical cyclones as revealed by TIRCS Cloud pictures
take n over the Indian region
M. V. Sivaramakrisbnan
Meteorological Office, Poona - ·5, India.
ABSTRACT
A comparative study of TIROS VII and VIII cloud pictures taken over
the Indian region with conventional synoptic weather analysis during the
formation, development and movement of a number of storms in the Bay of
Bengal and tp.e Arabian Sea during 1963, 1964 has been made. During the
beginning stage of a stonn, considerable asymmetry is noticed in · the TIRCB
cloud pattern with considerably large~ activity in .the rear sector .as
observed ·by previous workers. In the mature stage the degree of maturity
is shown by the increasing concentricity of the spiral bands and by the·
decreasing width of the clear air channel between them. In the dissipating
stage of the storm there is a decrease in cloud cover and increase in
space between bands. In s ome tropical storms a.t sometime during their development TIROS cloud pictures show a relatively clea:r amular zone of §lib. sidence . around the .rim of the high cirrus. cloud shield above the storm.
i'hus the TI.ROS cloud pictures by themselves provide a wealth of ana]ytic!al
ilate. to be used ·in conjunction with proper tropical syn...QPtic charts to
understand the formatj.on, intensification and dissipation of tropical
storms. Examples of a few storms taken for study show cle~.rly the spiralling .
'c loud patte rn, the eye of the storm surrounded by a o1osed circle of cloud ..
A case study of the Rameswaram cyclone showing the Y double eye' has al_s o
been made.

1.

Introdtiction

TIROO SATELLITES have taken numerous pictures of tropical storms, l:ru.rrticanes and typho.ons which have been useful in locating and tracking tho.se storms.
Satellri'- te picture.s of tropical storms taken over the Indian region show clearly
distinct patterns and sizes that are highly correlated with the . stonn intensity. It
is see·n . that mature intense storm ~.as a well organised spiral cloud pattern . and
that pictures of weak disturbances show only unorganised cloud masses.
Results
desc.ribed in this pf!per do show distinct characteristics of storms ·as revealed by
TIROS pic~res during the formation, intensification arid weake.ning of tropical storms.
Tropical storms whi c h show a distinct eye and overcast circle diameter greater than
5o latitude in the satellite pictures are generally associated with maximum surface
wind speeds of more than 60 .k nots.
A brief sunrrnary of · the investigation regarding
the structure of tropical cycl~mes as ·revealed by TIROS VII -. and VIlI cloud pictures
taken over the Indian region i -s given below : .
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Str~ctu.re

of TIROS cloud 12ictures rega rding formation, intensification
l:kb_ssi2ation of Tropic a1 Storms

and

In the beginning st~ of .the storm there is a noticeable asymmetry in
t he cloud pattern with convective activity more in the rear sector. (Fig. 1) shows
a typical TIROS picture showing the spiral pattern in the early stages of the
'development of the storm on 24th October, 1963e Sheer et.al (1963) has shown that
at t his stage the cloud vortex is frequently related to . a surface rather than a
'500 mb centre, and n ormally located South and Yest of the related surface pressure
centre.
-In the matu~e stage of storm Rutherford (1962) has suggested that the
degree of maturity is broadly shown by the increasing concentrici ty of the spiral
bands and by a decreasing width of the clear air channel between them. (Fig. 3)
show~ the structure of a severe cyclonic storm near Madras on 19th November, 1964
at 0353Z as shown by TIROS VIII (Orbit No~ 4843) with vortex centre at lat. 13°N
and ·1ong. 81°Ee .A, clear eye approximately 10 miles in . diameter is also seen in the
TIROS picture., A maximum wind speed of 70. knots was reported by the nearest available ship. The overcast circle diameter is · found to be 9 degrees latitude. This
is a typical case of a TIROS picture showing the degree of maturity of a storm as
revealed by a closed tight coiling with external banding very strong. The width of
the clear air channel o·f the spiral is also found to be small in agreement with
the suggestion of Rutherford (1962 )o Fig. 4 shows the structure of another severe
cyclonic storm (known as Rameswaram Cyclone due to the crossing of the storm near
Rameswaram on 23rd · evening) in the Bay of Bengal on 21st December 1964 showing an .
overcast area. diameter of 7 degrees latitude ( approximately) and maximum wind speed
of 60 knots as reported by the nearest ship passing near the storm areae One of
the special features . notic~d is that the cloud pattern by TIROO shows clearly a
'double eye' with the centre of the vortex at 6 5 degrees N arui 81. 5 degrees ~. To
the left of the TIROS picture is given a PPI photograph of hurricane 'DONNA' taken
· at 2037 GCT on the 6th September 1960, usi11g an APS-20 E Radar by Jordan, Schatzle
.· and Cronise (1961 ). A- spect_a cular 'double eye' showing 2 concentric echo free areas
is also noticed in the case of 'DONNA' ·. Cyclones showing 'double eyes' are generally
observed to be very severe cyclones o •
o

Fig. 2 shows 1:mother structure of a , storm · in the Are.bian Sea by TIROO. .VIII
(Orb.it Noe 4,669) on · 7th November 1964 at 0850Z with vortex centre at lat. .1 1.5 N
and long. 62~0 E.
Fig. 2 c1$arly shows that the width of the clear air channel of the spiral
is more than for Fig. 3 showing clearly that the intensity of this storm is weaker
than ·the other storm. This sto:r;m, actually weakened the next day. Acaording to
Glazer (1960) in the dissipating stage of the storm, there is a · deer-ease in cloud
cover and increase in space between bands.
I"

Satellite photographs of tropical stonns reveal the complete storm in
relationship to its environmento Many tropical storms at some time during their
development show a relatively clear annular zone around the rim of high Cirrus
cloud shield -above the storm. Fig. 5 shows the structure of a cyclonic· storm near
Madras ,o n 6th November 1964 by TIROS VIII on Orbit No. 4655 at 0750 Z with a high
Cirrus shield and clear annular zone around the r.im of cloud shield. Precipitation
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pta, ,e~. ~.· . ,;~•.tre.s :3.t 1500 hrs. IS T (0930 GMT) on 6th November 1964. R. W.. Fett (1964)
L··cs given c>-;rtain a reum ents which suggests that the annual zone may be formed through
a r1 irr,:::o· 'u.:_,_t, su.._ Sj j,:n1t branch o f the 0t o rm' s circulation..
Thus froJD: the meteorological ?·_,Ln t '::,,£ forecast a knowledge of t he structures of the tropical cyclone as
re '"eale . by TJROS cloud photographs !Jill be very useful.

Fig. 6 gives the surface chart on 20th November (1200 GMT) showing a
distinct.closed low in the Arabian Sea with centre at latitude 12 N and longitude
70 E. The 200 rob chart on 2oth November shows a distinct trough extending from
about lat . 35 N to 5 N.. The 8 50 rob chart of 20th November clearly shows a cyclonic
circulation with centre approximately at 12 N and 70 E. TIROO VII satellite cloud
. p ictures had shown a distinct vortex, but without a spiral pattern ·at lat. 12.0 N
and long. 70.,0E at 0930 GMT hrs. on 20th November 1963. This vortex in the Arabian
Sea gave lot of we-ather in Madras and Kerala States. Sadler (1962). had shown that
clouds and weather systems associated with upper tropospheric trough and cyclone
systems also freqi_;iently existed without being reflected in the lower troposphere
pressure and wind analysis. These generaJJ..y cause widespread precipitation, tlmndeILstonns and squalls. But the present case study of 20th November is of ·a distinct
low level vortex activated by upper divergence and . not of an upper tropospheric
vortex no t reflected at lower levels.
Thus TIROS picture data by itself can provide a wealth of analytical data
to be used "in conjunction with proper tropical synoptic charts to understand the formation,interisification and dissipation of tropical storm. One of the bes t subjective
clues for estimating the intensity of the storm is the size of overcast circ le,
presence of spiral pattern with tight internal coil, presence of an eye in the
pattern, presence of a cirrus shield with a clear or miniIIIllIIl cloud area on the periphery of the storm. It is not suggested that the absolute value of the intensity
can b.e obtained from the Satellite photographs, but from a number of TIROS photographs of tropical cyclones taken over the Indian region distinct patterns in the
various stages of development of the cyclone have been observed-. A knowledge of
the structure of the storm as revealed by TIROS photographs will enable the meteorologi st to assign the stage of development in his forecast.
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FIQ. I. TIROS VII cloud picture and Neph Analys i s •howing the aoaymetrlcul
pattern during the developing stave of the storm on 24th Oct .1963 at 05&1
GMT. The Vortex centre Is at 11°N and 91·5°E.
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ilROS 8 NEPH
7tl:iNOV. IS64

ORBIT 4669 R/o -4667
TIM! 0850.i!"

FIQ .2. TiROS VIII cloud picture and Neph Analysis 1howlna the 1plral patttrt'l
of the Troplc_al storm on 7th Nov.1964 In the Arabian Ha at 0850 GMT. Width
of the clear air channel between the external bandln9 and the closed •plral
pattern is found to bo la roe . The Vortex centre

ti at

°

II· 5 N and 62·0

°E.

FIQ. 3 . Structure of Madras cyclone on l9th No• .1964 , as shown by TIROS VIII
cloud ptcturt and Neph Anotysi• sho,.lnQ clearly the Ey• al the Cyclone at
0553 GMT. Th• Vortex centre Is at t3°N and 81° E . Th• surface chart

sll•"'

th• maximum obser••d surface ,.1nd reported by the nearest ship It 70 knot.
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FIQ.4. Sfcucture of Rameswaram Cyclone as ·shown byTIROS Vlll.cloudplctutt
and Neph Analysis showlno t.he double Eye of the cyclone on 21st Oec.1964 at
0642 GMT. The surface chart shows that the maximum observed aurface wl nd
reported by the nearest ship is 60 knots. Below the TIROS picture the PPI photooraph
of H~rr icane DONNA using APS - 20°E. Radar showino the double Eye of the

1torm.
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Fig . 6 . Structure of the Vortex in the Arabian sea as shown by TIROS VII on
20th Nov. 1963 at 0930 GMT showing clear annular zone roun the Vortex .
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T:-lfo:rp7' ·-::,nt:J.on of s ome.; c1oud p atterns ob s erved from me teo,:rological
Sat e lli t e s
0

N ~F.

Vel tishtshev

World Meteorological Centre, Moscow, USSR .

By means of observations from ·s atellites it was· revealed that cloud elements ha.ve quite definite space regularities. /Cloud streets and spiral bands in .
the cyclones (Veltishtshev, 1965; Brister and Ruzecki, 1960; ~ritz, 1960, 1961)
are very intimate morphological pecliliari ties of the cloud cover.
Different
authors (Dei, 1962; Masuda, 1952; Sawyer, 1962 ; Sekera, 1948; Yamamoto, 1963) explained the cloud mesostructure formation as a re·sult of wave motfon in the · atmosphereo It is attempted here to solve the three-dimensional problem without a nu.nr
ber 'of simplifications used ·bfilore, and to give a hydrodynamical interpretation
of the band . and spiral cloudiness structure above . the homogeneous surface such as
the ocean.
·
1.

Mesostructure of the Cloudiness in the Straight Flow

. To make the hydrodynamic conditions. favourable for. .the .existence of
,cloud streets, a system . of equations is · used _which includes the three ..equations
pf motion, the continuity equation, the heat flux equation and the equation of
state.
As the cloud streets peculiari tles exist for a rather long pe.riod, a
st~tionary problem will be solved.
Viscosity forces, Coriolis acceleration and
heat flux will be neglected. The p_roblem is solved by the metpod of small per- .
turbation. Let f = f(z) + f' (z )e ZCf..tx+ >.y)
, where f( z) are meanings of undisturbed parameters appearing as a function of the altitude only and f' - small
disturbances. Making ·s implifications adopted in the free · convec:tiori 'theory we
obtain a system of small perturbation equations as follows :

i~

)_A

p' cz)

+ iu' .(z)(up + .19 A)+w'(z)

p

i - ' '.Ap' (z) +it9' . (z) _(ur4u).) +cs'cz)
p
I

= o,

!!

=o,

0

p ·

la.9'(z.)

!~

-t

••

(1)
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EJiminating u' (z), v'{z), p'(z) and T'(z) from (I), substituting

a/ (z)

:::

and maintaining the terms of the order 19-7-10-8 we obtain

o· • •

(2)

The coefficient ~t the function in the equation (2) is considered to be variable,
so in order to receive more general results the multilayer problem should be
solved. ~e shall solve the one layer proolem, assuming that
·

d>' _ ( ~
d z.

'+:>..")} =~nsb .
0

•· .

(

3)

e.g. the . me an quantities of the meteorological elements are used.
Taking into
consideration that geometrica.lly regular morphological peculi-arities in the cloud
cover are observed ~ore close over the oceans, the equation (2) will be solved
under homogeneous boundary conditions

w'

=o

•.. ( 4)

where h is the examined layer depth. Non trivial solution of the equation (2) sa. tisfying the boundary conditions (4 ), exists only ~t M ) O. The general solution
i5

... ( ~)
where

From (5) it follows that on some fixE;?d altitude

1

= canst on the lines

6)

= Const

or

L; .'i

. L
x= _
where

L.x.

= 2µrr, Ld:: 2.~

"

,

..• ( 7)

+ Const

are wave length along OX and OY axis, respectively.
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1 nterp r~'= tat:i_on of some cloud patterns observed from meteorological

Satellites

N6F. Veltishtshev
World Meteorological Centre, Moscow, USSR.

By means of observations fro:qi satellites it was· revealed that cloud elements ha.ve quite definite space regularities. Cloud streets and spiral bands in
the cyclones (Veltishtshev, 1965; Brister and Ruzecki, 1960; Fritz, 1960, 1961)
are very intimate morphological peculiarities of the cloud cover.
Different
authors (Dei, 1962; Masuda, 1952; Sawyer, 1962; Sekera, 1948; Yamomoto, 1963) explained the cloud -mesostructure formation as a result of wave motion in the atmosph~reo
It is attempted . here to solve the three-dimensional problem without a number 'of simplifications used ·b.e.fore, and to 'give a hydrodynamical interpretation
of the band. and spiral cloudiness striicture above the homogeneous surface such as
the ocean~

1.

Mesostructure of the Cloudiness in. the Straight Flow

. To make the hydrodynamic conditions favourable for the existence ·of
,cloud streets, a system of equations is used _which includes .the ·three eq~ation.s
~f motion, the continuity equation, the he at flu~c equation and the · equation of ·
state.
As the cloud . streets peculiari t~es exist for a rather 1.ong period, a
stationary problem will be solved. Viscosity forces, Coriolis acceleration and
heat flux will be neglected. The P.roblem is solved by .!'.he me"thqd of small perturbation. I.et f = f(z) + f' (z)et('-tx+:>.y)
'where f(z) _a_re meanings of undisturbed parameters appearing as a function of the altitude · only and f' - small
disturbances. Making ·s implifications adopted in the . free convec_tion the·ory w8'
ol1tain a system of small perturbation equations_ as -follows ' :
'

'
I
'Z~

).A~· ( z)

+ i u' (z) (u

f.+

t9 _A)+ w'(z)

!~

p

•

=O,,

I
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Eliminating u' (z), v' (z), p' (z) and T' (z) from (I), substituting

and maintaining the tenns of the order 10-7.... 10-8 we obtain

o· • •

(2)

The coefficient at the function in the equation (2) is considered to be variable,
so in . order to receive more general results the multilayer problem should be
solved. We shall ' solve the one layer problem, assuming that

I

- 2T

d -I

dz

_ (

I. \ A1

r

J} ~ ~

ns b.

ooe (3)
e.g. tne mean quantities of the meteoroJ_ogical elements are used.
Taking into .
consideration that ~ometrically regular morphological peculiarities in the cloud
cover are observed ni.o re close over the oceans, the equation (2) will be solved
under homogeneous boundary conditions
. ::0

••. ( 4)
where h is the examined layer depth. Nontrivial solution of the equation (2) sa. tisfying the boundary conditions (4), exists only ~t M ~ O. The general solution

is

•.. ( 5)
where

From (5) it follows. that on some fixed altitude

1

6)

= const on the lines

= Const

or

. L

>< = -

where

L,x

=

2 Tt"

~

L~ . '<f~

•.. ( 7)
+ Const

µ,L~:2,'); are wave length along OX and OY aris, respectively.
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c 1oud s t ree t s consi. s ti ng of
c umn ~_i f onnis ;.;louds J air flow direction in the cloud layer may be identificated,
J •

&s~.1Il1ing

2~

&

di~ected

that wind is

along cloud streets.

Cloudiness mesos.tructure in ·the cyclone and anticyclone

For elucidating of hydrodynamical conditions favourable to the existence
sptral cloud structure in the atmospheric vortices the , same equation system, as
in the previous section, only in the cylindricai coordinates will be used. Ta-king intd consideration that relative position of the cloudiness mesostructure
elements in the cyclones is changed insignificant in the time; we shall concentrate on the stationary problem.. Since the tangent component of the motion in
the cyclone considerably surpasses · radial one, the basic motion will be considered
as circular. It is also supposed that distribution of the meteorological elements
are symmetrical relative to the vertical rods.
Using .the ·small perturbation

method

as

in the previous case;

we may

write
1..l.=

~

-
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u. ( z ) +u(z)e

= ~·cz)

e
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••• (10)
Introducing (}} = U/r and using the free convection theory simplifications;
perturbation equations system will be obtained

the
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where ][ = 2 GtJ +·1 =
and T~ we may obtain

~onst, 1

Coriolis parameter.

~ •• (11)

Excluding from (11) Ut, V' ,p·i ,

•.. ·• (12)
where N2=g( YC\ --Y )/T.

Equation (12) will be solved under the boundary· conditions
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+

1~· I

=

0

=:

,

.z. ::o

z::a.

c
i

...

(13)

From (12) and (13) wv(r) will be obtained and then substitution ofW'(r) obtained
from (12) and (13) into (10) will 1ead to the fonn

~

· wMre J n

. is Bessel function, C1 · -

0

•

(14)

·.arbitrary constant,

or

•.. (15)
'whe ·r e In

is Ma.ckdonald function, C2 - the arbitrary· constant,

::::

1T1

'"~~ i=::a....

n1t.:>a.- N .2.

It is followed

from (12 ), {14)
radial direction is realised _if

and (15) that the .Periodica.l

solution in the

and aperiodical ·if

e

H

N2 - n2 c.."; 2 = 0 and· F2 - ~2 U) 2 I o, then "'' S' Oo Analysis of (16) . and (17)
Shows that in the we.a}{ atmospheric vortices '.periodicity of Wt in the . radial
~direction · may exist only tinder high temperature lapse rate - ... quasiadiabatic or
superadiabatic.. In the intensive atmo·S pheric vortices such periodicity ' may
exist also under small temperature . lapse ' rate o ' .

!r

.

(17)
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We shal 1 pay more attention to . the radial periodicity case.
gui shment of real part from (14) leads to

=:

C, 1 n

.

\

A1 z) Cas ( m

Distin-

~ + '" e)

... (18)
It is more interesting to examine disturbances of the vertical motions in the
horizontal
'i.OEL plane on the fixed level Z,, For simplici t.y of the computation
it will be taken Z = Ji4, where L z :: wave length along the vertical axis. Then
(18) may be written as

•.• (19)
'!'he integration constant C1 will be obtained from the boundary conditions (13)
and (19) may be -w ritten in form
~~~,

(z,e)

~

Computations from (20) were made for cyclones and anticyclones of the different
intensity. It was revealed that up~ard and downward motions are formed cells,
spiralised to the centre. Computation analysis shows tp.at the increase of the
·intensity leads to decreasing of the wave length in the radial direction, and
increasing of the motion amplitude. In this connection more pronounced band structure of the cloudiness would be expected in the more · intensive atmospheric vortices. When the temperature lapse rate comes nearer to the adiabatic, the wave
length decreases· in the radial direction both in ·cyclones and anticyclones.. Co:m-putations of the vertical motions in the weak cyclone (n =- 3), .w . ±:::: 1~5sec-1,
i~-"" = 1CJ-3deg/m, Vb \
r = 1000 km = 1 m/sec) are shown::i.in ~ig. 4. Upward
motions regions where the most favourable conditions for the cloudiness formation exist, a~ dashed. The dist~bution of the upward mqtions and the temperature stratification shows, that the cloudiness must have in the examined case
the form of the inte~pted spirals exparrling to the cyclone centre and consist
of cumulifonnis clouds. The distribution of the vertical motions in the intensive
· cyclone ( n = 3),
· Gl = 16.1cr.5sec-1, -Jo.._.., = 4.10- 3deg/m, V0 \ r = 1000 km = 1 m/
sec) is shown in Fig. 5.
The comparison of Fig. 5 and Fig. 4 reveals that the
increase of the cyclone intensity leads to the more smooth approach of the spiralised cells towards the cyclone centre. Such distribution of the cloudiness is .
characteristic to the intensive tropical cyclones.
.

'

.
.
All above mentioned results permit : (1) to hope that morphological peculiari ties may be 1).sed as the additional .source of the information for identification of the wind direction, (2) to give indirect information about temperature
and wind profile in the atmosphere and ( 3) to characterise intensity of the cyclones. The indirect information about the air motions obtained in such a way
will be, apparently, especially useful over _the oceans where meteorological network is very sparse.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the vertical velocity
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Convecti ve activi ty in the e quatorial trough zone over I ndian Oc ean
. 0urfr1g uhe southe rn hemJsp here summe r season revealed by TIRCB .

V. Sriri..ivasan and V .R. Neralla
International Meteorological Centre,

Bombay.

The classical concept of weather in the equatorial region is the one
caused by ITCZ where the trades from the two hemispheres meet . In an earlier
presehtation Raman (1965) - has shown how the feature~ of the low level circulation over the Indian Ocean do not conform to the classical concept of such a
convergence zone. The cloud information from the meteorological satellites also
lead~ to similar conclusiono
2..
-.
TI.ROS pictures have ahown that the cloudiness . over the equatorial
Indian Ocean is not a simple single band; rather it is a complex prominent semi. permanent feature
The aim of this p~per is to study the clouding and · in particular the Cb c.l ouds over the Indian Ocean in the area of two ·hemisphe rical
troughs ori either side of the equator noticed in the wind field, and discussed
in detail by Raman (1965 )o
The southern summ.e r months (January, February and
March) we.r e selected for study, as during this period the trough system in that
hemisphere is well marked and the two hemispheric troughs lie entirely over the
oceariic area uninfluenced by the presence of large continental areas. The vast
areas . of the Indian Ocean over many parts of which conventional data are sparse
or even rion-existent, is an ideal field for study using TIRC:S Pata.
o

3o
Satellite cloud cover information as available in the .coded nephanalyses for the two southern swmners of 1964 and 1965 <;>ver the oceanic area between
10°N anq. 20°s were analysed and tabulated three-degree squarewise with particular
· reference to Cb clouds.
4o
Nearly 125 nephanalyses were available for this study. The number of
observations ·available in each three degree square was 25 to 30 in most cases
except off northwest Australia where it fell below l5o From the dq.ta so tabula....
ted percentage frequency distr.ibution of (i) oirer~ast and broken to overcast Cb, and (ii) all types of Cb coverage (ac~ ·
ttered, broken and overcast) were prepared which are shown in figures 1 and 2i.

5o
' ~tom a close study of figures 1 and 2 the
noticed :~

following

features

may be

· (i) Th$re . are two well defined zones 9f Cb clouds in the Indian Ocean. The northern zone runs close to the equator in the northern hemi's phere while the southern
zone rtins fn>m Mozambique channel to north Australian coast, overlying most of
the Indian Ocean between 5°5 and 10°5. ~he · two zones converge towards Sumatra
and West Java and they agree well with the . locations of the two troughs in the
low level t.dnd field (850 mb) (Figure 3).
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( ii ) While the southern zone of Cb clouds extends across the whole of t he Indiari
Oce hn the northern zone of Ob clouds is mainly to the east of long o 700E.
(ijj) In general the trough in the southern henri.sphere (summer trough) is more
active, than the winter trough. · In the troughs, the activity is not . uniform
over their entire extento There are large variations between different portions.
The particular areas where Cb cloud is heavy and frequent are (a) to south and southeast of Ceylon and also off north Sumatra (in
the northern hemisphere trough),
(b) over Mozambique channel, central Indian 0 cean between long o 70°E
and 90°E off Sumatra and south of the Indonesian chain of Islands (in
. the southern hemisphere trough).
· (iv) There is a go6d relationship between the low level vortices in the southern hemisphere trough seen on the monthly mean resultant wind charts and areas
of heavy Cb • . In particular, the cyclonic vortex in the central portions of the
Indian Ocean between 70°E and 90°E appears to be the most aQtive one.
( v) Andaman and Nicoba.r Islands, Ceylon and Kerala which come under the influence of the northern hemispheric trough zone in April - May; have an average of
8 to 12 days of tlnmderstorm activity per month (i.e. 30 , to 40 percent).
The
ocee.nic Cb activity in the equatorial trough zones is also seen to be of the
same order (figures l and 2 ). Thus ·land heating does not appear to contribute
significant.l y to organised c.o nvection in ·e quatorial trough zone .
·

(vi) The an?as of Cb clouds revealed by this ana~ysis are closely related to
higher sea surface te~peratures and are favourably located in respect · of the ·
source of energy in the fonn qf latent heat (Raman, Srinivasan and Ramanathan,
1965) thus supporting the role of the Hadley cell circulation in the maintenance
of convective activity in the equatorial trough zone.
(vii) The axis· of the quasi-stationary wave trough in the winter stib-:tropical
jet stream of northern hemisphere lies near long. 70°E (Krisbnamurty, . 1961 ).
· The pronounced decrease in Cb activity to the ·west of long. 70-80°E in the nor- ·
them hemisphere trough zone and the incre.ase of the strength of the northern
hemisphere jet stream east qf this· longitude are noteworthy.
•
A typical example .of nephanalyses covering a major portion of the
Indian . Ocean area, is shown in Figure 4,_ which is a composite fo r the period
February 27 to March 1, 1965. The . areas of bruken and broken to overcast Cb
clouds alone have been delineated which align themselves into two broad bands
one extending from east of Mauritius and to northwest Australia and the . other
from Maldives t9 Malaorsia and Sumatra.. The positions of the two tropical stonns
in the southern heJifLsphere during this period are also indicated in the figure~ .
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7

On the daily charts the clouding associated -with each hemisphere
trough frequently splits up into two distinct bands on either side of the trough,
particularly when there is no well marked disturbance in the· trough •.' However,
in a seasonal picture these bands merge together and single broad zone of
o

3CJ7

h eavy cloudin g correspondi.ng to ea.e h hemispheric trough, alone can be re cognised.
8~

The mean seasonal picture of Cb distribution was split up monthwise!'
In January, it was found that the Cb activity in the trough zone was more in
the west 'Indian Ocean; in February, the activity was rather uniform ove r the
entire oceanic area;
and in March the major activity shifted to the east
Indian Ocean.

9.

· Conclusions

TIROS observations have helped to delineate the two zones of Cb
activity and yisualise distinct areas of heavy activity in certain portions of
the trough over oceanic areas. Conventional ships observations cannot give such
unique picture of areal distribution of Cb activity and its intensity. Inspite
of the fact , that space and time coverage of TIROS . data- is not continuous, the
above sampling has been sufficiently representative _to bring out the salient ·
features of convective activi t.y in the equato rial trough zones in the Indian
Ocean. The data supplied by TIROO cloud pictures refer to day--time conditions;
it is not known whether there is any significant diurnal variation. It has been
verified that the nephanalyses utilized in this study are not ·unduly biassed
towards occasions of cyclonic s t o rm activity.
- r '.

Krishnamurty, . T.No, 1961 : The sub-t r opical Jet Stream of Winter - Journal of
Meteorology, VoL 18, pp. 170-19L
Raman, C.R.V., 1965 :
· Symposium~ Bombay).

Cyclonic Vortices on either

side

of

Equator (IIOE

· Raman, C.R.V., Srinivasan, V. and Ramanathan, Y., 1965 : On the seasonal varia- tio n of certain meteorological ,e lements in relation to low level atmospheric
circulation over Indian Ocean (IIOE Symposium, Bombay).
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Radar Study of Cyclonic Storms in the Bay of Bengal

A.C. De
Meteorological Offi ce , Dum Dum .Airport, Calcutta .
SUMMARY

It is well known that some of the depressions fanned in the Bay of Bengal
during the premonsoon and monsoon seasons ultimate ly develop ·into cycloni c storms
and move NW, N and NE wards and cross the coast in the vicinity of Calcutta. It has
been possible to study some of these cyclonic storms with the help of a high powered .
storm detecting radar (Japanese type NMD 451 A) when the former moved within the
range of the radar (De and Sen 1959, Bhattacharjee and De 1965 ).
Or:t one occasion
the centre of the storm, could be located on the radarscope in the form of a. 'hook'
at one stage and a circular echo around the centre at another. The diameter of
the eye of the cyclone was measured and found to be of' the order of 18-24 miles.
This f;in.ding is in agreement with the earlier study by Krishna Rao and Sen '(1953).
No evidence of a thl.ck layer cloud derived from the wall cloud surrounding the eye
as observed by Kessler (1958) could, however, be obtained. The most interest,ing
feature observed on the radarscope is the appearance of spirals or bands right from
the stage of deep depression. Thes~ spirals form part of the large circulation system around the centre of the stonn. As the storm moves, these spirals also move.
Thus the movement of the storms may · be interpreted. in terms of the movement of the
spirals. It has generall.y been observed that the maximum height of the top of these
spirals is about 5 km. This means that the convergence zone extends upto about 5 km.
The life history of ·the spirals has also been studied. Their duration has been
found to be about 3-4 hours when they decay and fresh spirals take their place. ·.As
many as 4 or 5 spirals have been located at. an instant on the radarscope. Till the
storms remain in the Bay, the pattern of echoes retain the uniformity and undistorted
characteristics. But when they cross land, the. pattern becomes distorted. Even
then the spi ra)_s are well marked ..
Movements of the storms with the help of radar observations have been
found to agree fairly well with those found from synoptic observations.
The
associated pattern of distribution of rainfall on the surface has been found to
agree with that of the radar echoes.
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DISCUSSION
---

Mr. C.R.V. Raman
Independent evidence has been obtained by the analysts and people who
have been looking into Satellite pictures and obtaining c l oud distributions
that two troughs with embedded vortices lie on either side of the equator. The
regions of first formation of tropical stonns seem to be a little distance away,
about 2 to 3 degrees from the axis of either trough but in the region where the
vortices have been puto These vortices do no t appear to b~ result of formation
or stagnation of tropical. disturbanceso Why arP. they there ?
Col. Sadler
I have only analysed this area on a day to day basis and find that,
as with any extensively long trough or shear zone, the-more data you have the
more vortices are put in the analysis. There do seem to be preferred regions
where the cyclonic ,cells are most frequent but this may be due to the scarcity
of data. I confess to the fact that ii1 constructing mean charts I inserted vortices in an elongated trough to improve the appearance of the chart . and emphasize
the trougho · On the day to day charts there frequently · tends to be analysed a
cyclonic cell between Gan arid Diego Garcia.
From the February average cloud chart, the areas of maximum cloud did ' .
not exactly fit the vortices of the mean charts. This does not necessariJy imply
that in February, 1965, there were no preferred regions of vortices.
It more
likely implies that the February, 1965, circulation pattern was slightly
different from the long term mean.
Dr. Saha
CoL Sadler ·showed that the equatorial region was fairly clear of
clouds except near Australia. Mr. Srinivasan shows that the troughs were marked
by clouds. May I ib.vi te Col. Sadler' s comments .o n this ?
Col. Sadler
The charts for February and March were much better in regard to data
coverage. The september cloud chart does not show much of anything pertine .n t
to this point.
The February chart shows a defi:ni te double maximum with the greatest
cloud amount lying near the southern hemisphere trough (as you would expect in
the sunnner hemisphere). There was a secondary maximum of cloudiness associated
with tbe northern hemisphere trough near 5 N and a minimum along the equator.
In March the cloud distribution pattern hf}.s completely changed .
There is a
maximum along the equator and the double maxima in either hemisphere has disappeared particularly in the western and central Indian Ocean. I interpret the
March, 1965, pattern as a large departure from the mean because I . do not think
there ~s so nmch difference between the February and March long tenn mean cloud
pattern.
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Mr. Srinivasan showed a 3--month seasonal compilation from two years· of
of cou rse, 5"iv·2 s a smoothed picture of the large-scale features of
Cb distribution rather than details of a monthly averaged pattern.

d.3.t,a .

~Lnis,

Dr •.A. C. De
As early as 1948 Gressler in his article published in the Journal of ·
Meteorology found evidence of thick layer clouds derived from the wall clouds
surrounding the eye but in radar at Dum Dum airport we could not get it. Have
the satellite Meteorologists observed such layer clouds over the eye ?

Col. Se.dler
I think the best information is obtained in the accounts of aircraft
penetrations of Pacific typhoons and Atlantic hurricanes. These indicate that
while quite often there is a cirrus shield over the eye there are probably µi.ore
occasions when it ie completely clear over the eye
o

(

Dr. Ramage ·
Cressler's observation probably indicated __ rather an exceptional circumstance. In the great majority of cases even though there may be cloud over the
eye, it is usually ·very thin cloud and could not show up significant1y on the radar •.
I think this is much more common . than the condition that he de scribed.
Dr. T.N. Krishnamurthi
I would like to find out from Mr.Veltishchev if there was any discussion'
of the boundary iayer, say, the lowest lan.

Dr. Veltishchev
In my ·paper, I discussed nnly the. observations of the atmosphere with. out boundary layers.
Dr. P.R. Pisharoty
As long as there are westerlies along the equator the air could not .
have come there either from the north or from the south., If they come either
from the north or from the south, there should be an easterly component along
the equator. So if you have got a wes.terly component the air has to come from
above and there is n~cessarily a certain amount of subsidence along the ·equator
which supports the comparatively smaller amount of cloudiness along the· equator
as reveale.d by the satellite data.
J?.r. Ramage
Our experience in the eastern Pacific is that zonal low level westerlies are invariably associated with greater rainfall. . It is normally a dry air
in the eastern Pacific with very predominant easterly winds.
Mr. D.R. Johnson
Generally it is entirely true that equatorward motion will produce
easterlies i,f we assume conservation of absolute angular momentum throughout.

If you have a p re s sure gradient from west t o e ast , then you have force s which
will cre ate westerly momentum.. I ndeed, from my expe rience in Afric a, I be lieve,
t hat such a pre ssure gradient doe s exi s t from the high cells ove r Africa tow a rds
t he Indi an Ocean.
Regarding Mro Raman' s request for an explanation of - the
troughs, I tmnk that one would only understand why the troughs south of the
equator is the re , assuming that the trou gh north of the equator is a heat t ·rough.
Possibly, t he trough south of the equato r i s a fo rc ed re flection of the one
n orth. of the equator.
Mr o A. Thiruvengadathan
Col. Sadler showed in his mean cloud pattern for September 1 963 a
comparatively cloud-free layer over Indi a and adjoining Arabi an Sea and Bay of Bengal in the _latitudinal belt 10°N and 15°N. This calls for commen t .
Mr. V. Srir1i-v-asan
I have also examined the TIROO cloud coverage in the Arabian S ea
during the S."W. Monsoon season and fused it with the available ships observat i ons.
It is noticed that there is a break in the cloudiness - that is we get one b and
of clouding corresponding to the northern _h emisphere trough near about latitude
18°N and to the north of it and there is relatively distinct clear zone l:µld
then there is another band of clouding near about 10°N (i..e.) Minicoy. latitu d e-.
• paper on this subj'ect had been presented by me in the Seminar on the int erp retation of Satellite data hald at Tokyo in November-December, 1964 .
Mr. R.N. Kesh~vamurt:yI support · Mr. Srinivasan~ s observations. In our studies, we also ge't
a clear region round · about 13°N and climatology also seems to point to the same
thingo The coast in that region gets lot of rainfall. For instance, Mangalo re
gets the maxinium rainfall aJ._ong the West Coast but weather does not ext end
much beyond the coast.
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On Synoptic Methods of Forecasting the Vagaries of Southwest
Monsoon over I ndia and the Neighbouring Countries .

Ca Ramaswamy
Meteorological Office, New Delhi

1.

Introductio~

The vagaries of the southwest monsoon arouse unusual. .._. public inter:est
in Iridia. and indeed throughout the world on account of their repercussions on
the economy of the Indian sub-continenL The forecasting of these vagaries is
therefore one of the most important problem confronting the Indian meteorologists
to-day a
The problem can be dealt with broadly with reference to the following
we 11-known features of large- scale monsoon-activity.

(i)

Abnonnally early or late onset of the monsoon.

(ii)

Vigorous monsoon in certain parts ofthe country.

(iii)

Persistent monsoon activity with well-distributed rainfall
over the country.

(iv)

Partial or total interruption in the rains for several days
over major part of the country outside the hills and submontane districts (known by 'the term 'break in the monsoon' ).

( v)

· Abnormally late or early withdrawal of the monsoon.

Considerations of space do not pennit the author to describe in detail,
the synoptic situations characteristic of each of the above-mentioned features
of the monsoon. For the same reason, no reference will be made in this surveyarticle to the well-known techniques of forecasting monsoon activity on the b~sis
of sea-level and lower tropospheric charts. Descriptions will be confined, only
to the techniques utilising data for the middle and upper troposphere. The author
would briefly summarise the existing knowledge and supplement, wherever possible,
with new material based on his own recent investigations. These are based on the
technique of synoptic climatology, the assumption being that mean flow-patterns
in the middle and upper troposphere typical of synoptic situations would persist
. and therefore have a forecasting ·valueo
2.

The Problem of Abnormal onset and withdrawal of the Monsoon

Adequate factual infonnation is. available about the dates of onset as
well as the withdrawal of the monsoon but the mechanisms responsible for these
two important events, especially of the withdrawal, are still obscure. Ramamurthy
and Keshavamurthy (1'964) have recently studied the flow-patterns at the 500 and
300 mb levels associated with the onset of the monsoon over Kerala. They have
found that the onset of monsoon along the west coast is associated with the sudden
northward shift of the Arabian Sea sub-tropical anticyclone and its establishment
over West Pakistan and adjoining areas of Iran particularly at the 300 mb level.
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J1e b OO :mb 1 e-v-o1, i n add.-:l t:~on to simj lar changes, the monsoon trough also
f 0rnrn over the Keral a simultaneously. P ant (1964) has investigated into the
Jl§:nt ad p&tterns at the 700 mb l evel in association with the onset of the monsoon
over the country. He has d r awn attention to the formation of the monsoon trough.
near 90°E at the 700 mt> level and its development into an elongated low with
its major ax(s in an east-west direction near about 20°N by the time the monsoon
established it.self over the entire qountry.. Rai Sircar and Patil (1962) have
drawn attention to the wind-changes on a broad basis at the 300 mb level associated with early and late arrival of the monsoon over the country. Work on
similar lines has however not so far been done in the case of withdrawal of the
monsoon.
f; f

1

The advance of the mon soon, as well as its withdrawal, are not single
events but a series of events taking place during fairly long periods of timeo
These events do not also take place in the same .way in any individual year. The
normal dates of onset as well as of withdrawal of the monsoon in different parts
of India and Pakistan have been worked out by the India Meteorological Department
on the basis of rainfall records for a very large rrumber of years (Climatological
Atlas for Airmen, 194~ .. The actual dates of onset and withdrawal over any ·area
can diff;T ·by teri ·days or even more from those shown in the maps published by
India Meteorological Department.
3..

The Abnormal years 1956

~d

1957

The years 1956 and 1957 were years of exceptional interest from · this
point of viewo In 1956, the monsoon arrived very early and withdrew very late
it held sway over the country very effectively for a period of five months instead.
of the usual four .. · On the other hand, in 1957, although the monsoon arrived on
the usual date at the outskirts of the Indian 'Region, it got inordinately delayed
in its further progress northward. It behaved erratically even after it got established and withdrew from the country much before the usual date. The history
of the monsoon in these two years is readily available in published literature
(I.Jo Met. 1957 and 1958) and the reader may refer to them for the required details.
Taking into account the actual dates of onset of the monsoon in different
parts of India in 1956 and 1957 and comparing them wit.h the respective normal dat,e s
of onset and doing likewise in the case of withdrawal of the monsoon in these two
years, the author has prepared the diagram shown in figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 which
represent the mean conditions at the 500 mb level associated with unusually early
onset of the monsoon in 1956' unusually late onset in 1957' unusually late wit~
drawal of the monsoon in 1956 and unusually early withdrawal in 1957. These are
based on the UoS. Weather Bureau northern hemisphere daily 500 mb charts;.
. 4. ·

M~an 50~

.mb patterns and abnormally early and late onset of . the Monsoon

~igs. 1 and 2 show the mean 500 rilb patterns over .4-sia and Europe duriri..g
the periods 23 May to 6 June 1956 and-4 June to 18 June 1957, respectively. The
two figures show striking differences which cannot escape the attention even of a
casual reader. The major differences in the patterns are briefly stated below.
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!.igo 1 (23 M~w - 6 J u ne 1956 2 - Early onset of mon soon.
(a)

There is a well-marked anticyclone extending from No rtheast
Africa to West Pakistan and Northwest India with a c lose d
anticyclonic ce]J_ over south-west Pakistan and the adj oiPing
parts of I ran.

(b)

The westerly jet lies to the north of the HimaJ,.ayas near lat .
40°N with the anticyclone referred to in (a) above , ~o its south.

(c)

A long wave-trough runs from NNE to SSW over U.S .. S.R. and· from
there to W over the Black Sea arid Adriatic Sea. Another similar
long-wave trough runs with its axis roughly between long. 1100 ·
and 1200E.

Fig. 2 ( 4 June - 18 June, 1957) - Late onset of monsoon.

(a)

The anticyclone over northeast Africa extends only upto _Saudi
Arabia. The closed anticyclonic c ~ ll seen over Southwest
Pakistan and the adjoining areas in Fig.- 1 is completely absent
in Fig. 2. _

(b )

A trough is seen overnortheast India with its axis near 80°E. ·
It will be recalled (Ramaswamy, 1956) that there is normally a
trough in the month of May over Northeast India with ·its axis
between 75°E and 80°E. · -

(c)

_ The westerly stream in split, one branch flowing to the north
of the Himalayas and the other to the south of the mountain range
as' we norma)J_y see i n the pre-monsoon period. Observations at
higher levels also show that, in the southern branch, wind
speeds reached jet intensity. - During the period -14 - 18 June;
Peshawar winds were WSW/WNW 60 to 75 knots while New Delhi winds
were W/NW 35/45 knots below 12 .,0 klns. In contrast to this, New
Delhi winds were N/NE 5/12 knots during the same period at
·
the same levels in June 1956.

It wi]J_ be seen from the above, that Fig. 2 represents a pre-monsoon
type of flow-patterns in the middle troposphere and by inference, also in the
upper troposphere.
Our above findings are quite consistent with those of Ramamurthy and
Keshavamurtlzy" mentioned in the Introductory Section and in addition bring out more
explicitly, the extremely important role ·played by the westerly jet stream in advancing or delaying the ·onset of the monsoon over India by its meandering to the
north and south of the Himalayas.
It colild be argued that, for a strictly obj~ctive comparison between an
abnormally ea~ly and abnonnally late onset of the monsoon, the mean flow patterns
in the above cases should have been worked out for an identical perlod.

Life have, however, seen from the above paragraphs that the mean patterns
for the period 4 June - 18 June 1957 - a period zying ' entirely within a nonnal
monsoon month - strongly resembled the patterns for a premonsoon month. It will
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thex'Gfore b e o bvious that i f we had worke d out the mean patterns for the period
2 ~) May - 6 Jtm e 19 5'7, WE? wmJJ.d h a ve s ee n a me un p a ttern which would resemble even

more the pattern f or a pre-monsoon month than what we have s een in Fig . 2. In
vi e w of this and also of the fa.et that mo re t han half of t he period 23 Ma.y - 6
June 1957 lie s in a premon soon mo nth its e lf, our compari sons h ave been more convincing by our choic e of t he period . 4 - 18 June 1957 inste ad of the period 23 May __
6 June 1957 .,
5.,

500 mb Pat terns and Abn oiJnall_y_l.11te and e§.r;ly: Withdraw al of the Monsoon

Figso 3 and 4 show t he mean 500 mb patterns · for the periods 16-30 September of 1956 and -1957., The differe nces between the two diagrams are conspicuous
especiaHy with r e ference to the we s te rly jet stream and the anticyclonic and cyclonic systems over Asia o In parti cular, · mention may be made of the following :-

(a)

In 1956 (Fig .. 3) there is a zonal .f low of the westerlies to
the east of the ·caspian S ea and a single westerly jet completely
to the north .of India with its core near about 50°N. In 19·57,
(Fig 4) the wes t erlies have a . strong meridional component and
the j et is divided into two, orte branch lying over northwes-t
India and west Pakistan and the other near 60°N:
0

. (b)

In Fig., 4 (1957) there is a pronounced ridge extending from
70°N 90°E (south.westwards initially and southwards later) to
35°N 65°E. Such a ridg e is absent in Fig. 3 (1956).

(c)

. In 1956, the re is a closed high over Tibet and ea&terlies prevail over northeast India ·and the central parts of the country.
In 1957, on the other hand, there is no high over Tibet and
the easterlies are 15 degrees latitude further to tbe south.

(d)

In 1956, a low, characteristic of active monsoon, lies over
Peninsular India. In 1957, the same region is dominated by
a ridge.

'The v e rtical time-sections of Calcutt a, Nagpur, New Delhi arid Amritsar ·
(31°38' N, 74°52'E) were critica.Jly examined especialJ_y near the tropopause level.
These time-sections supported the striking differences we had observed in the 500
mb level mean flow-pat t erns in S eptembe r 1956 and 1957. The easterlies at 12.0
km. level were, in gene ral, stronger in September 1956 than in September 1957 trbile
the reverse was tnie in the case of the westerlie s o In particular, it may be
mentioned that the westerlies at 12o0 km were continuously 50 knots or more at
Amritsar from 7 September 1957 onwards and reached 85 knots on many days after
23 September. ·Even the winds over New Delhi were we~terly, moderate to st rong from
7 September onwards in 1 957 and exceeded 40 knots on many days after 23 September
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Other evidence in Norther Hemisphere Ch arts in relation to Abnormal Onset and
Withdrawal ' of Monsoon
.

The author has made a de t ailed st udy of the monthly mean 700 mb ch arts
and a general study of the daily 500 mb charts on individual days i n re l ation to
abnormal onset and withdrawal of the monsoon. It is not possible to go into the
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details of this investigation in t~i.s short article.. The author would merely
state tI1at this study has fu]ly supported the evidence presented in Figso 1 to 4
above. In particular, it showed that the abnormally late withdrawal of the monsoon in September 1956 was associated with a very marked Tibetan high with a
pronounced zonal f .low to the north of this high.. For contra, abnormally early
withdrawal of the monsoon in September 1957 was associated with pronounced highlatitude blocking which continued from August 1957 onwards, the blocking system
shifting southwestwards into Western Siberia in September 1957 and persisting there
(Ballenzweig, 1957 ). This blocking resulted in a split jet stream, the southern
·
branch of the jet invading Pakistan and India - unusually early for the season and causing a premature retreat of the monsoon ..
7..

Stratospheric Circulation patterns in relation to abnonnal onset and withdrawal
of Monsoon

As is well-known, June is nonnally the month in ·which the monsoon advances into almost the whole of India and September is the month by the end of which,
it retreats from the greater part of Indiao . It was, therefore, considered most
appropriate that in the absence of daily stratospheric charts, the monthly mean
conditions in the mid-stratosphere in June 1956 should be compared with those in
June 1957 and that,, likewise, the mean charts for .September 1956 should be compared
with those for Septe:r_nber 1957 ..
Abnormal onset of the monsoon
Figso 5(a) and 5(b) show the monthly mean 50 mb charts for June 1956 and
June 1957 respectively published by the Pennsylvania State University (1960 ). The
most noteworthy feature of these charts is th.a t the stratospheric pattern in June
1956 is much less cellular than in June 19570 In June 1956, there is only one
closed high over the pole corresponding to the 21000 gpm contour. In June 1957,
on the other hand, there are two closed highs with 21000 gpm contour, one of them
lying ~proximately between 45°N and 65°N to the north of the Aral Sea - the region
in which we are speciaJ.ly interested. The ver:y elongated configuration of 20900
gpm contour extending as far south as 35°N 65°E irt June 1957 compared to that in
June 1956 is also worthy of special mention. The contrasts observed between the
Ji.me 1956 and Jtine 1957 patterns ca1111ot be disposed of as accidental, simply because
the isopleths are not complete between 70°E and 130°E over .Asia in the. June 1956
chart.
No normal 50 mb chart for the month of June was available which would
haye enabled the author to compare with it, the June 1956 and June 1957 charlso
The author has, however, examined the mean seasonal patterns for 30 mb level pre.pared by Hare and Boville (1965) the mean 50 mb charts for 1956 and 1957 for April,
May and June, published by Panofsky (1960) and the daily 50 mb charts for a number
of years in the ·post-IGY period published by the Free University of Berlin. It
is clear from these maps that the change from winter to summer, in the mid-stratosphere begins in March and ends in May and that the contours in June are concentric
circles around the pole, the gradient in this month differing little with latitude
During the transition months, the patterns are of a strongly low index charactero
Such a flow-pattern is essential for the transport within a shorl time of· an
en6 rmous amount of angular momentum from winter (northern) to the summer (southern)
hemisphere (Reiter 1963)0 In view o:f this, it appears logical to argue that the ·
persistence of low index cellular pattern beyond May into June may be taken as
0
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. ::b ·.::0n;:>)nuencc of s del ay in the establishment of summer conditions over that
part. of t he northern hemisphe re where we find a pronounced cellular pattern in
Junr~ "
I f' thi s view is b ro a.d l~y- a cceptable, the delay in the onset of the monsoon
in 1957 compared to 1956 could be attributed to some extent to a corresponding
delay in the establisbment of summer patterns in the stratosphere in 1957 o Thus
the pronounced abnormalities in the onset of monsoon over India and Pakistan
cou1d be attributed to some extent to abnormalities in the stratospheric developmentso However, the author is unable to explain at this stage, how the changes
in the stratospheric circulation are linked with the abnormalities in the onset
of monsoon in the lower troposphereo

Abnormal withdrawal of the monsoon.
Owing to paucity of data and the "deceptive nature" of September patterns
in general (Hare and Boville 1965 ), it has not been possible to make in respect of
September i956 and September 1957 even such a broad statement as the one made above
in respect of June 1956 and June 1957.
8.

Vigorous Monsoon in certain parts of the Count:r:y

The heavy to very heavy rainfall in the southwestern sector of a westward-moving depression is a well-lmown phenomenon, in which low-level c9nvergence
plays an important part and which can be forecast with a fair measure of success,
on the basis of sea-level analysis and lower-tropospheric wind-field. Investigations by Pisharoty and Asna.ni (1957) have revealed that heavy rainfall in
association with westward · moving depressions . occurs on:J.y to the left of the track
of the depressiono Their investigations also show that forecasters would do well
to cover an area upto at least 300 miles ahead of the expected centres of the
depression 48 hours hence' while, issuing heavy rainfall warnings for a 48 hour
period.
· The very heavy rainfall along the west coast of India is not solely due
to orography as was once believed. George and Abbi (1960) have shown that heavy
rainfall along the west coast occurs 'over regions of warm advection within the
1000-500 mb layer as revealed by the contour - thickness grids at the 500 mb
surface'... It would therefore be wortbwbile to try this technique on a routine
basis for forecasting heavy rainfall in these regionso
Heavy rai:nfall also occurs in northwest India especially late in the
monsoon season in association with waves in the westerlies in the upper troposphere
(Pi.sharoty and Kulkarni 1956). The schematic patterns for divergence in the higher
level westerlies publis11ed by the present writer (Ramaswamy 1956) should prove
useful in the forecastir g of such heavy rainfall.
9.

Persistent Monsoon activity with well-distributed Rainfall over the Country

Srinivasan (1960) has shown that the monsoon rainfall ov.e r Gangetic West
J?Efngal and by analogy over a major portion of the Indian sub-continent outside
the northwestem divisions is ptj..ma.rily controlled by the passage of easterly wave
troughs and jet maxima over the area. If the wave-troughs and the wind-maxima
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;_. ·~ .d be l ocated and traced in t he upper wind charts from day
y enical time - sed,ions of rawin- r adiosonde stations, it will,
S riniva.san 'prove to be a great aid in forecasting of weather
could considerably improve the accuracy of forecast for 12-24
not more '

to day, aided by
according to
down:- stream and
hours ahead if

The usefulness of jet maxima as a tool in forecasting such rainfall has,
however, been thrown open to doubt by a recent announcement by Raman and Ramanathan
(1964) that the jet maxima themselves are caused by heavy rainfeJ_l~
On account of paucity of high-level data even now over the Indo-Pak.istan
sub-continent, the present writer has attacked this problem in a d ifferent way,,
Utilising the much denser network of aerological stations north of the Himalayas, ·
he has shown that persistent large- scale monsoon activity with well-distributed
Tair£all over India is ass ociated with a well-pronounced and east to west oriented
anticyclone over Tibet at 500 mb and 300 mb levels, and a pronounced high index
circulation over Sibe·ria, Mongolia and North China ( Rctmaswamy, 1958, 196-2 )o The
Tibetan High may sometimes shift much to the west of its usual position. In such
a si tUation, the monsoon may extend further westward into West Pakistan and in
an extreme case (RE\Dlaswarny, 1965), even into north Iran. Fig. 6(a) may also be
seen in
this connection
o

One · other example of persistent monsoon activity over India and its
relationship with a high index circulation over Asia to the north of ·the Himalayas
may be seen in the month of August 1961 when pronounced zonal flow characterised
the westerlies from the Atlantic to Asia through Europe (Andrews, 1961 )o

lOo

Partial or total interruption in rain s for several days over major part of
the Country OU tside ,the hiLls and rubmontane districts ('Breaks in ·the '

Mon~Ii_)

Srinivasan (1960) has pointed out that 'lack of passage of wave-troughs
in the upper....,tropospheric · easterlies across India may produce weak or even brealc
monsoon con.di tions'
The present writer had examined this problem with reference to the subtropical westerly jet stream and its meanderings (Ramaswamy 1958, 1962 ),, and ·
made the followir~ observations :(i)

During 1 break-:-condi tions', pronounced low index circulation
prevails in the middle latitude westerlies north of the Himalayaso This leads to large-amplitude troughs in the westerlies
protruding into Indo-Pa.kistan at the 500 mb level and aloft
while getting ret .rded and elongated further during their
eastward movement a cross the Tibetan Plateau which is a region
of weak basic current.

(i:i)

In the lower troposphere, . the monsoon southwesterlies and
.westerlies prevail almost upto the foot of the Himalayas. The.
axis of the monsoon trough below 1o5 km under such conditions
lies close to the foot of the Himalayaso
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The e a stward mo.ving high-level trou ghs are highly diffluent
with wind-- speeds of iet intensity upstream over Tadzhik,
Uzbek and K;irgiz S .,S .Rs and norlhwest Pakistan, rapidly
decreasing downstream ~ They con_t ribute to upper divergence
which 'pulls' the monsoon air up from the lowe·r troposphere
to cause heavy rainfall over and near the Himalayas-. The
distribution of rainfaU will naturally depend upon the configuration of the indivi.dua.1 . troughs and their locations and the
availability · of monsoon air in the lower troposphere underneath
such troughs. The rainfall may extf3nd further south into the
plains, depending upon the flow-patterns in the middle and upper
troposphe~~·

(iv)

In association with these eastward-moving troughs, the anticyclone over Iran and Arabia extends into northwest and Central .
India and the northern. parts of the Indian peninsula at 500 mb
level and aloft., Tbis results in dry weather over the greater
· part of the se regions.

The author has since made a detailed study of the persistent weak
monsoon conditions in July 1951, .August 1951, .August 1954 and July 1955 with the
help of the daiJ.y 500 mb northern hemisphere charts and the mont1Lly .mean 700 mb
·charts of the northerTl hemisphere, published by the U .s. Weather Bureau. Considerations of space do not permi. t the author to present these cases in detail·
hereo He would, however, mention that these studies have fully supported the conclusions presented by the author earlier in this paper.
Fig. 6(b) shows the U.S. Weather Bureau monthly mean 700 mb contour
and anomalies chart for August 195L In this month, the deficiency of rainfall.
over the plains· of India as a whole was 15%. It is interesting to see that even
the mean pattern for the month as a whole, shows a large-amplitude trough extending . from the A.retie to 45°N to the north of India and Burma. The low index circulation in the middle latitudes in this month of weak monsoon is in striking
.
contrast to the high index circulation over the same region in July 1956 in .
Fig •. 6( a) when the Indian monsoon was not only exceptionally active over India and
Pakistan but it also extended as far northwestwards as north Iran and contributed
to the floods over that region. This exceptionally active monsoon situation
has Qeen referred to in section 9.
During such) breaks in the monsoon', weak '1.ows' form over the extreme
south of the Bay of Bengal and mov.e westwards across the extreme south of the
peninsula (Koteswaram 1950, 1963). These low-latitude lows, according to Koteswaram help to revive the monsoon and have thus forecasting value.

11.

Do Southern Hemispheric Jet St~s influence· Indian Monsoon ?

r-

' Lamb (1959) has pointed ·out that the momentum of the southern hemisphere
westerlies is 4 times or more than that of the northern westerlies, during the
northern summer - southern winter and that the preponderance of the southern
system is such that it may be regarded as the 'flywheel' of the ·general atmospheric
circulation. According to Lamb, there are also indications that changes in the
southern westerlies entail world-wide adjustments. He has further shown that the
trough in the Indian Ocean sector with its axis near 120°E is the most dominant
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svet.Prn in the sou the rn westerlies and that its amplitude increases from southern
;;_1 r~r:·0r t G southern winter. Acc ording to Reiter (1963) t bis Indian Ocean trough
in the upper troposphere may be connected with orographic effect of the Himalayas
and a coupling of the circulation of both hemispheres seems to be indicated.,

In view of the above and also of the fact that the author's · own investigations ha:ve indicated that the northern hemisphere westerly jet stream and
its meanderings indirectly control the Indian summer monsoon to a great extent,
the author has considered it worthwhile to take up a preliminary irwestigation .on
the possible association between the southern westerlies and the Indian summer
monsoon.,
In 1963 - during the I.LO .. E. period - the Indian summer monsoon was
persistentzy active over the greater part of India during the period 1 - .7 August ..
There was also a break in the monsoon between 17 and 21 July in the same. year.,
Figs. 7 and 8 show the 300 mb -patterns on 3 August 1965 a day of ·active monsoon
and on 20 July 1963 a day of rather weak monsoon. The dots over the Indian area
indicate observations maintained by the Indian Meteorologica.l Department which
recorded 2q5 mm or more of rain in 24 hours ending at 03 GMT of 4 August 1963 and
21 July 1963 respectively. Fig. 9 shows the 300 mb profiles along 4o0 s, 50°S and
60°S during the active and weak monsoon spells.. For the preparation of these
diagrams, all the data available at the Data Collection Centre. for the I.I. O.. E.
at the I.M. C., Bombay were utilised., Microfilm copies of 300 mb charts for the
southern hemisphere, analysed by the International Antarctic Analysis Centre at
Meltourne, Australia were also specially obtained and utilised.
The northern hemisphere portions of Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate fairly well
the points made out by the author in the earlier sections of this article about
flow patterns associated with persistent monsoon activity and break-conditionso
The author has however chosen · those spells for illustrating the f'low patterns in
the southern herrri..sphere during periods of active and weak monsoon over India.
Figs. 7 and 8 show strikingly the bigh momentum and the well-organised
patterns of the southern hemisphere jet strea.tns. Fig. 9 would suggest that the
Indian Ocean trough near 120D'E had a much larger amplitude during the ·weak monsoon
spell than during the active monsoon spell along 40°S and 50°S. This conclusion
is also supported by the flow patterns on the individual days during the spell
(Figs. 7 and 8 Jo
Although the Fjpove conclusions are based on the 'maximum data available
over the southern hemisphere, the author would not attempt any generalisation on
the ba~is of this study. There is clearzy a need for more fact-finding investigations of this type utilising even more data than were available to the author
It should also be pointed out that Lamb's conclusions about the Indian Ocean
trough and Reiter' s further inferences therefrom are based on only 3 years' data
during the pre-IGY period. Additional data will be needed before we. can say anything more., specific about the Indian Ocean trough and the inter-hemispheric coupling
in association with the Indian monsoon.
0

· 12.

Future Prospects

The author is definitely of the view that there is little hope of
effecting significant improvement in forec:asting the vagaries of the Indian summer
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mo:ric·oon eve n on a large-sc al e unti l and unless a very much better network of
Rawin.... s onde station s i s e s tab Ji she d over southern Asia with at least a skeleton
ne t work of aerological stat ions over the contiguous ocean areas and accurate and
reli able dat a from this denser network a re made available to the forecaster daily
at least upt~ · the 50 mb level . When such an organisation is set up, a systematic
study wi JJ. have to be undertaken of the relationship between the easterly jet
stre am over t he Asian tropics and the subsequent monsoon developments. · The controve r sy recent ly raised by Raman and Ramanathan (1964) has to be ·s ettled before
we c a n confi dently utilise the easterly j et stream and the perturbations associated
with it as new tools in monsoon forecasting. The dynamical interaction between
the tropical easterly jet and the sub-tropi cal westerly jet and its repercussions
on the Indian summer JI!Onsoon which the author has pointed out in one of his earlier
studies, will have to be investigated in much more detail from · the synoptic as
well as theo:i;etical stand..;..points. It will also be necessary to find the coupling;
if .a ny, between the southern hemi spheric westerly jet stream and the relatively
restricted tropical easterly jet stream over Asta. A similar study will be necessaI
· on the coupling between the circumpolar northern and southern hemispheric westerly
jet streams . Daily stratospheric charts will have to be analysed in relation to
subsequent d evelopment of abnonnali ties in the oriset a11.d withdrawal of the monsoon. ·
In emphasising the need for such intensive synoptic st-udies in the middle and upper
troposphere and .the stratosphere,. it is · not the intention of the autho.r to under-.
estimate the importance of further .research on the monsoon air itself below the
500 mb level e.go on the lines i ni t i ated by Pisharoty (1965). These studies are
equally important and fundamental but they also require denser rawinsonde network.
The observational requirements of monsoon forecasters outlined ab ove,exacting as
they are, cannot be easily provided, in View of the heavy costs involved. WWW
· , offers the .only hopeful solution to · this problemo
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THE DIAGRAMS

Fig. 1

Mean 500 mb contours, 23 May - 6 June 1956 (year ·Of abnonna.lly early
onset of th~ southwest monsoon over India).

Fig. 2

Mean 500 mb ·contours, 4-18 June 1957 (year of abnormally late onset
of southwest monsoon over India).

Fig., 3

Mean 500 mb contours 16-30 September 1956 (year of abnormB.lJ_y late
withdrawal of southwest monsoon from India).

Fig. 4

Mean 500 mb contours 16-~0 September 1957 (year of abnormally early
wi tb.drawal of sou thwe st monsoon from India).
·

?>

y

Fig. 5

(a) Mean 50 mb charts for northern hemisphere .... June 1956..
abnonnally early onset of monsoon over India)o

(year of

.j

(b) Mean 50 mb chart for n.o rthern hemisphere
abnormally late onset of monsoon over India).
Fig. 6

Jµne 1957.

(year of

Mean 700 mb contours and ano.malies in the northern hemis:ghere during
active and weak Indian summer monsoon ( southwest monsoon). .

(a) Active· .Indian monsoon - July 1956.
( b) Weak Indian monsoon - August 1951.
Fig. 7 .

300 mb contours - 00 GMT · of 3 August 1963 - Northern and Southern hemi-

spheres (Active monsoon over major part of India).
Fig. 8
Fig. 9

300 inb contours - 00 GMT of 20 July 1963 .... Northern and Southern hemi. -spheres - (Rather weak monsoon over major part of India).

Mean 300 mb profiles; the Indian Ocean trough in the southern hemisphere
during active and weak Indian summer monsoon.
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EXPLANATORY LEGENIS FOR DIAGRAJvfB

.r , g. 1
Note the concentratio~ of ·contours in the w~sterly flow to the north of
the Himalayas and the closed 19300 geopotentia.1 feet contour over SW Pakistan
and Iran.
Fig 2
Note the split in the westerlies, one branch flowing into India and
the other well to the north of the Himalayas. Note the trough over northeast
India near 80°E which is absent in Figo L
0

Fig .• 3
Note the closed high over Tibet and Zonal westerly flow to the north
of it and easterlies over northern India as shown by the odd contours. Note also
the low over western peninsular India and east Arabian. Sea.
Fig. 4 .
Note meridional component in westerJ.y flow norlh of Himalayas and westertlies over northern India. The ridge to the north of India was seen as closed.
anticyclonic cells on a number of days during the spell.
Figo 5
Note the closed high to the north of Caspian Sea and the elon~ated
20900 geopotential metre contour in Fig. 5(b) and compare with Fig. 5(a)o
Fig. 6
Note in Fig. 6( a), the r.Tibetan High' far to the west of its usual position anomaJs- of 120 geopotential feet. In Fig. 6(b) the Tibetan High is a.bsent ·
~d in its place there is a trough extending from the Arctic to 45°N. A negative
anomaly of 190 geopotential feet is also seen over Central China.
Fig. 7

Note that the "Indian Ocean trough" in the southern hemisphere between
and 160°E north of 50°8 is diffuse and feeble. There is a closed high over
Tibet in the northern hemisphere.

loo0 E

Figo 8
Note that the 'Indian Ocean trough' is better defined than in Fig. 7.
'!'here is deep diffluent trough over Tibet in contrast to the high over the same
area in Fig a 7. In the rear of this trough, ari anticyclone extends from Iran and
West Pakistan into northwest and Central India.
Figo 9
Note that the mean amplitude of the Indian Ocean trough is much greater
during the 'weak monsoon spell' than in the 1·active monsoon spell'.

3 :-J O

Fig. I. Mean 500 mb Contours 23Moy-6 June 1956
(Year of Abnormally early onset of Southwest Monsoon ,
over tndla. )

Fig. 2. Mean 500 mb Contou·r s 4- 19 June , 1957.
(Year of Abnormally late ontet ohouthwest Monsoon
over India • )

Fig. 3. Mean 500 mb Contours 16·30 September 1956
(Year of Abnormally late withdrawal of Southwest
Monsoon from India)

Fig. 4. Mean

eoomb Contours 16·30 September 1957

(Year of Abnormally early wlthdrawol of Southw11t
Monsoon from lndla) •

3 3;?,

Fig. 5.a . Mean 50 mb chart,June 1956

Flo. 5.b. Mean

~Ombchart,Junel957

. Fig. 6 ~:o. 700 mb chart- A_ctive ,Indian monso9n July 56

Fia.6.b. 700mb chart-Weak monsoon Aua.51
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The· Arabi a..YJ. Sea Summer Mons oon
Lt . Col. Forrest Re Miller and R. N.. Ke shavamurty

.

International Meteoro l ogical Centre , Bombay .- 5, I ndia .

The detailed atmospheric survey undertaken over the Arabian sea, between
the sea surface and the high atmosphere, was completed during the International Indian Ocean Expedition from May through mid-July, 1963.
Several
simultaneou a· multileveled .missions were flown on successive days during an
active mons on period. Atmospheric research aircraft of the U.S. Weat her
Bureau Research Flight Facility .and the ifoods Hole Institute flew the prob es
into end around a mid-tropospheric cyclone situated over the west coast of
India.
The results of a de.t ailed study of conventional data combined with the
set of meteorological, radar, and photographic aerial reconnaissance reports
for the period 1-10 July 1963 are presented. A co~plete description of the
. three-dimensional circulation over the Arabian Sea and western India during
· a day of heavy rain activity is reviewed. ~ t eady'-state . aspects of the mi dtropospheric cyclone off the west . of India and its importance in the maintenance of an active Arabian Sea monsoon are discussed. The relationship between
the wind field and weather distribution is considered through a presentation
of computer-derived divergence, vorticity, and vertical motiono The characteristic high level cloud patterns, as seen by TIROS VII and associated with
the seasonal ·trough, are also presented~ In summary, a. moqel of the midtropospheric ·cyclone and its surrounding environment is proposed.

· L . Introduction
During the International Indian O'cean Expedition, research aircrafts of
the U.S. Weather Bureau Research Facility and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
were· made . available for data qollection over the Bay · of .Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
The scheduling of these aircraft for a detailed and intensive aerial weath~r reconnaissance prior to and during an active period of t he Arabian Sea monsoon provided useful data.
·
Between 2 · and 10 July 1963, low~, mid".'"", and high-level RFF flights were
made simultaneously. In general, Woods Hole Oceanographic · Institute airc'raft covered
the deys not flown by the RFF.. Detailed meteorological observations on RFF flights
were automatically recorded , as frequently as 1 0-second intervals, on magneti:c tape .
Time lapse 16-nnn cameras photographed clouds along the routes. Radar scope photographs were also made. , On several occasions TIROS cameras scanned this region during " ·
this period recording the cloud patterns. It . is with this series of data that an
investigation was undertaken to examine the details of the Arabian Sea summ'e r
monsoono
One of the main objectives of this ex tensive data collecti on and analyses
during the International Indian Ocean ~xpedi t.i on has b een tq describe and understand
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the atmospheric circulations associated with the summer monsoon over south Asia
and t he Indian southwest mon soon, in particulars The main rain-producing systems
during the southwest ~onsoon ove r India are low pressure systems - called monsoon
depressions wbich form .at the head Bay of Bengal and move across north and central
India& But ·t here is another important type . of system which occurs most frequently
in northeast Arabian Sea in the middle troposphere. The results of our investigation
of such a middle-tropospheric vortex and associated weather over northeast Arabi8.n
Sea during an active monsoon epoch, 2-10 July 1963, are presented. By activ~ monsoon
we mean a. ratl-ier p·rolonged period in which there is widespread rainfall over most
of west coast
&

Extensive use was made of all the meteorological data recorded by the
heavily instrumented research aircrafts of the U.S. Weather Bureau ' and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute. Winds recorded by Doppler Radar at 950, . 600 and 500 mb
levels, pressure, temperature and lnimidity data obtained from drop-soundings made ·
during these missions, as well as radar and photographic records from these flights
were utitized. Conventional surface ship and land data as well as upper air winds
and temperatures were combined with research aircraft data. .
.
Detailed analyses of daily charts during the period 2 to 10 _July 1963
showed that a well-defined cyclonic vortex lay in . the mid troposphere ove.r the north- .
east Arabian Sea during this epoch. Judged by the rainfall along the northern parts
of the west coast of India and weather conditions out at sea, reported by ships
and the research aircrafts, the epoch 2 to 10 Ju1y corresponded to an active monsoon
situation with on.Ji minor changes from day to day in the structure of the atmosphe ric circtilatio~.
3a

Analysis of 2nd July 1963

The detailed analyses of a typical strong monsoon day - 2 July 1963
are discu_s sed. By the 2nd of July, the mid-tropospheric cyclone was well developed
. just o'ff the coast from Bombay (Fig. lb )a The first appearance of this system was
. seen on the 500 mb streamline chart of the 28th of June just south of Bombay. This
development took place after a (warm ' core) vortex formed in the Bay of Bengal and
· moved over the east coast north of Madras.
~ig. l(a)

(The chart on the left) shows the low-level streamlines and isotachs
analysed from a one day's (2nd July 1963) composite of ships over the Arabian Sea,
RFF reconnaissance reports and selected upper air data from land stationso
In
general, this streamJine pattern is similar to the mean, July low-level. flow (Raman
and Dirit 1964). However, we see here a significant difference near 20°N and . between
· 70°E and 75°.E ). A wave pattern in the streamlines with centers of speed maxinru.m
surrounding a minimum speed · zone developed directly below. It was · a reflection of .
the mid-tropospheric low shown here on the · 500 mb chart for the same time.
South of lO°N two equatorial e.d d.i es; between the southeast trades of the
Indian Ocean and .t he southwest Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal currents, had persisted for several days. As the monsoon flow in the Arabian Sea ·intensified, these
eddies receded south and east and disappeared by the 3rd bf July. The center of
maximum "wind ·speed (found by the RFF flight just off the coast of Somaliland)
shifted east and north.
·
·
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Be tween 2 and 4 July the mid-tropospheric cyclone reached its maximum
inte r: si ty. Our detailed analyses show that higher speeds were found around the
center on the Woods-Hole flights near 600 mb. This major west coast vortex persisted fo r ab~m t 10 days in approximately the mean seasonal trough position., It
then dissipated quickly, the rains stopped along the west coast and a weak monsoon
situation had developed by 11 June 1963.

It is important to emphasize here that. even though the heavy cloud layers
end rain broke up, the low-level southwesterly flow continued. It was less intense
over the sea, but it was difficult to detect any major changes from the surface
flow alone until after the weak monsoon period had begun ..

·L

}1ethod of Synthesis and Analysis
.

The general steady-state aspec.ts of this situation led us to attempt

to synthesize or reconstruct an atmospheric model for . an active monsoon over the
northeast Arabian Sea. This was done by compositing the data of 2, 4, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 around the(computed mean position) center of the mid-tropospheric vortex.
These were the days on which detailed weather reconnaissance were made.
~rom the daily analyses, the centres of the cyclonic circulation were
picked out for the levels 700, 600 and 500 mb, and the mean centres were found for
the period 2-10 July 1963. All the RFF dropsonde positions (23 dropsondes used in
the study) were transferred to a co-ordinate system with the cyclone center as the
origin. The temperature and humidity values were plotted at these positions. At
850 mb a cyclonic circulation could be seen only on 2 and 4 July and not on other
days. Therefore, 850 mb data were composited around 700 mb center.

Wind corn po site
Accurate upper-wind observat~ons over the sea areas made with Doppler
radar of the research aircrafts were utilized. Winds at an. interval of 10 to 15
minutes during the flights of 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, wid 10 July were ~sed. · In add.it.ion,
rawin and pibal winds of coastal and neighbouring stations were used. All these
were transferred to a co-ordinate system with the cyclone ·centre as the · origino
.The surface (low-level) wind composite was prepared in two parts (1) f or
2 and 4 July and (2) for 7, 8, and 9 July, as the synoptic situations were slightly
different in these two epochso These data were composited around 700 mb centre.
Aircraft winds at 1500 fto and rawin and pibal winds at 2000 feet were used. Of
these, the composited surface (low level) chart for the perio.d 2 to 4th July is
reproduced in Fig. 2ao
5.

Salient Features of the Composite charts
Fig. 2.
(a)

Wind composite :

Surfac·e (low-level) : (Fig. 2~)

On 2 and 4 July the mid-tropospheric system was very intense and was seen
as a vortex at 850 mb and as a trough at surf'ace. On 2 July even a feeble vortex
was seen
surface.

at
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The general current is 20-30 knots strong with 40 knots maxima e At the
trough there is a niiniim.lID of 5-1 0 knots. This gives considerable speed .convergence~.
(b) Mid-troposphere : · (Fig. 2b, 2c and 2d)
·
A we]J_~defined . cyclonic circulation can be seen· at 700, 600 and 500 mb
centered near (20o8N, 73E), (20N, 72E) and (18.SN, 72E), . (Charts B, C and D) respectiyelyo There is streamJine confluence to the north and northwest of the vortex
centre at 600 and 700 mb levels. The cyclonic vortex has inner and outer rings of
isota.ch maxima of 20-30 knots all around except on the eastern side.
The wind
speeds . a.re strongest at 600 mb.
The cyclonic vortex is flanked by anticyclones
to the northwest and west.
Fig. 3.

Temperature composites : (Figs.. 3A, 3B, 3C)

It can be seen that the cyclone is cold-cored a.t 700 mb. At 500 mb the
centre lies in a waIID tongue . The temperature field is· somewhat neutral at 600
mb... This system is similar in temperature structure ·to the 'subtropical cyclone '
and to the system in the Bay of Bengal studies by Ramage (1963).
· Moisture composites :

(Figso 3A, 3B, 3C)

Dashed lines in Figs. 3A, 3B represent the moisture distribution. At 850,
700 and 600 mb, very large mmidities (near 100 percent) are seen to the south of
· the centre and close to it and also the north.
These regions of high humidity
extend to 500 mb also as seen from individual ascents. Very dry air lies to north~
"west and west· of centre at these levels •
. In Fig. 3D, ·are shown four temperature and moisture curves from RFF
dropsondes taken at the points indicated on 7 and 8 JuJ.y. The midtropospheric cy. clone was still intense at . this time. . The significant f eatu re which these sound- .
ings · dis.play are :
·
1. Over the northern Arabian Sea, a marked subsidence inversion exists
between 850 and 900 mb (Fig. 3Dl).
2. In the vicimty of the upper level center humidities are high and the
lapse rate is relatively unstable. Colder temperatures at 700 mb and
warmer at 500 mb are apparent in (~igs •. 3D2 and 3D3 ). Relative humidities · are high.
·
·
3. Over central Arabian Sea and to the southwest of the midtropospheric
center, . the curves reveal a more typical condition for the tropics with
colder air at 500 mb than near the. vortex center.
Vorticity Sections :
From computations of vorticity ·on 2, 4, and 7 July at the different levels
zonal and meridional sections of vorticity through the centre were prepared..
From
these, mean sections were prepared. The sections depict the vorticity distribution
in two vertical planes .passing through the centre.
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i'"ig . 4 (Vorticity Composite) :
The vertical sections of vorticity (Figs. 4A and 4B) show that the highest
va.lues of vorticity are in the midtroposphere Le. 700 to 500 mb. · They sbow positive vorticity right from surface to 500-400 mb in the region of the mid-tropospheric cyclone. " The zero vorticity line runs roughly along 300-400 mb in the region
of the mid-lropospheric cyclone. There is westward and southward tilt (with height)
of the maxinrum vortici t.y between 700 and 500 mb. The lati tudi~al section (upper
left) shows that cyclonic vorticity extends far to the west of the ce'n tre (65°E to
700E) in the mid-troposphere; actually, · there is anticyclonic vorticity at surface
below this region. The centres of the cyclones, based on streamlines are shown in
each chart.
6.

General Structure of the mid-tropospheric cyclone

From· out- detailed investigations of the individual days and the composite
charts which have just been discus sed, the followi!).g aspects 'of the structure of
the Arabian Sea upper level cyclone can be summarized :

·L

The mid-tropospI:ieric cyclone is similar in structure in many respects
to the 'subtropical cyclone' •
It is cold-cored at .700 mb and warm
cored at 500 mb.
·

2. The system has its greatest intensity -- highest vorticity· and
stronge st · winds .....;_ in the mid-troposphere between 700 and 500 mb and
tapers off both above and below.
When the system is intense it extends
to 850 mb alsoo
3. It is known that there are many active .monsoon spells with a good
distribution of rainfall over India without well-marked surface depressions;
but upper air cyclonic circulations are noticed to move across the monsoon
trough over north India. Perhaps they are systems similar in structure
to the one described above.
4. In the main area of the towering cumulus and cumulonimbus both north
and routh of the center and to the west, .there is violent upward motion ·
in the middle and upper troposphere.
5. In the clear area west of 67 - · 68°E there is downward motion at all
levels. The dropsondes showed subsidence inversions in this re~ion.
7.

Radar Composite ·

As an aid to weather composite construction, a ;-adar composite was prepared.
Radar cloud photographs of the RFF low-level (1500 ft.) and high-level (500 mb)
flights were used. PPI photographs of the radar .APS 20 were most suitable. Fig. 5
shows a composite of the radar ·echoes for 2, 7' and 8 July 1965 delineated with
respect to the centre of the cyclone.
The main cloud features of ·interest are the large bands of cwmi.l onimbus
to the west and north of the composite centre, curving cyclonically. These refer to
2 July. ·The vertical radar scan showed that the preci~i tation echoes in this area
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extended to 28,000 to 29,000 feet. Some visual observations showe·d that the actual
cloud tops were much hi.gher. Thick cirrn s was observed to stream westwards from
their tops; this was. repo r ted by the RFl" B-57 jet at 48,000 ft. The other echoes
further to the south of the Centre· (observed on 7, 8 1 and 9 July), are much smaller
in size and are of the large cumulus type. They are in the main westerly stream
and are oriented along the streamlines. They also generally extend to 20;000 feet. ·
From .visual and photographic observations . it was noticed they a~ embedded in sheet- .
type middle ·cloudso
·
8e

Weather Composite (Fig. 6C)

- In fig. 6(c) combines the weather composite based on all radar photos,
reconnaissance and conventional data. Rainfall and cloud reports of coastal and
other plain stations (hill stations were excluded) were also utilized.
Sirriilar
information obtained from ships, flight meteorologists' notes (of the research
flights) and the. radar composites help.e d to complete the picture. Continuous cloud
· photographs obtained from the re search aircraft. were also examined.
TIROS VII
Satellite weather infonnation was also fused into the composite.
Sadler (1965)
has discussed TIROS VI. picture taken during this period which show upper cloud
patterns at different stages during this active monsoon phase.
The main features of
s~own in this . model (~ig. 6
11

the

Arabian Sea monsoon which are schematically

c) are :-

)

(a) A large area of .heavy cumulonimbus build-ups mainly to the west
(and southwest) of the mid-tropospheric cyclone centre.
(b) The heavy precipitation is generally near the coast but in the
region of the· mid-tropospheric trough, it extends farther out into the sea.
(c) Tlie middle overcast is in the ·shape of a wedge extend'i ng from the
coast towards the west up to 66-67°E. It extends more on the southern side than
· to the north of the mid-tropospheric trough. Pisharo t y (1963) explained this
middle cloudiness in the westerly belt as due to transverse ascent on·' Isentropic
surfaces under suitable conditions.
(d) All the heavy rain is not due to cumulonimbus clouds. The heavy
rain to the south of the mid-tropospheric. trough, particularly along the coast is
due to stratisfonn middle clouds with embedded large cumulus. The radar corrposite
supports this observation.
9.

Vertical Circulation Model (Fig. 6A and 6B)

Figures 6A ·and 6B show sections of the vertical circulation based on
the rough vertical motion stimate's and the weather composite. The clouds are sym:bolic and n.ot to scale. These show upward motion in the area of the mid tropospheric
cyclone notably to west and north of centre and descent outside the general cloud
area further . to the west and north. The main point of interest is the cuIID.llonimbus
towers to the west · and south of the centre of the midtroposphere.
These are
evidently similar to the 'hot towers' · mentioned by Rhiel and Malkus (1961 ).. This
type of circulation is probably typical of ar1 active Arabian Sea monsoon with large
upward motion and weather in the eastern parts, particularly near the coast and
descent and clear weather in the western parts.

e
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IEGENDS OF FIGURES
Fig. 1. Streamline - isota.c h analysis for : (A) low level arid (B) 500 mbs,
2 July 1963.. Ship : reports for one day, 1500 ft. ~ winds . and 3000 ft. tdnds for
land stations comprise the dat~ for chart (A). Data for . chart (B) consists of RFF
reconnaissance ·and land station 500 mb winds.
Fig .. 2. Composite wind charts •
. . Fig. 3. Temperature and moisture composite charts ·in figures,. A,B and C
continuous lines are isotherms (°C); moisture (relative humidity in percentage)
lines are dashed. ·
·
-

Di, D2, D3 and D4 are typical dropsoundings.• ·
Fig. 4., · Charts A and B are vertical sections of vorticity through the
centre of the cyclone, in 'units of x 10- 5 sec.-1. Charts C and D are sections of
·vertical motion (cm sec.-1) (Negative values upward, positive vtlues downward
motions. The circled dots represent composite centres of the cyclone at 700,600
and 500 mb.
·
·
'·
Fig. 5. PPI radar cloud composite

2-10 July, 1963.

~igo 6. J.>roposed model for an active period of the Arabian Sea mon,s oon.
Clouds are symbolic in charts A and B. Arrows represent direction of vertical
motion with shafts roughly proportional to vertical speeds. Chart C is a composite plan view of the weather distributi?n.
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FiO. I.a. Streamline lsotoch Analysis for Low Levels
on 2 July 1963. Datd included : Ships reports
I 500 Ft. R FF. Winds and 3000 Ft. Winds for

Land stations.
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2.

Fig. 4 . Charts Aod
B ore vertical sections of vorticity through the
centre of cyclone, in units of x
sec'.
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Some Distinguishing Features of strong and weak Monsoon
Regimes over India and Neighbourhood
K.M. Ramamurthi, R.. N" Keshavamurty and J ambu.n e.than R.,

International Meteorological Centre, Bombay, India.
ABSTRACT
Two p·e riods, each of two week's duration, orte of strong monsoon and
the other of weak monsoon . (during 1963) were chosen and the mean resultant
winds were computed for each period.
Streamline-;isotach analyses for
the standard levels wen; made~ Thickness charts between standard levels
. were analysed.
Mean meridional sections of .vorticity and of zonal and
meridional components of wind were prepared .f or longitudes 75°E and 85°E.
The wind fields at 700 mb show the greatest contrast between th~ two
regimes.
It is found that rainfall distribution associ·ated with the two
epochs · can be explained on the basis of vertical circulations caused by
advection discontinuit.ies. The thickness charts show that the main monsoon
trough over the Gangetic plains is warm-cored but the midtropospheric
vortex during strong monsoon over Gujarat is cold-cored at 700 mb.
The
charts show the presence of an upper tropospheric westerly trough over
~est Pakistan and also the more southward position of the upper troposph&rio subtropical ridgeline during weak monsoon. The upper tropospheric
easterlies build ~p more between 200 and 100 mb during strong monsoon and
.between 300 and 200 mb during weak. monsoon.
The sections of meridional
component of wind show that the monsoon or reverse cell is more prominent
during strong monsoon and the Hadley cell is more . prominent during weak
monsoon.

1.

Introduction

Significant features o.f synoptic situation leading to breaks in the Indian
mimmer monsoon were investigated in detail by Ramaswamy (1958, 1962 ). The present work is concerned with a study of the flow patterns at · standard isobaric
·
surf aces over the Indian sub-continent and the adjoining areas during condi t.ions
of strong and weak monsoon using the voluminous IIOE data collection for 1963 and
applying kinematic techni q'1es of analysis. The selected epocQ.s of strong and weak
monsoon, each cover a period of two weeks so that the mean circulation patterns
obtained may be representative of the more important and persistent features associated with each regime and temporary fluctuations of individual days may get
smoothed out.
·
·

2.

Meth.Q.S

The period 11 to · 24 Ju.ly 1963 was chosen as typifying a weak monsoon
regime and the period 8 to 21 August 1963 a strong monsobn regime. During the latter
period the monsoon remained active under the influence. of .t wo low pressure systems,
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one a depression and the other a low pressure area which formed aver head Bay
of Bengal in successive weeks and moved northwestwards. ~1rus, the well known
criterion of the difference in the patte·m of rainfall distribution over lndia
was used to distinguish strong .from weak monsoon period. Figures lA and _lB show
the rainfall distribution over India, as departures from normal, corresponding to
the two epochs of weak and strong monsoon respectively. During weak monsoon rainfall was scanty along the west c.o ast of India and the central parts of the country.
Over the hills and the adjoining areas of north India the rainfall was in excess
by 20 percent or more of the normal. The rainfall over the Madras state was also
in excesso In contrast to the above, during the strong monsoon ·period rainfall
was in excess along the west coast and the central parts of the country.

-

.. ·.

2.1
Mean restiltant winds for standard isobari.c levels - 1000 mb(0.9 km when
· 1000 .mb winds were not available), 850, 700, 500, 300, 200 and 100 mb for all
· · . available stations in the area .comprising 40°E to 105°E' and 1°s to 40°N for the
two week period .corresponding to each epoch were computed and the chart for each
· pressure surface was carefully analysed .using kinematic techniques of analysis.·
· Over areas where data were available for the interme?diate pressure surfaces of
SOO mb, . 600 ·mb, 400 mb and 1 50 mb analysis was done for these surfaces also for .
..facility of checking vertical contirruityo The thermal structure of various atmospheric layers · from 850 mb to 100 mb was also studied by preparing several thickness
charts usirig the mean wind shears and thickness values of . corresponding pressure
· levels. Over the area. enclosing the 1JlOUntainous terrain and the high ground of
l'ibetan Plateau, analysis was not .attempted upto 500 mb. For upper tropospheric
levels i.e. 300 mb and aloft, analysis was extended to 45°N also in orde~ to get
proper delineation .o f the sub-tropical westerly jet stream. From the analy~e· d
charts for each pressure surface, winds were picked out at grid points 2 degrees
·· apart and relative vorticity was computed. The results· are presented in. the form
of vertical cross-sections of mean zonal flow, mean relative vorticity and mean .
·nieridional flow over two sections, one covering 70°E to 80°E so as to include
ea~t Arabian Sea and adjoining western parts of India and the other covering so°E ·
t.o 90°E to in.elude west Bay of Bengal and adjoining eastern half of India.

·.3.
' "'

Discussion

Vertical cross sections of zonal . flow over 70°E to 80°E and 80°E to 90°E
during _weak and strong monsoon periods are shown in figures 2A to 2D. Regimes of
easterly components are dotted. The main points brought out in crosS-sections ·
for 70°E to 8 O°E ( vide figures 2A and 2B) are :
(i) In ·the lower troposphere there iS" no trcug_h south of 34°N during
weak monsoon whereas in strong monsoon period a trough is seen near 29°N
corresponding to a vortex over Rajasthan at the northwestern end of .the
monsoon trough (equatorial trough) and anothe-r one near 23°N at 600 mb
corresponding to midtropospheric cyclonic system over Gujarat.
(ii) In general, the strength and depth of lower tropospheric ·we ~terlles
greater during strong monsoon. During weak monsoon the ·1ow level
westerly maximum is seen at a higher latitude than in strong monsoon.

are

(iii) Between 200 mb and 400 mb, . the sub-tropical ridge line lies in a
more southerly latitude during weak monsoon, the latitudinal difference
being greatest at 300 mb.
·
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(iv) In weak monsoon a ridge line is seen along 11°N at 500 mb vide
figure 2.A. Trri.s does not seem to fonn part of the subtropical ridge
line in view of the fact that at 400 mb the subtropical ridge runs .
along 25~N and a slope of 14 degree latitude between 500 and 400 mb
appears improbable. This low latitude ridge line at 500 mb · seems · to
develop during weak monsoon as a result of the decrease with height of
the relatively w~aker lower tropospheric westerlies due to north-south
temperature gradient.
( v) The upper tropospheric west wind max:inrum is located more or less
over the same region i De along 40°N at 200 mb with practically -the same
speed· both during strong and weak · monsoon conditions, This brings out
importantly that the subtropical westerly 'jet stream has no signific:ant
connection with the activity of the summer monsoon over India.
o

(vi) The tropical easterly jet shows greater lateral extent during weak
monsoon. · The lateral extent of strong easterlies to cover a more northerly latitude during weak .monsoon is more clearly seen in the cross.;..
section for 80°E to 90°E vide figure 2C. ·
(vii) The.re is a close · packing of isotachs between . 300 mb and 200 rob
during . weak monsoon. In fact the.main contribution to the speed of .the
· easterly jet is · seen to arise from this layer whereas during . strong .
monsoon a similar feature is seen in the layer 200 mb - 150 inb.
It is found that in general, during weak monsoon the ·· thickness values · in
the layer 300 to 200 mb over the central parts of the country are relative.ly higher'
and the lapse rate lower as compared' to the corresponding values in strong · monsoon;
hence the ·temperature gradient equatorward is greater. This appears to arise from
the large scale subsidence which pre~umabzy occurs over the central parts- of·: :the
country during weak monsoon, associated · with the subtropical anticyclone which .is
then loceted at a more southerzy latitude.
'

3.1
Important additional features noticeable in the cross-section for 80°E
to 90°E ( vide figures 2C and 2D) are :
(i) In weak monsoon period, the axis of the monsoon trough (equatorial
trough) is seen at 27°N i.e. near the foot of the Himalayas at lower -··
tropospheric levels. In strong monsoon the axis of the monsoon trough
lies along 25°N at 1000 mb and extends to 400 mb with a southward slope
in the vertical.
(ii) There is no significant change in the position of the subtropical
ridge line at upper tropospheric levels during both the regimes~

3.2
In figures 3A to 3D are shown vertical sections of mean relative vorticity over 700E - 80°E and 80°E - 90°E during the two regimes . Are.as of pgsiti~e
(cyclonic) vorticity are dotted. Continuqus tbin lines show trough/ridge lines
as seen·in zonal flow and dashed lines - centres of maximum pos~tive/negative
vozi;ici ty.. The main points brought out in these figures are :
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( i) I n the region of the monsoon trough running along the Gangetic
pla.i n s with embedded vortices cyclonic vorticity is maximum at low
level s and gradually decreases with height (vide figure 3D)e Strong
cyclonic vorticity between 700-600 mb is seen in the region of the
midtropospheric vortex over Saurashtra-Gujarat at the south western end
of the monsoon trough vide figure 3Be
Above this level the vorticity
sharply turns negative a • This indicates · that the former is warm cored
and the latter cold corede
It is found that, an examination of . the
thermal pattern as revealed by thickness charts bears out the same conclusion. As an illustration, in figure 4 is depicted thickness lines of
the layer lo5 km to 3 km and the wind shear between these two levels. It
w:lll be seen that the region of monsoon trough from Raj asthan to head ·
Bay of Bengal is warm. Also the wannest region is the heat low over
west Pakistan. The region over Gujarat · is cold showing that the mid.tropospheric low over Gujarat is cold cored iri this layer. This is also
'in conformity with the findings of Dixit and Jones (1965 ).
(ii) It is · also noticed that generally vorticity maximum lies to the
south of the trough line and vorticity minimlim to the .north of the
ridge line. This seems to be due to larger cyclonic shears north of the
ridge line • . It is Of interest to note that in monsoon, the maximum ra.irP
fall also occurs south o.f the trough line where the .vorticity maximum
exists.
(iii) In the cross-section for 80°E-900E (figure 3C and 3D) there is no
significant contrast between the two regimes in the pattern of negative
(anticyclonic) vorticity ·at upper tropospheric levels north of 25°N.
This indicates that the existence of anticyclone over the Tibetan region
alone is not a sufficient condition for increase in the activity of the .
monsoon.
In the present case greater contrast is noticeable in the
vorticity patterns over 70°E-80°E vide figures 3A and 3B. During weak
monsoon a quasi-stationary trough is found to exi_st along 730E extending
from Russian Turkestan to northern parts of India and West Pakistan at
upper tropospheric levels. This trough causes a weakening, distortion
· and southward shift of areas of negative vorticity ·at these levels (vide
figure 3.A). As a conseqmmce inhibition of low level perturbations over
the central parts of the country is effected possibly by the subsidence
from upper level subtropical anticyclone.
These results substantiate
the findings of Ramaswamy (1958,1962). Therefore, an important condition
necessary for strong monsoon seems to be the absence of any active trough
in upper and midtropospheric westerlies of extra tropical latitudes over
north India and adjoining areas to the north.
(iv) It is seen from figures 3B and 3D relating to strong monsoon, that
negative vorticity at upper tropospheric levels west of BO°E is of the
same order or even greater than the values east of 80°.E. This indicates
that in the former region possibly the dynamic effects due · to subsidence
(Das,1962) play an important role in the strengthening of the subtropical
anticyclone over that area and even overcompensates the thermal effect
which may operate east of 80°E due to the Tibetan Plateau functioning as
a miatropospheric heat source. . A comparison of mean upper . air tempera- tures over Lhasa and New Delhi for the strong monsoon period also shows
that above 500 mb the latter was warmer than the fonner as shown below :
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Lhasa

.

New Delhi

500 mb

300 mb

200 mb

1·00 mb

o0 c

-24°C

-45°C

-74°c

-1°C

-23°0

-44°c

-72°C

.I

In. view of what has been described above, the postulate of Flohn(1958)
and Koteswaram (1958 ), laying considerable ·stwss on the role of the
Tibetan Plateau in regard to the activity of the Indian summer monsoon
requires re- thinking'.
3. 3
Kerk (1961) has shown that vertical shear of horizontal acceleration
may b.e regarded as a measure of the unbalance part of the solenoidal field i.e.

. -

..

where · 'V' ~ · is the horizontal' wind,
ll< ·
is unit vector in the vertical and
tN H
is the unbalanced part of solenoidal vector. Splitting the term on the
. left hand side with its component parts, a qua.nti ty connected with advection appear
as
.,.

.s
where
surface.

is the direction of the streamline projected on the constant pressu:rn

When an abrupt change of

(
dS
l yH l ~

;)Ytt )
Q)z

occurs alol').g a

streamline there a~ses a discontirruity in the field of t~s quantity which Kerk
{1961) has termed as advection discon:tiriuity. Regions of advection discontinuity
. w"t+enever pre sent can be easily located on charts in. which both streamlines and
thickness lines are drawn. Figures 5A and 5B show streamlines at 700 mb and thic.kness lines of atmospheric layer between 1.5 km (850 mb) $1.d 4.'5 km (600 mb) over
InOia and neighbourhood duririg the weak and strong monsoon regimes.
It is found
that the streamlines and thickness lines _intersect at large angle in the region of
· the monsoon trough over the central parts of the country, south Punjab (I), . east
Rajasthan; Gujarat and Saurashtra and along the west coast during strong monsoon ··
and over the areas in and near the hills during the weak monsoon period. It is
interesting to note that these were the areas where rainfall distribution was also
in excess. This brings out the important role of flow patterns and thermal structUre of the atmosphere in lower and near mid. tropospheric levels in relation to the
.distribution of monsoon rainfall and shows how in addition to other possible dynamic processess advection discontinuity provides a physical mechanism for vertical
motiono 700 mb streamline chart is found to be the most representative of the
characteristic synoptic features of -the lower troposphere.
3.4
It is also seen from figures 5A and 5B that the 'thermal high' over the
surface heat ,. low over west Pakistan is more intense during the strong monsoon period
· as indicated by the magnitude and packing of thickness lines.
This presumabfy
...arises as a result _of subsidence from upper level subtropical anticyclone (~amage,
· l965) · which is located over southern parts of west Pakistan up.to 400 mb during
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s t ron g mons oon. The effe ct s of warmer subsiding air in lower and mi.dtroposphelic
l ev els woul d be t o in t e n sify the heat low at very low levels and this is borne out
by t h e con tou r value f o r 8 50 mb over Karachi during the strong monsoon epoch (over
India ) being in t h e mean 6 metre s lower than t hat f or weak monsoon.
It is reasonable to assume that t his difference will be greater in the centre of ·t he heat·
low~
The heat low over west Pakistan disappears durin g· strong monsoon even at the
700 mb as evidenced by the rise in t he contour value and the wind over Karachi
becoming northerly at this ;tevel.. 1bis can in turn result . in advection of warmer
a i r and development of advection discontinuity over Ku tch Sau ras.h tra and Gujarat.
3·. 5
In a study of the meridional circulation during the monsoon seas on over
India, Rao (1962), pointed out to the retreat of the direct Hadley cell northward
to ne·a r 30°N and a 'monsoon cell' occupying the Indian ·area from 26°N to 13°N. In
1
·
. figures 6A to 6D are
depicted vertical cross-section of mean meridi onal components
· ·i. over
70°E to SO°E and 80°E to 90°E · corresponding . to weak and strong monsoon
regimeso Areas of northerly components are dotted. Over the east Arabian Sea and
adjoining ·areas generally northerly components prev ail in both the. regimes at
lower tropospheric levels (vide figures 6A and 6B )o Above these lev.els, in we8.k
monsoon a diffuse 'monsoon cell' is noticeable south of 18°N and a · well marked
Hadley cell north of this latitude.
During strong monsoon, the 'monsoon cell' is
. more marked and extends to 24°N vide fJ..gu~ 6B.
The predominance o:f the monsoori
.ce11-· and .an ill define d Hadley cell seem to be closely associated with strong monsoon conditions while a diffuse monsoon cell and well marked Hadley cell characterise
weak monsoon. In the cros f,....Section for 80°E - 90°E, vide ~igure 6D the monsoon cell,
extends as far as 36°N during strong monsoon ·and the Hadley cell is ~ndistingui.shable.
3.501
It is seen in figure 6A representing weak monsoon regime that 'in associ&tion with the quasi-stationary trough in rnid~ latitude upper tropospheric west~rlies
mentioned earl ier, there is a large southerly com:eonent in upper levels no·r th of
the subtropicB.l ridge which runs roughly along 27v.N. This would irwolve a la:rge
poleward transport of heat at these levels from the subtropical anti.cy~lone. Ori
account of this large drain of heat poleward the meridional flow south'' of the ridge
line is weak, presumably to maintain equilibrium of hea t transport. On the other
hand, during strong monsoon, due to the absence of well marked troughs in mid latitude upper level westerlies, the meridional flow north ·Of the subtropical ridge . ·
· · li:iae which now runs along 30°N, is feeble. There being no or very little drain of
· heat polewerd as a result of tbis condit,ion, it is found that south of subtropical
anticyclone the equatoward· (northerly) component is stronger, presumably to maintain
equilibrilim of heat transport.
4.
The present study indicates that during the Indian summer monsoon the
circulation patterns prevaiJing both in the lowe r and .upper tropospheric levels over
the tropics and adjoining extra tropical regions of India . end neighbourhood are
interdependent and their combined dynamic and thermodyn amic interactions determine
the nature and distribution of rainfal l over t h e Indi an sub-continent. The role of
the subtropical westerly jet stream in . relation to weak monsoon and of the Tibetan
Plateau in regard to strong monsoon are found to be insignificant .
5.
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DISCUSSION
Dr .. B. No Desai
· The case about heavy and very heavy rainfall reported by Mro Ramaswamy
for 1941 - ( aS the phenomenal rainfall of 41 inches or so at Dharampur) is very
interesting ., From the point of view of forecasting, the most important thing
about t he triple point referred to by Mr. Ramaswamy is that·
the south i.eo in
the region of westerzy wihds, the winds are quite strong,- force 7 - 9, sometimes
eve n moreo
That means the slope of the westerlies with height is very steep
something like a wall and to the north · of the triple point there are northerly
.·Winds which are equally strong,; As already mentioned this heavy rainfall occurs"
i no't
at the centre of the depression· but at a distance. The- triple point is a
sure indicator for successf~l forecasting of heary rain.,

to

Dr. Arakawa
The problem of forecasting of heavy rainfall i$ very impo'rtant but
very difficult in Japan . We meteorologists c an explain heavy rainfall. by pos-tanalysis. But how can we forecast . it ~ the time, . place and intensity)-? The
conception of triple poin.t was proposed by Dro M. Rodewald and Rev. Charles
Deppennan ·as the trigge·r action of typhoon genesis,. However, large scale triple ·
point is not neces sariJy associated wj_t h heavy rainf'all.
In Japan, heavy ·
rainfall i s associated with low level jet s tream at about 2 km. Also, we can .
watch it on PP~ radar scope as a crossing of two Jine echoes. But . we cannot pre- ·
diet the place a:hd intensity in advance (24 hours or 12 hours in advance) at
present ..
Mr..! C. Ramaswamy
(i)

I was throughout dealing with large scale rainfall,

(ii)
Heavy rainfall in India is forecast in association with the monsoon
depression .in the manner indicated. by Dr. DesaL Besides heavy rainfall in asso- ·
. ciat.ion with depressions, we · have rainfall in Western Ghats, heavy rainfall in
Himalayas and we have heavy rainfall in Assam Hills. In the case of heavy rainfall in the Himalayas, the monsoon trough · shifts northwards, the monsoqn southwesterlie's blow right upto tbe foot of the·. Hirria1ayaso So there · is partially an .
orographic effect.
But, ~n my opinion, it is also associated with high level
divergence. In ·this conh~ction, I would like to say that Prof. K.R. Raman.a.than, .
as early as 1933 has brought dut the' importance of divergence . in the product.ion
· of heavy rainfall, in his paper on atmospheric circulation. Today with more observations we are able to locate these regions of divergence in the upper atmosphere ..
In western Ghats, the heavy rainfall occurs as a result of orographjr and after
more data have · become available a view has been expressed that the waves in the
.easterlies in the upper troposphere also lead to divergence ahead of the trough
·a nd contribute to the production of heavy rainfall. The time of occurrence is
an important point.. We know by and large that heavy rainfall. occurs in the monsoon season in the nigbt and early mo·rning. There is .a minimum, but this is a climatological fact, and we forecasters who have been seeing the charts day after
day have ·l earnt the climatology of the various regions where the heavy rainfall
occurs and . on t:b.at basis and aided by the synoptiq charts we forecast heavy rainfall.,
The -really ~fficul t si tua.tion :Ln India is the transition months.
But
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we have now the radar whic h enabl es the f orecaster to . see the moving cells and
per1mps we can do betteI'o

Mr. Ramas·wamy has defir~tely presented a few important fa~ts about the
setting in, persistent heavy rain and break in monsoon rains. However this is
only a portion of facts of Indian weather as we know. · May I .suggest that the
India Meteorological Department prepa:tes a good handbook about the f act.s of
Indian weather illustrated by charts so that our young forecasters may get a tool
in their hands ·1
Mr., C. Ramaswamy
We are actually ·o n the ·job now.
,Mr. Sivaswamy
· We want to know whether you '.have reached that stage when you can give
. forecast say 10 hours or.6 hours ahead where the heavy p~cipitation would be,
what are the areas concerned and how the low clouds would be.
Secondl.y, is
· there any method of forecasting simultaneous occurrence and' of rainfall and ·l ow
clouds, sey. over Bombay, Delhi and Amrit.sar ?
'Mr. C•. Ramaswamy
· · In my talk · I · confined myself only to large scale· development of weather
and rainfall in the· monsoon season~ The forecasting for shorter periods1 and '.
the .f orecasting of time sequence is still a . major problem.
It is done. lllf:iinly
It may not · 11lways be possible
·o n the basis of expected movement of the systems.
for us 1n the pre sent state of knowledge to· forecast the time of occurrence.
-R egarding the . point of simultaneous occurrence this :ls an important aspect which
has been dealt with by ICAO and we have prepared certain tables in the department.
i

.
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Heavy Rainfall in Kerala during the Indian South Jiest Monsoon in
relation to ·upper winds over Trivandrum and Minicoy ·
N .. Nataraj a Pillai and V. Su:rya Rao

ABSTRA.CT
The wind profiles of Minicoy and Trivandrum on the eve of occurrence
of heavy anti light rainf a.11 in Kerala, show that, while . the low level
westerlies are much stronger during the heavy rainfall spells than during·
the light rainfall spells,· the upper level easterlies do . not show
any
, significant change:
The winds at low levels in association with both
heavy and light rainfall situations increase downstream from Mini.coy tp
Tri.van.drum, indicating low level. divergence. A plausible explanation of
this is offered. Monthly means of the vertical.. extent of westerlies ov.er · .
Trivandrum. and Madras for the monsoon months are presented. Lastly, ·
the relationship between the vertical extent of westerlies over Tr.ivandrum
with the maximum speed and thQ level of maximum speed of the low level
westerlies on the one hand and the maximum speed and the level of maximum .
speed of the high leve·1 easterlies on the other, is discussed.

2.

Introduction

~t is common~ believed that over the Peninsula hevay rainfall during
the suminer monsoon is associated with higher depths of westerlies. The availability of rawin data up to high · levels during the recent years has made it
possible to check up whether t~s belief has any basis. The intensity .. as well
as spatial distribution of monsoonal rain iri. West Coast show marked fJ.uctuations
from day to day. With the availability of rawin · data for Minicoy from 1962, ·
it has become possible to study these day-to-day variations of precipitation over
Kerala in relation to such dynamic parameters as 'velocity' convergence between
Minicoy and Trivandrum and the difference in the levels of transition from westerlies to easterlies ove·r these two stations. An attempt has been made .in
· this paper to investigate heavy and light rainfall situations in K~rala, on the
above lines.

Data Used

---~. -.-

The original rawin trajectories and velocity curves relating to 00
to
~eptember for the five years 1960 to 1964, have been used.
As for Minicoy, the
rawin trajectories and velocity curves of 12 GMT for the four monsoon · months
June to September for the years 1963 and 1964 have been utilised.
The daily
rainfall data of departmental as well as state-raingauge stations have
been
taken from the original manuscript copies.

and 12 GMT ascents, of Trivandrum. and Madras for the monsoon months June
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4 ..

Monthl;L Mean Heights of.. Westerlies over Trivandrum and Madras

These are presented in tables 1 and 2.· To compute the mean hei g11t of
westerlies both 00 and 12 GMT data have been combine d as there are no signi ficant diurnal variations in the heights. From the tables it can be seen. that
the grand means (hased on all the five years) . for the- four months are more or less
the SC¥fie. In Trivandrum the maximum variations from year to year occur in the
month of July and these are to some exte,nt correlated with the July rainfall of
the Kerala region. · In the years 1960 to 1963 there is positive association ·
betwee.n the height of westerlies and rainfall.
However in the year 1964, this
·. association is not seen.

an

As is well known, the mean monthly rainfall over Kerala shows ·
ab.rupt fall ill J}ugust ·- September when compared to June - July.
The m~an . of
June - July is almost double that of August - September.
But the mean height of
westerlies does not change from June - July to .August - September.
This holds
good for Madras too. This shows that climatologically
there is no correlation
between the heights of westerlies and rainfall .
. A similar study for Minicoy could not be carried out sine~
data only. for two years 196.3 arid 1964 are available for that· stati·o n.

5.

He~g~t~ . o~

r awin ·

Westerlies and lJAinfall on day.....to-day basis

This study has been made for Tr.ivandrum with ·the · 12 GMT rawin data.
~he l evel at ·which the ·westerlies cease is taken, day to day, from the 12 GMT
rawin trajectories. This level relating to 12 GMT on ,a articular day is plo,tted
against .the number of raingauge stations in Keraia, whi eh reported more than 5 ·
ems ·of rain at 0300 GMT next day. One set of sw;h curves relating t ·o June ~
July months for the year 1961 is .shown in figure l. The continuous. curve at
the top relates to the· height of westerlies and the dashed curve at the bottom
relates to the number · of raingauge stations reporting heavy rainfall.
_
. From the curves it can b~ judged qualitatively that in the year 1961
there . is positi~e association between .the height of westerlies and rainfall. It
was also seen from similar graphs that there is association between height. of
westerlies and rainfall in 1963, whereas in the year 1962 there is no such
association. · The correlation coefficients for the three years 1961-1963 are
+ 0.45, +0008 and +0.37 respectively. Why only in certail.n y ears the correlation
should be significant is a p!\}blem which requi.red further examination which has
not been· attempted here.
For the year 1963, the height of westerlies over Minicoy also was
. correlated with number of stations reporting rainfall more than 5 ems in Kerala
and the correlation was found to be O. 33, the correspondi ng value · being 0-.37 for
Trivandrum • . Also the difference in depths of westerli es over these two stations
was correlated with the occurrence ·or heav-y rain ov~r Kerala. The correlatiori
coefficient worked out to be on:cy +0.075, which is qui te irtsignlficant •
. 6.

Rainfill in Kerala in ~lat~on to ,.'~pper win~s ,over Trivandrum and, ~inicoy
Two spells of heavy rainfall over

~erala~

each lasting for 3 days and
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two spells of light rainfo U of the same duration, during the months of June
and July 1963, have been eho sen. for this study. The days of heavy rainfall
speJls are 5; 6 and 7 of June 1963 and 3, 4 and 5 of July 1963. The days of
light rainfall spells are 10, 11 and 12 of June 1963 and 13, 14 and 15 of July ..
19630 Figure 2 shows the typical isohyetal pattern. for the heavy and light
spells for two cases. The contrast is very well marked. During heavy spells
more than 30 of the raingauge stations reported rain of more ·than 5 cm in 24
hours, whereas in the case of light spells hardly a single station had 5 cmo
.

On these days, the winds over Trivandrum and Minicoy for ever:y half a
.kilometre, from O. 5 .km to 16 km, have been analysed. The winds at the various
·1evels have been resolved into zonal and meridional components and their means
. for the heavy as well as the light spells, have been separately
~omputed.
Figilre 3 shows the profiles of zonal components (in metres per second)
fo'r
heavy and light spells, for Trivandrum. Full line relates to heavy spell ~d
dotted line to light spell. As could be expected, the westerlies are considerably
, stronger during heavy spells. ,· The depth of westerlies, is also higher in this .
case. It may be noted,: howev.er, that there is an increase in the strength of
easterlies, right upto 14.5 kms, in association with light . rain • . 'This feature .
shows up still better in the profiles for Minicoy (Fig. 4). · The easterlies·, · in ,
the ca.se of Minicoy, are at all levels stronger in the light rainfall . situation.
r

Fig. 5 shows the zonal wind profiles over' Trivaridrum and Minicoy ':for
the heavy spells. The intere.sting f'eature here is that Trivandrum winds are
st~onger than Minicoy winds practically at all levels below the transition.
~ig.
6 shows the curves for the light spells.. H.e re again Trivandru.m winds are stronger
even though, the difference is not appreciable. A similar analysis carried out
· for a three-day heavy speJJ_ in October' 1963 (21, 22 and 23) .when there · was a
··deep depression over Peninsula.r India, .also showed that there was a marked
increase of 1zonal wind '. down stream from Minicoy to Trivandrum at all levels in
the lower troposphere. Since the vari·ation of the meridional wind components at
lower levels between T rivandrum and Cochin is negligible, the observed increase
of zonal winds from Minicoy to Trivandrum is indicative of divergenceo
But,
considering the occurrence · of heavy rainfall over Kera.la arid the existence of
marked orographic features in the region, one would expect a decrease o'f wind
downstream from Minicoy to Trivandrum at the lqwer moist levels,. leading to
corwergence and vertical ascent. How can this be reconciled ?
One of the possible explanations would be that the wind increases rapid- ·
Minicoy downstream and reaches a maximum at a point between ~inicoy
and
· Trivandrum and again decreases towards Trivandrum. In other wards, · the orographic effect or the convergence effect if? felt only at a point east of . Minicoy ..
In tbis connection, a statement made by A.F. Bunker, in his article 'Monsoon
Flight' pub1ished in r~ oceanus' of December 1963, is relevant.. While describing .·
the weather and cloud features over the Indian ocean during June-July 1963, he
says ·that r, the mountains on the Indian We~t Coast seem to produce a convergence
of the air stream that extends nearly a 100 miles upwind'.

1y from

This a.naiysis has made· us feel . that one should be extremely cautious
in computing .d ivergence and convergence by linear assumptions.
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7a

.

Belationship between the low level westerlies and upper level westerJ.;i.eey

On the basis of 100 observations dur.i.ng the monsoon· months of 1963 for

~rivandrum, ~orrelation coefficients have been worked out between the depth of
westerlies and (i) maximum speed of westerlie.s , (ii) level at which the maximum
speed in the westerlies occurs, (iii) maximum speed of the upper easterlies and
(iv) the level at which the maximum speed in the easterlies occurs. It is seen
that whereas · the cor:relation coefficient in the case of (i) and (ii) is of the
o r der of +Oo45 each which is highly significant, the ·correlation coefficient
in the case of (iii) and (iv) is of . the order of .:t 0 •.07, which is . quite insignificanto
·•.

,

...

.Conclusion .
"".""

.

We are perhaps justified in drawing the following inferences from the
present stUdy :

(i) l'he low level westerlies over Trivan.drum and Minicoy are stronger .
·and extend to a greater height during the heavy rainspells in Kerala than

during·

the. pe~od of light rain. .
In some years, the monsoon rainfall appears . to.
have positive correlation wi. th the depth of westerlies over Trivandrum and in .
some years it does riot have any correlation~
(ii) .The processes that t,ake place·
·in the lower tropospheric moist monsoonal westerlies are perhaps independent
of the dy'nami~s of the oveflying. easterly stream.

REFERENCE
'Monsoon ~light' , Ocie anus.

Bunker, A.F., 1963
- '··
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Table

l.

Mean Height of Westerlies (km) over Trivandrum

----~--~-----------~---------------~-------------------~--------~-----------

Month

. July

cTune

Year

~gust _

September

--..--------~~----------------------------------------~-----------------------

1960

5.8

4.3

5.3

5.~

1961

5.9 .'

6.2

6.1

5.1

1962

5.4

6 .. 3

5.2

6.~

1963

5 •.6

. 5.8

6.0

5.2

.1964

5.7

4.5

5.4

5.5

------.~~--...;. -· , .- --------------------~-----~-----------~-------------~----

Grand Mean

----..---------------=-.. . .
'

~--.

5.7

5.5

5.6
-

'

----~------------------------------------------------

Ta'Qle · 2
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On t he ·J nset ;·,f 't he Southwest Mons oon rains along extreme southwest
·coast of Peninsular India
K .M. Ramamurtbi and R. J ambunathan
International Meteorological Centre, Bombay, India.

The pre sent study is aimed at ascertaining the causes primarily
associated with the first burst of the southwest monsoon rains .over the
extreme southwest coast of Peninsular India. It was found that weakening
of weste17lies or northward s'h if't -of upper tropospheric west wind maximum
over north India or the appearance · of strong upper level easterlies over .
extreme south Penin~lar.Inqia are not pre-requisi te conditions for
·u shering · in the monsoon rains.
Available . ev,idence _ indicatef'.l close
· connec~ion be-t.ween the establishment of the northern ·hemisphere near equa- ·
toriaJ,: trough over Kerala extending between 700 mb ·.and 400 mb inassocia. tion ;with a.mid-troposph$ric vortex and the onset ·of the monsoon. This
deveJ_opment being sudden and its causes not yet fully understood, the
difficulties inherent in extending or long r.ange forecasi±ng of ~his .
·phenomenon are stressed.

1.

Introdtiic·tion

In the Indian ~ub- continent the southwest mqnsoon rains generally set
along the Kerala coast first and 8.dvance nofthwards.
The present study is
an attempt ·to find out .the factors which are primari ly associated with th~· first
burst _of the monsoon .rains over India.
The ·dat es used :for reckomNg, t ·nE3 .first
onset. of the monsoon a~ the same as those published in t ·he Weekly WJe:t!rtlher ¥ports/
·Monsoon- Summaries of the India Meteorologic'B'l Departmerrt.·
TB.es·e dates gene- · •
rally coincide with the dates of actual commen'3:ement of persistent ·.· rai:r...faU over
south Kerala - a criterion used ~y Ramdas et al . (1954).
in

1

2.

Procedure and :Oiscussion

The daily synoptic features brought out in the charts of the Internation-.
al Meteorological Centre, .Bombay at standard isobaric levels for May and June 1963
\Je re examined iri detail .and cornpare·d with the mean circulation features of April;
May, June and July as indicated in the monthly mean resultant wind charts · of ·
Raman and :OiX:i. t (1964)~ . Among other things it was noticed that cyclonic circula"".'"
t :i-ons in north P·acific rarely mov.e d west ofllO°E whereas anti;....clockwise eddies
. forming in and ne?-r Malaysia apd · Sumatra were found · to move into . the ?ay of
Bengal. Therefore, it appears that changes in circulation ·features occurring
east of 1100E do not affect significantly circulation features over the Indian
region. In a description of the synoptic climatology of Central P~cific, Ramage
· (1960) pointed out .that monthly maan resultant wi1td charts for 300 mb for May 1.955,
56 and 58 revealed predominance of Northern Hemisphere summer patterns with pronounced ridge.:..trough systems · while t tie· circulation in May 1957 with strong zonal
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flow no rth of 20°N resembled northern hemisphere winter conditions. However, in
t he Indi an r egion it is seen that there was no abnormality in the date of onset
of the southwest monsoon along the Kerala coast of India in_1957. It was about
10 days earlier than normal in 1956, nearly nonnal in 1955 but in 1'958 it was
delayed by about a fort:hight. In view of the reasons mentione.d it appears reasonable to infer that circulation features over areas far from the Indian region
do not have a direct and over-riding influence on the fi-rst burst of southwest
monsoon rains over India.
2.1
·As a next step,· aslient f~atures of flow patterns prevailing over
lndia towards the end of the summer transition and the beginning of the monsoon
rains were e~amined in detail. ~or this purpose average meridional cross-sections
of zo:rial flow roughly along 76°E corresponding to a, short period distributed
equally around the date of the onset of southwest monsoon rains over Kerala in
each year during the ten year period 1954 - 196:3 were prepared. For instancf?, i f
· 20th was the · date of ·onset of the monsoon, the mean of the zonal components of
18tb/12Z, 19tb/OOZ and 12Z,2otb/OOZ and 12Z and 2lst/OOZ and 12Z observation~ wer.e
computed . · The ~tations chosen were Amhala, New Delhi, Jodhpur, Abmedabad, V~raval,
Bombay, Vengurla, Gadag, Mangal0re,· · Cochin., 'l1rivandrum, ·M iriicoy and Colomb~ · . ·As
there are no rawin stations be~ween Bombay and ~rivandrum along this meridif1n, '.
the Rawin observations of Madras for middle and upper tropospheric levels . w~re
·used for latitude 13°N when there were no high>v dat~ for Mangalore. It :was: found
that ·the 10 cross-sections thus prepared could be grou.ped broadly unde)I' two
categories viz. - (i) Type A ( vide figure 2-A) : In this . the sub-tropical
ridge line in middle and upper tropospheric le1[eJ,_s is north of 22°N with upper 1
tropospheric westerlies over horthwest· India rem~ing weak i.e. below 30 knots · .
and, (ii) Type B ( vide figure 2-B) : In this th~ sub-tropical ridge line
middle
~and upper tropospheric levels lies at or south o~ 20°N with upper troposph.eric
· westerlies in north~est India cont~nuing- to rem~n strong i.e. about 4{}.-50 1,cnots~

iq

Meridional cross- sections ·of average
zonal flow along 76°E corresporidi rg to the two types mentioned above but relating to an epoch 15 days before
the onset of the mons9on are given in Figures lA and lB. A comparison of · F.igures
1.A with 2A and lB with 2B brings out the following· chl;lllges · which occur in the ·
circulation patterns at tfe time of onset of the monsoon rains :
·
·
(i) T.he establishment o.f the northern hemisphere near equatorial' trough.along lOON extending between 700 and 400 mb levels. with a southward
slope in ·the vertical, and strengtrening of westerlies over and south
. of Kerala in lower tropospheric levels.
· (ii) A marked strengthening of
Peninsular India~

upper level easterlies over south

( i ii) In years corresponcli.ng to type A there is a marked weakening of
w9ste rlies over northwest India, the weakening being particularly considerable at upper tropospheric levels. This i.s in confonnity with the
find i ngs of Yin (1949).
.
·(iv) Ori the other hand, in years corresponding to type B therE? is no
weakening but even a slight increase in the westerly component~ at upper
tropospheric level.s .over north,west· India. This brings out cle~rly that
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the disintegration of the wes t wind maximum over northwest India is
not. a pre-requ:t site condition f or the first burst of southwest monsoon:
over Keralao In fact, i t was found that in each of the five years
falling under this t ype the west wind maxima recorded at individua~
stations in p.orthwest India even one or two days after the onset of
the monsoon were well above 60 knots and iri some years exceeded 90
knots. This also leads to the inference that as the upper troposphetj_c
westerlies over northwest India remained strong at the · t ime of onset
of the monsoon no anticyclone could have then existed ove·r Tibet at
these .ieveis and that, therefore, the postulation of Flohn (1958)
regarding the · active role of the seasonal warming of the Tibetan
Plateau on the onset of ~he summer monsoon over India deserves rethinking o In this connection it may also
be pointed out that, in
the. monthly mean resultant wind charts _(Raman and Dixit,. 1964) ·upper
tropospheric sub-tropical anticyclone is found established near the
Tibetan region onzy in July when the entire country is in -. the grip of
the monsoon..
·
·

It was also found that mean meridional cross-sectior:is of pres·sure height
values and distribution of upper air temperatures along · 76°E showed features
which are in agreement witli those of zonal flow mentioned above.
2o2
With a view to ascert·a ining whether the strengthening of upper level
easterlies over the extreme south Peninsular India has any direct rela.ti:bnship
with .the onset of the . summer monsoon, day to day changes in high level winds
over Trivandru.m towards the end of ·the summer ·transition were examined for all
available years.
The maximum speed· (irrespective of direction) recorded · each ·
day between 200 and 100 mb levels ' was plotted for a fortnight · against individual
days ending with the date of onset of . the monsoon, and it was found that in
general aJ.though strong easterlies appeared a few days before onset, their speed
as well as the time of . their appearance were variable.
For instance in 1960
·
easterlies of about 40 knots occurred just about 2 days before onset, while 'in
1961 they occurred 12 days earlier. It was also found that in g~neral upper
level easterlies over Madras were slightzy weaker and starte·d strengthening about
two to three days after the strengthening of. upper level winds over Trivandrum.
If the appearance of strong easterlies over extreme south Peninsula were resp'o nsible for the first burst of the monsoon, then strong easterlies should have
appeared every year at a definite period before the onset, wbich was not the ,
caseo :It therefore seems reasonable to infer that the appeanmce of strong easterlies over the extreme south Peninsula is not responsible for the first burst
of the ·m onsoon over Keralao

1

2 .. 3
. From the foregoing, it is clear that the important factor which stands
out prominentzy is the association between the establishment of mid-tropospheric
northern hemisphere near equatorial trough over Kerala and . the · onset of the monsoon .
In order to get an insight into · the mechanism leading to the establishment of the
northern hemisphere near equatoria1 trough over Kerala at mid-tropospheric levels,
synoptic charts of IMC Bombey relating to the end of the summer transition in
1964 were carefully examined using relevant vertical time sections for Trivand:rilln,
Minicoy, Colombo and Madras as helpful adj u ncts. The main consideration for
_c hoosing 1964 was that in that year there was no depression or cyclonic storm
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either in the .+rabian Sea or in t he Bay of Bengal towards the end of summer transition and that, therefore, the phe nomenon of onset was not complicated by the ·
complex influen'c es of such disturbances.
The onset of ·the monsoon over Kerala in 1964 was on 6 June. Streamline charts based on all available data and showing the flow pattern at 600 mb
for the area - Equator to 15°N, 65°E to 90°E - for the period 31 May to 6 June
1964 are shown in Figure 3o
Only 12Z charts are given as analyses for this '
hour .could be done with confidence due to availability of more R.S./Rawin observations. On 31 May 1964 the riorthern hemisphere near equatorial trough lay over .
Maldives ar·ea in southeast :Arapian Sea along 5°N-. By the next day a cyclonic
circulation developed in si tu south of Mini coy with centre near 6.5oN, 730E vide ~·
FigUre 4Bo On 2 June the cyclonic circulation was centerednear 7.5°iJ 71°E
It
·remained practically stationary there on . 3 June 1964 but intensified. It was
also seen from the tephigram of Minicoy . for 12Z on 3.6.64 that there was a significant inc.rease in humidi.ty upto 600 mb (dew ·point temperature Observations were
· aveilable only upto this level). Rainfall totalling 6 cm fell at Mini coy in the
24-hour period ending at 03Z of 4 June. On 4 June the . cyclonic disturbance moved
northeastwards and was centred near 10°N 73.5~0- By the next day it was located
close to Kerala coast. · Pressure height value over Triva.nd:rum fell progressively
from · 3 June reaching a mininium on 5 June OOOlZ (the value for 12Z on this day
showed a significant increase in humidity particularly at 700 _mb and aloft reaching practically 100%. In association wit.h this disturbance the first . burst of
the monsoon occurred over south Kerala on 6 June and advanced progressively northwardso At 03Z on 6 June 1964 Trivandrum recorded 8 cm of rain. It was noticed - ·
. that the · cyclo11ic circulation associated with this sy$tem extended only between
700 and 500
m.b levels and was cold cored in this layer. The maximum intensity .
was seen at 600 mb.. It is interesting to find that in this feature this mid tropospheric cyclone resembles a model for •Bey Monsoon' proposed by Ramage (1964)a
However, it may be stated that Ramage (1964) considered in his study only a .single
case. It was found that in 1963 ·also the first burst of the monsoon over Keral.a
. was in association with a similar phenomenono But the prevailing circulation
patterns in the lower and upper tropospheric levels did not provide e:ny clue as
to the mechantsm of development of this miq.-tropospheric disturbance. However,in
any of the cases it is found that in some years the establishment of the trough
over Kerala extending upto 400 mh was brought about in association with cyclonic
stonr.s or depressions in the Indian Seas moving into or nea.r Kerala towards . the
end of sunimer transition.
0

,

2.3.1 With a view to ascertaining the behaviour of the northern hemisphere near
equatorial trough at 700 mb before its establishment over Kerala, upper wind
charts for the months April and May for the years 1960 - 1964 were examined.
This level was chosen as the pos:l tion of the · trough could be located easily due to
availability of more datao Ais there · are no Re.win ..stations between Trivandrum and
. Gan along 75°E the probeble latitudinal position of the trough had t .o be inferred
only subjectively except · on occasions when ai rcraft reports _were available ~ In
Figure 4 are shown the approximate positions of the equatorial t;rough at 700 mb
along 75°E for the years 1960 to 1964 for a period covering one month ending with
the date of onset of the .monsoon.
It is seen · from the diagram that in some years the northern hemisphere
near equatorial trough at 700 mb is firmly established only some days before the
oriset of monsoon..
Before such establishment the trough appears to undergo a
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p roce ss of generation and disintegration as in 1962 and 19630 After establishme nt it shows oscill~tions north and south and · sometimes it moves rapidly to
a. position north of Trivandrum in association with depressions and storms in
the Arabian Sea. or the Bay of Bengal and again goes back to a · lower latitude
wi t.b the moving away of dissipation of the disturbances as in 1961 arid 1963. It
thus eppears that even_if the trough is established and can be followed fr<?m dajto day before the onset of monsoon1 it is difficult to predict its position as .
it does not follow a regular path.
·
·
·

Practically almost all the f actors described so far bring out that
deVE?lOpments leading to the first burst of the monsoon take place in the course
·of one or two days and therefore, the question of extended or long range forecast.· ing . of thi.s phenomenon with a high degree of success appears. _to ~ very difficult.
2.4
As significarit changes occur mainly south of 20°R during the onset of
the/ monsoon an· attempt was made to find out whether satistically there is any rela,.;.
tionship between conditions over Peninsular ~ndia in the transition mohths and the
onset of monooon over :K;erala so that this inf'ormation may be used as an estimate·
of odds for fo·reshadowing the probable date of onset of the monsoon.
Of . the .
various . factors examined,
the mean contour diff'erence between Bombay * and
Trivap.drum at 400 m.b during the second fortnight of April (F l) l:Uld the mean eon- ..
tour value for Trivandrum at 600 mb for April (F 2) ·appeared' to give useful .
·indicationsc -. Using the · 12~/15Z data for . the t~n-year period (1954-1963), the
f'qllowi'.ng regression equation was . arrived at ·

Y =

-

..072

+.

.241 (Fl)

(F2 - 4000)

where .Y is the predicted date of onset of the monsoon ·counted from lst Mayo 'This
·equation which gives a multiple. correlation coefficient of 98 was tried · .on ·inde, penden t data for the yelfrs 1949 to 1953 an~ .for 1964 and 1965•
The resulte are. .
given in ,t he f'ollowing :Cable :-

:

_______ ___________ ___
_,

.

. '

~

•

~

I

.

1949
1950
1951

Y

A

25
29

23

38

1964 ·

36

.

...

'

.

" · · A-Y

-2
-2

34

-3

-10

21
.

Dif'ference

30
32

.37 ·
'

.

-·Predicted dates

27
31
20

'1952
1953

,

___,_,_~----....-------:. ----~-·
-----------~--------

Actual date 9f onset of' monsoon
counted from 1st May

Years

1965
.

TABLE

·~

30

' t9

+16
+6

.

-----..,.------.---~--~----·-~--7---------------------------~--.;._~~-----..t-----

Poor performance in years 1952 ·and1964 .substantiates the statement
made , in ultimate para of 2. 3"1.
.

.

---~------~----------------~-----,--------~--

*

F?r period prior .t o 1955· data of Poona were used in place of Bombe~.
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Comparison

.betwe~n the observed and Geostrophic winds over. the Indian
Tropics during the summer and winter monsoons

Ro Ananthakrishnan and Ao Thiruvengadathan

.

'

. Meteorological Office,. Poona - 5

o

ABSTRACT
The results of
zonal \dnds and the
lues of the surface
. Indian stations are
flow are noticedo
discussed. ·

a study of the relationship between the · observed
corresponding geostrophic winds,- using the daily vapressure and the Radiosonde/Rawin data of selected
presentedo Marked deviations from the geostrophic
The nature arid magnitude of these deviations are

Introduction
1 ol
Studies on the relation between wind and pressure in the extra-tropical
. lati tude·s show that in the case of large-scale flow, the actual wind does not
'deviate much from the geostropbic wind. Similar investigations at low latitudes
,- have been fewo · It is generally realised that on acqount of the small value' of
·the Coriolis parameter at low latitudes one should be cautious in ·extending considerations based on quasi-.g eostrophic ?alance to such latitudes.
·
~1.2

One of the important studies relating. to the comparison ·between observed
and geostrophic winds at low latitudes is that of Jo.rdan (1953) over the tropical
regions of the Atlantic and Pacific extending over the latitude range 7°N to 38°N
·In this study, he compared the geostrophic winds calculated from the- sea level
pressure gradients with the winds at 2,000 ft above the surface.
He found that
the observed winds were subgeostrophic on mo~ than 90 percent of · the occasions
so~~h of 15°N latitude and on about 80 percent of the occasions between 15° · and
25°N o In most of the cases, slight anticyclonic isobaric curvature was noticed
so .that the deviation could not be accounted for by the curvature.
Palmer et.al.
(1958) found that the monthzy mean mid-tropospheric flow in the Central Pacific
during a petiod of steady easterlies was quasi-geostrophic. · Worthley (1959)
examined the relation hetween observed and geostrophic winds at 500 mb level over
the Pacific based on aircraft reconnaissance reports and rawinsonde data and found
that · the median percentage · deviation between the observed and geostropbic winds
increased from 35 percent at 30°N to 87 percent at 8.,5°N.
However from their
investigations over the equatorial African region, Johnson end Morth (1961) have
suggested that with certai~ types of pressute distributions siuasi-geostrophic
flow can obtain within a few degrees of the equator o Ramage ~1964') and Lockwood
(196.4) have . also drawn attention to certain aspects of tbis problem.
_
o

lp3
It will thus be seen that there is divergence of view regarding the
· validity of the geostropbic relationship in low latit,udes. On account of the
importance of the subject, it was considered worthwhile to examine · the data over
the Indian tropics.
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Data for Study
2.1
As compared to the extr~-tropics, pressure gradients and winds are .
weak over low latitudes • . Measurements of winds and pressure gradients with the
accuracy required for verifying the validity of the geostrophic relationship
are, therefore, more difficult in low latitudes. This has perhaps been responsible for the somewhat conflicting views expressed by various
investigatorso
The Indian area of the tropics is more favourably located in this regard since
summe·r ·monsoon . months, the strongest winds in the tropics occur over this area , in
the lower as well as in the upper troposphere. · During the summer and winter
months, the steadiness of. the lower tropospheric winds is also high over the southern parts of the Indian peninsula and adjoining sea areas.
The results reported in this paper are based on the daily
rawin data of the .following stations

2o2

(i)
(ii)
(iii) .
(iv)

Trivandrum
Bangalore
Madras
Nagpur

00028'
12°58'
13°00'
21°00•

N

N
N
N

76°57'
77°35'
80°11'
79°03 1

radiosonde/ ·

E
E
E
E

The study was made for three lower tropospheric levels (850, 800 and 700 mb) and
three upper tropospheric levels (300, 250 and 200 . ', ) for the two periods : (i)
July - .August - September and (ii) January - Feb .1 1r y - March. Data · for the
· years 1961 to 1964 were utilised.
2o3

In addition to this, we

have also

utilised the surface pressures and

006 km w:lnds of the fpllowing stations on the east coast of India and over the
Bay of Bengal in this ~tudy :

. (a)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(b)

(i)
(ii)
. (iii)

Cuddalore
Madras
Nellore

11°46' N
13000' N
14°27' N

79°46' E

Car Nicobar
Port Blair
Maya ~anda~

09°10• N
11°40' N
12°55' N

92°50 1 E
92°431 E
92°55' E

so0 11 1

E
E
79°59'

Method of Anal.ysi s

3.1
The radiosonde. stations at Trivandrum and Bangalore lie approximately
along the same longitude; similarly .the RS stations at Madras and Nagpur also·
lie nearly on the same me ri dian. The study consisted in · comparing the geostrophic wind appropriate to the meridional pressure gradient between two stations
with -bhe mean zonal wind between them . If
is the geostrophic wind computed from the observed pressure gradient and u. the observed mean wind, the
ratio
u.~' / U.
was worked out for each day. The daily values for any leve~
showed a hign degree of scatter .. This can arise either from the lack of a unique
relationship between pressure gradient and wind or from errors of observation.
The errors of observation may be ei t.her in the measurement of the actual wind or
in the e~timation o.f pres~re gradient.

1!1'
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3o2
We shall first consider the consequences of errors in the estimate of .
pressure gradient. Table I gives the geostrophic wind appropriate to a pressure
gradient of .10 gpm/5° laM tude at various latitudes from 5° to 300. It can be
seen from -t:lfue table it'Fl!at a small error in the pressure gradient produces considerable err0'r in ther geostropbic wind at low latitudes.

Table

- l

=..:.. -------- -== --------------·~------.--------.....------------------------

·tati tude
(Degrees)

10

5

15

20

25

. 30

-------------------~-------~-~-----------~-------~-----------

· ttcr for Contour gradient
of 10 gpnyl 5 deg. latitude

14

27

.

9

7

6

5

.

-------------------~------------~--------------~----------------------3~3
Considering the two stations Trivandrum and Bangalore, the latitude ·
difference between them is 4° 301 · and the mean latitu<;l.e about 11°~ · The zonal
westerlie~ in the lower troposphere in this sector during the summer monsoon
season are of 'the order of . 20 knots while in the winter months, the zonal easterlies are about 5 to 10 knots.
.i\ssuming that the winds are geos trophic, the
<;!Orresponcling contour hei.ght 'difference between Trivandrum and Banga.1o·r e will ·
.. J~- ~ '9,bout 15 gpm in the
summer months and less than half this value in the winter months. If errors in th~ contour gradient introduced by the radioson.de
approach or .exceed· these values on most of the occasions,
then no meaningful
study cap. be made of the · relation between pressure gradient and wind.

3o4
· The errors in t~e wind measurement are generally less than those in
the measurement of pressu;re grlidients by radiosondes. In .the present study, w~
have assumeq that they al'$ negligible compared with the uncertainty in the measurement of pressure gra.dients and that the scatter in the individual values of
is entirely attributable to the latter cause.

u1 / u

3.5
On account of the inherent errors in the measurement of pressure gradient, the geostrophic wind ( u''t J calcu:iated on the basis of the o~~erved
p~ssure gradient of any one observation will not give the ~ geostrophic wind
(
1..lf
). Assuming that the errors . introduced by the radiosonde in the
estimate of the pressure gradient are of a random nature, we have to evolve . a
method by ·w hich we can ascertain the value of·
u~ ( u
from the· observed ·
set . of values of 'U~ / u
3. 6
let H1. and H2 be the true heights of the isobaric surface over two
stations A and B on the same meT:tdian$ Then the true height difference between
the stations is : h = Hi - H2i.
let
51
and 02.
be the errors- introduced
. in the height measurement ·by the radiosondes. Then (H1 + CS'\ ) and (H2 + CT2_ )
· ~ill be obs~rveg heights over ~ · and B.
The observed height difference is

h.'

:= (

~I + ~ ) -

c\-\ 2.-+ <G._)

=- ( \-.\,- l-l2)-t (trt-CG..):: h+u-

='-'(

1+

~)=

h(\+~)

(i)
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whe re
~
== GI - G2.
, and · f .=: -h., Eas noi se to singal ratio;
Positive a,nd neg ative values of
probable ..
ll '
-=a.

=:

ua

h'

= l-+

-h

~

'1r.

tt '
~
u

:::

can be interpreted
E
are equa]J_y

·•

~ (t+f:J '
u

(ii) .

l

3. 7 ' · . J\ssumi ng that there is a unique value for thr / ratio u<a u.
,
we find out this value from the observ:ed values of ~ ""
Because 'Of the
variability of
E
the values of lt~ f u will Be scattered ·on either side
· , of . 1A. J-u ·· , the amplitude of th<=; scatter depending upon the m~mum value
8
of {:. · •
The manner in which
~
varies as
(:
decreases from posi""7
ti ve to negative values is shown in the following table.

u /u

Table - 2

- -. _..____________________
_._...,...,..__________________
0
>+1
+i
-1
__.,..._______________
...,.__,

)2~-

_

...._

__ ___
_,

<-1

_,,_--..~~...,,----. --.-..-------~------

2·-t.t~

u:

---------------------- · -~

.... ____________ ..,._

0
-ve
________________
_

:;,.:S
We asrume ttii:at there are no systematic errors in the observed contour
&eight differences "between the pairs of. stations. It is reasonable to make this
assumpti"On if the same type of radiosonde instruments are utilised at both the
stations and the soundings at the two stations are made at the same hour of
observatione In .such a case, the scatter in the values of ll~ Iu
can be
assumed to be solely due to instrumental errors of a random nature. Hence, if
the values of
are arranged ' in descending order, the median value should
correspond to E = 0 and hence will give the value of u3

L\3 'u.

lu.

.

.

· 3o 9
·As an illustration, the vam:es of l\~ tu
for a set of observations
. at 850 mb in the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector during July - August .:.. September
are listed in Table 3.
_Table
Daily val~es of .

uj lu

Trivandrum - Ban~alore
. 850 m.h (00 Z)
.

(Speed range of .

--------.-.. _______________....._
2o 70 1. 92
L32 1.32
. i.12 1.12
1.01 o. 99

- 3

_,,__,,_,_

1.67 1.64 1.64 1 . 56
1.25 1.25 1.23 1.2 3
1.12 L 1 o .1. 09 1. :07
Oo98 Oo96 0.93 Oo93

1.56
1.22
1. 06

0.92

: 20-30 knots )o

July - August - September
(1961 - 1964) .
_...__,.,
_... __________ ...

___ _
_...,.

u.

___

lo54
1..22
1.06
o.89

____________ _

1.51
1.21

1.45 1.39 1.35
1.16 1.16 I:f4

1.04

1.03 1.02

o.89

o.89

o.88

1.01

o.a·5
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Table - 3 (contdo ·)

-----------------.-.ii-----------------------------,-------"'- . . . . .
Oo81 0 80 Oo78 Oo76 0.74 Oo74 0.74 0.74 0 •.73 0.69 0068 0.,6g
0.67 0.67 OoE5 Oo63 d.62 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.~6 Oo5S
o.54 o.53 o.51 o.5o o~~o o.~o o.50 o.49 o.49 o.49 o.47 . o.47
Oo46 Oo46 0.45 0.44 Oo44 0.44 Oa ZB o. 37 o. 34 Oo 34 o. 33 0.26
Oa22 0.22 Oa21 0.18 Oel.6 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.06 O. 06 -Oe 05
-0.06 -0 07 -0 13 -0 13 -0 16 -0.17 -0 20 -0.20 -Oo23 -Oo 72
0

0

0

0

0

0

.

I

·

~~·

(for f

-- .~
u.

·«1
tf

Median value of

= 1)

. = 0.68

1. 35 (

=

~ll3

-

.).

-------------------------~---~~---~---~-~----~~--~-----------------~-~

lu

It will be seen from the table · that .i ndividual values of U.~
cover a wide range
from +2. 70 to ·-Oo 72 o As can be seen from Table 2, the negative values pertain .
1 to cases in which
E- · is less than ....L . The medi811 value of 0 ..68 is taken as .
.the value of u~ \ u
3.10
Assuming that positive and negative vaJnes of
~
are equally proqable, there should be approximately as many observations for which E: is great~r than +1 as there are for which
~
is les s than -1. The l atter set of
val ues will be those for which (.(~ (u. · is negative. . We see from Table 3, that
· there are 11 such values. The . first eleven values in the Table therefore
correspond to
<:
greater than +1. The neXt value in the table can be taken
. to correspond approximately . to
E: . = +1 for which u'~ ~ u
. = 2 u1 (u
(vide .Table 2). The actual value of 1.35 is nearly equ"a1 t o twice the median ·
value 0£ 00680
·
l

3o11
·As another iliustration, a set of observations of u.'1 (u
at 850 mb
during ·J ant,lary - February - March for the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector are .listed in Table 4.
Table

~aily . values

of

l

la.'~ u

-- 4

(~peed r ange ·of u

Trivandrum ""." Ban~alore
.
'850 mb (00 Z)
·

~ 10-15 knots)

January - February - March
.
(196 2 - 1964)

---------------.-----~- ....... -~_,._~----------------- - -------.------

11oll 4 .. 35
3.57
2·078
2 .. 38
L96
L67
Oo92

3 .. 45
2.78
2 .. 38
L96
1.64
0 .. 79

4.00
3.45
2.63
2.33
1.92
1.59
0.78

4o00 3.85 3.85
3 .. 23 · 3.03 3.03
2 .. 62 . 2.56 2 .~56
2.33 2.27 ·. 2 .• 27
1.92 1.92 . L.85
L56 1.56 1.49
o. 70 0.69 0..53

Median value of

~
u

(for

E.

ll'

·~
= 1)

3.85
2.94
2.53
2.00
L85
1..49
0 .. 38
Lt'

= ~

= 4.00

3o85 3.70 3.70
2.86 2.86 · 2.78
2 .. 44 2.44 .2.38
2 .. 00 2.00 1.96
1.79 1.75 1.69
L47 1.32 1.23
Oo34 -0.29 -0.50

= 2o27
(-'

2U~

u.

).

---~--------------------~~~.--.-~------------~---------------
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The discussions in the preceding paragraphs show that the quantity
E ;;:; i:r/h
is a ve ry important factor in the interpretation of the results~
While
ois entirely an instrumental characteristic, the value of ~
depends on the prevailing wind speed"
For low wind . speeds
It
will be small
and consequently the noise to signal ratio will show larger va~ation as com. pared with occasions . of stronger windso This will be manifested by a larger
number of negative values of u'ca- / ZA..
· on occasions of weaker winds..
As an
illustration of this, the set of values of tA'1 /1A.
for the_ speed range of
. u = 10 to 20 knots at 850 mb for July - .Allgust - September for the Trivand~
Bangalore sector is given in Table 5o ~his may be compared with Table 3 corresponding to ·observed wind speed range of 20 to 30 knots. The number of negative
values is 28 percent in Table 5 as against 10 percent in Table 3.
3 o12

- 5

Table
I

:paily v_a lues of

~
u.

1°"'20 knots)

; (Speed r.an.ge · of u

July - August - September
(1961 - 1964)

Trivandruin - Bangalore
. . . 850 mb (00 Z} . ·

----~-----~----........-.---------..------------------------~------~------.~~---~~

4o55
1.82
l..,25
1.10
0.82
0.58
0.41
0.18
-0.08
.;..0.22
-Oo51

4.17
1.72
. 1.24
1.07
o.·81
o..-58
0.39
0.18
-0.08
-0.24
-0. 56

..

3.85
1.70
lo23
1.06
0~81

0.57
0.39
0.15
-0.11
-0.26
-0068

.2.78 2.44· 2.44 2.04 1.96 1.96 1.8'5 1 •.82 ll .82
1.69 1.56· 1.54 1.54. 1.52 l. til. lo45 1.41 1.30
1.23 1 .• 22 1.21 ll (19 1.19 1 .,118 1;,18 1.,14 1.12
1.06 1 .. 04 1.03 1.00 Oo91b o.9'5 0.94 0.94 0.91
o •._79
78 0.74 0.72 0.72 0.62 . 0.62 0.61 0.60
0.54 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.45 o.45
0.• 39 0~_39 0.36 ' 0.31 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.19
0.15 0.10 0.10 0.09 Oo 09 0.-07 O.Cll 0.07 -0.08
-0.13 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.16' -0.17 :.-0.17 -0.18
-0.27 -Oo31 -0. 33 :....0.34 -0. 38 -0.41 -0.44 -0.44 -0.45
-0. 76 ~-Oo 78 -0.83 -0.84 -0.88 -0. 94 -1 •.07 -1-25
1

o•.

Median value of
u~'

u

(for

E

.

~

u
= 1)

= ~
u

-

= 2~

,-...,,

tc.

0.51
1.07

....-------------·-----------------------------:~-------- --- ......

--------·

4ol
Of the four radiosonde stations, Trivandrum, Bangalore, Madras · and
Nagpur the upper air data of which have been utilised in dur study, Bangalore is
not a rawin station, while tq.e · other three take radio wind measurements also.
~or the ~rivandrum - Ban,galore
sector, the mean zonal wind has been taken to be
those of T rivandrum and Madra,s •. Both Madras and Bangalore lie along the same
. _latftude but have a longitudinal ~eparation of about 300 kms·. Comparison of
the lower tropospheric pibal winds over Bangalore with the corresponding radio
winqs at Madras showed no significant systematic difference between the wi nds at
the two stations during the periods covered by our studyo
In the upper troposphere the zonal winds over Bangalore during the summer monsoon season were assumed
to be same as over Madras on account of the observed steady nature of the flow.
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4.,2
The results of the study for Trivandrum - Bangalore and Madras - Nagpur
sectors are given in Tables 6 and 7 for the two seasons.
Table
Values of
Sunnner :
Level
(mb )

- 6

~

(00 Z)

·u

July - August - September

T:rj.vandrum - Bangalore
n
Lt~ [ u

--------------------....
850
333

MaQ.r.?-s ··
ri

Nagpur

u~ l ~

.

--- -------------------- ----------------~-

800
700 .

328
323

0.,60
0.,55
0.,39

300
250'
200

286
251
215

2.,13
2.04 .
L85

290
283
. 236

0.99
1.05
0.99

277
267
225 .

1.39
1.41
L54

. -- ---------.-----~----..-----------~-------~·---......-------~-----

n

= number of observations

Table
Values of
Winter· :
Level

- 7

Lt~/~

,. :.

(oo

January - February

Trivandrum - Bangalore

~

Z)
Marcp

Madras

-f.

Nagpur... .

~mbl--------------~---~----u~j~---------------~----~-u~[~--~
850
195
2.70
800
700

203
2CJ7

2.27
·2.41
178
151
120

300
250
200

0.95
0.98

1.06

--.------------------------------------~--------------------

·n

= number

of o bservations

I

In each table, the median values of lt~ u
have been listed for .the different ..
levels. For the purpose of these tables, the data for all ranges of observed wind
·speeds have been combined. For the summer monsoon season, our study covers· both
th~ lower arid upper tropospheric levels in .both-the · sect.o rs, because of · the steadine·SS of the flow at .all these levels over· the entire penincula. In the .winter
months, ·the sub-tropical ridge lies over the Madras - Nagpur sector in the lower
troposphere and between Bangalore and Trive.ndrum in the upper troposphere •. Hence
. the winds over these sectors are variable. Consequentily, these levels have been
excluded from the study which has been. rest ricted t o those cases in which the
.winds over tlie entire rector flow in ·t he same directiono
1
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4 3
In the Cuddalore - Madras - Nellore sector, the geostrophic wind
correspondir,g to the sea level pressure difference between Nellore and Cuddalore
has been compared with 006 km wind over Madras which is approximately mid-way
between the other two stations o
I n the Car Nicobar - Port Blair - Maya Bandar
·sector a slightly different procedure was adopted, since Port Blair is not centrally located with reference to Lhe other two stations. The sea level pressure
difference between Maya Bandar and a point mid-way between Port Blair and Car
Nicobar was found out and the geostropbic wind appropriate to this pressure
difference was compared with the 0&6 km wind at Port Blair. It may be mentioned
that all these stations are very near sea-level and as such the errors that can
result from reduction of barometer readings to mean sea level is negligible. The
. results of· .the study for tne two seasons are given in Table Bo
0

Table- 8

___ .__ __
.

: (00 Z)

Values of

-----------------------------~------------------------------~--...._

Season

Cuddalore - Madras Nellote

----~-----------~;1:---

____ _

Car Nicobar - Port Blair Maya Bandar
n

---------------------------------------------------------------------1.49
Sunnner
205
195
lo67
(July .-Aug .-Sept. )
Winter
(Nov .~Dec.-J an.)

219

2.56

168

1.75

-----------------------------~----------------------------------~-------------n = number of observations.

Discussion
The sparse upper air network and the inherent errors in radiosqnde obse rvations make it extremely difficult to prep am contour charts of sufficient
reliability over the low latitudes. Hence upper air contour charts analysed by
. two different persons often show significant differences and as such cannot be
used for the study of the relation between pressure gradient and wind. To reduce subjectively as much as possible, we decided to work with pairs of stations
~ng nearly on the same meridian and compare the zonal geostrophic wind with
the observed zonal wind. By and large, the prevailing winds over the area coverea
_by our study are mainzy zonal during the two epochs at the levels considered. ,
5ol

5 o2
The study has revealed considerable departure from geos-trophic balance
at low latitudes over the Indian tropics. South of 13°N, the winds are generally
sub-geostrophic both in the lower and in the upper troposphere except over the
·Trivandrum - Bangalore sector in the southwest monsoon season where they are
super-geostrophic.
North of 13°N, the winµs appear to be near1y geostrophic
except in the upper troposphere during ·the summer monsoon months when they are
found to be slightly sub-geostrophic.
5o3
results,

Before trying to understand the pbysica1 significance of the observed
it is necessary to look into the effect of the curvature of the
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,t rajectories which has not been taken into consideration so fare Let us assume
that the trajectory is c;yclonica11Y: curved with radius of curvature R&- If u is
the observed wind at latitude ~' the centripetal force on a UJ)it mass of air
is
u.~ / R · · ... In the case of balanced motion, this force is provided by the
excess of the pressure gradient over the Coriolis force.
These forces are
2 _a. ud Sin
and 2 ....n.. u Sin cf
respectively. Hence,

'f

(iii)

=

R

2

.n_

(U_J.],)
ll ; . _

Sin A
T

For anticyclonic curvature of the trajectory the corresponding formula is
I

..

u

"R .2.

.....a.

Sinf (1- ~'d)

(iv )

-

I

For cyclonically curved trajectories, u(J u
is greater than 1, so that the
· wi nd is sub-geostrophic; fo.r anticyclonic curvature ·u ( u
is less than 1, and
0
t he wind is super-geostrophic. .
5.,4
Irt Table . 9; the computed ~alues of the .radius of curvature R in units .
of degrees of latitudes for an observed wind speed of 10 knots are listed for a
at 50 intervals from 5° to 300 latitude. ~ince the
s e t of values of. u'3 (u · ·
radius of curvature is directly proportional to u..
, the values .of R approp# ate
to different values of
.u
c~ be directly inferred from the table. ·
·
Table - 9
Radius of curvature in degrees of latitude for a wind speed of 10, knot s

I

. --.....--...-----~-------...----------------._.--------------_...,. - ---

· u a- u.

Lat.

~--------.....-------.--------------~---.----_,

o•.4
Oo.6 .

0.8
1.5
2.0
2.5

..

......,

4.9

1.4
2.0
4.1

1.2
1.8
3.6

2 .•-0
' 1.0
0.7

1.6'
0.8
0 .. 5

1.4 '

6.0
9.1,
18.1

3.1
4.6
9.2

2.1
3.1
6.3

1.6
2.4

7.2
3.6

3.7
1.8
1.2

2.5
1.3
0.8

~.4

______ __

.

0. 7
0.5

~--------~---~-------------------------------------------------- ~

5o5
As is well known, the trajectories coincide with the streamlines in
t he c ase of steady flow. During the periods covered by our study the wind flow
ov er the area and at the levels cop side red by us was quasi- stationary. As such
the s treamlines can be taken to represent the trajectorie s app roximatelyo
In
examining the effect of curvature we have, therefo re, made use of the mean
month ly st r eamline patternso
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506
The only case in which we have found the observed winds to be supergeostrophic is over the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector in the lowe·r troposphere
during the southwest monsoon monthso It is well known that during these months,
the surface isobars have an anticyclonic curvature along and off the west coast
of the south Peninsulao The streamlines at 850 mb and 700 mb are also anticyclonically curved over this area although the curvature is much lesso The ratio
of
u~ l ll
during the summer monsoon months over the Trivandrum - Bangalore
sector ~Table 6) lies between Oo4 and 006. The mean wind speeds at the levels
concerned are of the order of 20 to 25 knots. From Table 8 it can be seen that
a radius of curvature of 6 to 10° will be . required, if the observed deviation of
the zonal wind from the geostropbic wind is to be fully accounted for by the cu:rtvature effecto We have tried to make an estimate of the radius of curvature of
the streamlines over the above sector from the mean streamline charts of Raman
and Dixit (1963)0 The radius of curvature of the mean streamlines is fourid to
be toq large to account fully for the observed deviation which, therefore, appears
to be a characteristic feature of the lower · tropospheric monsoon circulation over
this region.
5o7
The lower tropospheric flow over the Cuddalore - Madras - Nellore and
Car Nicobar - Port Blair - Maya Bandar sectors (Table 8) are sub-geostrophic;
the observed speeds being only about 60 percent of the geostrophic speedo A cyclonic radius of curvature of 6 to 8° will be required to account fully' for· the
deviationo Although, the streamlines are cyclom cally curved over the Bay of
Bengal, the radii of curvature over the two sectors, as estimated by us, are much
larger than what is required to explain the observed deviation. The air flow,
therefore, appears to depart f~om gradi~nt motion.
·
508
The upper tropospheric flow over the Peninsula (Table 6) is found to be
sub-geostrophic, the deviation being greater over the southern sector.
On the
average, the observed wind speeds are only about 50 percent of the geostrophic
speeds in the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector and about 70 percent between Madras
and Nagpuro To account for these deviations as resulting from curvature would
require cyclonically curved str eamlines with radii of curvature ranging from 3°
to 7° o
The observed mean streamlines ( vide Raman and Dixit) are either straight
or have a slight anticyclonic curvature under the influence of the upper tropospheric anticyclone over the Tihetan area .. · In the circumstances, the observed sub-·
geostrophic nature of -the upper tropospheric wind circulation over Peninsular
India brought out by· the present study is a significant feature of the monsoon
circulation.

B : Winter Season
5o9
The main feature of the lower tropospheric wind circulation brought out
· by the studies based on surface data (Table 8) as well as upper air data (Table 7)
is that the winds at the lower levels over the southern parts of the Peninsula
as well as the eastern parts of the Bay of Bengal are highly sub-geostropbic, the
observed speeds being only aboi_:t 50 perqent', of the geostrophic speeds. Here again,
we have examined whether the observed deviations can be accounted for by the cu1~
vature of the flow. A radius of curvature of about 20 will be required to account
for the observed deviationo Such curvatures are not observed over the areas in
question and as such the unbalanced nature of the flow again appears to be characteristic feature of these areaso
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Conclusion
The major result brought out by out study is that the lower tropospheric
and upper tropospheric winds show appreciable deviati~ps from g,e o.strophic balance
over the Indian tropics during the summer and winter ~9nsoon seasons and that these
deviations cannot be accounted for by the curvature efif.(ect.
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DISCUSSION

Mrc MoBo Mathur
In my study of the upper winds over Minicoy·, I found that in 1964 the
trough at 500 mb was seen north of Minicoy first and then shifted south but
there was no tropical stonn during that periodo Is the formation of mid-tropospheric circulation over Kerala assoc ~ated with the movement of easterly waves
i n upper troposphere ?
/

l-1ro R. J·ambuna.th811

The formation of the mid-tropospheric vortex in 1964 was not associated with any easterly wave.
Mr. K.M. Ramamu,tlhi
Regarding the sbift of the trbugh from Minicoy
It may be stated that
.not only with cyclonic storms and depressions but also with less intense circulations in mid-tropospheric levels, the trough moves northwards and when this
circulation weakens it moves 'southwards. · With the formation and intensification
of the mid-tropospheric vortex towards th~ end of the transition season the trough ·
over Kerala gets permanently established and once it is established there is no
southward movement.
'
Mr. "C. Ramaswamy
In the IGY charts the contours have been drawn right upto the equator.
In East Africa, they are drawing contours right upto the equator. I saw a beautiful note by Prof. Ramage on the question of validity of the geostrophic assumption
near the equator. What is the general opinion of this assembly here regarding
the question of drawing contours south of 15 degrees N ? I think this is a very
proper occasion when the.re should be frank and free expression of opiPion ·on the
question of drawing of contours south of 15°No
Mr. DoH. Johnson
Regarding Mr. Tiruvengadathan' s paper
I thi:nk in a study of ~, bi s
kind there ·are probably one- or two points· which are worth. checking up. Fo r very
low latitudes the height of . station shduld. be determined preciselyo The second
point is a.bout the necessi t y for extreme ·c are in the proper ste.ndardisation and
calibration of radiosonde instruments and strict adherence to standard methods
of computation.
Coming to the general question about the use of contour observations
in the tropics, it is very wrong, of cour$e, to assume that geostrophic equations
will hold in day to day analyses rather than in particular cases.
It is only
possible to con sider the veiy b roadsca~e contour patterns and that therefore one
cannot deduce from it the wind speed prec:isely. _I n different cases, the winds
seem to bear different kinds of relationship with the contour patterns. The second
poi nt. is one has to e.naJ.yse quite on a broad.scale. Both stream line isote.ch analysis and contour analyses should be _a ttempted.
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Dr. C.S. Ramage
I think the whole point about contour analysis in low latitude s is that, if the observations are accurate enough so that the ageostropbic
component can be determined, then we _have a very valuable tool in further undel\standing of motions in low latitudes. But, even with the best of intentions and
best possible instrumentation, I think the results of the WMO survey have indicated that tbis is impossible. With the present instrumentation, one cannot
accurately determine the ageostrophic component.
It seems that even if one is
going to exercise great caution, he is bound to fail.
..
Regarding the necessity of bringing aut a manual for forecasting in
the Indian Meteorological Service : What I would like to suggest is that the
forecasters · of India Meteorological Service may form a small committee and go
through the literature on Indian Meteorolo'gy and extract from the literature the
various rules for forecasting that have been devised over the years. These rules
should .be tested by reference to the most recent literature. And to the scrutiny
of the meteorologists who have for the .first time sufficient data. Such a publi. cation will have a continuing value. It will be continually updated and at
least the prolification of l\yp'othesis would be reduced to some sort of manageable
range.
· Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan
The remarks of Mr.Johnson clearly show the accuracy needed particularly
of the barometers. As we are building up the whole thing from surface pressure ,
if there is a slight · mistake in the barometer or in the height of the station all
these : errors are carried up and ·our conclusions can be wrong. We do not propose
to publish our results until I have personally carried out the comparison of barometers at these stations and checked myself how correct the heights and pressures
of these stations are. . Taking a sea level station like Port Blair, when we
computed geostrophic winds from the surface pressure gradient and compared with
winds at O. 6 or even 1. 5 km we were surprised t o find that the winds continued
to be sub-geostrophic.
In choosing the stations Madras, Bangalore and Trivandnun for our study
a large number of variants are eliminated. The aetu a l contour values were used
so that subjective smoothing is avoided. We used the same instruments, same time
of observation, same level and same type of calibrations.
So we eliminated a
large rrumber of systematic errors. . The only systematic error which may now remain
depends upon whether the height of station and surfac e pressure are accurately
determined. If not>. our conclusions will be .unjusti fied. .
From the data with
which we are wo r'ki\1g we got sub-geostrophic winds in this latitude and the departure is large.
Dr .. M.A. Alaka
This result should probably give a good i udication as to the curvature
of the flow e Sub-geostrophic wind should probably give a g ood indication that the
curvature of the flow is cyclonic, super-geostrophic that it is anticyclonic. That
may itself be a significant thing.
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Dr .. S .N . Sen
Mr . Ramaswamy raised a very fundamental question whether contour analysis should be made in the tropics or not. The Working Group of the Commission
.for Synoptic Meteorology was entrusted with tbis problem for the last 8 years.
In the two terms which they · hav~ attempted the task before them was to recommend
whether the contour analysis or streamline analysis or any other analysis .should
be the recommended method of analysis for the tropics. · They have worked for
8 years, they last met at the time of Rotorua Conference when experts from ten
different countries came and thei:r; conclusion which is the present conclusion so
far as the W.M.0, is concerned at the moment is
It is not possible with the
present state · of knowledge to recommend one or the other method as to be the
recommended me thed for tropic al analysis $
Dr. B-.N. De sai

1

The manual for forecasting envisaged by me should include the facts of
the Indian weather with the associated charts and not the theories.
·Dr. R .. Ananthak:rishnan
We have been quite alive to the need for a. forecasting manual but due
to various reasons we have not been able to· accomplish the task . Some beginning
has been made in this matter and we hope perhaps in one or two years we will be
able to do something.

Mr. Pillai referred to a correlation of 0.45 and called it significant.
Significance in a narrow sense is correct b,ut this accounts for only 20 % of
variance . What value has it for forecast'l:.ng or other purposes. Can we call it
significant really ?
Mr. Pillai
One correlation is 0.45 and the other 0.07.
sense

only ~

I do not think it is not an error.

I am referring in that
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Some Aspects of· the Meridional Circulation over the Indian
Monsoon Area
C.RoV. Raman, RoNo Keshavamurty, R. Jambunathan and Y. Ramanathan
International Meteorological Centre, Bombay-5, India.
ABSTRACT
Careful analyses are made at standard isobaric levels, of wind, height,
temperature and moisture fields for mean July, active monsoon (7 July 1963) and
weak monsoon (19 July 1963 ). Based on 5-degree grid point values derived therefrom,' internal, potential and latent heat energies are computed and also the
. meridional fluxes of these energies and of relative angular momentum.
Significant differences are noticed in the meridional circulation and fluxes. ~or mean
fuly, a ·direct energy-producing monsoon cell operates along 90°E and an indirect
energy consuming Hadley cell operates along 55°E.
The change over takes place
a,.round 750Eo
During strong monsoon the monsoon cell extends westwards to 75°E.
There is net, meridional inflow of total energy over Arabian Sea over Bay of
Bengal increases during strong monsoon.
·
1.,.

Introduction

The importance of meridional circulation in transporting energy and
momentum is well-known and has been studied by several authors Starr (1948)
Paimen et al (1958 ), Priestly (1951 )o Over the Indian monsoon area, Rao (1961
has studied mean and eddy transports using observations at BS/RW stations.

J

In this paper we have .examined the meridional circulation, and its
fluctuations over Indian.Monsoon area using grid point values picked out from
analysis. Analysis tends · to smooth out errors and provides reasonably accurate
distributions of various meteorological parameters; besides unrepresentativeness of individual stations is also over-come.

2o

Data used and .Analysis

Raman has prepared revised mean streamline charts for Indian Ocean using
mean aircraft data. The area of our interest is 5og: to 35°N and 50°E to 95°E. We
. have used his analysis for mean July.
Accurate analyses at standard levels were
also made of the mean temperature, cont6ur height and moisture fields for . Jufy o
Wind direction and speed, temperature, height and dew -point temperature were
picked out at 5 degree gr.i,d pointso
As is well-known, the summer monsoon over India and neighbourhood
exhibits two distinct more or less stable patterns viz., the strong monsoon and
the weak monsoon epochs.
Circulation ·patterr1s and rainfall regi mes associated
with these epochs have been studied by, Ramaswamy (1958, 1962, 196.5 ), Pisharoty and Asnani (1958) and Ramamurthi, Keshav arnurty and J ambunathan (1965 ). The weak
't
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monsoon epoch is characterised by the absence of the midtropospheric monsoon
trough over the Central parts of the country, the shift of the low level monsoon
trough northwards towards the foot-hills of the Himalayas and also a southward ·
shift of the upper tropospheric sub-tropical ridge-line. These changes in the
wind field bring about a radical redistribution of rainfall between the plains
and foot-hills of Himalayaso
During strong monsoon, there is more rainfall in
the plains of the country notably Central India an,d also along the west coast.
During weak monsoon the rainfall belt shifts near the foothills of the Himalayas.
During the weak monsoon epoch there is a secondary rainfall area over South
peninsula. The study is directed to examine how the meridional circulation and
associa.ted transports change during the two _epochs, _strong and weak monsoon.
The deviation of the transports may give some clue to the eddy fluxes.
7 July
and 19 July, 1963 were chosen to represent strong and weak monsoon epochs. On
the ,former date, all the heavy rainfall was over the plains and west coast, whereas on the latter,most of the heavy rainfall was along the foothill::3 of the Himalayas. The contrast is greater over·western India and is not so good over the eastern
parts. . The choice of the datas was constrained by the availability of maximum
,data. ' Analyses of wind field, temperature, height and moisture fields were made
at standard isobaric levels for these two deys.
The conventional data were
augmented particularly over sea areas by aircraft wind and temperature reports.
On 7 July, Doppler winds, aircraf;t temperatures and dropsonde data of the Spedal
probes of the RFF aircrafts were available.
On 19th July winds of commerci~
aircrafts and ·aerological ascents of IIOE ships were available. Careful space and
time continuity was maintained during analysis.

3.,

Computations

F'rom 5 degree grid poinrt values picked out from the analyses, the
meridional component of wind, CnT, potential energy, gz, latent heat energy
Lq were computed.
The .:Poleward fluxes of these energies and also of relati-ve
angular momentum were computed.
The poleward flux through unit area in a zonal
plane (i) of energy =
CpT + gz + Lq ) 19
and (ii) of momentum =
~PU 1.) Cos {1
The vertically integrated values of these fluxes were also
computed. They are :-

P (

Poleward flux of energy through unit length of latitude.
=

~

( (CpT

q

)

+

gz

+

Lq)

vdp.

~"·, \:-

Poleward flux of momentum through,1...length of latitude.
=

4o

Di s cussion

The results are presented in the form of meridional sections for ten
degree longitude belts . centred at 55°E, 75°E, 900E representing west Arabian,
Sea, western India. and Bay of Bengal respectively.
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Vertical variation of CpT, Lq, gz for mean July along 150N.
It is noticed that CpT falls off gradually with height while Lq
decreases rapidly with height. The value of CpT and gz tend to be of the same
order aroung 100 mbo The total energy (CpT + gz + Lq) first falls with .height and
then increases with a mini.mum around 650 mb (P almen et. aL 1958, Berson 1961) o

1

Fig~ : Figures A, B, C show meridional ·sections of (CpT + Lq) in Ca1/Gm for
mean July along 55°E, 75°E and 900Eo Actually these refer to average values along
10 degree longitude belts and so correspond· to (i) west Arabian Sea and Arabia,
(ii) East Arabian Sea and west India and (iii) Bay of BengaL They show the steady
fal·l of (C:QT + Lq) with height. The maximum horizontal gradients are found in
lower (surface to 850 mb) and upper (200 mb) troposphere with a minimum in the
middle troposphere o 'J;1he isopleths refer to departure of the value from the minimum
value at the leveL (This has been adopted to off- set the effect of the larger
vertical gradients and to bring out the horizontal gradients). Th~ dashed line ·
shows the maximum value and the solid-line the miI"i:rnqm value of energy at each
· level. The general north-south energy gradient is evident.

The diagram D, E and F are corresponding sections of meridional components of wind along 55°E, 75~ and 90°E for mean July.. The dotted areas show
components from the south.
Fig. 1 D (550E) :
It is noticed that a winter type cell with northerlies in
the lower levels and southerlies in the higher levels extends from 35°N to about
SON. There is. a semblance of -the monsoon cell with southerlies in the lower
levels and northerlies above in the extrema lower troposphere. This is somewhat. marked_upto 10°N. _ It is noticed that the ascending part of the winter
type cell is not over highest energy regions, but over lower energy regions (see
700 and 500 mb)o Probabzy the descending pprtion is over higher energy region.
Das (1962) and Ramage (1965) found subsidence over the heat low
over west
Pakistan and over Arabia. Miller and Keshava Murty (1965) found subsidence over
northwest Arabian Sea during strong monsoon. So this cell is probably a kinetioenergy- consuming indirect cell.
Fig. 1 E (75DE) : This section is dominated by northerly component with no
marked meridional circulation.
Therefore, 750E seems to be the transition
zone, in the mean, between the direct monsoon ceil over Bay of Bengal and the
indirect winter type cell over Arabian Sea.
Fig. 1 F ( 90°.E) : There is a simple monsoo~ cell with southerlies in the · 1ower
levels and northerlies in the higher levels. The transition is roughly around
400 mb ( 600 to 300 mb). The strongest V - eomponents a.re at surface and 2 00 mb.
It is notice d that the ascE?nding portion of the circulation is over higher energy
region and the descending portion over lower energy region. So this is a kineticenergy-producing cell.
These confirm the earlier findings . of Rao (1961, 1962) about the meridional cells and Flobn' s (1964) idea of the "direct and indirect cells.
Fig._?:_: Figures A and B show the sections of meridional component along 75°E
for strong and weak monsoons..
It is seen that in strong monsoon there is a
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monso~n cell most marked between 503 and 12°N but seen in the lower troposphere
upto 3~350N 0
There is a winter type cell from 35°N to 17°N (above the lower·
monsoon cell.)
So in strong monsoon the monsoon cell which, in the mean, is.
present over Bay of Bengal extends westwards to 75°E.
·

'

.

0

In weak monsoon the winter type cell is seen upto
cell is only from 5°~ to 5°Na

5°N and the monsoon

.:3 : Mendional flux of relative angular -.momentum. Dotted areas show pole~ard ·f lux of westerly angular momentum.
It is seen that the largest momentum
transport is in the lowest (surface to 850 mb) and upper (200 to 100 mb) tropospheres with a minimum ·in the middle troposphere.

Fig

0

Mean July : Figµres 3A, 3B and 3C :
'
55°E : There is poleward flux in lower lev~ls and. equatorward flux in · l;ligher ·
levels., so that there is some compensation.. 75°E : There is equatorward flux in
lower levels and poleward flux in higher levels and, . so there is some compensation~
90°E : . There is poleward flux at all levels and no compensation,.
~trong m~nsoon : Figo .3 E : .shows the fluxes along long. 75°.E.

There i s a large increase in the poleward flux with respect to the mean.·
The fluxes on the individual days are much more than in the mean.
Divergence of momentum flux
Mean July : 55°E. There is converg nce of momentum flux in lower levels
850 and 700 mb around about 10-15°N. The west erlies increase in this region.
0

Ther~ is flux divergence in lower levels

.
75°E
.a bout 15°N.
90°E ;

Weak monsoon

(850, 700 mb) round

There is flux divergence of 200 mb round about 5°S to equator ...

75°E.

There is flux divergence in lower levels (850, 700 mb) round ·

about 15°N.
Strong .monsoon : 75°E. Th.ere is large flux convergence in lower levels (surface
t.o 700 mb ) around l 7°N to .·25°N and increase in westerlies.
Fig •. 4 : Meridional flux of

t~tal

ene..ru_:

Figs. 4~, 4B and 4C : Since energy gradient is much smaller than that
_o f V .- components these are more of less like V-component sections except that .
they are weighted by ?
. 75°E : The maxinrum fluxes are in the lowest (5urface,
850 mb) and upper (200 mb) tropospheres.
However in the strong monsoon
there
·is considerable flux !in middle troposphere also north of 20°N. This is in association with the subtropical cyclone over Guj araL
Vertically integrated fluxes of total energy : Figs. 4D, 4E and 4F
Mean July

There· is a net · meridional inflow over most parts of West

4li5
Arabian Sea. Simpson (1929 ), Rao (1961), Frost and Stephenson (1964) mention
tbis as an energy sink.
There is some meridional outflow over Bay of Bengal..
Strong Monsoon
The meridional outflow over Bay of Bengal is much more marked.
Weak Monsoon
Outflow over Bay of Bengal is much less marked and shifts to NE India.
The inflow over Arabian Sea is much more marked and extends eastwards to peninsula.
The meridional inflow (of mass . and energy) over ~rabian Sea and outflow
over Bay of Bengal must be compensated by the zonal westerly flow. It is known
that the westerlies are stronger in strong monsoon.
Conclusion
During monsoon a direct energy- producing monsoon cell operates over .
Bay of Bengal. An indirect energy-consuming winter type ,cell operates over Arabian
Sea with the tra:hsi tion zone around 75°E. During strong monsoon the monsoon cell
extends westwards.
We know that monsoon systems move from the east. The vagaries of monsoon are greatest in the transition zone between two cells ~xcept of
course along the west coast and depend on the relativE? strengths and displace-.
ments of these cells. The monsoon cell is characterised by poleward transport of
westerly momentum at all levels. There is net meridional inflow over west Arabian
Sea and net outflow over Bay of Bengal.
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Some Dyriamical
.

Aspects of the onset of south-west Monsoon
..

ov er India in ·1 ~65

M. Na t araja Pillai.

· The on set and adv ance of the
p ecu,liar f e ature s •

sumrrH:~r

monsoon in the year 1965 show some

.. · The depression that formed in the Bay of Bengal on the 26th May and moved
· northeast-.w ards and dissipated over East Pakistan on the ~nd June failed to pull
up -t;.he monsoon current effectively, eithe·r in the Bay sector or in the Arabian Sea
sect~r.
·

at 700 mb on the 3rd and 4th J~e. · A
p ronoun.ced anticy-c1onic vortex can . be seen. J;>erhaps this has something to do with
•t he _s witching off of the monsoon current. ·
·

.

. Fi g • .\1) shows the circulation

With the vanishing of the high, the monsoon current advanced ·i n both the
se.q tors.
But at the point · when it reached s.o uth Konkan (Fig. 2 ;).," again .a hig h
developed at 700 mb level and in associ~titm with it we see · ~ · progressive decrease
in rainfall in Konkan area during the subsequent two days.. Thus, the.r e was an
interval of about 20 days from the onset over e~treme south and the onset qver ·
Bombay~
is about double the normal intervaL

This

! 'similar case of hampering of the ad.vane~ of the monsoon· current by· the
high ~~ 700 mb occurred in the year 1957. However, ·8. relatively northerly posit:tort
of this high 'does not see1Il ·to impede the advance of the monsoon current , as happene d
in the year 1959 o
· . A reference may be- made in this context to - ~ paper by Jambunathan· et a.l
(unpublished) in which it was shown that the ·onset of the monsoon over Kerala in
t he year 1964 was brought about by a vortex at 700 mb level. Thus it is evident
t hat-·both the onset· and -the further advance of the monpoon curr ent are to a great
e xt en~ governed by vortices at the 700 mb. level.
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Upper Tropospheric Zonal Circulation over India:
and Neighbourhood in relation to the south west Monsoon

Ro -Ananthakrishnan and A.. R. Ramakrisbnan
ABSTRACT
A study has been made of the zonal wind .changes at the 200 mb level at the
rawin stations in India and at the Middle-East stations of Aden and Bahrein,
accompanying the onset and withdrawal of the southwest monsoon. The changes
in que stion are the reversal of the westerly circulation to the easterly at the
· time of'" onset and the opposi t.e change at the time of wi thdra.wal. Although these
changes at some of the stations give prior indication of the onset and with. drawal, they have little forecasting value.

·!

o

Introduction

Ll

From a stu~y of the upper air observations -over the Mediterranean-Middle
East ar~a, Sutcliffe and Bannon (1954) drew attention to an . interesting associa~
tion between the dates of appearance of the first easterlies at 200 mb level
over ,Aden and B.a hrein and the dates of the 'Start' of the southwest monsoon at
Malaba.r as published by the India Meteorological Department. For the years ·
1949 to 1953 they found that the first easterlies at 200 mb ievel appe ared over
Aden 5 to 16 days earlier tha~ the corresponding dates of start of the monsoon .
over Malabar. Over Bahrein the appearance of first easterlies at 200 mb was
noticed 5 to 21 days later than the dates of onset of the monsoon.
They
remarked that a. careful study of these changes might be useful for predicting
the summer monsoon over south India .
L2 The major change in the upper troposphere over India and neighbourhood that .
occurs ·in association with the onset of the southwest monsoon is the fairly
abrupt shift of the sub-tropical high pressure ridge_ from its winter location
at about 10/12°N to about 20/22°N.
Thereafter, the sub-tropical ridge moves
further northward somewhat slowly as the monsoon rains extend further northwar d s.
When the · monsoon is - fully establi sh~d over whole of India, the sub-tropical
ridge at 200 mb level lies approximately · along 30°N. ·. The withdrawal of the
monsoon is accompanied by the southward retreat of . the sub-tropical ridge
back to its winter location.

We have made a detailed study of the shift of the 200 mb sue-t ropical ridge
in association with the onset of the monsoon for a number of years and reported
the results elsewhere. This study has shown that there are appreciable differences in detail from year to year.

lo3

1o4 The reversal of the zonal winds noticed by Sutcliffe
and Bannon over the Mid1
, dle East stations is essentially connected with the northward movement _of the subt ropical ridge over India and neighbourhood.
Since the IGY, a large volume · of
upper wind data have been accumulated at a number of rawin stations. In the course
of certain studies utilising these wind data we prepared a series of .diagrams
depicting · the daily zonal and meridional components of the winds at ~00/300 mb ,
· levels, for a rrumber of years for several stations in India and the Middle East .
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Some of these diagrams have been reproduced in the paper on 'The General Circula. tion of the Atmosphere . over ;the Indian Ocean and .Adjoitrl.ng Areas' . appearing else. ·where in this volume. These diagrams came in handy to· extend the study of
Sutcliffe an d Banno:q: to the Indian arei9, and to more recent years. We have examined..'
the changes in . the upper tropospheric zonal winds associated both with the qnset
as well as the withdrawal of the monsoon.

2o

Onset of Monsoon and zonal wind changes

2 1 The stations chosen for examination of wind changes associated with the onset
of monsoon were : ~den, Madras, Visakhapatnam, Santacruz, Veraval, Na.gpur; Calcutta
and .A.bmedsbad" These · stations cover the latitude range 13°N to 23°N. Wind dBta.
·for the seven years 1958 to 1964 were examined togethe:;- with the dates of on s et
of the monsoon over south Kerala as per records of the India Meteorological Depart. ment. For each of these stations there are two dates A and B which correspond
respectively to :
·
·
0

A - the first appearance of easterly winds and
B - the estabUshnient of steady easterlies.
Between dates A and B, easterlies and westerlies alternate. The interval between
showed fluctuations in di ff e;rent years rangi.ng from 0 to as ·much a s a
fortnight in some years.
Table 1 gives the dates of onset ~s well as the two
dates A and B for the various stations for the 7-ye ar period.

A _and B

-~----------------~--------------------------------------~------------~----------

Station . Date of
onset of
monsoon
., O'

·1958

1959

. Ye a r
1960
1961

1962

1963

1964

-----------------~---------------M ---------~-------------

14 Jun

31 May

14 May

is

~ay

1 7 May

31 May

5 Jun

------~--------.--------------------~---------~-------------~------------------

1

2 .

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

19 Apr
30 Apr

16 May
20 May
15
11

13 May

6 May

7 Me.y

10 May

8 May

13 May 23 1'1ay 21 ·May 10 May 27 May
1
28
12
21
10

------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------Aden

A
B
0-A
. 9-B

56
45

-------------------------Madras

A

0-A

4 Mey
4 May
41

C-B

41

B

1

-5

-4

21

9

-~----------------.....---------- ----------------------~

23 Apr
21 May
38
10

28 Apr 12 Apr
30 Mey 31 May
,35
16
-16
-13

11 May
11 May
6
6

13 May 25 Apr
21 May 1 May
.41
18
35
10

~------------------------------------~---------...,.-----.."------------~-----------

Visakha- A
.B
p_atnam

·O-A

0-B

6 May
26 May
12
-8

17 May
17 May
0
0

13 May 26 Apr
4 jun
9 Jun
.
40
18
1
-9

---------.-----------------------------.-------------------------------------------
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----------------------------------------------------------·
---------------------4
5
8
3
6
9
7
2
1

------------------------------ -------------------------------------------Santacruz

10 May
14 Jun

0-A

35

22 May
31 May
9

O-B

0

0

A
B

9 May
8 Jun

8 May
3 Jun

15 May 12 May
28 May 22 May

25 Apr
3 Jun

5
-25

10
-16

2
-11

2

19
9

41

-------------------------·----------------------------------------------------~--

Veraval

0-.A

15 Jun
21 Jun
-1

0-B

-7

A

B

21 May
1 Jun
10
1

17 May
27 Jun ·
-3
-44

8 May
8 Jun
10

-21

----------------------------------------------------------------------·-----Nagpur

A

B
0-A
0-B

10 Jun
12 Jun
4
2

22 May
6 Jun

9
:-6

19 May 29 May
18 Jun 15 Jun
-11
-5
-35
-28

22 May 25 May
26 May 6 Jun
6
-5
-9
-7

25 Apr
10 Jun
41
-5

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

·Calcutta

A

B
0-A

0-B

8 Jun
20 Jur1
6
-6

4 Jun
28 Jun

-4
-28

23 May
17 Jun
-9
-34

28 Mey 2 Jun
17 Jun · 13 Jun
16
-10
~27
-30

28 May
16 Jun
3
-16

29 May
16 Jun ·
7
- 11

~----~---------------------~-------------------~----------------------~------ ----

.Ahmed a,...
bad

A

.B
0-A
0-B

30 May
6 Jun

-13
-20

30 May

19 Jun
1
-19

11 Jun
14 Jun
-6
-9

---------------------~-----------------------------------------------------~--

A .- Date of first appearance of easterlies
B - Date of establishment of steady easterlies.

3a

Wi thdrawai of Monsoon and zonal wind changes

By about the beginning of September the monsoon begins to retreat from
the extreme northern parts of India. Further withdrawal takes place progressively
till ·by. about the end of October the monsoon is confined to the south peninsula .
A reverse sequence of zonal wind changes takes .place in the upper troposphe r e in
association with the retreat of the monsoon . The stations whose wind data were
examined in this cont.ext we re : New Delhi, J?ahrein, Allahabad,Abmedabad, Calcu tta,
Nagpur end Santacruzo These stations cover the latitude interval from about 28° ·
to 19°N o
For ea.eh of these sta.tions it was possible to fix two dates C and D
corresponding respectively to :
C - the first appearance of westerlies, and
D - the establishment of steady westerlies .
Table 2 gives these dates foa the various stdions. The de.tes of first mention
of the withdrawal of the monsoon from northwest India as per records of . the India
Meteorological Department are also listed in the Table.

/
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....--------------------------------------------------------·------,.- --------------Date o.f
Station
Y e ~a_r;;;,.-~~~~·
withdrawal
of monsoon

'W'
c

New Delhi.

D
W-C
W-D

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

8 Oct

14 Sep

1 Oct

28 Sep

18 Sep

28 Sep

16.Sep
20 Sep
22

1 Sep
24 Sep
13
-10

13 Sep
,24 Sep
7

27 Aug
19 Sep
32
9

30 Aug
3 Sep
19
15

26 Aug
30 Sep
18
1

l1 Aug
15 Sep
48
13

17 Aug
2 Sep

19 Sep
19 Sep

32

9

16

9

25 Sep
29 Sep
6

25 Sep
25 Sep
3
3

10 Sep
23 Sep
B

17 Sep
9 Oct
11 ..
-11

18

18

14 Sep

14-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...,. _______ i _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..,..... _ _ _ _ _ .,... _ _ ....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,,... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _

c

Bahrein-

5 Sep
27 Sep

D
W-C
· W-D
•

11

-6

19 Sep
10 Oct
19
-2

16 Sep
16 Sep
-2
-2

_ _ _ 91!'"9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ ..,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

' •

c

·· Allahabad

n·
,.

.

33

26 Aug
20 Sep
19

W-C
W-D

---------------------------------....
c

Ahmedabad.

_ ______ ____
..

_;

Calcutta

2

..._

D
W-C
W-D

_______

...._ _____ -...,

-5

·-----------

-----------..---------------· -~----· -----..

1 .0ct
11 Oct.

26 Sep
26 Sep
2
2

11 Sep
25 Sep
7

22 Sep
10 Oct
6

23 Sep
1 Oct

6

-5
-13

-8
-36

1 Oct
7 Oct

-13
-19

14 Oct
10 Nov
-16
-43

2 Oct
25 Oct

14 Oct ·
13 Nov

-1~-

-16
-46

-3
-13

_________________________ _______________________ __ _
.....,

c

17 Sep

19 Sep

D
W-C
W-D

12 Oct
21
-4 ·

-2

19 Sep
15 Oct
12

-26

-14

-12

c

26 Sep
20 Oct
12

12 Oct.
12 Oct
-11
-11

1 Oct
7 Oct
-3
-9

12 Oct
14 Oct
-11
-13

2 Oct

10 Oct

-7

,

net

3 Nov

-------------------------.. --------.-..--·--------------------r--------------------------Nagpt+r

D

W-C.
W-D

-12

.26 Sep
19 Oct
-12
-35

----..:.--------------------------. -------------- -------------------·---------------...

Santacruz

·-

.

c
D·
W-C
W-D

3 Oct·
20 Oct
5
-12

26 Sep
19 Oct
-12
-35

25 Oct

-4
-27

.

.

-37

·-------------------------~------~--------------------~----------~--------------------

C - Date of first appearance of westerlies

•

.D - Date of establishment of stead;y: westerlies ..
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4.

.D iscussion

4 1 The normal date of onset of the monsoon on the Malabar coast is 3lst May.
The seven-year period examined by us comprises years of early, normal and.
deJ.ayed onset of the monsoon as can be seen from the dates of onset indicated
at the top of Table 1.. In 1958, the easterlies first appeared over Aden nearly
8 weeks before the onset of the monsoon over the Malaba.r coast, which was delayed
in this year by a fortnight. In 1964, easterlies were noticed at Aden nearly
a month before the onset of the monsoon.
On 'the other hand, in 1960, when the
monsoon set in on the Malabar coast a fort.night before the normal d~te, ,the
easterlies appeared over Aden almost simultaneousJ.y. From these facts, it can
be appreciated that while ' the appearance of easterlies over Aden is a precursor of
the transition from the winter to SUILiner circulation over south Asia, its utility
for predict.ing the date of onset of the southwest monsoon on the Malabar coast
is very Jittle. The zonal wind changes at a station such as Santacruz also show
features similar to those over Aden. Generally speaking, at stations south of
lat. 20°N, the easterlies begin to appear before the onset of the monsoono At
· stations further north, the change in circulation sets in only after the onset
of the · monsoon over the extreme south of India. It will be seen from Table 1
that the interval between the first appearance of easterlies and the establishment
of steady easterlies shows 1large variations. In some years, the easterlies continue since their first appearance while in other years there is a period of
several days of weak alternating easterlies and westerlies until the steady
easterly regime is established.
This is due ' to the fact that in some years the
northward shift of the sub-tropical anticyclone which accompanies tho onset of the
monsoon is abrupt while in other years it is somewhat gradual or oscillatory.
0

4e 2 The monsoon begins to retreat from northwestem parts of the country by about
the middle 'o f September. There are variations from year to year. During the period
covered by our study, the withdrawal was appreciably delayed in 1959, 1961, 1962 and
1964. From Table 2, it can be seen that the first appearance of westerlies over
New Delhi, Bahrein and Allahabad gives a prior indication of the withdrawal of the
monsoon although it has. little forecasting value.

BEFERENCE3
Sutcliffe, R.C. and Bannon, .J.K., 1954
Seasonal changes in upper air condit1.ons
in the f1edi te rranean - Middle East Asia.
Sci. Proco Int. Association of Met., Rome, pp. 322 - 34.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of Mean Temperature and
Humidity over India and neighbourhood
during 1963 - 1964 .

.'

Fig. 6. Distribution of Mean Temperature and
Humidity over India and neighbourhood

.. '~. . .
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Motion of Air as Detected by Weather Radar
· Ye Eilmku and H. Arakawa
Meteorological Office, Fukuoka, Japan.

Introduction
Sometimes, weather radars are very powerful tools to detect the motion
of air. · An ex~le of this pro<?edure ~ill be shown in this paper.
The location and the characteristics of the weather radar station at
Tanegashi1!1a are
International index number
height above MSL

869
290

. tm)

location

30°3S'N
130°59'E

wave length

(cm)

5e66

peak power ·

. (kw)

300

( ~s)

loO

(c/s)

310

noise · figure .

(db)

11

pro mino

(-dbm)

98

antena diameter

(m)

3

horizontal beam width

(

pulse duration

f

~~I -F

0

)

1.3

indicators

PPI, A-scope

year of installation

1959

Outburst of the Northwest Monsoon in the far east
The word monsoon is applied to these wind systems in which the prevailing direction is reversed or almost reversed from summer to wintero They are
especially prominent within the tropics on the east side of the continent, but
they occur also outside the t _r opics, as in the Far East as far north as about
60° north latitude..
·
.
· .
In winter, the outgoing continental dry winds are notably strong and
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regular in north China, Korea and Japan.a Their prevailing direction is .·northwest in north China, Korea and Japan; north in central China; and they work
round to the northeas.t in Indiao The northeast winds, known as north.east monsoon in India; are far Hghter and . much warmer in the Indian region than the
north.west winds; known as northwest monsoon in north China, Korea and Japan.·..
The summer monsoon of. China, Korea and Japan blow from the . southeaste
This summer monsoon is light in force and far lighter than the winter monsoon.,
In India, on the other hand, the winter monsoon is far lighter than the summer
monsoon.
Although the winds of northwest monsoon in north China, Kore a and
Japan, is to be considered steady, yet they are liable to interruption of cyclonic disturbances. Depressions move eastnortheast from west southwest, and cause
southerly winds to blow on their front.
Pas sing through the cyclogenetic.
region near Japan, disturbances are apt to intensify rapidly •. When they .move
to the east. of Japan as disturbances of great intensity, the northwest monsoon
surges forward with terrible wind force.
During the first decade of January, 1965, a well developed cyclone
(central pressure was estimated to be lower than 980 mb) was moving eastward
· over the sea to east of Japan, and the nortb.west monsoon swept over Japan as a
severe cold outbreak (fig • .1 )., Figure 2 shows a vertical time section of winds
aloft for Kagoshima (International index rmrnber 82? ). It would appear that the
wind speed of 10 km level is as high as 60 nylsec or more.
One of the · present
authors (Arakawa, 1959) showed that, under similar condition, we can find
possibly the world's greatest winds over J apano

· Observed winds at 10 km level during the period J anuacy 7 to
January 9, 1965, at Kagoshima weather station.

---------~------_...-------------------------------· ---------- -------------~--....,;..---------

Date

observation time (JMT)

Jano 7

0230
0840
1430
2030

0310
0942
1516
2144

speed (m/s)

di re ction

- .---'------.. ---

w
wsw

52
54
58

wsw
wsw

43

------·--------------------..- ----------..!-------------------------- --- -----..;....:..-~-..----Jano 8

.

.
.

0230

0312

wsw

0845

0931
1520

WSW

1430
2030
.

2116

55
73
62

w·

w

.

64

--------:-----------------------~------·..... --------------------------------;...-.-:--~--------

Jano 9

0230
0830
1430
2030

0306
0934
1501
2142'

-----~-----------------------------------------~ - - .....

w

w

wsw
wsw

67
70
66
57

·- -·-------------------.- -----------·
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As the cold outbreak intensified, scattered precipi h1.tion echoes were
f irst, de·tected west of the Satsuma Peninsula..
The precipitation echoes, mey be
considered to be the PPI scope photograph of convective clouds . of Bernard cell
type.
Because of the relatively short life span of the convection clouds of .
· Benard type, it is usua~Jly not possible to get successive PPI photographs.
However, the instability showers caused by the cold northwest monsoon winds travelling over the oceen surface of warmer water temperature do not dissipate soon,
but last even several days., Sequence of PPI photographs taken by the weather
rad a r of the Tanegashima weather s.tation (International index number 869) showed
that several. of the bands of precipitation echoes apparently were oriented
parallel to the south coast of Kyusbuo The mechanism of these bands of precipi ta.tion echoes will be studied below e
. Figure 3 shows the motion of individual echoes during 30 minute interval
(0400 JMT to 0430 JMT, January 8, 1965)0 The echoes were identified at successive
times by tracking the heaviest cores or by noting prominent features.. Precipitation echoes moved steadily to east as shown in figure 3.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the motion of echoes at about
1500 JMT 8 January and 1200 JMT 9 January, 1965.

(]700

JMT 8 January,

These figures clearly show that the motion of echoes at the highlight
· of the northwest monsoon, or at about 1500 'JMT 8 January 1965, is directed around
the south coast. 'of Kyushu (fig o 5). The orientation of the bands of precipi ta. tion echoes in the radar photographs is almost parallel to the motion of echoes
shown in figure 5.
Radar observations of the precipitation cells have establj shed that
the cell echoes are relatively scarce so long a.s the monsoon winds are light.
As the monsoon winds get stronger, the rainfall tends to be concentrated within
a serie.e of bands, and the orientation of bands runs along the air cur:rE\3nt around
the coast of Kyushu. As .t he monsoon winds begin to be light, the radar echoes
begin to be limited into scattered and smaller cells.
Figure 7 shows the isopleths of speed (in km/hour) of motion of elements of precipi to.tion echoes at the hl.gh light of the monsoon winds (1454 JMT ,
J arruary 8, 1965 )o It can be seen that the speed of echoes just south of Kyushu
is higher than 100 km/hour.
The st~eamlines depicting the motion of echoes for the interval 1301
JMT to 1657 JMT, January 8, 1965, are tentatively drawn (fig • .8 )o Streamlines run
. parallel along the south coast of Kyushu.
Forecasters are sometimes faced with the problem of determining the
height of echoes, for the soundings over the ocean are not available. Figure 9
illustrates the change in height of :precipitation echoes for the period 0400 JMT,
January 8 to 1600 JMT, January 9, 1965. Naturally, the height of convective
cells were greatest when wind speeds of the nprthwest monsoon were greatest.
A wide variety of forms of cellar structure of Benard type can b e produced by slii table variation of the rate of ' shear in the original motiori (Terada
eto al. 1928; Terada and Tamano, 1929).
When the fluid is she ared, a series
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of vortices will be formed having _their axes parallel to the di .r ection of the
shearing motion.
The resemblance of Benard cell with shearing flow · to band
echoe·s is clearly seen in the radar photographs.. A variety of band echoes can
be explained. as the effect of thennal instability combined with strong shearing
motion cau~d ~y the outbreak of the northwest mons<;>on..
·

1
•

A graphic method ·or obtaining streamlines from ·observed wind s has been
rendered by Sandst,rom.. Streamline analysis . are of interest in the analysis of
weather maps in lower latitudes..
In interpreting radar photographs the axes
. of a series of band echoes may be identified with s.treamlines.,
This approximation holds to some extent even·when the shearing motion is fairly large •
.Alcknowledgements
.
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Fig. I. Weather Map, 0900JMT,
9 January , 1965 .
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Fig. 2. Vertical Time - section
showing winds aloft at Kagoshima
weather station. ( Isopleths of
wind speed in m/s) .
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Fig .3. Motion of echoes dudno
30 minute interval ( 0400 JMT

to 0430 JMT, 8January,1965.)

Fig .4. Motion of Echoes during
20 mimute inter·vol ( 0705 JMT
to 0725 JMT, 8January,1965 )
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Fig . S. Motion of Echoes during
7 minute interva I ( 14~4 JMT
to 1501 JMT, 8 January, 1965 )

Fig .6. Motion of Echoes during
30 minute interval ( 1132 JMT

to 1·202 JMT, 9Jonuary,1965)
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Fig. 7. Isopleth of Speed in km hour
of Echoes ( 1454 JMT, 8 January,
1965.)
.

Fig .8. Streamlines depicting
motion of Echoes ( 1301 JMT
to 1657 JMT, SJanuory,1965)
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DISCUSSION

Dr. T,M.K. Nedungadi
Dro Chelarn has shown very interesting association of easterly and
westerly diffluent troughs with subsequent rainfall. If it is to have some prognostic value, some sort of · study has to be made by taking during a particular
monsoon season all high level troughs (easterly or westerly) that passed and finding out whether how many of them there were associated with actual precipitation
and how many were noto It is also the experience· of the forecasters that very
often ·upper level troughs · come and go without precipitation . My personal belief .
i s that probably on 20 perce~t of occasions there is precipitation and on 80
·p ercent there is no ·marked precipitation. ·
· Dr . ·B. N. Desai ·
Could the phenomenal heavy rainfall wbich occurred over Bombay be forecast by utilizing the concept of ~gh level divergenceo
Dr. Chelam
I had gone through the majority of the troughs at least for the IIOE
p eriod 1963-64 and only after finding that this clue · could be used successfully
I ventured to make this stuay. As regards
Desai 1 s question, what I really
did today was a depiction of the flow pattern as was actually encount'e red.
Although it cannot be said that one can predict every situation, at least in
Such situations as the pre sent one where we do find such a marked diffluent
. flow it may help us to predict · events·. · Regarding the forecasting value of this
te chnique : In certain situations it is poS·sible to · predict winds.

Dr.

Mr. C.R. V: Raman

· In our experience in the last 30 months, occurrence and movement of ·
i ndependent wave troughs in the easterlies unassociated with entit.ies in the
l ower troposphere, when .the data have been completely .available, · hav.e not been
so convincing enough.
The actual picture is, you get vortices in the middle
t roposphere which have been proved beyond doubt by the aircraft data. In the
lower troposphere, in association with these vortices there is a trough .in the
westerlies. · . In the upper levels above the level of mid-tropospheric vortices
i s a perturbation or a waviness in the ·easterlies. The number of occasions on
whi ch perturbatio1'l;s in the upper easterlies . alone unassociated with vortical
. circula-~ioris in the lower or middle troposphere have been few. There could be
as many occasions when you find diffluence going with rainfall as diffluence
not going with ite

I am quite aware of · the possible existence of lower level perturbations which could give rise to patterns as qescri.bed. · However, the particular
system 'w hich caused phenomenal rains in the -western India was not even called
a depression. It was called only ·a low pressure _area and therefore, ·I do not
think that thi_s can really be such a . low level or even a mid-tropospheric phenomenon as made ol1t. To say that the lower level phenomenon is the main thing
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and the upper one does not exist or is of secondary importance , I am sure, does·
not hold valid in this case.
Mr. C. Ramaswam:y

A number of new techni.ques has been developed by the forecasters
engaged. today in our research institutions as well as in the forecasting uffices.
· these. new techniques have to be tried out. ·One difficulty in doing this is the
lack of adequate upper air data. There is also a certain amount of reluctance
on the part of forecasters to use new techniques. While research workers select
days fo:t which lot of material is available and come to a conclusion, adequate
upper air observations may not be always available to the forecaster ' eve ry day.

Regarding Dr.Arakawa' s comment about the apparent but not particularly
close connection between the onset of the summer monsoon rains over India and
beginning of the B~U rains over Japan : The possibility of a large scale,. seasonal interconnection between, south and southeast Aisia occurred to a lot of
. people o · Some years back, I made a check of the dates on whlch the mid summer
dry spell began in Hong Kong and the date on which the monsoon rains were set to
commence over Delhi. I u~ed Delhi figures because . a very fine paper giving all
· the infonnation involving fifty years of data is avaiJ.able. Correlation between
the dates was in excess of .7.
One, of course, should take the correlation
coefficient at its face value. But, there appears to be some physical juotifica. tion for that seems to. be related to the movement northwards of subtropical ridge
which affected Hong Kong in the sense of producing the secondary minimum in rainf all and affected Delhi in the way of producing the onset of rainfall. I think,
therefore, correlating the onset of monsoon rains over north India say Delhi,
with BAIU ·rainfall over Japan may give rather closer correlation than the one
suggested.
·
Dr. Arakawa
In the paper 'prediction of the date of establishment of southwest
monsoon along the west coast of India', by Dr. L.A. Ramdas et al (1954 ), the
dates of E?Stablishment of southwest monsoon at. Travancore-Cocbin, south Kanara,
Ratnagiri and Kolaba over the period 1891 to 1950 are fully tabulated.· So I
shall check your suggestion computing a series of correlation coefficients based
on above data.
Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan
How is the date of onset of BAIU rain determined by the Japan Meteorological Service ?
In India Meteorological Department a criterion primarily
based on rainfall is utilized. ·
Dr. Arakawa
We have the same problem in Japan. ·we are also determini ng · the date
of onset of BAIU as well as the date of withdrawal of B.AIU in quite an obj ecti vc way, which is sirr~lar to the Indian practice.
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Mr.

D~R • . Sikka

Mr~ Ramakri$hnan said. that the difference between the appearance of
the easterlies over Madras, Trivandrum or Aden and the date of onset of the
monsoon is o~ the order of 6 to 40 days. Perhaps the period can be narrowed down
if we fix a higher level say 100 mb and a certaiII minimum .s trength which should
be exceeded by the easterlies.
The appearance of easterlies of 60 knots . at
100 mb is vecy closely linked with · the onset of the monsoon over the Malabar
coast.

Mr.

Ramakrishnan

The suggestion that a higher level will definitely give a better in. dication is agreeable but then we · have to face the difficulty of obtitlning data
·for 100 mb ·every day without fail. More·over, Mr. Ramamurthi and Mr. R. J ambuna,....
than have stated that 50 knot easterlies over Trivand:tum :were not associated with
the· onset of the monsoon.
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Dr. M.Ao Alaka
During the last few days quite a few ideas crossed my mind. One of
these is the fact that. during my years as_ a Meteorologist, I have hardly attended .
a meeting at which the question of data shortage was not invoked. Lack of data
has, of course, been ~ genuine handicap to Meteorologists.
But I think it has also been a comfortable subterfuge behind which
Meteorologists have tended to hide. All too' often we say : "If only we had more
data, all our problems will. be solved~
I think that with the superb effort at data collection associated with
IIOE, followir..g so closely behind the IGY, the days of this subterfuge may be coming
to an end.

I am quite impressed by the amount of
_and I am very optimistic as to what can be done
that this data gathering experiment will have a
.t he Meteorology of ~he Indian Ocean·but also on

information which has been gathered
with this information. I think
considerable impact not only on ·
global ineteorology.

Of course, ideally, since the atmosphere is a single physical system,
what we should do is to pool world resources into one supreme and magnificient
effort and organise
data gathering experiment on a global scale. This, I think,
we will eventually do; but probably not in the next few years. Such a global experiment will most probably be accomplished within the framework of the World
Weather System: to which W.M.O. is committed and for which the United States has
strong support. Meanwhile dat'a collection efforts on a regional scale such as IIOE
will be very_ useful.

a

I feel confident that Indian Ocean Expedition has been quite successful

in increasipg our knowledge not only of the macroscale circulation of the Indian
Ocean . but _ also of smalL-.soale systems. As a _r esult, when all the data have been,
analysed, our knowledge of '. t he general circulation of. the ~tmosphere will be significantly enhanced.
·
Dr. CoS. Ramage
Dr. ~amanathan and Friends,
I .very much like to take this opportunity and deeply and wholeheartedly
thank the Organising Committee, and all those in the India Meteorological Department,
particularly rnc and Mr. Raman for having arranged and carried out a successful
Symposium. I think ·the only . regret that we visitors may have, is, _somehow or other,
all the ideas that are latent in the varied and talented people ga~hered here could
not come out b~cause of limitations of time. I feel, I am certainly speaking for
the foreign colleagues, I am convinced that it would have been impossible to get
anything more in the time available than we did actually succeed in doing. We have
be~ impressed by the arrangements, by the calibre of the contributions and we have
been overwhelmed by your hospitality.
Dr. K .. R. Ramanathan

: - His Concluding Remarks given on page xvii
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Revise-d Model of Cyclone Structure in Sub-tropical Latitudes
Y., Nozumi and H. Arakawa

Meteorological Office, ~oka, Japan.

1.

Introduction

The development of a depression along a front, as visualized by ~Bje rknes ,
is well known.
At first, there is . a front separa.tipg cold t;dr moving westward or
slowly eastward, f 'rom wann air moving more rapidly eastward. Then a bulge appears
in the front, the warm air advancing from the south and the cold 8ir retreating
to the north. This bulge is somewhat siµtllar · to a wave. This stMe in the development is pre.ceded and accompanied by more rapidly falling pressures in the n ('} ighbourhood of the· wave than elsewhere, and is , characterized by increa?ing cloudines s
caused by ascent of the wa:nn air over the cold.
The bulge becomes
area where the wann air has

more marked, a.p.d · a. low- pressure area fonns over
the greatest distance into the cold.

the .

advanceq~.-

The portion of the depression having wann air at the surface is called
the warm sector.
The air. to- ~he west of the center .of low pressure that has f ormed,
advances southward and southeastwa+d replacing t~ warm air at the groundo This
section of the front is called a cold front _. · On the ot,her side of the · low, the
warm air replaces the cold, and. thia port.ion. of the front is known as a warm front •
This stage is ~own as the mature one of_the life h1 story of a cyclone.
S~vera1 examples of wave cyclone.s of mature
stage which have developed
over the sea to the south of Kyushu, Japan> are given later in this paper .

A wee.the.r radar station with indicator PPI and A-scope has been established
at a _small island . called Tan.egashima (30~38' N_, 130°59 1 E; 290 m above MSL; International index number 869) in 1959.
Since this area is characterized 'by open sea
and by most powerful cyclogenesis, · ~hese radar-obse:ryations provided ·us important
and detailed" information about the st-ructure of Cyclones in their mature · stage over
the open sea.
Fig. 1 shows the location , of Tanegashima.
characteristics of the Radar at .Tanegashima.
Radar .cnaracteristics
antena diameter_

3 me.t ers

wave length

5.66 cm-

peak power.

300 kw

pulse duratiqn ·

1 .• 0 microsecond .

horizontal beam width

1.3°

The table below specifies the
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])~ring four year period ext,endirtg over July, 1959, -to June, 1963, 98
(ni nt ;yeight) wave cyclones passed through the area scanned by this weather radar
(300 kilorrieter range). For these · 98 cyclones; (Hourly) photographs of plan position
indicator (PPI) have been carefully examined.
Sometimes line echoes or scattered
precipitat.fon echoes correspondin.g to precipitation along the cold fronts have
· been detected .
But, to o1ir SU.rprise, precipitation echoes or line echoes cor:r~sponding to cold frorits are relatively small in number, and li.ne echoes in the warm
sector are far more common.

The following tables will serve as an illustration of statistics
on our study ..
Table 1

based

1

---------· --------------------· --· --~-----· ----~---------------:------.--------------

.

cyclones

'
---:------------'-~----------

number of cases
....

.

-------------------~---- .---- --......_

cyclones with Jine echoes in warm sector
cyclones without line echo in warm sector

percent

____

.__.

_______ -.....__ ___

81

83

3

3

. 14

unknown ·

. -

.

.

14

------------·-----~~-~--------~ ..... -------~~-----------·-·--.----.:....----·----

100

Total

Out of 81 cyclones with line echoes · in the warm. sector, 34 cyclones
(42 %) have only one line echo in the warm sector, and 47 cyclones (58 %) have two
or more line echoes . in the warm secto ...
Therefore, almost all cyclones are accompanied by li.ne echoes ~howing
precipi tati.on activity. All 98 cyclones have been cla.ssified from. the standpoint ·
of line echoes in the wann sector as follows

----------------....-- .....
type ·

-·- ---------

--~--------~--------...:--.,-----------·------.

characteri sties
-

sub-classification
. .

.

·-·

----------------------~---.-..--------

There are line
echoes in warm
sector

.

.

.

.... ~·------------·-·-----------·-----------------with
with
with
with
with

one line. echo
two line echoes
three line echoes
four line echoes
five line echoes
.

.

.

----------------------~--~--------------~------------------------~--------~-------

B

._.

There is no
line echo

___________________ ..,..._ __________

B1
B2
~----

...

with line echo corresponcli"ng to cold front
. : . . without line echo correSponding to cold
front

----------------------------- · --~---------------
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These line echoes extend general]Jr . from southwest to .northeast in t he·
warm sector, and a rc almost perpendicula.r to the extension of the warm front.
Sometimes line echoes extend from -south to north, or extend inward to the center of
. cyclone a.s if they were spiral bands.. The length of the line echoes is variable,
extending from 50 kms to more than 500 kms.
The nature of the line echoes will .
be discussed later, but they may properly be named as squall line in the warm sector.

While revf_ewing the collection of time-lapse PPI scope photographs, it
soon became obvious that a revised model for the cyclone strncture was necessary
for subtropical latitudes.
· Example of cyclone with five line echoes (A-tYPe)
In order to demonstrate the riature of line echoes, we turn to the we athe r
situation for 0900 JMT to 2200 JMT, of 5 July 1963.. Figure 2a is the weather map at
2lb0 JMT . 5 July 1963., A wave cyclone was moving eastnortheast over the se a to
south of KyuslID.,
Figure 3 is a sketch for echoes at 0558 tJMT 5 July 1963, based on PPI
photograph taken by the Tanegashirna weather radar. Four line echoes A, B, C and D
extend from soutbwest to northeast in the warm secto:r; of wave cyclone., These four
p_ne echoes moved eastward and passed through _the Ta.negasbima weather station in
succession.. After the photograph at 1628 JMT 5 July 1963, another line echo E
appeared in the rear of these four line echoes and moved through the Tanegashima
weather station as seen from the sketch at .2102 JMT 5 July 1963.
The wind-ve.ne, thermograph and rain-gauge records on 5 July 1965 show
that the changes in wind speed and temperature during the passage of the cold Tront
were very small.. As seen from figure 5., there was no line echo corresponding to
the cold front, although about 1 mm of precipitation was observed during the passage .
More marked changes were observed during the passages of five line echoes.
In
figure 6, the marks A, · B, C, D and E correspond to their passage while C.F. st ands
for the passage of cold front over the Tanegashima weather station.
Above all,
marked changes have been observed during the passage of the line echo B. The total
rainfall during the passage of 1fi ve line echoes was about 30 nnn. The direction of
win~ showed marked changes during the passage of line echoes B, D and E;
while
during the passage of the cold front, it changes from westsouthwest to westnorthwaet.
It was noticed that narrow echo lines are often observed during the passage
of tornadoes in U.S.A..
In subtropical latitudes, we experience moderate showers
during passing prefrontal squall lines in the warm sector of depressions. So the
following revised model for the cyclone structure has been proposed here (see figure
7 ).. In the warm sector of cyclones in subtropical latitudes, there ii.re normally
prefrontal squall lines extending from southwest to northeast.,
These prefrontal
· squall lines, which can be identified by the weather radar a.s line echoes, move
50 km __, 500 km in advance of the cold front of the cyclone system. The rainfall
during ·the · passage of prefronta~l squall lines is sometimes more remarkable than the
rair-fall during the passage of the cold front itself.
Example of cyclone witb line echo along the cold front (B-tYPe)
However, there are other types. On 8 February 1963~ a wave cyclone moved
eastward over the sea to the south of Kyushu. (see figure 2b). At this time, the
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line ~cho was confined to t.he cold front as . seen in figure 8 e (No line echo was
de t ected i n the warm sector).. Wind-vane, thennograph and rain-ge:uge records for
this case are shown in figure 9 ,. which shows the abrupt changes in temperature arid
direction of wind during the passage of th~ .cold f;ronto .
Naturally, the precipitation echoes along the cold front are normaJJ.y of
scattered nature, end not of line echo type~
Conclusion
In this report, it has been shown that the cyclone structure in subtropical latitudes is much more complex than the model proposed by Prof o J. Bjerknes.
An alternative view of cyclone structure in subtropical latitudes is proposed
here (figure 7 ). Line echoes . appearing in warm sector · seem to · correspond to prefrontal squ.all lines and seem to be of convective nature.
Acknowledgements
This study was supported .in part by a grant from the Japan - U.S.Scientifi
Cooperation Programo ·
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Sotne Aspects of Tropical Disturbances over North
Indian Ocean during IIOE period

M. B. Mathur end D.R.

Sikka

lrtternatiotia.l Meteorological Centre, Bombay .

ABSTRACT
This ~tudy mainly describes upper tropospheric circulation pa.ttcms in
the period of tropical disturbances over north Indian Ocean durlng non- .
monsoon months. The cases of simul:taneous intensifica.tion of the tropical
disturbances over .Arabian Sea and Bay .o f Bengal a.re shown to be those of
interactions bet,ween low and high tropospheres. Upper tropospheric .flow
patterns favourable for. intensification are presented.

During November 1964, a severe tropical stortn approaching east coast
of India moved southwards, made a loop and then · recurved. An explanation of
this unusual track (n~ such previous track) is attempted on the basis of
eas~west oriented rldge lines on either sides of the storm in · middle
troposphere, and movement of a deep trough in westerlies.
Flow pa.t'terns favourable for tno\Tement of tropical disturbances northward and southward, and for recu!Vature nre :presented. It is sho\.ln t11at a
few stonns rapidly dis sip ated when the mid-tropospheric system moved a'vlay:
from the stirf ace distu:rbance.

1•

Introduc t ion

..
Prior to the work of Desai and Rao (1954) and later KoteswarBill . and George
{1957) who · attempted ~o explain the formation artd behaviour of tropical cyclones in..
Indian Seas on the basis of dynamical changes in the upper air, the earlier studies
in !ndia were mostly based on surface da.ta. During IIOE period a special effort
was made to collect ship and over ocean air reports. Whereas intensive ship data
collection helped to locate and study the changes in the intensity of, surface syst ems,
the aircraft winds, obtained through commercial flights, helped in determinl.ng po ssi.b le triggering mechanism in Upper levels for intensity changes in the lower levels .

The following is thus an attempt to examine the role of upper tropospheric
flo\.l patterns in intensification, movement and dissipation of tropical disturb ance sover Indian Ocean.
·
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Table 1 - Cyclonic Sj:ionns over North Indian Ocean
1963 -- 1964
'

.

'

.

-------------~------------~---~--~-~-------~-

S.
Duration of DisNo, . turbance/ area

.L

2.

Position of
intensifi,;.
cation irtto
· depression

4.
.5 ..

7.,

. 9.

intensity

.

.

Lowest
Maximum Remarks
pressure Wind
report- . . rep orte d (mb) · ted. . (kt)

4 - 6 J'an
(Bay of Bengal)

5N 84E

Depression 1006.9

20 - 29 May

10N. 68E

Severe

22 - 29 May

. 7N 88E

(Bay of Bengal)
20N 89E
6 - 8 June
{Bay of Bengal)
.. 21N 90E 6 - 7 Oct
(Bay of Bengal)
17N 71E
13 - 17 Oct
(Arabian ~ea)
8N 92~
18 - 28 Oct
(Bay of- Bengal) ·
.· 9N 75E
1 - 7 Dec
·
(Arabiar} Sea)

1 ·- '1 Dec
(Bay of Bengal)

25

·947.0

115

970.0

ove:r
100

993.0

31

Small · core~ · 30
kt. within
2-3° of centre
Moved northward

Storm

(Arabian ;Sea)

. 3.

Maximun1

..... ------~---------------~----~~-----

6N 87E

Severa

· Storm
Depreas~on

Depression 1004.0

23

Storm

998.0

40

Severe ·
Stonn

993. 0 .

Storm

1002.0

. Dep~ssiori

1004.o

Rapid intensification
Rapid inten-

)
30

~

sification,
Simultaneous
intensification

)
1~64

L
2.

3.
'4.

5o

6.

7.

5 - 9 May .

(Bay · of Bengal)
9 - · 14 June
(Arabian Sea)
5 - 7 Oct
'(Bay of Bengal)
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2.

Tracks of disturbances

Figures 1( a) and (b) show tracks of disturbances 'Which moved ove r N. Indian.
Ocean durm.g non South West Monsoon months of 1963-64. Det"ails about maximum intensity, maximum winds reported for each of the disturbances shown in Figures l(a) and
(b) are given in Table 1.
Three important features _emerge
(a) Thr~e _. cases of simultaneous existence of disturbances one each in
Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal during periods (i) 22 to 29 May 1963, (ii) 29 Nov. to
6 Dec. 1963 and (iii) 3 to 10 Nov. 1964. The intensification in Bay and Arabian Sea
seemed to have occurred aJmost simultaneously in these three cases.
.
: (b) Movement of _a tropica.l storm southward off Madras Coast and its re. curvature, tlrus making a loop, during November 1964. · Such loopi_ng in the north
Indian Ocean has not been observed before. It is interesting to note that during
November 1964 another storm over Arabian Sea moved southward..
(c) Formation of a severe tropical storm near 5°N in December 1964, an
unusual case of irttensifioation
Stich low l ·a ti tudes.

at

During 1963 and 1964, six tropical storms attained hurricane intensity .
Thus as bi therto believed, severe tropic~l storms are not uncommon in North Indian
Oceano 'The tropical stonn over Arabian Sea, dUr:ing . the period May 20-29, was probed
by U.So Yeather Bureau Research Flight Facility Aircrafts , which reported maximum
wind 115 knots . . This was perhaps the ·first occasion when such high speeds were reported in a storm while over Sea in this area.:
3o

Upper tropospheric flow favourable for intensification of stonns

Figure 2 Shows circuia.tion - at 200 mb at· 00 GMT of 21 May 1963.
An eas-twest oriented t ·r ough extended from south of Japan to S .E • .Arabian Sea. A double ridge
line on either side of this trough existed north of Equator - one running along
15-2QON and the other near the equator along 5°N.,
The anticyclonic cells in the
northern ridge line were observed to. move towards east (under the influence of westerlies ), while the anticyclonic cells in the southe:rn ridge line. moves towards west.
Tlrus on 21st, the surface disturbance (denoted by heavy dots) over Arabian Sea lay
under northerly flow at 200 mb around anticyclones A~l and A-6. Tracks of these two ·
anticyclones a.re. also shown in Figure 2 •' Riehl. (1950) has shoVln that disturbances
intensify when they·· lie below northerly · flow at 200 nil;>. · During next 24 hours.9 the
low level disturbance intens:lfied into severe t _ropical ~tonn with 70 knots winds in
circulation a Similar flow patterns at 200. mb in Bay ·o r Bengal on 25 May intensified
another surface disturbance into severe storm. In case of both the disturbances which
e.ttain~d hurricane intensity during May 1963 the low 1evel systems showed first signs
of intensification When they were · overlaid by anticyclonic circulation at . 200 mb.
The movement of these anticyclonic circulations du.ring this period and their
influence on low · le'Ve1 systems have be.e n described in detail by Mathur and Thomas
(1965 ).
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3a2

Qpper Tropospheric anticyclonic circulation

We have shown above that, during summer transition low level systems inte!l\
sify when they are favourabl.y placed with respect to upper level anticyclones. ~uch
cases of interaction between low and high tropospheres are also observed during
pos-t-;monsoon season. . Figure 3( b) shows track of· tropical storm which fonhed off
Konkan on 14 October 1963.
The incipient system had moved across peninsula. as a
·cyclonic circulation from Bay between 9 and 13 October.
Figures 3\a) and (b) sl:iow
Circulation over India at 200 mb on 12th · and 14th. It can be seen that the anticyclbne which lay on 12th over cent1~a1 India ·was . displa.ced southwestward and lay over
the low level cyc).onic circulation on 14-th. The low level .circulation intensified
·rapidly into a tropical storm.
· Thus both during premonsoon· and post monsoon monthe, the above mentioned .
surfe.ce disturbances got intensified when they were over-laid by .anticyclones in
upper tro't'osphere~ The mechani8m of' formati'on is thils similar to that describe d .
by Riehl · ~1948) for Pacific Ocean. Similar conclusions were also reached earlier by
Desai and Rao (1954) whose work was genera.lly based at· 500 mb level.
3.3

Role of troughs in upper tropo,w here

During transition months, .troughs in low latitudes westerlies, distinct .
from t.roughs in middle 1ati tudes are often seen to progress eastwards over north
.
Indian Ocean in upper troposphere. Mathur (1965.) has described regular progression
of such low latitude troughs in westerlies enhancing convective activity over Indian
Peninsula during summer transit.ion. On 19 October 1963 at 200 mb, a. low latitude
trough extended from west Pakistan to Central Arabian Sea. A trough in middle latitude westerlies was approaching it from west. ~osition of these troughs _o n l 9th
are shown in Figure 4o . It is probable that at 12Z .o f 20th , (fig. 4} the trough over
west Pakistan retrograded and .lay in phase with middle latitude trough. Such formation of large amplitude troughs ~ver north Indian Ocean have been described by
Anj aneyulu, and Sikka (1963) and Mathur (1965 )_ With such inphase super position of
the troughs in westerlies, the :r:Ldge associated with· anticyclonic circulation· (~1)
over India ahead of the trough ·became well marked.. Marked. outflow from this anti-.
cyclone, strengthened the northeasterlies over south'Indian Peninsula and adjoiiling ·
areas. It is felt that strengthening of.' northerlies over Ceylon and Gan" area, intensified a feeble trough in easterlies
the east over South Bay (fig. 4). Under the
influence of divergent -northerly flow ahead of the trough in easterlies, a surface
depression (Track shown with dotted lines) rapidly intensified into a severe tropical
storm with over 45 knots wind reported at surface. In the middle troposphere over
· 60 knot winds were reported in circulation.
The role of the anticyclone Al over the
Indian Peninsula ·is producing large convective · activity ·over .Andhra Pradesh a.rid
mdgbbourhood far_.. to the .norlh of the tropical storm1 · has b~en discussed by
.•t\.nj ~meyulu, Sikka and Gi.iiunadhan (1965). Changes in winds over south Peninsula and
Ceylon confirmed the movement of trough in easterlies westward. Tlms at 12 Z ,of
21st it . lay along . 75 E (Figure 5-a) artd it rnoved into Arabian Sea ' on . the following
day. Behind the trough in e .a sterlies ·southerlies prerv·a iled over peninsul~ by 22nd • .
The tropical -'. storm weakene_d and slowly ,reourv.ed. It continued to have 25 knot. winds
in circulation till 25th. On 26th i ~ . emerged ' into Bay of Bengal and reintensified
rapidly into a tropica.l st.onn. It is interesting to note that an anticyclonic ci:riculation at 200 mb lay· over north Bay on 25th (fig. 5-b ). · On 26th the anticyclonic
circulation persisted in tpe swie area and · the surface cyclonic circulation intensifi~d rapidly when . it lay below this anticyclonic circula.ti.o n aided by its emergence
in( the Bay of ..Bengal.
.
',

to

I
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3.4

Inphase superposition

It is well known that when a trough in middle latitude westerlies and a
disturbance in low latitude easterlies 1ie in phase, there is meridional exchange
of energy. Such inphase superposition was probably responsible for rapid intensification of a tropical depression into a severe storm in November 1964. Figure
6( a) shows, circulation features at 500 mb at 1200 Z of 18 November.
A feeble
depression was approaching coast of Madras. A. cyc·lonic circulation in middle troporphere had moved from west to Kaslnnir with. trough extending southeast towards the
depression area. Winds over NW India were 40/50 knots . even at 500 .mb. The feeble
depression .intensified rapidly into a sever'e tropical stonn with over 60 knots
wind reported in circulation at surf.ace on 18th.
The circulation features at
200. mb were similar but the westerly system was, however, niore marked at 500 mb.
It has been mentioned above that two severe storms fanned during May 1963,
one each. in Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal in association with westward movement of
a series of anticyclonic circulations at 200 mb. Dur=Lng Pecember 1963 and November
1964, two disturbances intensified simliltaneously one each in Bay .o f Bengal and
Arabian Sea. Unlike during May 1963, in these two cases, intensification took place
in association with movement of two troughs ih easterlies at 300/200 mb levels. The
low level systems intensified when they · 1ay ahead of such troughs in easterli~s.
During. December 1964, a severe tropical sto:rrri formed near 5°N~ · In this case, also
it lay ahead of a trough in easterly at 300 mb. Due to space limitations, the rel~
vant figures are not reproduced. Thus ·· the movement of troughs and ridges (anticyclones) in the upper troposphere at 300/200 mb appear to be directly related to
intensification of low level systems-.

4o

On movement of tropical disturbances

According to Riehl (1956) steering of tropical storms; can be loo~ed
upon as a case of interaction between vortiGes. As such the position and intensity
of subtrop1cal ridge.? has an important role in steering disturbances. During 1963
and 1964, stonns which lay in ea,sterly current, south of subtropical ridgelines .in
middle and upper troposphere were seen to · progress westwa;rds.
Two tropical disturbances moved southwards during November 1964 (Fig .1-b) .
one over Bay and another over Arabian Sea. Though it is difficult to explain southward movement of the ·storm and there may be special mechanism for such behaviour~
the following suggestion is given as a possible explanation in these two cases. The
depression in Bay of Beng.al after rapid intens1fication on 18th November in association with trough
westerlies as described earlier, moved slowly southward. (The
system before 18th was moving slowly westnorthwestwards ). ~he most. striking feature
on 18th November 1964 at 500 mb as can be seen from Figure 6(a) was the existence of
double ridge line over north Indian Ocean, one near about 18N and the other near 5N.
Thus the circulation at 500 mb over Arabian Sea· was dominated by anticyclones with
ridge extending northward to .Russian Turkistan. It is felt that such anticyclonic
flow pattern over Arabian Sea prevented the cyclonic storm · from following its track
_ westward between 18th and 20th. The. trough in westerlies (figo 6-a) over central
India shifted eastwaid to n.ortheast India. Behind it, the ridge associated with
antiGyclone off Konkan coast extended to Andhra Pradesh. Northerlies prevailed over
most Peninsula on 20 November, ea.st of· the well marked ridge; Figure 6(a) in the
middle troposphere . The author feels that existence of a well marked anticyclonic
circulation ahead of the disturbance with well marked northerly current to east of

in
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the ridg'e was perbaps responsible for southward movement of the low level disturbance.
Such circulation patterns also prevailed over Arabian coast ·and adjoining region,
when the depression in Arabian Sea moved southward during the period 8 to 11 November
1964.
· T"wc, tropical disturbances rec.i Jrved during 1963-1964 \i) during Oc t ober
1963 when tropical storm after crossing Madras coast weakened into a depression and
recurved near 14N over Peninsula. (ii) During November 1964, tropical storm approaching Madras Coast moved slowly southward anc,i later northeastwards. In both these ·
cases, the main feature was the movement of :a deep trough in westerlies at 300/200
mbo For example ~s during October 1963, the depression over peninsula recurved on
22nd, under the influence of the trough in westerJies which lay on 21st extending
from Russien Turkistan to Central Arabian Sea as shown in Fig. 5(a). The trough
movement bet~een 2lst and 22nd was rather rapid and the axis lay on 22nd along 75°E •

. There were three instances of northwaTd movement

of

tropical

storms

.

· (1) 22-2'9 May 1963, (2) 14 to 16 October 1963 and (3) 8 to 13 June 1964, of which (1)
and (3) attained lrurricane intensity.
In ·all these cases; . the main feature was
existence of a feeble trough .north of the. disturbance in middle troposphere and the
subtropical ridge in the lori.gi tude belt, in .which these disturbances lay, was not
\.Tell defined in middle troposphere. ··

5.

Dissipation
of Tropical
Disturbances
.
.
. :
~

'

-.

There has been very few studies in detail for understanding the ci rculation patterns 'favourable' for dissipation
tropical distu.rbences in Indian region.
Koteswaram and George (1957) explained dissipation on account of the inflow of cold
air from neighbouring jet stream at 200 mb. ·The dissipation of stonns has been generally associated witb inflow of cold air into storm circulation or due to the movement of storm inland leading to cutting off moisture and dissipation of kinetic energy
due to friction.
It has been shown by Miller (1964) that clissipation of kinetic
. energy due to friction takes plac·e in low leyels only. The system, due to friction
alone will thus riot dissipate. Estoque (1904) has shown that no marked changes in
radial and vertical velocities iri stonn circulation takes place due to increase in
frictional forces alone and movement of stonn to colder areas. According t o ltlm,
main factor responsible for dissipation of storms is· due to cutting off moisture
suppJ...y o During our study some cases of . dissipation of stonns while over sea were
also obseivedo

of'

During years · 1963-l964; there were .sixteen tropic·al sto.rms or depressions
during · non-monsoon months. Ui th the available data it· was not possible to · ascribe
factors which led to dissipation. However in . a few .cases movement of middle tro. pospher:i,.c cyclonic circulation; associated with the low level disturbance during its
intense period, away from the su~face disturbance was seen to lead to dissipation
of the system.
Fig. 3(c) shows remnant of. a ·cyclonic stonn which lay over surface off · ·
Gujarat coast 'a s a feeble depression on 17 October .1 963. At 700 mb (Fig. 3-d) the
cyclonic circulation had already moved to Rajasthan. Thus, the cyclonic storm rapidly
dissipated over sea, ~hen middle tropospheric cyclonic · circulation moved awaj from low level disturbance.
Similar cases .of dissipation were obser1ed during Novembe r
1964 and ·December 1963. Figs. 7(a) and . (c) show circulation at surface on 7 Nov~mber
1964 and 5 ~e.cember 1963 respectivezy; and Figures 7(b) and. (d) circ~lation .at 500 mb
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du r i ne these daysd Comparing circulation e.t surface and 500 mb, it can be seen t hat
the sys tem at 500 mb lay to the west of surface system. With the available data,
there was no evideri_ce to suggest that the system did not extend from surface to
500 mb vertically before these d~ys. It can be seen from tracks of these distul\bances in figure 1(b) and (a) respectively, that both disturbances weakened rapidly
(within 24 hours)' with the middle tropospheric system moving away from the low
level circulation. Such dissipation of storms has been also observed during monsoon
period. During September 1964, two tropical depressions weakened when 500 mb system
moved away from low level system. This suggests that at least in some of the tropical die.-L-urbances, the low and middle tropospheric systems are different and the disturbances appea.r .most intense when the . two systems are superimposed.

The fracture of 500 mb circulation may not be due to the systems entering
coast·. For . example, the tracks of disturbances during October 1963 and June 1964
off Gujarat coast are almost si~~lar. However, though in October 1963, the 500 mb
system moved northward a.way from low level system thus weakening -che disturbance,
during June 1964 the storm though weakened at surface after the 500 mb circulation
having moved inland, its circulation continued to be active in the middle troposphere ..
The dissipations of cyclonic storm during November 1964 over Arabian Sea., was also
associated with movement of middle tropospheric circulation away from low level
disturbance.

6.

Some Aspects of the low tropospheric circulation associated with tropipal stonns

In section 3, we have described circulation patterns which are favourable
for intensification of tropical disturbances. In the lower troposphere, the intensification of incipient disturbances was often preceded by increase in strength of
westerlies or easterlies around the circulation. Strong westerlies were found to
precede intensification of tropical disturbance which formed during May,October or
early November. While in the case of late November storms and in other months, the
intensifi.cation was generally preceded by. strengthening of easterlies. Region of
strong winds around the centre, varied from storm to storm. · For instance,
the
severe stonn which we had in November 1963 had 20-30 knots winds in circulation 6nJy
upto 2-3 degrees away from centre though near the centre winds were over 60 knots.
In the case of tropice.l storm between 3 to 12 November 1963 over Arabian Se?- strong .
winds were reported at 5-6° away from centre when it was most intense.
In some
storms, the winds near the centre periphery were strong at 700 or 500 mb than at ·
surface. This was so in cases of storms (i) 03-13 November 1964 in the Arabian Sea,
(ii) 16-27 October 1963 in Bay and (iii) 08-13 June 1964 in Arabian Sea. ·
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Pe ··si :.:;t,ence of the move ment of the tropical cyclones/depressions in the
Bay of Bengal during the pre and post mon soon periods *

So Jayaraman, T.,R.

~rinivasan

and N.,C. Rai Sircar

Regional Meteorological Centre, Bombay .
ABSTRACT
--.---

An examination of the tracks of cyclonic stonns/ depressions in the Bay of
Benga.1 during the pre and post monsoon periods (April, May and October to December )
for the years 1891 to 1960 was made with reference to the chara.cteristic of their
directions of movements n
The se a area was divided into 2 ~ degree squares f o r
this studyo
The track ·of the cyclonic disturbances in each of the squares · was
classified into three cate.gories as follows :

L

A

Tracks having clockwise curvature (curvature exceeding 10°
in the clockwise sense )

2.

B

Tracks having anti-clockwise curv~ture (curvature exceeding
10° in the anti-clockwise sense) and

C : Tracks having

per~istent

type

(when the curvature within± 10°)e

The percentage frequencies of the above three types were detennine d for
·each 2 ! degree squares and plotted at the centre of each of the squares on different ·
sets of charts and isolines drawn at 20 percent intervaL These isolines mark . out the
areas favourable for persistent motion and recurvature clockwise or anti-clockwise.
II - The following are the salient features revealed by the charts :

In April very high probability of persisfant movement exists over south
and north Bay of Bengal and also over the south .Andaman sea. In May the area of
high probability of persistent movement covers southwest Bay and ~daman se_ao
In October the probability of persistent movement· is very high practically
over the entire Bay~ · .In November the tendency for anticlockwise curvature is seen
more in the west central Bay and is practically absent in Andaman sea and the
extreme south Bay.
The central Bay is the main area where a November disturbance .
undergoes a turning ~ clockwiseY.
The December disturbances show , more or less
identical featu-r es as those in November.
Clockwise curvatures take
place mainly
. in the Central Bay and is absent in Andaman sea and · southeast Bay. The turning in
the anti-clockwise sense generally occurs in oouth Bay and is absent i!1. north Bay.

. REFEBFJWFS

Rai Sircar, N.Co, 1958
Part

'vv.

Memoirs of the India Meteorological Department, Vol. XXX,

India Meteorological Department, 1964 : Tracks of storms and depressions in the Bay
of Bengal and the ArabiBn Sea 1877-1960.;
------- --------------------------~---~~---~--

*

This is a summary of the paper published in the Indian Journal of Meteorology and
Geophysics, Vol.. · 17, No. 3.
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A Tec hnique for Storm-Wave Forecasting
NOS .Bhaskara Rao
Mete o rologicaJ_ Office, Bombay Airport
and
S .MazUi"'Ddar
Meteorological Office ,New Delhi

ABSTRACT
------

The pres ent investigatibn is an elaboration of the authors' previous
study (1965 ), and covers . the coastline of tne Inda-Pakistan subcontinent
and. Bunn a, from the Sind t6 the Arakan coasts.
It has been shown that the topography -of' the sea-bed near the coast
and the strength and direction of the on-shore gales due to cyclonic storms
play a vit.~1· role in the occurrence of ~torm-·waves. Equations, based on
hydrodynamical and other theoretical considerations have been developed for
providing a basis for t he technique a Numerical computations have been
carried out for different points of the coas tline, using the contours of the·
· bottom topography of the sea near the coast .at these points; and on · the
basis of these permanent features; the coastline has been diyided into zones
of different degrees of vulnerability to stonn-waVese . The variable features
viz. the altitudes and directions of approach of cyclonic storms have been
discussed, and their implications, especic~lly with regard t .o favourable
and unfav ourable pre-conditions of the sea, explained. A few well-documented cases have also been discussed by way of illustration, and· the limit.ations :.Hnd the p ractical advantages of the techni-que brought out.

Storm-wave$ have come to be recognised as one of the major ~aturaL calamities .on account of 't he great losses of life and property that are oft,en associated

\.Vfth thE1ill.

'l he need for a reliable technique for predicting storm-waves h~s beeri felt
for many decades. A, technique for the forecasting of . storm-waves and their height
1

was develop ed by the present aut hors and the results were communic ated i n a paper
(1965) ,. awaiting publicat i on). As the results appeared very promising, the authors
felt encou raged to extend the itechnique to the rest of the Indian coastline and the
auja.cent coast s o:f P aki stan -ffild Burmao The present paper mainly concerns itself
t.fitri a detai led discussion of the results obtained from these studies.
2..

Principles on which the

Techniqu~is

_based

Followi.n g ~he sugg estion made by ~rakaw a. (1957 ), the evaluation of the
storm-wavt3 height was made · first by determining the values of the individual parameters concern.e d and then summing them up to obtain the total height.
The total
height H can be ·written as

H = A + B +· P + X

(1)

251 ··
where

A = the height of the Astronomical Tide;
B ·= sr;ati c rise i n . t he level of the sea-surface due to the reduced pressure
at a p oint c aused by the presence of the cyclonic storm, or the socalled 'Inverted Barometer Effect' ;
·
P = height to which the level of the sea-water rises at the coast due to
the slope of _the sea-surface caused by strong on-shore winds, Le-.
the piling up effect of the wind;

and

X

=

height of the individual waves.

Of the above parameters, A can be obtained from the Tide Ta9les;
mined by the simple equation
Pax 10 3 ·

B

B is to be deter-- ,

. •· . . . . . .

=
g

.(2)

where B is measured in centimetres and Pa is the re~uction in the pressure at the
point due to the presence of the cyclonic system in millibars. The reduction in the
pressure in millibars approxim~tely gives the value of B in centimetres. Thus, even
in. a fairly severe cyclone, the value of ~ would not exceed half a metre.
For the evaluation of P, we have used an ~mpirical Tormula (Sv~rdrup et al,
1945;1961) giving the relationship between i . (the slope of the , s~a-surface) and W
(the wind acting on the surface and causing the slope).
From the equation ·

id

4.s x 10-9 x

w2

(3)

where d ·is' the depth of the water-column below the point on the sea-surface under
consideration, we obtain, by substituting .i = A.P
the equation
. A.

A. p

= 4. 8 x 1o- 9 x w2 x

~D/d

D,

{4)

where
A D is the horizontal distance of a section of the sea-surface taken alon·g
a line ~rPendicular to the C·Oast line at the point of the coast for which the height
P is evaluated, and P is the corresponding difference in the heights of the sloping
su-rface at the' two ends of this section. 'd' is the average depth of the section.
The schematic representation of the sloping surface is shown in Fig. 1; For evaluating the -;total rise at the coast, we have to integrate the effect on different sectors
of varying depths, from a point where the piling-up effect is negligible upto the
coastline. In the results that follow, we have arbitrarily ~aken the outer boundary
as the point where the depth becomes 50 fathoms (i.e. about l(X) metres) or the point
at a distance of 100 km from the coast whichever is less. The value of P, which is
the total rise in the sea-level at the coast,. has been obtained · by the finite integration as shown below

(5)
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where the suffixes n refer to the number of sections, and W·2 is the square of the
sustained on-shore component of the wind. A schematic repre se;ntation of the pilingup effect is shown in Fig. 2.
Equations 4 and 5 help in bringing .out
bottom-topography
the sea near the coast. In
values of
~D are large for small values ·bf d
there. · ·Along coasts where deep water is reached
coast, the values of P work out to be smal~.

of

the importance of the role of the
.e xtended shoals and banks, the
and hence. the values of P are high .
within a short distance of the

Using. equation ( 5), the evaluation of P for some one hundred points aldng
the coastline of India, Pakistan and Burma has been made for three ~presentative ·
. values of th~ sustained wind, · viz., 20; 30· and 40 m.p.s.
· ·The three terms A, B and P represent the steady rise of the sea-level at
the coast. Superimposed on this are the large stonn--waves and storm-swell which
cause· an additional rise in the watE3T-.level.· · The term X in equation (1) was introduced to take tbis phenomenon into account.

+he evaluation of I is beset with several difficultie·s . The forecaster
has to estimate the height of waves generated by the sto:rm and then visualise what
would happen to these waves as they approach . the coast. As this is a pr9blem that
defles direct solution, we have chosen · an alternative approach. It has be~n established by -a number· of studies that waves break on nearing the coast when they reach
an area. whose depth is 1 to 1. 5 tinH~S their height. For storm-wave f or~casting,
it is clearly not the height of the waves
the open sea that matters, but the
height of the waves which are able to· reach . right upto the coast. Normally a.t the
~oast (i.e. D = o), d - ~ A. But, due ·to the ' effe~ts of Band· P under storm conditions,
the value of d at the coast (i.e. where D = 0) is giverrby

in

d

=

...

.A+B+P

.

..

.

(6)

If "b" is the ratio given by
b

= d/X

{7)

the value of b will u.sually be between 1 and 1. 5..
Stonn--wave s are known to be ·
generally steep, and steep waves. break at greater depths and long swells at lower
depths. Hence, for evaluating X, we have assumed· the value of b to be L5.
Thus,
from equations ( 6) and ( 7) we have, at P. = 0

x =

2

3

Substituting for X in equation

H

..

(A+ B + f)

(l),

. . ·• . . . .

(8)

we have

......

=

(9)

.

Equation ( 9) can be split up into two parts, viz. , .
H

=

Q P,
where H1 =
3

•

(A + B).

0

.• •

(10)
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:Sut for the small contrihution due to B, H2 represents the nonnal sea-level condition and H1 the additional height due _to the effect of the storm
.
As the calculation of the values of P takes considerahle time, the values
of H1 have to be worked out in advance for different representative points along
the coast and kept ready for use. The. value of H2 has to be dete nnined at the time
of forecasting.
The values of P and H1 obtained by the above method are applicable to open
beach conditions only. Local dynamical effects like those associated with narrow
bays and estuaries are not incorporated in them; these have to be worked out separately for individual bays, gulfs and estuaries with the help of suitable large-scale
maps, on the basis of mesa-scale studies. However, calculations of P and H1 have
been made for areas like the Gulf of Cambay and Gulf of Kutch assuming open beach
conditions as it may be possible to use these values for making further refinements
in the calculations pertaining to specially vulnerable locations.
3G

Discussion of Results
(a)" Permanent features - the bottom topography

The pre-calculated values of P and R1 for 34 locations along the sea-board
of the Bay of Bengal and 31 locations 'on the Arabian Sea coastline are given in
Tables I and II respectively. The direction normal to the coast at each location~ the most favourable direction from which the wind should blow for producing the
maximum piling.-up effect~ - is given in columns 5 and 6 of the tableso
With the help of the above calcu,latiort it has become possible to classify
the coastal belts in · a permanent manner.. The . locations have been classified into
three cate~ories - a, b and· c whi
_-' eh ind_i_· cate the degree of vu
. lnerabili ty (in increasing order) of any part of the coastal .belt to storm-surge afflictions.. At stations
in category a, the value of H1 (under column 12) is 2 metres (i. e about one fathom)
.or lesso These are comparatively safe areas where major storm-surges will not occur
even when all other conditions are favouraple.. Stations under category b are those
where the value of H1 is between 2 and 5 metres ( 1 and 2~5 fathoms )~ At these .
stations major flooding may occur only in : associ;ation with severe storms provided all
the conditions are favourable. ~ut the probability of such flooding is low, and only
minor surges are more often likely. Coastal strips under category c are those where
the values of H1 are more than 5 nietres (2.5 .fathoms)G These are highly vulnerable ·
areas where major surges should always be ~ticipated in association with approaching
cyclonic storm.so ·
1

Q

The dependence ·of the coast~l vulnerability to devastation by stonn-surges
on bottom topograpcy is illustrated in Fig .. 3 which shows a small section of the
lower Coromandel Coast where the c-type · belt is marke.d by cross-hatching and the
:P.:.type belt is _marked by single-hatching with slanting lin~s. The approach of the
deeper contour lines t,owards the coast . to the north makes the c oast there progressively less vulnerable northwards ..

"

The classification of the entire coast-line under study is shown in Figo-4 ..
The areas which suffered major floods in the past are shown by crosses near the
coastline; the areas where moderate flooding occurred are shown by a chain of circ~es
near the coastlineo The agreement between the classification
of · coastal belts
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(determined from theoretical and.. synoptic c onside rations and c omput ati ons f rom s e abed contour maps) . and the occu r 'r ence of past surges is noteworthy .a nd appears . t o
su,_ggest that the te chnique proposed in this paper follows the right lines. Tabl e
III gi ves the s ·a lient details of the 1;1vailable reports of past storm surges.
The
classification of the affected coastal strips is given in column 8 of t his t able .
Infonnation regarding the actual heights of the stonn waves is not available i n all
cases; even in the ·cases of re.ported wave heights, it could not often be ve r ified
whether the heights, were estimated above thH mean sea level or above the . ground
leveL Hence, under column 6, a brief i:qdication of the 19sses of life and damages
(whe rever recorded) has been given for ae,sisting in an indirect assessment of the
magnitude of the surges. The data- on· storm surges given in the table
(Table III )
and used for the preparation of some of the charts have been collec.t ed from various
sources which include the records .made by Gastre-11 and f?landfqrd (1866), Dallas ( 1891)
Eliot (1900 ), India Weather Eeview~Anriual Slimmary. (Part C) (1890-1953) and report s
'
.of officers of the India Meteorological . Department · who made t ours of the areas affected by cyclonic storms~ The list i~ not complete especially with regard to
the
storm surges that affected the coastline at different times during the :eight eenth
and nineteenth centuries. There may be some gaps in the data of even tbis century
as no organisation exists specially,, for taking observations of storm surgese However~ ·
despite these obvious limitations _of .-data,,. it can be seen .from Table III that all
the known major storm waves whicq CEtUS~d 19s$eSs of life in the past occurred in th~
c-type coast-al areas. It is int8re$ting to . note that the maximllin
height of 1 3
metres reported by EJiot ( 1900) (Item .. No. _ 5 , of Table III) in the case of Backe r gunge
Cyclone of 1876 .near the mouth of the Meghria River agrees well with the value of
H1 = 13 ...4 metres shown by the calculations i _n .Table 1, c.o lumn 12, against Item 29 ..
1

'

'
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There are · four coa$tal ~):'$· ·as · of the India sub-continent which come . under
the c-type. One is the coastal belt· around the head of the Bay of Bengal, roughly
to · the north of lat·. 20°N. The value:;i of 1{1 worked oµt show that some parts of thi s
are a, like the eastern half of the Su'h de roans, are highly vulnerable ( see Table I ) .
The frequency of cyclones ~s quite high in this . area and their tracks are also generally favourable for the occurrenc~..· of ·stq~nn stirgesQ · Case studies of past storms
confirm that the Sunderbans have- tlle.i-, mghes~ frequency of storm surges in the . entir~
coastal area under study. In fact, : almost ··all-. the severe cyclones which occurred i n
the area _during the past $ix years . (;196 Q....l:965) were accompanied by devastating storm
waveso
, .
'.!.

'·

. i: 1.

The second c-type area is::. the coatit.al belt around the Palk Strait · and
adjoining south Coromandel Coast~ The:_ frequency of storms affecting this area is
much less than that pertaj..nirtg 'to . tJi~~, Sunderbans... But the vulnerability of the foDme r areas is amply demonstrated by ·. -bli(3·'. . few ·'.s-f?~±nis which actually visited them. Table
IV gives the statistics of storms· ~hich . struck. the east coast of Indi~ south of l at .
l7°N and the number of storm surge's which oc <?_urred in association with themo . These
data also provide qualitative supp6 ~ 't6 th~. prediction technique presented here o
'

'

~
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The third c-type area is.'t he Konkan ·coast to the north of lat. 18°N and
the coastal belt around the Guli',
d·amb?.Y o . · The frequency of cyclones is extremely
low in this area • .· During 't he past seventy £iv-e yearsj only four storms struck the
c~ast between latitudes rno and 1:9°N;~ · _and · ~mly three storms between latitudes 19° and
21ON
No storm is lmown
have eri:'D~~fy d the Gulf df Cambay ir.. recent times o No major
storm waves have been reported . £roi1f : J,hes~ areas : this may be due partly to the
height and steepness of the coast ab6ve the sea-level in the coast~l st:-1-p betw~en
l atitudes rn° and 200N~ and partly .t;;c: the ·, _'large range of astronomical ti·d esj which
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are as high as 5 metres at Bombay and 11 metres at Cambay o Pro·b ably the few storms
that crossed this pELrl of the coast diO. not have the tides favourable f or the buildup of high destructive mirgeso
The only authentic and recorded account of a. eye-lone
causing a major storm wave in the Cambay area is due to Dallas ( 1891 ) ..
The fourth c-tYPe area lies between Dwarka and Karachi (see Fig 4 )o
Data of sto.rm surges in the extensive marshy areas of the Rann of Kutch .are very
meagreo The frequency of storms there is also low. The Kutch Cyclone of June 1964
was accompanied by major surges and waves in the Gulf of Kutch lNhich caused extensiv e
damage to the sea ports around the . Gulf.. The Sind Storm of May 1851 and the Karachi,
Storm of June · 1902 were both reported to have been accompanied by major stonn surges
0

0

The east coast of India between Latitudes 14° and 16o5°N belongs to t he
b-typeo The Masulipatam Storm of 1949 caused a moderate surge of 4-5 metres in this
belt. · The Masulipatam Cyclone of November 1864 i-s reported to have caused major
surge s 'in thi·s areao
~he Coromandel Coast belt between Point Calimere and Karaikal also belongs
to the b-type.. The severe Nagapattinam Cyclone of 1952 and the Tanj ore Cyclone of
1955 caused stonn surges of 4-.5 metres in this areao

T-he entire west coast of India, south of lat.. 18°N belongs to the b-type.
the frequency of storms is extremely low along this part of the coastUne, only four storms having struck it during the · past 75 years . The tracks of the
storms are also not generally favourable for the development of storm waves. No .
reporl of any maj'or .or moderate storm surge along this coast exists.

~oftunate·ly,

The coastal . strip of the Kathiawar Peninsula ~ between_ Diu and Dwarlca, is
of the 1>-typeo The value of P (about 1 to 1.5 metres) is rather small, being only
about one-half of the astronomieal tide of 3 metres o
The coastal topography is.
probably . such that it can withstand relativeJy small additional rises in the sea1ev eL No major stonn surges appear to have occurred in this area even t hough the
freqwmcy of storms is the highest in this· region for the entire west coast..
The
Kutch Cyclone of June 1964 caused moderate surges near Dwarkao
(b) · The wind-field relative to the coast

The term w2 involved in the calculation of P (see equation (6)) represents
the square of the on-shore component of the ..§JJ.Stained wind and not the absolute peak
wind associated with a storm. It therefore follows that the surges occurring with
an approaching storm · will .become a reality only when, and at only these points, where
the on-shore winds are · able to pile up the waters against the coast.
,cast studies
·o f some important past storms lend support to this basic assumption underlying the
present technique. A few ·e a es are discussed below by way of illustration.
(1)

East Pakistar.. Stenn of May 196i

The track of the ' storm and the areas inundated by the associated storm
surges are shown in Fig. 5o. It will be seen that st o~ s1:1rges ar;d_ waves . occurred
only in those areas where the winds were on-sho.re. This is a fairly typical example
of the storms which affect· :the East Pakistan coast again and again, and of the storm
,surges which very often accompany them.;
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(ii ) Naga.J2attinom Storm of Novembe r 1952
The track and t he are a s of ,inundation are shown in Fig 6 o
The timings
the stonn waves which affected t he coast al belt to
the north of the storm t ·rack occurred about ·the time when the storm was c r o s s ing the
coast and eas~erly gales swept the coastal regions. 'rhe stonn waves which affected
the southern coast be~ween Point Cali.m~re and Acli_rampatnam occurred after t he passag1
of the stonn centre ~nland, when southerly gales behind the .storm cent re lashed
this· areao
0

are significant in this case o

(iii)

R'alneshwaram Cyclone of December 1964

The s~onn passed westwards · acro$S the southern fringe_s of the Palk . Strait
and caused · large storm waves · along the northern shores of the i _s lands of· .Mannar,
Dhanushkodi and Pamban.
In · this case, the · storm waves .occurred well i n advance of
·the cyclone centre when these ·islands were in .the grip of northerly gal e so A detailed study of this storm was made by the . present authors ( 1 965) and the resu lts
are being published elsewhere.
·
(iv)

Masulipa.tam Storm of October 1949

The track of this storm and the coastal area affected by the surges
accompanying it are shown in fig •.7 o ·The sharp termination of th~ storm ·wave effect
·just to the right of the tr~ck confirms the view · that the phenomen on wa s confined
,:mf.y to the onshore wind sector of the storm fieldo
Apart from the cases discussed above,. a car~ful .s crutiny of t h e available
reports of · all past stonns in the Arabian Sea and the Bay · of-Bengal did n ot bripg out
any evidence to suggest that storm wave phenome!'1:a can occur in any secto r.
the
storm field other than that in which · the wipds are on-_s hore. 'I'here are a: few records
of dam~e to sea-walls and seaside installations caused .by rollers f:tt>m distant
stonns ~Mukherjee et . al, . 1961 ). Such phenomena are . of course not within the purview
of the p.resent discussion. ~rom the available evidence it looks as though at · least
in the case of the cyclonic storms in the Indian Seas ( which are :relatively smaller
and less severe than their counterparts in the. Atlantic and Pacific ) , the piling-up
of the water by the on-shore winds plays the decisive part. in the occurrence - of
stonn waves .

of

(c)

~titative Agreement

Authentic data on the actual heights attained by past surges a re f a r too
meagre to make a satisfactory verification of the values· of P and H as gi ven in
. Tables I and II. However, comparisons were attempted. in a few we ll-. documented c a s e s
and a reasonably satisfactory agreement was found between the comput ed and the actual
v ·a lues,,
(d)

Some Cautionary Remarks

As already pointed out, the present technique ~s app l icable t o op en be ach
conditions onlyo Further, the values of P and H1 .given in Tables I and II are t he
maximum values to which the water. qould rise when all t he conditi ons are f avou rable o
These include the pre-condition of the sea and the topog r aphy of the c.oast o
A
detailed explanation of these aspects has been offered in the earli er p ape r (1 965)
al:ready referred too
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To illustrate the si gnificance of the pre-c ond_iti on of t h e s ea and the
durat ion of the sustained winds for the growth of -the storm surges the case ·of
t he Chittagong Cyclone of May 1963 may be cited (Fige 8 ). This se;e re but smallcore cyclone moved rapidly northwards~ striking the . East Pakistan coast
near
Chittagong. The strong easterly winds ahe~d of the storm ce ntre resulted in the
orientation of the sea movement being strongly from east to west. It would appear
that the strong on-shore winds in the :rear of the storm did not have enough time _
first to overcome th:i,s initial unfavourable orientation of the sea and then to pi le
up the waters against the coast
The result was that there was hardly any sto nn
surge accompanying this otherwise vio'lent cyclone ..
o

From the standpoints of both a favourable pre-condition of the sea and
duration of · the on-shore winds, a stonn which approaches a coast at an angle of
about 120° (measured clock-wise . from "coast to sea) appears to . be the one most pot ent
.for causing the maximum surges. l'he n~ _nnal _paths of storms in the Bay of Bengal a.re
frequently favourable for this ty-pe of approach, while the paths of storms that
strike the ea.stem shores of the . A:rab:i,.an se·a are not fB:vourable for major build-u ps
of surges. For -similar reasons, a stonn _skirting the .east coast has a greater chance .
of causing larger surge·s than a storm striking the we st. coast. A very slow-moving or
stationary storm near the coast should generally be expected to cause · the maximum
surges which might reach the values given under column 12 in Tables I and .II ..
.
It should be pointed out that the values of H1 and P and the heights of
the astronomical tides given in T.ablss I and: II are with reference to the low water
~·
The forecaster should take this fact into consideration when issuing warning.s with reference to any qther · datum, say, the mean sea leveL
4.,

Some_§2ecial Features .o f the 'rechniqqe
I

•

.

·The technique prese.nted in' this paper has certain practical advantages and
provides a simple and convenient too.l for 'forecasting storm waves and their most
likely heights. Some of the salient ~eatures are mentioned below.
(i) The apa.lyti.q al approach enables the forecaster to 'be constantl y in
touch with the problem and give·s him , :a ,, chance to , modify his forecasts, to the extent
necessary~ as and when new developments occurj) .
{ii ) The pre-calculatio~s should ,f acili ·fate the issue of . reasonably good
quantitative forecasts without neces's itating· elaborate calculations while issuing
forecasts and warnings when one is invariably hard pressed for time o
(iii) No additional .forecasting t 'e chnique . for the meteorological paramet e rs
is demanded of the forecastere . The "usual modes of assessment of the i ntensity and
direction of movement of the stonn·· would suffice for the forecast of the storm
wave alsoo
(iv) The principal feature of _the technique is i ts stress on the t opog r aphy
of the sea-bed and the ori-shore comportent of . the surface wind. The forecaster i s thus
in a position to eliminate, certain apeas (like the a-type areas) where major stonn
waves would not occur, and is put on _g uard when a storm approaches a more vulnerable
area. Further, the atten~ion . is sbifted from the point where the storm strikes t he
coast to · the be.lt affected by strong on-shore winds. The sectors of the stormaffected coastlin.e where the winds blow off-. shore can be eliminated for making the
warnings more refined and precise.,,.
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( v) The teclimque has helped in bringing O\lt hitherto unsuspected areas
which are vulnerable o Prior to the Rameshwaram Cyclone, of> December 1964.9 sto~ waves
were unknown over the Dhanushkodi-Rameshw~ram areas.. When th~ storm actually_p assed I
near the area on 22-23 December, it _caused - devastating storm waves..
.other are.a s
..which have been spared similar fate so far._9 either due to very _low frequency -of storm
or due to the .normal tracks of storms bein.g unfavourable for the occurrence of sto rm
waves, have no··wbeen brought to light.
The_. Gulf of ,Cambay is one such area
The
northern shore of the Niaampet Bay (location 15 in , Tabl e I) is another o
0

(vi) For the first time in India, the present technique enabl es the forecaster to give a .quantitative orientation to this stonn-wave . forecasts
0
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The Kitao Effect and its Di.splay
H., Arakawa
Meteorological Office, Fukuoka, J apano
In 188~, the late Prof. Dr. Diro Kitao postulated and proved .the theorem
that, when a .c yclone system is close enough to be influenced by another cyclone
system, the.n the two cyclone systems will begin their counterclo9kwise dance about a
fixed point tSchwerpunkt of ·the two cyclone systems, · say) closing· range successive]y
~see figure lrThis theorem of the. analytical mechard.cs should b~ called ·as the
K~ tao effect in its true sense
o

-

In . o\dE-~
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britanica, the work of. the late
Dr. Kitao ~as · reviewed as: vcontemporary with Oberbeck's are the admira9le memoirs
of Prof.-Dr. Diro Kitao of the . Univer·s ity of Tokyo, who as s.t udent of Mathematics
in Germany, now become an expert in the modern treatment of hydrodynamic problems ..
In three memoires -- he develops with great patience many of the minutiae of the
movement of the earth' s ·atmosphere and cyclonic storm, etc.'
The work of the late Dr. Kitao was reviewed quite often by Prof .B.Haurwit.z,
and the above effect is erroneously named as the Fuiiwb~ effect in . the Uriited
States of America.
_
Typhoon KathY and Marie in 1964 achieved. a notable -place in history of
weather science under at least following point : they precisely ·displayed the
manoeuvre of the Kit ao effect {see figure 2)o
·
1

.

.

Kathy first appeared on the weather maps ,of--11 AU.gust 1964·, as · . a small
tropical stOnn about 600 km to the ea.st of Marcus Island (24. 3°N, 154. O°E )o Kathy
has gene rated into a typhoon on the next day.. Cn August 1·4, tropical stonri Marie
was born out of a weak depression that had been hovering ·1.l'OOO km to the southeast
of Fonnosa.
·
On August 15, the two cyclone systems, although more than 1, OOO km apart
began their counterclockwise dance. A.s shown in Table 1 . illustra.tiP_g ' winds aloft
oyer the Naze weather station (28°23 1 N, 129°331 E; International index No 909 ), the
prevailing upper winds were definitely ·e asterly o ~o typhoon Kathy.? the stronger
D

Table
1 - Winds aloft over the Naze Weather Station
.~----~--------~-~------~---~--.---~--~~----------------------------------~-------~

·Augyst 16:il964
2100 JMT
- 1500 JMT
D
speed Mm)
Mm) . D
speeid

--Gr

N

886
1382
1904
3039
4325

NNE
NNE
NE
NNE
NNE

.1,mL§]
7
23

21
16
20
. 18

.

Gr

ENE

875

FSE

1369
1890
3024
4301

ESE
ESE
E
E

Auggst 17,1964

0300 JMT
Mm)
D

~

Gr

27

880
1370
1890
3030
4300

17

33
33
33
25

E
ESE"
FSE
ESE
ESE
ESE

0900 JMT
speed
'(m/s)
E
13·
. FBE
25
ESE
22
ESE
22
ESE
22
ESE· 21

speed

h\m) ' · n

19

Gr

~l
19
25
23
24
21

go4
1400
1922
3056 .
- 4332 .

---------- .~----------~-~-----

.h(m)

-----~-4.a._

August l6si 1964
2100 JMT
1500 JMT
. speed
D
speed h(rri)
D
(m(s)
..;._
~

-.- .·-

5811
7566
8575
9705
10999
12516
13389

... .

NNE
NE
NE
NE

ENE
ENE

E

14365 E

9
12
13
14
13
7
4
6

E
5773
E
7518
E
85·30
9$69
ENE
10973 ENE
12496 NE
13370 ENE
14345 E

.,.

/

20
14
16

16
. 12
7

5

10

___ . _ ___________________________________
Aug'.!.!St 17 ~ 1964
0300 JMT
0900 JMT
h(m)
D
h(m)
.speed
D
speed

-

5770
7520
8530
9670
10970
12500
13370
14350

iibU

FSE
ESE
ESE
ESE
ESE

NNW
NW
WNW

17
18
15
15
14 .
5

8
12

--

~

ESE
5798
BSE
7541
ESE
8555
ESE
9694
10991 ESE
12507 N
13383 NW
14368 NW

(mjs)
22
16
8
7
9
6
5

5

~~----~-..-..,.-~----..-------~-----~---------...-------~---------------------------~--~-------

of the· two was moving westward with the prevailing winds alofto
Howeverjl Marie
moved eas·t ward, likely contrary to the · upper air flow patternsj therefore under the
influence of typhoon Kathy ..
During the eucceeding days, two systems closed range. On August 17, Marie
was upgraded to a typhoon with winds of 70 knots near the center.. By August 18, ..
the centers of Kathy and Marie were less than 600 km apart, and both typhoons had
nearly reversed their original courses as shown in figure 3~
On August 19, typhoon Kathy absorbed or amalgamated Marie within her own
circulation with definite drop in the sea level pressure within the eye of
Kathyo
During an 18-hour period on August 19, the central pressure dropped from
980 millibarsj to 945 millibars. Typhoon Kathy exeeuted the second, smaller loop ·
between August 20 and August 21, which may be considered as the last remnants of
Marie disappeared.
These coupled motion of tYPhoon Kathy and typhoon Marie were probebJ.,y
the 'first' counterclockwise dance over the sea to south of Kyushu, having sufficient
data to prove 'the Ki tao effect. .Lto Neil F. 0' Connor stated that 'The Fujiwhara
effect has· long be.e n a universally , accepted meteorological phenomenon, but credit
must be given to the Navy and .Air Force .Aircrews, who tracked Kathy artd Marie, and
to the Joint 1Y.Phoon .Warning Center on Guam, for collecting the data'o Without their
effort the unique tracks of these two stonns might have gone unobserved' • The
weather radar at the Naze Weather station was also a powerful tool for tracking the
Kathy and Marie throughout this event ..
Acknowledgements
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DISCUSSION

~ONO

Keshavamurthy

· In a study we made at IMC of the winter depressions over north India
most of the precipitation of shower or thunderstonn type was to the east of the
Centre.. This was attributable to low level convergence rather than · to frontal
action and the cloud distribution tied in well with Dr" Arakawai $ modeL
Mr. F. Duve~France)_
The v models' for polar front cyclones are only schemes and, as such,
.o versimplifiedci Bjerknes has plainly recognised this fact. Since that time many
different models, more complicated have been proposed and some of them are extensively used (e .. g .. in Canada). France has developed an . vAir Mass Analysisv which .
shows more intricate structures. · Pictures presented by Dr .. Arakawa point to the
fact that the classical cold front structure may require modification . · In France
we know that only strong cold fronts with strong difference of' temp~rature be't ween
wann and ·cold air are typical • . They are all practically coming f ·rom direction
northwest. But cold fronts coming from the west and southwest are complicated with
associated altostratus clouds and rainy bands looking like those presented by
Dr. Arakawa. A sla..Ylt sinusoidal structure has been proposed and seems to explain ·
most of the featureso It is supporte'd by aerodynamical consideration ..
Dro ·Arakawa
. systems
models.

The systems . in sub-tropics are somewhere between mid-la.ti t.ude frontal
and low latitude tropical stonns, and · do not conform to mid latitude .

Mr o - Ro N.. Keshavamurtby
~

Did you have

a chance· to

look at the low level wind fields ?

----

Dro Arakawa

~. .

There was not nnich wind data over . such open se •

At IMC we have felt that strengthening of northeast trades over south
China Sea is associated with movement of an extra tropi c c;:i.l disturbance over J apan

0

Dr. Arakawa
During the colder half of th~ year the strengthening of · the northwest
monsoon over north Chi{laj Korea and Japan as well as the strengthening of the northeast trades over south China and south China Sea are closely associated with east-:
ward movement of an extra tropical disturbance., This fact is now well accepted
among Japanese ~eteorologista.
·
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Satellite Meteorology in thei '!nternational Indian Ocean Expedition
James C. Sadler
Lt • Co1. U.:S ~A. F.
Inte·rnational Indian Ocean Expedition, Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics, University of Hawaiio
ABSTRACT
'Meteorological satellite data are being used extensive·ly in the Interr;t·ational Indi'an Ocean Expedition. During the operational stage of the expedition, the satellite-obseIVed gross cloud features and cyclonic centers
. were received by telecommunication in the form of coded nephanalyses and
used in the daily analysis routine of the International Meteorological Center
(IMC) at Bombay.
The satellite data will form. an integral part of the Meteorological
,Atlasses being prodliced for the period of the Expedition . · · The tropical
cyclone observations will be used to help refi,ne the storm tracks and intensi ties. The tropica:l cyclone tracks for February and March, 1964, as detel'mined by the daily observations from TIROS IX, are presented to demonstrate
the value of satell:,i.te observations. The f~equency ·and tracks of satelliteobse:rved ·cyclones are compared with conventional data su:mn:iaries to indicate
the probability that some tropical ·cyclenes have previously escaped detection
in the dat&-sparse South Indian ·Ocean.
To indicate the type of satellite cloud information to be contained
in the :Atlasses, analyses are presented of the monthly mean cloud cover
for September, 1963; February, 1965; and March, 19650 The cloud cover maps.
,are · discussed in terms of orography, frequency and distributipn of satellite
observations, mean circulation features of the 850 mb level, and the frequency and tracks of .t ropical stonns.
The satellite observations of clouds and . radiation are being used in
various research ·tasks being conducted by the meteorologists of the IMC and
the U~versity of Hawaii. Examples are reproduced from a detailed study
of the Arabian Sea summer monsoon being undertaken by Miller and Keshavamurthy.' Preliminary results · i~dicate that the cloud observations · received
by the APT ground station in Bombay will be an aid to a short range forecast
of the monsoon pulses and the associated rainfall distribution and intensity
along the west coast of India north of 15 N.
1..

Int reduction
The original plannil}g for the meteorology program

of the lnternationel

Indian Ocean Expedition {IIOE) included maximum utilization of all available meteoro1ogical satellite datae Special arrangements were made with the joint satellite
control center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
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United S tates Weather Bureau (USWB) to obtain

"the maximum photographic coverage
over the Indian Ocean region during the two-..year period of the Expediti9n. · However~
it mu st b e emphasized that photographic cover.a ge . of this region by the · TIROS I
through TIROS ·vrn satellites is sev~rely lirnited because of orbit configuration
and location of read-out stations (Widger ~9- Wood, 1961 )~ Without abnormal· storage
time aboard the spacecraft, data over. most of the Indian . ~bcontinent cannot be
obtained on-. any orbi to
Two TIROO satellites operate.d simultaneo.u:sly during the period of the
Expedition, with the exception of 'three months in 1963.
The number o:f days per
month any particular area was photo~raphed varied considerably since it depended on
ma.YJ.y factors (Widger and lfood, 1961 )._ During the period of two operational satellites
the variability r~ged from zero to more than 25 observations per m~nth.
.

.

There is a defini~ p~ttem .to th~ coverage and -. the number. of _ob.s ervations
vary from one per month over the. south~westem portion of the chart ' to nio.re than
twenty-five over a small sefction · of- central .C hina.
2o

Operational Utilization

The use of satellite data in the daily operational analysis program o.f the
International Meteorological Center (IMC) was · restricted primarily to the :, coded
nephanalyses received over the Northern: Hemisphere teletype data · network. . The
receipt of facsimile mephanalyses was not satisfactory due to comrrru.nication .limit ationso
,

.

A ground read-out station, for use with . the Automatic- Picture Tran.s mission

If ational .Science Foundation for the U.S. meteorology program and installed art the . IMC in Bomba~.

(APT) subsystem, was procured by the

The synoptic analysis program at the IMC obtained limited use from this
sys t em due to malfunctions . of TIROS VIII and NIMBtJS I~

3o

Satellite Data File and Processing

A complete film-file of 35 mm negatives is maintained at · the University
of Hawati. o Prints are made from the neg a t.i ve s and hand-fitted- mosaics are con~tructed
for all orbits traversing the area o.f the IMC .meteorological chart. A complete
duplic·ate file ·of the , nephanalyses whlch are produced at · the satellite 'read-out and
an.alysis centers have been obtained f _rom the National Weather Satellite Center (NWSC)
· of the United States Weather Bureauo
These nephanalyses, . among other things,
are used to position the cloud features of the hand-fitted mosaics for general
research studies"
lfor those case studies requiring .more accurate cloud positioning,
latitude-longitude grids for individual photographic frames are obtained from the.
NWSCo In a similar manner, . the infra.,...red radiation data are obtained for special
case studies from the Godda1~d Space Ji'light Cen~er of the NASA..
· ·
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4..

_Cl:\Fato l ogical etudies ang Documentation

AQ

Cloud Climatology

An i~ortant product of the- Expedition will be a series of Meteorological.
A.tlasses of (1) observed parameters; (2) derived quantities, such as heat exchange;
and (3) analyses of the mean monthly atmospheric circulation at standard pressure
levels and selected longitudinal . and latitudinal cross-sections& An integral _part
of this documentation will be the satellite observations of clouds and infra:-red
radiationo The treatment of the radiation data is straight forward as with any quantitative observation. Satellite cloud observations, on the otherhand, must undergo
considerable subjective interpretation.. Probably the most reliable interpretation
is of the cloud amount.
·
The average monthly cloud emounts are being obtained from the nephanalyses .
The most representative cloud amount symbol for each 2-1/2 degree latitude-longitude
square is determined for each orbi tv s nephanalysis and recorded in the appropriate
grid square as a numerical value assigned in accordance with the scheme shown in
Table lo
The numerical vaJ11es are averaged and plotted on a base map at the center
of the square., Isopleths are constructed which ·can be interpreted in tenns of
cloud amount by refe re nee to column 3.

Nephanalysis Symbol

Assigned Numerical
Value

Approximate Cloud Cove r
in Tenths

----------------------------~---------------------~------~--~-----------------------

0 or Clear

MOP

1
2·
3
4

0

-

1
2
3
4

MCO

5

6

(!}

6
7
8
9

8
10
10
10

+ G)

The average monthly cloud conditions, ~etermined from the satellite observations, will be used as an aid in the analysis and interpretation. of the more conventiona.lly observed parameters.. For example, an attempt will be made . to construct
average monthly rainfall maps for the Indian Ocean by using the satellite data together with the measured rainfall at 'anchor~ points such as the low-lying atolls of
Gan, Diego Garcia, Cocos, Mini.coy, etc. The satellite cloud observations will be a
primary aid in determining the mean monthly atmospheric circulation patterns ove r
the vast oceanic regions where few conventional. data are available o
Figure 1 shows art example of the TIRCS-derived average cloud cover du n ng
September, · 1963. Cloud amounts of 2/10 or less are shown dark shaded, amounts betwe en
4/10 arid 8/10 are shown Jight shaded and, amounts of 8/10 or more are indicated by
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J ar['.'0 rint s~ Also shown on the :'ha r t , by t hin continuous linef:1 , is t he me an 850 mb
streemli ne analysis for Se ptember as published by Raman ood Dixi t, 1964.

Some of the cloud patte11· relates to orog raphy and the mean flow pattern
at thf3 ·1ow leve l. The orographic influence is well demonstrated over Borneo, Celebes
and New Guinea. Regions of relative maximum cloudiness a re associated with the
Northern Hemisphere low-level trough extending from the Western North Pacific to
Northeast India. Areas of minimum clou diness occur with flow over the deserts of
North Af:cica, Arabia, and west Pakistan and near the subtropical ridge lines over
Australia and the Western · North Pacific.
The cloud pattern over some portions of Fig. 1 doe s not appear well related
to either orography or the low-level flow pattern . The complicated pattern · over
the southwestem portion of the chart cannot be considered a good representation of
the average monthly cloudiness due to the small number . of TIROS observations. Some
of the major cloud features are be tter related to atmospheric circulation systems
which are primarily above the 850 mb level. An example of this is the cloud shield
over the northern. portion of the Arabia~ Sea and the long narrow minimum cloud zone
between lON and 15N extending from the middle of the .Arabian Sea eastward across
Southern India into the Bay of Bengal. The TIROS cloud ' data, consi dered alone _or
with only the low-level flow as in Fig. 1, appears anomalous and difficult to explain
and woul.d probably be attributed to the fact that only about ·tep TIROS observations
were obtained in this area.,
However, the pattern i s completely consistent when
viewed. in terms of the description and model of the Arabian Sea monsoon low which
vtill "be discussed later in this paper and in the paper by Miller and Keshavamurthy.

Thi s agreement between the ave raged 'rIRCS observations and a well docum e nted
feature of synoptic climatology penni ts confidence that a reasonable pic t ure--most
certainly a better one than has previou s1y been possible--can be obtained of the
average monthly cloud cove r, over the tropical regions, with as few as ten satellite
observations pe r month.
The daily synoptic analysis program, initiated for the IIOE, is being
continued by the India Meteorological Department. · Unquestionably, this is a tremendous step forward for tropical meteorology. Only through such a routine program is
it possible to properly assimilate the ever-increasing satel~ite products into a
comprehensive description of the general circulation of this data-sparse region.
TIROS IX was launched in late January, 1965, the first of the TIRCS to be
placed in a near-polar orbit and to have the cameras mounted in a 'rolling-barrel'
configuration.
This combination provided almost complete daily photographic
cover.a ge of the Indian Ocean area during February and March, 1965. Most of the area
had more than 25 observations during March 1965 with the extremes varying from more
than 30 to just less than 20 per mont h..
A similar di stribution was obtained
du ring February. Such coverage .permits · an excellent analysis of the average cloud
amount anc a complete climatology of a~l tropical cyclone tracks ~
Th~

average monthly c:;Loud ·c over for the two months is shown in Figs. 2
and 3o Superposed on the figures are the climatological mean streamlines (Raman
and Dixit, 1964) for each month at the 850 mb level.
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During February (Fig., 2) the mean cloudiness agrees in general with most
In the Northern Hemis pht;re the minimum cloud zone extends along the sub-tropical ridge from . Eastern
Af ri ca through Arabia, India, and Southeast Asia. The minimum zone in the Western
North Pacific in1plies that the subtropical ridge during February, 1S/65, was approxi mately 5 degrees farther south than nonnal in this region. A belt of maxi:rm.llil
cloud cover extends along · and quite near the axis of the mean ' low-level trough in
the South Indian Ocean. Whether the amount of cloudiness in this belt (or most any
o t h9r region of the chart) is above or below nonnal can not be detennined until a
few years of satellite cloud climatology become available. 1\ secondary maximum of
cloudiness occurs along the Northern Hemisphere trough near 5N from south of India
to Malaya.
The doubl~ trough ·is also refl_ected in the cloud patterns of t he
Western North Pacif.i..c and the North Australian regions.
f the p rinclp al circulation features of th<;:) 850 mb level.

The average cloud cover pattern for March (Fig .. 3) is remarkably different
from . that of February, even though the . TJROS coverage was about equ~ and the climatological mean 850 mb circulation features are very similar for both monthso In
March the amount of cloudiness in the area of low~level trough in the South Indian
. Ocean had decreased to the extent where it. was no l~nger an identifiable feature as
in February. Also, the split str.ucture of the maximum on either side of the equator
in the easte_rn Indian Ocean, which was recognizable during February, is missing in
March, having be _e n replaced by a rather marked maximum along the equator from 85b: to
Sumatra. The double trough structure in the Western North Pacific and North .A,ustralian ~eg{on is still recognizable in the mean cl oud patte:rn.
The most logical speculation for the marked change between ti1e mean cloud
patterns of February and March, 1965, over the tropical · Indian Ocean is to assume,
for March, an anomalous mean atmospheric circulation, atleast for the low levelr,
over this areao The observed cloudiness during that month implies that the tropical
trough systems of the Indian Ocean were not well established and active; this
implication is also favoured by the development pattern of tropical cyalones, which
will be discussed later.

An interesting feature of the mean cloudiness, for the three months, under
discussion, is the orographic influence of T,he island masses of the tropical region.
For all three months there is a measurable orographic influence produced by the
larger land areas of Malagasy, Sumatra, Borneo, Philippines, Malaya) Celebes, and
New Guinea.
In most , instances there is also . a measurable leeward an· windward
effecto These features are to be expected, but perhaps µot exactly as was observed
in cloud amount or .patterno
'The most unexpected feature is the diff erence in the
amount and pattern of orographic cloudines$ between February and March over Sumatra,
Borneo, al'.ld the Philippines. During March the orographic cloudiness was the dominant
feature in these areas and exceeded that of February by 2/10 to 3/10 coverageo
B . Tropic al Cyclones
The mo st publicized use of meteorological satellite data has been t~e
dete ction and tracking of tropical cyclones. Tropical cyclones are easily recognized ·
in the satellite photographs.
A unique vortex pattern is observable in , the cloud
structure at a developing cyclone intensity greater than approximately 25 kts and
subsequent changes in the s;ize, organizat.ion, and brightness of the observed vortex
c anopy permits an estimation of cyclone intensity from the depression through
typhoon stages (Sa.dler, 196.4 ; Shiroma and Sa:dler, 1965). A semiobjective method
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fo :;:' ,·, ;:; ,j matlr-g tropica1 cyclone i nten sity, based mainly on the size of the overcast
ccmo py and Lh <:; st,ructure of the b and s has been deve loped by TimchaJ_k, Hube rt,
and
F ri tz ( 1965) ;w:i th a claimed accuracy of ,:t 20 kts.,

Thi s satellite capability will be used to refine the tropical cyclone
climatology during the Expedition6 Because of the less than adequate TIROS coverage
during the Expedition, the climatology must still depend heavily on conventiona1
d ata and cyclone summaries of the MeteoroJogical Services within the region ..
An almost daily surveillance of the South Indian Ocean tropical cyclone
region was accomphshed by TIROS IX dur:(ng February and March, 1965.. The tracks
of observed cyclones are shown in Figs. 4 and 5., The positions were extracted
from the operational nephanalyses prepared by the NWSC., The film is not yet available to the author for preparing estimated intensities of the cyclones ..
The cyclone climatology for the we stern portion of the South Indian Ocean
is -routine1y prepared by the Mauritius Meteorological Service.. Their summaries are
plotted on Figs. 4 and 5 in accordance with their symbolism. No summaries for the
eastern portion of the South Indian Ocean have yet been received from the Australian
Meteorological Service.
Even though Mauritius had advantage of the TIROS messages, note that in
cyclone positioning there is considerable disagreement,averaging close to 150 miles •
. The 8.illOUnt and distribution of the conventional data Which were available to
.Mauri bus for cyclone positioning is not known but in a personal correspondence,
Mr. Da.vy , Director of the Meteorological ~ervice, expres t::ed extreme confidence in
their tracks. On a majority of the days TIROS positioned the cyclones some t hree
deg.rees south of the Mauritius positiono It i .s difficult t.o visualize or account
for such a systematic error in 'l'IROO posi tioningo
'l'here were five TIROSIX tropical cyclones in February (Fig. 4). Three
we re named by Mauritius.
Cyclone 'A', west of Malagasy, was not included in the
Mau ri t i 1.rn summary., Cyclone 'B' will pro"9ably appear in the Australian summary ~
In March there were six tropical cyclones observed by TIROS Il (Figo 5)o
From the tracks alone it appears that the four west of 105E were probably weak ·depre ss j_ons which never intensified to tropical. storm strength. Mauritius commented
tha t the available conventi.onal data furnished no details because all four cyclones
we re -weU away from land or ship reports. Mauritius chose to adopt the TIRffi track
foT a.it except 1 E' which they again felt was over three degrees farther north than
obse r ve d. by 'l'IRCB ~
'I'he decrease in cyclone development activity from _F ebruary to March in
the c entral and western South Indian Ocean agrees with the previous discussion
· of the decrease in trough ·intensity as shown by the average montly cloud cover
fo r the two months (Figso 2 and 3).
How many tropical cyclones go undetected in the vast data-sparse oceanic
regi ons such as the Indian Ocean '? 1hls question ·w ill always be debated for the pre
TIROS e ra but the question ceases to exist when the requirement of adequate satellite
su rv e i llance is available·. This was met for the first time by TIRCS IX during
February and March, 1965. A comparison of TIRCB IX statistics .for the two months
-with p·1st history is ther"efore of interest. Table II compares the TIRCE IX-observed
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cyclone frnq1:1encies with the available records from Mauritius since 1951 and from
t he Roy al Netherlands Meteornlogi cal Institute (1952).

Average number of Tropical GyclonP.s per Month
~ ----------------------------~---------------~--..-----~~------~--------------------

TIRCS IX

Mauritius

Source

Al:las

·BMNI

TIROS IX
I

--------------------------------------~---=-----------:~-·· -- · - --------------------

West of 95E

Area

West of 95E

West 0£ 125E

West of 125E

----------------------~--------------~--~-------------- - -~-- ----------------------

1965

1951-1963

Period

* ·See

note

1965

--------------------------------------~--.,.-------------------------------------

February
March

_

2.4
1.8

4

2.3

5

3

2.0

6

----~-------~------~---------~----------------------~-----------------------------

February
and March

4.2

7

.._

* West of BOE
Between SOE and llOE ·
Between 11.0E and 125E

11

4.~

_________________________________ ___________ ..,.. _________

,,__

....

---------------------------

1848-.1947
1848-1949
1897-1·949

Table II . is pnrnented without further comment for it is difficult to
mount an argument concerning tropical cyclone climatology because of the varied
intensity classification · criteria which are used by individual meteorological
Service Sc

In the preceding section, illustrations and discus sions considered the
varied uses of satellite observations in climatology and general circulation studies .
Another important segment of the meteorology program of the IJOg is the research
being done or planned on the smaller scale atmospheric fea.~ures; such as the landsea breeze, the development and life . ~1istory of individual tropical storms and monsoon depressions, the Arabian Sea monsoon, the development and maint enance of the
upper tropospheric easterly jet, the dynamics and maintenance of lowe1~troposphGric
easterly jet, the dynamics and maintenance of lowerL..t.rnpospheric equatorial westerlies, etc. S atel1i te observations are being used in all of these studies..
In
some the satellite de~t a . e.re of major importance while in others only minor contributions are real ized.
Two ·examples f .rom . an Arabian See. monsoon study, being conducted by
Miller and Keshavarnurt~y, will be discussed to illustrate some typical uses of
sate llite data.
The purpose of the study ·is to describe and develop a typical
model of the Arabian Sea Monsoon (.ABM) during all of its phases from development
through maturity to dissipation. The te1m monsoop in India is usually synonymous
with rainfall.
Active monsoon is the period of heavy :ra.j_nfall and a lull in the
monsoon is the period of little or :ho rainfall.
The ABM is a local feature within
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the l a rge r monsoon sy stem and produ ce s mo st of t he rainfall i n western India
Tr;s clomin 2nt synop t ic feature o f t he ASM i s a well developec. and
e Gur::m tia.ll y station a ry mid-troposp heric cyclone?. positioned near 20N along the
we s t coast of India~

·:10 -:: --l:.h ~-> f 1r:yN,,

Three phases of a typic al .JI.SM system which existe d during Iate June and
.early July, 1963, are illustre.ted in the comp osites of satellite obseivations and
s ome of the conventional data shown as Figs ~ · 6, 7 and 8" · Fortunately there was an
extensive coverage of infra-red (IR ) data from TIROS VII channel 2 (8 .to 13 microns)
for tli,is particular case..
The active period of this monsoon system was from 27
June to 9 July. A typical e?Cample of total rainfall during this thirteen day
period was 4508 cm or .approximately 18 inches at Bombay. ·
Fig .. 6 shows some of the important f e atures on 26 June 1963, just p rior
to the developm~nt of this ASM ·system.
The TIRQ.S VII mosaic of photogre.phs
(Fig-" 6 A) just off the west coast of India. shows only the we ste rn edge of the
mair;i. cloud systemsn However, by using IR data in conjunction with the photographs
(Figo 6B) it is deduced that the deep cloud (cold IR) system is over the southwestern
coast of India and that there is no significant deep cloud mass over nortbwestern
India north of 15N o These d~ductions are also borne out by the 24-hour rainfall
tota1s along the west coast of I n dia (Fig o 6 C). Lit tle or no rainfall was recorded
along the coafJt north of l5N. A cyclonic system has just moved inland on the east-central Indian coasto
. The system extends from the surface through 500 mb. No
mid-tropospheric cold-low exists along the western coast.
Fig. 7 shows features on 1 July 1963 at a bout the midpoint of the active
ASM... The main synoptic feature has been the development and . persistence of a midt:r(;pospheric cold-low over tbe west coast of India near 20N (Figo 7 B )o Although
TIROS obtained no photographs over the center of this cyclo nic cell, the orbit just
off the west coast showed what is now regarded as a typical wedge- shaped canopy
of middle and high clouds extending some 500 miles westward from the main low cello
1'bis canopy is a feature of the TIROS-determined climatological cloud cover as was
discussed previously and is shown in Fig. 1. . The TIRffi IR data (Fig. 7B) again complement the photographic data. very niceJ_y to show that the cloud canopy is continuous
onto the coast and is deepest just along the coast south of the cycl.o nic cello Tbe
24-hour ra.infall figures (Fig. 7 C) show a maximwn along the west coast from the
cyclonic cell southward to 15N.
Note that the ASM low does not extend to the
surf ace o
Fig. 8 depicts features on 10 July 1963 which is one day after the definite break · in tho .ASM. The TIR:<JS VII orbit shows .no signific ant deep cloud system
north of 15N ·along or j u st off the west coast and the coastal stations report
litt)..e or no rainfall for the 24-hour period. The IR data verifies no significant
clou d remains with the decaying mid-tropospheric low on the west coast. The cold
TR temperatures over northern India (Fig. 8 B) are associated with a wann-core low
which was moving westnorthwest across northern Irtdia
froni the Bay of BengaL
As discussed previously, speeial programming i s
coverage over the Indian subcontinent.
rherefore, very
been obtained which show the cloud changes along the , west
.ASM -.b reaks. One of the best sequences was obtained on 12
shows the composite features on 12 Augusta The thick
1

requi red t o obt ain TIRCS
few obse rvat ions have
coast and i nland a s the
and 13 Augu s t 1964. Figo9
cloud shield extending
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frnm · the mid-tropospher:i c cyclonic cell; centered between Bombay and
is wel.1 depicted by the TIROS mosaic.. The 24-hour rainfalJ_ along the
west coast north of 15N attests to an active .ASM period.. A break developed· the
following day and fortunately an excellent TIROO view of the entire western coastal
area was obtained and is shown in Fig .. 10.. The t hick cloud shield along the . coast
has decreased in size and is breaking up over the immediate area of the mid-tropospheric cyclone which has moved north .A hme dab a.d ~ The middle and high clouds
have dissipated sot1th of 20N penni tting a view of the cumulus distribution.. There
remains considerable cumulus acti~i ty along the we st coast, which is also reflected
ir:.. the r ainfall totals of F'.ig. 10 C, but by the following day all c.o astal stations
north of 15N reported little or no rain and the .ASM break was · established..

Al:rrnr-~d ;:>bf. d,

The preceding sequence of cloud events, with the high and middle clouds
breaking and dissipating as the low weakens, s eems to be typical of t he ABM breakdowno If so, the .satellite observations show promise of being .a one or two day
forecast aid for the weakening of the Arei.bian Sea monsoon_ An appropriately located ·
APT ground system would be essential for such fo.recasts. The planned addition of an
operational IR observation capability to the APT system will be a tremendous e.id
to the proper interpretation of the middle and high cloud system.
It is anticipated that good satellite observations of the active .ASM
mid-tropospheric cyclonic cell will not show a vortex pattern because the ci rrus
shield exists in a broad easterly flow.. Howeve:r.Y during the decay stage the middle
. clouds may be observed as a vortex pattern if the cirrus dissipates first.
On 8 5eptember 1963 TIROS VII obse1ved the vortex patterrt of a decaying
low pressure system which had moved into the Ku tch Peninsula from the east . Although
this · was not an A5M system, such systems produce one or two .days of heavy rain
along the northwest coast and thei r decay cycJ~, as observed from satellites,
may be similar to that of the .ASM. The TlROS view ( Fig o 11) i:rldica.tes tha.t suffi..:.
cient middle clouds a.re visible, through and on the edge of the dissipating ci.rrus
mass, to p·rotray the vortex circulation..
9umulus clouds are dominant along and ·
just off the west ·coast south of 18N .. · The heavy cloud band a.long the. west coast
north of 18N produced considerable rain on 8 Sept.ember (6 .• 53 cm at Bombay) but bad
decayed by 9 September, as indicated by a sha;:p decr~ase in rainfall (0.00
at Bombay).
.
·
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Flo. I. Mean cloud amout for September 1963 as determined from
TIROS VI and VII nephanaly1is. See text for code description. Solid
lines Cire mean monthly streamlines for 850 mb. (Raman and Dlxtt,

1964.)

Fig. 2. Mean cloud amoumt for February 1965 as determined from
TIROS IX nephanalysia. See text for description. Solid lines are mean
Monthly strealtnu for 850 mb level ( Roman and Dix it, 1964.)
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Flo. 3. Mean cloud amount for March 1965 .as determined Vrom
TIROS IX nephan;'Qlysit. See text for code description. Solid lines
are mean monthly streamlines for850mb level.( Raman and Dix it,
1964.)
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f IQ . 6. Composite of TIROS VII and conventional da?a for 26 June,
19 63 showinQ

the · pre active phase of the Arabian Sea Mon1oon.

B - Solid lines are streamlinot ot 500 mb for 12 GMT 26June1963
Dashed lines are cloud and ~round..temperature( 0 A) measured by
TIROSVll,orbit 102,0624~MTand 103,0802GMT. 26Junel963
tippled areas outline broken to overcast middle and hloh clouds .
from TIROS photooraphs .
C- Solid lines art streamlines at MS km for 12GMT26Jonsl963

Number above station ymbols era 24 hr roirtrall in cm •
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SATELLITE METEOROLOGY
St·ru'Cture of t ropical cyclones as revealed by TIRCS Cloud pictures
take n over the Indian region
M. V. Sivaramakrisbnan
Meteorological Office, Poona - ·5, India.
ABSTRACT
A comparative study of TIROS VII and VIII cloud pictures taken over
the Indian region with conventional synoptic weather analysis during the
formation, development and movement of a number of storms in the Bay of
Bengal and tp.e Arabian Sea during 1963, 1964 has been made. During the
beginning stage of a stonn, considerable asymmetry is noticed in · the TIRCB
cloud pattern with considerably large~ activity in .the rear sector .as
observed ·by previous workers. In the mature stage the degree of maturity
is shown by the increasing concentricity of the spiral bands and by the·
decreasing width of the clear air channel between them. In the dissipating
stage of the storm there is a decrease in cloud cover and increase in
space between bands. In s ome tropical storms a.t sometime during their development TIROS cloud pictures show a relatively clea:r amular zone of §lib. sidence . around the .rim of the high cirrus. cloud shield above the storm.
i'hus the TI.ROS cloud pictures by themselves provide a wealth of ana]ytic!al
ilate. to be used ·in conjunction with proper tropical syn...QPtic charts to
understand the formatj.on, intensification and dissipation of tropical
storms. Examples of a few storms taken for study show cle~.rly the spiralling .
'c loud patte rn, the eye of the storm surrounded by a o1osed circle of cloud ..
A case study of the Rameswaram cyclone showing the Y double eye' has al_s o
been made.

1.

Introdtiction

TIROO SATELLITES have taken numerous pictures of tropical storms, l:ru.rrticanes and typho.ons which have been useful in locating and tracking tho.se storms.
Satellri'- te picture.s of tropical storms taken over the Indian region show clearly
distinct patterns and sizes that are highly correlated with the . stonn intensity. It
is see·n . that mature intense storm ~.as a well organised spiral cloud pattern . and
that pictures of weak disturbances show only unorganised cloud masses.
Results
desc.ribed in this pf!per do show distinct characteristics of storms ·as revealed by
TIROS pic~res during the formation, intensification arid weake.ning of tropical storms.
Tropical storms whi c h show a distinct eye and overcast circle diameter greater than
5o latitude in the satellite pictures are generally associated with maximum surface
wind speeds of more than 60 .k nots.
A brief sunrrnary of · the investigation regarding
the structure of tropical cycl~mes as ·revealed by TIROS VII -. and VIlI cloud pictures
taken over the Indian region i -s given below : .
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Str~ctu.re

of TIROS cloud 12ictures rega rding formation, intensification
l:kb_ssi2ation of Tropic a1 Storms

and

In the beginning st~ of .the storm there is a noticeable asymmetry in
t he cloud pattern with convective activity more in the rear sector. (Fig. 1) shows
a typical TIROS picture showing the spiral pattern in the early stages of the
'development of the storm on 24th October, 1963e Sheer et.al (1963) has shown that
at t his stage the cloud vortex is frequently related to . a surface rather than a
'500 mb centre, and n ormally located South and Yest of the related surface pressure
centre.
-In the matu~e stage of storm Rutherford (1962) has suggested that the
degree of maturity is broadly shown by the increasing concentrici ty of the spiral
bands and by a decreasing width of the clear air channel between them. (Fig. 3)
show~ the structure of a severe cyclonic storm near Madras on 19th November, 1964
at 0353Z as shown by TIROS VIII (Orbit No~ 4843) with vortex centre at lat. 13°N
and ·1ong. 81°Ee .A, clear eye approximately 10 miles in . diameter is also seen in the
TIROS picture., A maximum wind speed of 70. knots was reported by the nearest available ship. The overcast circle diameter is · found to be 9 degrees latitude. This
is a typical case of a TIROS picture showing the degree of maturity of a storm as
revealed by a closed tight coiling with external banding very strong. The width of
the clear air channel o·f the spiral is also found to be small in agreement with
the suggestion of Rutherford (1962 )o Fig. 4 shows the structure of another severe
cyclonic storm (known as Rameswaram Cyclone due to the crossing of the storm near
Rameswaram on 23rd · evening) in the Bay of Bengal on 21st December 1964 showing an .
overcast area. diameter of 7 degrees latitude ( approximately) and maximum wind speed
of 60 knots as reported by the nearest ship passing near the storm areae One of
the special features . notic~d is that the cloud pattern by TIROO shows clearly a
'double eye' with the centre of the vortex at 6 5 degrees N arui 81. 5 degrees ~. To
the left of the TIROS picture is given a PPI photograph of hurricane 'DONNA' taken
· at 2037 GCT on the 6th September 1960, usi11g an APS-20 E Radar by Jordan, Schatzle
.· and Cronise (1961 ). A- spect_a cular 'double eye' showing 2 concentric echo free areas
is also noticed in the case of 'DONNA' ·. Cyclones showing 'double eyes' are generally
observed to be very severe cyclones o •
o

Fig. 2 shows 1:mother structure of a , storm · in the Are.bian Sea by TIROO. .VIII
(Orb.it Noe 4,669) on · 7th November 1964 at 0850Z with vortex centre at lat. .1 1.5 N
and long. 62~0 E.
Fig. 2 c1$arly shows that the width of the clear air channel of the spiral
is more than for Fig. 3 showing clearly that the intensity of this storm is weaker
than ·the other storm. This sto:r;m, actually weakened the next day. Acaording to
Glazer (1960) in the dissipating stage of the storm, there is a · deer-ease in cloud
cover and increase in space between bands.
I"

Satellite photographs of tropical stonns reveal the complete storm in
relationship to its environmento Many tropical storms at some time during their
development show a relatively clear annular zone around the rim of high Cirrus
cloud shield -above the storm. Fig. 5 shows the structure of a cyclonic· storm near
Madras ,o n 6th November 1964 by TIROS VIII on Orbit No. 4655 at 0750 Z with a high
Cirrus shield and clear annular zone around the r.im of cloud shield. Precipitation
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pta, ,e~. ~.· . ,;~•.tre.s :3.t 1500 hrs. IS T (0930 GMT) on 6th November 1964. R. W.. Fett (1964)
L··cs given c>-;rtain a reum ents which suggests that the annual zone may be formed through
a r1 irr,:::o· 'u.:_,_t, su.._ Sj j,:n1t branch o f the 0t o rm' s circulation..
Thus froJD: the meteorological ?·_,Ln t '::,,£ forecast a knowledge of t he structures of the tropical cyclone as
re '"eale . by TJROS cloud photographs !Jill be very useful.

Fig. 6 gives the surface chart on 20th November (1200 GMT) showing a
distinct.closed low in the Arabian Sea with centre at latitude 12 N and longitude
70 E. The 200 rob chart on 2oth November shows a distinct trough extending from
about lat . 35 N to 5 N.. The 8 50 rob chart of 20th November clearly shows a cyclonic
circulation with centre approximately at 12 N and 70 E. TIROO VII satellite cloud
. p ictures had shown a distinct vortex, but without a spiral pattern ·at lat. 12.0 N
and long. 70.,0E at 0930 GMT hrs. on 20th November 1963. This vortex in the Arabian
Sea gave lot of we-ather in Madras and Kerala States. Sadler (1962). had shown that
clouds and weather systems associated with upper tropospheric trough and cyclone
systems also freqi_;iently existed without being reflected in the lower troposphere
pressure and wind analysis. These generaJJ..y cause widespread precipitation, tlmndeILstonns and squalls. But the present case study of 20th November is of ·a distinct
low level vortex activated by upper divergence and . not of an upper tropospheric
vortex no t reflected at lower levels.
Thus TIROS picture data by itself can provide a wealth of analytical data
to be used "in conjunction with proper tropical synoptic charts to understand the formation,interisification and dissipation of tropical storm. One of the bes t subjective
clues for estimating the intensity of the storm is the size of overcast circ le,
presence of spiral pattern with tight internal coil, presence of an eye in the
pattern, presence of a cirrus shield with a clear or miniIIIllIIl cloud area on the periphery of the storm. It is not suggested that the absolute value of the intensity
can b.e obtained from the Satellite photographs, but from a number of TIROS photographs of tropical cyclones taken over the Indian region distinct patterns in the
various stages of development of the cyclone have been observed-. A knowledge of
the structure of the storm as revealed by TIROS photographs will enable the meteorologi st to assign the stage of development in his forecast.
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FIQ. I. TIROS VII cloud picture and Neph Analys i s •howing the aoaymetrlcul
pattern during the developing stave of the storm on 24th Oct .1963 at 05&1
GMT. The Vortex centre Is at 11°N and 91·5°E.
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ilROS 8 NEPH
7tl:iNOV. IS64

ORBIT 4669 R/o -4667
TIM! 0850.i!"

FIQ .2. TiROS VIII cloud picture and Neph Analysis 1howlna the 1plral patttrt'l
of the Troplc_al storm on 7th Nov.1964 In the Arabian Ha at 0850 GMT. Width
of the clear air channel between the external bandln9 and the closed •plral
pattern is found to bo la roe . The Vortex centre

ti at

°

II· 5 N and 62·0

°E.

FIQ. 3 . Structure of Madras cyclone on l9th No• .1964 , as shown by TIROS VIII
cloud ptcturt and Neph Anotysi• sho,.lnQ clearly the Ey• al the Cyclone at
0553 GMT. Th• Vortex centre Is at t3°N and 81° E . Th• surface chart

sll•"'

th• maximum obser••d surface ,.1nd reported by the nearest ship It 70 knot.
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FIQ.4. Sfcucture of Rameswaram Cyclone as ·shown byTIROS Vlll.cloudplctutt
and Neph Analysis showlno t.he double Eye of the cyclone on 21st Oec.1964 at
0642 GMT. The surface chart shows that the maximum observed aurface wl nd
reported by the nearest ship is 60 knots. Below the TIROS picture the PPI photooraph
of H~rr icane DONNA using APS - 20°E. Radar showino the double Eye of the

1torm.
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Fig . 6 . Structure of the Vortex in the Arabian sea as shown by TIROS VII on
20th Nov. 1963 at 0930 GMT showing clear annular zone roun the Vortex .
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T:-lfo:rp7' ·-::,nt:J.on of s ome.; c1oud p atterns ob s erved from me teo,:rological
Sat e lli t e s
0

N ~F.

Vel tishtshev

World Meteorological Centre, Moscow, USSR .

By means of observations from ·s atellites it was· revealed that cloud elements ha.ve quite definite space regularities. /Cloud streets and spiral bands in .
the cyclones (Veltishtshev, 1965; Brister and Ruzecki, 1960; ~ritz, 1960, 1961)
are very intimate morphological pecliliari ties of the cloud cover.
Different
authors (Dei, 1962; Masuda, 1952; Sawyer, 1962 ; Sekera, 1948; Yamamoto, 1963) explained the cloud mesostructure formation as a re·sult of wave motfon in the · atmosphereo It is attempted here to solve the three-dimensional problem without a nu.nr
ber 'of simplifications used ·bfilore, and to give a hydrodynamical interpretation
of the band . and spiral cloudiness structure above . the homogeneous surface such as
the ocean.
·
1.

Mesostructure of the Cloudiness in the Straight Flow

. To make the hydrodynamic conditions. favourable for. .the .existence of
,cloud streets, a system . of equations is · used _which includes the three ..equations
pf motion, the continuity equation, the heat flux equation and the equation of
state.
As the cloud streets peculiari tles exist for a rather long pe.riod, a
st~tionary problem will be solved.
Viscosity forces, Coriolis acceleration and
heat flux will be neglected. The p_roblem is solved by the metpod of small per- .
turbation. Let f = f(z) + f' (z )e ZCf..tx+ >.y)
, where f( z) are meanings of undisturbed parameters appearing as a function of the altitude only and f' - small
disturbances. Making ·s implifications adopted in the free · convec:tiori 'theory we
obtain a system of small perturbation equations as follows :

i~

)_A

p' cz)

+ iu' .(z)(up + .19 A)+w'(z)

p

i - ' '.Ap' (z) +it9' . (z) _(ur4u).) +cs'cz)
p
I

= o,

!!

=o,

0

p ·

la.9'(z.)

!~

-t

••

(1)
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EJiminating u' (z), v'{z), p'(z) and T'(z) from (I), substituting

a/ (z)

:::

and maintaining the terms of the order 19-7-10-8 we obtain

o· • •

(2)

The coefficient ~t the function in the equation (2) is considered to be variable,
so in order to receive more general results the multilayer problem should be
solved. ~e shall solve the one layer proolem, assuming that
·

d>' _ ( ~
d z.

'+:>..")} =~nsb .
0

•· .

(

3)

e.g. the . me an quantities of the meteorological elements are used.
Taking into
consideration that geometrica.lly regular morphological peculi-arities in the cloud
cover are observed ~ore close over the oceans, the equation (2) will be solved
under homogeneous boundary conditions

w'

=o

•.. ( 4)

where h is the examined layer depth. Non trivial solution of the equation (2) sa. tisfying the boundary conditions (4 ), exists only ~t M ) O. The general solution
i5

... ( ~)
where

From (5) it follows that on some fixE;?d altitude

1

= canst on the lines

6)

= Const

or

L; .'i

. L
x= _
where

L.x.

= 2µrr, Ld:: 2.~

"

,

..• ( 7)

+ Const

are wave length along OX and OY axis, respectively.
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1 nterp r~'= tat:i_on of some cloud patterns observed from meteorological

Satellites

N6F. Veltishtshev
World Meteorological Centre, Moscow, USSR.

By means of observations fro:qi satellites it was· revealed that cloud elements ha.ve quite definite space regularities. Cloud streets and spiral bands in
the cyclones (Veltishtshev, 1965; Brister and Ruzecki, 1960; Fritz, 1960, 1961)
are very intimate morphological peculiarities of the cloud cover.
Different
authors (Dei, 1962; Masuda, 1952; Sawyer, 1962; Sekera, 1948; Yamomoto, 1963) explained the cloud -mesostructure formation as a result of wave motion in the atmosph~reo
It is attempted . here to solve the three-dimensional problem without a number 'of simplifications used ·b.e.fore, and to 'give a hydrodynamical interpretation
of the band. and spiral cloudiness striicture above the homogeneous surface such as
the ocean~

1.

Mesostructure of the Cloudiness in. the Straight Flow

. To make the hydrodynamic conditions favourable for the existence ·of
,cloud streets, a system of equations is used _which includes .the ·three eq~ation.s
~f motion, the continuity equation, the he at flu~c equation and the · equation of ·
state.
As the cloud . streets peculiari t~es exist for a rather 1.ong period, a
stationary problem will be solved. Viscosity forces, Coriolis acceleration and
heat flux will be neglected. The P.roblem is solved by .!'.he me"thqd of small perturbation. I.et f = f(z) + f' (z)et('-tx+:>.y)
'where f(z) _a_re meanings of undisturbed parameters appearing as a function of the altitude · only and f' - small
disturbances. Making ·s implifications adopted in the . free convec_tion the·ory w8'
ol1tain a system of small perturbation equations_ as -follows ' :
'

'
I
'Z~

).A~· ( z)

+ i u' (z) (u

f.+

t9 _A)+ w'(z)
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Eliminating u' (z), v' (z), p' (z) and T' (z) from (I), substituting

and maintaining the tenns of the order 10-7.... 10-8 we obtain

o· • •

(2)

The coefficient at the function in the equation (2) is considered to be variable,
so in . order to receive more general results the multilayer problem should be
solved. We shall ' solve the one layer problem, assuming that

I

- 2T

d -I

dz

_ (

I. \ A1

r

J} ~ ~

ns b.

ooe (3)
e.g. tne mean quantities of the meteoroJ_ogical elements are used.
Taking into .
consideration that ~ometrically regular morphological peculiarities in the cloud
cover are observed ni.o re close over the oceans, the equation (2) will be solved
under homogeneous boundary conditions
. ::0

••. ( 4)
where h is the examined layer depth. Nontrivial solution of the equation (2) sa. tisfying the boundary conditions (4), exists only ~t M ~ O. The general solution

is

•.. ( 5)
where

From (5) it follows. that on some fixed altitude

1

6)

= const on the lines

= Const

or

. L

>< = -

where

L,x

=

2 Tt"

~

L~ . '<f~

•.. ( 7)
+ Const

µ,L~:2,'); are wave length along OX and OY aris, respectively.
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c umn ~_i f onnis ;.;louds J air flow direction in the cloud layer may be identificated,
J •

&s~.1Il1ing

2~

&

di~ected

that wind is

along cloud streets.

Cloudiness mesos.tructure in ·the cyclone and anticyclone

For elucidating of hydrodynamical conditions favourable to the existence
sptral cloud structure in the atmospheric vortices the , same equation system, as
in the previous section, only in the cylindricai coordinates will be used. Ta-king intd consideration that relative position of the cloudiness mesostructure
elements in the cyclones is changed insignificant in the time; we shall concentrate on the stationary problem.. Since the tangent component of the motion in
the cyclone considerably surpasses · radial one, the basic motion will be considered
as circular. It is also supposed that distribution of the meteorological elements
are symmetrical relative to the vertical rods.
Using .the ·small perturbation

method

as

in the previous case;

we may

write
1..l.=

~

-

'
i
u. ( z ) +u(z)e

= ~·cz)

e

i.(m:2 +

(

m:e + TI e)

'T1

,

e)

.

i

T

!)

= T ( .\._, 2!) + T ( z) e

~("n12:411e)

.

••• (10)
Introducing (}} = U/r and using the free convection theory simplifications;
perturbation equations system will be obtained

the

~·

== ==

h-1

p'

'
'l.'ri1

Jo'

hf
f5

~

'

du' -+ ~-+ .3:_!! tt+ Zvn£8 = 0 ,
z
~
i
= C;
znc..31 + (YC!l-Y)w
•

i

•

,

~

where ][ = 2 GtJ +·1 =
and T~ we may obtain

~onst, 1

Coriolis parameter.

~ •• (11)

Excluding from (11) Ut, V' ,p·i ,

•.. ·• (12)
where N2=g( YC\ --Y )/T.

Equation (12) will be solved under the boundary· conditions
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+

1~· I

=

0

=:

,

.z. ::o

z::a.

c
i

...

(13)

From (12) and (13) wv(r) will be obtained and then substitution ofW'(r) obtained
from (12) and (13) into (10) will 1ead to the fonn

~

· wMre J n

. is Bessel function, C1 · -

0

•

(14)

·.arbitrary constant,

or

•.. (15)
'whe ·r e In

is Ma.ckdonald function, C2 - the arbitrary· constant,

::::

1T1

'"~~ i=::a....

n1t.:>a.- N .2.

It is followed

from (12 ), {14)
radial direction is realised _if

and (15) that the .Periodica.l

solution in the

and aperiodical ·if

e

H

N2 - n2 c.."; 2 = 0 and· F2 - ~2 U) 2 I o, then "'' S' Oo Analysis of (16) . and (17)
Shows that in the we.a}{ atmospheric vortices '.periodicity of Wt in the . radial
~direction · may exist only tinder high temperature lapse rate - ... quasiadiabatic or
superadiabatic.. In the intensive atmo·S pheric vortices such periodicity ' may
exist also under small temperature . lapse ' rate o ' .

!r

.

(17)
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We shal 1 pay more attention to . the radial periodicity case.
gui shment of real part from (14) leads to

=:

C, 1 n

.

\

A1 z) Cas ( m

Distin-

~ + '" e)

... (18)
It is more interesting to examine disturbances of the vertical motions in the
horizontal
'i.OEL plane on the fixed level Z,, For simplici t.y of the computation
it will be taken Z = Ji4, where L z :: wave length along the vertical axis. Then
(18) may be written as

•.• (19)
'!'he integration constant C1 will be obtained from the boundary conditions (13)
and (19) may be -w ritten in form
~~~,

(z,e)

~

Computations from (20) were made for cyclones and anticyclones of the different
intensity. It was revealed that up~ard and downward motions are formed cells,
spiralised to the centre. Computation analysis shows tp.at the increase of the
·intensity leads to decreasing of the wave length in the radial direction, and
increasing of the motion amplitude. In this connection more pronounced band structure of the cloudiness would be expected in the more · intensive atmospheric vortices. When the temperature lapse rate comes nearer to the adiabatic, the wave
length decreases· in the radial direction both in ·cyclones and anticyclones.. Co:m-putations of the vertical motions in the weak cyclone (n =- 3), .w . ±:::: 1~5sec-1,
i~-"" = 1CJ-3deg/m, Vb \
r = 1000 km = 1 m/sec) are shown::i.in ~ig. 4. Upward
motions regions where the most favourable conditions for the cloudiness formation exist, a~ dashed. The dist~bution of the upward mqtions and the temperature stratification shows, that the cloudiness must have in the examined case
the form of the inte~pted spirals exparrling to the cyclone centre and consist
of cumulifonnis clouds. The distribution of the vertical motions in the intensive
· cyclone ( n = 3),
· Gl = 16.1cr.5sec-1, -Jo.._.., = 4.10- 3deg/m, V0 \ r = 1000 km = 1 m/
sec) is shown in Fig. 5.
The comparison of Fig. 5 and Fig. 4 reveals that the
increase of the cyclone intensity leads to the more smooth approach of the spiralised cells towards the cyclone centre. Such distribution of the cloudiness is .
characteristic to the intensive tropical cyclones.
.

'

.
.
All above mentioned results permit : (1) to hope that morphological peculiari ties may be 1).sed as the additional .source of the information for identification of the wind direction, (2) to give indirect information about temperature
and wind profile in the atmosphere and ( 3) to characterise intensity of the cyclones. The indirect information about the air motions obtained in such a way
will be, apparently, especially useful over _the oceans where meteorological network is very sparse.
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Convecti ve activi ty in the e quatorial trough zone over I ndian Oc ean
. 0urfr1g uhe southe rn hemJsp here summe r season revealed by TIRCB .

V. Sriri..ivasan and V .R. Neralla
International Meteorological Centre,

Bombay.

The classical concept of weather in the equatorial region is the one
caused by ITCZ where the trades from the two hemispheres meet . In an earlier
presehtation Raman (1965) - has shown how the feature~ of the low level circulation over the Indian Ocean do not conform to the classical concept of such a
convergence zone. The cloud information from the meteorological satellites also
lead~ to similar conclusiono
2..
-.
TI.ROS pictures have ahown that the cloudiness . over the equatorial
Indian Ocean is not a simple single band; rather it is a complex prominent semi. permanent feature
The aim of this p~per is to study the clouding and · in particular the Cb c.l ouds over the Indian Ocean in the area of two ·hemisphe rical
troughs ori either side of the equator noticed in the wind field, and discussed
in detail by Raman (1965 )o
The southern summ.e r months (January, February and
March) we.r e selected for study, as during this period the trough system in that
hemisphere is well marked and the two hemispheric troughs lie entirely over the
oceariic area uninfluenced by the presence of large continental areas. The vast
areas . of the Indian Ocean over many parts of which conventional data are sparse
or even rion-existent, is an ideal field for study using TIRC:S Pata.
o

3o
Satellite cloud cover information as available in the .coded nephanalyses for the two southern swmners of 1964 and 1965 <;>ver the oceanic area between
10°N anq. 20°s were analysed and tabulated three-degree squarewise with particular
· reference to Cb clouds.
4o
Nearly 125 nephanalyses were available for this study. The number of
observations ·available in each three degree square was 25 to 30 in most cases
except off northwest Australia where it fell below l5o From the dq.ta so tabula....
ted percentage frequency distr.ibution of (i) oirer~ast and broken to overcast Cb, and (ii) all types of Cb coverage (ac~ ·
ttered, broken and overcast) were prepared which are shown in figures 1 and 2i.

5o
' ~tom a close study of figures 1 and 2 the
noticed :~

following

features

may be

· (i) Th$re . are two well defined zones 9f Cb clouds in the Indian Ocean. The northern zone runs close to the equator in the northern hemi's phere while the southern
zone rtins fn>m Mozambique channel to north Australian coast, overlying most of
the Indian Ocean between 5°5 and 10°5. ~he · two zones converge towards Sumatra
and West Java and they agree well with the . locations of the two troughs in the
low level t.dnd field (850 mb) (Figure 3).
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( ii ) While the southern zone of Cb clouds extends across the whole of t he Indiari
Oce hn the northern zone of Ob clouds is mainly to the east of long o 700E.
(ijj) In general the trough in the southern henri.sphere (summer trough) is more
active, than the winter trough. · In the troughs, the activity is not . uniform
over their entire extento There are large variations between different portions.
The particular areas where Cb cloud is heavy and frequent are (a) to south and southeast of Ceylon and also off north Sumatra (in
the northern hemisphere trough),
(b) over Mozambique channel, central Indian 0 cean between long o 70°E
and 90°E off Sumatra and south of the Indonesian chain of Islands (in
. the southern hemisphere trough).
· (iv) There is a go6d relationship between the low level vortices in the southern hemisphere trough seen on the monthly mean resultant wind charts and areas
of heavy Cb • . In particular, the cyclonic vortex in the central portions of the
Indian Ocean between 70°E and 90°E appears to be the most aQtive one.
( v) Andaman and Nicoba.r Islands, Ceylon and Kerala which come under the influence of the northern hemispheric trough zone in April - May; have an average of
8 to 12 days of tlnmderstorm activity per month (i.e. 30 , to 40 percent).
The
ocee.nic Cb activity in the equatorial trough zones is also seen to be of the
same order (figures l and 2 ). Thus ·land heating does not appear to contribute
significant.l y to organised c.o nvection in ·e quatorial trough zone .
·

(vi) The an?as of Cb clouds revealed by this ana~ysis are closely related to
higher sea surface te~peratures and are favourably located in respect · of the ·
source of energy in the fonn qf latent heat (Raman, Srinivasan and Ramanathan,
1965) thus supporting the role of the Hadley cell circulation in the maintenance
of convective activity in the equatorial trough zone.
(vii) The axis· of the quasi-stationary wave trough in the winter stib-:tropical
jet stream of northern hemisphere lies near long. 70°E (Krisbnamurty, . 1961 ).
· The pronounced decrease in Cb activity to the ·west of long. 70-80°E in the nor- ·
them hemisphere trough zone and the incre.ase of the strength of the northern
hemisphere jet stream east qf this· longitude are noteworthy.
•
A typical example .of nephanalyses covering a major portion of the
Indian . Ocean area, is shown in Figure 4,_ which is a composite fo r the period
February 27 to March 1, 1965. The . areas of bruken and broken to overcast Cb
clouds alone have been delineated which align themselves into two broad bands
one extending from east of Mauritius and to northwest Australia and the . other
from Maldives t9 Malaorsia and Sumatra.. The positions of the two tropical stonns
in the southern heJifLsphere during this period are also indicated in the figure~ .

6o

7

On the daily charts the clouding associated -with each hemisphere
trough frequently splits up into two distinct bands on either side of the trough,
particularly when there is no well marked disturbance in the· trough •.' However,
in a seasonal picture these bands merge together and single broad zone of
o

3CJ7

h eavy cloudin g correspondi.ng to ea.e h hemispheric trough, alone can be re cognised.
8~

The mean seasonal picture of Cb distribution was split up monthwise!'
In January, it was found that the Cb activity in the trough zone was more in
the west 'Indian Ocean; in February, the activity was rather uniform ove r the
entire oceanic area;
and in March the major activity shifted to the east
Indian Ocean.

9.

· Conclusions

TIROS observations have helped to delineate the two zones of Cb
activity and yisualise distinct areas of heavy activity in certain portions of
the trough over oceanic areas. Conventional ships observations cannot give such
unique picture of areal distribution of Cb activity and its intensity. Inspite
of the fact , that space and time coverage of TIROS . data- is not continuous, the
above sampling has been sufficiently representative _to bring out the salient ·
features of convective activi t.y in the equato rial trough zones in the Indian
Ocean. The data supplied by TIROO cloud pictures refer to day--time conditions;
it is not known whether there is any significant diurnal variation. It has been
verified that the nephanalyses utilized in this study are not ·unduly biassed
towards occasions of cyclonic s t o rm activity.
- r '.

Krishnamurty, . T.No, 1961 : The sub-t r opical Jet Stream of Winter - Journal of
Meteorology, VoL 18, pp. 170-19L
Raman, C.R.V., 1965 :
· Symposium~ Bombay).

Cyclonic Vortices on either

side

of

Equator (IIOE

· Raman, C.R.V., Srinivasan, V. and Ramanathan, Y., 1965 : On the seasonal varia- tio n of certain meteorological ,e lements in relation to low level atmospheric
circulation over Indian Ocean (IIOE Symposium, Bombay).
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Flo. I. Percentage frequency distribution of overcas~ and
broken to overcast Cb conditions .
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Fig. 3 . Location of mean trough positions (Jan, Feb, Mar.)

850 mb level .
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Fig. 4 . Composite Nephonalysis - Feb.27 to Mar.1965.
(Broken to overcast Cb alone indicated).
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Radar Study of Cyclonic Storms in the Bay of Bengal

A.C. De
Meteorological Offi ce , Dum Dum .Airport, Calcutta .
SUMMARY

It is well known that some of the depressions fanned in the Bay of Bengal
during the premonsoon and monsoon seasons ultimate ly develop ·into cycloni c storms
and move NW, N and NE wards and cross the coast in the vicinity of Calcutta. It has
been possible to study some of these cyclonic storms with the help of a high powered .
storm detecting radar (Japanese type NMD 451 A) when the former moved within the
range of the radar (De and Sen 1959, Bhattacharjee and De 1965 ).
Or:t one occasion
the centre of the storm, could be located on the radarscope in the form of a. 'hook'
at one stage and a circular echo around the centre at another. The diameter of
the eye of the cyclone was measured and found to be of' the order of 18-24 miles.
This f;in.ding is in agreement with the earlier study by Krishna Rao and Sen '(1953).
No evidence of a thl.ck layer cloud derived from the wall cloud surrounding the eye
as observed by Kessler (1958) could, however, be obtained. The most interest,ing
feature observed on the radarscope is the appearance of spirals or bands right from
the stage of deep depression. Thes~ spirals form part of the large circulation system around the centre of the stonn. As the storm moves, these spirals also move.
Thus the movement of the storms may · be interpreted. in terms of the movement of the
spirals. It has generall.y been observed that the maximum height of the top of these
spirals is about 5 km. This means that the convergence zone extends upto about 5 km.
The life history of ·the spirals has also been studied. Their duration has been
found to be about 3-4 hours when they decay and fresh spirals take their place. ·.As
many as 4 or 5 spirals have been located at. an instant on the radarscope. Till the
storms remain in the Bay, the pattern of echoes retain the uniformity and undistorted
characteristics. But when they cross land, the. pattern becomes distorted. Even
then the spi ra)_s are well marked ..
Movements of the storms with the help of radar observations have been
found to agree fairly well with those found from synoptic observations.
The
associated pattern of distribution of rainfall on the surface has been found to
agree with that of the radar echoes.
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DISCUSSION
---

Mr. C.R.V. Raman
Independent evidence has been obtained by the analysts and people who
have been looking into Satellite pictures and obtaining c l oud distributions
that two troughs with embedded vortices lie on either side of the equator. The
regions of first formation of tropical stonns seem to be a little distance away,
about 2 to 3 degrees from the axis of either trough but in the region where the
vortices have been puto These vortices do no t appear to b~ result of formation
or stagnation of tropical. disturbanceso Why arP. they there ?
Col. Sadler
I have only analysed this area on a day to day basis and find that,
as with any extensively long trough or shear zone, the-more data you have the
more vortices are put in the analysis. There do seem to be preferred regions
where the cyclonic ,cells are most frequent but this may be due to the scarcity
of data. I confess to the fact that ii1 constructing mean charts I inserted vortices in an elongated trough to improve the appearance of the chart . and emphasize
the trougho · On the day to day charts there frequently · tends to be analysed a
cyclonic cell between Gan arid Diego Garcia.
From the February average cloud chart, the areas of maximum cloud did ' .
not exactly fit the vortices of the mean charts. This does not necessariJy imply
that in February, 1965, there were no preferred regions of vortices.
It more
likely implies that the February, 1965, circulation pattern was slightly
different from the long term mean.
Dr. Saha
CoL Sadler ·showed that the equatorial region was fairly clear of
clouds except near Australia. Mr. Srinivasan shows that the troughs were marked
by clouds. May I ib.vi te Col. Sadler' s comments .o n this ?
Col. Sadler
The charts for February and March were much better in regard to data
coverage. The september cloud chart does not show much of anything pertine .n t
to this point.
The February chart shows a defi:ni te double maximum with the greatest
cloud amount lying near the southern hemisphere trough (as you would expect in
the sunnner hemisphere). There was a secondary maximum of cloudiness associated
with tbe northern hemisphere trough near 5 N and a minimum along the equator.
In March the cloud distribution pattern hf}.s completely changed .
There is a
maximum along the equator and the double maxima in either hemisphere has disappeared particularly in the western and central Indian Ocean. I interpret the
March, 1965, pattern as a large departure from the mean because I . do not think
there ~s so nmch difference between the February and March long tenn mean cloud
pattern.
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Mr. Srinivasan showed a 3--month seasonal compilation from two years· of
of cou rse, 5"iv·2 s a smoothed picture of the large-scale features of
Cb distribution rather than details of a monthly averaged pattern.

d.3.t,a .

~Lnis,

Dr •.A. C. De
As early as 1948 Gressler in his article published in the Journal of ·
Meteorology found evidence of thick layer clouds derived from the wall clouds
surrounding the eye but in radar at Dum Dum airport we could not get it. Have
the satellite Meteorologists observed such layer clouds over the eye ?

Col. Se.dler
I think the best information is obtained in the accounts of aircraft
penetrations of Pacific typhoons and Atlantic hurricanes. These indicate that
while quite often there is a cirrus shield over the eye there are probably µi.ore
occasions when it ie completely clear over the eye
o

(

Dr. Ramage ·
Cressler's observation probably indicated __ rather an exceptional circumstance. In the great majority of cases even though there may be cloud over the
eye, it is usually ·very thin cloud and could not show up significant1y on the radar •.
I think this is much more common . than the condition that he de scribed.
Dr. T.N. Krishnamurthi
I would like to find out from Mr.Veltishchev if there was any discussion'
of the boundary iayer, say, the lowest lan.

Dr. Veltishchev
In my ·paper, I discussed nnly the. observations of the atmosphere with. out boundary layers.
Dr. P.R. Pisharoty
As long as there are westerlies along the equator the air could not .
have come there either from the north or from the south., If they come either
from the north or from the south, there should be an easterly component along
the equator. So if you have got a wes.terly component the air has to come from
above and there is n~cessarily a certain amount of subsidence along the ·equator
which supports the comparatively smaller amount of cloudiness along the· equator
as reveale.d by the satellite data.
J?.r. Ramage
Our experience in the eastern Pacific is that zonal low level westerlies are invariably associated with greater rainfall. . It is normally a dry air
in the eastern Pacific with very predominant easterly winds.
Mr. D.R. Johnson
Generally it is entirely true that equatorward motion will produce
easterlies i,f we assume conservation of absolute angular momentum throughout.

If you have a p re s sure gradient from west t o e ast , then you have force s which
will cre ate westerly momentum.. I ndeed, from my expe rience in Afric a, I be lieve,
t hat such a pre ssure gradient doe s exi s t from the high cells ove r Africa tow a rds
t he Indi an Ocean.
Regarding Mro Raman' s request for an explanation of - the
troughs, I tmnk that one would only understand why the troughs south of the
equator is the re , assuming that the trou gh north of the equator is a heat t ·rough.
Possibly, t he trough south of the equato r i s a fo rc ed re flection of the one
n orth. of the equator.
Mr o A. Thiruvengadathan
Col. Sadler showed in his mean cloud pattern for September 1 963 a
comparatively cloud-free layer over Indi a and adjoining Arabi an Sea and Bay of Bengal in the _latitudinal belt 10°N and 15°N. This calls for commen t .
Mr. V. Srir1i-v-asan
I have also examined the TIROO cloud coverage in the Arabian S ea
during the S."W. Monsoon season and fused it with the available ships observat i ons.
It is noticed that there is a break in the cloudiness - that is we get one b and
of clouding corresponding to the northern _h emisphere trough near about latitude
18°N and to the north of it and there is relatively distinct clear zone l:µld
then there is another band of clouding near about 10°N (i..e.) Minicoy. latitu d e-.
• paper on this subj'ect had been presented by me in the Seminar on the int erp retation of Satellite data hald at Tokyo in November-December, 1964 .
Mr. R.N. Kesh~vamurt:yI support · Mr. Srinivasan~ s observations. In our studies, we also ge't
a clear region round · about 13°N and climatology also seems to point to the same
thingo The coast in that region gets lot of rainfall. For instance, Mangalo re
gets the maxinium rainfall aJ._ong the West Coast but weather does not ext end
much beyond the coast.
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On Synoptic Methods of Forecasting the Vagaries of Southwest
Monsoon over I ndia and the Neighbouring Countries .

Ca Ramaswamy
Meteorological Office, New Delhi

1.

Introductio~

The vagaries of the southwest monsoon arouse unusual. .._. public inter:est
in Iridia. and indeed throughout the world on account of their repercussions on
the economy of the Indian sub-continenL The forecasting of these vagaries is
therefore one of the most important problem confronting the Indian meteorologists
to-day a
The problem can be dealt with broadly with reference to the following
we 11-known features of large- scale monsoon-activity.

(i)

Abnonnally early or late onset of the monsoon.

(ii)

Vigorous monsoon in certain parts ofthe country.

(iii)

Persistent monsoon activity with well-distributed rainfall
over the country.

(iv)

Partial or total interruption in the rains for several days
over major part of the country outside the hills and submontane districts (known by 'the term 'break in the monsoon' ).

( v)

· Abnormally late or early withdrawal of the monsoon.

Considerations of space do not pennit the author to describe in detail,
the synoptic situations characteristic of each of the above-mentioned features
of the monsoon. For the same reason, no reference will be made in this surveyarticle to the well-known techniques of forecasting monsoon activity on the b~sis
of sea-level and lower tropospheric charts. Descriptions will be confined, only
to the techniques utilising data for the middle and upper troposphere. The author
would briefly summarise the existing knowledge and supplement, wherever possible,
with new material based on his own recent investigations. These are based on the
technique of synoptic climatology, the assumption being that mean flow-patterns
in the middle and upper troposphere typical of synoptic situations would persist
. and therefore have a forecasting ·valueo
2.

The Problem of Abnormal onset and withdrawal of the Monsoon

Adequate factual infonnation is. available about the dates of onset as
well as the withdrawal of the monsoon but the mechanisms responsible for these
two important events, especially of the withdrawal, are still obscure. Ramamurthy
and Keshavamurthy (1'964) have recently studied the flow-patterns at the 500 and
300 mb levels associated with the onset of the monsoon over Kerala. They have
found that the onset of monsoon along the west coast is associated with the sudden
northward shift of the Arabian Sea sub-tropical anticyclone and its establishment
over West Pakistan and adjoining areas of Iran particularly at the 300 mb level.
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J1e b OO :mb 1 e-v-o1, i n add.-:l t:~on to simj lar changes, the monsoon trough also
f 0rnrn over the Keral a simultaneously. P ant (1964) has investigated into the
Jl§:nt ad p&tterns at the 700 mb l evel in association with the onset of the monsoon
over the country. He has d r awn attention to the formation of the monsoon trough.
near 90°E at the 700 mt> level and its development into an elongated low with
its major ax(s in an east-west direction near about 20°N by the time the monsoon
established it.self over the entire qountry.. Rai Sircar and Patil (1962) have
drawn attention to the wind-changes on a broad basis at the 300 mb level associated with early and late arrival of the monsoon over the country. Work on
similar lines has however not so far been done in the case of withdrawal of the
monsoon.
f; f

1

The advance of the mon soon, as well as its withdrawal, are not single
events but a series of events taking place during fairly long periods of timeo
These events do not also take place in the same .way in any individual year. The
normal dates of onset as well as of withdrawal of the monsoon in different parts
of India and Pakistan have been worked out by the India Meteorological Department
on the basis of rainfall records for a very large rrumber of years (Climatological
Atlas for Airmen, 194~ .. The actual dates of onset and withdrawal over any ·area
can diff;T ·by teri ·days or even more from those shown in the maps published by
India Meteorological Department.
3..

The Abnormal years 1956

~d

1957

The years 1956 and 1957 were years of exceptional interest from · this
point of viewo In 1956, the monsoon arrived very early and withdrew very late
it held sway over the country very effectively for a period of five months instead.
of the usual four .. · On the other hand, in 1957, although the monsoon arrived on
the usual date at the outskirts of the Indian 'Region, it got inordinately delayed
in its further progress northward. It behaved erratically even after it got established and withdrew from the country much before the usual date. The history
of the monsoon in these two years is readily available in published literature
(I.Jo Met. 1957 and 1958) and the reader may refer to them for the required details.
Taking into account the actual dates of onset of the monsoon in different
parts of India in 1956 and 1957 and comparing them wit.h the respective normal dat,e s
of onset and doing likewise in the case of withdrawal of the monsoon in these two
years, the author has prepared the diagram shown in figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 which
represent the mean conditions at the 500 mb level associated with unusually early
onset of the monsoon in 1956' unusually late onset in 1957' unusually late wit~
drawal of the monsoon in 1956 and unusually early withdrawal in 1957. These are
based on the UoS. Weather Bureau northern hemisphere daily 500 mb charts;.
. 4. ·

M~an 50~

.mb patterns and abnormally early and late onset of . the Monsoon

~igs. 1 and 2 show the mean 500 rilb patterns over .4-sia and Europe duriri..g
the periods 23 May to 6 June 1956 and-4 June to 18 June 1957, respectively. The
two figures show striking differences which cannot escape the attention even of a
casual reader. The major differences in the patterns are briefly stated below.
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!.igo 1 (23 M~w - 6 J u ne 1956 2 - Early onset of mon soon.
(a)

There is a well-marked anticyclone extending from No rtheast
Africa to West Pakistan and Northwest India with a c lose d
anticyclonic ce]J_ over south-west Pakistan and the adj oiPing
parts of I ran.

(b)

The westerly jet lies to the north of the HimaJ,.ayas near lat .
40°N with the anticyclone referred to in (a) above , ~o its south.

(c)

A long wave-trough runs from NNE to SSW over U.S .. S.R. and· from
there to W over the Black Sea arid Adriatic Sea. Another similar
long-wave trough runs with its axis roughly between long. 1100 ·
and 1200E.

Fig. 2 ( 4 June - 18 June, 1957) - Late onset of monsoon.

(a)

The anticyclone over northeast Africa extends only upto _Saudi
Arabia. The closed anticyclonic c ~ ll seen over Southwest
Pakistan and the adjoining areas in Fig.- 1 is completely absent
in Fig. 2. _

(b )

A trough is seen overnortheast India with its axis near 80°E. ·
It will be recalled (Ramaswamy, 1956) that there is normally a
trough in the month of May over Northeast India with ·its axis
between 75°E and 80°E. · -

(c)

_ The westerly stream in split, one branch flowing to the north
of the Himalayas and the other to the south of the mountain range
as' we norma)J_y see i n the pre-monsoon period. Observations at
higher levels also show that, in the southern branch, wind
speeds reached jet intensity. - During the period -14 - 18 June;
Peshawar winds were WSW/WNW 60 to 75 knots while New Delhi winds
were W/NW 35/45 knots below 12 .,0 klns. In contrast to this, New
Delhi winds were N/NE 5/12 knots during the same period at
·
the same levels in June 1956.

It wi]J_ be seen from the above, that Fig. 2 represents a pre-monsoon
type of flow-patterns in the middle troposphere and by inference, also in the
upper troposphere.
Our above findings are quite consistent with those of Ramamurthy and
Keshavamurtlzy" mentioned in the Introductory Section and in addition bring out more
explicitly, the extremely important role ·played by the westerly jet stream in advancing or delaying the ·onset of the monsoon over India by its meandering to the
north and south of the Himalayas.
It colild be argued that, for a strictly obj~ctive comparison between an
abnormally ea~ly and abnonnally late onset of the monsoon, the mean flow patterns
in the above cases should have been worked out for an identical perlod.

Life have, however, seen from the above paragraphs that the mean patterns
for the period 4 June - 18 June 1957 - a period zying ' entirely within a nonnal
monsoon month - strongly resembled the patterns for a premonsoon month. It will
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thex'Gfore b e o bvious that i f we had worke d out the mean patterns for the period
2 ~) May - 6 Jtm e 19 5'7, WE? wmJJ.d h a ve s ee n a me un p a ttern which would resemble even

more the pattern f or a pre-monsoon month than what we have s een in Fig . 2. In
vi e w of this and also of the fa.et that mo re t han half of t he period 23 Ma.y - 6
June 1957 lie s in a premon soon mo nth its e lf, our compari sons h ave been more convincing by our choic e of t he period . 4 - 18 June 1957 inste ad of the period 23 May __
6 June 1957 .,
5.,

500 mb Pat terns and Abn oiJnall_y_l.11te and e§.r;ly: Withdraw al of the Monsoon

Figso 3 and 4 show t he mean 500 mb patterns · for the periods 16-30 September of 1956 and -1957., The differe nces between the two diagrams are conspicuous
especiaHy with r e ference to the we s te rly jet stream and the anticyclonic and cyclonic systems over Asia o In parti cular, · mention may be made of the following :-

(a)

In 1956 (Fig .. 3) there is a zonal .f low of the westerlies to
the east of the ·caspian S ea and a single westerly jet completely
to the north .of India with its core near about 50°N. In 19·57,
(Fig 4) the wes t erlies have a . strong meridional component and
the j et is divided into two, orte branch lying over northwes-t
India and west Pakistan and the other near 60°N:
0

. (b)

In Fig., 4 (1957) there is a pronounced ridge extending from
70°N 90°E (south.westwards initially and southwards later) to
35°N 65°E. Such a ridg e is absent in Fig. 3 (1956).

(c)

. In 1956, the re is a closed high over Tibet and ea&terlies prevail over northeast India ·and the central parts of the country.
In 1957, on the other hand, there is no high over Tibet and
the easterlies are 15 degrees latitude further to tbe south.

(d)

In 1956, a low, characteristic of active monsoon, lies over
Peninsular India. In 1957, the same region is dominated by
a ridge.

'The v e rtical time-sections of Calcutt a, Nagpur, New Delhi arid Amritsar ·
(31°38' N, 74°52'E) were critica.Jly examined especialJ_y near the tropopause level.
These time-sections supported the striking differences we had observed in the 500
mb level mean flow-pat t erns in S eptembe r 1956 and 1957. The easterlies at 12.0
km. level were, in gene ral, stronger in September 1956 than in September 1957 trbile
the reverse was tnie in the case of the westerlie s o In particular, it may be
mentioned that the westerlies at 12o0 km were continuously 50 knots or more at
Amritsar from 7 September 1957 onwards and reached 85 knots on many days after
23 September. ·Even the winds over New Delhi were we~terly, moderate to st rong from
7 September onwards in 1 957 and exceeded 40 knots on many days after 23 September
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Other evidence in Norther Hemisphere Ch arts in relation to Abnormal Onset and
Withdrawal ' of Monsoon
.

The author has made a de t ailed st udy of the monthly mean 700 mb ch arts
and a general study of the daily 500 mb charts on individual days i n re l ation to
abnormal onset and withdrawal of the monsoon. It is not possible to go into the
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details of this investigation in t~i.s short article.. The author would merely
state tI1at this study has fu]ly supported the evidence presented in Figso 1 to 4
above. In particular, it showed that the abnormally late withdrawal of the monsoon in September 1956 was associated with a very marked Tibetan high with a
pronounced zonal f .low to the north of this high.. For contra, abnormally early
withdrawal of the monsoon in September 1957 was associated with pronounced highlatitude blocking which continued from August 1957 onwards, the blocking system
shifting southwestwards into Western Siberia in September 1957 and persisting there
(Ballenzweig, 1957 ). This blocking resulted in a split jet stream, the southern
·
branch of the jet invading Pakistan and India - unusually early for the season and causing a premature retreat of the monsoon ..
7..

Stratospheric Circulation patterns in relation to abnonnal onset and withdrawal
of Monsoon

As is well-known, June is nonnally the month in ·which the monsoon advances into almost the whole of India and September is the month by the end of which,
it retreats from the greater part of Indiao . It was, therefore, considered most
appropriate that in the absence of daily stratospheric charts, the monthly mean
conditions in the mid-stratosphere in June 1956 should be compared with those in
June 1957 and that,, likewise, the mean charts for .September 1956 should be compared
with those for Septe:r_nber 1957 ..
Abnormal onset of the monsoon
Figso 5(a) and 5(b) show the monthly mean 50 mb charts for June 1956 and
June 1957 respectively published by the Pennsylvania State University (1960 ). The
most noteworthy feature of these charts is th.a t the stratospheric pattern in June
1956 is much less cellular than in June 19570 In June 1956, there is only one
closed high over the pole corresponding to the 21000 gpm contour. In June 1957,
on the other hand, there are two closed highs with 21000 gpm contour, one of them
lying ~proximately between 45°N and 65°N to the north of the Aral Sea - the region
in which we are speciaJ.ly interested. The ver:y elongated configuration of 20900
gpm contour extending as far south as 35°N 65°E irt June 1957 compared to that in
June 1956 is also worthy of special mention. The contrasts observed between the
Ji.me 1956 and Jtine 1957 patterns ca1111ot be disposed of as accidental, simply because
the isopleths are not complete between 70°E and 130°E over .Asia in the. June 1956
chart.
No normal 50 mb chart for the month of June was available which would
haye enabled the author to compare with it, the June 1956 and June 1957 charlso
The author has, however, examined the mean seasonal patterns for 30 mb level pre.pared by Hare and Boville (1965) the mean 50 mb charts for 1956 and 1957 for April,
May and June, published by Panofsky (1960) and the daily 50 mb charts for a number
of years in the ·post-IGY period published by the Free University of Berlin. It
is clear from these maps that the change from winter to summer, in the mid-stratosphere begins in March and ends in May and that the contours in June are concentric
circles around the pole, the gradient in this month differing little with latitude
During the transition months, the patterns are of a strongly low index charactero
Such a flow-pattern is essential for the transport within a shorl time of· an
en6 rmous amount of angular momentum from winter (northern) to the summer (southern)
hemisphere (Reiter 1963)0 In view o:f this, it appears logical to argue that the ·
persistence of low index cellular pattern beyond May into June may be taken as
0
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. ::b ·.::0n;:>)nuencc of s del ay in the establishment of summer conditions over that
part. of t he northern hemisphe re where we find a pronounced cellular pattern in
Junr~ "
I f' thi s view is b ro a.d l~y- a cceptable, the delay in the onset of the monsoon
in 1957 compared to 1956 could be attributed to some extent to a corresponding
delay in the establisbment of summer patterns in the stratosphere in 1957 o Thus
the pronounced abnormalities in the onset of monsoon over India and Pakistan
cou1d be attributed to some extent to abnormalities in the stratospheric developmentso However, the author is unable to explain at this stage, how the changes
in the stratospheric circulation are linked with the abnormalities in the onset
of monsoon in the lower troposphereo

Abnormal withdrawal of the monsoon.
Owing to paucity of data and the "deceptive nature" of September patterns
in general (Hare and Boville 1965 ), it has not been possible to make in respect of
September i956 and September 1957 even such a broad statement as the one made above
in respect of June 1956 and June 1957.
8.

Vigorous Monsoon in certain parts of the Count:r:y

The heavy to very heavy rainfall in the southwestern sector of a westward-moving depression is a well-lmown phenomenon, in which low-level c9nvergence
plays an important part and which can be forecast with a fair measure of success,
on the basis of sea-level analysis and lower-tropospheric wind-field. Investigations by Pisharoty and Asna.ni (1957) have revealed that heavy rainfall in
association with westward · moving depressions . occurs on:J.y to the left of the track
of the depressiono Their investigations also show that forecasters would do well
to cover an area upto at least 300 miles ahead of the expected centres of the
depression 48 hours hence' while, issuing heavy rainfall warnings for a 48 hour
period.
· The very heavy rainfall along the west coast of India is not solely due
to orography as was once believed. George and Abbi (1960) have shown that heavy
rainfall along the west coast occurs 'over regions of warm advection within the
1000-500 mb layer as revealed by the contour - thickness grids at the 500 mb
surface'... It would therefore be wortbwbile to try this technique on a routine
basis for forecasting heavy rainfall in these regionso
Heavy rai:nfall also occurs in northwest India especially late in the
monsoon season in association with waves in the westerlies in the upper troposphere
(Pi.sharoty and Kulkarni 1956). The schematic patterns for divergence in the higher
level westerlies publis11ed by the present writer (Ramaswamy 1956) should prove
useful in the forecastir g of such heavy rainfall.
9.

Persistent Monsoon activity with well-distributed Rainfall over the Country

Srinivasan (1960) has shown that the monsoon rainfall ov.e r Gangetic West
J?Efngal and by analogy over a major portion of the Indian sub-continent outside
the northwestem divisions is ptj..ma.rily controlled by the passage of easterly wave
troughs and jet maxima over the area. If the wave-troughs and the wind-maxima
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;_. ·~ .d be l ocated and traced in t he upper wind charts from day
y enical time - sed,ions of rawin- r adiosonde stations, it will,
S riniva.san 'prove to be a great aid in forecasting of weather
could considerably improve the accuracy of forecast for 12-24
not more '

to day, aided by
according to
down:- stream and
hours ahead if

The usefulness of jet maxima as a tool in forecasting such rainfall has,
however, been thrown open to doubt by a recent announcement by Raman and Ramanathan
(1964) that the jet maxima themselves are caused by heavy rainfeJ_l~
On account of paucity of high-level data even now over the Indo-Pak.istan
sub-continent, the present writer has attacked this problem in a d ifferent way,,
Utilising the much denser network of aerological stations north of the Himalayas, ·
he has shown that persistent large- scale monsoon activity with well-distributed
Tair£all over India is ass ociated with a well-pronounced and east to west oriented
anticyclone over Tibet at 500 mb and 300 mb levels, and a pronounced high index
circulation over Sibe·ria, Mongolia and North China ( Rctmaswamy, 1958, 196-2 )o The
Tibetan High may sometimes shift much to the west of its usual position. In such
a si tUation, the monsoon may extend further westward into West Pakistan and in
an extreme case (RE\Dlaswarny, 1965), even into north Iran. Fig. 6(a) may also be
seen in
this connection
o

One · other example of persistent monsoon activity over India and its
relationship with a high index circulation over Asia to the north of ·the Himalayas
may be seen in the month of August 1961 when pronounced zonal flow characterised
the westerlies from the Atlantic to Asia through Europe (Andrews, 1961 )o

lOo

Partial or total interruption in rain s for several days over major part of
the Country OU tside ,the hiLls and rubmontane districts ('Breaks in ·the '

Mon~Ii_)

Srinivasan (1960) has pointed out that 'lack of passage of wave-troughs
in the upper....,tropospheric · easterlies across India may produce weak or even brealc
monsoon con.di tions'
The present writer had examined this problem with reference to the subtropical westerly jet stream and its meanderings (Ramaswamy 1958, 1962 ),, and ·
made the followir~ observations :(i)

During 1 break-:-condi tions', pronounced low index circulation
prevails in the middle latitude westerlies north of the Himalayaso This leads to large-amplitude troughs in the westerlies
protruding into Indo-Pa.kistan at the 500 mb level and aloft
while getting ret .rded and elongated further during their
eastward movement a cross the Tibetan Plateau which is a region
of weak basic current.

(i:i)

In the lower troposphere, . the monsoon southwesterlies and
.westerlies prevail almost upto the foot of the Himalayas. The.
axis of the monsoon trough below 1o5 km under such conditions
lies close to the foot of the Himalayaso
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The e a stward mo.ving high-level trou ghs are highly diffluent
with wind-- speeds of iet intensity upstream over Tadzhik,
Uzbek and K;irgiz S .,S .Rs and norlhwest Pakistan, rapidly
decreasing downstream ~ They con_t ribute to upper divergence
which 'pulls' the monsoon air up from the lowe·r troposphere
to cause heavy rainfall over and near the Himalayas-. The
distribution of rainfaU will naturally depend upon the configuration of the indivi.dua.1 . troughs and their locations and the
availability · of monsoon air in the lower troposphere underneath
such troughs. The rainfall may extf3nd further south into the
plains, depending upon the flow-patterns in the middle and upper
troposphe~~·

(iv)

In association with these eastward-moving troughs, the anticyclone over Iran and Arabia extends into northwest and Central .
India and the northern. parts of the Indian peninsula at 500 mb
level and aloft., Tbis results in dry weather over the greater
· part of the se regions.

The author has since made a detailed study of the persistent weak
monsoon conditions in July 1951, .August 1951, .August 1954 and July 1955 with the
help of the daiJ.y 500 mb northern hemisphere charts and the mont1Lly .mean 700 mb
·charts of the northerTl hemisphere, published by the U .s. Weather Bureau. Considerations of space do not permi. t the author to present these cases in detail·
hereo He would, however, mention that these studies have fully supported the conclusions presented by the author earlier in this paper.
Fig. 6(b) shows the U.S. Weather Bureau monthly mean 700 mb contour
and anomalies chart for August 195L In this month, the deficiency of rainfall.
over the plains· of India as a whole was 15%. It is interesting to see that even
the mean pattern for the month as a whole, shows a large-amplitude trough extending . from the A.retie to 45°N to the north of India and Burma. The low index circulation in the middle latitudes in this month of weak monsoon is in striking
.
contrast to the high index circulation over the same region in July 1956 in .
Fig •. 6( a) when the Indian monsoon was not only exceptionally active over India and
Pakistan but it also extended as far northwestwards as north Iran and contributed
to the floods over that region. This exceptionally active monsoon situation
has Qeen referred to in section 9.
During such) breaks in the monsoon', weak '1.ows' form over the extreme
south of the Bay of Bengal and mov.e westwards across the extreme south of the
peninsula (Koteswaram 1950, 1963). These low-latitude lows, according to Koteswaram help to revive the monsoon and have thus forecasting value.

11.

Do Southern Hemispheric Jet St~s influence· Indian Monsoon ?

r-

' Lamb (1959) has pointed ·out that the momentum of the southern hemisphere
westerlies is 4 times or more than that of the northern westerlies, during the
northern summer - southern winter and that the preponderance of the southern
system is such that it may be regarded as the 'flywheel' of the ·general atmospheric
circulation. According to Lamb, there are also indications that changes in the
southern westerlies entail world-wide adjustments. He has further shown that the
trough in the Indian Ocean sector with its axis near 120°E is the most dominant
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svet.Prn in the sou the rn westerlies and that its amplitude increases from southern
;;_1 r~r:·0r t G southern winter. Acc ording to Reiter (1963) t bis Indian Ocean trough
in the upper troposphere may be connected with orographic effect of the Himalayas
and a coupling of the circulation of both hemispheres seems to be indicated.,

In view of the above and also of the fact that the author's · own investigations ha:ve indicated that the northern hemisphere westerly jet stream and
its meanderings indirectly control the Indian summer monsoon to a great extent,
the author has considered it worthwhile to take up a preliminary irwestigation .on
the possible association between the southern westerlies and the Indian summer
monsoon.,
In 1963 - during the I.LO .. E. period - the Indian summer monsoon was
persistentzy active over the greater part of India during the period 1 - .7 August ..
There was also a break in the monsoon between 17 and 21 July in the same. year.,
Figs. 7 and 8 show the 300 mb -patterns on 3 August 1965 a day of ·active monsoon
and on 20 July 1963 a day of rather weak monsoon. The dots over the Indian area
indicate observations maintained by the Indian Meteorologica.l Department which
recorded 2q5 mm or more of rain in 24 hours ending at 03 GMT of 4 August 1963 and
21 July 1963 respectively. Fig. 9 shows the 300 mb profiles along 4o0 s, 50°S and
60°S during the active and weak monsoon spells.. For the preparation of these
diagrams, all the data available at the Data Collection Centre. for the I.I. O.. E.
at the I.M. C., Bombay were utilised., Microfilm copies of 300 mb charts for the
southern hemisphere, analysed by the International Antarctic Analysis Centre at
Meltourne, Australia were also specially obtained and utilised.
The northern hemisphere portions of Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate fairly well
the points made out by the author in the earlier sections of this article about
flow patterns associated with persistent monsoon activity and break-conditionso
The author has however chosen · those spells for illustrating the f'low patterns in
the southern herrri..sphere during periods of active and weak monsoon over India.
Figs. 7 and 8 show strikingly the bigh momentum and the well-organised
patterns of the southern hemisphere jet strea.tns. Fig. 9 would suggest that the
Indian Ocean trough near 120D'E had a much larger amplitude during the ·weak monsoon
spell than during the active monsoon spell along 40°S and 50°S. This conclusion
is also supported by the flow patterns on the individual days during the spell
(Figs. 7 and 8 Jo
Although the Fjpove conclusions are based on the 'maximum data available
over the southern hemisphere, the author would not attempt any generalisation on
the ba~is of this study. There is clearzy a need for more fact-finding investigations of this type utilising even more data than were available to the author
It should also be pointed out that Lamb's conclusions about the Indian Ocean
trough and Reiter' s further inferences therefrom are based on only 3 years' data
during the pre-IGY period. Additional data will be needed before we. can say anything more., specific about the Indian Ocean trough and the inter-hemispheric coupling
in association with the Indian monsoon.
0

· 12.

Future Prospects

The author is definitely of the view that there is little hope of
effecting significant improvement in forec:asting the vagaries of the Indian summer
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mo:ric·oon eve n on a large-sc al e unti l and unless a very much better network of
Rawin.... s onde station s i s e s tab Ji she d over southern Asia with at least a skeleton
ne t work of aerological stat ions over the contiguous ocean areas and accurate and
reli able dat a from this denser network a re made available to the forecaster daily
at least upt~ · the 50 mb level . When such an organisation is set up, a systematic
study wi JJ. have to be undertaken of the relationship between the easterly jet
stre am over t he Asian tropics and the subsequent monsoon developments. · The controve r sy recent ly raised by Raman and Ramanathan (1964) has to be ·s ettled before
we c a n confi dently utilise the easterly j et stream and the perturbations associated
with it as new tools in monsoon forecasting. The dynamical interaction between
the tropical easterly jet and the sub-tropi cal westerly jet and its repercussions
on the Indian summer JI!Onsoon which the author has pointed out in one of his earlier
studies, will have to be investigated in much more detail from · the synoptic as
well as theo:i;etical stand..;..points. It will also be necessary to find the coupling;
if .a ny, between the southern hemi spheric westerly jet stream and the relatively
restricted tropical easterly jet stream over Asta. A similar study will be necessaI
· on the coupling between the circumpolar northern and southern hemispheric westerly
jet streams . Daily stratospheric charts will have to be analysed in relation to
subsequent d evelopment of abnonnali ties in the oriset a11.d withdrawal of the monsoon. ·
In emphasising the need for such intensive synoptic st-udies in the middle and upper
troposphere and .the stratosphere,. it is · not the intention of the autho.r to under-.
estimate the importance of further .research on the monsoon air itself below the
500 mb level e.go on the lines i ni t i ated by Pisharoty (1965). These studies are
equally important and fundamental but they also require denser rawinsonde network.
The observational requirements of monsoon forecasters outlined ab ove,exacting as
they are, cannot be easily provided, in View of the heavy costs involved. WWW
· , offers the .only hopeful solution to · this problemo
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OF

THE DIAGRAMS

Fig. 1

Mean 500 mb contours, 23 May - 6 June 1956 (year ·Of abnonna.lly early
onset of th~ southwest monsoon over India).

Fig. 2

Mean 500 mb ·contours, 4-18 June 1957 (year of abnormally late onset
of southwest monsoon over India).

Fig., 3

Mean 500 mb contours 16-30 September 1956 (year of abnormB.lJ_y late
withdrawal of southwest monsoon from India).

Fig. 4

Mean 500 mb contours 16-~0 September 1957 (year of abnormally early
wi tb.drawal of sou thwe st monsoon from India).
·

?>

y

Fig. 5

(a) Mean 50 mb charts for northern hemisphere .... June 1956..
abnonnally early onset of monsoon over India)o

(year of

.j

(b) Mean 50 mb chart for n.o rthern hemisphere
abnormally late onset of monsoon over India).
Fig. 6

Jµne 1957.

(year of

Mean 700 mb contours and ano.malies in the northern hemis:ghere during
active and weak Indian summer monsoon ( southwest monsoon). .

(a) Active· .Indian monsoon - July 1956.
( b) Weak Indian monsoon - August 1951.
Fig. 7 .

300 mb contours - 00 GMT · of 3 August 1963 - Northern and Southern hemi-

spheres (Active monsoon over major part of India).
Fig. 8
Fig. 9

300 inb contours - 00 GMT of 20 July 1963 .... Northern and Southern hemi. -spheres - (Rather weak monsoon over major part of India).

Mean 300 mb profiles; the Indian Ocean trough in the southern hemisphere
during active and weak Indian summer monsoon.
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EXPLANATORY LEGENIS FOR DIAGRAJvfB

.r , g. 1
Note the concentratio~ of ·contours in the w~sterly flow to the north of
the Himalayas and the closed 19300 geopotentia.1 feet contour over SW Pakistan
and Iran.
Fig 2
Note the split in the westerlies, one branch flowing into India and
the other well to the north of the Himalayas. Note the trough over northeast
India near 80°E which is absent in Figo L
0

Fig .• 3
Note the closed high over Tibet and Zonal westerly flow to the north
of it and easterlies over northern India as shown by the odd contours. Note also
the low over western peninsular India and east Arabian. Sea.
Fig. 4 .
Note meridional component in westerJ.y flow norlh of Himalayas and westertlies over northern India. The ridge to the north of India was seen as closed.
anticyclonic cells on a number of days during the spell.
Figo 5
Note the closed high to the north of Caspian Sea and the elon~ated
20900 geopotential metre contour in Fig. 5(b) and compare with Fig. 5(a)o
Fig. 6
Note in Fig. 6( a), the r.Tibetan High' far to the west of its usual position anomaJs- of 120 geopotential feet. In Fig. 6(b) the Tibetan High is a.bsent ·
~d in its place there is a trough extending from the Arctic to 45°N. A negative
anomaly of 190 geopotential feet is also seen over Central China.
Fig. 7

Note that the "Indian Ocean trough" in the southern hemisphere between
and 160°E north of 50°8 is diffuse and feeble. There is a closed high over
Tibet in the northern hemisphere.

loo0 E

Figo 8
Note that the 'Indian Ocean trough' is better defined than in Fig. 7.
'!'here is deep diffluent trough over Tibet in contrast to the high over the same
area in Fig a 7. In the rear of this trough, ari anticyclone extends from Iran and
West Pakistan into northwest and Central India.
Figo 9
Note that the mean amplitude of the Indian Ocean trough is much greater
during the 'weak monsoon spell' than in the 1·active monsoon spell'.

3 :-J O

Fig. I. Mean 500 mb Contours 23Moy-6 June 1956
(Year of Abnormally early onset of Southwest Monsoon ,
over tndla. )

Fig. 2. Mean 500 mb Contou·r s 4- 19 June , 1957.
(Year of Abnormally late ontet ohouthwest Monsoon
over India • )

Fig. 3. Mean 500 mb Contours 16·30 September 1956
(Year of Abnormally late withdrawal of Southwest
Monsoon from India)

Fig. 4. Mean

eoomb Contours 16·30 September 1957

(Year of Abnormally early wlthdrawol of Southw11t
Monsoon from lndla) •

3 3;?,

Fig. 5.a . Mean 50 mb chart,June 1956

Flo. 5.b. Mean

~Ombchart,Junel957

. Fig. 6 ~:o. 700 mb chart- A_ctive ,Indian monso9n July 56

Fia.6.b. 700mb chart-Weak monsoon Aua.51
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The· Arabi a..YJ. Sea Summer Mons oon
Lt . Col. Forrest Re Miller and R. N.. Ke shavamurty

.

International Meteoro l ogical Centre , Bombay .- 5, I ndia .

The detailed atmospheric survey undertaken over the Arabian sea, between
the sea surface and the high atmosphere, was completed during the International Indian Ocean Expedition from May through mid-July, 1963.
Several
simultaneou a· multileveled .missions were flown on successive days during an
active mons on period. Atmospheric research aircraft of the U.S. Weat her
Bureau Research Flight Facility .and the ifoods Hole Institute flew the prob es
into end around a mid-tropospheric cyclone situated over the west coast of
India.
The results of a de.t ailed study of conventional data combined with the
set of meteorological, radar, and photographic aerial reconnaissance reports
for the period 1-10 July 1963 are presented. A co~plete description of the
. three-dimensional circulation over the Arabian Sea and western India during
· a day of heavy rain activity is reviewed. ~ t eady'-state . aspects of the mi dtropospheric cyclone off the west . of India and its importance in the maintenance of an active Arabian Sea monsoon are discussed. The relationship between
the wind field and weather distribution is considered through a presentation
of computer-derived divergence, vorticity, and vertical motiono The characteristic high level cloud patterns, as seen by TIROS VII and associated with
the seasonal ·trough, are also presented~ In summary, a. moqel of the midtropospheric ·cyclone and its surrounding environment is proposed.

· L . Introduction
During the International Indian O'cean Expedition, research aircrafts of
the U.S. Weather Bureau Research Facility and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
were· made . available for data qollection over the Bay · of .Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
The scheduling of these aircraft for a detailed and intensive aerial weath~r reconnaissance prior to and during an active period of t he Arabian Sea monsoon provided useful data.
·
Between 2 · and 10 July 1963, low~, mid".'"", and high-level RFF flights were
made simultaneously. In general, Woods Hole Oceanographic · Institute airc'raft covered
the deys not flown by the RFF.. Detailed meteorological observations on RFF flights
were automatically recorded , as frequently as 1 0-second intervals, on magneti:c tape .
Time lapse 16-nnn cameras photographed clouds along the routes. Radar scope photographs were also made. , On several occasions TIROS cameras scanned this region during " ·
this period recording the cloud patterns. It . is with this series of data that an
investigation was undertaken to examine the details of the Arabian Sea summ'e r
monsoono
One of the main objectives of this ex tensive data collecti on and analyses
during the International Indian Ocean ~xpedi t.i on has b een tq describe and understand
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the atmospheric circulations associated with the summer monsoon over south Asia
and t he Indian southwest mon soon, in particulars The main rain-producing systems
during the southwest ~onsoon ove r India are low pressure systems - called monsoon
depressions wbich form .at the head Bay of Bengal and move across north and central
India& But ·t here is another important type . of system which occurs most frequently
in northeast Arabian Sea in the middle troposphere. The results of our investigation
of such a middle-tropospheric vortex and associated weather over northeast Arabi8.n
Sea during an active monsoon epoch, 2-10 July 1963, are presented. By activ~ monsoon
we mean a. ratl-ier p·rolonged period in which there is widespread rainfall over most
of west coast
&

Extensive use was made of all the meteorological data recorded by the
heavily instrumented research aircrafts of the U.S. Weather Bureau ' and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute. Winds recorded by Doppler Radar at 950, . 600 and 500 mb
levels, pressure, temperature and lnimidity data obtained from drop-soundings made ·
during these missions, as well as radar and photographic records from these flights
were utitized. Conventional surface ship and land data as well as upper air winds
and temperatures were combined with research aircraft data. .
.
Detailed analyses of daily charts during the period 2 to 10 _July 1963
showed that a well-defined cyclonic vortex lay in . the mid troposphere ove.r the north- .
east Arabian Sea during this epoch. Judged by the rainfall along the northern parts
of the west coast of India and weather conditions out at sea, reported by ships
and the research aircrafts, the epoch 2 to 10 Ju1y corresponded to an active monsoon
situation with on.Ji minor changes from day to day in the structure of the atmosphe ric circtilatio~.
3a

Analysis of 2nd July 1963

The detailed analyses of a typical strong monsoon day - 2 July 1963
are discu_s sed. By the 2nd of July, the mid-tropospheric cyclone was well developed
. just o'ff the coast from Bombay (Fig. lb )a The first appearance of this system was
. seen on the 500 mb streamline chart of the 28th of June just south of Bombay. This
development took place after a (warm ' core) vortex formed in the Bay of Bengal and
· moved over the east coast north of Madras.
~ig. l(a)

(The chart on the left) shows the low-level streamlines and isotachs
analysed from a one day's (2nd July 1963) composite of ships over the Arabian Sea,
RFF reconnaissance reports and selected upper air data from land stationso
In
general, this streamJine pattern is similar to the mean, July low-level. flow (Raman
and Dirit 1964). However, we see here a significant difference near 20°N and . between
· 70°E and 75°.E ). A wave pattern in the streamlines with centers of speed maxinru.m
surrounding a minimum speed · zone developed directly below. It was · a reflection of .
the mid-tropospheric low shown here on the · 500 mb chart for the same time.
South of lO°N two equatorial e.d d.i es; between the southeast trades of the
Indian Ocean and .t he southwest Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal currents, had persisted for several days. As the monsoon flow in the Arabian Sea ·intensified, these
eddies receded south and east and disappeared by the 3rd bf July. The center of
maximum "wind ·speed (found by the RFF flight just off the coast of Somaliland)
shifted east and north.
·
·
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Be tween 2 and 4 July the mid-tropospheric cyclone reached its maximum
inte r: si ty. Our detailed analyses show that higher speeds were found around the
center on the Woods-Hole flights near 600 mb. This major west coast vortex persisted fo r ab~m t 10 days in approximately the mean seasonal trough position., It
then dissipated quickly, the rains stopped along the west coast and a weak monsoon
situation had developed by 11 June 1963.

It is important to emphasize here that. even though the heavy cloud layers
end rain broke up, the low-level southwesterly flow continued. It was less intense
over the sea, but it was difficult to detect any major changes from the surface
flow alone until after the weak monsoon period had begun ..

·L

}1ethod of Synthesis and Analysis
.

The general steady-state aspec.ts of this situation led us to attempt

to synthesize or reconstruct an atmospheric model for . an active monsoon over the
northeast Arabian Sea. This was done by compositing the data of 2, 4, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 around the(computed mean position) center of the mid-tropospheric vortex.
These were the days on which detailed weather reconnaissance were made.
~rom the daily analyses, the centres of the cyclonic circulation were
picked out for the levels 700, 600 and 500 mb, and the mean centres were found for
the period 2-10 July 1963. All the RFF dropsonde positions (23 dropsondes used in
the study) were transferred to a co-ordinate system with the cyclone center as the
origin. The temperature and humidity values were plotted at these positions. At
850 mb a cyclonic circulation could be seen only on 2 and 4 July and not on other
days. Therefore, 850 mb data were composited around 700 mb center.

Wind corn po site
Accurate upper-wind observat~ons over the sea areas made with Doppler
radar of the research aircrafts were utilized. Winds at an. interval of 10 to 15
minutes during the flights of 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, wid 10 July were ~sed. · In add.it.ion,
rawin and pibal winds of coastal and neighbouring stations were used. All these
were transferred to a co-ordinate system with the cyclone ·centre as the · origino
.The surface (low-level) wind composite was prepared in two parts (1) f or
2 and 4 July and (2) for 7, 8, and 9 July, as the synoptic situations were slightly
different in these two epochso These data were composited around 700 mb centre.
Aircraft winds at 1500 fto and rawin and pibal winds at 2000 feet were used. Of
these, the composited surface (low level) chart for the perio.d 2 to 4th July is
reproduced in Fig. 2ao
5.

Salient Features of the Composite charts
Fig. 2.
(a)

Wind composite :

Surfac·e (low-level) : (Fig. 2~)

On 2 and 4 July the mid-tropospheric system was very intense and was seen
as a vortex at 850 mb and as a trough at surf'ace. On 2 July even a feeble vortex
was seen
surface.

at
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The general current is 20-30 knots strong with 40 knots maxima e At the
trough there is a niiniim.lID of 5-1 0 knots. This gives considerable speed .convergence~.
(b) Mid-troposphere : · (Fig. 2b, 2c and 2d)
·
A we]J_~defined . cyclonic circulation can be seen· at 700, 600 and 500 mb
centered near (20o8N, 73E), (20N, 72E) and (18.SN, 72E), . (Charts B, C and D) respectiyelyo There is streamJine confluence to the north and northwest of the vortex
centre at 600 and 700 mb levels. The cyclonic vortex has inner and outer rings of
isota.ch maxima of 20-30 knots all around except on the eastern side.
The wind
speeds . a.re strongest at 600 mb.
The cyclonic vortex is flanked by anticyclones
to the northwest and west.
Fig. 3.

Temperature composites : (Figs.. 3A, 3B, 3C)

It can be seen that the cyclone is cold-cored a.t 700 mb. At 500 mb the
centre lies in a waIID tongue . The temperature field is· somewhat neutral at 600
mb... This system is similar in temperature structure ·to the 'subtropical cyclone '
and to the system in the Bay of Bengal studies by Ramage (1963).
· Moisture composites :

(Figso 3A, 3B, 3C)

Dashed lines in Figs. 3A, 3B represent the moisture distribution. At 850,
700 and 600 mb, very large mmidities (near 100 percent) are seen to the south of
· the centre and close to it and also the north.
These regions of high humidity
extend to 500 mb also as seen from individual ascents. Very dry air lies to north~
"west and west· of centre at these levels •
. In Fig. 3D, ·are shown four temperature and moisture curves from RFF
dropsondes taken at the points indicated on 7 and 8 JuJ.y. The midtropospheric cy. clone was still intense at . this time. . The significant f eatu re which these sound- .
ings · dis.play are :
·
1. Over the northern Arabian Sea, a marked subsidence inversion exists
between 850 and 900 mb (Fig. 3Dl).
2. In the vicimty of the upper level center humidities are high and the
lapse rate is relatively unstable. Colder temperatures at 700 mb and
warmer at 500 mb are apparent in (~igs •. 3D2 and 3D3 ). Relative humidities · are high.
·
·
3. Over central Arabian Sea and to the southwest of the midtropospheric
center, . the curves reveal a more typical condition for the tropics with
colder air at 500 mb than near the. vortex center.
Vorticity Sections :
From computations of vorticity ·on 2, 4, and 7 July at the different levels
zonal and meridional sections of vorticity through the centre were prepared..
From
these, mean sections were prepared. The sections depict the vorticity distribution
in two vertical planes .passing through the centre.
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i'"ig . 4 (Vorticity Composite) :
The vertical sections of vorticity (Figs. 4A and 4B) show that the highest
va.lues of vorticity are in the midtroposphere Le. 700 to 500 mb. · They sbow positive vorticity right from surface to 500-400 mb in the region of the mid-tropospheric cyclone. " The zero vorticity line runs roughly along 300-400 mb in the region
of the mid-lropospheric cyclone. There is westward and southward tilt (with height)
of the maxinrum vortici t.y between 700 and 500 mb. The lati tudi~al section (upper
left) shows that cyclonic vorticity extends far to the west of the ce'n tre (65°E to
700E) in the mid-troposphere; actually, · there is anticyclonic vorticity at surface
below this region. The centres of the cyclones, based on streamlines are shown in
each chart.
6.

General Structure of the mid-tropospheric cyclone

From· out- detailed investigations of the individual days and the composite
charts which have just been discus sed, the followi!).g aspects 'of the structure of
the Arabian Sea upper level cyclone can be summarized :

·L

The mid-tropospI:ieric cyclone is similar in structure in many respects
to the 'subtropical cyclone' •
It is cold-cored at .700 mb and warm
cored at 500 mb.
·

2. The system has its greatest intensity -- highest vorticity· and
stronge st · winds .....;_ in the mid-troposphere between 700 and 500 mb and
tapers off both above and below.
When the system is intense it extends
to 850 mb alsoo
3. It is known that there are many active .monsoon spells with a good
distribution of rainfall over India without well-marked surface depressions;
but upper air cyclonic circulations are noticed to move across the monsoon
trough over north India. Perhaps they are systems similar in structure
to the one described above.
4. In the main area of the towering cumulus and cumulonimbus both north
and routh of the center and to the west, .there is violent upward motion ·
in the middle and upper troposphere.
5. In the clear area west of 67 - · 68°E there is downward motion at all
levels. The dropsondes showed subsidence inversions in this re~ion.
7.

Radar Composite ·

As an aid to weather composite construction, a ;-adar composite was prepared.
Radar cloud photographs of the RFF low-level (1500 ft.) and high-level (500 mb)
flights were used. PPI photographs of the radar .APS 20 were most suitable. Fig. 5
shows a composite of the radar ·echoes for 2, 7' and 8 July 1965 delineated with
respect to the centre of the cyclone.
The main cloud features of ·interest are the large bands of cwmi.l onimbus
to the west and north of the composite centre, curving cyclonically. These refer to
2 July. ·The vertical radar scan showed that the preci~i tation echoes in this area
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extended to 28,000 to 29,000 feet. Some visual observations showe·d that the actual
cloud tops were much hi.gher. Thick cirrn s was observed to stream westwards from
their tops; this was. repo r ted by the RFl" B-57 jet at 48,000 ft. The other echoes
further to the south of the Centre· (observed on 7, 8 1 and 9 July), are much smaller
in size and are of the large cumulus type. They are in the main westerly stream
and are oriented along the streamlines. They also generally extend to 20;000 feet. ·
From .visual and photographic observations . it was noticed they a~ embedded in sheet- .
type middle ·cloudso
·
8e

Weather Composite (Fig. 6C)

- In fig. 6(c) combines the weather composite based on all radar photos,
reconnaissance and conventional data. Rainfall and cloud reports of coastal and
other plain stations (hill stations were excluded) were also utilized.
Sirriilar
information obtained from ships, flight meteorologists' notes (of the research
flights) and the. radar composites help.e d to complete the picture. Continuous cloud
· photographs obtained from the re search aircraft. were also examined.
TIROS VII
Satellite weather infonnation was also fused into the composite.
Sadler (1965)
has discussed TIROS VI. picture taken during this period which show upper cloud
patterns at different stages during this active monsoon phase.
The main features of
s~own in this . model (~ig. 6
11

the

Arabian Sea monsoon which are schematically

c) are :-

)

(a) A large area of .heavy cumulonimbus build-ups mainly to the west
(and southwest) of the mid-tropospheric cyclone centre.
(b) The heavy precipitation is generally near the coast but in the
region of the· mid-tropospheric trough, it extends farther out into the sea.
(c) Tlie middle overcast is in the ·shape of a wedge extend'i ng from the
coast towards the west up to 66-67°E. It extends more on the southern side than
· to the north of the mid-tropospheric trough. Pisharo t y (1963) explained this
middle cloudiness in the westerly belt as due to transverse ascent on·' Isentropic
surfaces under suitable conditions.
(d) All the heavy rain is not due to cumulonimbus clouds. The heavy
rain to the south of the mid-tropospheric. trough, particularly along the coast is
due to stratisfonn middle clouds with embedded large cumulus. The radar corrposite
supports this observation.
9.

Vertical Circulation Model (Fig. 6A and 6B)

Figures 6A ·and 6B show sections of the vertical circulation based on
the rough vertical motion stimate's and the weather composite. The clouds are sym:bolic and n.ot to scale. These show upward motion in the area of the mid tropospheric
cyclone notably to west and north of centre and descent outside the general cloud
area further . to the west and north. The main point of interest is the cuIID.llonimbus
towers to the west · and south of the centre of the midtroposphere.
These are
evidently similar to the 'hot towers' · mentioned by Rhiel and Malkus (1961 ).. This
type of circulation is probably typical of ar1 active Arabian Sea monsoon with large
upward motion and weather in the eastern parts, particularly near the coast and
descent and clear weather in the western parts.

e
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IEGENDS OF FIGURES
Fig. 1. Streamline - isota.c h analysis for : (A) low level arid (B) 500 mbs,
2 July 1963.. Ship : reports for one day, 1500 ft. ~ winds . and 3000 ft. tdnds for
land stations comprise the dat~ for chart (A). Data for . chart (B) consists of RFF
reconnaissance ·and land station 500 mb winds.
Fig .. 2. Composite wind charts •
. . Fig. 3. Temperature and moisture composite charts ·in figures,. A,B and C
continuous lines are isotherms (°C); moisture (relative humidity in percentage)
lines are dashed. ·
·
-

Di, D2, D3 and D4 are typical dropsoundings.• ·
Fig. 4., · Charts A and B are vertical sections of vorticity through the
centre of the cyclone, in 'units of x 10- 5 sec.-1. Charts C and D are sections of
·vertical motion (cm sec.-1) (Negative values upward, positive vtlues downward
motions. The circled dots represent composite centres of the cyclone at 700,600
and 500 mb.
·
·
'·
Fig. 5. PPI radar cloud composite

2-10 July, 1963.

~igo 6. J.>roposed model for an active period of the Arabian Sea mon,s oon.
Clouds are symbolic in charts A and B. Arrows represent direction of vertical
motion with shafts roughly proportional to vertical speeds. Chart C is a composite plan view of the weather distributi?n.
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FiO. I.a. Streamline lsotoch Analysis for Low Levels
on 2 July 1963. Datd included : Ships reports
I 500 Ft. R FF. Winds and 3000 Ft. Winds for

Land stations.
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2.

Fig. 4 . Charts Aod
B ore vertical sections of vorticity through the
centre of cyclone, in units of x
sec'.
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Some Distinguishing Features of strong and weak Monsoon
Regimes over India and Neighbourhood
K.M. Ramamurthi, R.. N" Keshavamurty and J ambu.n e.than R.,

International Meteorological Centre, Bombay, India.
ABSTRACT
Two p·e riods, each of two week's duration, orte of strong monsoon and
the other of weak monsoon . (during 1963) were chosen and the mean resultant
winds were computed for each period.
Streamline-;isotach analyses for
the standard levels wen; made~ Thickness charts between standard levels
. were analysed.
Mean meridional sections of .vorticity and of zonal and
meridional components of wind were prepared .f or longitudes 75°E and 85°E.
The wind fields at 700 mb show the greatest contrast between th~ two
regimes.
It is found that rainfall distribution associ·ated with the two
epochs · can be explained on the basis of vertical circulations caused by
advection discontinuit.ies. The thickness charts show that the main monsoon
trough over the Gangetic plains is warm-cored but the midtropospheric
vortex during strong monsoon over Gujarat is cold-cored at 700 mb.
The
charts show the presence of an upper tropospheric westerly trough over
~est Pakistan and also the more southward position of the upper troposph&rio subtropical ridgeline during weak monsoon. The upper tropospheric
easterlies build ~p more between 200 and 100 mb during strong monsoon and
.between 300 and 200 mb during weak. monsoon.
The sections of meridional
component of wind show that the monsoon or reverse cell is more prominent
during strong monsoon and the Hadley cell is more . prominent during weak
monsoon.

1.

Introduction

Significant features o.f synoptic situation leading to breaks in the Indian
mimmer monsoon were investigated in detail by Ramaswamy (1958, 1962 ). The present work is concerned with a study of the flow patterns at · standard isobaric
·
surf aces over the Indian sub-continent and the adjoining areas during condi t.ions
of strong and weak monsoon using the voluminous IIOE data collection for 1963 and
applying kinematic techni q'1es of analysis. The selected epocQ.s of strong and weak
monsoon, each cover a period of two weeks so that the mean circulation patterns
obtained may be representative of the more important and persistent features associated with each regime and temporary fluctuations of individual days may get
smoothed out.
·
·

2.

Meth.Q.S

The period 11 to · 24 Ju.ly 1963 was chosen as typifying a weak monsoon
regime and the period 8 to 21 August 1963 a strong monsobn regime. During the latter
period the monsoon remained active under the influence. of .t wo low pressure systems,
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one a depression and the other a low pressure area which formed aver head Bay
of Bengal in successive weeks and moved northwestwards. ~1rus, the well known
criterion of the difference in the patte·m of rainfall distribution over lndia
was used to distinguish strong .from weak monsoon period. Figures lA and _lB show
the rainfall distribution over India, as departures from normal, corresponding to
the two epochs of weak and strong monsoon respectively. During weak monsoon rainfall was scanty along the west c.o ast of India and the central parts of the country.
Over the hills and the adjoining areas of north India the rainfall was in excess
by 20 percent or more of the normal. The rainfall over the Madras state was also
in excesso In contrast to the above, during the strong monsoon ·period rainfall
was in excess along the west coast and the central parts of the country.

-

.. ·.

2.1
Mean restiltant winds for standard isobari.c levels - 1000 mb(0.9 km when
· 1000 .mb winds were not available), 850, 700, 500, 300, 200 and 100 mb for all
· · . available stations in the area .comprising 40°E to 105°E' and 1°s to 40°N for the
two week period .corresponding to each epoch were computed and the chart for each
· pressure surface was carefully analysed .using kinematic techniques of analysis.·
· Over areas where data were available for the interme?diate pressure surfaces of
SOO mb, . 600 ·mb, 400 mb and 1 50 mb analysis was done for these surfaces also for .
..facility of checking vertical contirruityo The thermal structure of various atmospheric layers · from 850 mb to 100 mb was also studied by preparing several thickness
charts usirig the mean wind shears and thickness values of . corresponding pressure
· levels. Over the area. enclosing the 1JlOUntainous terrain and the high ground of
l'ibetan Plateau, analysis was not .attempted upto 500 mb. For upper tropospheric
levels i.e. 300 mb and aloft, analysis was extended to 45°N also in orde~ to get
proper delineation .o f the sub-tropical westerly jet stream. From the analy~e· d
charts for each pressure surface, winds were picked out at grid points 2 degrees
·· apart and relative vorticity was computed. The results· are presented in. the form
of vertical cross-sections of mean zonal flow, mean relative vorticity and mean .
·nieridional flow over two sections, one covering 70°E to 80°E so as to include
ea~t Arabian Sea and adjoining western parts of India and the other covering so°E ·
t.o 90°E to in.elude west Bay of Bengal and adjoining eastern half of India.

·.3.
' "'

Discussion

Vertical cross sections of zonal . flow over 70°E to 80°E and 80°E to 90°E
during _weak and strong monsoon periods are shown in figures 2A to 2D. Regimes of
easterly components are dotted. The main points brought out in crosS-sections ·
for 70°E to 8 O°E ( vide figures 2A and 2B) are :
(i) In ·the lower troposphere there iS" no trcug_h south of 34°N during
weak monsoon whereas in strong monsoon period a trough is seen near 29°N
corresponding to a vortex over Rajasthan at the northwestern end of .the
monsoon trough (equatorial trough) and anothe-r one near 23°N at 600 mb
corresponding to midtropospheric cyclonic system over Gujarat.
(ii) In general, the strength and depth of lower tropospheric ·we ~terlles
greater during strong monsoon. During weak monsoon the ·1ow level
westerly maximum is seen at a higher latitude than in strong monsoon.

are

(iii) Between 200 mb and 400 mb, . the sub-tropical ridge line lies in a
more southerly latitude during weak monsoon, the latitudinal difference
being greatest at 300 mb.
·
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(iv) In weak monsoon a ridge line is seen along 11°N at 500 mb vide
figure 2.A. Trri.s does not seem to fonn part of the subtropical ridge
line in view of the fact that at 400 mb the subtropical ridge runs .
along 25~N and a slope of 14 degree latitude between 500 and 400 mb
appears improbable. This low latitude ridge line at 500 mb · seems · to
develop during weak monsoon as a result of the decrease with height of
the relatively w~aker lower tropospheric westerlies due to north-south
temperature gradient.
( v) The upper tropospheric west wind max:inrum is located more or less
over the same region i De along 40°N at 200 mb with practically -the same
speed· both during strong and weak · monsoon conditions, This brings out
importantly that the subtropical westerly 'jet stream has no signific:ant
connection with the activity of the summer monsoon over India.
o

(vi) The tropical easterly jet shows greater lateral extent during weak
monsoon. · The lateral extent of strong easterlies to cover a more northerly latitude during weak .monsoon is more clearly seen in the cross.;..
section for 80°E to 90°E vide figure 2C. ·
(vii) The.re is a close · packing of isotachs between . 300 mb and 200 rob
during . weak monsoon. In fact the.main contribution to the speed of .the
· easterly jet is · seen to arise from this layer whereas during . strong .
monsoon a similar feature is seen in the layer 200 mb - 150 inb.
It is found that in general, during weak monsoon the ·· thickness values · in
the layer 300 to 200 mb over the central parts of the country are relative.ly higher'
and the lapse rate lower as compared' to the corresponding values in strong · monsoon;
hence the ·temperature gradient equatorward is greater. This appears to arise from
the large scale subsidence which pre~umabzy occurs over the central parts- of·: :the
country during weak monsoon, associated · with the subtropical anticyclone which .is
then loceted at a more southerzy latitude.
'

3.1
Important additional features noticeable in the cross-section for 80°E
to 90°E ( vide figures 2C and 2D) are :
(i) In weak monsoon period, the axis of the monsoon trough (equatorial
trough) is seen at 27°N i.e. near the foot of the Himalayas at lower -··
tropospheric levels. In strong monsoon the axis of the monsoon trough
lies along 25°N at 1000 mb and extends to 400 mb with a southward slope
in the vertical.
(ii) There is no significant change in the position of the subtropical
ridge line at upper tropospheric levels during both the regimes~

3.2
In figures 3A to 3D are shown vertical sections of mean relative vorticity over 700E - 80°E and 80°E - 90°E during the two regimes . Are.as of pgsiti~e
(cyclonic) vorticity are dotted. Continuqus tbin lines show trough/ridge lines
as seen·in zonal flow and dashed lines - centres of maximum pos~tive/negative
vozi;ici ty.. The main points brought out in these figures are :
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( i) I n the region of the monsoon trough running along the Gangetic
pla.i n s with embedded vortices cyclonic vorticity is maximum at low
level s and gradually decreases with height (vide figure 3D)e Strong
cyclonic vorticity between 700-600 mb is seen in the region of the
midtropospheric vortex over Saurashtra-Gujarat at the south western end
of the monsoon trough vide figure 3Be
Above this level the vorticity
sharply turns negative a • This indicates · that the former is warm cored
and the latter cold corede
It is found that, an examination of . the
thermal pattern as revealed by thickness charts bears out the same conclusion. As an illustration, in figure 4 is depicted thickness lines of
the layer lo5 km to 3 km and the wind shear between these two levels. It
w:lll be seen that the region of monsoon trough from Raj asthan to head ·
Bay of Bengal is warm. Also the wannest region is the heat low over
west Pakistan. The region over Gujarat · is cold showing that the mid.tropospheric low over Gujarat is cold cored iri this layer. This is also
'in conformity with the findings of Dixit and Jones (1965 ).
(ii) It is · also noticed that generally vorticity maximum lies to the
south of the trough line and vorticity minimlim to the .north of the
ridge line. This seems to be due to larger cyclonic shears north of the
ridge line • . It is Of interest to note that in monsoon, the maximum ra.irP
fall also occurs south o.f the trough line where the .vorticity maximum
exists.
(iii) In the cross-section for 80°E-900E (figure 3C and 3D) there is no
significant contrast between the two regimes in the pattern of negative
(anticyclonic) vorticity ·at upper tropospheric levels north of 25°N.
This indicates that the existence of anticyclone over the Tibetan region
alone is not a sufficient condition for increase in the activity of the .
monsoon.
In the present case greater contrast is noticeable in the
vorticity patterns over 70°E-80°E vide figures 3A and 3B. During weak
monsoon a quasi-stationary trough is found to exi_st along 730E extending
from Russian Turkestan to northern parts of India and West Pakistan at
upper tropospheric levels. This trough causes a weakening, distortion
· and southward shift of areas of negative vorticity ·at these levels (vide
figure 3.A). As a conseqmmce inhibition of low level perturbations over
the central parts of the country is effected possibly by the subsidence
from upper level subtropical anticyclone.
These results substantiate
the findings of Ramaswamy (1958,1962). Therefore, an important condition
necessary for strong monsoon seems to be the absence of any active trough
in upper and midtropospheric westerlies of extra tropical latitudes over
north India and adjoining areas to the north.
(iv) It is seen from figures 3B and 3D relating to strong monsoon, that
negative vorticity at upper tropospheric levels west of BO°E is of the
same order or even greater than the values east of 80°.E. This indicates
that in the former region possibly the dynamic effects due · to subsidence
(Das,1962) play an important role in the strengthening of the subtropical
anticyclone over that area and even overcompensates the thermal effect
which may operate east of 80°E due to the Tibetan Plateau functioning as
a miatropospheric heat source. . A comparison of mean upper . air tempera- tures over Lhasa and New Delhi for the strong monsoon period also shows
that above 500 mb the latter was warmer than the fonner as shown below :
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Lhasa

.

New Delhi

500 mb

300 mb

200 mb

1·00 mb

o0 c

-24°C

-45°C

-74°c

-1°C

-23°0

-44°c

-72°C

.I

In. view of what has been described above, the postulate of Flohn(1958)
and Koteswaram (1958 ), laying considerable ·stwss on the role of the
Tibetan Plateau in regard to the activity of the Indian summer monsoon
requires re- thinking'.
3. 3
Kerk (1961) has shown that vertical shear of horizontal acceleration
may b.e regarded as a measure of the unbalance part of the solenoidal field i.e.

. -

..

where · 'V' ~ · is the horizontal' wind,
ll< ·
is unit vector in the vertical and
tN H
is the unbalanced part of solenoidal vector. Splitting the term on the
. left hand side with its component parts, a qua.nti ty connected with advection appear
as
.,.

.s
where
surface.

is the direction of the streamline projected on the constant pressu:rn

When an abrupt change of

(
dS
l yH l ~

;)Ytt )
Q)z

occurs alol').g a

streamline there a~ses a discontirruity in the field of t~s quantity which Kerk
{1961) has termed as advection discon:tiriuity. Regions of advection discontinuity
. w"t+enever pre sent can be easily located on charts in. which both streamlines and
thickness lines are drawn. Figures 5A and 5B show streamlines at 700 mb and thic.kness lines of atmospheric layer between 1.5 km (850 mb) $1.d 4.'5 km (600 mb) over
InOia and neighbourhood duririg the weak and strong monsoon regimes.
It is found
that the streamlines and thickness lines _intersect at large angle in the region of
· the monsoon trough over the central parts of the country, south Punjab (I), . east
Rajasthan; Gujarat and Saurashtra and along the west coast during strong monsoon ··
and over the areas in and near the hills during the weak monsoon period. It is
interesting to note that these were the areas where rainfall distribution was also
in excess. This brings out the important role of flow patterns and thermal structUre of the atmosphere in lower and near mid. tropospheric levels in relation to the
.distribution of monsoon rainfall and shows how in addition to other possible dynamic processess advection discontinuity provides a physical mechanism for vertical
motiono 700 mb streamline chart is found to be the most representative of the
characteristic synoptic features of -the lower troposphere.
3.4
It is also seen from figures 5A and 5B that the 'thermal high' over the
surface heat ,. low over west Pakistan is more intense during the strong monsoon period
· as indicated by the magnitude and packing of thickness lines.
This presumabfy
...arises as a result _of subsidence from upper level subtropical anticyclone (~amage,
· l965) · which is located over southern parts of west Pakistan up.to 400 mb during
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s t ron g mons oon. The effe ct s of warmer subsiding air in lower and mi.dtroposphelic
l ev els woul d be t o in t e n sify the heat low at very low levels and this is borne out
by t h e con tou r value f o r 8 50 mb over Karachi during the strong monsoon epoch (over
India ) being in t h e mean 6 metre s lower than t hat f or weak monsoon.
It is reasonable to assume that t his difference will be greater in the centre of ·t he heat·
low~
The heat low over west Pakistan disappears durin g· strong monsoon even at the
700 mb as evidenced by the rise in t he contour value and the wind over Karachi
becoming northerly at this ;tevel.. 1bis can in turn result . in advection of warmer
a i r and development of advection discontinuity over Ku tch Sau ras.h tra and Gujarat.
3·. 5
In a study of the meridional circulation during the monsoon seas on over
India, Rao (1962), pointed out to the retreat of the direct Hadley cell northward
to ne·a r 30°N and a 'monsoon cell' occupying the Indian ·area from 26°N to 13°N. In
1
·
. figures 6A to 6D are
depicted vertical cross-section of mean meridi onal components
· ·i. over
70°E to SO°E and 80°E to 90°E · corresponding . to weak and strong monsoon
regimeso Areas of northerly components are dotted. Over the east Arabian Sea and
adjoining ·areas generally northerly components prev ail in both the. regimes at
lower tropospheric levels (vide figures 6A and 6B )o Above these lev.els, in we8.k
monsoon a diffuse 'monsoon cell' is noticeable south of 18°N and a · well marked
Hadley cell north of this latitude.
During strong monsoon, the 'monsoon cell' is
. more marked and extends to 24°N vide fJ..gu~ 6B.
The predominance o:f the monsoori
.ce11-· and .an ill define d Hadley cell seem to be closely associated with strong monsoon conditions while a diffuse monsoon cell and well marked Hadley cell characterise
weak monsoon. In the cros f,....Section for 80°E - 90°E, vide ~igure 6D the monsoon cell,
extends as far as 36°N during strong monsoon ·and the Hadley cell is ~ndistingui.shable.
3.501
It is seen in figure 6A representing weak monsoon regime that 'in associ&tion with the quasi-stationary trough in rnid~ latitude upper tropospheric west~rlies
mentioned earl ier, there is a large southerly com:eonent in upper levels no·r th of
the subtropicB.l ridge which runs roughly along 27v.N. This would irwolve a la:rge
poleward transport of heat at these levels from the subtropical anti.cy~lone. Ori
account of this large drain of heat poleward the meridional flow south'' of the ridge
line is weak, presumably to maintain equilibrium of hea t transport. On the other
hand, during strong monsoon, due to the absence of well marked troughs in mid latitude upper level westerlies, the meridional flow north ·Of the subtropical ridge . ·
· · li:iae which now runs along 30°N, is feeble. There being no or very little drain of
· heat polewerd as a result of tbis condit,ion, it is found that south of subtropical
anticyclone the equatoward· (northerly) component is stronger, presumably to maintain
equilibrilim of heat transport.
4.
The present study indicates that during the Indian summer monsoon the
circulation patterns prevaiJing both in the lowe r and .upper tropospheric levels over
the tropics and adjoining extra tropical regions of India . end neighbourhood are
interdependent and their combined dynamic and thermodyn amic interactions determine
the nature and distribution of rainfal l over t h e Indi an sub-continent. The role of
the subtropical westerly jet stream in . relation to weak monsoon and of the Tibetan
Plateau in regard to strong monsoon are found to be insignificant .
5.
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DISCUSSION
Dr .. B. No Desai
· The case about heavy and very heavy rainfall reported by Mro Ramaswamy
for 1941 - ( aS the phenomenal rainfall of 41 inches or so at Dharampur) is very
interesting ., From the point of view of forecasting, the most important thing
about t he triple point referred to by Mr. Ramaswamy is that·
the south i.eo in
the region of westerzy wihds, the winds are quite strong,- force 7 - 9, sometimes
eve n moreo
That means the slope of the westerlies with height is very steep
something like a wall and to the north · of the triple point there are northerly
.·Winds which are equally strong,; As already mentioned this heavy rainfall occurs"
i no't
at the centre of the depression· but at a distance. The- triple point is a
sure indicator for successf~l forecasting of heary rain.,

to

Dr. Arakawa
The problem of forecasting of heavy rainfall i$ very impo'rtant but
very difficult in Japan . We meteorologists c an explain heavy rainfall. by pos-tanalysis. But how can we forecast . it ~ the time, . place and intensity)-? The
conception of triple poin.t was proposed by Dro M. Rodewald and Rev. Charles
Deppennan ·as the trigge·r action of typhoon genesis,. However, large scale triple ·
point is not neces sariJy associated wj_t h heavy rainf'all.
In Japan, heavy ·
rainfall i s associated with low level jet s tream at about 2 km. Also, we can .
watch it on PP~ radar scope as a crossing of two Jine echoes. But . we cannot pre- ·
diet the place a:hd intensity in advance (24 hours or 12 hours in advance) at
present ..
Mr..! C. Ramaswamy
(i)

I was throughout dealing with large scale rainfall,

(ii)
Heavy rainfall in India is forecast in association with the monsoon
depression .in the manner indicated. by Dr. DesaL Besides heavy rainfall in asso- ·
. ciat.ion with depressions, we · have rainfall in Western Ghats, heavy rainfall in
Himalayas and we have heavy rainfall in Assam Hills. In the case of heavy rainfall in the Himalayas, the monsoon trough · shifts northwards, the monsoqn southwesterlie's blow right upto tbe foot of the·. Hirria1ayaso So there · is partially an .
orographic effect.
But, ~n my opinion, it is also associated with high level
divergence. In ·this conh~ction, I would like to say that Prof. K.R. Raman.a.than, .
as early as 1933 has brought dut the' importance of divergence . in the product.ion
· of heavy rainfall, in his paper on atmospheric circulation. Today with more observations we are able to locate these regions of divergence in the upper atmosphere ..
In western Ghats, the heavy rainfall occurs as a result of orographjr and after
more data have · become available a view has been expressed that the waves in the
.easterlies in the upper troposphere also lead to divergence ahead of the trough
·a nd contribute to the production of heavy rainfall. The time of occurrence is
an important point.. We know by and large that heavy rainfall. occurs in the monsoon season in the nigbt and early mo·rning. There is .a minimum, but this is a climatological fact, and we forecasters who have been seeing the charts day after
day have ·l earnt the climatology of the various regions where the heavy rainfall
occurs and . on t:b.at basis and aided by the synoptiq charts we forecast heavy rainfall.,
The -really ~fficul t si tua.tion :Ln India is the transition months.
But
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we have now the radar whic h enabl es the f orecaster to . see the moving cells and
per1mps we can do betteI'o

Mr. Ramas·wamy has defir~tely presented a few important fa~ts about the
setting in, persistent heavy rain and break in monsoon rains. However this is
only a portion of facts of Indian weather as we know. · May I .suggest that the
India Meteorological Department prepa:tes a good handbook about the f act.s of
Indian weather illustrated by charts so that our young forecasters may get a tool
in their hands ·1
Mr., C. Ramaswamy
We are actually ·o n the ·job now.
,Mr. Sivaswamy
· We want to know whether you '.have reached that stage when you can give
. forecast say 10 hours or.6 hours ahead where the heavy p~cipitation would be,
what are the areas concerned and how the low clouds would be.
Secondl.y, is
· there any method of forecasting simultaneous occurrence and' of rainfall and ·l ow
clouds, sey. over Bombay, Delhi and Amrit.sar ?
'Mr. C•. Ramaswamy
· · In my talk · I · confined myself only to large scale· development of weather
and rainfall in the· monsoon season~ The forecasting for shorter periods1 and '.
the .f orecasting of time sequence is still a . major problem.
It is done. lllf:iinly
It may not · 11lways be possible
·o n the basis of expected movement of the systems.
for us 1n the pre sent state of knowledge to· forecast the time of occurrence.
-R egarding the . point of simultaneous occurrence this :ls an important aspect which
has been dealt with by ICAO and we have prepared certain tables in the department.
i

.

·•
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Heavy Rainfall in Kerala during the Indian South Jiest Monsoon in
relation to ·upper winds over Trivandrum and Minicoy ·
N .. Nataraj a Pillai and V. Su:rya Rao

ABSTRA.CT
The wind profiles of Minicoy and Trivandrum on the eve of occurrence
of heavy anti light rainf a.11 in Kerala, show that, while . the low level
westerlies are much stronger during the heavy rainfall spells than during·
the light rainfall spells,· the upper level easterlies do . not show
any
, significant change:
The winds at low levels in association with both
heavy and light rainfall situations increase downstream from Mini.coy tp
Tri.van.drum, indicating low level. divergence. A plausible explanation of
this is offered. Monthly means of the vertical.. extent of westerlies ov.er · .
Trivandrum. and Madras for the monsoon months are presented. Lastly, ·
the relationship between the vertical extent of westerlies over Tr.ivandrum
with the maximum speed and thQ level of maximum speed of the low level
westerlies on the one hand and the maximum speed and the level of maximum .
speed of the high leve·1 easterlies on the other, is discussed.

2.

Introduction

~t is common~ believed that over the Peninsula hevay rainfall during
the suminer monsoon is associated with higher depths of westerlies. The availability of rawin data up to high · levels during the recent years has made it
possible to check up whether t~s belief has any basis. The intensity .. as well
as spatial distribution of monsoonal rain iri. West Coast show marked fJ.uctuations
from day to day. With the availability of rawin · data for Minicoy from 1962, ·
it has become possible to study these day-to-day variations of precipitation over
Kerala in relation to such dynamic parameters as 'velocity' convergence between
Minicoy and Trivandrum and the difference in the levels of transition from westerlies to easterlies ove·r these two stations. An attempt has been made .in
· this paper to investigate heavy and light rainfall situations in K~rala, on the
above lines.

Data Used

---~. -.-

The original rawin trajectories and velocity curves relating to 00
to
~eptember for the five years 1960 to 1964, have been used.
As for Minicoy, the
rawin trajectories and velocity curves of 12 GMT for the four monsoon · months
June to September for the years 1963 and 1964 have been utilised.
The daily
rainfall data of departmental as well as state-raingauge stations have
been
taken from the original manuscript copies.

and 12 GMT ascents, of Trivandrum. and Madras for the monsoon months June
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4 ..

Monthl;L Mean Heights of.. Westerlies over Trivandrum and Madras

These are presented in tables 1 and 2.· To compute the mean hei g11t of
westerlies both 00 and 12 GMT data have been combine d as there are no signi ficant diurnal variations in the heights. From the tables it can be seen. that
the grand means (hased on all the five years) . for the- four months are more or less
the SC¥fie. In Trivandrum the maximum variations from year to year occur in the
month of July and these are to some exte,nt correlated with the July rainfall of
the Kerala region. · In the years 1960 to 1963 there is positive association ·
betwee.n the height of westerlies and rainfall.
However in the year 1964, this
·. association is not seen.

an

As is well known, the mean monthly rainfall over Kerala shows ·
ab.rupt fall ill J}ugust ·- September when compared to June - July.
The m~an . of
June - July is almost double that of August - September.
But the mean height of
westerlies does not change from June - July to .August - September.
This holds
good for Madras too. This shows that climatologically
there is no correlation
between the heights of westerlies and rainfall .
. A similar study for Minicoy could not be carried out sine~
data only. for two years 196.3 arid 1964 are available for that· stati·o n.

5.

He~g~t~ . o~

r awin ·

Westerlies and lJAinfall on day.....to-day basis

This study has been made for Tr.ivandrum with ·the · 12 GMT rawin data.
~he l evel at ·which the ·westerlies cease is taken, day to day, from the 12 GMT
rawin trajectories. This level relating to 12 GMT on ,a articular day is plo,tted
against .the number of raingauge stations in Keraia, whi eh reported more than 5 ·
ems ·of rain at 0300 GMT next day. One set of sw;h curves relating t ·o June ~
July months for the year 1961 is .shown in figure l. The continuous. curve at
the top relates to the· height of westerlies and the dashed curve at the bottom
relates to the number · of raingauge stations reporting heavy rainfall.
_
. From the curves it can b~ judged qualitatively that in the year 1961
there . is positi~e association between .the height of westerlies and rainfall. It
was also seen from similar graphs that there is association between height. of
westerlies and rainfall in 1963, whereas in the year 1962 there is no such
association. · The correlation coefficients for the three years 1961-1963 are
+ 0.45, +0008 and +0.37 respectively. Why only in certail.n y ears the correlation
should be significant is a p!\}blem which requi.red further examination which has
not been· attempted here.
For the year 1963, the height of westerlies over Minicoy also was
. correlated with number of stations reporting rainfall more than 5 ems in Kerala
and the correlation was found to be O. 33, the correspondi ng value · being 0-.37 for
Trivandrum • . Also the difference in depths of westerli es over these two stations
was correlated with the occurrence ·or heav-y rain ov~r Kerala. The correlatiori
coefficient worked out to be on:cy +0.075, which is qui te irtsignlficant •
. 6.

Rainfill in Kerala in ~lat~on to ,.'~pper win~s ,over Trivandrum and, ~inicoy
Two spells of heavy rainfall over

~erala~

each lasting for 3 days and
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two spells of light rainfo U of the same duration, during the months of June
and July 1963, have been eho sen. for this study. The days of heavy rainfall
speJls are 5; 6 and 7 of June 1963 and 3, 4 and 5 of July 1963. The days of
light rainfall spells are 10, 11 and 12 of June 1963 and 13, 14 and 15 of July ..
19630 Figure 2 shows the typical isohyetal pattern. for the heavy and light
spells for two cases. The contrast is very well marked. During heavy spells
more than 30 of the raingauge stations reported rain of more ·than 5 cm in 24
hours, whereas in the case of light spells hardly a single station had 5 cmo
.

On these days, the winds over Trivandrum and Minicoy for ever:y half a
.kilometre, from O. 5 .km to 16 km, have been analysed. The winds at the various
·1evels have been resolved into zonal and meridional components and their means
. for the heavy as well as the light spells, have been separately
~omputed.
Figilre 3 shows the profiles of zonal components (in metres per second)
fo'r
heavy and light spells, for Trivandrum. Full line relates to heavy spell ~d
dotted line to light spell. As could be expected, the westerlies are considerably
, stronger during heavy spells. ,· The depth of westerlies, is also higher in this .
case. It may be noted,: howev.er, that there is an increase in the strength of
easterlies, right upto 14.5 kms, in association with light . rain • . 'This feature .
shows up still better in the profiles for Minicoy (Fig. 4). · The easterlies·, · in ,
the ca.se of Minicoy, are at all levels stronger in the light rainfall . situation.
r

Fig. 5 shows the zonal wind profiles over' Trivaridrum and Minicoy ':for
the heavy spells. The intere.sting f'eature here is that Trivandrum winds are
st~onger than Minicoy winds practically at all levels below the transition.
~ig.
6 shows the curves for the light spells.. H.e re again Trivandru.m winds are stronger
even though, the difference is not appreciable. A similar analysis carried out
· for a three-day heavy speJJ_ in October' 1963 (21, 22 and 23) .when there · was a
··deep depression over Peninsula.r India, .also showed that there was a marked
increase of 1zonal wind '. down stream from Minicoy to Trivandrum at all levels in
the lower troposphere. Since the vari·ation of the meridional wind components at
lower levels between T rivandrum and Cochin is negligible, the observed increase
of zonal winds from Minicoy to Trivandrum is indicative of divergenceo
But,
considering the occurrence · of heavy rainfall over Kera.la arid the existence of
marked orographic features in the region, one would expect a decrease o'f wind
downstream from Minicoy to Trivandrum at the lqwer moist levels,. leading to
corwergence and vertical ascent. How can this be reconciled ?
One of the possible explanations would be that the wind increases rapid- ·
Minicoy downstream and reaches a maximum at a point between ~inicoy
and
· Trivandrum and again decreases towards Trivandrum. In other wards, · the orographic effect or the convergence effect if? felt only at a point east of . Minicoy ..
In tbis connection, a statement made by A.F. Bunker, in his article 'Monsoon
Flight' pub1ished in r~ oceanus' of December 1963, is relevant.. While describing .·
the weather and cloud features over the Indian ocean during June-July 1963, he
says ·that r, the mountains on the Indian We~t Coast seem to produce a convergence
of the air stream that extends nearly a 100 miles upwind'.

1y from

This a.naiysis has made· us feel . that one should be extremely cautious
in computing .d ivergence and convergence by linear assumptions.
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7a

.

Belationship between the low level westerlies and upper level westerJ.;i.eey

On the basis of 100 observations dur.i.ng the monsoon· months of 1963 for

~rivandrum, ~orrelation coefficients have been worked out between the depth of
westerlies and (i) maximum speed of westerlie.s , (ii) level at which the maximum
speed in the westerlies occurs, (iii) maximum speed of the upper easterlies and
(iv) the level at which the maximum speed in the easterlies occurs. It is seen
that whereas · the cor:relation coefficient in the case of (i) and (ii) is of the
o r der of +Oo45 each which is highly significant, the ·correlation coefficient
in the case of (iii) and (iv) is of . the order of .:t 0 •.07, which is . quite insignificanto
·•.

,

...

.Conclusion .
"".""

.

We are perhaps justified in drawing the following inferences from the
present stUdy :

(i) l'he low level westerlies over Trivan.drum and Minicoy are stronger .
·and extend to a greater height during the heavy rainspells in Kerala than

during·

the. pe~od of light rain. .
In some years, the monsoon rainfall appears . to.
have positive correlation wi. th the depth of westerlies over Trivandrum and in .
some years it does riot have any correlation~
(ii) .The processes that t,ake place·
·in the lower tropospheric moist monsoonal westerlies are perhaps independent
of the dy'nami~s of the oveflying. easterly stream.

REFERENCE
'Monsoon ~light' , Ocie anus.

Bunker, A.F., 1963
- '··

, 7 ' .·

,.._,..... j
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Table

l.

Mean Height of Westerlies (km) over Trivandrum

----~--~-----------~---------------~-------------------~--------~-----------

Month

. July

cTune

Year

~gust _

September

--..--------~~----------------------------------------~-----------------------

1960

5.8

4.3

5.3

5.~

1961

5.9 .'

6.2

6.1

5.1

1962

5.4

6 .. 3

5.2

6.~

1963

5 •.6

. 5.8

6.0

5.2

.1964

5.7

4.5

5.4

5.5

------.~~--...;. -· , .- --------------------~-----~-----------~-------------~----

Grand Mean

----..---------------=-.. . .
'

~--.

5.7

5.5

5.6
-

'

----~------------------------------------------------

Ta'Qle · 2

Mean B;eight of Westerlies (km) over Madras

__

...._

_________

~-------

Month
~~

. ..

.

....

~----...---- - -...._

June

___ _______
_....,.

July

----~-----:---------..-...--------------:-u- ------~--

. . .- .

--'

____

--.,;

_____________
Augu
. st.

-.....,..._

____ __

· . Septemb.e r
,'

~- ----.-..- -------------------

. 1960

6.0

4.B

5 .9 ·

4.6

1961

6.2

7.4

6.6

. 5.~

1962

6.6

7.8

5.9

5.3

1963

7.1

s.e

7.1

5.9

1964

5.{

5.2

6.2

5.6

· -----------~~-~--------------------------------------------------------------

Grand Mean

6.4

-------~---------------------~--------------------------------------------
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On t he ·J nset ;·,f 't he Southwest Mons oon rains along extreme southwest
·coast of Peninsular India
K .M. Ramamurtbi and R. J ambunathan
International Meteorological Centre, Bombay, India.

The pre sent study is aimed at ascertaining the causes primarily
associated with the first burst of the southwest monsoon rains .over the
extreme southwest coast of Peninsular India. It was found that weakening
of weste17lies or northward s'h if't -of upper tropospheric west wind maximum
over north India or the appearance · of strong upper level easterlies over .
extreme south Penin~lar.Inqia are not pre-requisi te conditions for
·u shering · in the monsoon rains.
Available . ev,idence _ indicatef'.l close
· connec~ion be-t.ween the establishment of the northern ·hemisphere near equa- ·
toriaJ,: trough over Kerala extending between 700 mb ·.and 400 mb inassocia. tion ;with a.mid-troposph$ric vortex and the onset ·of the monsoon. This
deveJ_opment being sudden and its causes not yet fully understood, the
difficulties inherent in extending or long r.ange forecasi±ng of ~his .
·phenomenon are stressed.

1.

Introdtiic·tion

In the Indian ~ub- continent the southwest mqnsoon rains generally set
along the Kerala coast first and 8.dvance nofthwards.
The present study is
an attempt ·to find out .the factors which are primari ly associated with th~· first
burst _of the monsoon .rains over India.
The ·dat es used :for reckomNg, t ·nE3 .first
onset. of the monsoon a~ the same as those published in t ·he Weekly WJe:t!rtlher ¥ports/
·Monsoon- Summaries of the India Meteorologic'B'l Departmerrt.·
TB.es·e dates gene- · •
rally coincide with the dates of actual commen'3:ement of persistent ·.· rai:r...faU over
south Kerala - a criterion used ~y Ramdas et al . (1954).
in

1

2.

Procedure and :Oiscussion

The daily synoptic features brought out in the charts of the Internation-.
al Meteorological Centre, .Bombay at standard isobaric levels for May and June 1963
\Je re examined iri detail .and cornpare·d with the mean circulation features of April;
May, June and July as indicated in the monthly mean resultant wind charts · of ·
Raman and :OiX:i. t (1964)~ . Among other things it was noticed that cyclonic circula"".'"
t :i-ons in north P·acific rarely mov.e d west ofllO°E whereas anti;....clockwise eddies
. forming in and ne?-r Malaysia apd · Sumatra were found · to move into . the ?ay of
Bengal. Therefore, it appears that changes in circulation ·features occurring
east of 1100E do not affect significantly circulation features over the Indian
region. In a description of the synoptic climatology of Central P~cific, Ramage
· (1960) pointed out .that monthly maan resultant wi1td charts for 300 mb for May 1.955,
56 and 58 revealed predominance of Northern Hemisphere summer patterns with pronounced ridge.:..trough systems · while t tie· circulation in May 1957 with strong zonal
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flow no rth of 20°N resembled northern hemisphere winter conditions. However, in
t he Indi an r egion it is seen that there was no abnormality in the date of onset
of the southwest monsoon along the Kerala coast of India in_1957. It was about
10 days earlier than normal in 1956, nearly nonnal in 1955 but in 1'958 it was
delayed by about a fort:hight. In view of the reasons mentione.d it appears reasonable to infer that circulation features over areas far from the Indian region
do not have a direct and over-riding influence on the fi-rst burst of southwest
monsoon rains over India.
2.1
·As a next step,· aslient f~atures of flow patterns prevailing over
lndia towards the end of the summer transition and the beginning of the monsoon
rains were e~amined in detail. ~or this purpose average meridional cross-sections
of zo:rial flow roughly along 76°E corresponding to a, short period distributed
equally around the date of the onset of southwest monsoon rains over Kerala in
each year during the ten year period 1954 - 196:3 were prepared. For instancf?, i f
· 20th was the · date of ·onset of the monsoon, the mean of the zonal components of
18tb/12Z, 19tb/OOZ and 12Z,2otb/OOZ and 12Z and 2lst/OOZ and 12Z observation~ wer.e
computed . · The ~tations chosen were Amhala, New Delhi, Jodhpur, Abmedabad, V~raval,
Bombay, Vengurla, Gadag, Mangal0re,· · Cochin., 'l1rivandrum, ·M iriicoy and Colomb~ · . ·As
there are no rawin stations be~ween Bombay and ~rivandrum along this meridif1n, '.
the Rawin observations of Madras for middle and upper tropospheric levels . w~re
·used for latitude 13°N when there were no high>v dat~ for Mangalore. It :was: found
that ·the 10 cross-sections thus prepared could be grou.ped broadly unde)I' two
categories viz. - (i) Type A ( vide figure 2-A) : In this . the sub-tropical
ridge line in middle and upper tropospheric le1[eJ,_s is north of 22°N with upper 1
tropospheric westerlies over horthwest· India rem~ing weak i.e. below 30 knots · .
and, (ii) Type B ( vide figure 2-B) : In this th~ sub-tropical ridge line
middle
~and upper tropospheric levels lies at or south o~ 20°N with upper troposph.eric
· westerlies in north~est India cont~nuing- to rem~n strong i.e. about 4{}.-50 1,cnots~

iq

Meridional cross- sections ·of average
zonal flow along 76°E corresporidi rg to the two types mentioned above but relating to an epoch 15 days before
the onset of the mons9on are given in Figures lA and lB. A comparison of · F.igures
1.A with 2A and lB with 2B brings out the following· chl;lllges · which occur in the ·
circulation patterns at tfe time of onset of the monsoon rains :
·
·
(i) T.he establishment o.f the northern hemisphere near equatorial' trough.along lOON extending between 700 and 400 mb levels. with a southward
slope in ·the vertical, and strengtrening of westerlies over and south
. of Kerala in lower tropospheric levels.
· (ii) A marked strengthening of
Peninsular India~

upper level easterlies over south

( i ii) In years corresponcli.ng to type A there is a marked weakening of
w9ste rlies over northwest India, the weakening being particularly considerable at upper tropospheric levels. This i.s in confonnity with the
find i ngs of Yin (1949).
.
·(iv) Ori the other hand, in years corresponding to type B therE? is no
weakening but even a slight increase in the westerly component~ at upper
tropospheric level.s .over north,west· India. This brings out cle~rly that
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the disintegration of the wes t wind maximum over northwest India is
not. a pre-requ:t site condition f or the first burst of southwest monsoon:
over Keralao In fact, i t was found that in each of the five years
falling under this t ype the west wind maxima recorded at individua~
stations in p.orthwest India even one or two days after the onset of
the monsoon were well above 60 knots and iri some years exceeded 90
knots. This also leads to the inference that as the upper troposphetj_c
westerlies over northwest India remained strong at the · t ime of onset
of the monsoon no anticyclone could have then existed ove·r Tibet at
these .ieveis and that, therefore, the postulation of Flohn (1958)
regarding the · active role of the seasonal warming of the Tibetan
Plateau on the onset of ~he summer monsoon over India deserves rethinking o In this connection it may also
be pointed out that, in
the. monthly mean resultant wind charts _(Raman and Dixit,. 1964) ·upper
tropospheric sub-tropical anticyclone is found established near the
Tibetan region onzy in July when the entire country is in -. the grip of
the monsoon..
·
·

It was also found that mean meridional cross-sectior:is of pres·sure height
values and distribution of upper air temperatures along · 76°E showed features
which are in agreement witli those of zonal flow mentioned above.
2o2
With a view to ascert·a ining whether the strengthening of upper level
easterlies over the extreme south Peninsular India has any direct rela.ti:bnship
with .the onset of the . summer monsoon, day to day changes in high level winds
over Trivandru.m towards the end of ·the summer ·transition were examined for all
available years.
The maximum speed· (irrespective of direction) recorded · each ·
day between 200 and 100 mb levels ' was plotted for a fortnight · against individual
days ending with the date of onset of . the monsoon, and it was found that in
general aJ.though strong easterlies appeared a few days before onset, their speed
as well as the time of . their appearance were variable.
For instance in 1960
·
easterlies of about 40 knots occurred just about 2 days before onset, while 'in
1961 they occurred 12 days earlier. It was also found that in g~neral upper
level easterlies over Madras were slightzy weaker and starte·d strengthening about
two to three days after the strengthening of. upper level winds over Trivandrum.
If the appearance of strong easterlies over extreme south Peninsula were resp'o nsible for the first burst of the monsoon, then strong easterlies should have
appeared every year at a definite period before the onset, wbich was not the ,
caseo :It therefore seems reasonable to infer that the appeanmce of strong easterlies over the extreme south Peninsula is not responsible for the first burst
of the ·m onsoon over Keralao

1

2 .. 3
. From the foregoing, it is clear that the important factor which stands
out prominentzy is the association between the establishment of mid-tropospheric
northern hemisphere near equatorial trough over Kerala and . the · onset of the monsoon .
In order to get an insight into · the mechanism leading to the establishment of the
northern hemisphere near equatoria1 trough over Kerala at mid-tropospheric levels,
synoptic charts of IMC Bombey relating to the end of the summer transition in
1964 were carefully examined using relevant vertical time sections for Trivand:rilln,
Minicoy, Colombo and Madras as helpful adj u ncts. The main consideration for
_c hoosing 1964 was that in that year there was no depression or cyclonic storm
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either in the .+rabian Sea or in t he Bay of Bengal towards the end of summer transition and that, therefore, the phe nomenon of onset was not complicated by the ·
complex influen'c es of such disturbances.
The onset of ·the monsoon over Kerala in 1964 was on 6 June. Streamline charts based on all available data and showing the flow pattern at 600 mb
for the area - Equator to 15°N, 65°E to 90°E - for the period 31 May to 6 June
1964 are shown in Figure 3o
Only 12Z charts are given as analyses for this '
hour .could be done with confidence due to availability of more R.S./Rawin observations. On 31 May 1964 the riorthern hemisphere near equatorial trough lay over .
Maldives ar·ea in southeast :Arapian Sea along 5°N-. By the next day a cyclonic
circulation developed in si tu south of Mini coy with centre near 6.5oN, 730E vide ~·
FigUre 4Bo On 2 June the cyclonic circulation was centerednear 7.5°iJ 71°E
It
·remained practically stationary there on . 3 June 1964 but intensified. It was
also seen from the tephigram of Minicoy . for 12Z on 3.6.64 that there was a significant inc.rease in humidi.ty upto 600 mb (dew ·point temperature Observations were
· aveilable only upto this level). Rainfall totalling 6 cm fell at Mini coy in the
24-hour period ending at 03Z of 4 June. On 4 June the . cyclonic disturbance moved
northeastwards and was centred near 10°N 73.5~0- By the next day it was located
close to Kerala coast. · Pressure height value over Triva.nd:rum fell progressively
from · 3 June reaching a mininium on 5 June OOOlZ (the value for 12Z on this day
showed a significant increase in humidity particularly at 700 _mb and aloft reaching practically 100%. In association wit.h this disturbance the first . burst of
the monsoon occurred over south Kerala on 6 June and advanced progressively northwardso At 03Z on 6 June 1964 Trivandrum recorded 8 cm of rain. It was noticed - ·
. that the · cyclo11ic circulation associated with this sy$tem extended only between
700 and 500
m.b levels and was cold cored in this layer. The maximum intensity .
was seen at 600 mb.. It is interesting to find that in this feature this mid tropospheric cyclone resembles a model for •Bey Monsoon' proposed by Ramage (1964)a
However, it may be stated that Ramage (1964) considered in his study only a .single
case. It was found that in 1963 ·also the first burst of the monsoon over Keral.a
. was in association with a similar phenomenono But the prevailing circulation
patterns in the lower and upper tropospheric levels did not provide e:ny clue as
to the mechantsm of development of this miq.-tropospheric disturbance. However,in
any of the cases it is found that in some years the establishment of the trough
over Kerala extending upto 400 mh was brought about in association with cyclonic
stonr.s or depressions in the Indian Seas moving into or nea.r Kerala towards . the
end of sunimer transition.
0

,

2.3.1 With a view to ascertaining the behaviour of the northern hemisphere near
equatorial trough at 700 mb before its establishment over Kerala, upper wind
charts for the months April and May for the years 1960 - 1964 were examined.
This level was chosen as the pos:l tion of the · trough could be located easily due to
availability of more datao Ais there · are no Re.win ..stations between Trivandrum and
. Gan along 75°E the probeble latitudinal position of the trough had t .o be inferred
only subjectively except · on occasions when ai rcraft reports _were available ~ In
Figure 4 are shown the approximate positions of the equatorial t;rough at 700 mb
along 75°E for the years 1960 to 1964 for a period covering one month ending with
the date of onset of the .monsoon.
It is seen · from the diagram that in some years the northern hemisphere
near equatorial trough at 700 mb is firmly established only some days before the
oriset of monsoon..
Before such establishment the trough appears to undergo a
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p roce ss of generation and disintegration as in 1962 and 19630 After establishme nt it shows oscill~tions north and south and · sometimes it moves rapidly to
a. position north of Trivandrum in association with depressions and storms in
the Arabian Sea. or the Bay of Bengal and again goes back to a · lower latitude
wi t.b the moving away of dissipation of the disturbances as in 1961 arid 1963. It
thus eppears that even_if the trough is established and can be followed fr<?m dajto day before the onset of monsoon1 it is difficult to predict its position as .
it does not follow a regular path.
·
·
·

Practically almost all the f actors described so far bring out that
deVE?lOpments leading to the first burst of the monsoon take place in the course
·of one or two days and therefore, the question of extended or long range forecast.· ing . of thi.s phenomenon with a high degree of success appears. _to ~ very difficult.
2.4
As significarit changes occur mainly south of 20°R during the onset of
the/ monsoon an· attempt was made to find out whether satistically there is any rela,.;.
tionship between conditions over Peninsular ~ndia in the transition mohths and the
onset of monooon over :K;erala so that this inf'ormation may be used as an estimate·
of odds for fo·reshadowing the probable date of onset of the monsoon.
Of . the .
various . factors examined,
the mean contour diff'erence between Bombay * and
Trivap.drum at 400 m.b during the second fortnight of April (F l) l:Uld the mean eon- ..
tour value for Trivandrum at 600 mb for April (F 2) ·appeared' to give useful .
·indicationsc -. Using the · 12~/15Z data for . the t~n-year period (1954-1963), the
f'qllowi'.ng regression equation was . arrived at ·

Y =

-

..072

+.

.241 (Fl)

(F2 - 4000)

where .Y is the predicted date of onset of the monsoon ·counted from lst Mayo 'This
·equation which gives a multiple. correlation coefficient of 98 was tried · .on ·inde, penden t data for the yelfrs 1949 to 1953 an~ .for 1964 and 1965•
The resulte are. .
given in ,t he f'ollowing :Cable :-

:

_______ ___________ ___
_,

.

. '

~

•

~

I

.

1949
1950
1951

Y

A

25
29

23

38

1964 ·

36

.

...

'

.

" · · A-Y

-2
-2

34

-3

-10

21
.

Dif'ference

30
32

.37 ·
'

.

-·Predicted dates

27
31
20

'1952
1953

,

___,_,_~----....-------:. ----~-·
-----------~--------

Actual date 9f onset of' monsoon
counted from 1st May

Years

1965
.

TABLE

·~

30

' t9

+16
+6

.

-----..,.------.---~--~----·-~--7---------------------------~--.;._~~-----..t-----

Poor performance in years 1952 ·and1964 .substantiates the statement
made , in ultimate para of 2. 3"1.
.

.

---~------~----------------~-----,--------~--

*

F?r period prior .t o 1955· data of Poona were used in place of Bombe~.
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Comparison

.betwe~n the observed and Geostrophic winds over. the Indian
Tropics during the summer and winter monsoons

Ro Ananthakrishnan and Ao Thiruvengadathan

.

'

. Meteorological Office,. Poona - 5

o

ABSTRACT
The results of
zonal \dnds and the
lues of the surface
. Indian stations are
flow are noticedo
discussed. ·

a study of the relationship between the · observed
corresponding geostrophic winds,- using the daily vapressure and the Radiosonde/Rawin data of selected
presentedo Marked deviations from the geostrophic
The nature arid magnitude of these deviations are

Introduction
1 ol
Studies on the relation between wind and pressure in the extra-tropical
. lati tude·s show that in the case of large-scale flow, the actual wind does not
'deviate much from the geostropbic wind. Similar investigations at low latitudes
,- have been fewo · It is generally realised that on acqount of the small value' of
·the Coriolis parameter at low latitudes one should be cautious in ·extending considerations based on quasi-.g eostrophic ?alance to such latitudes.
·
~1.2

One of the important studies relating. to the comparison ·between observed
and geostrophic winds at low latitudes is that of Jo.rdan (1953) over the tropical
regions of the Atlantic and Pacific extending over the latitude range 7°N to 38°N
·In this study, he compared the geostrophic winds calculated from the- sea level
pressure gradients with the winds at 2,000 ft above the surface.
He found that
the observed winds were subgeostrophic on mo~ than 90 percent of · the occasions
so~~h of 15°N latitude and on about 80 percent of the occasions between 15° · and
25°N o In most of the cases, slight anticyclonic isobaric curvature was noticed
so .that the deviation could not be accounted for by the curvature.
Palmer et.al.
(1958) found that the monthzy mean mid-tropospheric flow in the Central Pacific
during a petiod of steady easterlies was quasi-geostrophic. · Worthley (1959)
examined the relation hetween observed and geostrophic winds at 500 mb level over
the Pacific based on aircraft reconnaissance reports and rawinsonde data and found
that · the median percentage · deviation between the observed and geostropbic winds
increased from 35 percent at 30°N to 87 percent at 8.,5°N.
However from their
investigations over the equatorial African region, Johnson end Morth (1961) have
suggested that with certai~ types of pressute distributions siuasi-geostrophic
flow can obtain within a few degrees of the equator o Ramage ~1964') and Lockwood
(196.4) have . also drawn attention to certain aspects of tbis problem.
_
o

lp3
It will thus be seen that there is divergence of view regarding the
· validity of the geostropbic relationship in low latit,udes. On account of the
importance of the subject, it was considered worthwhile to examine · the data over
the Indian tropics.
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Data for Study
2.1
As compared to the extr~-tropics, pressure gradients and winds are .
weak over low latitudes • . Measurements of winds and pressure gradients with the
accuracy required for verifying the validity of the geostrophic relationship
are, therefore, more difficult in low latitudes. This has perhaps been responsible for the somewhat conflicting views expressed by various
investigatorso
The Indian area of the tropics is more favourably located in this regard since
summe·r ·monsoon . months, the strongest winds in the tropics occur over this area , in
the lower as well as in the upper troposphere. · During the summer and winter
months, the steadiness of. the lower tropospheric winds is also high over the southern parts of the Indian peninsula and adjoining sea areas.
The results reported in this paper are based on the daily
rawin data of the .following stations

2o2

(i)
(ii)
(iii) .
(iv)

Trivandrum
Bangalore
Madras
Nagpur

00028'
12°58'
13°00'
21°00•

N

N
N
N

76°57'
77°35'
80°11'
79°03 1

radiosonde/ ·

E
E
E
E

The study was made for three lower tropospheric levels (850, 800 and 700 mb) and
three upper tropospheric levels (300, 250 and 200 . ', ) for the two periods : (i)
July - .August - September and (ii) January - Feb .1 1r y - March. Data · for the
· years 1961 to 1964 were utilised.
2o3

In addition to this, we

have also

utilised the surface pressures and

006 km w:lnds of the fpllowing stations on the east coast of India and over the
Bay of Bengal in this ~tudy :

. (a)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(b)

(i)
(ii)
. (iii)

Cuddalore
Madras
Nellore

11°46' N
13000' N
14°27' N

79°46' E

Car Nicobar
Port Blair
Maya ~anda~

09°10• N
11°40' N
12°55' N

92°50 1 E
92°431 E
92°55' E

so0 11 1

E
E
79°59'

Method of Anal.ysi s

3.1
The radiosonde. stations at Trivandrum and Bangalore lie approximately
along the same longitude; similarly .the RS stations at Madras and Nagpur also·
lie nearly on the same me ri dian. The study consisted in · comparing the geostrophic wind appropriate to the meridional pressure gradient between two stations
with -bhe mean zonal wind between them . If
is the geostrophic wind computed from the observed pressure gradient and u. the observed mean wind, the
ratio
u.~' / U.
was worked out for each day. The daily values for any leve~
showed a hign degree of scatter .. This can arise either from the lack of a unique
relationship between pressure gradient and wind or from errors of observation.
The errors of observation may be ei t.her in the measurement of the actual wind or
in the e~timation o.f pres~re gradient.

1!1'
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3o2
We shall first consider the consequences of errors in the estimate of .
pressure gradient. Table I gives the geostrophic wind appropriate to a pressure
gradient of .10 gpm/5° laM tude at various latitudes from 5° to 300. It can be
seen from -t:lfue table it'Fl!at a small error in the pressure gradient produces considerable err0'r in ther geostropbic wind at low latitudes.

Table

- l

=..:.. -------- -== --------------·~------.--------.....------------------------

·tati tude
(Degrees)

10

5

15

20

25

. 30

-------------------~-------~-~-----------~-------~-----------

· ttcr for Contour gradient
of 10 gpnyl 5 deg. latitude

14

27

.

9

7

6

5

.

-------------------~------------~--------------~----------------------3~3
Considering the two stations Trivandrum and Bangalore, the latitude ·
difference between them is 4° 301 · and the mean latitu<;l.e about 11°~ · The zonal
westerlie~ in the lower troposphere in this sector during the summer monsoon
season are of 'the order of . 20 knots while in the winter months, the zonal easterlies are about 5 to 10 knots.
.i\ssuming that the winds are geos trophic, the
<;!Orresponcling contour hei.ght 'difference between Trivandrum and Banga.1o·r e will ·
.. J~- ~ '9,bout 15 gpm in the
summer months and less than half this value in the winter months. If errors in th~ contour gradient introduced by the radioson.de
approach or .exceed· these values on most of the occasions,
then no meaningful
study cap. be made of the · relation between pressure gradient and wind.

3o4
· The errors in t~e wind measurement are generally less than those in
the measurement of pressu;re grlidients by radiosondes. In .the present study, w~
have assumeq that they al'$ negligible compared with the uncertainty in the measurement of pressure gra.dients and that the scatter in the individual values of
is entirely attributable to the latter cause.

u1 / u

3.5
On account of the inherent errors in the measurement of pressure gradient, the geostrophic wind ( u''t J calcu:iated on the basis of the o~~erved
p~ssure gradient of any one observation will not give the ~ geostrophic wind
(
1..lf
). Assuming that the errors . introduced by the radiosonde in the
estimate of the pressure gradient are of a random nature, we have to evolve . a
method by ·w hich we can ascertain the value of·
u~ ( u
from the· observed ·
set . of values of 'U~ / u
3. 6
let H1. and H2 be the true heights of the isobaric surface over two
stations A and B on the same meT:tdian$ Then the true height difference between
the stations is : h = Hi - H2i.
let
51
and 02.
be the errors- introduced
. in the height measurement ·by the radiosondes. Then (H1 + CS'\ ) and (H2 + CT2_ )
· ~ill be obs~rveg heights over ~ · and B.
The observed height difference is

h.'

:= (

~I + ~ ) -

c\-\ 2.-+ <G._)

=- ( \-.\,- l-l2)-t (trt-CG..):: h+u-

='-'(

1+

~)=

h(\+~)

(i)
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c;-

whe re
~
== GI - G2.
, and · f .=: -h., Eas noi se to singal ratio;
Positive a,nd neg ative values of
probable ..
ll '
-=a.

=:

ua

h'

= l-+

-h

~

'1r.

tt '
~
u

:::

can be interpreted
E
are equa]J_y

·•

~ (t+f:J '
u

(ii) .

l

3. 7 ' · . J\ssumi ng that there is a unique value for thr / ratio u<a u.
,
we find out this value from the observ:ed values of ~ ""
Because 'Of the
variability of
E
the values of lt~ f u will Be scattered ·on either side
· , of . 1A. J-u ·· , the amplitude of th<=; scatter depending upon the m~mum value
8
of {:. · •
The manner in which
~
varies as
(:
decreases from posi""7
ti ve to negative values is shown in the following table.

u /u

Table - 2

- -. _..____________________
_._...,...,..__________________
0
>+1
+i
-1
__.,..._______________
...,.__,

)2~-

_

...._

__ ___
_,

<-1

_,,_--..~~...,,----. --.-..-------~------

2·-t.t~

u:

---------------------- · -~

.... ____________ ..,._

0
-ve
________________
_

:;,.:S
We asrume ttii:at there are no systematic errors in the observed contour
&eight differences "between the pairs of. stations. It is reasonable to make this
assumpti"On if the same type of radiosonde instruments are utilised at both the
stations and the soundings at the two stations are made at the same hour of
observatione In .such a case, the scatter in the values of ll~ Iu
can be
assumed to be solely due to instrumental errors of a random nature. Hence, if
the values of
are arranged ' in descending order, the median value should
correspond to E = 0 and hence will give the value of u3

L\3 'u.

lu.

.

.

· 3o 9
·As an illustration, the vam:es of l\~ tu
for a set of observations
. at 850 mb in the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector during July - August .:.. September
are listed in Table 3.
_Table
Daily val~es of .

uj lu

Trivandrum - Ban~alore
. 850 m.h (00 Z)
.

(Speed range of .

--------.-.. _______________....._
2o 70 1. 92
L32 1.32
. i.12 1.12
1.01 o. 99

- 3

_,,__,,_,_

1.67 1.64 1.64 1 . 56
1.25 1.25 1.23 1.2 3
1.12 L 1 o .1. 09 1. :07
Oo98 Oo96 0.93 Oo93

1.56
1.22
1. 06

0.92

: 20-30 knots )o

July - August - September
(1961 - 1964) .
_...__,.,
_... __________ ...

___ _
_...,.

u.

___

lo54
1..22
1.06
o.89

____________ _

1.51
1.21

1.45 1.39 1.35
1.16 1.16 I:f4

1.04

1.03 1.02

o.89

o.89

o.88

1.01

o.a·5
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Table - 3 (contdo ·)

-----------------.-.ii-----------------------------,-------"'- . . . . .
Oo81 0 80 Oo78 Oo76 0.74 Oo74 0.74 0.74 0 •.73 0.69 0068 0.,6g
0.67 0.67 OoE5 Oo63 d.62 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.~6 Oo5S
o.54 o.53 o.51 o.5o o~~o o.~o o.50 o.49 o.49 o.49 o.47 . o.47
Oo46 Oo46 0.45 0.44 Oo44 0.44 Oa ZB o. 37 o. 34 Oo 34 o. 33 0.26
Oa22 0.22 Oa21 0.18 Oel.6 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.06 O. 06 -Oe 05
-0.06 -0 07 -0 13 -0 13 -0 16 -0.17 -0 20 -0.20 -Oo23 -Oo 72
0

0

0

0

0

0

.

I

·

~~·

(for f

-- .~
u.

·«1
tf

Median value of

= 1)

. = 0.68

1. 35 (

=

~ll3

-

.).

-------------------------~---~~---~---~-~----~~--~-----------------~-~

lu

It will be seen from the table · that .i ndividual values of U.~
cover a wide range
from +2. 70 to ·-Oo 72 o As can be seen from Table 2, the negative values pertain .
1 to cases in which
E- · is less than ....L . The medi811 value of 0 ..68 is taken as .
.the value of u~ \ u
3.10
Assuming that positive and negative vaJnes of
~
are equally proqable, there should be approximately as many observations for which E: is great~r than +1 as there are for which
~
is les s than -1. The l atter set of
val ues will be those for which (.(~ (u. · is negative. . We see from Table 3, that
· there are 11 such values. The . first eleven values in the Table therefore
correspond to
<:
greater than +1. The neXt value in the table can be taken
. to correspond approximately . to
E: . = +1 for which u'~ ~ u
. = 2 u1 (u
(vide .Table 2). The actual value of 1.35 is nearly equ"a1 t o twice the median ·
value 0£ 00680
·
l

3o11
·As another iliustration, a set of observations of u.'1 (u
at 850 mb
during ·J ant,lary - February - March for the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector are .listed in Table 4.
Table

~aily . values

of

l

la.'~ u

-- 4

(~peed r ange ·of u

Trivandrum ""." Ban~alore
.
'850 mb (00 Z)
·

~ 10-15 knots)

January - February - March
.
(196 2 - 1964)

---------------.-----~- ....... -~_,._~----------------- - -------.------

11oll 4 .. 35
3.57
2·078
2 .. 38
L96
L67
Oo92

3 .. 45
2.78
2 .. 38
L96
1.64
0 .. 79

4.00
3.45
2.63
2.33
1.92
1.59
0.78

4o00 3.85 3.85
3 .. 23 · 3.03 3.03
2 .. 62 . 2.56 2 .~56
2.33 2.27 ·. 2 .• 27
1.92 1.92 . L.85
L56 1.56 1.49
o. 70 0.69 0..53

Median value of

~
u

(for

E.

ll'

·~
= 1)

3.85
2.94
2.53
2.00
L85
1..49
0 .. 38
Lt'

= ~

= 4.00

3o85 3.70 3.70
2.86 2.86 · 2.78
2 .. 44 2.44 .2.38
2 .. 00 2.00 1.96
1.79 1.75 1.69
L47 1.32 1.23
Oo34 -0.29 -0.50

= 2o27
(-'

2U~

u.

).

---~--------------------~~~.--.-~------------~---------------
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The discussions in the preceding paragraphs show that the quantity
E ;;:; i:r/h
is a ve ry important factor in the interpretation of the results~
While
ois entirely an instrumental characteristic, the value of ~
depends on the prevailing wind speed"
For low wind . speeds
It
will be small
and consequently the noise to signal ratio will show larger va~ation as com. pared with occasions . of stronger windso This will be manifested by a larger
number of negative values of u'ca- / ZA..
· on occasions of weaker winds..
As an
illustration of this, the set of values of tA'1 /1A.
for the_ speed range of
. u = 10 to 20 knots at 850 mb for July - .Allgust - September for the Trivand~
Bangalore sector is given in Table 5o ~his may be compared with Table 3 corresponding to ·observed wind speed range of 20 to 30 knots. The number of negative
values is 28 percent in Table 5 as against 10 percent in Table 3.
3 o12

- 5

Table
I

:paily v_a lues of

~
u.

1°"'20 knots)

; (Speed r.an.ge · of u

July - August - September
(1961 - 1964)

Trivandruin - Bangalore
. . . 850 mb (00 Z} . ·

----~-----~----........-.---------..------------------------~------~------.~~---~~

4o55
1.82
l..,25
1.10
0.82
0.58
0.41
0.18
-0.08
.;..0.22
-Oo51

4.17
1.72
. 1.24
1.07
o.·81
o..-58
0.39
0.18
-0.08
-0.24
-0. 56

..

3.85
1.70
lo23
1.06
0~81

0.57
0.39
0.15
-0.11
-0.26
-0068

.2.78 2.44· 2.44 2.04 1.96 1.96 1.8'5 1 •.82 ll .82
1.69 1.56· 1.54 1.54. 1.52 l. til. lo45 1.41 1.30
1.23 1 .• 22 1.21 ll (19 1.19 1 .,118 1;,18 1.,14 1.12
1.06 1 .. 04 1.03 1.00 Oo91b o.9'5 0.94 0.94 0.91
o •._79
78 0.74 0.72 0.72 0.62 . 0.62 0.61 0.60
0.54 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.45 o.45
0.• 39 0~_39 0.36 ' 0.31 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.19
0.15 0.10 0.10 0.09 Oo 09 0.-07 O.Cll 0.07 -0.08
-0.13 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.16' -0.17 :.-0.17 -0.18
-0.27 -Oo31 -0. 33 :....0.34 -0. 38 -0.41 -0.44 -0.44 -0.45
-0. 76 ~-Oo 78 -0.83 -0.84 -0.88 -0. 94 -1 •.07 -1-25
1

o•.

Median value of
u~'

u

(for

E

.

~

u
= 1)

= ~
u

-

= 2~

,-...,,

tc.

0.51
1.07

....-------------·-----------------------------:~-------- --- ......

--------·

4ol
Of the four radiosonde stations, Trivandrum, Bangalore, Madras · and
Nagpur the upper air data of which have been utilised in dur study, Bangalore is
not a rawin station, while tq.e · other three take radio wind measurements also.
~or the ~rivandrum - Ban,galore
sector, the mean zonal wind has been taken to be
those of T rivandrum and Madra,s •. Both Madras and Bangalore lie along the same
. _latftude but have a longitudinal ~eparation of about 300 kms·. Comparison of
the lower tropospheric pibal winds over Bangalore with the corresponding radio
winqs at Madras showed no significant systematic difference between the wi nds at
the two stations during the periods covered by our studyo
In the upper troposphere the zonal winds over Bangalore during the summer monsoon season were assumed
to be same as over Madras on account of the observed steady nature of the flow.
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The results of the study for Trivandrum - Bangalore and Madras - Nagpur
sectors are given in Tables 6 and 7 for the two seasons.
Table
Values of
Sunnner :
Level
(mb )

- 6

~

(00 Z)

·u

July - August - September

T:rj.vandrum - Bangalore
n
Lt~ [ u

--------------------....
850
333

MaQ.r.?-s ··
ri

Nagpur

u~ l ~

.

--- -------------------- ----------------~-

800
700 .

328
323

0.,60
0.,55
0.,39

300
250'
200

286
251
215

2.,13
2.04 .
L85

290
283
. 236

0.99
1.05
0.99

277
267
225 .

1.39
1.41
L54

. -- ---------.-----~----..-----------~-------~·---......-------~-----

n

= number of observations

Table
Values of
Winter· :
Level

- 7

Lt~/~

,. :.

(oo

January - February

Trivandrum - Bangalore

~

Z)
Marcp

Madras

-f.

Nagpur... .

~mbl--------------~---~----u~j~---------------~----~-u~[~--~
850
195
2.70
800
700

203
2CJ7

2.27
·2.41
178
151
120

300
250
200

0.95
0.98

1.06

--.------------------------------------~--------------------

·n

= number

of o bservations

I

In each table, the median values of lt~ u
have been listed for .the different ..
levels. For the purpose of these tables, the data for all ranges of observed wind
·speeds have been combined. For the summer monsoon season, our study covers· both
th~ lower arid upper tropospheric levels in .both-the · sect.o rs, because of · the steadine·SS of the flow at .all these levels over· the entire penincula. In the .winter
months, ·the sub-tropical ridge lies over the Madras - Nagpur sector in the lower
troposphere and between Bangalore and Trive.ndrum in the upper troposphere •. Hence
. the winds over these sectors are variable. Consequentily, these levels have been
excluded from the study which has been. rest ricted t o those cases in which the
.winds over tlie entire rector flow in ·t he same directiono
1
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4 3
In the Cuddalore - Madras - Nellore sector, the geostrophic wind
correspondir,g to the sea level pressure difference between Nellore and Cuddalore
has been compared with 006 km wind over Madras which is approximately mid-way
between the other two stations o
I n the Car Nicobar - Port Blair - Maya Bandar
·sector a slightly different procedure was adopted, since Port Blair is not centrally located with reference to Lhe other two stations. The sea level pressure
difference between Maya Bandar and a point mid-way between Port Blair and Car
Nicobar was found out and the geostropbic wind appropriate to this pressure
difference was compared with the 0&6 km wind at Port Blair. It may be mentioned
that all these stations are very near sea-level and as such the errors that can
result from reduction of barometer readings to mean sea level is negligible. The
. results of· .the study for tne two seasons are given in Table Bo
0

Table- 8

___ .__ __
.

: (00 Z)

Values of

-----------------------------~------------------------------~--...._

Season

Cuddalore - Madras Nellote

----~-----------~;1:---

____ _

Car Nicobar - Port Blair Maya Bandar
n

---------------------------------------------------------------------1.49
Sunnner
205
195
lo67
(July .-Aug .-Sept. )
Winter
(Nov .~Dec.-J an.)

219

2.56

168

1.75

-----------------------------~----------------------------------~-------------n = number of observations.

Discussion
The sparse upper air network and the inherent errors in radiosqnde obse rvations make it extremely difficult to prep am contour charts of sufficient
reliability over the low latitudes. Hence upper air contour charts analysed by
. two different persons often show significant differences and as such cannot be
used for the study of the relation between pressure gradient and wind. To reduce subjectively as much as possible, we decided to work with pairs of stations
~ng nearly on the same meridian and compare the zonal geostrophic wind with
the observed zonal wind. By and large, the prevailing winds over the area coverea
_by our study are mainzy zonal during the two epochs at the levels considered. ,
5ol

5 o2
The study has revealed considerable departure from geos-trophic balance
at low latitudes over the Indian tropics. South of 13°N, the winds are generally
sub-geostrophic both in the lower and in the upper troposphere except over the
·Trivandrum - Bangalore sector in the southwest monsoon season where they are
super-geostrophic.
North of 13°N, the winµs appear to be near1y geostrophic
except in the upper troposphere during ·the summer monsoon months when they are
found to be slightly sub-geostrophic.
5o3
results,

Before trying to understand the pbysica1 significance of the observed
it is necessary to look into the effect of the curvature of the
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,t rajectories which has not been taken into consideration so fare Let us assume
that the trajectory is c;yclonica11Y: curved with radius of curvature R&- If u is
the observed wind at latitude ~' the centripetal force on a UJ)it mass of air
is
u.~ / R · · ... In the case of balanced motion, this force is provided by the
excess of the pressure gradient over the Coriolis force.
These forces are
2 _a. ud Sin
and 2 ....n.. u Sin cf
respectively. Hence,

'f

(iii)

=

R

2

.n_

(U_J.],)
ll ; . _

Sin A
T

For anticyclonic curvature of the trajectory the corresponding formula is
I

..

u

"R .2.

.....a.

Sinf (1- ~'d)

(iv )

-

I

For cyclonically curved trajectories, u(J u
is greater than 1, so that the
· wi nd is sub-geostrophic; fo.r anticyclonic curvature ·u ( u
is less than 1, and
0
t he wind is super-geostrophic. .
5.,4
Irt Table . 9; the computed ~alues of the .radius of curvature R in units .
of degrees of latitudes for an observed wind speed of 10 knots are listed for a
at 50 intervals from 5° to 300 latitude. ~ince the
s e t of values of. u'3 (u · ·
radius of curvature is directly proportional to u..
, the values .of R approp# ate
to different values of
.u
c~ be directly inferred from the table. ·
·
Table - 9
Radius of curvature in degrees of latitude for a wind speed of 10, knot s

I

. --.....--...-----~-------...----------------._.--------------_...,. - ---

· u a- u.

Lat.

~--------.....-------.--------------~---.----_,

o•.4
Oo.6 .

0.8
1.5
2.0
2.5

..

......,

4.9

1.4
2.0
4.1

1.2
1.8
3.6

2 .•-0
' 1.0
0.7

1.6'
0.8
0 .. 5

1.4 '

6.0
9.1,
18.1

3.1
4.6
9.2

2.1
3.1
6.3

1.6
2.4

7.2
3.6

3.7
1.8
1.2

2.5
1.3
0.8

~.4

______ __

.

0. 7
0.5

~--------~---~-------------------------------------------------- ~

5o5
As is well known, the trajectories coincide with the streamlines in
t he c ase of steady flow. During the periods covered by our study the wind flow
ov er the area and at the levels cop side red by us was quasi- stationary. As such
the s treamlines can be taken to represent the trajectorie s app roximatelyo
In
examining the effect of curvature we have, therefo re, made use of the mean
month ly st r eamline patternso
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The only case in which we have found the observed winds to be supergeostrophic is over the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector in the lowe·r troposphere
during the southwest monsoon monthso It is well known that during these months,
the surface isobars have an anticyclonic curvature along and off the west coast
of the south Peninsulao The streamlines at 850 mb and 700 mb are also anticyclonically curved over this area although the curvature is much lesso The ratio
of
u~ l ll
during the summer monsoon months over the Trivandrum - Bangalore
sector ~Table 6) lies between Oo4 and 006. The mean wind speeds at the levels
concerned are of the order of 20 to 25 knots. From Table 8 it can be seen that
a radius of curvature of 6 to 10° will be . required, if the observed deviation of
the zonal wind from the geostropbic wind is to be fully accounted for by the cu:rtvature effecto We have tried to make an estimate of the radius of curvature of
the streamlines over the above sector from the mean streamline charts of Raman
and Dixit (1963)0 The radius of curvature of the mean streamlines is fourid to
be toq large to account fully for the observed deviation which, therefore, appears
to be a characteristic feature of the lower · tropospheric monsoon circulation over
this region.
5o7
The lower tropospheric flow over the Cuddalore - Madras - Nellore and
Car Nicobar - Port Blair - Maya Bandar sectors (Table 8) are sub-geostrophic;
the observed speeds being only about 60 percent of the geostrophic speedo A cyclonic radius of curvature of 6 to 8° will be required to account fully' for· the
deviationo Although, the streamlines are cyclom cally curved over the Bay of
Bengal, the radii of curvature over the two sectors, as estimated by us, are much
larger than what is required to explain the observed deviation. The air flow,
therefore, appears to depart f~om gradi~nt motion.
·
508
The upper tropospheric flow over the Peninsula (Table 6) is found to be
sub-geostrophic, the deviation being greater over the southern sector.
On the
average, the observed wind speeds are only about 50 percent of the geostrophic
speeds in the Trivandrum - Bangalore sector and about 70 percent between Madras
and Nagpuro To account for these deviations as resulting from curvature would
require cyclonically curved str eamlines with radii of curvature ranging from 3°
to 7° o
The observed mean streamlines ( vide Raman and Dixit) are either straight
or have a slight anticyclonic curvature under the influence of the upper tropospheric anticyclone over the Tihetan area .. · In the circumstances, the observed sub-·
geostrophic nature of -the upper tropospheric wind circulation over Peninsular
India brought out by· the present study is a significant feature of the monsoon
circulation.

B : Winter Season
5o9
The main feature of the lower tropospheric wind circulation brought out
· by the studies based on surface data (Table 8) as well as upper air data (Table 7)
is that the winds at the lower levels over the southern parts of the Peninsula
as well as the eastern parts of the Bay of Bengal are highly sub-geostropbic, the
observed speeds being only aboi_:t 50 perqent', of the geostrophic speeds. Here again,
we have examined whether the observed deviations can be accounted for by the cu1~
vature of the flow. A radius of curvature of about 20 will be required to account
for the observed deviationo Such curvatures are not observed over the areas in
question and as such the unbalanced nature of the flow again appears to be characteristic feature of these areaso
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Conclusion
The major result brought out by out study is that the lower tropospheric
and upper tropospheric winds show appreciable deviati~ps from g,e o.strophic balance
over the Indian tropics during the summer and winter ~9nsoon seasons and that these
deviations cannot be accounted for by the curvature efif.(ect.
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DISCUSSION

Mrc MoBo Mathur
In my study of the upper winds over Minicoy·, I found that in 1964 the
trough at 500 mb was seen north of Minicoy first and then shifted south but
there was no tropical stonn during that periodo Is the formation of mid-tropospheric circulation over Kerala assoc ~ated with the movement of easterly waves
i n upper troposphere ?
/

l-1ro R. J·ambuna.th811

The formation of the mid-tropospheric vortex in 1964 was not associated with any easterly wave.
Mr. K.M. Ramamu,tlhi
Regarding the sbift of the trbugh from Minicoy
It may be stated that
.not only with cyclonic storms and depressions but also with less intense circulations in mid-tropospheric levels, the trough moves northwards and when this
circulation weakens it moves 'southwards. · With the formation and intensification
of the mid-tropospheric vortex towards th~ end of the transition season the trough ·
over Kerala gets permanently established and once it is established there is no
southward movement.
'
Mr. "C. Ramaswamy
In the IGY charts the contours have been drawn right upto the equator.
In East Africa, they are drawing contours right upto the equator. I saw a beautiful note by Prof. Ramage on the question of validity of the geostrophic assumption
near the equator. What is the general opinion of this assembly here regarding
the question of drawing contours south of 15 degrees N ? I think this is a very
proper occasion when the.re should be frank and free expression of opiPion ·on the
question of drawing of contours south of 15°No
Mr. DoH. Johnson
Regarding Mr. Tiruvengadathan' s paper
I thi:nk in a study of ~, bi s
kind there ·are probably one- or two points· which are worth. checking up. Fo r very
low latitudes the height of . station shduld. be determined preciselyo The second
point is a.bout the necessi t y for extreme ·c are in the proper ste.ndardisation and
calibration of radiosonde instruments and strict adherence to standard methods
of computation.
Coming to the general question about the use of contour observations
in the tropics, it is very wrong, of cour$e, to assume that geostrophic equations
will hold in day to day analyses rather than in particular cases.
It is only
possible to con sider the veiy b roadsca~e contour patterns and that therefore one
cannot deduce from it the wind speed prec:isely. _I n different cases, the winds
seem to bear different kinds of relationship with the contour patterns. The second
poi nt. is one has to e.naJ.yse quite on a broad.scale. Both stream line isote.ch analysis and contour analyses should be _a ttempted.
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Dr. C.S. Ramage
I think the whole point about contour analysis in low latitude s is that, if the observations are accurate enough so that the ageostropbic
component can be determined, then we _have a very valuable tool in further undel\standing of motions in low latitudes. But, even with the best of intentions and
best possible instrumentation, I think the results of the WMO survey have indicated that tbis is impossible. With the present instrumentation, one cannot
accurately determine the ageostrophic component.
It seems that even if one is
going to exercise great caution, he is bound to fail.
..
Regarding the necessity of bringing aut a manual for forecasting in
the Indian Meteorological Service : What I would like to suggest is that the
forecasters · of India Meteorological Service may form a small committee and go
through the literature on Indian Meteorolo'gy and extract from the literature the
various rules for forecasting that have been devised over the years. These rules
should .be tested by reference to the most recent literature. And to the scrutiny
of the meteorologists who have for the .first time sufficient data. Such a publi. cation will have a continuing value. It will be continually updated and at
least the prolification of l\yp'othesis would be reduced to some sort of manageable
range.
· Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan
The remarks of Mr.Johnson clearly show the accuracy needed particularly
of the barometers. As we are building up the whole thing from surface pressure ,
if there is a slight · mistake in the barometer or in the height of the station all
these : errors are carried up and ·our conclusions can be wrong. We do not propose
to publish our results until I have personally carried out the comparison of barometers at these stations and checked myself how correct the heights and pressures
of these stations are. . Taking a sea level station like Port Blair, when we
computed geostrophic winds from the surface pressure gradient and compared with
winds at O. 6 or even 1. 5 km we were surprised t o find that the winds continued
to be sub-geostrophic.
In choosing the stations Madras, Bangalore and Trivandnun for our study
a large number of variants are eliminated. The aetu a l contour values were used
so that subjective smoothing is avoided. We used the same instruments, same time
of observation, same level and same type of calibrations.
So we eliminated a
large rrumber of systematic errors. . The only systematic error which may now remain
depends upon whether the height of station and surfac e pressure are accurately
determined. If not>. our conclusions will be .unjusti fied. .
From the data with
which we are wo r'ki\1g we got sub-geostrophic winds in this latitude and the departure is large.
Dr .. M.A. Alaka
This result should probably give a good i udication as to the curvature
of the flow e Sub-geostrophic wind should probably give a g ood indication that the
curvature of the flow is cyclonic, super-geostrophic that it is anticyclonic. That
may itself be a significant thing.
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Dr .. S .N . Sen
Mr . Ramaswamy raised a very fundamental question whether contour analysis should be made in the tropics or not. The Working Group of the Commission
.for Synoptic Meteorology was entrusted with tbis problem for the last 8 years.
In the two terms which they · hav~ attempted the task before them was to recommend
whether the contour analysis or streamline analysis or any other analysis .should
be the recommended method of analysis for the tropics. · They have worked for
8 years, they last met at the time of Rotorua Conference when experts from ten
different countries came and thei:r; conclusion which is the present conclusion so
far as the W.M.0, is concerned at the moment is
It is not possible with the
present state · of knowledge to recommend one or the other method as to be the
recommended me thed for tropic al analysis $
Dr. B-.N. De sai

1

The manual for forecasting envisaged by me should include the facts of
the Indian weather with the associated charts and not the theories.
·Dr. R .. Ananthak:rishnan
We have been quite alive to the need for a. forecasting manual but due
to various reasons we have not been able to· accomplish the task . Some beginning
has been made in this matter and we hope perhaps in one or two years we will be
able to do something.

Mr. Pillai referred to a correlation of 0.45 and called it significant.
Significance in a narrow sense is correct b,ut this accounts for only 20 % of
variance . What value has it for forecast'l:.ng or other purposes. Can we call it
significant really ?
Mr. Pillai
One correlation is 0.45 and the other 0.07.
sense

only ~

I do not think it is not an error.

I am referring in that
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Some Aspects of· the Meridional Circulation over the Indian
Monsoon Area
C.RoV. Raman, RoNo Keshavamurty, R. Jambunathan and Y. Ramanathan
International Meteorological Centre, Bombay-5, India.
ABSTRACT
Careful analyses are made at standard isobaric levels, of wind, height,
temperature and moisture fields for mean July, active monsoon (7 July 1963) and
weak monsoon (19 July 1963 ). Based on 5-degree grid point values derived therefrom,' internal, potential and latent heat energies are computed and also the
. meridional fluxes of these energies and of relative angular momentum.
Significant differences are noticed in the meridional circulation and fluxes. ~or mean
fuly, a ·direct energy-producing monsoon cell operates along 90°E and an indirect
energy consuming Hadley cell operates along 55°E.
The change over takes place
a,.round 750Eo
During strong monsoon the monsoon cell extends westwards to 75°E.
There is net, meridional inflow of total energy over Arabian Sea over Bay of
Bengal increases during strong monsoon.
·
1.,.

Introduction

The importance of meridional circulation in transporting energy and
momentum is well-known and has been studied by several authors Starr (1948)
Paimen et al (1958 ), Priestly (1951 )o Over the Indian monsoon area, Rao (1961
has studied mean and eddy transports using observations at BS/RW stations.

J

In this paper we have .examined the meridional circulation, and its
fluctuations over Indian.Monsoon area using grid point values picked out from
analysis. Analysis tends · to smooth out errors and provides reasonably accurate
distributions of various meteorological parameters; besides unrepresentativeness of individual stations is also over-come.

2o

Data used and .Analysis

Raman has prepared revised mean streamline charts for Indian Ocean using
mean aircraft data. The area of our interest is 5og: to 35°N and 50°E to 95°E. We
. have used his analysis for mean July.
Accurate analyses at standard levels were
also made of the mean temperature, cont6ur height and moisture fields for . Jufy o
Wind direction and speed, temperature, height and dew -point temperature were
picked out at 5 degree gr.i,d pointso
As is well-known, the summer monsoon over India and neighbourhood
exhibits two distinct more or less stable patterns viz., the strong monsoon and
the weak monsoon epochs.
Circulation ·patterr1s and rainfall regi mes associated
with these epochs have been studied by, Ramaswamy (1958, 1962, 196.5 ), Pisharoty and Asnani (1958) and Ramamurthi, Keshav arnurty and J ambunathan (1965 ). The weak
't
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monsoon epoch is characterised by the absence of the midtropospheric monsoon
trough over the Central parts of the country, the shift of the low level monsoon
trough northwards towards the foot-hills of the Himalayas and also a southward ·
shift of the upper tropospheric sub-tropical ridge-line. These changes in the
wind field bring about a radical redistribution of rainfall between the plains
and foot-hills of Himalayaso
During strong monsoon, there is more rainfall in
the plains of the country notably Central India an,d also along the west coast.
During weak monsoon the rainfall belt shifts near the foothills of the Himalayas.
During the weak monsoon epoch there is a secondary rainfall area over South
peninsula. The study is directed to examine how the meridional circulation and
associa.ted transports change during the two _epochs, _strong and weak monsoon.
The deviation of the transports may give some clue to the eddy fluxes.
7 July
and 19 July, 1963 were chosen to represent strong and weak monsoon epochs. On
the ,former date, all the heavy rainfall was over the plains and west coast, whereas on the latter,most of the heavy rainfall was along the foothill::3 of the Himalayas. The contrast is greater over·western India and is not so good over the eastern
parts. . The choice of the datas was constrained by the availability of maximum
,data. ' Analyses of wind field, temperature, height and moisture fields were made
at standard isobaric levels for these two deys.
The conventional data were
augmented particularly over sea areas by aircraft wind and temperature reports.
On 7 July, Doppler winds, aircraf;t temperatures and dropsonde data of the Spedal
probes of the RFF aircrafts were available.
On 19th July winds of commerci~
aircrafts and ·aerological ascents of IIOE ships were available. Careful space and
time continuity was maintained during analysis.

3.,

Computations

F'rom 5 degree grid poinrt values picked out from the analyses, the
meridional component of wind, CnT, potential energy, gz, latent heat energy
Lq were computed.
The .:Poleward fluxes of these energies and also of relati-ve
angular momentum were computed.
The poleward flux through unit area in a zonal
plane (i) of energy =
CpT + gz + Lq ) 19
and (ii) of momentum =
~PU 1.) Cos {1
The vertically integrated values of these fluxes were also
computed. They are :-

P (

Poleward flux of energy through unit length of latitude.
=

~

( (CpT

q

)

+

gz

+

Lq)

vdp.

~"·, \:-

Poleward flux of momentum through,1...length of latitude.
=

4o

Di s cussion

The results are presented in the form of meridional sections for ten
degree longitude belts . centred at 55°E, 75°E, 900E representing west Arabian,
Sea, western India. and Bay of Bengal respectively.
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Vertical variation of CpT, Lq, gz for mean July along 150N.
It is noticed that CpT falls off gradually with height while Lq
decreases rapidly with height. The value of CpT and gz tend to be of the same
order aroung 100 mbo The total energy (CpT + gz + Lq) first falls with .height and
then increases with a mini.mum around 650 mb (P almen et. aL 1958, Berson 1961) o

1

Fig~ : Figures A, B, C show meridional ·sections of (CpT + Lq) in Ca1/Gm for
mean July along 55°E, 75°E and 900Eo Actually these refer to average values along
10 degree longitude belts and so correspond· to (i) west Arabian Sea and Arabia,
(ii) East Arabian Sea and west India and (iii) Bay of BengaL They show the steady
fal·l of (C:QT + Lq) with height. The maximum horizontal gradients are found in
lower (surface to 850 mb) and upper (200 mb) troposphere with a minimum in the
middle troposphere o 'J;1he isopleths refer to departure of the value from the minimum
value at the leveL (This has been adopted to off- set the effect of the larger
vertical gradients and to bring out the horizontal gradients). Th~ dashed line ·
shows the maximum value and the solid-line the miI"i:rnqm value of energy at each
· level. The general north-south energy gradient is evident.

The diagram D, E and F are corresponding sections of meridional components of wind along 55°E, 75~ and 90°E for mean July.. The dotted areas show
components from the south.
Fig. 1 D (550E) :
It is noticed that a winter type cell with northerlies in
the lower levels and southerlies in the higher levels extends from 35°N to about
SON. There is. a semblance of -the monsoon cell with southerlies in the lower
levels and northerlies above in the extrema lower troposphere. This is somewhat. marked_upto 10°N. _ It is noticed that the ascending part of the winter
type cell is not over highest energy regions, but over lower energy regions (see
700 and 500 mb)o Probabzy the descending pprtion is over higher energy region.
Das (1962) and Ramage (1965) found subsidence over the heat low
over west
Pakistan and over Arabia. Miller and Keshava Murty (1965) found subsidence over
northwest Arabian Sea during strong monsoon. So this cell is probably a kinetioenergy- consuming indirect cell.
Fig. 1 E (75DE) : This section is dominated by northerly component with no
marked meridional circulation.
Therefore, 750E seems to be the transition
zone, in the mean, between the direct monsoon ceil over Bay of Bengal and the
indirect winter type cell over Arabian Sea.
Fig. 1 F ( 90°.E) : There is a simple monsoo~ cell with southerlies in the · 1ower
levels and northerlies in the higher levels. The transition is roughly around
400 mb ( 600 to 300 mb). The strongest V - eomponents a.re at surface and 2 00 mb.
It is notice d that the ascE?nding portion of the circulation is over higher energy
region and the descending portion over lower energy region. So this is a kineticenergy-producing cell.
These confirm the earlier findings . of Rao (1961, 1962) about the meridional cells and Flobn' s (1964) idea of the "direct and indirect cells.
Fig._?:_: Figures A and B show the sections of meridional component along 75°E
for strong and weak monsoons..
It is seen that in strong monsoon there is a
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monso~n cell most marked between 503 and 12°N but seen in the lower troposphere
upto 3~350N 0
There is a winter type cell from 35°N to 17°N (above the lower·
monsoon cell.)
So in strong monsoon the monsoon cell which, in the mean, is.
present over Bay of Bengal extends westwards to 75°E.
·

'

.

0

In weak monsoon the winter type cell is seen upto
cell is only from 5°~ to 5°Na

5°N and the monsoon

.:3 : Mendional flux of relative angular -.momentum. Dotted areas show pole~ard ·f lux of westerly angular momentum.
It is seen that the largest momentum
transport is in the lowest (surface to 850 mb) and upper (200 to 100 mb) tropospheres with a minimum ·in the middle troposphere.

Fig

0

Mean July : Figµres 3A, 3B and 3C :
'
55°E : There is poleward flux in lower lev~ls and. equatorward flux in · l;ligher ·
levels., so that there is some compensation.. 75°E : There is equatorward flux in
lower levels and poleward flux in higher levels and, . so there is some compensation~
90°E : . There is poleward flux at all levels and no compensation,.
~trong m~nsoon : Figo .3 E : .shows the fluxes along long. 75°.E.

There i s a large increase in the poleward flux with respect to the mean.·
The fluxes on the individual days are much more than in the mean.
Divergence of momentum flux
Mean July : 55°E. There is converg nce of momentum flux in lower levels
850 and 700 mb around about 10-15°N. The west erlies increase in this region.
0

Ther~ is flux divergence in lower levels

.
75°E
.a bout 15°N.
90°E ;

Weak monsoon

(850, 700 mb) round

There is flux divergence of 200 mb round about 5°S to equator ...

75°E.

There is flux divergence in lower levels (850, 700 mb) round ·

about 15°N.
Strong .monsoon : 75°E. Th.ere is large flux convergence in lower levels (surface
t.o 700 mb ) around l 7°N to .·25°N and increase in westerlies.
Fig •. 4 : Meridional flux of

t~tal

ene..ru_:

Figs. 4~, 4B and 4C : Since energy gradient is much smaller than that
_o f V .- components these are more of less like V-component sections except that .
they are weighted by ?
. 75°E : The maxinrum fluxes are in the lowest (5urface,
850 mb) and upper (200 mb) tropospheres.
However in the strong monsoon
there
·is considerable flux !in middle troposphere also north of 20°N. This is in association with the subtropical cyclone over Guj araL
Vertically integrated fluxes of total energy : Figs. 4D, 4E and 4F
Mean July

There· is a net · meridional inflow over most parts of West

4li5
Arabian Sea. Simpson (1929 ), Rao (1961), Frost and Stephenson (1964) mention
tbis as an energy sink.
There is some meridional outflow over Bay of Bengal..
Strong Monsoon
The meridional outflow over Bay of Bengal is much more marked.
Weak Monsoon
Outflow over Bay of Bengal is much less marked and shifts to NE India.
The inflow over Arabian Sea is much more marked and extends eastwards to peninsula.
The meridional inflow (of mass . and energy) over ~rabian Sea and outflow
over Bay of Bengal must be compensated by the zonal westerly flow. It is known
that the westerlies are stronger in strong monsoon.
Conclusion
During monsoon a direct energy- producing monsoon cell operates over .
Bay of Bengal. An indirect energy-consuming winter type ,cell operates over Arabian
Sea with the tra:hsi tion zone around 75°E. During strong monsoon the monsoon cell
extends westwards.
We know that monsoon systems move from the east. The vagaries of monsoon are greatest in the transition zone between two cells ~xcept of
course along the west coast and depend on the relativE? strengths and displace-.
ments of these cells. The monsoon cell is characterised by poleward transport of
westerly momentum at all levels. There is net meridional inflow over west Arabian
Sea and net outflow over Bay of Bengal.
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Some Dyriamical
.

Aspects of the onset of south-west Monsoon
..

ov er India in ·1 ~65

M. Na t araja Pillai.

· The on set and adv ance of the
p ecu,liar f e ature s •

sumrrH:~r

monsoon in the year 1965 show some

.. · The depression that formed in the Bay of Bengal on the 26th May and moved
· northeast-.w ards and dissipated over East Pakistan on the ~nd June failed to pull
up -t;.he monsoon current effectively, eithe·r in the Bay sector or in the Arabian Sea
sect~r.
·

at 700 mb on the 3rd and 4th J~e. · A
p ronoun.ced anticy-c1onic vortex can . be seen. J;>erhaps this has something to do with
•t he _s witching off of the monsoon current. ·
·

.

. Fi g • .\1) shows the circulation

With the vanishing of the high, the monsoon current advanced ·i n both the
se.q tors.
But at the point · when it reached s.o uth Konkan (Fig. 2 ;).," again .a hig h
developed at 700 mb level and in associ~titm with it we see · ~ · progressive decrease
in rainfall in Konkan area during the subsequent two days.. Thus, the.r e was an
interval of about 20 days from the onset over e~treme south and the onset qver ·
Bombay~
is about double the normal intervaL

This

! 'similar case of hampering of the ad.vane~ of the monsoon· current by· the
high ~~ 700 mb occurred in the year 1957. However, ·8. relatively northerly posit:tort
of this high 'does not see1Il ·to impede the advance of the monsoon current , as happene d
in the year 1959 o
· . A reference may be- made in this context to - ~ paper by Jambunathan· et a.l
(unpublished) in which it was shown that the ·onset of the monsoon over Kerala in
t he year 1964 was brought about by a vortex at 700 mb level. Thus it is evident
t hat-·both the onset· and -the further advance of the monpoon curr ent are to a great
e xt en~ governed by vortices at the 700 mb. level.
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Upper Tropospheric Zonal Circulation over India:
and Neighbourhood in relation to the south west Monsoon

Ro -Ananthakrishnan and A.. R. Ramakrisbnan
ABSTRACT
A study has been made of the zonal wind .changes at the 200 mb level at the
rawin stations in India and at the Middle-East stations of Aden and Bahrein,
accompanying the onset and withdrawal of the southwest monsoon. The changes
in que stion are the reversal of the westerly circulation to the easterly at the
· time of'" onset and the opposi t.e change at the time of wi thdra.wal. Although these
changes at some of the stations give prior indication of the onset and with. drawal, they have little forecasting value.

·!

o

Introduction

Ll

From a stu~y of the upper air observations -over the Mediterranean-Middle
East ar~a, Sutcliffe and Bannon (1954) drew attention to an . interesting associa~
tion between the dates of appearance of the first easterlies at 200 mb level
over ,Aden and B.a hrein and the dates of the 'Start' of the southwest monsoon at
Malaba.r as published by the India Meteorological Department. For the years ·
1949 to 1953 they found that the first easterlies at 200 mb ievel appe ared over
Aden 5 to 16 days earlier tha~ the corresponding dates of start of the monsoon .
over Malabar. Over Bahrein the appearance of first easterlies at 200 mb was
noticed 5 to 21 days later than the dates of onset of the monsoon.
They
remarked that a. careful study of these changes might be useful for predicting
the summer monsoon over south India .
L2 The major change in the upper troposphere over India and neighbourhood that .
occurs ·in association with the onset of the southwest monsoon is the fairly
abrupt shift of the sub-tropical high pressure ridge_ from its winter location
at about 10/12°N to about 20/22°N.
Thereafter, the sub-tropical ridge moves
further northward somewhat slowly as the monsoon rains extend further northwar d s.
When the · monsoon is - fully establi sh~d over whole of India, the sub-tropical
ridge at 200 mb level lies approximately · along 30°N. ·. The withdrawal of the
monsoon is accompanied by the southward retreat of . the sub-tropical ridge
back to its winter location.

We have made a detailed study of the shift of the 200 mb sue-t ropical ridge
in association with the onset of the monsoon for a number of years and reported
the results elsewhere. This study has shown that there are appreciable differences in detail from year to year.

lo3

1o4 The reversal of the zonal winds noticed by Sutcliffe
and Bannon over the Mid1
, dle East stations is essentially connected with the northward movement _of the subt ropical ridge over India and neighbourhood.
Since the IGY, a large volume · of
upper wind data have been accumulated at a number of rawin stations. In the course
of certain studies utilising these wind data we prepared a series of .diagrams
depicting · the daily zonal and meridional components of the winds at ~00/300 mb ,
· levels, for a rrumber of years for several stations in India and the Middle East .
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Some of these diagrams have been reproduced in the paper on 'The General Circula. tion of the Atmosphere . over ;the Indian Ocean and .Adjoitrl.ng Areas' . appearing else. ·where in this volume. These diagrams came in handy to· extend the study of
Sutcliffe an d Banno:q: to the Indian arei9, and to more recent years. We have examined..'
the changes in . the upper tropospheric zonal winds associated both with the qnset
as well as the withdrawal of the monsoon.

2o

Onset of Monsoon and zonal wind changes

2 1 The stations chosen for examination of wind changes associated with the onset
of monsoon were : ~den, Madras, Visakhapatnam, Santacruz, Veraval, Na.gpur; Calcutta
and .A.bmedsbad" These · stations cover the latitude range 13°N to 23°N. Wind dBta.
·for the seven years 1958 to 1964 were examined togethe:;- with the dates of on s et
of the monsoon over south Kerala as per records of the India Meteorological Depart. ment. For each of these stations there are two dates A and B which correspond
respectively to :
·
·
0

A - the first appearance of easterly winds and
B - the estabUshnient of steady easterlies.
Between dates A and B, easterlies and westerlies alternate. The interval between
showed fluctuations in di ff e;rent years rangi.ng from 0 to as ·much a s a
fortnight in some years.
Table 1 gives the dates of onset ~s well as the two
dates A and B for the various stations for the 7-ye ar period.

A _and B

-~----------------~--------------------------------------~------------~----------

Station . Date of
onset of
monsoon
., O'

·1958

1959

. Ye a r
1960
1961

1962

1963

1964

-----------------~---------------M ---------~-------------

14 Jun

31 May

14 May

is

~ay

1 7 May

31 May

5 Jun

------~--------.--------------------~---------~-------------~------------------

1

2 .

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

19 Apr
30 Apr

16 May
20 May
15
11

13 May

6 May

7 Me.y

10 May

8 May

13 May 23 1'1ay 21 ·May 10 May 27 May
1
28
12
21
10

------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------Aden

A
B
0-A
. 9-B

56
45

-------------------------Madras

A

0-A

4 Mey
4 May
41

C-B

41

B

1

-5

-4

21

9

-~----------------.....---------- ----------------------~

23 Apr
21 May
38
10

28 Apr 12 Apr
30 Mey 31 May
,35
16
-16
-13

11 May
11 May
6
6

13 May 25 Apr
21 May 1 May
.41
18
35
10

~------------------------------------~---------...,.-----.."------------~-----------

Visakha- A
.B
p_atnam

·O-A

0-B

6 May
26 May
12
-8

17 May
17 May
0
0

13 May 26 Apr
4 jun
9 Jun
.
40
18
1
-9

---------.-----------------------------.-------------------------------------------
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----------------------------------------------------------·
---------------------4
5
8
3
6
9
7
2
1

------------------------------ -------------------------------------------Santacruz

10 May
14 Jun

0-A

35

22 May
31 May
9

O-B

0

0

A
B

9 May
8 Jun

8 May
3 Jun

15 May 12 May
28 May 22 May

25 Apr
3 Jun

5
-25

10
-16

2
-11

2

19
9

41

-------------------------·----------------------------------------------------~--

Veraval

0-.A

15 Jun
21 Jun
-1

0-B

-7

A

B

21 May
1 Jun
10
1

17 May
27 Jun ·
-3
-44

8 May
8 Jun
10

-21

----------------------------------------------------------------------·-----Nagpur

A

B
0-A
0-B

10 Jun
12 Jun
4
2

22 May
6 Jun

9
:-6

19 May 29 May
18 Jun 15 Jun
-11
-5
-35
-28

22 May 25 May
26 May 6 Jun
6
-5
-9
-7

25 Apr
10 Jun
41
-5

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

·Calcutta

A

B
0-A

0-B

8 Jun
20 Jur1
6
-6

4 Jun
28 Jun

-4
-28

23 May
17 Jun
-9
-34

28 Mey 2 Jun
17 Jun · 13 Jun
16
-10
~27
-30

28 May
16 Jun
3
-16

29 May
16 Jun ·
7
- 11

~----~---------------------~-------------------~----------------------~------ ----

.Ahmed a,...
bad

A

.B
0-A
0-B

30 May
6 Jun

-13
-20

30 May

19 Jun
1
-19

11 Jun
14 Jun
-6
-9

---------------------~-----------------------------------------------------~--

A .- Date of first appearance of easterlies
B - Date of establishment of steady easterlies.

3a

Wi thdrawai of Monsoon and zonal wind changes

By about the beginning of September the monsoon begins to retreat from
the extreme northern parts of India. Further withdrawal takes place progressively
till ·by. about the end of October the monsoon is confined to the south peninsula .
A reverse sequence of zonal wind changes takes .place in the upper troposphe r e in
association with the retreat of the monsoon . The stations whose wind data were
examined in this cont.ext we re : New Delhi, J?ahrein, Allahabad,Abmedabad, Calcu tta,
Nagpur end Santacruzo These stations cover the latitude interval from about 28° ·
to 19°N o
For ea.eh of these sta.tions it was possible to fix two dates C and D
corresponding respectively to :
C - the first appearance of westerlies, and
D - the establishment of steady westerlies .
Table 2 gives these dates foa the various stdions. The de.tes of first mention
of the withdrawal of the monsoon from northwest India as per records of . the India
Meteorological Department are also listed in the Table.

/
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....--------------------------------------------------------·------,.- --------------Date o.f
Station
Y e ~a_r;;;,.-~~~~·
withdrawal
of monsoon

'W'
c

New Delhi.

D
W-C
W-D

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

8 Oct

14 Sep

1 Oct

28 Sep

18 Sep

28 Sep

16.Sep
20 Sep
22

1 Sep
24 Sep
13
-10

13 Sep
,24 Sep
7

27 Aug
19 Sep
32
9

30 Aug
3 Sep
19
15

26 Aug
30 Sep
18
1

l1 Aug
15 Sep
48
13

17 Aug
2 Sep

19 Sep
19 Sep

32

9

16

9

25 Sep
29 Sep
6

25 Sep
25 Sep
3
3

10 Sep
23 Sep
B

17 Sep
9 Oct
11 ..
-11

18

18

14 Sep

14-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...,. _______ i _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..,..... _ _ _ _ _ .,... _ _ ....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,,... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _

c

Bahrein-

5 Sep
27 Sep

D
W-C
· W-D
•

11

-6

19 Sep
10 Oct
19
-2

16 Sep
16 Sep
-2
-2

_ _ _ 91!'"9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ ..,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

' •

c

·· Allahabad

n·
,.

.

33

26 Aug
20 Sep
19

W-C
W-D

---------------------------------....
c

Ahmedabad.

_ ______ ____
..

_;

Calcutta

2

..._

D
W-C
W-D

_______

...._ _____ -...,

-5

·-----------

-----------..---------------· -~----· -----..

1 .0ct
11 Oct.

26 Sep
26 Sep
2
2

11 Sep
25 Sep
7

22 Sep
10 Oct
6

23 Sep
1 Oct

6

-5
-13

-8
-36

1 Oct
7 Oct

-13
-19

14 Oct
10 Nov
-16
-43

2 Oct
25 Oct

14 Oct ·
13 Nov

-1~-

-16
-46

-3
-13

_________________________ _______________________ __ _
.....,

c

17 Sep

19 Sep

D
W-C
W-D

12 Oct
21
-4 ·

-2

19 Sep
15 Oct
12

-26

-14

-12

c

26 Sep
20 Oct
12

12 Oct.
12 Oct
-11
-11

1 Oct
7 Oct
-3
-9

12 Oct
14 Oct
-11
-13

2 Oct

10 Oct

-7

,

net

3 Nov

-------------------------.. --------.-..--·--------------------r--------------------------Nagpt+r

D

W-C.
W-D

-12

.26 Sep
19 Oct
-12
-35

----..:.--------------------------. -------------- -------------------·---------------...

Santacruz

·-

.

c
D·
W-C
W-D

3 Oct·
20 Oct
5
-12

26 Sep
19 Oct
-12
-35

25 Oct

-4
-27

.

.

-37

·-------------------------~------~--------------------~----------~--------------------

C - Date of first appearance of westerlies

•

.D - Date of establishment of stead;y: westerlies ..
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4.

.D iscussion

4 1 The normal date of onset of the monsoon on the Malabar coast is 3lst May.
The seven-year period examined by us comprises years of early, normal and.
deJ.ayed onset of the monsoon as can be seen from the dates of onset indicated
at the top of Table 1.. In 1958, the easterlies first appeared over Aden nearly
8 weeks before the onset of the monsoon over the Malaba.r coast, which was delayed
in this year by a fortnight. In 1964, easterlies were noticed at Aden nearly
a month before the onset of the monsoon.
On 'the other hand, in 1960, when the
monsoon set in on the Malabar coast a fort.night before the normal d~te, ,the
easterlies appeared over Aden almost simultaneousJ.y. From these facts, it can
be appreciated that while ' the appearance of easterlies over Aden is a precursor of
the transition from the winter to SUILiner circulation over south Asia, its utility
for predict.ing the date of onset of the southwest monsoon on the Malabar coast
is very Jittle. The zonal wind changes at a station such as Santacruz also show
features similar to those over Aden. Generally speaking, at stations south of
lat. 20°N, the easterlies begin to appear before the onset of the monsoono At
· stations further north, the change in circulation sets in only after the onset
of the · monsoon over the extreme south of India. It will be seen from Table 1
that the interval between the first appearance of easterlies and the establishment
of steady easterlies shows 1large variations. In some years, the easterlies continue since their first appearance while in other years there is a period of
several days of weak alternating easterlies and westerlies until the steady
easterly regime is established.
This is due ' to the fact that in some years the
northward shift of the sub-tropical anticyclone which accompanies tho onset of the
monsoon is abrupt while in other years it is somewhat gradual or oscillatory.
0

4e 2 The monsoon begins to retreat from northwestem parts of the country by about
the middle 'o f September. There are variations from year to year. During the period
covered by our study, the withdrawal was appreciably delayed in 1959, 1961, 1962 and
1964. From Table 2, it can be seen that the first appearance of westerlies over
New Delhi, Bahrein and Allahabad gives a prior indication of the withdrawal of the
monsoon although it has. little forecasting value.

BEFERENCE3
Sutcliffe, R.C. and Bannon, .J.K., 1954
Seasonal changes in upper air condit1.ons
in the f1edi te rranean - Middle East Asia.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of Mean Temperature and
Humidity over India and neighbourhood
during 1963 - 1964 .

.'

Fig. 6. Distribution of Mean Temperature and
Humidity over India and neighbourhood

.. '~. . .
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Motion of Air as Detected by Weather Radar
· Ye Eilmku and H. Arakawa
Meteorological Office, Fukuoka, Japan.

Introduction
Sometimes, weather radars are very powerful tools to detect the motion
of air. · An ex~le of this pro<?edure ~ill be shown in this paper.
The location and the characteristics of the weather radar station at
Tanegashi1!1a are
International index number
height above MSL

869
290

. tm)

location

30°3S'N
130°59'E

wave length

(cm)

5e66

peak power ·

. (kw)

300

( ~s)

loO

(c/s)

310

noise · figure .

(db)

11

pro mino

(-dbm)

98

antena diameter

(m)

3

horizontal beam width

(

pulse duration

f

~~I -F

0

)

1.3

indicators

PPI, A-scope

year of installation

1959

Outburst of the Northwest Monsoon in the far east
The word monsoon is applied to these wind systems in which the prevailing direction is reversed or almost reversed from summer to wintero They are
especially prominent within the tropics on the east side of the continent, but
they occur also outside the t _r opics, as in the Far East as far north as about
60° north latitude..
·
.
· .
In winter, the outgoing continental dry winds are notably strong and
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regular in north China, Korea and Japan.a Their prevailing direction is .·northwest in north China, Korea and Japan; north in central China; and they work
round to the northeas.t in Indiao The northeast winds, known as north.east monsoon in India; are far Hghter and . much warmer in the Indian region than the
north.west winds; known as northwest monsoon in north China, Korea and Japan.·..
The summer monsoon of. China, Korea and Japan blow from the . southeaste
This summer monsoon is light in force and far lighter than the winter monsoon.,
In India, on the other hand, the winter monsoon is far lighter than the summer
monsoon.
Although the winds of northwest monsoon in north China, Kore a and
Japan, is to be considered steady, yet they are liable to interruption of cyclonic disturbances. Depressions move eastnortheast from west southwest, and cause
southerly winds to blow on their front.
Pas sing through the cyclogenetic.
region near Japan, disturbances are apt to intensify rapidly •. When they .move
to the east. of Japan as disturbances of great intensity, the northwest monsoon
surges forward with terrible wind force.
During the first decade of January, 1965, a well developed cyclone
(central pressure was estimated to be lower than 980 mb) was moving eastward
· over the sea to east of Japan, and the nortb.west monsoon swept over Japan as a
severe cold outbreak (fig • .1 )., Figure 2 shows a vertical time section of winds
aloft for Kagoshima (International index rmrnber 82? ). It would appear that the
wind speed of 10 km level is as high as 60 nylsec or more.
One of the · present
authors (Arakawa, 1959) showed that, under similar condition, we can find
possibly the world's greatest winds over J apano

· Observed winds at 10 km level during the period J anuacy 7 to
January 9, 1965, at Kagoshima weather station.

---------~------_...-------------------------------· ---------- -------------~--....,;..---------

Date

observation time (JMT)

Jano 7

0230
0840
1430
2030

0310
0942
1516
2144

speed (m/s)

di re ction

- .---'------.. ---

w
wsw

52
54
58

wsw
wsw

43

------·--------------------..- ----------..!-------------------------- --- -----..;....:..-~-..----Jano 8

.

.
.

0230

0312

wsw

0845

0931
1520

WSW

1430
2030
.

2116

55
73
62

w·

w

.

64

--------:-----------------------~------·..... --------------------------------;...-.-:--~--------

Jano 9

0230
0830
1430
2030

0306
0934
1501
2142'

-----~-----------------------------------------~ - - .....

w

w

wsw
wsw

67
70
66
57

·- -·-------------------.- -----------·
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As the cold outbreak intensified, scattered precipi h1.tion echoes were
f irst, de·tected west of the Satsuma Peninsula..
The precipitation echoes, mey be
considered to be the PPI scope photograph of convective clouds . of Bernard cell
type.
Because of the relatively short life span of the convection clouds of .
· Benard type, it is usua~Jly not possible to get successive PPI photographs.
However, the instability showers caused by the cold northwest monsoon winds travelling over the oceen surface of warmer water temperature do not dissipate soon,
but last even several days., Sequence of PPI photographs taken by the weather
rad a r of the Tanegashima weather s.tation (International index number 869) showed
that several. of the bands of precipitation echoes apparently were oriented
parallel to the south coast of Kyusbuo The mechanism of these bands of precipi ta.tion echoes will be studied below e
. Figure 3 shows the motion of individual echoes during 30 minute interval
(0400 JMT to 0430 JMT, January 8, 1965)0 The echoes were identified at successive
times by tracking the heaviest cores or by noting prominent features.. Precipitation echoes moved steadily to east as shown in figure 3.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the motion of echoes at about
1500 JMT 8 January and 1200 JMT 9 January, 1965.

(]700

JMT 8 January,

These figures clearly show that the motion of echoes at the highlight
· of the northwest monsoon, or at about 1500 'JMT 8 January 1965, is directed around
the south coast. 'of Kyushu (fig o 5). The orientation of the bands of precipi ta. tion echoes in the radar photographs is almost parallel to the motion of echoes
shown in figure 5.
Radar observations of the precipitation cells have establj shed that
the cell echoes are relatively scarce so long a.s the monsoon winds are light.
As the monsoon winds get stronger, the rainfall tends to be concentrated within
a serie.e of bands, and the orientation of bands runs along the air cur:rE\3nt around
the coast of Kyushu. As .t he monsoon winds begin to be light, the radar echoes
begin to be limited into scattered and smaller cells.
Figure 7 shows the isopleths of speed (in km/hour) of motion of elements of precipi to.tion echoes at the hl.gh light of the monsoon winds (1454 JMT ,
J arruary 8, 1965 )o It can be seen that the speed of echoes just south of Kyushu
is higher than 100 km/hour.
The st~eamlines depicting the motion of echoes for the interval 1301
JMT to 1657 JMT, January 8, 1965, are tentatively drawn (fig • .8 )o Streamlines run
. parallel along the south coast of Kyushu.
Forecasters are sometimes faced with the problem of determining the
height of echoes, for the soundings over the ocean are not available. Figure 9
illustrates the change in height of :precipitation echoes for the period 0400 JMT,
January 8 to 1600 JMT, January 9, 1965. Naturally, the height of convective
cells were greatest when wind speeds of the nprthwest monsoon were greatest.
A wide variety of forms of cellar structure of Benard type can b e produced by slii table variation of the rate of ' shear in the original motiori (Terada
eto al. 1928; Terada and Tamano, 1929).
When the fluid is she ared, a series
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of vortices will be formed having _their axes parallel to the di .r ection of the
shearing motion.
The resemblance of Benard cell with shearing flow · to band
echoe·s is clearly seen in the radar photographs.. A variety of band echoes can
be explained. as the effect of thennal instability combined with strong shearing
motion cau~d ~y the outbreak of the northwest mons<;>on..
·

1
•

A graphic method ·or obtaining streamlines from ·observed wind s has been
rendered by Sandst,rom.. Streamline analysis . are of interest in the analysis of
weather maps in lower latitudes..
In interpreting radar photographs the axes
. of a series of band echoes may be identified with s.treamlines.,
This approximation holds to some extent even·when the shearing motion is fairly large •
.Alcknowledgements
.
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Fig. I. Weather Map, 0900JMT,
9 January , 1965 .
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Fig. 2. Vertical Time - section
showing winds aloft at Kagoshima
weather station. ( Isopleths of
wind speed in m/s) .
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Fig .3. Motion of echoes dudno
30 minute interval ( 0400 JMT

to 0430 JMT, 8January,1965.)

Fig .4. Motion of Echoes during
20 mimute inter·vol ( 0705 JMT
to 0725 JMT, 8January,1965 )
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Fig . S. Motion of Echoes during
7 minute interva I ( 14~4 JMT
to 1501 JMT, 8 January, 1965 )

Fig .6. Motion of Echoes during
30 minute interval ( 1132 JMT

to 1·202 JMT, 9Jonuary,1965)
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Fig. 7. Isopleth of Speed in km hour
of Echoes ( 1454 JMT, 8 January,
1965.)
.

Fig .8. Streamlines depicting
motion of Echoes ( 1301 JMT
to 1657 JMT, SJanuory,1965)
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DISCUSSION

Dr. T,M.K. Nedungadi
Dro Chelarn has shown very interesting association of easterly and
westerly diffluent troughs with subsequent rainfall. If it is to have some prognostic value, some sort of · study has to be made by taking during a particular
monsoon season all high level troughs (easterly or westerly) that passed and finding out whether how many of them there were associated with actual precipitation
and how many were noto It is also the experience· of the forecasters that very
often ·upper level troughs · come and go without precipitation . My personal belief .
i s that probably on 20 perce~t of occasions there is precipitation and on 80
·p ercent there is no ·marked precipitation. ·
· Dr . ·B. N. Desai ·
Could the phenomenal heavy rainfall wbich occurred over Bombay be forecast by utilizing the concept of ~gh level divergenceo
Dr. Chelam
I had gone through the majority of the troughs at least for the IIOE
p eriod 1963-64 and only after finding that this clue · could be used successfully
I ventured to make this stuay. As regards
Desai 1 s question, what I really
did today was a depiction of the flow pattern as was actually encount'e red.
Although it cannot be said that one can predict every situation, at least in
Such situations as the pre sent one where we do find such a marked diffluent
. flow it may help us to predict · events·. · Regarding the forecasting value of this
te chnique : In certain situations it is poS·sible to · predict winds.

Dr.

Mr. C.R. V: Raman

· In our experience in the last 30 months, occurrence and movement of ·
i ndependent wave troughs in the easterlies unassociated with entit.ies in the
l ower troposphere, when .the data have been completely .available, · hav.e not been
so convincing enough.
The actual picture is, you get vortices in the middle
t roposphere which have been proved beyond doubt by the aircraft data. In the
lower troposphere, in association with these vortices there is a trough .in the
westerlies. · . In the upper levels above the level of mid-tropospheric vortices
i s a perturbation or a waviness in the ·easterlies. The number of occasions on
whi ch perturbatio1'l;s in the upper easterlies . alone unassociated with vortical
. circula-~ioris in the lower or middle troposphere have been few. There could be
as many occasions when you find diffluence going with rainfall as diffluence
not going with ite

I am quite aware of · the possible existence of lower level perturbations which could give rise to patterns as qescri.bed. · However, the particular
system 'w hich caused phenomenal rains in the -western India was not even called
a depression. It was called only ·a low pressure _area and therefore, ·I do not
think that thi_s can really be such a . low level or even a mid-tropospheric phenomenon as made ol1t. To say that the lower level phenomenon is the main thing
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and the upper one does not exist or is of secondary importance , I am sure, does·
not hold valid in this case.
Mr. C. Ramaswam:y

A number of new techni.ques has been developed by the forecasters
engaged. today in our research institutions as well as in the forecasting uffices.
· these. new techniques have to be tried out. ·One difficulty in doing this is the
lack of adequate upper air data. There is also a certain amount of reluctance
on the part of forecasters to use new techniques. While research workers select
days fo:t which lot of material is available and come to a conclusion, adequate
upper air observations may not be always available to the forecaster ' eve ry day.

Regarding Dr.Arakawa' s comment about the apparent but not particularly
close connection between the onset of the summer monsoon rains over India and
beginning of the B~U rains over Japan : The possibility of a large scale,. seasonal interconnection between, south and southeast Aisia occurred to a lot of
. people o · Some years back, I made a check of the dates on whlch the mid summer
dry spell began in Hong Kong and the date on which the monsoon rains were set to
commence over Delhi. I u~ed Delhi figures because . a very fine paper giving all
· the infonnation involving fifty years of data is avaiJ.able. Correlation between
the dates was in excess of .7.
One, of course, should take the correlation
coefficient at its face value. But, there appears to be some physical juotifica. tion for that seems to. be related to the movement northwards of subtropical ridge
which affected Hong Kong in the sense of producing the secondary minimum in rainf all and affected Delhi in the way of producing the onset of rainfall. I think,
therefore, correlating the onset of monsoon rains over north India say Delhi,
with BAIU ·rainfall over Japan may give rather closer correlation than the one
suggested.
·
Dr. Arakawa
In the paper 'prediction of the date of establishment of southwest
monsoon along the west coast of India', by Dr. L.A. Ramdas et al (1954 ), the
dates of E?Stablishment of southwest monsoon at. Travancore-Cocbin, south Kanara,
Ratnagiri and Kolaba over the period 1891 to 1950 are fully tabulated.· So I
shall check your suggestion computing a series of correlation coefficients based
on above data.
Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan
How is the date of onset of BAIU rain determined by the Japan Meteorological Service ?
In India Meteorological Department a criterion primarily
based on rainfall is utilized. ·
Dr. Arakawa
We have the same problem in Japan. ·we are also determini ng · the date
of onset of BAIU as well as the date of withdrawal of B.AIU in quite an obj ecti vc way, which is sirr~lar to the Indian practice.
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Mr.

D~R • . Sikka

Mr~ Ramakri$hnan said. that the difference between the appearance of
the easterlies over Madras, Trivandrum or Aden and the date of onset of the
monsoon is o~ the order of 6 to 40 days. Perhaps the period can be narrowed down
if we fix a higher level say 100 mb and a certaiII minimum .s trength which should
be exceeded by the easterlies.
The appearance of easterlies of 60 knots . at
100 mb is vecy closely linked with · the onset of the monsoon over the Malabar
coast.

Mr.

Ramakrishnan

The suggestion that a higher level will definitely give a better in. dication is agreeable but then we · have to face the difficulty of obtitlning data
·for 100 mb ·every day without fail. More·over, Mr. Ramamurthi and Mr. R. J ambuna,....
than have stated that 50 knot easterlies over Trivand:tum :were not associated with
the· onset of the monsoon.
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Dr. M.Ao Alaka
During the last few days quite a few ideas crossed my mind. One of
these is the fact that. during my years as_ a Meteorologist, I have hardly attended .
a meeting at which the question of data shortage was not invoked. Lack of data
has, of course, been ~ genuine handicap to Meteorologists.
But I think it has also been a comfortable subterfuge behind which
Meteorologists have tended to hide. All too' often we say : "If only we had more
data, all our problems will. be solved~
I think that with the superb effort at data collection associated with
IIOE, followir..g so closely behind the IGY, the days of this subterfuge may be coming
to an end.

I am quite impressed by the amount of
_and I am very optimistic as to what can be done
that this data gathering experiment will have a
.t he Meteorology of ~he Indian Ocean·but also on

information which has been gathered
with this information. I think
considerable impact not only on ·
global ineteorology.

Of course, ideally, since the atmosphere is a single physical system,
what we should do is to pool world resources into one supreme and magnificient
effort and organise
data gathering experiment on a global scale. This, I think,
we will eventually do; but probably not in the next few years. Such a global experiment will most probably be accomplished within the framework of the World
Weather System: to which W.M.O. is committed and for which the United States has
strong support. Meanwhile dat'a collection efforts on a regional scale such as IIOE
will be very_ useful.

a

I feel confident that Indian Ocean Expedition has been quite successful

in increasipg our knowledge not only of the macroscale circulation of the Indian
Ocean . but _ also of smalL-.soale systems. As a _r esult, when all the data have been,
analysed, our knowledge of '. t he general circulation of. the ~tmosphere will be significantly enhanced.
·
Dr. CoS. Ramage
Dr. ~amanathan and Friends,
I .very much like to take this opportunity and deeply and wholeheartedly
thank the Organising Committee, and all those in the India Meteorological Department,
particularly rnc and Mr. Raman for having arranged and carried out a successful
Symposium. I think ·the only . regret that we visitors may have, is, _somehow or other,
all the ideas that are latent in the varied and talented people ga~hered here could
not come out b~cause of limitations of time. I feel, I am certainly speaking for
the foreign colleagues, I am convinced that it would have been impossible to get
anything more in the time available than we did actually succeed in doing. We have
be~ impressed by the arrangements, by the calibre of the contributions and we have
been overwhelmed by your hospitality.
Dr. K .. R. Ramanathan

: - His Concluding Remarks given on page xvii

